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NOTE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION.

J
N preparing ihe English edition of the present work, I hive

* had (be great advantage of bring able (a consult Professor

Wcismann personally “ilh regard lo many of (he more difiicull

passages, Only (hose who have attempted to make atranslation

o; an abstruse wort from German msnascnpt, can appreciate

the difficulties of rendering such a work into g«d English, and

at the same time of keeping closely to the text. As the time in

which the translation lad to be prepared «ns a comparatively

shear one, I have been unable to revise the stylo a* thoroughly

as I could have wished, but trust that the author’s meaning has

been expretsed with tolerable accuracy.

In the rase of Opccul technical terras "hich base no recog-

nited English eouivnlenU, I have m all cases nrtdrd ihe ( lermaa

word in brackets the lint time they are used. For the oxtrencly

useful and uitninslatcablc word ‘Anlags,’ the somewhatawkward

term 'primary constituent ' has been used uhea it refers to the

concrete vital units : in other cases, it has been rendered by

‘ rudiment or, when it has a more abstract meaning, by 1 pre-

disposition.' The words ‘ Eigenschxfi.' * Chnraklcr,’ ‘Merkmal,’

and ‘ QoalitJt,' are often used synonymously by tbe author, and

have therefore been indisctiminaieiy iransUtol by ‘character-

Ulic,’
1
character,’

1
peculiarity, ' and ‘quality.’

I must express my thanks to Dr G. H. Parker, of Harvard

University, Cambridge, Hast, who kindly undertcok a first

revision of Chapters XIII- and XIV, and thereby rendered an

earlier publication of the bcok possible ; as well ns to my friend

and colleague Mr Franck Arnold, for help in elucidating tom;

of tbe mote complicated sentences, antWfor many auggesbemt

W. N. PARKER.
CAiDtrr, AVw. 3UX 1(91
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PREFACE.

—i

—

^NY attempt a: the present time to work out a theoty of

heredity in detail may appear to many premature,

and nlmost presumptuous : I confess there have been timet

when it has seemed so even to myself. I could not, how-

ever, resist the temptation to endeavour to penetrate the

mystery of this mew marvellous and complex chapter cf

life as far as my own ability and the pteser.t state of our

knowledge permitted.

Even though lire present attempt may be very imperfect

and incomplete, I cannot regard it as premature. Our
knowledge has increased during the last twenty years to

such an extent, that it does not seem to be altogether a

hopeless task to inquire into the actual processes on which

the phenomena of heredity depend. It is, moreover, very

cascntial that we should possess a thevty of heredity, worked

out in such a manner as to suggest new problems, which in

their tutu will lead to new solutions.

Previous hypotheses have been insufficient in this respect,

owing to the fact that they hava.no! been worked out in

detail. They are rather to be regarded ns paving the way

to future theories, by merely formulating explanatory prin-

ciples without professing to apply them to all the different

groups of phenomena which come undot the head of

heredity, by which means alone their true value can be

tested. Even Darwin's theory of ' pngenesis
' was made-
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quale in this respect: owing lo the comparatively limited

number of facta then at his disposal, it could not but be

what we may call an ideal theory; that is to say, it i*

founded upon certain principles without inquiring how far

they are based upon actual fact*. In themselvci, such

theories can hardly be looked upon ai suggestive, far if

tnet the aiiumtd p-inafU it accepted, all the phenomena are

thereby explained, and the matter is open to no further

doubt.

Let m assume that the germ contains millions of the

primary constituents (' Anlagen
')

of all the most minute

portions of the body
;
moreover, that these constituents are

always present at the right place and in the right combina-

tion during the process of development; and, further, that

they are capable of giving rise in their turn to the parts or

organs to which they severally correspond. Such a theory

explains everything, or nothing—the premises alone can be

attacked. No now problems can arise from it til! it has

been placed upon a sound basis; the premises must he

shown to be ccnecl, and it must be proved that the getm is

actually composed of primary constituents, which by some

means or other become combined into groups and are

capable of giving rise to the various parts and organs in

question. Then, and then only, would the theory serve as

an incentive lo further investigations into the phenomena of

heredity cf all kinds, andexperiments might be made which

would support or contradict it.

There » no doubt a natural tendency to base experiments

upon certain preconceived kicas
;
but it is one thing to be

guided solely by such phenomena as may at the moment

appear of especial importance, and another to base opera-

tions upon the completed outline of a theory founded upon
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the principal data bearing upon the question. I have rnjnclf

more than nnce abandoned a line of research undertaken in

connection with the problem o' heredity, because I felt that

to proceed without the guidance of a theory more or less

complete in itself, and developed on a basis of ascertained

facts, would be little better than groping in the dark. The

importance of such a theory lies primarily in its suggestive-

ness, by which alone it becomes a step towards the ideal at

which we aim, via, the formulation of Mr tnu and emplt*

tXtorj.

The growth of this book has been very gradual. What

firs! struck me when I began seriously to consider the

problem of heredity, some test years ago. was the necessity

for assuming the existence of a special organised and bring

hinditarj SubUaw, which in all multicellular organisms,

unlike the subitance composing the perishable body cf

the individual, is transmitted from generation tri generation.

This is the theory of Mr centmuitj of thtprm-plaim. My

conclusions led me to doull the usually accepted view

of the Iransmiillon of tarialimi atfnirod by the body

(somal
;
and further research, combined with experiments,

tended more and more to strengthen my conviction that in

point of fact do such transmission occurs. Meanwhile, the

investigations of several distinguished biologiws—in which I

myself have lud some »hare-oa the process of fertihsation

and conjugation, brought about* a complete revolution in

oar previous ideas as to the meaning of tliis process, and

further led me to see that the germ-pium is composed of

vital units, each of equal value, but differing in character,

containing all the primary constituents of an individual

These ‘oBCtHral grrmflatmt

'

(Ahnenplaihtcn'), or 'ids,' as

1 now prefer to call them, afforded additional matter where-
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with to construct a theory of heredity, though much

wanting to render it complete.

In my last essay I certainly suggested the possibility of

solving one of the meat difficult problems in heredity—via,

the cooperation of the hereditary substance of the parents

In sexual reproduction—by assuming the existence of that

• ids ' ;
but I did not for a moment suppose that in doing

so I had propounded a confute and elatcratei theory ot

heredity, as some of my readers lave thought to be the

case
;
much still remained to be done first. I had as yet

not touched uper. such phenomena of heredity u have no

direct bearing on the question of sexual reproduction, and

had also abstained from any mention of the fundamental

|»ini of rr.y theory of heredity— namely, the conitituHiK cf

the Us. Although 1 pointed out that- they must possess

a complex mixture which undergoes gradual and regular

changes durmg the development of the individual from the

cggcell, I did not enter into any further details. This

question remained in abeyance, for I was by no means sure

whether the conception that I bad formed on it priori

grounds of the minute structure of the ids would prove

tenable alien viewed ir. the light of all the many phenomena

of heredity. No conclusion could be arrived at respecting

the strumue a' the ids till these phenomena had been

individually considered.

All my investigations on,the problem of betedity were so

far only links, to be some day united into a chain which had

as yet no existence. The question of the ultimate elements

on which to base the theory was the very point on which I

remained longest in dcubt. The ‘par.genesis ' of Daiwin,

a; already menttoned, seemed to rr.e to be far too inde-

pendent of facts, and even now I am of the opinion that the
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very hypothesis from which il derive* it* name l» uiitetuiile.

There is now scarcely any doulx that the entire conception

of the production of the ‘geromules ’ by the lady-cells, their

separation from the latter, and their ‘circulation,' is in reality

wholly imaginary. In this regard T am still quite as much

opposed to Darwin’s views as lonnerly, for I believe that

all parts of the body do not contribute to produce a germ

from which the new individual arises, but that, on the

contrary, the offspring owes Its origin to a peculiar sjhiur.ee

of extremely complicated structure, six, the ‘ getta-plaim.'

This substance can never be formed anew; it can only grow,

multiply, and he transmitted from one generation to another.

My theory might therefore well be denominated 1Haiti-

geatiii'—or origin from a germ-plasm, in contradistinction

to Darw.n's theory of 'fnigtanh ’—or origin from all pm
of the body.

My doubts as to the validity of Darnin’* theory were for

a longtime not confined to this point alone : the assumption

of the existence of /rr/orWconitituents of all pons of the

body seemed to me fsr sod easy a solution of die difficulty,

besides entailing an impossibility in the shape of an abso-

lutely inconceivable aggregation of primary constituents. I

therefore endeavoured to see if it were noc possible to

imagine that the germ-plasm, though of complex structure,

was not composed of such an immense number of particles,

and that its further complicatioif arose subsequently in the

courec of development. In other words what I sough: was

a substance from which tbc whole organism might arise by

ipigowu, and net by aolxtioaS After repeated attempts, in

• The theory ol frvolutfcQ* « 1

prrforoaticn ' Ct the cuty pbjsioto-

eitUiapjunil thin all pun of die fullr-fcraed iwnl or plant were
prcicr,

l.
In • minute form, sa the gem. The rival theory o' Vpiginraii •
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which I more (ban once imagined myself successful, but

all of whfch broke down when farther tested by &cts, I

finally became convinced that an epigenetic development is

an impossibility. Moceover, I found an actual proof of the

reality of nolu/iott. which will be explained in the chapter

on the structure cf the getm-platm. It is so simple and

obvious that I can scarcely understand how it was possible

that it should have escaped my notice so long.

It is gratifying to me to find myself at one with :1m great

English naturalist Darwin,—u well as with dc Vries and

Wicsncr,—at all events in the main point a; issue
j
and this

agreement seems to me to point to the possibility of solving

in the end the problem of heredity, which might seem to be

open only to the wildest speculations
:
we may now perhaps

hope to succeed in recognising the probable exportations

among the manypossible ones, and in finally selecting from

among these the not solution of the problem. This will

assuredly be the work of time, and our approach to the troth

will be a very gradual one. But our path is marked nut
j

rtotoning supported by eburvation will lend us to the goal

We are led by the observation of facts to form an opinion os

to their bearing on each other. This gives rise to further

problems ur.tl fresh investigations, which in their turn lead

to a new interpretation. In this way light has before now

been thrown on many a problem that seemed to baffle

explanation. I need onl>-mention the insight that we have

now gained into the phenomenon of sexual reproduction.

insight ilu! there a no pi»fiwm*lioo of peiu in the turn. Ut that the

fuOy-farmril organism ii product >7 a gradual prceeM of c iH—rniiUkin.

It will fc* lhaWihe word ‘evolution/ 15 here us«d, he* aocouoec*

tirt vith tin duetsla* of descent with which h is usua l ly connortcd.—

w. n. r.
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In tl* same way nc shall succeed in obtaining a firmer and

firmer grasp of the problem of heredity, which but a short

while ago appeared so utterly unapproachable.

What in this particular question appeats to afford additional

promise of success is the fact that we can in a sense approach

it from tiro sides namely, by observation f, firstly, on the

phtnomcna of hered ity, and secondly, on the hereditary sub-

nonet itself, with which we arc now of course acquainted.

We cm now form an estimate as to whether an expixnation

of any particular phenomenon o' heredity is ofa merely hypo-

thetical nature, or whether it may attain to the value of an

established fact, inasmuch as we are in a position to judge,

within certain limits at all events, whether it is consistent

with the actual behaviour of the hereditary sulwtance.

Hitherto this has not been pwrible. and lienee all preview

theories, including both tha: of Darwin’* gesmnulfis and of

Herbert Spencer's unit*, were up to n certain point purely

speculative. We are now better off in thfc respect; and

I have no doubt that further research will enable us to

penetrate fee more doeply will into the complicated process

connected with the idioplasm, if we arc procured to reason

on the results of oui observations, and to utilise every

theoretical advance as an incentive to fresh questions

regarding the processes in connection with the distribution

of the mysterious nuclear substance.

We arc still far from having stained a complete insight

into the matter, but I trust nevertheless that the present

attempt at a theory of heredity a no utete work of the

imagination
;
and though it still be no mote than an attempt,

which will be followed by better ones, i venture to believe

that rime uill prove it to contain more definite points,

forming the centre of numerous possibilities, than many will
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fur the present be prepared to admit. Nevertheless I am
well awaTC lha: it is but the beginning of a theory, and for

tills reason I have presented it in the form of an inquiry

rather than of an established system. My plan has been

no: so much to advance doctrines as to propound questions,

and to answer them with a greater or lower degree ofcertainty,

or in some cases even to leave them to be decided by future

researcher. T do not regard my theory ns a complete and

perfect one. but trotf that it is of such a nature as to te

capable of improvement and further development

It has been my endeavour to write as simply and intel-

ligibly as possible
;
not a* a specialist writing for specialists,

but as one who desires to make h>3 ease dear to oil inter-

ested in biological problems. Foe this reason a number of

figures have been Inserted, which, though perhaps super-

fluoua for specialists, will, l trust, assist all who are less

conversant with the subject, such as physiologists, medical

men, and indeed all interested in natuml science, to a clearer

conception of the matters under discussion.

As a 2<x>]igi&L, I have naturally, in the first instance,

considered the phenomena in their relatiou to animals, for

every one must base hia ideas on ±0 facts most familiar to

him. I have, however, done my best to lay due weight on

the data afforded by the study of plants, and to take into

account the views of botanists. It will be seen that the

very facts which are fumhhed by certain hereditary pheno

tnena in plants afford a strong support to certain fundamental

points in my theory, and that even those which are at first

sight in appitent coutindiaion, arc in reality in perfect

accordance with it.

It may perhaps be considered by medical men thit I

ought to have brought forward more evidence with regard
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to diseases. "'c certainly proses* a rich material on which

observations concerning the tranrrr.ission of diseases mi?ht

be based, and this I hire made use of so far as seemed

c»pedient. It must, however, not be forgotten that the

transmission of socalled hereditary diseases is net always

due to a true process of heredity, but in some case, at any

rate, results from an infection of the germ. Unfortunately,

we are not always able to distinguish between these two

causes
;
and as long as this is the case, the data furnished

by diseases can ooiy be used with great caution, as *ill

be shown in Chapter XII.

The manuscript of this book was practically completed by

the end of April last, but as the tnotation had then to be

made, its publication was delayed for some months Th3

will account for the feet that no mention, o: only a brief

one, lias been made of researches which have appeared in

the interval. My sincere*! thank* are due to the translator

—Professor \V. N. Parker.—whose task has been by no

means an easy one; apart from the mere knowledge of

the two languages, an Ultimate mj|uaintance with the facts

treated of and with the whole science of biology is essential

in order to render the meaning of this complicated subject

clear, and a: the same time to reproduce the original teat

with anything like accuracy. I am of course unable to

judge how far Mr Parker has succeeded in clothing my ideas

in good English, but am glad to»state that they have been

given very oorreedy, so far as I ran judge from those parts

which we have discussed together.

In conclusion, I must express my warmest thanks to the

Government under which I have tl>c good fortune to live,

for the efficient way in which they hafe seconded my

endeavours, by releasing me from my academical duties
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during two winter sessions. My hearty thanks are also due

to my friends nnd colleague* Prerfeaaors Baumann, Ldroth,

NViedenheim, and Ziegler, as well as to Professor Goebel, of

Munich, foe information of various kinds; and I am no

less indebted to Miss Else Diestel, who, in addition to

much help of a technical nature, has also been at the gnat

pains of preparing nn alphabetical index.

I thus venture to bring into the light of day a work which

is the fruit of many years labour and of many doubts ; and

even though but few of my results should remain unmodified,

I hope nevertheless that my work has not been in rain
;
for

even error, if it originate in correct deductions, must become

a step towards truth.

AUGUST WE1SMANN.

Kbiikio, i /Bt.,% '9»* >*»»•
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INTRODUCTION

A.—Historical Part.

H ERBERT SPENCER was practically the first in tli«

present generation to attempt a theoretical riplanatinn

of heredity "hen Ivo propounded hh theoryof ' physiolo-

gical units.' The regeneration of Inst parts. a leg or the

tail of a salamander, tel him to the conccpiion of thetc units,

’rn all of which there dwells the intrinsic aptitude to aggregate
into the fimn ol thru species

;
juu as In the atoms of a salt

there dwells the intrinsic aptitude to crystallise in a particular

way.' He calls this aptitude tho 1 polarity nf the organic units.’

and defines the latter as being intermediate between the
' dentiral units ' or molecules anil the ‘ morphological units

or cells. They mutt be ’ immensely more complex tlian the
chemical units,' and mutt tlrercfcre c&nwpond to groupt of
molecules. It is very interesting at the present day, non- that

oe have advanced somewhat further towards a theory of

heredity, to summarise the various aptitudes nr.d forces which
Herbert Spencer thought it necessary to ascribe to his 'physio-

logical units,’ in order to asriie at an exportation of the

phenomena. Although the sections on Heredity and Regene-
ration constitute only a small portion of his great worlc on the
‘ Principles of Biology,’ and cannot gietefare contain a detailed

treatment of the nlienomena of heredity, his opinions on this

subject ate evident.

Spencer considers, on the one hand, that the whole organism

Is composed cl these units, which sic all alike In kind, and on
live other, that Use germ-cells also contain small groups of thtrrv

The former supposition makes regeneration possible to each

sufficiently large portion of the body, while the latter gives the

germ-cell the power of reproducing the whole : inasmuch -ns the
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1 polarity ' of th« ‘units' leads to their arrangement In such a

way that the oheJo ' crystal —the organinn—is restorer', or

even formed anew. The mere liigirexce in lit nrnngmunt of

units alike in kind determiner the diversity of the parts of Ike

i>\!f,
while the distinction between different species and that

between different individu.<is it due to a dlverthy in the con-

stitution nf the anils.

The units of an individual ate therefore to a certain extent

protean. They are capable of arranging themselves In an

immense variety of ways and so foim the most diverse cells,

tissues, organs, sod psrts ofthebody. Bnt they onlydo this under

the directing influence of the whole, in such a way that the u-hoic

forces the units of one part to arrange themselves in just such

a way as is necessary for tire perfection of that part,—a perfec-

tion required for the lunnon/ of the whole. Spencer himself

says very rightly, ' It seems difficult to conceive that this rnn

be so, but we see that it is so.
1 As a matter of fact, groups of

units removed from on organism possess tile power of construct-

ing the whole anew
;
and we nre thus obligee! to admit that the

tendency to take a specific form is present in all parts of the

organism. The ' units' are pkjtitkgUaBj variable quantities,

which in every case act in such a manneras the whole demands

The assumption of these ‘physiological units does not

suffice as an explanation of heredity : it proves insufficient even

as interpreting the differentiation of organs in rim pie ontogeny,

quite apart from tire question of amphlgonic heredity. But it

has the merit of having utilised the smallest vital panicles as

constituent elements of the oignnism, and of having made them

the basis of a theory of heredity.

Ernst BtUcIee was the first to admit the erislence of small vital

particles of this kind, and to give cogent reasons far so doing.

Although he did not denote them by any special name in hts

extremely important pnporentitlcd ‘ Elemental Organlsiuen.’* he

was the first to oppoir die old theory of the cell, especially with

regard to its fluid contents, and to show that its body must pos-

Itu an organisation, quite distinct from the molecular structure

of the organic compounds.

Darwin's theory of ‘ pongenesis’ was tinted in the final chapter

of h'a grunt work on 'The Variation of Animals and Plants

• 1W«tw &«!«!Jrrtcl.tr, 'Oct. try i06r, 1H «1, ii, p jS«-
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under Domestication,’ whrch appeared only a few yean after

Spmcer’s ‘ Principles of Biology.
1 The enormous wealth of facts

bearing on heredity which is accumulated in tills bonk is n Itself

sufficient to show how the sifted author lelt himself urged on all

hides to consider this ectremely difficult and CO ill phealed pro-

blem For although Darwrn modestly described his theory as
a provisional hypothesis, his nos, nevertheless, the first com-
prehensive auempt to explain all the known phenomena cf

heredity by a coounon principle. The theory has so Often bten

discussed and is jo well known that a bertf account of its

hubliarvce will suBice here.

A multicellular oiganism, whether saimal or vegetable, is

gradually built up by cell-division : but it is assumed that

this method of multiplication a ace tbe only one. Each «!l
possesion in addition, at each stage of Its development, the

power of siring off invisible granules or atoms, which, V t later

period and under certain condition!, can develop again into cells

similar to those from which they originated. Numbers of these

‘gemmules ’ ire being given off continually from all celts of

the bedy and conveyed into the blood, and thus circulate

through the body, finally settling down in some part, principally

In those regions In which Iho development ofoffspring will take

place later on, it., in bods or gcmi-cclla. As gemmules from

all tbe cells of the body are aggregated in these cells, they

invest the latter with the power of developing into a new and

complete organism. This occurs as follows :—each gemmate
reproduces the cell from which it is derived, and the gemmules

of the different cells become naive in the soma order as th«t

in which the corresponding cell* fallowed each other in the

ontogeny of the parent

The germ is nc< by any means coir.pored exclusively of

gemmules which have been derived from the oiganism in

which they were formed, but consists, at the same time, of a very

large number of gemmules which are derived from parents and

ancestor* even of very remote generations ; and hence a great

many more geountdn t»ke part in each cue of ontr^eny thou

these are cells formed. Each cell and each part :s represented

by a great variety of gemititlet A ‘election mutt therefore take

place, as only ent gcmmule can form the tcqsiied cell, and the

rest must remain dormant In this way anumberU gemmules,

which have been hitherto dormant, are transittied from one
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generation to the neat : they may, (aider certain condition:, be-

come active, and than again bring into existence ancestral trails

which had disappeared in the parents.

This is in brief, tho theory ol pongeoeaU. It does r.ot take

into aoaount the physical nature oi tbe geramole*. They ate

capable of multiplying, and do so continually: hut the question

ns to whether they have any definite arrangement, and if to,

what the nature of that arrangement is, is no; touched upon

;

nor i> any mention made of the causes and mechanism by

which it comes about that they are always in the right place

and develop into cells at the right lime.

I do not sty this by any mean: as a reproach, hut only to

bring out clearly the speculative charactei of the whole

hypothesis. Darwin did not go on to inquire whether all these

ataumplions were possible : he only asked what it was necessary

to assume in order to ctplain this or that fact cf heredity, with-

out troubling himself to consider whether the asrumpt on were

home out by fact* or not And he was right in doing w, for at

the time when he propounded his hypethesis it was not possible

to found any theory cf betedity on the only sound basis, that

of a knowledge of the moot rainnte cell-structure. I have

already pointed ont bow extremely important and friiitful his

theory of pnngcocsis has been : it drew attention fer the first

time to all the phenomena that needed explanation, and showed

bat assumptions must be made in order to explain them.

It will be shown later oo that, in spite of tbe fact that a con-

siderable number of these BSiumptions me untenable, a part cf

the theory still remains which muse be accepted as fundamental

ar.d correct; -in principle at any rate,—not only now, but also

for all time to come. I refer to the moat geoetal poitioaof these

assumptions only, namely, that presupposing the distance cf

matenal particles in the getm which possess the properties cf

tbe living being, and oath of which is to be regarded at the

primary constituent Anlage') of one portion c: the organism. 1

must honestly confess to having mentally resisted this fuisda-

inentalpointoftheDarwinlaodottrinoforalongtime. Itappeared

almost impossible to me that tuch an enormously large number

of individual primary constituents as we mutt suppose to exist,

according to Darwin's view, could be contained in the minimum
of substance which, at will be shown hereafter, we hare to

regard os the octial bearer of heredity. 1 tried in several ways
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to arrive at a satisfactory epigenetic theory* which, starting

from a Rcrm-aubslancc ofcomparatively simple atiucturc, should
exhibit the various ditteientiatlonv of the organism as doe to

regular chances hrought about by the division of litis primary

stricture. Bet the more 1 considered the ptoblcm as time

went on, the more I was convinced that such a solution was
impossible And :n this book I trust that I shall be able to

give a satisfactory peocf that only one theory of evolution in

Darwin's sense, f.r, the assumption of minute primary constitu-

ents in the germ, is in acciwdanca with the facts
i and thn objection

u’hkdi for a long time prevented me from accepting this very
simple assumption, disappears o-.th the discovery that what is

apparently impassible does really occur.

1 certainly consider even non ilial Darwin’s theory must Us

looked upon, and that he probably considered it, reihet ns an

Inquiry into the problem of heredity than as a solution of the

problem. Hi s assumptions do not, properly speaking, explain

the phenomena. They are to n certain extent a mere para-

phrase of the tacts, an explanation of a purely/.'ratal nature,

based oo speculative assent ptions, uhleh were unde not because

they seemed |>o»sible, or even likely, but because they iwovided

a formal explanation of all the phenomena on one principle.

If we suppose that each cell arises from a special gennr.ule, and

thin these pemmules ate present wherever they are wanted, it a
easy to see hoa that structure, the orijjiit of which we wish to

explain, may appau in any given pas lion. Further, when a

Urge number of cells is to arise in regular succession from one

cgg-cell, the desired sequence of cells mutt of cour»e result

if wo awume that the gcmm.iloi present become active in the

required order. But this supposition does not really eaplaiii

the phenomena. Even at the present day our explanations art

imperfect enough, and arc far from going to the bottom of the

matter, but they differ front Dorwirrj provisional hypothesis in

that they attempt to find out the actual facts corferred in the

processes, and to arrive at a rrai, and not merely a fonts*'
,
solo-

lion of the problem The great nmiii iIIm’s raoiit in hating at

once found Use sight foundation ott which to base a real solution

is not diminished by the fact of his hating been less muled by

The Indication of unit > tlawy it gissa. t#„ liretbe assy auto]
D>: Coouauimt des Kei.optotmn 1*.' Jm», i«y, p. yl <v |pp. reycr

»V. of lh« Eijtish innsUluin.)
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the conicquenees o( his * geir.mule'-hypothesis »her. sockir.g far

a purelyformalExplanation, than he would have been had he tried

to adapt bis hypothesis so the facia. The hypothesis,*! stated

by him, could not be regarded aa a real solution of the prcblera

cl heredity, ifonly because It leaves unexplained the giving off

of the gemnulea into the blood, their circulation through the

body, and intrusion into the germ- and other cells. Ail them

are assumptions without a basis in fact. This is evidently the

leaum why modifications of the theory of panger.esis were

repeatedly mule very icon afterwards.

Before considering these modifications, I should like once

more to Kate clearly the relation of Spencer's ‘physiological

units' to Darwin's 'gemmute.' Darwin himself considered the

former to be closely related to Ids gcmmules i and, in fact, he

would have recorded Spencer's Ideas as essentially coinciding

with his own, had lie not noticed certain passages in Spencer's

book which seemed to paint to something quite different*

It will be apparent, I think, from what has already been aaic,

that these mo views are entirely different. What is common

to both is that they assume the existence of minute living units,

multiplying by fissiun
;
but the part taken by them in the con-

stitution of the body >S quite differently conceived. Spencer’s

units ate tbe elements which exclusively compose the living

body ; while Darwin's gcmmules only give rise to cells, it,

they are elements which are present for the special purpose

of bringing about heredity, without anything being specified as

to their share in the composition of the living body. As will

he shown mere dearly later on, Spencer’s hypothesis is superior

in this respect to Duiw-.n's. On the other har.d, Spencer's simi-

lar units arc the bearers of all the diameters ol the species,

owing to their complex molecular structure! while the Dar-

winian gcmmules are primary constituents of individual cells,

which are to be considered as differing in a manner coneapnnd-

in£ to the difference of the individual cells. Spencer's theory

is epigenetic, Darwin's evolutionary
;
in this respect the latter is,

in my opinion, superior to the former.

Gallon t was the first to make an attempt to improve on tbe
i -

1 i i —— ^
•Cb Artis Dirwin, 'll* Vrocci c* Aofoafe and Rants Older D3M*

Itatta.' Sfld °oL t, Lo 2dcfl
t
i858; nou on p. #t.

i Fftu*n Gotten, • A Theory Hvtdxj’,' /«imd t/ /it AntXr^yi-
i®7S-
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theory of pungeoesis. In a short hut seggeslive essay lie

accept«l the hypothetic of the gemmules, but rejected the

doctrines of their ciicolatian through the bicod aad of tlie

aggregation in the gcim-cclls cf gemmule* given o5 by the

body-cells. Now as the geenmule* which have been converted

inta body-ceHs arc used up. it follows that the germ-cells can

only contain those gemmule* which ate left,—those, out a the

enormous number contained in a germ- cell, which have not deve-

loped further. For each germ-ceil, as both Calton and Darwin

assume, contains each 'cinci of gemrmde in many modifications,

originating from rite different ancestors of the organism. The
rheory of the origin of the germ-cells from the remains of the

germ mass not used up in ontogeny (“the residue of tint stirp')

has been compared to, and regarded as the precursor of, the

conception of the continuity of the germ-plasm which I origin-

ated long afterwards. A certain resemblance dees, it is true,

exist between the mo conceptions, but it will be shown in the

section on the continuity of the germ-plasm that the snniianty

is only a superficial one.

Herbert Spencer derines heredity as the capacity of every

plan: and animal to produce other individmls of a hire kind,

and states expressly that in IhH fact, which ts perfectly

familiar to us, and fat this reason seems to be a matter

of course, lies the renl essence and principle of heredity, ‘the

phenomena commonly referred to it being quite subordinate

manifestations.' Thus the Heatingcjthe individual'ckanuten'

of the parent! in the children has M a tulc, been placed

in the foreground in considering questions.of heredity, and it

has been overlooked that this is quire s serondnty pheno-

menon,—important no doubt in many respects, and interesting

in a high degree, but still only tho result of a certain mode of

multiplication, it, tesiial reproduction, and by no means an

essential phenomenon of heredity. Darwin recognised this

distinctly, and concerned himself primarily with the theoretical

explanation ofindividual development (ontogeny). But the majo-

rity of writer? on heredity, including Gallon, hare turned their

whole attention tn the blending of the qualities of the parents

in tire children,—a problem which u doubtless well worthy of

investigation, but which, at the same time, doga only with a side

Issue nf the processes of reproduction. How little 1 under-

rate the significance of amphigonlc heredity, even in its theo-
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retical relations, will be evident in a later part of this book, in

which I attempt to derive the existence of the gene-plant

from the phenomena of this form of heredity; but to me it

sertns dangerous to investigate heredity theoretically from the

point of view of amphigonlc descent exclusively, because one

hat here to dcnl with the most complex of all the phenomena, and

the main point may easily be overlooked in a mass of confusing

secondary considerations. Even Gabon, in tny opinion, alowed

himself to be too modi influenced by this aspect of tlt« question.

Excellent as are his latet researches on the laws relating to

the blending of characters of the parents in the children, I

consider his theoretical deductions on tbo fundamental pheno-

mena of tardily unsatisfactory. The few hints that he gives a-,

to the cause of ontogeny seem to me by no means equal to Cal'

wins simple 'r.it truly penetrating and accurate deductions. It

is quite conceivable that the phenomena of the blending of. the

characters of the pxienu In the children would be the mow inter-

esting to a Statiftticinn nr.d anthropologist like Gallon, but they

have kept him within t.ie limited range of these phenomena, and

have prevented him from arriving at really general principles

end at comprehensive theory of heredity.

Gallon has, however, the rrv-rit of having beer, the first to

dray the circulation cf the gemitsulea, nrvl, in connection with

this, to mat doubt upon the general validity of the dextrine of

the transmission of acquired modifications. He certainly ta
Iiev« the latter to be ‘fointly heritable,' and assumes in.order

to explain this tnussmissinn, that no general ‘circulation of

tile gesnmules ' takes pincc, but that each' ce l sets free some

geminates which get into thoclrculntirm and eventually penetrate

into the sexual elemonli
Gallon's ciasy uos published only a few years after the

appearance of Darwin’s theory of pangenesis
;
but it cannot

be said that it exercised, any influenca on the subsequent

development cf the theory of Ivcrrxlity. Apparently it was

net mtai noticed even in England, and on the Continent It

remained unknown foe a long time. This must lie my excuse for

Icing ignorant of the existence of this psper, and consequently

for no; refeiring to it in my easaye which appeared nearly ten

years later* In Oise of these essays ‘On Heredity' (1881),

* Tress esM)i tost (fiptimt Kparalcly In ihs |™ >Us-sa* The
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I contested at rust in general term* not only the existence but

also the theoretical possibility of the transmission of acquired

characters, and Hied to release the theory from the necessity of

ao explanation which deprived it of any further development.

In thW essay I farther assumed the existence in the gertn-oeU

of a reproductive substance, the germ-plain, which cannot be
formed spontaneously, but isalways passed on from the geim-ccil

in which an organism originates in direct ctufinuily to the germ-

cells of tbe succeeding generation* The difference between the
1 body' in the narrower sense lioma} and the reproductive ce'-'i

was alto emphasised, and ii was maintained that the gctm celfa

alone transmit the reproductive substance or germ-plasm in

uninterrupted succession from ooo generation to the next, while

the body (soma) which bears nnd nourishes the germ-cell*, is.

In a cettarn senne, only an outgrowth from one of them.

A second attempt to improve upon the theory of paegenesis

must be considered here. 1 have already referred elsewhere* tn

the Interesting and ingenious buolt on ‘The Laus of Heredity,' t

by W. K. Urooks. The author retains the fundamental points

of this theory, vIl, the formation nf gemmulcs in all the cells

of the body, their ei reul.it ou through tlie latter, and their tggre-

gatioo m thegerm-cells or buds : he differ! however, ftwn Rarwiu
principally in ascribing to the male gcrm-eell a partiailartv

strong pouer of attraction for the genunule*, ao that it ccdksctsa

special maw of them and Horn them up As this assumption

is made chiefly for tbc purpose of explaining variation, l shidi

postpone any further consideration of it to tb* section which

treats of this subject.

In the following year, Nagch's 4 Medunko physiological

only <onpl«a edition of the cellrctrd ruaii wlva has ' thir.o opiesrel

is it* Kngbh tmaiatloa. 'Essays v[Cii Ueredhy «nd K initial Bck^iol
Procin:« (udHal liy Poulwn, SdstnUnJ, wid Shlpfcy, Ovford, iSgg],

oatumisj Esse/s I—VIII. A recced edition aptwoml fr rfoi as Vol.

L, umJ E IX.—XII follow ILA ycus kl Vol II. A Frurtch tnnt
l«kn nil tbm vih tb« tx^picn of tte U« on ‘ Anp’iimu.j,*

Ac., has Abo A?^ued wuh tie tiiic. * Lsoa* yet l'Kaol ,:6 cl U Scbcbcn

Nstirelfe/ inri<ia pit K«my d* VArtgny, Paris, ilpt.

• 'Tbs Sicnnanm <* S-Jcual Rcprutelba it (1m Thzxrj of Ktmral
SclsetfeA.'— ' Essays uf>M Hewdtiy/ p. yrt.

f W. K. Breoki, ‘Tht Van of H«rad;ty. m Study* of the Cxi>• of

Vnrhllin u4 ih? a-iifin of Offmmra/ Bnltirnttc, iWj.
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Theory of Descent ' * appeared. This book, which abound* In

ingenious deductions and important suggestions, doubtless

excrcisod a great inliuence on the views of that time. Its

importance cannot bo denied, even if. as I believe to be the case,

only a small portion of its theoretical proposition* can be

retained. Many as are the fruitful ideas and anticipation of

facts afterwards prored which we owe to NSgeli, his own theory

of heredity has already became untenable. For this reason, and

also because the theory is fo well-known, I will not describe it

fully here, but will only refer to the ternaries which I made on

the subject some year* ago,-! and to the recent detailed criticism

by Winner.) Although 1 do not consider that Niigeli’s

hypothesis fcada us towards a true theory of heredity, it never-

theless contains an important suggestion, that of tire utiofilam,

which gives us a further insight into the problem. I had already

assumed the existence of a special repredjictive substance—the

germ-plasm—on tbc changes of which development depends,

while heredity rests on its continuity: and now NSgeli

independently postulated a special reproductive substance, an

'Anlagcsiplasma' or ' idioplasm,' which although much smaller

in bulk than the rest of the living safestante of the bedy—
the trophoplasm {*EniahrungspUsma 0—determines the detailed

construction of the latter. ITtc correctness of this conjecture

has not as yet, so far as I know, been disputed, although it was

vety soon shown that Nitgeli wai wrong as regards the form in

winch he Imagined the idioplasm to exist. He represented It as

consisting of very fine parallel fibres which, by uniting into

bundles ar.d crossing each other eo as to form a network,

traverse the substance of the cell, and being continuous from

cell to cell, pervade tbc whole body as a connected network.

At the time when Nageli's book appeared, it »a* already

suspected that the reproductive substance is not contained :n

the of the cell but jn its nutlm, and several discoveries

were made shortly afterwards which rendered it certain that the

idioplasm is to be looked tor in the ‘ chromosomes 1 of the nucleus,

•C v. Nigcli, * Merfianis:hphyslotog«be Iheora der Abstain-

muiBsktire' Marebm and Leipig. ifl&t.

t ftit * Hie Comlnulty cC tte Germ-plum, 1

!»!$ <pp. 1S0 et tef.,

WiW
tJ«Uus Wester. 'Die Bwt.ntMR.Mrtr ond du Wadothum der

febeoden Sulauot.' Wien, i%a.
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—those rcd-like, coiled, or grain-like structures which ire dis-

tinguished by their rcmarfcable affinity for certain colouring

matter*. 1 shall retain to the pnxif of this fact in the following

section.

Front this time onwards each subsequent theory of heredity

wasPosed on a firm foundation of fact. It was row sot only known

that the phenomena of heredity among the higherorganismsare

connected with a definite suhttancc, but the seat e< the latter

had alio teen ascertained. I now therefore adopted this firm

basis for my theory of the germ-plasm, if 1 may call the imper-

fect form in which it then existed by such a name : I localised

the genn-pfasin in the nuclear substance of the germ-cell, a;d

supposed that ontogeny was due to a qualitative change in

it, which hands the idioplasm on from ore generation to the text

bymeans of nuclcai- and cell-division. But I scon went further.

From tho feet of sexual reproduction, which brings together

equal amount* of paternal and maternal germ-plasm at each fer-

tiliiation, 1 inferred not only the composition of the gcrm-pUsm

cot of a number of units 'he 'anctilrai pmi-plants' (‘Ahaen-

plasnsci) but also the necessity of <r redactionoftkegem-ptasm
each time to one-half of its bulk, a* well as a reduction of :»e

number of the ancestral germ-p**inis contained in it.* The
hypotlvcti i of the 4 reducing divisions of the germ-rells ’ has hren

thoroughly substantiated by subsequent observations : in feet it

has even been proved that in many caset this reduction occur*

exactly as I had fotetoldand hid represented in a diagrammatic

figure ;t that is to say, by the tier.-occurrence of the longitudinal

division flfthechromosotr.es which occurs in the ordinary naefcar

division, and by the distribution of these in the daughter-nuclei.

This holds good for tho ovum as well as fra the sperm-cefl in

animals, and, as far ns Is known, in plants also. Toe germ cell

mist in ail cases by division get rid of half of its nuclear rods,

—that is to say, of its germ-plasm,-gn older to become capable

of fertilisation. This fact supports the other assumption of the

construction of the germ-plasm from ancestral germ-plasms,

which ate not minute vital particles—anaV.igous to Spencer’s

physiological unit*—but tatfctr bodies of a highly complex
constitution, each containing all the primary const turn if which

are necessary to the formation of an organism* Each ancestral

Ob the Number cf fVNar to., iIOj. * Mi,
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gcitn-plnsm seemed to me to be of ft ‘fiscal kind/ and

just as many ‘different Vin<K of Idioplasm' an: removed b> tbc

reducing division ‘from ihc ovum as are afterwards introduced

by the sperm-mtcleets ’ on fertilisation. It will bo seen that I

retain this esMntbl basis of the theory of the gertn-pUtm in its

further development as presented here, and I trust that I may

now succeed in refuting the objections which have been urged

against the ' ancestral germ-plasms,' or, as I now call them, the

'Ids' In any cose it cannot be denied that they help to throw

nn important light on lire subject.

De Vries has to far been my roost powerful opponent as

regards tbe ancestral germ-paens, but his opposition is founded

on the misunderstanding I liave already referred to, for he looks

Upon then os the ultimate vital plrtides—an idea which was

foreign to me from the beginning. Of th is,however, I do noc com-

plain, as at that time I had left the question as to the construction

ofthe ancestral getm-plasmi unanswered* This oaiaaicn is sup-

plied m the present l»ck, and it will be shown that, although

each ancestral germ-plasm is in my opinion a bearer of all the

primwyconstitirntsrequired forthe construction ofar. organism,

my assumption docs not exclude tbo potability of its being

composed of these constituents In the form of minute vital

particles. The ’ancestral gem-plasm’ is indeed a unit, but

one cf a higher order. For this reason alone it cannot be

compared with Spencer’s ’physiological units,’ because the

latter, as ultimate vital particles, compote tbe whole body ; while

tbe ancestral germ-plums er.ly form live nudes i matter, and

meiely sene the mechanical purpose of the processes of

heredity.

De Vries lias in a significant manner developed a theory of

heredity m Iris essay no ’Intracellular Pangcno-is-’t The

opinions there expressed really contradict the title of die

• D; Vila* is also miitnken m wciihng to me tbe cpuiico tbit * tiers

3 orb 010 SrmliUli liitauace- onlyCSC mstwirl berm uf th: lurulHsry

tmdrr.ctes In esdt individual.' The senUaec s-^al by bUa |‘ On th!

Numtwr of till.- Bodies,’ p. jjj) dees not deni wllb iV» qowUon : ft

-ins as followsi—fmm ivtj-C rusOcU ilienl/ Kited ‘ at leort cos twain

resoii follows, >lt„ that time a oil Urtiitary Mrt**t*, > miioiil beutr

of hereditary iewlt*rin, and dm ibissah,uuoe Ucomnlned In the nudwa
of ih* gnm-oll,’

t ‘Die IstiusDataiB PBnguusis,' Joic 1BS3
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piper ; for pacgeaetis, in Darwin's sense, meant tho develop-

ment of gemmulcs throughout the body,—the cnm.vsitlcr of

the hereditary substance from gemmuke which are deri.ee from
ail the cello of the body. This very point :n Darwin's hypothesis

is set aside completely by de Vries : tho most characteristic

part of it it removed, and uhat temaint it of a more general

nature, consisting of principles which, in one fotm cc another,

must form the basis of every theory ofheredity, at the present

day at any rate. Some Ideas of bis own, however, are then added,

and It is these which give a characteristic sump to hu whole
scries of conceptions. If »c regard hie hypothetic, as de
Vries himself does, as an alteration of tbc Darwinian theory

of por.genesis, it is certainly a radical ore, and a ofsuch o hard

as at one stroke to infuse new life into the latter, which had

become untenable in its original form.

De Vriw distinguishes two parts in Darwin's theory ofpan-

genesis, one of which be reject*, while he retains the other. He
calls the former portion tbe * transport hypothesis’ meaning
thereby the assumption of the origin of the gemmalec la ill the

cells of tlic body, tbeic separation from the cells, circulation in

the blood, and ultimate aggtegatln.i in tho germ-cells. And
relying on my lejection of the heredity of 1

somatogenic
1

charac-

ter!, Isc shows dot tbe assumption of the transportation of

the gcmiiule* fro;;-, all tho cells of the body to die germ-cells

is superfluous. He thus does away with that portion of the

hypothesis of pangenesis which makes it imnc«(xable to most
people, and places the theory on a new and firmer foundltxm
on which it it capable of further development.

De Vries nevettliriess goes loo far if he looks apor. the

‘transport hypothesis' as necessary only for explaining the

transmission of somatogenic qualities It must not be for-

gotten that tire idea of the continuity of the germ-plasm did not

exist In Darwin's time. How cnuhJ the gemmula of all the

cells c£ sn organsin enter its germ cells unless they arc formed

in tbe body-cells, migrate therefrom, circulatt through thebody,

and cause together in the KCrm-ccllsf A direct cccnection

between the fertilised egg-cell and the gcrm-celD of the organism

anting ftcen i: was not supposed to exist by an. one a: ihat

lime, nor docs it do so except in isolated cases. The ‘miniport

hypothesis ' was therefore i.l>n necessary in order to explain the

productkir of germ-cells of each kind, which mutt again
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contain tbc gemmules ofthe parents. Gabon, who also rejected

the ‘ transport hypothesis,’ this found himself In the peculiar

position of bring obliged to suppose that the getxn celU which

the organism produces can only contain the unused remainder

of the gemmules and their successors, it, those grnmuln which

had been unaWe to take patt in the construction of theorganism,

and which hnd remained dormant and »ere individually of a

different nature from tbe other gemmules. He made use of this

supposition to explain the difference between children of the

same parents, but found himself obliged to resort to a very

artificial assumption to account for the main problem of the

resemblance between Siam children and their parents.

That part ti Darwin’s theory' which dc Vriei retains is the

exlstenceofan hereditary substance composed of 'gemmulo;,' oc

minute vital particles which are capable of growth and multi-

plication by fission, and which become active consecutively in

ontogeny, and so bu'ld up the organism. The theory is thut

deprived cf its merely speculative elements, and by transferring

the gantnulci, In accordance with the most recently atmtained

facts, to the germ substance, which, H8 we know, is passed On

by division from cell to cell, the theory of pangenesis is placed

on a firm tcotmg.

De Vries, however, was not content with simply modify-

ing Darwin'S theory of pangenesis in a negative manner, by

doing ftway with one—almost the greater—portion of it; he

aho reformed it pcsitively by giving a new meaning to the

gemmules.’ There Is an essential difference between Dar-

win’s gemmute? of and de Vries's pangcr.es, uliich me
genmiulea of elements much smaller than cells—that Is to tay,

of the smallest parts of which a single cell is composed.

These pangenet are the beatera of the individual qurditics or

‘character: 1 ol the ccIL

Tbe train of thought >rhi<h led de Vries to imagine the con-

struction of the hereditary substance from such ' beaten of tlie

qualities 1 (‘EigensriiaftscrigcrOofthe cells is too interesting to bo

pasted over. Hehases this idea on the assumption at ‘amutual
ind/ftnd/rtce c/tAt kertdilarj QuaUlin' According to his view,

all species consist of a turn of ‘hereditary qualities
1

;
very few,

or none of thCK,«rc pecaliar to any one species, the character of

which U determined by the uay In which they arc combined.

The sauie quality rcoirs in many species, but in different corn-
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binations. ‘ We constantly sec how one and the same hereditary

quality, or how a denniie small group of surh, may be combined

with all kinds ofalter hereditary qualities
;
and bow the differ-

ent characters of Individual species sre due to rhe extreme

variety ofthese combinations.’ The different organs of a spceea

stand In the same relation to one another in this respect, as

do the different species themselves. They exhibit the same

qualities, but in different combinations. The individual qualities

which constitute a species ‘ can almost all vary independently

of each other,’ and can therefore be increased even by arrltionl

selection according to the fancy of the breeder, without requir-

ing a corresponding change in the remaining qualities of the

species. Bur the qualities too are • miscible in almost any pro-

portion,
1 is experiments in hybridising are blended to show:

‘in ao other way can «t so dearly demonstrate the secondary

imparlance of a specific type Bild
')»

regarded as a whole as

opposed to the independent factors which constitute it.’ The

qualities, or rather their material substratum, are therefore

independent of one another, and ral&cllde to almost any extent.

Those ultimate vital particles or par-genes, which d« Vries

substitutes far Dannn's gemmules, are therefore the bearers of

constituent qualities of the species.

The fundamental idea of dc Vries's whole deduction is

doubtless perfectly correct. Some ten years ago, when I *.r-t

began to devote ray attention to the problem of heredity, i fully

believed in the possibility of an epigenetic theory, bet, is will

be seen in the COuree of this book, have long since given up

this idea as untenable. 1 too now believe that the hereditary

substance ticomposed ofprimaryconstituents,and even trust that

1 can prove this assumption to be not only sound, bu; inevit-

able. Bat, at the same time, I do nor imagine that it suffices

as oci explanation of the phenomena of heredity. According

to de Vries, rise germ-substance is formed of a number ol

different kinds of pangeaes, of which as many are present as

there ate qualities In the species, lie doe* not consider these

pangenes as arranged in any definite grouping, bur as freely

miscible, in accordance with the assumed ‘free miscibility of

the qualities.' He contests as supcrtlnoes the assumptioLot

higher units, such as might be formed hy a cegaio-msmberof

pangenes in a defn to order
;
and this view Mesas to me to be

the weak point in his argument.
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In the section oo the control of (he cell by the nodear sub-

stance, I shall adopt abac seems to me to be a remark
ably happy idea on the put of lie Vries, who suppose* that

materia! parades leave the nucleus, and take put in the

construction of the body of the cell These panicles correspond

to the ' parents ;

’ they ire the ‘bearers of the qualities’ of

the cell, the specific character of which I bcleve to be stamped

upon it by the nature, (he dilieicnt variolic*, and the propor-

tional numbers of these particles.

But tises the character of a species depend only oo

these primary qualities of the cell ? Are there not qualities

of various dogiws—primary, secondary, ar.d so or.? The
pangenes are primary ‘bearer* of qualities'; their mere

pretence in live hereditary substance gives no indication, or at

most, only a very slight one, as to the character of a species.

If, for instance, 'chlorophyll ptngencs’ arc present in the egl-

cell of a plant, the only conclusions we can draw as to the

specific character of the latter are that it mill have green eell9

of some sort ; but we cannot thereby detennine where they

will be tituated, or which portions of the plant will be green,

tied which variegated, or again, whether its Cowers will be

green, white, or of some other colour. Not until wo were
able to find groups of pangenes in the germ-substance, scene

of which were destined to give rise to leaves, ami others to

flowers, should we be able to say whether the lattci will be gxen
cr otherwise.

In the course of his remarks, dc Vries mentions the stripes

of a icl*a. How can these be hereditary if the different kind*

of pangenet merely lie cloie together in the germ without be ng
united into fixed group*, htrtdilary .<» m/A ? There can b; no
‘sebra longcnej,' bccaoic live striping erf aiebra is not a cell-

character. There may perhaps be black and white pangenes
whose presence causes ^ie black or white colour of a cell

:

but the sniping of a zebra does not depend on the development
of these admits miAin a cell, but is due to the regular

alternation of thou-ands of black and white cells arranged ia

stripes

.

De Vries, in another place, refers to the loerg-stalhed variety

of the alpine Primula acaulir, which is due to reversion to a

remote ancestral form of the species. Ir. this case, again, the

special peculiarity cannot depend on 'long-stalk pangcoes,'
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because the possession of a long stalk Is no< an IntiaceUelar

character. The specific form of the leaves end other put* of a

plant is likewise not due to the character of the individual cells

composing them ; the termed margin of a leaf, for instance,

cannot depend on the presence of ' semtioo-pangetiesf but i*

due to the peculiar arrangement of the cells. The same aigu-

ment would apply to almost all the obvious ‘characters' of the

species, genus, family, and so on. For instance, the sire,

stroctuie, vetoing, and shape of leaves, the characteristic and

often absolutely constant patches of colour on the petals of

flowers, wdi as orchids, may be referred to similar cause*

:

these qualities cat: only arise by the regular cooperation

of many cells. The ckataetcmtics « the human race may

be taken as another illustration. The peculiarities as regards

the shape of the tiull, nows, 4c., cannot depend on the mere

fittumt in the germ of pangenes, which are destined to feem

the hundreds and thousands of different cells constituting

the respective qualities
;

lv.it they must be due to a fiitil

grouping ofptwgentr, or some other piimary elements of the

germ, which is Ira/ufuabUfrom generation to gtiuratuit.

The character of a species cannot depend only upon

the number and relation Of the pan,.'tees iu the germ. It is

quite possible to conceive of tiro different species of total.y

different structure in which the pungent* of the germ were alike

in nature and amount, the difference being solely due to the

grouping of the pangenes in the xerrn. Dc Vties, it is true,

traces 'systematic ditTcrcocc to the possession of diffirtnt Hints

of pangenes,' and considers that ' tlie number of similar pin-

genes in tno species is the real mcn.uic of their affinity j**

but this statement seems to me to be somewhtt Pt variance »'th

his fundamental view, according to which ‘ a number cf here-

ditary qualities constitute the character of each individual

species, ttumgk by far tiu grraUr myorily of Hum war in

innummtMi otfur ifttifs.' Does he not, n so many ward*,

emphasise the fact that the almost formidable number of

different pangeaes »hico are required for ‘the eonsnictWn cf a

single specie; • does not necessitate the existence of in incon-

ceivably large multitude of different pangend In the entire

organic world, because 'the number of individual hereditary

•, P-7&
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qualities required for the construction of the latter ts rela-

tively email when compared with the number of species 'I

Each species appears to us as an extremely complicated struc-

ture : the whole organic world, however, uteris to he the result

of Innumerable different combination* and permutations of

ninlivtlyyearfac/gn.

The idea which is here so dearly and decidedly expressed of

ill* construction of innumerable species by various combinations

of relatively few p>ngrr«, shows that, even from de Vries's

point of view, it is not the ‘ pangece Btattria!' *6 such, which is

the main factor in determining the character of the species, but

rather Its amumtmtnl, or, as 1 shall afterwards express it, r.te

ardtilnlun nfIht "mH-f/htiBi,

Ue Vries certainly spr.akl frequently cf 'groups of panger.es,'

but he only just toaclkcs upon this idea, and postpones entering

Into details until (V niter discoveries rue made with regard to the

mechanttni of nuclear uiviiion. Important as his fundamental
view ns regards the composition of the germ substar.ee out

of primary constituents undoubtedly is, it may easily serin

to explain more than it really docs
;

without assuming the

formation of groups of such pcitnmy constituents for a number
of order, each Included in the other, even the simplest case

of ontogeny cannot bo c (plained, quite apart from reversion

or any other complicated phenomenon of tuitphigor.ic heredity.

Darwin's . theory of pangencsu accomplishes more in thb
respect than does de Vries’s modification of it, inasmoch as the

former at least denis with the primary constituents of cell-

structures. To mere presence of a certain collection of

pangenos in the germ dees not necessitate the formation In the

offspring of similar cells to those which existed in the patent

;

far the character of the individual cell is determined by a definite

selection cf pangenee. If, indeed, it be assumed that the

required pingcnes always lie close together, and are always

ready at hand alienever they are wanted, an explanation of any
particular phenomenon of heredity is no longer difficult, but it

seems to me that it would then be necessary to show boo1 the

nature of the getm can determine that the right primary

constituents are aWays at the right spot.

A! *lread>»eiated, do Vries occasionally speaks of X’oupi of

patigeoes, but, at the same time, he looks upon the view of there

being any 'higher units' in the germ a* a superfluous oik.
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I can only opium this inconsistency by sipposirg that be

legat'd? the ‘qualities' as independent and perfectly freely

miscible, and, ia (act, postulates a germ-mechanism which

admits of tlicit separation in any manner required. If this

were really Use cose, and tbc primary constituents uere not

fiitnhined into fixed groups in t!>e gertn, hors- could composite

characters composed of many diffcreut kinds of ceil* with a

definite arrangement—e.g, the eyc-likr spot on a certain feather

of a bird—become a futd specific character? I am of opinion

that the view which entails an independence and uncontrolled

miscibility of the qualities is a fallacy, originating in the con-

ception of araphigooic reproduction as a necessary element in

heredity. The chapters on ampbigonic heredity, reversion, itc.,

will show how 1 imagine live idea of the uncontrolled miscibility

of the separate qualities to hare arisen.

It will frequently he apparent in the COnte of this hook that

my point of view is identical with that of the Dutch botanist in

many of the most important particular*. I believe, bower,
that hi*

1
pangones’ or similar minute elements do not sulfice

in ikemsrktt for the construction of a thcoty of heredity, but

that something more mass be added to male the phenomena

comprehensible at any tatc ia principle.

The manuscript of the present book had already been written

for some time when Wiesnor'a work on the elementary structure

and growth of Irfing tnbitaree* appeared. Although this mono-

graph does not contain, ar.d is not intended tu ofier, u theory of

heredity, it is nevertheless of great importance in this respect,

for it treats of the fundamental points of such a theory’, sit,

the (OtnfiMbOH cf living matUr cut of very sma/I ueils.

\V!«n«r remarks that theories of heredity have hitberto always

adopted units invented for the purpose, whereas die same units

trhich make life possible at Ml, and which control assimilation

ar.d growth, must also be the agent* in bringing about the

phenomena cf heredity. Spencer's ' physiological units,' Dar-

win’s ‘gcmnuile*,
1 Haeckel's ‘plast'l tiles,

1

and icy ‘ancestral

germ-plasms,’ are ail, in fact, elements of this kind, assumed

for tbe explanation of the prchlem of heredity. De Vries stands

alone In considering all living matter to be actually conposod

• J. Winter, Die EVra>mnr.trafcur unU i!j WaeUehu* der ld>.p4«

SubsuaVWin, Ups.
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cl h:s 'pangenw,’ though I have already indicated that ray

‘ancestral germ-plasm*’ are also composed of similar primary

units, which do not e.nt in them alcoc. The minute vital

particles or 1 plasomes,' adopted by Wtetnar from Briickc, cor-

respond in all essential points to the ' biophor* ’ or bearers ol

life assumed by myself.

fi—

D

escriptive Past.

By the term heredity is simply meant the well-known fcet

that living organism® are able to produce their like, ar.d that the

resemblance between a child and its parent, although never

perfect, may nevertheless extend to the tnest minute details of

construction and functions.

The fundamental phenomena of heredity are familiar in all

existing organisms : the transmission of the character of the

species fiom parent to offspring results whether the multiplica-

tion takes place by the halving of a unicellular organism or by

the process which occur* in multicellular organitma, which

consists in a complex succession of cootinnally increasing

groups of cells, If, in development. These fundamental pheno-

mena of heredity are, however, complicated in all the higher

Organisms by the connection of reproduction with that process

which may be described os amphimixis.’ This consists In the

mingling of two Individuals or of their germs, and owing to its

constant connection with repicdudion in multicellular orgna.smi

it is usually spoken of at ‘sexual reproduction.' As will be

shown in greater detail further on, the various phenomena, such

as the blinding of parental characters in the offspring, and

reversion, depend exclusively cn the hold which amphimixis ha-

taken on the life of the species. Similar phenomena must occur

amongst unkdlulai organisms, in which amphimixis Is widely

spread if not universal, in the form of conjugation, and is,

therefore, not directly ciSinetted with reproduction. At present,

however, we are ignorant of the details of heredity in these

forms, and are therefore compelled to base our conclusions

entirely upon whit we know to occur in multicellular organisms.

Tlvese phenomena have only been observed In detail in the

higher plant^ ard annuals, mote particularly in man. !n tbe

• AnP»I WeliB-oan, •AmplUmlxs Oder die Verroiishuiig tin Is-

llvllnsa.’ Jem, lBjl. Sa ' Essay* upon Heredity.’ >ol. Ii„ I0pe.
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case of the higher forms of life a large number of fa=i have
no* bren accumulated which can be ased for the purpose of
theoretical analysis.

Although the study of heredity is greatly complicated by
amphimixis, this miogling of the hereditary tendencies of rtw
parents, and even the process of souol reproduction which
accompanies it, afford ui n much deeptr insight into the actual
processes of heredity than nw could ever hare obtained in any
other way. We may thus hope in lime to penetrate further into

Its nature by carrying out more detailed investigations of the

phenomena.

In order to do so, however, we must not forget that this farm

of reproduction it neither theonly nor the original one, and that

even in multicellular organisms reproduction is not necessarily

connected with amphimixis
;

it must also be borne in mind (hat

so-called asexual (maiagtmic) reproduction forms the ban’s

of the amphrgonic method. The fundamental phenomena of

heredity had already shaped their course in the living world

before the introduction of amphimixis, and have, therefore, no

connection with amp! Iconic descent and the complications

arising freen it This fact has often been ox rlookol or left out of

consideration, and thus the solution of the problem of heredity

has been rendered much more difficult A whole scries of the
phenomena of heredity can be investigated theoretically without

considering the complicatoos anting from amphimixis, though,

in point of fact, it is always a factor, and thus the problem to

be solved is very considerably simplified.

The natural txmrsc ofsuch an ir.vcMigaiioa would be to pass

from the rimple to the complex, hut it is not advisable at present

to begin the study nf heredity by a consideration of the simplest

beings, and to ascend from the unicellular to the multicelfcUr

organism*. For besides the fact that wc know nothing of ihe

individual phenomena—such as the transmission of the in-

dividnnl characters— in tbt lower forms, the principal reauin

for not following the ordinary coutve in this case is the

fact that amphignnic reprodnetioo, or the processes of fer-

tilisation and the complicated development of multicellular

organisms, affords ut, as already stated, a deep insight into

the processes of heredity. The same is trae irUliil case os in

almost all physiological processes,—investigation cannot pro-

ceed from the simple to the more complex without taking into
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consideration the object! and processes for which it was first

undertaken. It nun, an the contrary
•
avoid the densely over-

grown path and ikirt the hedge which surrounds the enchanted

castle of the secret of Nature, In order to see if there be cot

somewhere a gap through which it is possible to enter and

obtain a finr. foothold.

Such a gap in the hedge which encloses the secret of heredity

may be found in the processes of fertilisation, if we connect

them with the facts of heredity as observed in the organisms

which have adopted seanal reproduction.

As long as we were under the erroneous tmprestion that

the fertilisation o» the ovum by the spermatozoon depended

on an aura iminaUi which incited the egg to undergo de-

velopment, wc conic only port-ally explain the fact, that the

father as well as the mother is able to transmit characters to

the children by assuming the existence of a sfiirihts reitir, con-

tained in the aura umtnaHl which was transferred to the extra

and united with that of the latter, and thus with it directed the

development. The discovery that development it effected by

material particles of the substance c4 the sperm, the iperm-cells,

entering the ovum, opened the way to a more correct inter

pretnticn of this process. We now know that fertilisation is

nothing more than the partial or complete fatian of two cells,

the sperm -cell and the egg-cell, and that normally only am of

the former unites with ore of the latter. Fertilisation thus

depends on the union of two protoplasmic substances. Mote-

over, although tire male getiu-ccll is always very much smaller

relatively than the female germ-cell, we know that the father’s

capacity for transmission is as great as the mother’s. The

important conclusion is therefore arrived at that only a small

portion of the wbotance ofthe orara can be the actual hereditary

substance. Pfliiger and Nagel I were the first to follow out this

idea to its logical condition, and the latter observer stated

definitely that it b impossible to avoid the assumption that no

more hereditary substance is contained in the egg-cell than in

the male getm-cell, and that consequently the amount of the

substance must be infinitesimal, for live sperm-cell is, in most

cates, many hundred times smaller than the ovum.

The numerous and important results or the investigations of

many excellent observers nn the process of fertilisation hare

now rendered it almost certain- in my opinion, absolutely so—
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that by far the lama' pin of iho egg-cell does not consist of

hereditary substance, and that the latter only constitutes a

small portion even ofthe ipenn-ceU. From hi* observations on
the egg of the star-tub, Oscar Uertaig had suspected that the
essential p»tt of the proems of fertilisation contests in the union

of the nsttU! of the (it- «od Sptini-Cclls sod as It ts nnx

known that the hereditary substance is undoubtedly contained

in the nucleus, this view has, in this respect at least, proved to

be the right one. It is true that the nucleus of the maio cell

is always svmnmded by a Cell-body, and that StrasSnirger-s

opinion to the contrary is incorrect We now know, tlirocgh

the researches of Gutgnard, that even in Phanerogams a small

cell-body surrounds the .nucleus, and that a special structure, the
1 ceatrosome/— rvhidi is absolutely essential for tire commence-
ment of development,— is contained within it. This ctmctitro

will ho treated of In limiter detail presently, but I most here lay

stress upon my view, that the * eentremne ‘ with i/i ‘ tphere of
attraction' cannot in any cau he the hereditary suitlance, sod
that it it merely .n« offar*tutfar the /Hxisien of 'he rtU and

lent.

Doth in animals and plants, however, essentially the same
substance is contained in the nucleus both of tho sperm-cell and
egg-cell:—tha is the hereditary snfs/anu of the spicier. There
can now he no longerany doubt that the viewwhich has been held

for years by Slmsburgrrncd myself i, the correct one, according

to which the nuclei e) the mate ami there ofthefemale germ-aUi
are esientialiy similar, rr„ in any given species they contain the

same specific hereditary neb' inner.

The splendid and important Investigations carried out by

Auerbach, Btachli, Flemming, und many others, on the detailed

processes of nuclear division in general, and those dealing more

particularly with the fertilisation of the egg in Anarft by

«an Bcoedeo, Bovcti, and others, have givea ns the means

ofascertaining mote definitely what portion of the nucleus is the

substance on nhich heredity depends. As already remarked,

this stibsur.ee corresponds to the ‘ chromojotnet,’ those rod-like,

looped, or gtaiular bodies which are contained in the nucleus,

and which become deeply stained by ccfouring matters.

As soon ns it had been umkiubltdly proved that tire nucleus,

and not the body of tho edl, must contain the hereditary sab-

stance, the ccecUrslon was drawn that neither the mcmtxunc oI
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the nucleus, nor Us flud contents, not the nucleoli—which

latter had been the first to attract attention—could be regntded

ns such, and that the 'Chromatic granule*
1

alone were

Important In thi* respect. As a matter of (act several investi-

gator*,—Strasburger, Oicar Hertwig, KCJlideei, and myself,—

reaioning from the tame data, arrived at this conclusion

independently, within a short time of one another.

It wil net be considered uninteresting or superfluous to

recapitulate the weighty reasons which force us to this con-

dosion, for it is clear that it must be of fundamental importance

in n theory of heredity to know for certain what the rebalance is

from which the phenomena which ate to bo explained proceed

The certainty with which we can claim the ‘chromatin

granules ' of the nucleus as the hereditary substance depends

firstly, on the process of amphimixis ; and secondly, on that of

nuclear division. We know lint the ptoroas of fertilisation

consists essentially in the ssiociation of on equal cumber of

chromatin rods fiera the paternal and maternal germ-celll, and

that these gl»r rise to a new nucleus from which the formation of

the offspring proceeds. We also know that in oroler to become

capable of fertilisation each germ-cell mum first get rid of hall of

Its nuclear rods, n protest which is accomplished by very peculiar

divisions. Without entering into further particulars here,

amphimixis may. lie described a* a process by means of which
one-half of the number of nuclear tods is removed from a cell

and replaced by an equal number from unuther germ-cell.

The manner, honever, in which the chromatin substance is

divided m nuclear division strengthens the above riew of la

fundamental nature. This method erf division leaves no doubt

that it is a substance of the utmost importance. I need only

briefly recapitulate the main points of the wonderfully com.

plicated process ol the so-called mitotic or karyokinetic cell-

division, which follows » definite law even as regards the

most minute details.

When the nucleus is going to divvdc, the chromatin granules,

which till then were scattered, become arranged in a row,

anti form a long thitsnd, which extends through the nucleus in

an irregular spiral, and then divides into pcrtions(c//rcweru.wci)of

fairly equal length. The chromosomes have at first tl»o form of

long hands or loops, but afterwords become shortened, thus

giving rise to short loops, nr ehe to straight rods or rounded
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graoulei. With certain exceptions, to be mentioned later, the

number of chromosome. which arse In this way H constant for

each species of plant or animal, and alio foi successive series of
ceils By the time the process has reached this stage a special

mechanism appears, which has till non remained concealed in

the cell substance. This serves to diride the cfcromarin elements

into two equal pstn, to separate the resulting halres from one
another, and to arrange them in a regular manner. At the

opposite poles of the longitudinal axis o! the nucleus two clear

bodies—the 1
cetitrowicne*,’ each surround'd by a clear xone,

the so -culled ’sphere of attraction’ non become visible. The
importance ot tbeie was first recognised by Fol, ’/an Beneden,

and Boieri. 'They possess a great power of attraction orer the

vital paitlcles of the cell, »o tliat these become arranged around

them like a scries of rays. At a certain Stage in the preparation

for division, the soil protoplasmic substance of the cel -body a$

well as of tire nucleus gires rise todedicate fibres or threads: these

fibres are motile, and, after the disappearance of the nuclear

membrane, reive the rhro«na.omes—whether these have the

form of loops, rods, or globular bodies—with wonderful certainly

and regularity, and in such a way that each element is held

on cither side by several thread, fiooi tithe: pole The

chromatin elements thus immediately become arranged b a
fixed and regular manner, so that they* all come to lie in the

equatorial plane of the nucleus, which we may consider 08 a

spherical body. The chromatin elements then split longitudin-

ally, and thin bcicene doubted, m Flemming first pointed cut.

ll must be mentioned that this splitting is not caused by a lull

firnn the pole threads (spindle threads), which attach themselves

to the chromatin rods Ots both aides ; the division arises rather

from force* acting tn the tods thrmiclrea, so it proved by the

fact that they arc often ready to divide, or indeed have already

done so, some time before their equatorial arrangement has

taken place by means of these threads.

The splitting is completed by tlx two hsltet being gradually

draws further apart towanii the opposite pole, of the nuclear

spindle, until they finally approach rise centre of attraction ur

Cirtroeome, which has now fulfilled its object for the preheat,

and retires into the obscurity of tire cdl-sulfltanre, only to

become active again at the neat cell-diriiion. Each separated

half cf the nuclcui now coowitutes a daughter-nucleus, in which
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it immediately breaks up, and becomes scattered in the form of

minute granules in the delicate nuclear nee-orb, so that finally

a nucleus it formed of exactly the same structure as that with

which hc started. Similar stages to those which occur in the

aggregation °I 11,8 chromatin substance in the moiher-nudeas

preparatory to division aro passed through during the eepora-

tico of tire daughter-nuclei, bat ir, the reverse ordor.

It it evident, at Wilhelm Roux -at the fits! to point out,

that the -hole complex but wonderfully exact apparatus for the

division of the nucleus exists for the purpote of dividing the

chromatin substance in a fixed and regular manner, not merely

quantitatively, hut also in respect of the difmnt qvalitin which

must be contained In It. So complicated an apparatus would

have been unnecessary for fine quantitative division only:

if, however, the chreenaim atibrtance is not uniform, but is

made up of several or many different qualities, each of which

has to be divided as nearly as possible into halves, cr accord-

in; to some definite rule, a bMter apparatus could not be

devised for the parpiie. On tile strength of this argument, we

nay therefore represent lit kttiMary su&itaace ai untiltingcf

dlfft’fit
'
quaUHet! The same conclusion is arrived at on purely

theoretical grounds, as will be shown later on when or follow

cct the consequences of the process of amphimixis.

For the present it is saEcient to show that the complex

mechanism for cell division exists practically for the sole pur-

pose of dividing the chromatin, and that thus the latter Is

witboat doubt the most important portion of the nucleus. Since,

therefore, the hereditary substance it contained within the

nucleus, lit ihrootalin unit U lie hrriiillaiy lutstanif.

I)e Vries's objection to this view is, in m>* opinion, only an

apparent one
;

for it has not been asserted that 1 the nucleus

alone is the hearer of the hereditary characters, 1 as de Vries

thinks, but that the nucle«o alone contains the ktridilary nf-

ttanee, or that substance which is capable of determining txit

oaly the character of a particular cell, but alia that of ita

descendants. This is never contained in the cell-body, hut

always in the nucleus in multicellular organisms, and doubt levs

the same holds good for unicellular beings. It is quite possible

that In certain tower Algie a few of the structures in the cell-

such as vacuoles and chlorophyll bodies—pass directly from the

egg-cell into the daughter-cells, although this cannot by any
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meins he considered as proved. In any case such a dim!
transmission plays only a very insignificant part in plants, and

practically noee »t all in animals, foe specific structures are

not present In the cgg-cells of animals : there may at mo:: be

deposits of nutrient material- These, however, are not living

stroewros of the cell, but only psislve cbctalcal substances. So

far from denying that the mideis contains the hereditary sub-

stance, de Vries base; his whole theory on this inamtestaXe

Cact Tlie last doubts on this point were dispeDed by the erpe-

riments of Bovcri,* who, after artificially returning tbe nuciens

from tho egg: of a species A of sea-urchin, and then pouting

over them the sperm of another 8 pec-.cs S, found thit these

eggs developed into lame of the latter species. In this case

therefore the suhstsiKe of the maternal germ-ccil acted as

nutrient materia! only, whilst the paternal gerro-cdl impressed

the chancier of tbe species on the Urva. None of the maternal

specific characteristics were transmitted, and m this case, at all

events, the question of any ‘heredity apart from the nudeos' is

therefore excluded.

Several objection* hut beer, recently raised to ray view that

the nucleus is the vat of heredity. Verworo.t for instance,

repeats Use opinion, previously expressed by Whitman, that the

cell-body, quite as much as the nucleus, must be looted upon as

the hereditary substance, because the nucleus cannot exist with-

out the cell-body .
and also because, in hit opinion, which is

undoubtedly a correct one, the Iceof a cell consists in a continual

ictachange of substance between tbe cel! and the nucleus. But

is the question as to whether tl>e dotest physiological relations

exiit between the nucleus and tbe cell, 80 that neither can exist

apart from the other, synonymous with that as to whether tbe

hereditary subsiauce is contained in the nucleus or in the cell-

body? We must at least bo allowed to make the hypothesis

that the 'Stoic ofthe primary constituents’ (' Anlugennugaiin')

of the hereditary substance is contained and preserved in tbe
nucleus! for, as has liteadybtenitxlicated, anti oil! subsequently

be shown more cleaHy, this substance can hardly be stored up

in trio different placet, seeing that a very complicated apparatus

* Hover, ‘ Bn ccUtckiKh smarter Oisotfsmus cCne nlttc'Jcie
BcnKtiMlK.' (GsKllKt. f. Uafb. u Fti>-*d, Moorhen, 16 JuU ittf>

t Max Vermrs ‘Dm phyriolndiihe tteMutag d» aMIkfeni,' Ikon,

lif, {Aidiiv. L 40. Physiol. B1 V ).
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it required for ks distribution :
» double apparatus would

certainly not have been fanned by nature if a single one suffices

far the (xnpose. Only at long as the phenomena of heredity

and tbe meaning of these phenomena are still far from being

known, ts it possible to hold such opinion, as that which pre-

supposes tbe distribution of the hereditary- substance a 1110*4 si

both cell and nucleus. As scon as a further insight into these pro-

ceis« IS Obtained, it will no lcr.ger be possible to doubt that the

stnictuie of the hereditary substance most be » complex that

ue can only wonder how it could ever have been developed at

all We know that tbe nucleus contains a substance which, even

with the^imperfect means of obxrrMion at our disposal, is seen

to bs extremely comples, and that it becomes modified in a very

remarkable monr/cr after every cell division, only to be again

transformed at the approach of the Hosing division. We
cun, moreover, observe that the cell is provided with a special

apparatus which evidently enables it to halve this svbstar.ee very

accurately. Tbe statement that Ml mMoiK* it tif hritfUary

lufatanct can. thetefore, hardly be considered as an hypothesis

any longer.

It has also been supposed that fresh evidence against the

view that the chromosomes are the hereditary substance, bas

been furnished by tberecent observations ofFol* and Guvgn»id,t

which pro-re that the centrosome and its ' sphere of attraction,'—

which belong to tlte cell-tody, and constitute the apparatus for

div.scon,—pass into tbe ovum along with the sperm-nueleas in

the process of fertilisation. Suppose I take two heaps of gra in

from different places, and load them on two cart?, harness a

hone to each cart, and driva thorn to die samo place
;
does this

prove that the home consist of grain 1 They are merely the

means by which the grain is transferred from one place to

another, just as the centrosomes are the means whereby the

aperai-nudeos is transferred to the ovum : whether they are any.

thing more than th«—Aft, whether they contain hereditary sub-

stance— still remains to be proved, and such a conjecture ie

hardly more probable than that the borne, besides being the

means of transport of tbe corn, should actually consist of corn

!

• -L* Quadritl* t~ QoM.' AidUv. Sc. tTiys. el KoL. Ge<*c.

15 Avril !&*:.

t
• Sur fBuiUaos .k. S«Ura Auiocuves Can. In Cstluk. Vlglukt.’

Oanpt. Red- So. 9 Man iBjt
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It might, however, he urged that the transference not naly of

the hereditary substance or store of primary eeratituertr, b<it

also of tlx centroioir.e osmam ofSramferer.eeoi this substance,

implies the transference of the rate of cell-division, which is

regulated by the etntresoroe and essentially decides the con-

sequent* in the offspring, and which consequently also tabes

part in heredity. nut I consider this also to be an incorrect

deduction, Ixcaute the periods of activity cf the apparatus for

division must obviously be dependent on the conditions of the

cell itself
;
these conditions, however, apart firm nutntioa,

depend on the ultimate specific structure of the cell. As,

accoiditig to my view, this structure is impressed on the ceD by

the nuclear substance, the periodicity of cdl-Jtvisioo must also

he dependent on the nucleus. The Ian that only a certain fart

ofthe nuclear matter it to tfe regardedm thehereditary suhstance

off'art to me to receive fmk support from all the mere merit

einrvatieni.*

Chromatin substance is not only contained in the nucleus of

the germ-cells and of tlx fertilised ovum, hut also in all tlx cells

of the entire organism in each phase <A Its development, at any

raw as long as they me capable ol multiplying-
,
and ate pos-

sessed of vitality. The chromatin in all the cells of the body is

derived flOUl tint In the fenlUed ovum, while the development

of tlx hody from the egg cell is effected by ascrics of cell-

• >U:> lean inclined to re&vd llie p.oieea observed try rul. whfcli tc

tU*zrL*xl u» lc quidrfllc <le* cfiiUii,’ id» a procf t&n the 6tAtro*x*«*i

TTUfl—<r»t any rit* r\'qht
—-on*r.in n bind flf hereditary iul>-

iuit^ ! fcdle*e. however. that this p<o;«s U Quite u ulor to IJus vHm
c<orr in my r-urfw divMO, except thni fi*U5«t«t—ovine to ti c

Uc: Uut ibe !lr»t scstnraui^e r>a:tajs rccc.*cs a ccntfuvuac from etrii of
iIk- t** conjteritLig alii—i li a double, o*l uoi a F.ioi

«

these o*ntro9C4ii*s€. vide* and foiw to :hr region ol the tuo pole* cf \ia

future ipindle, )%£A *& werzld cttar If only a osftUo««ait mn pr riccc

In the «Jls» I riwald hs suraiucd if tbti mnj not the cim. nod IT i*c

ruiiiuicc’-c of ite r^£*oe!l fuued to asc pole, a&J tlxu of the ip^n.Mrw/n
to tf* oih*r

I
Cuignjrd ii of the cpiniai that «*«n if themb hi n ol ^oa

importance ii ic&o/us the lu: iUcjtoe* of tronsmiuible qualities ire not
nrrvrtbeli^ sittrVmj to the * sphere dmdvcs/ 'I© rCJe pmccdla! dan*

lio:aap3»«nc©t de 3a fcrtmditfOCL' in* I* true »f tt crJy UKilute* ihu
tic li.'glnninr uf embryonic rVveV^vneat dqvndi M dw c»r:y nuckvr
div^Jun—ax the ^ v*eu<M a! th* *y?tsd/ut ter d Milov But tlio vkiv U am
tiunsiy rvfutic toil frrtiU«»ttcn omiitu r the ecion cf tvo nuclei!

ubttuoa
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divisions, each of which includes a division rf the nucleon in the

manner just described. In the process of ontogeny the chro-

matin of the fust nucleus undergoes repeated subdivisions into

tiro pent of equal volume, and it would very soon become to small

St to be invisible even under the highest powers of the micro-

scope, if it did not continue to grow, as dees the cell-body.

Thit occurs just as much in the cate of numerous animal eggs

to which no nutrient material is Supp'iod during the develop-

ment of the embryo, at in that of those which tie nourished

from the beginning, or of plants which as a rale begin to obtain

their own nutriment at a very cariy stage. The chromatin, oi

hereditary substance of the fertilised ovum, enters upon a long

aiwi complex process of growth, which only ceases when no

new cells ate produced cither for the formation of new parts, or

to replace old ones,—that is to say, at the end of the life of the

individual This growing hereditary substance may be com-

pared to a tree whoie branches arise in strict dichotomy, except

for the fact that the chromatin docs not consist of c»t con-

tinuous mats, but of a number of separate particle- not actually

contiguous with one another ; for at each cell-division the two

halves of the chrooiat n rods separate never to unite again In

i»ir nucleus. Each is finally contained in a special nucleus,

which is separated from -he rest by being enclosed In a special

cell-body. The question now irises Os to 'whether all these

fragments of the lieteditary substance which compose the

chromatin ‘tree’ of an organism are similar to, or different

from, one another, and it can easily be shown that the latter

must be the case.

In order to p«rove this, we talce as oar Iwsis the well-grounded

assumption that the chiccmtin in the nucleus of the fertilised

egg is the substance on which heredity depends. Thus we
know that the possibility of the offspring resembling its fethri, for

example, in a thousand different physical and mental characters

depends on the minute mass of a few chromatin granules in

the nucleus cf the sperm-ceH, and that the diameters of a fully

fanned organism depend as a whole, as well as in detail, or. rhe

arrangement, number, and nature of the cells which compose
it The influence therefore which the minute mass of paternal

Chromatin in rhe nucleus of the fertilised egg-call exerts on the

course of development can only be such m to regulate the

nature and the rate of multiplication cf the cells in the Dcdy of
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tbe offspring In inch a manner ns lo cause them :o resemble

the celli of the interna! body. The ihrotnatiti Lt therefore in a

condition lo infirm the specific character on the cell in the

neetkut ofwhich it is contained

As the thousands of cells which constitute an organism pca-

seis very different properties, the chromatin which controls them

cannot if uniform ; it mart be different in each hind of cell.

The chromatic, moreover, cannot become different in the cells

of the filly formed organism ; the differences in the chromatin

controlling the ceUi must begin with the development of the egg-

cell, and must increase as development proceeds
;
for otherwise

the different predoes of the division of the ovum couid not give

rise to entirely different hereditary tendencies. This is, how-

ever, the case. Even the two first daughter-cells which result

from the division of the egg-cell give rise in many animals to

totally different parts. One of theta, by continued cell division,

forms tbe outer germinal layer, and eventually all the organi

which arise from it,

—

eg, the ep'dermis, cential nervous system,

and sensory cells
;
the other gives rise to the inner germinal

layer anil the organs derived from it,—the alimentary system,

certain glands, &c_ The conclusion is inevitable that the

chromatin rieiennlning these hereditary tendencies Is diflcient

in the daughter-cells.

This holds good in all subsequent st»g«« of ontogeny; the

difference between the developmental tendencies of the cells

resulting from the division of the ovum is in exact proportion to

that between the chromatin substanceof their nuclei. Ontogeny,

or the development of the iadMstual, defends therefore on a

uriei ofgradual qualilatix* changes in the nuclear substance of

the egg cell.

The fondamcntnl principle of the view which has just been

briefly sketched was pat forward by me seme years ago, and I

then made os: of the term idioplasm to represent the substance

wbirh is contained in the*chrtxnatin bodKS of the nucleus, and
which determines the nature of the whole ceil. Oscar Hertwig

also independently adopted thu term, which had erst been intro-

duced by Nigel! with a scmevrhnt different meaning. As stated

in the tin: section of this book, Nigeli defined idioplasm as the

guiding and cjntrolling substance of live body, in contrast to tire

more passive and controllable tropliopl&sm. It is open to doubt

whether the lattes terns should be retained, but the former is
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Mrl.iir.ly happily chosen. It is true h'Sgeli did ml mean to

indicate any definite substance visible under the microtrope when

he used the word idioplasm, for iho (acts of mKteardivision atd

fertilisation were then unknown. But these Carts .» re soconvincing

that no doubt as to nhal is to be regarded as the idioplasm is any

longer possible, and Kigdit conception of an idioplasn forming

a network, traversing and connecting the contents of ali the cells

in the organ ism, may ho regarded as »b*ndotved. We ire

therefore justified in transferring the term introduced by him to

the naclcar substance which determines the nature c ( the cell.

We now therefore understand by the term idioplasm the

nuclear substance control! ng any particular cell. This is at the

same time the hereditary substance, for it is never formed afresh,

but is always derived from the idioplasm ofanother cell
;
more-

over, it not only determines tbe m/ua/ characters nf the parti-

oalar cell, hur also those of all of its descendants.

Hence nc must assume a difference In the idioplasm not only

m dealing with two cells differing in stiucturc and functions,

but abo in all eases In uhich we boo* that different primary

constituents arc contained in two eel's. This hits often been

overlooked in using tbe term ‘embryonic cells' merely in

the sense of equivalent elements ‘which may give rise to nny

pans,' simply became they frequently resemble nr.e another,

assuming that they most therefore nluaysbc actually equivalent

It is quite true that the tdkpfauan cf such cells appears similar,

at least we can recognise no definable differences in the

chromatin rods of two cells in the same animal. But this is no

argument against the araisnptioa af an internal difference. The

perfect externa! resemblance between trro eggs is not it tutficicni

reason why two identical chickens should Sc hatched from them.

The eggs nay have been produced by different mothers, or they

may have been fertilised by two different males. We cannot

perceive these slight differences in either case, and ue could not

ever, do so by attempting to analyse the idioplasm concealed in

the nuclei of the two eggs by the aid of our most powerful

objectives. Theoretical considerations will show later on that

it must be so, and that the units of the idioplasm on which the

nature of the latter depends are far too numerous, and therefore

far loo small, to bo visible.

If therefore the two halves into which the chromatin rods are

split in karyokincsis look exactly alike, and even if live divided
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portions ot the granules (mierosames), of which the rods often

visibly consist, resemlifc each other eiaclly, there is still no

reason why they should not he different In their nature
j
in some

ewes one, and in whets another occur.

We shall consequently in this connection haw to assume two

kinds of nuclear division which are externally indistinguishable

from one another, iu one of which the two daughter-nuclei con-

tain similar idioplasm, while m the other they contain different

kinds of Idioplasm. These kinds of division wc may speak of as

hunoaUaetls and heteeaclmsis, that is, as a division into pans
similar or dissimilar to each ether with regard to the hereditary

tendencies they contain {' erbgteich’ nnd ' crtmnglefch’). The
fonner rnuit depend on a perfectly uniform distribution cf list

primary constituents in the two halves of the rods, aad will

consequently have been preceded by a duplication in the process

Ol growth
;
in the latter this growth will he connected with a

heterogeneous grouping of there constituents.

Although wc cannot ascertain anything directly about tlus

forces which cause this splitting of the chromatin rods, it may at

any rate be asserted that they maw be contained within the sub-

stance of the latter, and be connected uith the actual develop-

ment of the qualities of the -diojdasm : for otherwise ic could not
be understood how the qualities, which are changed during the

division cf the nucleus, become separated sharply from one
another and arranged in the two daughter-nuclei. And ye: this

must bo the case if different cells with different kinds of idioplasm
can all ai\se from or.x mother-cell, which is an undoubted fact.

It appears to me, tlvorefore, that the regular ontogenetic
changes cf the idioplasm, a* they begin with the division of the
egg-cell and cease with the natural death of the organism,
depend on purely internal causes, which lie Ip tbe physical

nature of the idioplasm. In obedience to these, a division of the
nucleus accompanies gach qualitative change in the idioplasm,

m which process tbe different qualities are distributed between
the lr»o resulting halves of the chromarin rods. I shall speak cf
tbe different lands of Idioplasm arising in this way as the onto-

genetic staga cfthe itHo/ieum, or shortly, the entoidic slagre.
Hereditary eubstanet, in the full meaning of the term— i.e,

that subitdtce which contains all the primary constituents

of the whole organism, is merely the idiophum of the gcrci-

ceil, and it Is advisable for practical purposes to denote
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this first cnto-idic stage by the shoit term (trm-plaiui, which 1

tuggeited for it si a time when the idea of idioplasm hid not

been introduced. At that time 1 meant by the term
'
germ-

plasm' the hereditary substance of a gcrm-cell eatable

development, without eipressing any opinion ai to its position

or nature. Wc can now state that the germ-flaim it Hu first

tatOgtut'K Hag,' of lit iditplatm of an amtaa! or a plant,

whether the cel!, in the nucleus of which it is cor.taiwd, is

sexually dili-rentiated or not

We must next attempt to form an idea of (hr loaUiintim and

nature oftht germ-plasm, and of the ontogenetic stages of the

idtoplasai, or ontoidlc stages.
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PART I.

THE MATERIAL BASIS OF HEREDITY

CHAPTER I.

THE GERM-PLASM-

I. Tlin FUNDAMENTAL UNITS

Now that th« conception of the ’enr.-plisrn as the herccitaiy

substance cantoned in the gemi-cells has been fully established,

and since ii hat beer- shown in general terms 'ill (hit form of

(lie idioplasm must become dunned during untogeny and cm-
verted into the idioplnun of the cells «hieh constitute the

mature organism, <re mutt attempt to form tome idea of ill

nature; for it would otherwise he impossible to continue: a

thooiy of heredity. In attempting this, «e shall for the present

entirely neglect the complication due to sexual reproduction,

and take is cur starting-point a germ-plasm which docs noc

contain the primary constituents of two |xirents, but those of

one only, -that Is to say, one which it constituted ,-ust a: it

uould be in a species which had at all times rmdliplied

•sexually.

Before venturing to express art opinion concerning the eonsli-

tut-oa of the germ-plasm, and to derive therefrom the pheno-

mena of heredity, I should like to premise that it it not my
intention to attempt an explanation of life. It is neccsniy to

distinguish between a theory of life and one of heredity. Dc
Vries has pointed out very clearly that the farmer i* impossible

at present, but that it steins by no means impossible to arrive

&t a laiufACtory explanation of the phenomena of heredity if o:<
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takes far granted the essential phenomena of life,— nutrition,

assimilation, and growth.

These functiuBs, together with the associated ones of sensa-

tion and movement, are connected in all organisms with which

we are familiar, from the simplest unicellular forms to the

highest plants and animals, with at least two different sub-

stances, via, the idioplasm of the nucleus,

—

Lt., the hereditary

plasm in the more general sense,—and the protoplasm of the

Cell-body. These two differ as regards their functions, though
they resemble each other in being composed of living sahstar.ee

:

that is to say, the primary vital forces, nutrition and growth, ate

developed with.n them. Ae the term 'protoplasm' is used in a

far too Indefinlto sense, I shall folio* Nigell's example, and call

the vital substance of the cell the Tomutive pbtsm 1 or

morphcp!/nn (Nigeli's ‘ trophoplosm 1, in contrast to tbo rVfir-

platm. Tlie latter is the active element in the process erf for-

mation, and the forroey the passive one. As we new know that

the idioplasm is^sitfiated in the nuclei only, we cannot regard

the cell-bodiej which deectniine the fotm orf all parts of the

organism as mere 1 nutrient plasm.'

Both forms orf the living substance are included in the term

‘protoplasm,' and we have now to decide how wo are to

imagine hs constitution in detail. 'Protoplasm' has often

been conceived as a ‘ modification of aibumen ' ;
till quite recently,

in fnct, this was the general idea. Bruche, however, pointed

out a considerable time, ago that albumen does not pwiess
the power of assimilation, and has therefore no vitality;

it his moreover been proved by the study of physiological

chemistry that other substances besides albumen are also

obtained from protoplasm, and that these cannot be assumed to

be insignificant without further proof. Although compounds of

sulphur anc phosphorus, for instance, only exist in protoplasm
in comparatively small, quantities, we must not infer from this

fact that they are of slight importance- In any case, we cannot

tay that protoplasm a a modification of albumen, became we
can only examine It chemically when dend, and in this condi-

tion it has lost its most important properties, and has become
changed in a manner which we need not here consider farther.

As de Vrierf expresses it, protoplasm is not a chemical, but a

morphological conception. That is, it does not consist of a

confused mas6 of certain chemical molecules, but of moipho-
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logical units, which are themteltw composed of mokculot,

or, as Briicke fits* expressed it, protoplasm is ‘organised/

As I have shown in the historhtn: introduction to this book,

Herbert Spencer, and more recently de Vries and Winner,

hate assumed the existence of such organic units.

De Vries, moreover, points out that protoplasm p«sestet

certain 'historical' properties besides its physical ar.d chemical

ones. It may certainly he doubted, as de Vries states, whether

it will ever- be possible to produce 'litmg protoplasm exhtr-

wue than in a phylogenetic manner,' that is to say, to make it

artificially in the laboratory
;
Hut It cannot he admitted that this

is » improbable, merely became the conception of protoplasm

demands that it should be derived from pre-existing proto-

plasm. This would exclude for ever not only the possibility of

its production in our laboratories, Ixit also ita logically merit-

able and indispensable primary formation in the great

laboratory oi Nature. Most, in fact probably nil, kinds of

protoplasm with which we are acquainted possess historical

qualities, not in luUilion fe, but ni/Ain their physico-chemical

ones
;
that it, they contain special modifications of construction

peculiar to themselves which arose in adaptation to the condi-

tions of life, and hive been transmitted for a long period of

time. But protopfAwn which does not yet possess ' historical'

ijs Inherited qualities, does not seem tu me to bo Ioconceiv-

al'lc It would be the simplest form of living matter which, in

virtue of its constitution, posieued the primary vital forces,—

assimilation, metabolism, and so on. The Aii/tritnl qualities

of the protoplasm, its special hereditary tendencies, are not ccm-

ncctcd with these primary vital forces. The Utter must eiist

independently in all pnxopUsre.

All those writers ‘ who luve assumed the esjster.ee Of units on

which the vital forces of protoplasm depend, have pointed oos

that they arc not chemical molecules, /or the latter do no: pos-

sess the power of assimilation and reproduction. Hence it

follows that procoplasm is 0 complex substance which it cot

homogeneous, but which consists of ditforent kinds of molecules

There it therefore no molecule .of piotopiatav, but we have to

Imagine that even in its simplest modifications, piotoplatui

Invariably consists of group* of molecules, eaCi of which is

fturi.1, Harb.il Sf^ioir, de Vnm, *r<i W.
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composed of difftrtal kinds of chemical molecules. I shall

call these units the ' hrarm of vitality' (‘ Lebemlriger') or
' iiepkars because they are the smallest units which exhibit

the primary vital forces, vit., assimilation ana milaMissn,

growth, and multiplication by fission*

As living protopiaiin cannot be subjectod to chemical analysis,

we cannot describe its chemical constitution mote precisely

;

but what has so far been determined by the analysis of dead
protoplasm certainly indicates that the albuminoids are not the

only bearers of vitality, as has generally been assumed, but that

ctber substances play a no less important part in living proto-

plasm,—a fact which has been insisted on by Hnppe-Seylex and

Baumann. Besides albuminoids, compounds containing phos-

phorus, such as lecithin cud nociein, which are not related

chemically to albumen, but enter into combination with it, are

known to occur in dead protoplasm
;
and betides these, proto-

plasm also contains cholesterin, which is probably a product of

destructive metabolism, and carbohydrates, such as glycogen,

starch, inulin, and dextrin, as well as compounds of potassium.*

Although we cannot at prrseet guess from what chemical com-

pounds in living protoplasm these bodies have been derived,

there car be no doubt that * a relatOn exists between tliem and

the vital ptoccsses' (Hoppc-Seyler), and that albumen, or dif-

ferent kinds of albumen, da not alone bring about the vital

processes, but that several other substances, such as silts, and
compounds containing phosphorus, and more particularly water,

are just as etsental : in short, life depends simply on the

Interaction of molecules, differing chemically from one another,

but dtfimj within certain limits

After long consideration, I have decided to designate sach a
group of molecules on which the phenomena of life depend by
the special term • iicpfcr.' This seemed to be advisable, because

the various terms introduced previously by others were cither left

toovaguc for these minute vital particlesto beidentified u ills tlrem,

or if defined mote c.vsctly, were used with a different meaning.

It would certainly be a mistake to make use of a name already

introduced, in another sente from its original one. Herbert
Spencer’s » ’physiological units' are similar to the biophon,

• cr. Hoppe £cy ter, * AU*emBnt Iktept.
1 Brrlm, 1*77. p. 75 (Put 1

.

cf the ' lehrbiKb drr thytioVtsisdicn Chest* J.
Herto-. Spacer, * P/lneiptes of Bkfcfly,’ »ol l, p 1S3.
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and he looks upon them at being intermediate between the

chemical units (molecules) and die morphological units (cells).

But he supposes tlieir function in heredity to be different from

that which 1 ascribe to my blopbore. Haeckel • understands by

the term ' plastidule,’ Introduced by E!iberg,» the hypothetical

ultimate particles of which ‘protoplasm
1

is composed ; he re-

ga.-ds them as equivalent to the ' molecules 'ol inorganic matter,

but supposes them to possess 'vital qualities’ » well. Of

coarse this definition is in itself insufficient proof, as de Vries

very correctly remarks, that Haeckel's pJastidules are aot

molecules in the physical sense ;
these very ‘ vital qualities

1

are the point in which they differ from them. I could not

adopt Nigeli's term either, because a ' micella ’ differs essentially

In its construction and properties from a biophor. it U defined

ns ‘a minute crystal, microscopically Invisible, consisting of a

larger or smaller number of molecules, and is, when turgid,

surrounded by a layer <A water.'] As regards the absolute

site of the micella, N&geli calculates that it may consist of

one hundred molecules, or oc the other hand, of only a single

molecule of albumen. As in the rase nf Haeckel's plasti-

dulcs, we have ho* therefore to deal with a unit the vital

cliar'Ctrr of which does not depend or a peculiar grouping

of several or even many diflerent kinds of moleculei Indeed

Nigcli draws attention ia another part of his book (p. 63) to

the unstable chemical composition of tlie protdds so far as

can be made cut by analyses, and very correctly considers k

extremely probable * thatthere are various molecule* of albumen

which differ from one another in containing unequal quantities

of hydrogen, oxygen, &c.’ This leads hltn to the further

assumption 'that the micetfee of the proteids consist of a mix-

ture of two or more different kinds of molecule* of albumen. In

each protesd the different molecules of albumen would be mixed

in special proportions, and, further, each would contain special

quantities cif phosphates, salts ofmagnesia, Ihne, and so on’ This

conception, however, hardly agrees with that of the 'crystalline
1

• Snwi Haeckel. ' Di. ftvigmetis dcr HaiUOute,' Balie. HA
* Lcuii * Regcoeraow

;
ce, The Pro—wuion *

MdcaJa. ft Ccc solution to Uic Doctxincd likolu'.K**'—/V»va^. Am.

Awe. fir **< A***<t*iMi <fStx*cr. Hanford Xlarth* Auf. »ij+

x Cftrl * .\UdiftnVusfc.ph|^otog\vhe rt#r Abttanitsufifi-

efare/ Mtinchfift u. Lepiifi, «U,, ^ 3s.
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nature of the micella, for crystals are not ‘ mixtures,’ but chemi-

cally pure substances. And apart from this, »s should be wrong

in inferring from this passage that Nigel1 considers the vital

properties ofa micella dependent on the co-operation ofdi/ft’cnl

molecules united into a single gtoup
;
for in the passage qucecd

above he also states that mt molecule of albumen Is sufficient

for the constitution of a micella.

For this reason n'oii* it » ill be seen that the conceptions o/tho

Wop*Ot and of the micella do not coincide. They differ also as

tegatdi the mode of multiplication :
the fundamental iinpsruncs

of this -ill become apparent later on. The biophors, a: beaten;

of vitality, possess the power of growth and cf multiplication by

fission,jml as is the cast in all trdtrs o/v/lai unite on Vtktott

dim! oburvatioHt inn Ittn nutdi, beginning with the m<ro-
acaiata. which constitute the chromatin of the nucleus, and

passing through the chlorophyll granules, nuclei, and cells, np

to the simpler plants and animals. Nngelia micella; also mul-

tiply, hit the multiplication occurs ' by tbo free interposition of

new micellar, similar to. or identical with, thoie already present,’

in the same manner as he supposed the addition of new particles

to take place in a siatch grain, or as Ci-yatala separate fiom the

mother liquor. These new micellm would certainly have ro be

formed by an influence, exerted by those already present, which

cannot be further defined.

The 'pangeites' of de Vries correspond almost exactly to

my biophtrs, for they are also accredited with the functions of

growth and miHIpllcatloe by division, ard play a similar part

in heredity. The biophors, ns "ill bs explained in the fallowing

pages, only differ ftooi iho pangencs in being constituents of

higher units of the hereditary substance.

The minute vital particles or ’plnsomes,
1

recently assumed by
Wiesucr, resemble both pangcr.es and biophors as regards their

pxopetties. The put they take in heredity is, however, only

hinted at, and It is therofoto bettot for me to use the special

term liiophor than to press the plasnmcs into the seiviee of my
theory' of heredity.

The biophors play the same part with respect to heredity as

that which de Vries ascribes to his pangenes, lift, they are the

'dtarvrt of Mr tfualilitt or 'ciamtten‘ of the cells s' or mere

accurately, Mr Iawot «/ Mr aU-quotitiu. As all living matter

consists of biophors, the differences in it can only depend on



the differences in the biophors competing it; an animal ceil

rontnining, for example, transversely striped mumdar sub-

sunce, 01 delicate nervous or glandular structures, ot again, a
vegetable cell enclosing chlorophyll bodies, must contain

several different kinds of bophers d nhicb these var.ous ce 11-

Sniclures are composed, and which consulate the germ-plasm

of a species.

There must bo a groat number of different hinds efbiophon,

for otherwise they could not give rise to so great a variety of

cells as exists in the organic world. Nor is it difficult to infer

the possibility ofan almost unlimited number of different hinds

of biophors from their assumed composition

As the biophors are not individual molecules, but grouft of

molecules, nothing prevents us ftom tracing a large number

of variations in them to tlse widely varying number of their

leoltoiUs. Bat even the cktmcal eomtHnU/mOftha mtftukt is

not by any means necessarily tbe same in nil cased, although the

possible fluctuations arc certainly confined within certain limits.

Numerous farts short that at any rate in the taxi main divi-

sions of the organic mi rid, the animal end vegetable kingdoms,

several of the molecule, composing the biophars differ chemi-

cally from one anocher, so that substitutions occur. Whereas
glycogen is a constituent which is ne'er absent from animal

protoplasm, prusitltd that the latter pussetw-j aincvboid move-

ment, tb>» carbohydrate has not yet boon discovered in plants, in

which, as Hoppe-Seykr suspects, it is probably replaced by

amylum, dextrine, or gum. Similarly, the crystalline protcids

In plants, which are known as alettrone grains, are chemically

differ cr-t from tlio yolk-gianulra in animals.

A difference in the biophors can, moreover, be conceived

without a chauge m tbeir atuenre composition, by regardiiy as

possibles n-arrongamrU «f tho itlomi in tiro individual mole-

cules. The molecule of albumen m particular has arcoiding to

the condiu-lon* oi modern chemistry, a molecular weight of at

least i.oxy so that innumerable isomeric molecule* of albumen

seem to be conceivable. It u, however, impossible to »ute

how many cd tlivrn acttally exist.

In order to give as camplc.e aa explanation as passible of the

phenomena of heredity with the aid of the bftphurs, the latter

must he invested with the capacity fix a further change,

namely, a rrarrang/MeM of the moleevlei, analogous to the
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itomeric rearrangement of the atoms in a single molecule.

This assumption is not unfounded, inasmuch as several instances

of molecular compounds are known in chemistry, tf, the double

salts and the water of crystallisation of salts, in which definite

numbers of molecules ate always present : this number i* men
retained in spite of substitution. Thus alum always contains

tHcntylfour molecul» ofwater ofcrystallisation, and thise»ldeotly

indicates a degtee of affinity between the molecules. We shall

have to assume this property for the Uophor also, for without it

the latter would not be a real unit at aU. We shall, moreover,

be able to conclude that these degrees of affinity are of various

hinds, and that the molecules can combine In many different

ways and form groups, so that isomeric molecular compounds
ore teamed. Such isomeric compounds, however, will possess

other properties, just as in the isomeric arrangement of atoms
in t*e individual molecule i and thus we conclude that the

special properties of a biophor are to be considered dependent

not only on the physico chemical constitution of the molecule,

but also very essentially on their position and relation to one
another ; so that one biophor can be changed into another by

an alteration in the arrangement of it! molecules.

A«otding to this statement there are several kinds of

biopitots, the difference between which depends on either the

absolute relative number o: molecules, their chemical constitu-

tion (isomerism included), or their grouping
j

in fact we may
say that the mauler ofpotsilit hinds cf biopkers is uidimi/td,

,'ust as is the number of conceivable organic molecules. We
shall, at any rate, mew with no theoretical difficulties on this

score, however large the number of different kinds of btophors

may be which we require to explain the theory of heredity.

Tilt bitphars art net, I Mine, by any mtans rrurt hyfry
titti/iil units ; Shy mull mil, for the phenomena of life must
be connected with a material unit of some sort But since the

primary vital forces assimilation end growth—do not proceed

spontaneously from either atoms or molecule*, there mutt be a

unit of a higher order from which these forces are developed,

and this can only consist of a group consisting of a combina-

tion of dissimilar molecules. 1 emphasise this particularly,

because a theory 6l heredity requires so many asiumptior-s which
cannot be substantiated that the few fu<yj points on which we
can rely arc doubly valuable.
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These biophors coast tote iIt protoplasm—the morphoplasm

which is differentiated into the etil-tabstaaee, as »ell an the

idioplasm contained in the nucleus. li will be shown aub-

scqoently in what manner these two knda ol protoplasm diner

as regards their constitution, ar.d I a ill only remark here that the

idsopdaun muit have a far more ((implex structure than the

morpboplasm. The latter, as the cell-substance of a mu'cle or

gland-cell shows, can assimilate, grow, and alio divide. l»t It it

not able to change Into anything difiiunt from Hit!/. The
dioptam, on the other hand, is capable of rcjulat change
during growth

;
and ontogeny, or the development of the indi-

vidual in multicellular organism;, depend) upon this fa(t. The
two firs: embryonic cells of an animal ariie from the division

of the ovum, and continually give rise to differently constituted

cells during the course of embryogeny. The diversity of these

cells mast, as I have shown, depend on changes In the nuclear

substance.

It now remiint to be ccrntdcted hew w« arc to imagine this

capacity on the patt of the idioplasm for regular and spontane-

ous change. The fact in itself is beyond doubt, when once it is

esubl.thed that the morptoplasm of each oil ts controlled,

and its character decided, by the idioplasm of the Backus.

The regular changes occurring in the egg -cel! and the pro-

ducts of its division in each embryogeny must then be referred

to the corresponding changes of the idioplasm. Hut what
is the nature ofthese change;, and ir<c an they brought about/

x The Control of the Cru.
In older to answer :he question which has Just been asked, it

will be nwessary to consider the monner in which the idioplasm

of the nudojs deieimines the characicrs of the cell At

present we only know that the idioplasm consists of a large

number of different binphori of sarioa kinds. To exert a
determining tnauence on the minute structure of the cell-body

and on the chemical composition of its different components,

it must either be capable of exerting an emitted influence

(‘Fetnuirkung’) ot else material particles must ptu.> out of the
nucleus into the cell-body.

Strasburgcr* has endeavoured to prove a dfrnnrokal effect of

• E. Struborpr, 'Niue I'ntenuifcur^ee L(*r da BefiuiUucp-
ergarg Psl dsn Hmingtraci." iB!(. n in
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the nuclear matter. In his opinion ‘molecular stimuli arc

transmitted from the nucleus to the surrounding cytoplasm, and,

on the one hand, control the ptocessfo .of metabolism in the

cell, and on the ether, give a definite specific character to

the growth of the cytoplasm, this growth bring causal

by nutrition.' Although transmission of the molecular stimuli,

proceeding from the nucleus to the test of the cell, is cer-

tainly conceivable, de Vries has tightly shown that this is

not a sufficient explanation of the phenomena, because it takes

for granted tbe fundamental point of tbe matter requiring

explanation. If the cell of any plant is to acquire the hereditary

property of forming malic arid, those pangcncs In the cell-

tody which can produce this acid could, it is true, come into

play by molecular stimuli being transmitted to them from tbe

nucleus ; but tit's hypothecs takes their presence for granted,

aid the main question as to how these producers of malic acid

get into the cell remains unanswered.

Haberiandt* has attempted to trace the conttol of the cel! by
the nucle i: to the entynmtic action of the latter, U., to the giving

off from the nucleus of certain chemical compounds which cause

the cell-substancc to become changed in a given manner
; but

this explanation is regarded by de Vries as .ntuflicient, because
here again it is necessary* to presuppose a definite d.fTercu'.ustioa

of the cell body.

De Vries himself gives a solution of the problem, and bis

hypothesis has, at any rate, the advantage of great simplicity

and lucidity. He supposes that some of the pangrmes which
constitute the nuclear matter pass Into the body of the cell

through the nuclear membrane, and there foms its ports and
structures, of the qualities of which they are the special

bearers.

Although I formerly inclined towards Straiburger'i view, it

always appeared to me rather as a formal than as a real ex-
planation of the problem, and I regarded it more as a
provisional formulation titan as a solution of the difficulty. In

my opinion de Vries’s idea of tbe migration of minute, specific,

vital particles from the nneleus into the cell-body afford* ail

extremely happy solution of the appsrently inexplicable manner

• G. Hilctandi, • Utw do BeaiibvoKtn wbcfceo Fjoictkcm ur.3

IJif dee <V..l*rtv 10/7.
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ir. which the cell is controlled by the nucleus. It, moreover, fits

ic very “*U “
*lh m >' °,brc views.

As long as 1 was engaged in seeking lor an epfccawlc thtoiv

of heredity, an explanation of this sort was naturally impotable,

but ns scon as 1 assumed that the gern>pl3Hn ccosisted of

biopliera, the various kinds of which are required for the various

characters of the respective cells, it was cot only possible to

suppose that the particles everted an inducts* of this nature on

the cell, but snch an explanation of the phenomena became the

molt natural and satisfactory one Much may of Course be

urged against this fundamental assumption, and tt is not in

itself a saSoent explanation
;
but it i* not only frnitleii to

attempt a satisfactory explanation from the other point of view,

but as will appenr Inter on, de Viics’s conception alone agrees

with certain fundamental biological principles.

If the nuclear substance exerted an emitted influence on the

cell body so at to give rise to the -truciarts characteristic of tills

particular Uirxi of cell, they would be formed by a kind of

'gmtratie tfUivAM'j they would hive arisen by the operation

ofan eternal iudaaicc on the given substance in the cciL jus:

as would b: the case in prntotdinl generation. Particularly

favourable influences would hue operated on certain combina-

tions of inorganic substances in such a way as to give rise to a

vital particle.

We know nothing of such a primordial generation as far as

our experience extendi;, and even if it must be considered to be

logically necessary, »e have every reason to suppose tliat t has

no share in the origin of those forms of life with which nc are

acquainted, hot that these always arise by division from ethers

similar to themselves. Moreover, wbat :i true ofthe independent

organisms familiar to us mutt alto hold good for all the eltjinnl

nrUen ofvita! unlit which have united to form higher erganiwns,

for each of the earliest and lowest tggnnitmi roust five been

neither more nor less than lie t^uhalenl tj emt Holier.

If, then, in order to explain the presence of life on the

earth, we must assume that such individual biophor* arose

*1 one time by primordial generation, ihty must have been

capable of reproduction by division limned inicly after their

origin, fot such multiplication is caused uirectly by the

primary foxes of life.—assimllaton and grauih. We cur, only

imagine the very simplest biophore as having been produced
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by primoidial generation : ali labiequmt and more amplerr

titids ef Mophen can an// Amt ariitn on Ota principle cf

adaptation to urn cendilioM of life; they ir.ust have Veen

developed gradually by the long • continued eo-0|Cration of

heredity and election. AH these biopbors of a higher order,

which are adapted to the special conditions of existence and

which in endless varieties form organisms a? we see than around

is, possess ‘AUtorica/’ qualities
;
they can, therefore, only arise

from others like themselves, and cannot be foitned spontaneously.

This fact is confirmed by experience. Not only dees a cell

always arise from a cell, and a nucleus :10m a rucleus, as da

Vries, and more recently Wiesner, have shown, but all the other

constituents which occur in the cell-body and determine its

structure never ante, so far as we know, by 'go'/ratio cqui-

coca,' or, as de Vries expresses it, * nwgeneiically.' They are

always produced by tbe division of similar structures already

present. This is apparently true of the greer. chromatophores

and the ' vscuoles’ of plant-cells, as well as of the ' sphere of

attraction,’ or centromere, which controls the dirisiun of the

nucleus : tbe same must also hold good for those invisible vital

units, the various kindsof biopbors, which have arisen during tho

course of the earth’s historyby gradual adaptation to continually

new conditions of life.

If then, each vital unit in all organisms, from the lowest 10 the

highest grade, can only arise by division from another like itself,

an nnsuor is given to the question with which we started
;
and

we see that the structures of a cell-body, which constitute the

specific character of the cell, cannot he ptcduced by tbe emitted

influence of the nuclear substance, nor by its enzymatic action,

but can only arise owing to tbe migration of material particles

of the oocle«H Into the cell-baly. Hence Ike nuclear waiter

muil it in a itme a itorekoutefor Ike various Unde of MofiAen
ovAi/A enter into tic ut/^ody and an deitinrd to tramform it.

Thus tbe development of the
1
undifferentiated 1 einbiyonlc cell

into a nerve
,
gland-, or muscSe-ceil, as the case may be, .s de-

termined in each case by the pretence of the corresponding

biopbors In the respective nuclei, and in due time these

biopbors will pass out of the nuclei into the cell-bodies, and
transform them.

To me this reasoning is so convincing that any difficulties we
mart with in the process of determining the nature of the cell
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hardly ccrne into account. We are still fai from being able to

describe In detail ll* emir* histological process of the differen-

tiation of a cell. The renege of invisible ‘liopfcau’ thrash
the pores of the nuclear men- Urine is probably just *s admis

»ibJ« an assumption as that of the independent power of motion

thereby necessitated in these Ixatcns of vitality ; hat the hiua-

logical stractire ofa cell is nrt completed hy tint mere emission

into tiie cell-body ofa fcv kinds of tuophess with ureal powers of

multiplication. Numerous questions suggest theriselvcs in this

connection, all pointing to the fact that farces ate at work of

srhich ne are at present ignorant. The immigrating hiophors

are tie mere material which forms the fcirlolugical srrocrure of a

cell, only when subjected to the guiding forces—presumably
those of attraction and repulsion—which must be located in the

biopbor.

We on as yet form no more exact conception of this process

than w« can of tho manner in which the biephors already con-

tained in the cell- body behave in respect to those uluch lave

migrated into it from the nucleus. Presumably a snuggle of

the ports occurs, in which the weaker nrc suppressed ar.d stive

as nutritive mutenal for the stronger ones, but although much
remains to be decided by future investigation. the main point at

issue, at any rate, vie, that the nature of the cell is really decided

by the elements of the nucleus, is definitely established. Hv the

nature of the cell must be understood not only the hntolosical

structure of the cell as a whole and its muiie of reacting to

external influences, but more particularly It, twdt of ctii'iiien in

respect of time and place. It is true that the Cfil-forfy itself and
its apparatus for division (the centrosome) primarily determine

whether a cell is to divide sooner or iater, and into equal or
unequal parts

; but these processes always depend Anally on the

nudeus, which controls the cell-t»dy and Impresses on the

latter Its definite nature.

The most plausible objection which ran he urged agonist the

migration <4 the particles of live idioplasm into the cell-body is

that the substance of the latter is chemically quite different from

that ol the nucleus, ifceir behaviour as regards taking up
colouring matters ts certainly different, as the terms chromosome

and chrcenatin indicate ;
Uneven ifa difference In .heir cliemical

composition could be inferred from this fact, it ooald still fail to

constitute a decisive proof against the hypothesis of migration :
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for i« is well known that Ike affinity of the chromosomes for

colouring matter varies markedly at different periods, and this

indicates that alight changes, which are beyond our control,

take place in tbc constitution of this substance, and arc suffi-

cient to cause in most striking reaction with regard to colouring

matters to disappear for a rime. Chemical analysis of the

substance contained in the nucleus has certainly established

the presence of 1 nuclein ’
j bat although it is probable from

Micscher's * excellent observations on the spertn of the salmon
that nuclein is derived from the nuclei of the sperm-cells, it is

not by any means certain from what part of the nucleus it

originate* : if one supposes that over 48 per cent, of the dried

sperm consists of nuclein, it is doubtful whether this is con-

tained in the unill maw of chromatin which we see in the form

of chromosomes.

Another recent observation may be mentioned here, which

proves at any rate that matter is actually transferred from the

chromosomes of the nucleus into the cell-body Just at the time

when the characteristic structure of the ceJ-bviy U being

formed. 1 refer to Riickert’a observations on the remarkable

altrrotion in Ibi riu <1/ IAs lAtomnitim/s of the nucleus during

the growth of the ovum of the dog-fish t One cf the youngest

cvn observed in the ovary—which measured 2 mm. in dia-

meter—contained from 30 to chromosomes, each of which

was 11 micims J long, and z cubic microns in bulk : later on, in

nearly ripe eggs, the length of a chromosome reaches tco

and its cubic contents 7,850 cubic /*, or more accurately, since

it Ins meanwhile become doubled by division, 15,700 cubic p.

Still later, just before the formation of the first polar body,

when the ovum is ripe and Iras attained its full sue, the length of

the individual chromosome diminishes to J and the cubic

contents of a double rod to J cubic p. Riickert infers from

there facts that the ehronroiomos give off a great amount of

substance 10 the ovum during the gradual ripening of the latter

and wc can only agree with him 00 this point. Bit the <|»«tio

arises as to how this trnnsferer.ee of substoncc takes place,—

• Miuadiar.Stf.Kh, • Statist, u. bWeg. Brim** ar Kenton vom T.eben

Cts ftteJruaW iSto; Scfcvctt Uteratnmmml 1 Internal<“nl(n

Pwib.-raionitdl. in Brrti*

1 J. Oaob-it. * Anar. Anreger.' i«l Kerch, ify*
! A IBK.OB {/*) is Hie ,,>0 tn at3,

millimKra,
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whether it ocean in the ordinary way, (laid nutrient material

being given off, and then assimilated rise eel!-body, or In

some other manner. There seems to me to be no reason irtty

we should not assume that otinatt, ipuifi<-, vita!partit/ti
,
ar.d

not merely nutritive substances, are produced by the chromo-
somes during the growth ol the egg, and are then emitted

through the nuclear membrane Into the cell-body. Fuither

facts must be ascertained before we can attempt to explain the

details of the clirious tnniphoinglcil transfotmations which tbc

Chromosomes undergo during this period. We are already,

houever, in a position to elate that the extremely interesting

processes described by R lckcrt must hive a wide significance,

and must occur in all cells which become histologically differen-

tiated as well as in all animal ora. list they cannot appear so

distinctly in these other cells, fur no animal cell grows to sath

an enormous siae as docs the egg-ceil. 1 shall again refer to

the process in a later section, in order to emphasise one of the

consequences which results from it still more strongly.

Let us now suppose with 6c Vries that the nature of a cell

depends on the extrusion of minute viatl purifies of different

kinds from the nucleus into the cell-body, and that these subic-

quently multiply end become regularly distributed and arranged

in groups according to the forwa cf at .faction ar.d repulsion

situated within them. On this supposition, heredity could be

simply and easily accounted for in unicellular organisms, fee in

them multiplication depends on a division of the whole body

and of the nucleus into two parts, and thus each product of the

division receives a similar supply of latent biophors which form

its nudens, and freen which it can then provide the necessary

material to the CtU-body.

As tli* influence of amphimixis is not taken into account ir.

tbc pie-sent connection, I may here leave cet of consideration

the fact that the nucleus tnay be differentiated into two different

kinds of nuclei. This arrangement is practically universal

amongst the highest unicellular forms—the Infusoria—and is

merely An adaptation for conjugation. In the unicellular forms

heredity wiU therefore depend, firstly, on the fact that all the

different kinds of biophots which are required for the construc-

tion of (he body a.-e present in the nucleus in n latent condition,

and in definite proportions—very probably they have also a
definite style of architecture

;
and secondly, on the period!-
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cal or occasional migration of then biophors into tbs cell-bccy,

where they multiply, and become arranged in obedience to the

forces acting within tlrcrc The difficulty of asceiuining the

actual mode of arrangement is nowhere greater than in the

case of the higher unicellular fotms. How is ft possible that the

nucleus should always allow only those kinds of biopbrrs to

migrate which are required to replace those structures lost by
division f Ai>d why do these biophors always trove either in toe

direction of the missing oral region, cr towards the posterior end
of the body, according to which parts are wanting in the two

daughter-animals ? For the present these questions are un-

,answerable ; and in the meantime "« must be content with

having shown l>ow the materials for the construction of the

cell-substance are transmitted from mother to daughter, nod in

what wav they are placed at the disposal of the forces acting in

the cell-body.

The experiments made by Nussbaurn* and Gruber h on the
mtiftcial division of tnfuwm prove that the nucleus really

controls the cell-body. These obwivets found that only those

portions which contained a port of the nucleus were capable of

giving rise ro a complete animal
; the other pieces lived for a

time, and then perished. One of Grubers observations also

tends to show that when regeneration of missing pans occurs,

the nucleus sends out invisible materia! particles into the

cell body. He cut a large Slenfor which was preparing for

division transversely into two parts, so that the posterior por-

tion contained no trace of the nucleus, and then observed that

regeneration of the missing parts nevertheless took place, espe-

cially in the oral region. If the control of the cell depended on

the emitted influence of the nodeuj, this regeneration would be

totally inexplicable; if, however, biopbers proceed from the

nucleus into the cell-body when regeneration is to take place,

this might hare already.occurred in ar. animal preparing for

division, ns this one was before it was artificially divided.

The descendant! of unicellular animals are similar to their

ancestors two daughter-cells are produced by the division of

•Nuubwsr, ’ U.bit d« Ta.nti.rli.il dc, UU*Ub «.**,’ Aich>.

f. milt. Aiiat., r'as.

t Oritur.
1
Uottii knnatlidtu Til lung Id Inruio«n,‘ ‘But. Cental-

Ban,’ aa. Iv.
:
imJ • tic it lac rut tCcctnirs Oer PnysoloEi' t-d Hiclajo

dcr lbnto.mil,• Bit, d. mu*it CLicIIkI. ru Fidbuig t/8r„ Hid,
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the mother'eel, and thus the nuclear substance it always ceen-

pored of different kinds of Ixophtns. Bu: how does this apply

to multicellular foruu In which so large a number of different

kinds oi cells, each prciuppoHnji a different structure of the

nuclear nutter, arises from the .ctrn pu ,m of the ovum ? Thu*
at find ourselves brought (sack to the question asked at the

end of tire last section on what do the regular scries of

changes in ihe garm-pUsm during ontogeny depend t

3. TttB Dkimmijuxts.
As has just been shown, the nuclear matter of an Infusorian

mutt be composed of a great number of different kinds of

biopbots, each of which corresponds to tire primary constituent

of 0 definite portion ofthe unicellular nrganirm. If ihc cells of

a multicellular animal uere represented in tbegcitit-piestn by all

the kinds of biopivirs occurring in them, such nn enormous

aggiwtloo of biophor* would tesolt that, men If they aen rx-

trentcly small, tl>e minute quantity of matter it ihc gcrni-plisiu

oould not be able to coatkfn them. It wae this considers on

inoio than any other which for ninny >i*rs rasde ,nc i*rsevere

in my atlempc to discover an epigenetic theory pi heredity. I

thought that it must tv.- poiilblc toimagine n tvrm-pla,ut nhkti.

although highly contplci, ncveithclcw did nxcon.in of surfjan

Inconceivably large number of separate particles, Ixn which was

of such a structure as to keccene changed in a regular manner

during i« growth in the course of ontogeny, and, finally, to yield

a Urge aunt* of di/Tceem kinds of Idioplasm for the control

of the cells of the body in o specific manner.

Harsrhek,* too, has recently pu: forward the view that ’ the

egg-cel! may be supposed to contain a relatively small number

of qualities,' and that this number la no; larger than that which

is to lx assumed its tlx ense of any other histologically ditteren-

tiared cell of :he bedy. The divervity in structure seen in

iituUxeliuUi orgauisms is due, in his (opinion, to t.tC fast that

in spite of the limited diversity »• regard* the qualities con-

tained within * single coll {.including the ovumj, a Ur greeter

complication of the body as a whole is attained by the ririation

ofthere few qualities (‘des einen Grundthetris

'

• a Hande*. * krhrtreb der ZooVigie,’ atn Lkfoung. Jena. its*.
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If In consideringa theory ofheredity we bad only to deal with

an explanation of the transmission of an unatteraitt structure

from the parent to the offspring frwn generation to generation,

there would be theoretically no objection to the assumption of

such n structure of the germ-plasm. We have, however, to deal

with the transmission of parts which are variable, and this

necessitates the assumption that just as many independent and

variable parU exist in the genn-pUim at are present in the fully

formed organism. It is impossible that a portion of the body

shculd exhibit an independent variation capable of transmission

unless it were represented in the germ-plasm by a special par-

ticle, a variation m which is followed by one in the pm under

consideration. If this were represented, together with other

pans of the body, by one particle of the germ-plasm, a change

in the latter would be foiloned by a variation in all the parts of

the body determined by it- The independently and hereditarily

zarialle parts ef the bad/ Ihtre/ere serve as an excel measure(or

deternininz the number oj ultimate partie/ss cfwhich tin germ-

plan is competed.• the latter mutt contain at teat at great a

number as mould he arrived at by such a computation.

An example may make it clear that the independently earfabte

parts are not identical with those which are merely hereditary.

It is well known that butterflies pass through a metasnor-

phbsir. in the course of development, the stages of which are

independently variable froui the geim onwards : that is to say,

a variation m the caterpillar is not necessarily followed

by one In ihe butterfly, and tda vend. The caterpillars

of a species may be dimorphic, some being green, and

Others brown, but hoth of these forms nevertheless give*

rise to butterflies with a similar coloration. If, therefore, the

phyletic mociflcntioos depend on changes in the minute

structure of the genn-plasm, there must I* at leas! two inde-

pendently variable units in the germ-plasm of such a butterfly
i

for If there were only one, the hutteifly as well as the caterpillar

would be affected by a variation in it. Dut a comparison of

nearly related species shows us that the individual ports of the

caterpillar or butterfly must also be variable from the germ

onwards : the
r
Iimbl, for instance, of two species may be very

similar, while their wing* are different, and even the separate

parts of the wings may vary independently of one another. We
must therefore assume that the germ-plasm contains a large
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number of units, on the variation of which the independent

changes of certain parti of the body depend

In all the higher animals the number of these units must b«

• cry Urge, became the parts which are Independently vntiablc

from the germ onwards is largo also.

A cnciideration of die individual and hereditary characters in

the human species will show most clearly how great this number

may be. 1 know of a family in which a depression of the tiro

of a pin's head in the skin in front of tbe left ear has been trans-

mitted through three generations. This slight abnomulity

must theiefore have been contained potentially in the gemi-

p'atm of the respective individuals, and thou germ-plasm must

di lt>r from that of other people in the slightly abnormal form of

the element which determines this peculiarity. We are logi-

cally compelled to assume a particular element of tic germ-

plasm for each petulant)- of this sort, not because heredity may

be manifested in details so minute, but becavic /At Irtaimiirmt

ofnth cktaih u/dy it inJtfxndtn/. If all people possessed such

u depression in front of one ear, oe could not Usereliy conclude

that it must be represented by a special dement in tie germ-

plasm merely because it is hereditary. It might conceivably be

represented, te*«her with the skin of half the face, by raw

element or biephor, which In the course of ontogeny became

divided into a number of secondary ones of <llv«t& sons, «•« of

which proved to be abnormal and name to be situated at that

particular spot in the skin. What compels us to accepe the

above assumption '» the fact that all people do not possess this

depression, and that two perron. might conceivably resemble

one another in all other respects e.cept in the possession of this

abnormality. - The genn-plosm of bath there persons wonld be

almost identical, but not fitrft/fy 60, for it would contain a

certain element which differed in the too rises. This simply

me* ti* rh*t this far/ku/ar tkorut/tr which it incitfauUn/ly

VJtidMtfram the germ i is alio rtfrtstnUd if a sftticli

tlatunl in tit girm-fVuni. It would not hove bten pos-

sible to infer this from its trannnrtiifaility alone. A hundred

different characters might conceivably be determined by a single

element in the germ-plasm
;
the whole hundred would then be

transmitted as soon at the determining clement was pieseat in

the latter, but not one of -.hem would he independently vambte

from the genn onwards i but if the determining element varied,
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all ihe handled characters would vary at the same lime. The
capacity for transmission and that of independent variation

from the fret in onwaids ore distinct from one another.

The germ-pliim mart consequently be compared of as many
unis as there are transmissible puts in the body which are in-

dependently variable from the tfctui onwanJa Each of these

units cannot be smaller than a biophor, and they can thorefoie

not be ample molecules within a biophor; for variation is a

biological cnoception, and a biological element does not pre-

suppose a one that is merely physical.

What parts of tbe body of a multicellular organism are

represented in the germ by special panicles of the minimum
value of one biophor I Is each cell, or even each port of a cell?

Darwin adopted tbe former, and de Vries the latter of these

two alternatives. Darwin's gemmules are germs of ulh,

so that every cell of the body would he represented in Ihe

ovum by these units
; while de Vries's pangenes are in a sense

germs of tbe characters ot situciure* (‘Zellurganen’) of

tbe celL There is no doubt that tbe bcicdil&ry variations in

plants and animals manifest themselves in alterations of the

individual parts or situ cturea nf the cell, and not only in the

mimier, relative arrangement, :uid the changes in the form,

sire, and nature of the cells as a wlwlts The variegated varieties

of our ornamental plauu possess similar cells to those of their

ancestral forms, bin the green colour of tbe leaf is absent In

certain of the cells the red tint cf the leaves of the coppoa

beech, and other varieties of plants, depends on the red coloui

of the sap in a certain layer of cells, and tills colour is trans-

missible Tlte coVjured pattern 011 a butterfly's wing 01 a
bird's plumage depends on cellular elements which were pro-

bably all alike in remote ancestors, but which afterwards became
gradually changed by hereditnry variations :n the individual

components or in the structure of the cell. Although tbe entire

phyletic transformation of aspecies docs not by any means alboe
depend on its /erre- cellular variation, the latter has, nevertheless,

constantly accompanied tlte other variations, and has shared to

a greater or less extent it the tiansfcrmaticn of the species.

Hence it cannoc be doubted that even in multicellular fottos

not only the cells as a whole, hut also their parts, are determined
from the germ onwards.

It seems therefore impossible to avoid tbe stupendous
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assumption that each of the million! of cells :n * multicellular

organism is tcpreseatcd in the gam-plasm by several or irony

illffercnt kind* of biophorl There is. hoaever, a simple and

natural »ay out of this dilemma, aa soon as inquire whether
tvtrj cell of a plant ot an animal is indcpemlf ntly variable at

all, and uhetber consequently it must be represented by special

elements in the germ-plasm.

I shall designate the cells or groups of cells which are

Independently variable from the germ onwards as the ' hereditary

parti'01 'determinate!?and tlie pattides a! thegerm-plastneone-

ipondmg to and determining thorn, as th« 'determining part*’

or 'dtttrMnetatt.' It it evident that many of the cells in the

higher animals arc not repretented indhiduat/y in the gemt-
plasct by a determinant The millions of blood-corpuotles

which are formed during the life of a Vertebrate might possibly

be comrolled in the germ-plasm by a Yiv’/rdstemnnaru At ae-
rate nodisadvantage to the species would icsult from this, became
the capacity for being independently determined on the part of

the individual blood -corpuscles, ur ccen individual thomands of

them, would be of no valoe to the animal. They are not

localised : one of them lias the same value at another, and their

variability therefore might well be cor trolled from a angle

point In conformity “rth the law of economy. Nature would

not lave utooipoiSted more detciminaats tlian was necessary

Into the germ-plasm.

Thus there arc probably many groups of ce3s in the higher

anmills, the constituents of which ate net represented in-

dividually in the germ-plasm AH the nervo-celfe of the brain

do, it is Hue, possess their special determinants as Othetvise

the uanKtiissxm of such fine shades of mental qual tics tr. man
would be inevitable

;
but it can matter little whether mrh

fibre of a muscle, or each cell of the epidermis oe of the

epithelial lining of the alimentary canal, has its special

deteiminant in the last-mentioned cues larger or smaller

grvuptof cells are presumably contrrfied by a singledeterminant.

The manner in uhich the epithelium of ihe alimentary canal is

renewed amongst insects may perhaps bo taken as pointing to

this assumption In fliee ami butteraies, far uictance at I

have proved long ago. the alimentary canal of tbe laiva under-

goes disintegration, and that cf tit' ii'Ogo, which has a very

different structate, ts developed out of its remains. Kowalevski
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and vnn Rees have since shown that the process takes pince

as follows >—the formation of portions of tbe new alimentary

canal tegins in certain cells which are separated by fairly

regular intervals; these tlien spread until they come into

contact with one another. The idioplasm of the r.ew in-

tctinal cells is consequently only contained In these format.ve

cell*, and it is natural to suppose that each of them contains

only ont hind of determinant.

The tame appears to be the case with the hair of mammals.
Every hair does no: possess a special determinant in the germ,

but more or less ectenaire regions of tbe hairy covering are

represented each by one determinant. These regions are oat

large, as is shown by the stripes snd spots 00 the coat of such

animals as the tiger and leopard. Tbe recurrence In live son,

or. exactly the same port of the head as in the patent, of an

abnormal tuft of white hair, has been observed in the human
subject

Similar hereditary parts or determinates may be observed in

butterflies. In which the ccfom on the wings often form very

complicated lines and spots of slight extent hut of grnst

constancy. Such regions are often limited to quite a few

scales (cells)
:
l.ycana argui, far instance, possesses a black

spat on a particular part of the anterior wing consisting of

only tea scales, while the surrounding parts are blue. In this

case « may therefore conclude that the black cells are

represented in the germ-plasm by at least one determinant

The determination may possibly b* carried out In M il further

detail in this instance, and each cell in the black spot may be

determined from the germ onwards : and possibly it ia only

theconstant intermingling of two hereditary tendencies in sexual

reproduction, and tbe consequent variability in the number of

Kales, which prevent* us from recognising the fact. We can

at any rate, however, find, instances of tlie determination cf

single cells in other specie-, of animals. For example, in many
Crustaceans a number of sensory organ* ate situated oa tbe

anterior antccn* : each of these corresponds to one cell. TTiO

number, position, and form of these ' olfactory 1 set* is deter-

mined exacts for each species. The Ostracod Cypris possesses

only out olfactory Mtn on each antcnnule, while ir. the common
fresh-water species of Oammarui, there are about twenty

ofthese structures, each of wb.th i* separately attached 10 one
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of the consecutive joints of the feeler. In many blind Craua-

ccans which live in (he dart, the number cl these set* is

greater than in the case of related forma which possess the

sense of sifbt And though in all these instances individoil

deviations occur, we may nevertheless suppose them to be here-

ditary. for otherwise the increase in the number of olfactory

relic incident on a life in darkness, cccld not have been

uuh&ihed at a specific character.

In smaller and simpler organisms each Individual cell may

well have been determined from the genu nnnaids, and not

irately »ith the result that the number of cells is a definite one,

and the position ofeach definitely localised : the determination

tray nho have caused individual peculiarities of each cell, in so

far as they depend on chargee in the gertu-pUstti nt si I—/.t, are

‘ blastcgenic,’— to reappear in the coiresponding cell in the next

generation, just as in the case of a birthmark in the human sub-

ject which recurs in precisely the same place on the same side

of the body. This may also be true ofanimals as simple as the

Dieyemida or the Tardt/rada, although It H not possible to

prove it positively

In all the more highly differentiated animals there can be

little doubt that the number of determinants it alnayi very much

less than that of the cells which arc the factors in the process

of ontogeny. If we compare this statement with Darwins

assumption of the presence of a gemmule—or lather of several

gemniulcs— for each cell, it is evident that toe germ-plasm is

•Jins to some e-eeot relieved of a burden.

We must not forget, however, that a cell may vary as regards

transmission not only os a whole but also in its parts, so that

not one but several biophers must be unturned lor each deter-

minant of a cell or group of cells
;
we must, in fact, supposejust

as many to be present as there are structures in the cell which

ate variable from the germ onward^ We ought, properly

speaking, to speak of these bearers of qualities, which corre-

spond to de Vries's pangenes, as determinants also, feo they

letcnnine the pans of a cell. As the name of hiopbor has

been given to them, however, it is better to retain this term,

and to define a dthrminaul at a priai.trj (OQj/Hmut cj a

tell &rgroup of a/ll. Thus a deteiminant a always a group of

biophots, and neve: a single one.

It may now, 1 believe, be proved without difficulty that the
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biophors determining a ceil cot only lie close together in the

germ-plasm so as to Pom a group, but that they a/so couiiin/ to

ferns a higher unit. The determinant ii aot a disconnected mass
of different biophors, but a vital unit of a higher order than the

hiofiher, potusoedoftpetieUfua/itia.

The fact that the determinants mast possess the power oi

multiplication is in itself a sufficient proof of this, Wo know
how greatly the notlear matter contained in the fertilised egg-

cell increases in volume during development, and this can only

be due to tbe multiplication of its vital particles, the biophot*

Such a multiplication could never occur with as much preciiion

and regularity as M necessary for the preservation of the

character of a certain cell, if the biophors which determine it

were scattered at random instead cf being definitely separated

from these of other cells Hence the multiplication of Ibo

biophars uiuit occur- within the died limits of the determinant,

and must he preliminary to the division of the determinant

i-.ic j. And consequently the latter U alto a vital unit

In accordance with our assumption, which can scarcely be

refuted, a single determinant of the germ-plaun frequently con-

troU entire group* of cells t this is a further proof that the

determinants as R>ch mu6t multiply. This is only possible if

they do k> in the process of ontogeny. It fa very probable,

mcreover, that the nucleoplasm of any cell in tbe body never

contains out specunen only of the determinant controlling it,

bat sereral
;
otkeruite, how could such a cell bo visible at all

under our microscopts ! Biophors, at any rate, are fat beyond
the limit of vision, and even determinants enn hardly come
within it.

Titus the assumption made by the gifted propounder of

tbe theory of pangenesis is so fat justified. ‘Cemmulcs of

cells really exist, and multiply by fission
;
but they are not tl«o

ultimate vital units, oor^u-e special gemmules of all the cell* of
the bedy already present in the germ-plasm.
We have next to deal with the question as to boo these too

elements of the germ-plasm, which have now been formulated,

are instrumental in the process ofontogeny,

t. The Id is Ontooenv.

Wc can non make an attempt to solve tbe problem sated at

tbe close of the last section concerning the way in which tbe
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*cim-pjun is capaUe of giving tiae to the various kinds of

idioplasm required in the construction of the orgar.icm.

As we have won, (lie germ-plasm contains ihe primary con-

stituents of all the cells in the body in its determinants, and it

only remains to inquire hoy/ each kind of determinant reaches

the right prt in the right number. Although we do not know

ubat foices are called into puy for this purpete, the element! c

/

the germ-plasm cow formulated, anc the processes and cojrte

of ontogeny, nevertheless enable ur to draw certain foodnsicos

as to the structure of the germ-platan and the nature of ihe

changes it undergoes ; and I trust dial these conclusions will

not lead ua too far from the truth.

We can, tn the first pace, state with certainty that the

gfim-plSMl possesses i fixed arthilNlurt, alack kas keen trans-

mitted iistorieaJi,. In working out the idea of determinates, it

u»i suted that probably not nearly all the cells of the higher

Otganintl are represented in the gerrn-pfcitni by ipedal deter-

minants
:
possibly all the bioed-corpuscles, or the thousands of

fibres in a particular muscle, for instance, are represented each

by one determinant But it does not therefore follow that all

the cells of a similar kind which exist in the body can be repet-

renled by common determinant
:
this wood be oquiva>st

to abandoning the conception ed determinants altogether. If,

fer instance, all the transversely striped muscles of a Vertebrate

were represented in the germ-plasm by a single determinant,

each variation in the latter would also produce a eoneifttidirg

change in ail the muscles, and the independent variation of

which each individual muscle it actually capable would then be

Unp035lbk€»

Sectnil. or even many. similar determinants must tki’f/ort

exist In litgerm-plasm ofan animal. Muscle-cells and nerve-

cells are repeatedly formed even in the fully developed cigar.ism,

and. in so far as they can vary indnidually at all from the germ

onwards, will be represented by ident'ea! or by very similar

determinants in the getm-piasni.

If such identical determinants represent a tingle fixed cell or

group of cells, they cannot be situated anywhere in the gcim-

plasm, nor can they change their positron according to varying

influences : the determinants must be definiieiy localised, for

otherwise they would not lx: ceitain to irach die right cell and

the right position in the course of ontogeny. I have alteady
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mentioned the olfactory set® of Gammarui, which are situated

individually on particular segments of the fcc'.cr. Each of these

can vary hereditarily, and thus it is necessary to assume special

determinants for them in the gctm-plasm
;
these, however, will

all l>c similar to oee another. This Is also ‘.me of the black

spots on the wings of certain bouerflle-, already referred to. In

Lfcaia argue, lor instance, there i« a spot oo tint part of the

wing which is known to cr.tc.moJagists is * cell r IV and this

6pot U independently satiable : it may be larger or smaller, and
the variations in it can be transmitted quite independently of

the numerous ocher black marks on the wing. The particular

spot referred to may have disappeared entirely in another

species of L)iana, while a precisely similar spot in • cell 4
' has

become much larger. Wc have nhn decided indications tint

homologous parts in the too halves of the body in bilaterally

symmetrical animals can vary independently of one another.

The human birthmark mentioned above was always inlrerited on

the left side, and never on the right.

If each determinint occupies a fixed position in the germ-
plasm, if cannot have an inJrfimli er varMU jite and/arm,
l-ul muilform a ccstflefr unit l/ Itulf, from which nothing can

be removed, and to which nothing car. he added. In other

words, we arc led to the assumption ofgreuii of drtrrminants,

each of which represents a separate vital unit of the third degree,

since it b composed of detettninants, which in their turn are

made up of blophm. These are the units wblcb 1 formulated

on different line* long ago, and so which the name of antutra

I

gr'ui-flaiHU was then given, I shell now speak of them as
• ii/j * a term which recalls the * idioplasm 1 of Nageli.

I assume that Just as the Individual biophor he* other quali.

ties than those of the dctennuiant, which a composed of

biophors, so also does the id possess qualities differing from
those of its comp-onent^deicrmhunts. The fundamental vital

properties—growth and multiplication by division- must how-
ever be attributed to the .d u to all vita! units. Several reasons,

more especially those furnished by the phenomena cf heredity

• 1 have nl navi shit Urm in ray okat or 4 Amphimixis
' Ampki*

EJxis. «VenIJciuof def lBdirklu«.';«B. iS>i
t p. In n.y

culler eanya t!ui «1* virt tfcktuof t* 'rniawtr?.’ fftnu-jftumV shr n*AO*
Lsff «rd 6ettaUlOQ of vhlch tfrra will be errfain** m :he ctafXcr un

omphlctrac hircdUy.
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in neracl reproduction, lead us 10 assume that the germ-plasm

does not consist of a tingle id, but of rereral, or eren many of

than, nnd (hit assumption nuK bs made even in the case of

asexual reproduction.

1 shall therefore assume that each idioplasm is temposed 0/

several or many ids, which are capable ef growth and mtllif/i-

ca/ion i) division. If animals existed, iu the whole scries of

ancestors cf which sexual reproduction had never occurred, there

ids would he exactly similar to one another. But in all esses

every id of the germ-plasm contains the whole of the elements

which are necessary for the development of all subsequent

idic stage* Theoretically, therefore, mi id would suffice for

ontogeny.

We assume that the changes in the id ofgerm-plum during

ontogeny consist merely in a regular disintegration of the

determinants into smaller and smaller groups, until finally only

mu kind of determinant a contained in the cell, vit, that which

has to determine it It is highly improbable that all the deter-

minute in the id of germ-plasm are cured along through ill

the idic stages of the ontogeny. In disGMsiag regencrat-on and

gertunation later on, I shall hare to show that, under certain eir-

curpuance., groups of determinants are supplied to certain series

orcells, and that these are not actually required for determining

the cells ; this arrangement, iiiroetcr. depends. I believe, on

special adaptations, and * not primitive, at any rate not in the

highci animats and plants. Why should Nature, who always

manages with economy, indulge in the luxury of providing all

the cells of th« body with the whole of the drtemiinants of the

germ-plasm if a single kind of them H sufficient ? Such an
arrangement will presumably only have occurred in cases in

which it serves definite purpose! The enccmous number of

Uetcnninants contained in the gcnn-plaim alto stands in the

way of UKh an assumption, for in the higher animals they ran

be reckoned by huodreds of thousands at the very least
; nnd

although we may assume that they all remain in a latent condi-

tion In every cell, am) so need not ioteifeic with the activity of

the detenninants which control the cell, they nevertheless

deprive the active determinant*—which we must also suppose

to exist in large numbers—of a considerable space.

If we wisited to assume that the whole of the determinants of

the gnrm-pUsnt are supplied to all the ceils of the ontogeny, we
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should bare (0 suppose that differentiation of the body is doe to

all the determinants except 0*' partialUr one remaining

dormant in a regular order, and that, opart from special adapta-

tions, only one determinant reaches the cell, vix., that which has

to control it This latter supposition is undoubtedly less likely

than the former.

If however wo do make this assumption, the question then

arises as to “hat factors can cause the gradual disintegration of

the id of germ-plasm into smaller and smaller groups of deter-

minant*,- that is to say, into fab which contain fewer and fewer

Uadi of determinants.

This disintegration I believe to be duo to the co-operation of

three factors ; these are—Me inherited anhiieeiure ofthe germ-

phtnn, in which each determinant Isas its definite position
;

lie unequally vigoroue tnulllfUcaiioH 0/ the various deter-

minant!', and possibly also, the /orcet ofaltratHon which ate

situated within each determinant, and remit liunr it*-»p-- fic

nature a* a special and independent vital unit The architecture

of the germ-plasm has already been dUcmsed in general terms :

for the present, at any rate, wf can hardly conjecture the actual

details of its structure. In order to do so, it would he necessary

to suppose that bundled: of thousands, or millions, of deter-

minants, which are all definitely localised, take part in the forma-

tion of the higher organisms. The fact that the right and left

halves of the bedy can vary independently in bilaterally sym-

metrical animals, point* to the conclusion that all the deter-

minants ate present in pairs ia the germ-pU*m. As, moreover,

in many of these animals, eg. the fiog, the division of the ovum

into the two first embryonic cells indicates a separation of the

body into right and left halves, it follows that the id ofgerm-plasm

itself possesses n bilateral sardine, add that it also divides so

as to give rise to the determinants of the right and left halves of

the body. This illustration may be taken as a further proof of

our view of the constant architecture ofthe germ-plasm. An id

is evidently not constituted bke the sediment of a complicated

and well-shaken mixture, in which the heavier paiticles come to

lie at the bottom and the lighter ones at th® top ;
nor is it con-

stituted in such a manner that the respective positions of the

particles arebnly determined independently by the forces acting

on them and between them momentarily. Its structure may be

compared to that of a complicated ancient building, the stone*
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of which ip nuy suppose to be alive, so that they can grew
and increase, and thus cause displacements and fissures in the

tv.-lls, in which process the forces of attraction present within

these living stones take part. The historical trammission of AS t

anhite/tvre ef the -erm-plasm forms the basis of the enure

oafogeaetk dete/opment cfthe idioplasm.

If however the id has n right and left half in bilateral animals,

we must not thereby infer that it is merely n miniature of the

fully fonned animal, and that tlcrefcrc we -re once more deal-

ing with the old theory of preformat! cm. Quite apart from all

conjecinres as to the detailed architecture of the td of germ-

plasm, it is at any rate certain that the arrangement ef the

determinants n It is quite diUetenl ficot that of the correspond-

ing pans in the fully-formed organism. Thu is proved byastudy

of development, and need scarcely be treated rf in detail heir.

Any one with a knowledge of animal embryology knows h-ou

greata difference there is between themode of development ofthe

part* from one another in the embryo and thvir respective relation

m the mature organism. The indy states of scumonratmu of

the ovum slow that groups of determinants havebeen formed in

the id of germ-plasm, and that these, moreover, correspond to

the parts of the body which anse from ooc another consecutively,

though they can have no resembstnee to them either in form or

in tbar degree cf perfectmn.

In some norms the two first hlastotreres do ncc give rise

respectively to live light and left sides of the ixdy, but to the

cat ire ocioderm and endodeim. In there cases the id of germ-

plnsm must break up into two groups, one of which contains oil

tire determinants of the ectodermal organs, and the other nil

those of the endoderm : it h evident that this ananyenrent has

no analogy to that which obtains as regards the organs of the

fully-formed animal. If in any species we knew the *>aluc

in primary constituents
'
(‘Anhigcawcrthfl— if I may use such a

turn- -of each c«U in the ontogeny, we could give an approximate

representation cf the architectureof the germ-plasm
;
for, begin-

ning with the last formed cells, we coold infer the nature uf the

determinants which must have been contained in each previous

mother-cell, passing gradually backwards to the oviSn ;
thus we

should reach the two first blnstonmcs, and finally the cgg ccll

itself Tire gtuupscf dciettninanis which are present at each

stage would thus he Unonn, and we might in imagination then
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arrange them in such a wny that it would be pcs sib’.? to picture

their disintegration into the respective series of smaller and

smaller groups.

Such a representation of the architecture ot the id of germ-

plasm would, however, never be an accurate one, because its

parts most be subjected to incessant slow displacement during

the growth of the idioplasm and in the coune of development

This brings ti» to the ttcmui/actor which takes part in the

ontogeny of the idioplasm, vit, the uneven rale tfmuttipticalum

of the determinant!. An id of germ-plasm composed entirely

of simitar determinants, would have to retain its original archi-

tecture even during vigorous growth and continued division

;

jost ns would be the case in one of the lowest forms ol life—

a

Metier—consisting ofa numbei of identical biopltors which must

remain the tame throughout all the divisions v>hich it undergoes.

In a germ-plasm consisting of a number of different determin-

ants, a perfectly even rate of mnHpiication cannot be assumed in

the case of all of them. For the difference between two deter-

minant* depends presumably on the differences in thr nature,

number, or arrangement of their constituent biophots, and the

latter differ again m their molecular Structure,/./. in their essen-

tial physico-chemical properties. Hence the determinants will

behave differently as regard' the'r reaction toexternal influences,

—more especially in respect of their rate of growth and increase,

—according to their constitution. The same conditions of nu-

trition will therefore stimulate one to a faster, and another to a

slower, growth and corresponding multiplication, and thus an

alteration tn the proportional numbers in which the individual

kinds of determinants are present in the germ-plasm must occur

continually in the course of erobryogeny
;

for the latter is con-

nected with a constant growth of the idioplasm, and therefore

also with a continual increase of tire determinants. This

must cause a disarrangement in the architecture of the germ-

plasm, in which process the third factor concerned in these

changes, vix., the forces of attraction in the determinanti. may
take part

The assumption of such forces can scarcely bo avoided. For

it is very pftibable, * prisri, tliat vital unit* do act upon one

a nother in different degrees, and this view is supported by a con-

sideration ofthe processes of nuclear division, together with the

distribution ol die primary constituents in ontogeny.
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So far I have no! touched upon the question as to "hat

obsorvnhW ports of the idioplasm ate to be regarded as ids.

Tit is puir.t cannot be decided with certainty at present, but !

have elsewhere expressed the opinion that those rod-like, loop-

like, or granular masses of chromatin in the nucleus—the

chromosomes, -are to be considered equivalent, not to single ids,

but to series or aggregations of ids. I have therefore proposed

to call the chromosomes Uamh* in order to keep up a certain

uniformity in the nomcncUtme. It i* probable that the ids

correspond to the small granules hitherto called ‘microsomata,’

which are known to form the individual idants in many animals :

i\e may mention as an example, Aieatit sugm'atefiinJa, as in it

the nuclear structure is best known. These

ir.icroscenata, although lying Tory close , 0
together In <w row, sre nevertheless sepnr- A
ated by a thin ln>er of intermediate sub-

!J S
•tance ; the nhole idant cannot therefore bo 1J U
tqoiv aleivt to one id, for the latter is a claariy ‘ W
defined riul unit possessing a fixed archi- 'W
lecture, and cannot consist of completely ®
separated parte, Pa »

The great variety as regards sue, number,

nod form of the chroini)*uncs in different ..m«

kpccics of anunalt, ind.catct that they
<A,U* >

possibly hare i*oc alirays a similar morphological value. As

however there is no reason for assuming tliat the number ofids

must always be the same in all species, and as, oa the contrary,

it is much more probable that their number varies greatly, it is

Impossible to make UK of the above facias n decisive argument.

We can only state that the individual chromosome or idant in

nil probability represents a different number of ids in different

Division of the nucleus depends on the longitudinal splitting

of the idants, in which process each of the spherical ids -assum-

ing these to correspond to tire iiilcnmxnara—becomes halved.

Each half then becomes rounded off, and passes, together with

the idant to which it belongs, into one of the two daughter-

nuclei.

In the ordinary process of cell-divoion in tissues, which

AmphlmltSs/ pp. ». so.
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results in the formation of daughter-cel!) similar to tbo'e froen

wh:ch they arose, the ids produced by tho division naturally

contain precisely similar determinants
; in emhryogeny, on the

IXher hand, divisions orour which ensure that the two daughter-

nuclei contain combinations of detrnninants which are usually

entirely different fnxn one anotlicr. We have an example of

such a nuclear division m the segmentation of the ovum in the

com, for instance, of certain worms alreadyreferftd to, in which

two cells are fanned bj lire fust division of the cgg-cell, one of

which contains all the daereiinants of the internal, and the

otlvrr all those of the external germinal layer. A division of this

latter land we may speak nf as diffsmtial or (tiuimitar as re-

gards Aerrdsty (‘ erbcngleich’X In contrast to Use former, which is

inttgral Or ttmitar as rtgvrdt htndit) {'erbglteh'J. As in the

care ofthe entire idants, the ids arc split by an internal force,

and are net pulled apart mechanically lay the ’.breads of the

‘nuclear spindle' which -re attached to them. Flemming has

shown that this split-, ng often takes place long before the spindle-

threads become active. The fortes of attraction in the deter-

minant* must therefore take put in Ihie process. just as they

mure b: assumed to act between the fciophors which constitute

the body of a dividing cell.

It appears to me, therefore, that the inherited architecture nf

the *d of germ-plasm undergoes a gradual change, owing to tbe
uneven rate of multiplication of the determinants, and that it is

further regulated by tbe forces of attraction which we must
suppose to a« between than. We might represent the archi-

tectureof the id by a very’ complicated geometrical figure, which
gradually becomes changed daring the growth of the id ; this

change does not occur in the first division, tbe preparation for

which has been accurately made in the original figure, but in

the subsequent stages of ontogeny. As the grcsicr number of

ti me divisions is connoted with a diminution in the number of

kind* of determinants, the geomeericsl figure representing the id

gradually becomes simpler and simple.-, until finally it untune?
the amplest conceivable farm, and then each cell will contain

the single kind of determinant which control- it The dis-

integration o< the germ-plasm is 2 wonderfully complicated

process ; it 18 2 true 'development,' in which the idic stages

necessarily follow otto another in 0 rtgulai order, and thus the

thousands and hundreds of thousands ol hereditary parts are
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gradually formed, each in its right place, and cadi provider! with

the proper determinants

The construction of the whole body, a§ well as in differentia-

tion into parts, its segmentation, and the formation of its organs,

and even the sire of these organs,—determined by the number
of ceils composing them,—depends on this complicated disin-

tegration of tbc determinants in the id of genu-plan The
transmission oftkaracUrs ef the mot! gsntral kind—Hal at to

say, those evhiek determine the itrue:art ofan animal ai -unit as

(ken tkaratterising the t/ttss, order,family, aid gotas to zekltk

it k/lcngs—art due irtlun'vtly to tkii preset!. The slight

differences only, namely those which ditilnguish species from

species, and individual from individual, depend portly on the

characters of the individual ceUs. Da Vries has overlooked

this in his attempt to explain all the facts of heredity by the

thcoty of ‘ io/’a-celiulat ’ pangencsis. As wae mentioned in

the * Historical Introduction ' to this txc*. it man be home in

mind that meat of the ‘characters 1 of any of the higher forms

of life result not &om the characters of die individual cells,

but from the way in witch they are combined. On the other

hand, the construction of a living oiyanista is not conceivable

unless we presuppose the detenuinaticc of the channels Of

oacli cell

Wo have therefore to give an explaeition of this ccncitdng

part of the process of ontogeny : this has alttidy been done to

a great extent above, in the section Heating of the control of the

cell by tb? idioplasm. I there assumed, at tie Yrir. has alto done,

that this determination d-persds on the in grntion of minute vital

parti rlei fnvm dm nucleus into the cell-body. We have ocnv seen

by what means the biophors chRMCtcriuic of any particular cell

reach that cell in the requisite proportion. Thii result- from

the 6a that the biophou are held together in a determinant

which previously existed as such in the germ-plarm, and which

was passed on mechanically, owirg to its outogoncilc diilntegra-

lion, to the right pan of the body. In order that the deter-

minant may really control the cell, it is no-cssar,- 'bat it elttdd

Ireok up into its tonstitHcnt iiophers. This is an inevitable

coaiequence of the assumed mode of determination of the cell.

We maw suppose that the determinants gradually bica't up ietu

blophors when they have reached their dcitioatios. This

assumption allows, at tire same time, an explanation of the
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Otherwise enigmatical circumstance, that the rest of the dc-

tetminants, which are contained in evety id except In the tail

stages of development, exert no influence on the ceil, As each

determinant consists of many bophon, i: must be considerably

larger than a biopbor, and is probably therefore unable to pats

out through the pores of the nuclear membrane, which ue must

suppose to be vety snail and only adapted for the passage of

the bfophora. Although it is impossible to make any definite

statement with regard to the internal stiuctuie of the deter-

minants, it must be owing to this structure that each determinant

only breaks up into biophors when it reaches the cell to be

determined by it. We may suppose that, just as one fruit on a

tree ripens mote quickly than another, even when the same

external influences act on both, so also one son of determinant

may mature sooner than another, although similar nourishment

U supplied to both.

It must not, howerer, be overlooked, that a difference in the

time of maturation of the determinants in the embryogeny of

animnli is chiefly to be assumed only in the case of the actual

embryonic cells ; for the histological differentiation of the cells

of the body, and the differentiation cf the parts of the latter,

occur at about the same time
;
that c, not until the organs

already exist as definite groups of cells. This is equivalent to

saying that the disintegration into biophort occurs when the id

only contains the ringU determinant which controls that par-

ticular kind of fell. It is trell known how suddenly the histolo-

gical differentiation of the cells occurs la the embtyegeny of an

animal. For a long time the various parts and tissues are very

similar to one another, though not perfectly to, and then histo-

logical differentiation suddenly sets in. This is very markedly

the case as regards thettansvc.sely striped muscles ofArthropods

and Vertebrates, in which the contractile substance is first seen

as a mete narrow ring rround the cell, and then gradually be-

comes thicker, so as to replace the greater portion of the cell-

body,—just as one would expset if it were caused by muscle-

biophors which had migrated into the cell-substance and there

multiplied.

The assurffprioo of a ‘ripening’ of the determinants, which

though not simultaneous, is yet exactly regulated, nevertheless

remains indispensable ; or, to express it differently, we must

asetiitvc that the determinants pass through a strictly regulated
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period of inactivity, at the dote o< which the disintegration into

hinpV.rs tei in. The determinants mainly root inu® to grow
and multiply without interruption during this period. as nay be

deduced from the fact lint tbe aovount of the nuclear subatanco

In tbe individual cell does not Icctcase during embryogeny,

although such an etvoimous incteaie in the number of ceils

takes place. No accurate and methodical obanvaiions Itave at

present been made with irgatri to the comparative si»e of the

chrcciosocnes in the various stages of development and in the

cl iiferent organs of the body, lul it may nevertheless be taken as

certain that the entire moss of 'ho nuclear subtlance groin

considerably during embryonic development. It appears to me,

however, to follow from the observations of RUckcrt I hive

already referred to concerning the chromosomes of the ovum
of the dog-fish * that tie wen marked growth of tie deter,

minanti taker plusImmediately hejore, andduring, theirae/Mty.

During the period of growth and histological dlfleiratnttoa of

the egg in this Rih the idants grow vinrtnuusly. and towards

the completion of these processes they gradually decrease in

site, until finally, when the ovum is ripe, they have brcci'O

almost as small as they went itr.glnally,

This may ba espicised, in tbe tenns tve have adopted, as

follows : the deOrmineutU which eemtrri the Mltahglced ,teu •

lure oflie egg multiply tnerme-usly during Ike growth ofthe

ovum, into the My of Which they transmit their nametout
hophe>rt. After this has occurred, only tbow determicants of

the geim-plasu: are left which hare in lltc incantrnc been in-

active, and which have only increased to a slight extent s tke;c

ate thus contained in those idanls which are not much larver

than they’ were in the young egg-cell. From tlie beginning of

ontogeny and onwards, Olio d«tennintinr n’icr iinother becomes

active, and during their nctivity they also multiply. Ir has fnr

1 long tithe appealed to me pcolnb’e that the clc'.enr.inaticm of

• Asm. Anwij«. rest. Marti i iSpx

f TtifK tle'crnnunis it the o>um coTfrrc*! to <bi ‘cecenctb nuiko-

Wr.'m of ny curlier -id icoultuse tbe sutuuose wtiiiti «btc-

mines tiepout* and ’-;o1oge*l 0'.n“~ili«lijn of ihaagg; IUr • Cnj

tisw I bciKirtl lint ihts Vitouncc ui wtrvifM i"im “>r ovmi nl Ibv

lime it die ealos of ttimuraiim by m*in. a! tin polu holies. tVoniM

wn ibal oiiti aii ralliuien a tel rapurwj. as ibi* inhitinta is u>«<1 op in

;be Oiteremiatico « ibe *ec-
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a cell does not take place, at one might suppose, by the agency
of a tingle determinant, but by that of many determinants of

a similar kind
;
and I Imagine that that kind of determinant

which hai to control a particular «I1, multiplies considerably

by divition before—and perhaps even during—the process of

determination. This »icw is cccnpletely borne out by Rockett's

interesting obsecrations.

Every cell during the whole period of ontogeny is, however,

controlled—not only as regards iu structure, but also in respect

of iu mode of division—by a un;!c determinant only. The in-

active determinants remain without exerting any influence an
the cell-body

;
they however determine the architecture of the

id, and tliecefore the further formation of the embryo also For,

indeed, the mode of disintegration of the id into smaller groups
of determinants is necessitated by It* architecture.

I have above attributed to the determinants forces of attrac-

tion which take part m the configuration of the structure of tie

Ida. Such forces must be present, for otherwise the id could

not fcissesa a definite architecture
;
but I dn not wish it to be

understood that these forces are the principal factors in the
arrangement of the determinants. They are concerned in con-
ner.ing together the parts of which the determinants are com-
posed, and not in then continual rearrangement during the

course of ontogeny. Ills primarilyalways the inherited definite

architecture of the id of germ-pUnm which results mechanically
in the idie figute of the subsequent stages ; disarrangements in

this architecture are due to the unequally vigorous increase of

the various kinds of determinants, all of which naturally arc
definitely determined beforehand. Tire arbitrary or accidental
action of the forces of attraction takes no port at nil in this

pro***.

I must emphasise this view particularly, in contrast to that of

Galton,who speaks of* repulsions and affinities' oftbc-gonmulcs
which compote the ' rti/jL* He Cempires the masses of these

gcrnmuUs, which undergo active and incessant changes of their
mutual positions owing to attraction and repulsion, to a swarm
of dying insects, in which ' the personal likings and dislik-

ing* of an n^livittaal may he suppoied to detennine die posi-

tion that he occupies in it.' With this view I ran by no means
agree, for it tests on the aisamption that the germ-substance is

compojed cf many ktmoltgwt gemmules ('competing germs')
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which straggle fot the supremacy, only those which are success-

ful determining the character of tbe future Organism. Fran

the vet)' first Goltan takes into consideration the complication!;

of the germ sabrtance caused by 80xu*l reproduction, which, as

ill be shown subsequently, are due essentially to the fort that

the germ-plasm contain.-, many, and not a itngh specimen of

each primary constituent, and tint these are present in various

modifications. It is this struggle between the Acjm/ogaii

primary constituents which Gallon refers to in the passage /art

quoted, which indicates that (list one, and then mother, readies

tbe desired spot, witlsoul any definite erdet bem< obscuciL

This conception appeals still more plainly tn another passage,

ill which he comparer, ihe germ-plasm (tbe ' stirp’) to a nation,

and those gcntmules 1 that achieve development,
1—ie. become

transformed into the corresponding pans of the hotly— to the

foremost men of that nation, wlxi succeed in becoming its

representatives.’

Excellent as these similes are in themselves, I cannot help

lli nking that they lead to error If Intended as an explanation

of ontogeny. If wc take up the position which Calto.1 occupies

with regard to the essential part of tbe theory of pmgcKsis, ve

most suppose that a large number of geininules—many mure

than are necessity for the construction of tbe body—ate cun-

tained in the stirp; that is, in the germ-tnlv.tancc of the fer-

tilised egg. For only em gemmale is required for each cell of

the body, but nevertheless a large number arc present
;
and

these, so to speak, struggle for the precedence, the successful

gcmmule alone becoming contorted into the cell ntiieh is to be

formed. In this conception the fact is entirely overlooked

tlut ontogeny itself cannot possibly depend or. this struggle,

bat would take place just the same If only on. gcmmule were

present in the ‘stirp’ for eath cell, and that the cause for the

progress of development must therefore he sought elsewhere

than in tbe rivalry between homolcgoes gemmules
; it must be

doe to tbe right ttareiiioa of the geniinuies. Gabon considers

that the * paid}- step-by-step -development 1 assumed by Darwin

in his theory of psagenesis is insufficient, but 1 think, ptvetthe-

leas, that Darum’6 opinion Is the nore ccrrrei onc.

Xeitlier docs Gallon's simile af the saaira of insects seem to

me to I* appropriate as an explanation uf the struggle between

homologous gemmules derived fruui different ancestor* Even
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ifthe gemmules ta the 'strip' wore in perqiotual motion, and If

on this d“|*Bilod i lie decision a. lo which of them obtained the

piirilcge Cl" taking prut in the t'ormacor. of the organism, bow
could one explain tho existence of identical twins, about which

we ham received u>ch valuable Information ftocn Gallon him-

self? How would it be possible for the txatUy coneeponding

gemmules in two individuals in the flying and ever-changing

swarm always to reach the most favourable position, even :f the

•stirp’ contained precisely similar gemmules?
In a subsequent section I shall attempt to show that this

struggle between homologoci but individually different primary

conithoents can he proved in quite another manner in connec-

tion uvtli tbe idioplasm. I: was necessary to mention Gallon's

view here, in order to show that the forces of attraction and
repulsion, assumed by him, are Introduced for aa entirely

different purpose from that which I have stated with regard

to the similar foreei in connection with the biophors of the

idioplasm.

Too physiological conditions of the elements ef the idio-

plasm exist,—an active and an inactive. In the former, these

elements become disir.tcgtnted into their constituent ports
j

while :n the latter, they remain entire, although they are capable

of multplicntion. When determinants are active, they become
disintegrated into biophore, nnd arc then capable of controlling

tho coil m tho nucleus of which tbey.ato situated. The activity

of entire ids depends on a disintegration into determinants,

which, though certainly successive, is often very slow
; it must

be contrasted with the inactive state, which in both elements of

the idioplasm depends ca the fact that their constituent parts

do not become separated from one another, but remain in their

primarily entire condition, la the immature ovum, for instance,

cnly gut kind of determinant— the ' oogenetic’ determinant— is

active, ar.d this controli the grouch and histological differentia-

tion of the egg ;
all the other kinds remain inactive, as do also

the ids which tire formed from them. Only when fcrtiilmtion

has occurred do they became active, that is to say, or.e kind of

determinant nfter another begins to separate itself from the

entire id \\k shall see Inter on, however, that ids of the germ-
plasm also cist which remain inactive even after fertilisation

has occurred, and are passed on from cell to cell in what we

nay tall an unaHtraUe grbundtntm’) condition, *n ns to form
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iBbserjuently the germ-cells of the embryo. W« know si little

about the cause of litis condition at «f do about that of the

ilate of the brain dining sleep, or of the Intent penod Ofcertain

fertilisedanimal eggs, which, after beginning to undergo devrlnp-

ment, remain inactive at a certain stage foi months. The lam

with which we are acquainted, howaver, rendet the assumption

of an active and an inactive Mata of the id* and determinants

unavoidable, as wili become inoto evident in the cource of this

booh. A similar assumption haa been made by all those who

lure formulated vital units : thus Darwin has assumed those

conditions in connection with his ' gcmmules,' and de Vtics «ih

regard to his ‘ pragmas-’

7\tv>/amu .'/ kmdity, v/&uk av call hSMOtofic and home-

chronic, may be deduced from the theory given above. As the

individual determinants—from the grrm-plasinonwards,through-

out all the stages of ontogeny—wire up a definite position in the

id, they must teach the right place is the tody, and there cause

the development ai a stivctnre corresponding to that of the

parent As, moreover, the period of maturation of each deter-

ininant is decided by the nature of the Utter, th: determinant

will become active in the individual and will cause the forno-

tion of any particular pstt of the body at the same stage of

development as in the patent Evceptions to this rule occur

in the case of abnormalities, and also in that of phylogenetic

displacement*.

5. Summary os Sections 1-4, kflathcg 70 me structure

os the Germ-plasm.

According to ray view, die germ-plasm of multicellular or-

Rankins M compared of ancestral germ-plasms oc ids,—the vital

imlrs of the third oider,-each nuclear u>d or Montbcingfonned

ofa number of these. Each :d In die germ-plasm is built up of

thousands or hundreds of thousands of ddtrminmh,-~the vital

units of the second order,—which, in their turn, are composed

of the actual bearers of vitality (‘ I.ebenstrtger or SfyAon.—

the ultimate vital units. The biopJioxs are cf re tie. * hinds, ar.d

each kind corresponds to a different parr of a cell i
they arc.

therefore, the' bearers of the character* or qualities’ CEigea-

schafatriiger’) of cells, Various but perfectly definite aumbe*
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mil combinations of these form the determinants, each of which

is the primary constituent <* Anlage’} of a particular cell, or ofa
small or even Urge group of cells {/£., fclood-ccrpuscJet),

These determinants cootiot the cell by breaking up into

biophors, which migrate into the cell-body through the pores of

the nuclear membrane, multiply there, arrange themselves

according to the forces within them, and determine tbe histolo-

gical structure of the cell. But they only do so after a certain

definitely prescribed period of development, (luring which they

reach the tell which they have to control.

The cauie of each determinant reaching its proper place in

the body depends on the fact that it takes up a definite

position in the id of germ-plasm, and that tbe latter, there-

fore. exhibits an inherited and perfectly definite architecture.

Ontogeny depends on n gradual process of disintegration of

tire id of germ-plasm, which splits Into smaller and smaller

groups ofdeterminants in the development cf each individual,

to that in place of a million different determinants, of which ue

may suppose the id of germ-plasm to be composed, each

daughter-cell in the next ontogenetic stage would only possess

half a million, and each cell in the next following stage only a

quarter of a million, and so on. Finally, if we neglect possible

complications, only an* hind of determinant remains in each

cell, viz., that which has to control that particular cell or

group of cells. This gradual disintegration of the id of gem-
plasm into smaller and smaller groups of determinants in the

subsequent ldk stages docs not ccmsist In a mere division of the

id into portions, hot—as occurs in all disintegrations of vital

units— is accompanied by displacements in the groups of these

units, brought about by tbe unequally vigorous multiplication of

the various individual determinants, and regulated by the forces

of attraction acting within them. In spite of all the alterations

in the niTfiiiscmem of tbe determinants which must occur, owing

to the differential nacMar divisions together with unequal
gyowth of the various kinds of thtse units of the second order,

the original position ofeach deteiminant in the extremely com-

plex structure of the id of germ-plasm renders it necessary that

it should tal* up a definite and fixed petition in each idic stage ;

and also that It should traverse the preo-elyregulated cojisc from

the id ofgctm-plami, through petfectly definite series of cells, to

the cell in which it reaches maturity in the final stage ofdevelop-
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mcnt In this cell it breads up into its comthaent biophot*,

and gives the cell its inherited specif c character. Each id, in

every stage, has its definitelyinheritedan/dteetire; its structure

is a camples tul perfectly definite one, which, originating in the

idofgerm-flam, it tnustferred by regular changes to the cufne-

fumr (die xbsga The structure exhibited in all these stages

exists potentially in the architecture of the id <Ageim-platm to

this architecture is due, not only the regular distribution of the

dnenr.inants,—that is to say, the entire construction of the body

from its primary form to that in which its parts attain liter final

arrangement and relation,—but also the act that the determin-

ant, of a small spot on a butterfly's wing, for example, readies

exactly tbe right place ; and that, to taVe another instance, the

determinant of the fifth segment in the feeler of a Gammons
reaches this pcrticu'sr segment. The determination of tie

character ofthe individual cell depends on the biophors which

the corresponding determinant contains, and which it transmits

to the celL

6. THE MECH.lXIatt TOR the Phyietic Variations in

THE GlSM-FtASU.

Tic outset of phylcnc development will he treated of in the

chapter or. Variation: the present section merely gives an

account of the mechanism existing in tlie idioplasm in connec-

tion with this process. 1 sliall here attempt to ibow how the

phyletic changes in tbe idiopdxttn follow mechanically from its

assumed ultimate structure.

Since all parts of the organism are determined from the germ

onwards, permanent variations in these parts can only originate

horn variations in the germ. Each phyletic variation mn«
therefore be doe to a vanatioo In the structure of the id of

genn-p&usi. If we suppose, with Darlin, tlsat the transforma-

tion of species Is a gradual one, originating in individual varia-

tions which become increased and directed by selection, it

follows that the corresponding proem ir. the idioplasm cannot

be doe to a sadden and complete vstiation in ghe entire id,

bu: must begin with changes in the individual biophors or

ir. individual determinants and groups of detenr.inai.ts also,

and must then extend gradually to more numerous group-, until
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anally the nature of the it! becomes entirely, or to a great

extent, cltanged.

The basis of the process must he taught in the variability of

the btophars, which is fallowed In turn by that of the units of a

higher order,—the determinants and :tU. These variations are

not by any means confined to the Urutfurt of the individual

cell, but concern primarily the «umirr of chlla of which an
organism cor. lists. A leaf of a plant, or a bird's feather, may
increase considerably in sire during the course of phylogeny,

without a change necessarily occutring in the cells which form

these [»'!’ The variation will depend primarily on a multiph-

cation erf the respective determinants. If the primitive eye of a

lower animal consisted of a single cell, constituting n visual rod,

and the power erf multiplication of its determinants gradually

increased in the course of phytogeny, the number of identical

determinants wltich would arise during development by the

multiplication of tbe *iagU determinant in the germ-plasm

would gradually increase so as to suffice for two cells instead of

oae. Tb« eye nonld then possess two visual rrxis and if the

power of multiplication increased sail more, a whole group of

visual reds would be controlled by cr.t detetminant. We are

unable to conjecture on what internal variations In tire deter-

minant such an increase in tbe power of multiplication de-

pend* : but the fact that every Individual ceil in the body does

not possess a special determinant, while largegroups of cells are

controlled by a single one, proves that such variations must be

possible.

Soeh a very- simple phyletie variation, resulting In tbe local

Increase of the number of cells, will be followed by n farther

variation aa soon as the mulapBcatioss of the determinant of,

an undifferentiated sensory’ cell, is not confined to tlie later

stages of ontogeny, hist occurs also in tbe germ-plasm itself

i

that is, when tbe doubling of the determinant has already taken

place in the id of germ-plasm. For in this case the group of

sensoiy cells, which luivs become developed phyfetkally from

the originally single cell, will now be controlled by two deter-

minants, each of which can vaiy independently of the other, and

can transform the group of cells under its control Thus erne of

these groups might give rise to anditoty cells, and the ether to

gustatory or olfactory cells.

Thus the increase in the differentiation of the body depends
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primarily upsn the multiplication r.f the deteintioants in the id

ot geim-piasm, but this differentiation is orJyrendsrcd cotnpVto

by variations in the detetminants of similar origin taking place

tn diftcrent directions. The mere addition of a new ontogenetic

wage can very easily be conceived without*n Increase occurring

in the determinants of the id ; bat as soon as the double number
of cells which ore present in the new idic stage hsvc 10 become
di5erentiated in various ways, the differentiation must be pre-

ceded by a doubling of the determinants in the id of germ-

plasiu. A higher degree of dilierentiatioo will therefore be

primarily connected with an mcieire in the number of cells of

which the organism is constituted. It is known that the extreme

prolongation of development, doe to the constant addition of

new generations of ceils at the end of or.tcgeny, can he

neutralised by the abbreviation and reduction of the ontogenetic

‘luges ; this process may be also to some extent understood if

we trace it to its otigin in the structure of the idioplasm. The
reduction in the number of generations of celli from two or

mote to one, depends on the fact that the process of mullipSca-

lion and rearrangement of the detonoinanu takes place more
rapidly during these pmicuiar stages, than dnoi that of ccll-

di* isioo ; so that several Idle stages, each of which fotnveily

characterised a particular stage of the cell, pass into one
another during the urns stage of the cell. The respective idic

stages have not here disappeared completely
: they only follow

one another more rapidly, and therefore disappear as recog-
nisable stages in development.

In lowly organised beings the differentiation of the body may
become increased by a simple ndtatien of He hereditaryparti

or defers: nates, without an increase taking place in the cel!

generation* If a determinant which controls a region con-

sisting of a hundred cells divides into tuu, each of which only
controls fifty cells, the two resulting group* of cells can i-ary
independently of each other ftb«n tint poir.t onwards, and may
give rim to very different structures. In this way a continued
division ofthe deteimioants, and consequently also a constantly

increasing differentiation of the species, may occur, without

necenitatlng an increase in the total numOn' of «fSiLs pret-nt in

ontogeny.

Each additional difi'cremiHlioo denotes an incimsc in die
degree of organisation, llut the phyletlc development of the
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onanism is by no means invariably connected with an Increaie,

nr, in fact, with any other change in the degree of organisation,

Toe species of a genus, and often the gervera of a family, cannot

be distinguished from one another by the number of cells com-

posing them, not by an increase in the variety of these cells,

but only by qualitative differences in the slroctute of the various

parts Hence the ahyletic development of living beings cannot

simply be due to theaugmentation of the number of determinants

in the id ofgerm-plasm, but must also I* attributed to a rhangc

la tbe nature of the dctenninaiils and in that of their com-

ponent biophors.

The structure of the idioplasm which -.re have here assumed,

also offer* an e»pl.ination of the phenomena of parallelism

between ontogeny and phytogeny, which depend oo the law of

I^OgenMls as well as on the relegation ofthe final thorotters to

wilier and earlier cenceenetk stages in the course of phylogeny.

Let us first consider the former of these phenomena. We have
assumed that each ontogenetic stage is characterised by a

definite ' determinant figure,' if., a sort of geometrical structure

composed of tbe determinants. The ruituie of each individual

cell is certainly controlled by tltose determinants in tbe nucleus

which have reached maturity,—that is lo say, have arrived at the

stage in which they break up imo biophors and migrate into

the cell-tody. But the manner in which tbe embryccic develop-

ment of an animal occurs does not by any means depend only

on the histological structure of the individual colls in each stage,

•it rests to a much greater degroe on the manner in which
these ceils divide and on the rate cf their division, and also

primarily on the way in which the ' unripe’ determinants erf the

nudeat subltance, which are still latent, are grouped together

and distributed by moans of the ceil-dtvisxins. This tiitlri-

buticn of the primary constituent! among the different cells is

erf tbe first importance in determining tbe character of the

ontogeny ; and one could easily imagine a case of animal

craoiyogeny in which ten or twenty generations of sitndariy

constituted 'embryonic calls' followed each other, and in which
a perfectly definitedistrihutioo of the primaty conwtueuls

TlfTntrenhelMS occurred, although only now
apparent for the first time. It is well known how close a

resemblance exists between the cells of the embryo in various

stages in the case ofthe higher animals.
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The regular distribution of tin dettrt/tinanft -ohieh art ltd!

taunt or 'unnfie’ must tbrrrfre drtide the course of ontogeny;

and the manner of this distribution finds txpnssion in the

architectures) task idle ltoge
x
or, as / have expressed it, in wets

‘ deUrmlnant-figurt.'
It is obvious tint the tome geometrical figure may be con-

structed out of different dementi, just a* the stave form of

crystal may be produced from molecule* of a different nature.

Thus the rosemblaiKC between the ontogenetic stages of nearly

allied spreies is to t« explained by the degree of similarity

between their respective ‘ detenu nant 6 gores,' rrhich persiits

although the Hidivirfiiid determinants ixicstituting the figure

diner more or less from oue another. As tt« study of develop-

ment sboirg, an explanation is thus offered of the (act that the

earlier ontogenetic stages are so very' "“Kb “l*e “ allied

species, and that the di ftereaces only appear later on
j
for in

the early idic stager, the differences as regards the nature or

power of multiplication of single determinant'!, or group* of

determinant*, can exert no marked influence, because the entire

number of determinant! is still very large, and thus the archi-

tecture of the id will be practically the same in corresponding

stages. But the futtbet ontogeny advances, and the -nailer

the groups become into which tlio deteiminint* eepoiatc, the

greater also will he the diversity in the architecture of the id,

and in the further distribution of 1 nnripe 1 detenuinants resulting

from thir architecture. Thus a certain part will be longer or

shorter, a spat cf colour larger or smaller, and the final stages

of ontogeny— In which the cell* poise** only one determinant-

will differ according to the degree of difference which obtains

in the respective determinants. This explains the fact that the

segmentation cells in allied species arc frequently exactly alter,

and alio that the resemblance between many mammalian
embryos In their earlier stage*, though not complete, U ntrrr-

theiess a very dote one.

The law of biogenesis, as far as it applies at all, depend* on

the fact that phyletic development is pntrly cue to new onto-

genetic K»g«S being added at the end of ontogeny. In order

that these new stage* may he reached, the stages which wars

previously the final ones must he passed through in each

ontogeny. This may be expressed in toms of the idioplasm as

follows —the deteiminant* of the id of germ-plasm become
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endowed with a greater power of multiplication, to that each

one of them carnet the addition of one or more cell-generation*

to the end of the ontogeny. Ac the ume time, the determinant*

in the germ-plasm increase tn norabew, and each of them be-

comec differentiated in a fi«h manner. As, however, every 'wo

new detenninants always follow the Mice cootse from tlie id

of germ-plasm to the lino! stage in ontogeny aa was taken by

the aiagla original determinant, they will pass through the same

determinant figures as before, and only lead to the formation of

new structures in the final stages, when they become separated

from one another.

The ontogenetic stages of the ancestors «-.U be repeated lee
accurately (lie nearer derelopmcnt approaches Its terminal on.

The disappiarantl of a lharae/tr or of a par! xekitk has

hfcoaxt uit'tsi, may also be traced to the mechanism of the

idlopfaun. The group of detenninants which gives rise to a

particular character, mil have to be remove! entirely from the

geun-plasm if the corresponding part ra to disappear com-

pletely. Hut this ts a very complicated process, and one of long

deration as regards more complex organs such *s for huance,

the limbs of Vertebrates. For the determinants which uke port

in the formation of an estremity are very numerous, and of many
diifercnt kinds

;
and moreover, they’ ciuse the rudiment of the

limb to appear very early in ontogeny. Hence the determinants

will have to sudor successively many retrogressive and simplify-

ing changes before a noticeable redaction of the organ occurs.

The ftmctionless and rudimentary wings of the New Zealand

Kiwi (yffl!tryx\ which arc concealed by the plumage, petrcess all

the lones of the perfect wing, though these are very much re-

duced in sire Tliis is to be explained by supposing that the

entire group cf determinants for the nirrg still remain in the id

of germ- plasm, but that it has decreased In strength,—that Is to

say, its elements no longer increase so rapidly,—and they there-

fore can only contra) fttaller groups of cells. If tbe process of

degeneration continued, the organ would not only grow smaller

and smaller, but its component parts would also disappear at

different rates, and, losing then characteristic form, would

appear as^ndistinguabablo rudiments. Sadi a degeneration

has occurred in certain species of whales, in which tire rudi-

ments of the posterior extremity lie concealed beneath the skin

;

while in Other species, the form of the separate bones has baen
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to scree extent preserved, end thou of the thigh and shank can

Mill be plainly distinguished. In these cases, many of the

determinants which were fotmerly ptesent must have dis-

appeared entirely from the id of germ-plasm, and the remainder

mint have km the power of multiplication to a greater extent

than has occurred in the esse of the wing Of Ap'tryt.

We know, however, that even in such animals as tasker, in

which the extremities have in most cases disappeared com-

pletely in previous gocdogical period* die rudiments of the

limbs arise in the farm of ' muscle-buds ' in the earlier stages of

development, and then dhappear very shortly afterwards.*

This fact may be expressed in terms of the idioplasm as

fallows the power of multiplication in the small remnant of

the group of deteiroinunts of the extremity which still exist: in

the id ofgerm-plasm, has decreased so considerably that it coly

suffices for these early embryonic stage- The youngest deter-

minants, and conseqoontly the most recent hereditary structures,

arc the first to disappear, the lots of the older ones tab ng phee

gradually, until even the oldest af all ate no longer present

Tills must be doe to the manner in wh»* the deter-

minants inert*w, atthough tbe actual connectlou between the

two phenomena is nc< apparent It may pcibaps he traced to

the fact that those determinants which are the youngest phy-

sically are destined far the latent untcyenetic Mages, in which

only therefore they become ‘ ripe,
1 and undergo disintegration

into biophon. If then, their power of multiplication decreases

considerably daring the process cf degeneration, tbe numbci of

dcterroiimnts required for the control of any particular group of

cells will not he reached, nor will die determinants even become

ripe. Although Mill present, they are unable to e«m any in-

fluence
;
whereas the determinants of the okler phylrtic stages

which are Still passed through, ripen in the earlier stages of

ontogeny.

Tile process of degeneration of an organ may be represented

as depending 00 tbe fact that the determinants lira become

changed in such a manner as to cause a decrease in their powri

of multiplication, and this then leads to a v«y gradual reduction

•
Cf. J. sen Iteomeko, 'Ciw dm *"• -• ’oiotf Idt-

mceueo dr tmpplnen U| Pcptikn.’ Ken. Ahoderek * Wumsdappre
ot Amsterdam, y*h l™>' <2K.
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affecting an increasing number of determinants belonging to

the group in question. At the same time, the power of mul-

tiplication in ibe remaining dcterminaatJ also diminishes, 10

that the groups which they constitute gradually extend a less

distance into the ontogeny, until finally the* drop out of it

altogether.

It must not be understood that I have given a mechanlco-

physiciogical explanation of the process ofdegeneration because

I hare connected it with tlic theory1 of detenoinants. As long

as we know practically nothing about the forces which net

witliin and among the biophora, it will be impossible to offer an

explanation of this hind. I have only attempted to show that

this doctrine dots r.ot contradict the facts, but that, on tie con-

trary, it agrees with them up to a ceitiun point. The phenomena
of degeneration have r.ot hitherto bten considered from this

point of view. When a deeper insight into the actual phenomena

has been obtained, wo may perhaps be able to make further

Ibeotetlcal deductions, and it would then be possible to develop

the theory of determinants more fully.

A few words may now he said as regards correlated varia-

tions. Darwin has shown what an important part these varia-

tions play in the transformation cf species, and how changes

which we must consider to he primary are followed by a number

of others in various parts of tho organism. Thus an increase in

riic in a stags antler necessitates a thickening of the skull, and

a strengthening of other pans, via. the muscles of the neck, the

spines of the cervical vwebtx, the ligamentom nuchir, and

even the thoracic skeleton and fore-limbs. Referring all these

variations to the processes which take place in the idioplasm,

they will he seen to depend on changes In the corresponding

groups of determinants in the id of germ-plasm, which canMt

be cue directly to the change and increase in the group of

determinants of the antler : they must have arisen secondarily,

owing to the occurrence of variations in the determinants upon

which selection could act. There is also an entirely different

kind of correlation, in which the variation in one part is accom-

panied by that in another, the Utter having do anatomical or

functional mrncction with the former. Thas Darwin states, for

instance, that caw with blue eyes are generally deaf, and that

pigeons with feathered legs have a web between the outer tcs.

I do not think such correlations can be traced to a connection
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of the put; by means of the nerveos system : it it |icrhani

more likely that they are due tothe lonligail} 0/tkt JtUrmiualt
in the id ifgem-flann of thoie pans which vary correctively.

It will be shown later or> tint local difference; in nutrition occar

m the id, and that these may cause changes in the determinants

affected by than. If, now, the determinants controlling regions

of the body which are far apart, are skistlod clote together in

the td, they might easily he affected simultaneously by indaencct

producing variation But the perfectly definite architecture of

the id of germ-plasm, on which ive bare ecr argument, does cot

only permit of a vicinity of the determinants nf pans of the

tody far removal from one another, hut actually requires it

For, according to oar assumption, the id ofgerm-plasm is Dot a

representation of the body in miniature, but a structure of a

special kind, in which the individual component pane are

arranged in the order in which they are passed oa subsequently

in the process cf ontogeny to their final destination, via, to the

determinates orhereditnry pans. This hoarier require* that the

determinants of the ectoderm should to closely adlaccnt to

those of Use endtdem in the id, if they are to be distributed to

a primary ectoderm and a primary endoderm cell In the last

division of the ovum. A cell-division nfcich lead; to the

separation of widely ditiering groups of determinants, admits

of a clow aggregation of these different groups in the Id of

the inother-tell. This may give some slight insight into the

above-mentioned phenomena of correlation.

7. The Maojhtude or the Coxstituents or the

Germ-plum.

The assumption that the germ-plasm is composed of biophors,

determinants, and ids, implies the existence within a narrow

space of a latge number of ultimate viul units (biophors)

in all tho higher organisms. The question arse; whether a

safll<~ ent number of these units can be contained nith.11 an id.

Although I believe it is at ptoicn; quite impossible to obtain

anything like a teliabl* .1newer to this question by calculating

the relative sites of the elements of the gcrm-pStsit, it may
perImps not to uninteresting to attempt to moke such a cal-

culation.

In order to wire the problem with any approach to accuracy,
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il would at least he necessary to know the sires of a biophor and
of *ri ;<!, and alio the number of determinants in a given sperics.

Unfortunately, however, we are completely ignorant on these
points, nor do we even know how many meioculm take part in

the construction of a biophor : even the computed six' of the
molecule is somewhat uncertain.
The diameter of a molecule has been estimated at between

the v^J lh “ n <1 the th of a millimetre by four different

lines of reasoning, 'founded respectively on the unduiatcry

theory of light, on the phenomena of contact electricity on

capillary attraction, and on the kinetic theory of gases-**

O. E. Meyer has calculated the sire of a molecule ‘from the pro-

perttei and behaviour of vapours. From the constant of friction

and the comporiron between the space cccupied in the liquid

and gaseous conditions, together with the deviations from Doyle

and Marion's law, we can approximately calculate, firstly, the

volume of all the particle* contained within a given space

;

secondly, tbit of a single particle; thirdly, the number ot

piiticles
; and finally, the weight cf a single particle.' The

result of such a calculation agrees with that given above.

If we take the average diameter of a molecule to be ^sth
mm., and reckon that each biophor, which we will -oppose to he a

cubical structure, is eompoied of i,oco molecules, the biophor

would measure 10 molecules in length. A row of sou biophor:

would therefore measure t a,and S*ooo,cco Biophors would occupy

the space cf i cubic >c A human bleed-eorpntda measures

7-7 !* In diameter
;
if we imagine it to be enlarged so as to fora

a cube of 7.7 />. in diagonal Itngth, this space would contain

703,1x0.000 biophors. I.et ns further assume that those por-

tions of the cell which, accceding to the facts at our disposal,

must contain the idioplasm, vir., die chromosomes, are mostly

a great deal smaller than the nuckus in which they are situ-

ated, and tb»t the genw-plasm Is composed ret of cut but 01

several ids, each of which contains all the biophors required

for the construction of the entire bedy, it will then be evident

that only a limited number cf braphon can be contained in

one id.

The chromosomes in the gena-plasm of Aitarii nugaiou-

• Sir William TSorason, • P»lnr
:ia>. p. ua.

aril Adflr«9-s.‘ Vcl. I.
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pMa ate the largest which are at present known to us Each
nucleus in this animal contains two or four rod-like chromosome*

(*e« ng. 7\ wch of uliich la composed cf 1

six thickened granu-
lar or disc-shaped portent, which become deeply suined with

colouring matter, and which ore separated by pontons stainmg
iese deeply' (BoveriX I f we connect this fact with the hypo-

thetical composition of the germ-plasm out of ids, it follow*

that an id cannot In any caw be larger,and is probably smaller,

than one of thee granule* or microsomata. It cannot be

larger, because the id is a unit which It capable of division into

two daughter-ids, but which cannc,: remain permanently sepa-

rated into sc- eral parts by a different kind of intermediate *sh-

nance. If we suppose the id to te as large as it can possibly

hf,— that is to tsiy, to correspond in tins to a microtome,—it

will measure, according to Bavcri’sdrawingand scale of enlarge-

ment, .c,OiS mm., r.r not quite l n in diameter. Only the ter-

minal granules of the rods, however, are as Urge as this
;
the

greatest diameter of those In the middle measures .0,006 mm.,

uhlle their shot ter diameter is about .0,coy—0,004 mm. The
tcnninal granules, locked upon as spherical bodies, would

be capable of containing about two millkin hlopkcrs of the lire

given above.

This number Is certain!) a tery considctable one, and it world

apparently be sufficient to mike up the number of detenuinants

in such a lowly organised animal as Auarit. But even in

Arthropods tire number of dcteimmates, and therefore that of

the determinants also, is considerably greater. Each of the

olfactory set.r on the feelers of Crustaceans, which were

mentioned above, must be capable of beingdetetmined from «l*e

germ onwards
:
and this 3 also true of the spots and lines on

2 butterfly's wing, each of which represents nt last me deter-

minant, nod in C**e of ill the large markings several, or even

many, of these units. If we consider that the pattern on die

wing i* often very complicated, andoftequently differs on the

under and upper surfaces it is evident dial hundreds of deter-

minants must exist for this pattern alone But there arc, again,

several posilianties in the structure of the wing-scales, and thus

it is probable that almost every scale can varyindependently

from (Ivc germ onwards- 1 n some males of the family Ljceinuto,

Lyeun adorns, small guitar shaped odoriferous scales {the

‘ar-droconia’ of Scudder) are distributed regularly amongst
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the coiour-icalcs, while these are entirely absent In other nearly

allied species, such as Lytatna agri/ii: hence ae mint conclude

that these andrcconia have arisen by the transformation ol

ordinary scales. This, however, presuppose* the independent

variability of the teaks which are to become charged phyleti-

cally, and consequently alio their <»|>ability of being deter

mined ftom tlie germ onmirds. Were this not the case, a

single scale could never have varied from the others htntli/arily.

In lycatna aAonh there arc 50,830 scales on the upper surlace

of tlie wing.* If each of tlicsr U to be looked upon « cor-

responding to a determinate, the enormous number of abaut

S4ccono determinants of the germ-pUtm would result merely
from the scales covering the wings, provided that tlie upper and
under surface of the four wings possess each abo.it the same
number of scales.

I have endeavoured by direct experiment to ascertain the
lowest limit to the sire of a determinate, -that is to ,ay, the
sire of the smallest determinates for a particular character of a
certain specict For this purpose I selected one of the Oitin-

coda, Cyprii refUrn, which multiplies porthenogenetically, and
iu which it is easy to compare the different gtcen spots an the

shell in tbe mother and daughter. It appear* that the larger

spots are strictly transmitted, though this is not tlie case at

regards tbe very small ones, which consist of only one or two
pigment-cell*. The form of these linger spots, which consist of

fifty or a hundred pigment-cell*, abo varies to some extent, so
that the number is here abo somewhat inconstant If parlheno-

gcnetic reproduction could he looked upon as being pure!/
•HtUtrM, it might be inferred that the determinates arc not in

Ibis cate single cells, but groups of cells. Unfortunately, how-
ever, this experiment cannot be considered conclusive, for—as

uill appear later on—the germ-plasm is here composed, Just as in

the case of sexual reproduction, ofdissimilar, and rot of liftHer
ids, and consequently vsrioroM in heredity may thus arise.

'Vc mast conclude, even from tbe external coloration, that a
very considerable number of determinates exists in the case of
the higher VcttCbtMM. Thus most, if not all, of the contour-
fcathets of a tyid must be controlled by ipoclal determinants in

• My usUuat, Bs V. Haulmr, was god ewugh iu nsshe tbiseaXol*-
tuu fur uit.
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the germ-plasm, lor they arc independently variable hereditarily.

The number of wing* and toil-quills is nevertheless definitely

fixed for every species of bird, and each of these festiier) jxo-

sesacs a definite form, site, and cdoraiioa We must ssiume

that mm Ikon out determinant is necessary for an entire

feather, for a feather is formed from thousands of epidermic

ceds, which are not by any means all similar to one another,

either as regards form, made cf combination, or colour.

Many feathers are striped, while others have a brilliant cm*
Denial sjxitat the tip ;

as in thecase, for instance, eftbe peacock,

many Humming-birds, and certain birds of paradise. Toe cell*

to which these stripes arid spots o«e their origin, must contain

determinants which differ fnxn those of the rest of the cells

which take patt In the construction of the feather. We must

therefore conclude that at leas: c.v, and often several deter-

minants of the germ exist for each of these two kinds of

cells
;
for, as is well known, ornamental spots of this kind are

often firmed of several colours, and ore very complex.

It would be ertoncous to suppose that the contour feathers are

not determined individually in such birds as the raven, in which

the plumage is all of one co'-our
;
hut in inch cases the qualita-

tive differences refer less to colour than to form and site. The
fact that each part of the feather is determined hereditarily,

e>e<t as regards its colour, is ptoved by the variation which

occurs, and which in individual specie* has resulted in certain

feathers being patl’inlly or entirely white, or being brilliantly

coloured, as in the case of the bird of paradise, which is alSed

to the raven. One need only look through a collection of

humming-birds, and compare tbe females, which ate so often

plainly coloured, with the wonderfully variegated males, in order

to become convinced that almost every comoor-liatber cin vary

in almost any direction as regards coloration, form, sixe, and
minute structure.

As lias already been remarked, the internal organs are ap-

parently by no means so specially determined from the germ

onwards as are the external pans: their determinants must

therefore control larger regions of cells, as in the case, t.g- of

blcod-cctpusdcs and epithelial cells. The nutfber of deter-

minant! in the germ-plasm of the higher animals is nevertheless

an enoimous one, and it might certainly be doubted whether

such a Urge number of biophots as must be required for the
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conitiuction of an id of the germ-plasm could be contained

within a single id.

It is impassible, as «e have already seen, to obtain a satis-

factory answer by means of a calculation. Bui let ns assume

for the moment that we posses* reliable data as to the number

of detetmutants and the lire cf an id in a particular species.

Wc will further assume that each determinant is composed of,

let ns say, dfty biopisora, and each haptor of a thousand mole-

cules, and that the average diameter ofa molecule is ;“~th mm.

Supposing »e found that all these units could not be contained

within an id of the sire we have assumed, we shcald be' forced

to conclude that one or more of these quantities had been over-

estimated. This result would nw weaken the theory of deter-

minants, for minute panicles mail e*is in the germ-plasm for

each hereditary and independently variable part of the body.

I therefore consider it fruitless to attempt a more accurate

estimation of the number of determinants in individual species,

and to endeavour to 6nd a support for this fundamental theory

by means of such calculations. The theory is correct in any

cave, although our conception of the sttucture of the gemi-

plosm tn»y be very incomplete.

The object of making the above calculation was simply to

arrive at th is result. The germ-plssm is an extremely delicately-

formed organic stricture,—a microcosm in the true sense of th:

word,— In which each independently variable part present

throughout ontogeny is represented by a vital particle, each of

which again lias its definite inherited position, structure, and
rate of increase. A Ihrory of evolution apfitars to nu to if only

f-oisiSie in Hat unit. The constituents of the germ-plasm are

not miniatures of the fully-formed parts or even particles exist-

ing solely for the formation of the corresponding parts in the

body. But each uf these particles (the biophors and deter-

minants) has a definite and important share In the preceding

stages of development, tc* it takes part in determining the

architecture of each idic stage, and consequently also assists in

tbe further antogeaetic disintegration and distribution of tbe

determinants amongst the subsequent cell-stages. All the more
essential differences in tbe structure of organism* depend on

this fact. The determinants are particles on whose nature that

of the corresponding pons in the fully-formed body depends,

whether the latter consist* oi n tiagh cell or cf several or many
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cells. The a?suuipuon of such particle? is inevitable in a tbeery

of heredity, and it alone necessitates an almost inconceivable

complexity in the architecture of the germ-plasm. Dot if ire

suppose that the number of ultimate particles of which the

germ-plasm is cosnpcscd is less than the number of yurts in the

body which are independently variable berecLtanly, it would

then follow that several minute porta of the body must become

changed simultaneously with the variation of ait of these

particles,— that is to say, the number of determinants then

become too small theoretically.



PART II.

HEREDITY IN ITS RELATION TO MONOGONIC
REPRODUCTION.

Introductory Remarks.

Id the following pan those pheromena of heredity will be

consideted ulikh do not result directly fiKn the composition of

the germ-plasm 8» already described, bat which would alio

occur if there were no such thing as sexual reproduction. In

considering the phenomena Of the 'tglnfralivn of lost parti, of

multiplication by /ision and gtruratinn, cf the production oj

unicellulargtruu, and of tho cenbnuityofi/ugrrm-piaim, it will

materially facilitate the attainment of clear results if the inves-

tigation '« conducted throughout as though these phenomena

occurred in oiganiaiu in which the process of multiplication is,

and always has been, entirely an aseaual one. The complica-

tions resulting front wxuM reproduction can be considered

afterwards, and it will then be easy to connect them with ail

these phenomena of heredity.
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CHAPTER II.

REGENERATION,
i. iis Caoss and Origin in tub Idioplasm,

It docs no: follow directly from what has already beta said

with regard to ihi StnJCWte of the germ-plcsm, tliit iMf parte

can l>; more or lets completely replaced. The only deduction

that can he made so far is, that ail the parts of which the entire

organism i> composed are formed onet during the development

of the organism from the egg : no explanation is Riven of the

fact that individual parts can he produced a leioixf lit*', when

they have been lost by the actico of csteroal influences.

During ontogeny, the determinants Of the pin in question pass

from the ov um into the eegmentation-ccUs, from these into

embryonic cells Of a later stage, and finally Into those cells

which constitute the fully formed part If this pan is forcibly

removed from the organism to which it belongs, its determinants

are reinoied along with it .
this follows from what has already

been assumed with regard to the ontogenetic stages of the

idioplasm. 'Ve must now therefore attempt to explain the fact

that a part of the body can nevertbdew be reconstructed.

If the capacity for regeneration were possible at all, it is

obvious that it would have to be introduced by Nature, for its

physiological importance is apparent. Tl>e power of replacirg

larger or smaller parts of the body must m all cases bo useful to

the organism, and rl often indeed indispensable to its further

existence. Arnold Lang* it certainly right in considering

the faculty cf regeneration in animals to be one of the arrange-

ments for protection which prevent the speclts from perishing.

The capability of completely restoring those parts of the body

which have become injured by the bite of an ftiemy,
forms a

• • Uebtr dm Elnffun Cer SestsMlvndee t.ibvn.webe anl d« Tb.iv.'Si.

Jwa. >W8. p, t«a.
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more efficient protection in irony of the loner animals more
especially in polypes and norms—than would (I* possession of

shells, «ngs, poison-organs, and all other kinds of weapons, or

even protective colocation. For although all those arrange-

menu certainly serve as a protection com many enemies, and
from various dangers, they ate no*, always effective, and there-

fore the capability of restoring losses of substance would cer-

tninly be extremelyvaluable in any case. This fact must no! be
forgotten In any Inquiry with regard to the question of regenera-

tion. If we consider how highly important regeneration is from

a physiological point of view, its wide and even general distribu-

tion m the animal kingdom need not surprise os, and no shall

be able to understand why it has b«o introduced ever, into the

course of normal life
: for the functions of certain otgaas depend

on the fact that their parts continually undergo destruction, and
are tber. correspondingly renewed. In this case it is the process

of hfe it!e!/,.and not an external enemy, that destroys the life

of a cell. 1 refer, of course, to the process of fiij/Mogital
ngiKdroOm.

Our knowledge of histology is not >vt sufficient for us to bo

oW« to determine what tisrue -cells in the higheranimals become
Y/om out by use during life, nnd have therefore to be continually

replaced ; but it has been proved in many cases that the wear-

ing away of the ceils goes on incessantly, and chat life could not

last if thtse cells were not constantly replaced. Such a con-

stant loss and renewal of the colls occurs in the cases of the

epidermis of the higher Vertebrates, the human finger-nails,

blood-corpuscles, lairs and feathers, claws and hoofs, the epi-

thelial lining of the respiratory and other postages, and even in

the antlers of slags. In all there cases a continual or periods
wasting sway or shedding of group! of colls occurs normally,

nnd a corresponding replacement of these cells is one of the

normal functions of the body, and is therefore provided for.

It is not difficult to wplair. the simples! of these cases of

physiological regeneration theoretically. If a tissue such as the

human epideimit, for instance, consists of me Uir.d ofcdl only,

it is only necessary, in order that regeneration may take place,

that all the c<£s should not be thrown off simultaneously, and
that the tissue should be composed of cells cf various ages, the

youngest of which, under certain influences of nutrition nod
pressure, always retain the pon*r of reproduction, and so form
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a Mock in which ike necessary substitutes foe the older cell* cun

constantly be produced. The whole supply of ihe corresponding

determinants ii cot therefore removed from tkc body simul-

taneously by the 1ms of the wora-out cells, for the young cells

which remain contain determinants of the same kind. In the

human epidermis, this node of young cells constitutes the so-

called ‘re:e Malpighi! ’ or ‘mucous layer,' in which newceOsam
constantly being formed by division

; these, in proportion as

they become older, are gradually poshed upwards mechanically

from the deeper into the superficial layers, while the deepest

layer of all connsta entirely ci young cells which are capable cf

division.

No special theoretical assumption need be made to expiiin

this promts We most only suppose that the. first formed
epidermic cells are endowed in advance with a capacity for

reproduction during many generation, It must be assumed

that the reproductive power cf a cell is le^.ilated by (be idio-

plasm, because the power and rate of mulr.plication are essen-

tisl qualities ofa cell, and, as we have seer, are controlled by the

nuclear substance But we cannot at present even form a con-

jecture as to which qualities of the idioplasm the degree and

rote of tb- capacity for reproduction arc due. Wc must bo

satisfied with attributing to the cells which form the epidermis

of the embryo an Idioplasm possessing a definite reproduc-

tive power, which gradually decreaies. We can further

only eup|»w that the idioplasm retains its constitution during

life, or, in other words, that the determinant of a particular part

ofthe epidermis Is always retained in the permanent stock of

young cells. Regeneration depends simply cei a regular increase

of these ccih which contain epidermic idioplasm.

The nature of the epidermis is not the same in different puts
of the human skin : thus it differs on tbe volar and on the dorsal

surfaces of the fingers ;
and, again, on the two basal and on the

ungual segments. But this fact doc* not stand in the way of

the theoretical esplanatton of regeneration, for the determinants

of difiMent ports must differ somewhat from one another. Even
in places where two or more Oiasmilar parts are tituated close

together, the reicotkiT rtf :hr limits between thci*. daring their

continual regeneration, may be explained simply by the fact that

tbe difi'erent regions ot the tissue are regenerated by formalvo
cells possessing tliffeteal dc'ertni-ianw.
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Many tissues, even in the highest animal*, when they have

suffered an abnormal lest of tubitaiut, are renewed in precisely

the same way an in the canes erf physiological regeneration
already mentioned. Thus in mammals, for instance, portions

of muscular tissue, erf epithelium coveting an organ or lining

the duct of a gland, and of bone, can be replaced by cellular

elements ofa similar kind
;
and recent researches in pathological

anatomy render it almost certain that all these regenerative

processes originate in the cells of the tissue which !a to be

replaced. Hence these tissue-cells retain the power of multi-

plying by division, but they only begin to exercise this power in

response to certain cstcrnal Mintall, more particularly to that

which is produced by a loss of substance in their immediate
riciaity. Thus epithelial ceils multiply around a defect In the

epithelium
;
and in an injured muscle, the nuclei multiply arid

cause the surrounding protoplasm to be transformed into cells,

which become spindle-shaped, sod give rise to tmttcle-abres.

In both those cases we must merely attribute to the idioplasm

the capacity for multiplication
:
the cells in question only hegn

to divide when influenced by a stimulus due to the loss 0: sub-

nance, or, as it would be expressed in the language of modem
pathology,* ‘by the removal of the resistances to growth.’

Thus in these very simple rase* of the abnormal low of ptru,

the rest of the tissue giver, rite to a stock of deteiminants

from which replacement of the port can occur.

In more cotnplicaitxl tissues, the process of regeneration is

less simple. Thus Fraissc hat shown that in tbo Amphibia
Me attire tftiiirrxrii, to&tkrr with tkt slimt-glandi and lit

inltgumfilary rtrtit-O'/rans, is regenerated by the epidermic

cells in the vicinity of the defect. In this case also, the new
material is furnished by tbo deeper uncorr.ilied layers of the

epidermis. But the newly-formed cells do not all develop into

tire same kind of tissue. The main mass of them gives rite to

the stratified cpidennie, *hi!e others ‘unite to form pear! shaped
masses in lire deeper part of tire epidermis, '.be ceils becoming
grouped around an imaginary centre.* ‘Connective tissue-cells

then migrate from the cutis, and tlveie masses, each consisting of

from ten to iweruy cells, thus become marked off from the
epidcrniis.’ 'At the same time pigment- cells wander into the

Cf. F- Zvglrr, • Lehrtoth dci palholi^uditii AoadouUa.' Jroa,
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epidermic otvi finally the development of smooth uu-iclo f.btc#

lakes place.’* New integumentary MneeorfUM arise in a

similar nay. A number of young cells become arranged » ns

to form a rounded mass in the deeper portion of the finely,

formed epidermis ; these then become elongated in a diicctati

vertical to the surface c! the epidermis the central element

undergoing differentiation into stoiory cells, while the periphiral

ones form an investment around these.

It is endent tliat the process is rendered more complicated In

this cast) by the fact thit the young epidermic cells foul'd by the

proliferation of those already present, give rise to colls of various

kinds, via, to ordinary epidermic cells, to gland cells, arid to

seosory and * investing
1
cells

;
and the canplication :> further

increased by all thews cells b*iig arranged nnd lccatlsrri In a per-

fectly definite and more or less prescribed manner. We CCtuinly

must not assume that the formative cells which undergo these

various differentiation > are really identical, nlthcagh they may

appear so It cannot possibly depend oo external liifl.ifixes

alone whether one of these subsequently berotues transformed

into a horny, glandular, or sensory cell
;
for we cannot assume

the existence of such a regular and localised diff mice in the

external inflaences The various differentiations ofthe formalise

cells mast therefore depend oa their own nature-that rs to say,

on the cctenninanti contained usthln them, nhich hare hitherto

been latent but which have tww become ripe, and have im-

pressed a specific character upon each ceP. Tits/

alls mustAnv t#»raiiujJtUJtnxt usrtt <•/ tltftr*tiitaiUt/iew lit

first.

Ftaitse compares the precedes which can be observed n> the

regeneration of the skin in Amphibia with those which occur in

the embryogeny of this class, and shots'* that they are essentially

similar We shall therefore be justified in imagining these pro-

emea—which are invisible to at even under the highest powers

of the microscope—to be homologous with those which take

place during t!ie development of the tmbtyo.

We cm thus further assume that the stratified cells n the

•mucous layer * ct the epidermis although apparently all alike.- -

at ate those cells wh ich form the first rudiment of the embryonic

• C/. Pfutai-, ‘Dr. Rciccwraikw «<n (ie-st- «* <*»"><« 1“ «le>

Wlibeliblma, tesendas tel Amr**iea u. Reperifn.
1 CiuM *M

Bolin. .83*
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integument,—mint nevertheless possess several kinds of deter-

minants We can hardlyventure to say whether lire three kinds

of determinants nith which we arc here concerned aic all

present together in the formative cells, and only become dis-

tributed amongst special tells when regeneration sets in, or

wliethet they are distributed amongst special cel l from the

first Eitltcr arrangement is possible. Hence we may assume

that some of the young (onnative cells contain determinants for

tie glands, and oOicts those for horny oe sensory cells, and
that the proportional numbers nod topographical arrangement

of these are definitely fined from lire firaL A precisely similar

assumption is also uecetsary in the case of embryogeny.

If, for instance, the sensory organs of the lateral line in a

fish or amphibian occur only along the lateral lines onu their

branches, ne must sappoie that the subdivision of the idioplasm

of the ectodermic cells occurs during the development of the

epidermis in such a nay that the colls containing the deter-

minants of there sensory organs come to be situated only idong

the lateral lines, and only In definite place# on these line; If

cow, all the formative cells of the sensory organs do not undergo

further development at or.ee, but some of them, on the contrary,

remain undeveloped in the immediate neighbourhood—»>. In the

•loop layer ef yoang cells—until a necessity foi tegeneration

arises, we car. understand in pnnc.pl* why a similar topogra-

phical arrangementand numerical relation of the sensory organs

to the remaining epidermic elements occurs in the case of

regeneration, as well as in that of the primary formation of the

epidermis in the embryo.

The idioplasm of the cells does not alone decide what will

happen in regenerative processes of this kind. This is shown

by the fact that the occurrence ot regenerative cell-multiplication

depends on a less c.f substance, and that the cells «8?c to pro-

liferate os soon os the defect is made good. The stimulus to

tire further proliferation*of the cells ceases at the same time.

These facts, however, only give us a very vague insight into

the causes ofthe limitation of the regenerative process
;
and we

shall presently see that the above ceplanation is insufficient in

more compteated cases of regeneration, and that we must,

indeed, assume in addition the existence o: other regulating

factors, which are situated within the active cells, and not

outside diem
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It is well known ihoi the limbi of a salamander grow again

after they have been cut nit, and ire out our accurate knowledge
of the regenerative processes concerned mainly in the researches

of CoMe* and Fraisse.t The investigations of these of.-rr.vrs

sliou that tlie regeneration of the limbs and their formation in

embryogeny lake place In a similar manner: the individual parts

and segments of the extremity become developed m the same
order, and arc framed of similar col'-mate rial n rach instar.ee.

Bah hoc and in the case of the epidermis desciibtd above, the

regeneration is fiaJin&ntfu.

If we take M our basis the lair, ohieh holds good at any rate

as regards Vertebrates, tint in regeneration each specific tissue

can only rep teduce its own specific celH, we can ten the theory

of rcfccueraticm by taking as an example n tingle tissue of an
extremity. It is certain as regards the bones, for instance, that

regeneratirai always proceeds from tlse injured bsne, or rather

freen its periosteum. If the extremity is disarticulated from ’.he

shoutder-giidle, for example, and the bones »tc uninjured, these

latter do not become te fotmed. Although it cannot he delicti

that the various tissues which are required for the regeneration of

the entire limb bate an influence upon one another, especially

when pressure is c-icried by one part on amxhci situated nrar

to it, it is dear that the formation ol new bones depends entirely

on the bones present fat the stump ol the amputated limb, which

not only determine the quality of the riwue, but also regulate

the lire and shape of the bone which is to be formed anew.
These last-mentioned facts are the most important of nQ in

explaining the phenomenon of tegeneratton cf a limb. From
what has already been said, it is evident that the bony tissue,

including the periosteum, o\a be formed freon the edit of the

cor.-espmdtng prc-cxistii'* parts AU that is necessary in order

that the process may take [dace is a supply of cell-, capable of

proliferation, vdiicli contain 1

fconc-idktpfosin,' nnd which are

incited to multiply by the stimulus due to the injury in the

tiswro ntnwildlng them. The regeneration oi the epidermis

may be cploinoi in A similar manner. But as regards these

hones, it is r.ot merely the production of bony tissue of a definite

strorttire which has to be considered, but /Ar«/e.n'
l
t//»ig «J

• QIBIC, ' Ute EuixcVrlu.ig u. RtgmaaUDii <1n Gilulmisscn.

Slti<i*io d*r MoklHv’Iaipog, iUjj.

* Praisst, fee. <«.. as p. or.
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a definite number of bonei of a definite shape and lint, arranged

in a definite serin, must also be taken into account. What
assumptions mast we make in order to explain such an ac-

curately proscribed and complex mode of coostructico of

tlrae puns i If the fore-limb of a newt {Triton) is cat off

betu«a tbe shoulder and elbow, not only does the tost portion

of the humerus become formed afresh, but the radius and

ulna, and all the bones of the wrist and hand, are regenerated

accurately, crcn as regards the number of segments. It

seems hardly possible that to complex a structure could be

produced merely by the co-operation of proliferating cells, and

it might be supposed that an invisible power—a spiritus itetvr

or a vit fermathm—must be pteient to direct their mode of

incteasc and arrangement. Ws are nevertheless probably right

in assuming that no such external directwn takes place, and

that the complex structures in living beings are produced merely

by the agency of the forces which are present in (lie individual

cells.

We can understand these processes to some extent in the

caw of embryogeoy if «c base our reasoning on the principle of

the gradual transformation of the idioplasm, which has already

been treated of in connection with ontogeny. Tills principle

may be roughly illustrated with respect to the ikclctou of the

anterior extremity in tire following mariner,

When the fore-limb of a Triton begins to arise as a small

blunt elevation of the skin, it consists of cells of the external

and middle embryonic layers. Tlse whole Of tbe former, and

that portion of the latter which forms tho cutis, may be left out

of consideration; they together give rise to the integument.

Tbe rest of tbe mesoderm now forms a mass of cells which have

not yes begun to undergo differentiation, and which individually

do not apparently differ essentially from otic another. They
must, nevertheless, lie very different as rtsnrds the primary

constituents which the* contain, for some of them will sub-

sequently give rise, for instance, to muscles,others to connective

tissue or to Wood-vessels, and others, again, to bones. The*?

cells, which are so differently predisposed, must therefore coo-

tain vatiootfdetermitun'.a, which, when they obtain control over

tbem in tbe couisc of further cell-divisions, impress cai the sub-

sequent generations the character of muscle- or bonc-cells.

Each of these kiods ot cells muse be present from the first in a
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perfectly definite number, and most occupy* perfectly definite

poiilion.

Let us follow out thu iitse of reasoning with regatd to cie

system of etgans, namely, the batxa, and assume for the sake of
simplicity that only a single bone-forr.iing call t» present in the

first radiincnt of the limb. This cell would virtually contain the

entire skeleton of the limb i and ire should have to attribute to

Its Idioplasm the power not only or giving the succeeding cells

of a cctxa'n number ofgenerations the character of bone-forming

cells, but also of determining the entire sequence of these cells

as regards quantity, quality, and mutual arrangement. as well as

the ihythin in which the diri-ioos will fallow one another, ror

the particular point at which an internjpcion occurs in the con-

tinuity of the bone, and consequently also the boundary line

between two segments of the bony chain, might essentially

depend, indeed, on this rhythm.

We must therefore suppose that the wmpositic® af the idio-

plasm of the first primordial bone-cvll of thy limb causes all

these sequences tD lake place : in other words, /hr iliopUtai

mill COHlaht /hi littiTanuaUtS <J a// /.V macNling toitt-alll.

This may he illustrated by the following diagram (fig. 3;, id

which the actual processes, which coccern hundreds of thousands

of cells, are represented as greatly abbreviated, and the different

generations of cells arc indicated arNtmrily by a gecealcgisil

tree, which, however, does not by any means always represent

their actual connection.

Each primary cell of the individual bones is represented in

the figure by a circle, and is supposed to be so fimpfo that it

can be controlled by one determinant. Tim, the primary cell

of the entire series of bones is controlled by determinant 1, bat

also contains the determinants 2-35 in its ids. In the fits t cell-

division Urn cell divides Into two,—the primary cells of the upper

turn (humerus), nad cf the fore-arm and hand. The foenser

contains determinant 3, and its further division is indicated by

the cells containing determinants ti-tr. The Utter contains

the remaining determinants 3-35, which become separated into

smaller and smaller groups in er. .It cell-division, until finally

each cell only contains a angledeterminant. The diagram only

represents the main bone* of the esiremity.-thc individual

carpal s are omitted.

Let u» now letum to the question of rqenciation. If each
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cell ip the fully-formed bone only contains that I: ndof idioplasm

which controls ii, and which i* ihcrcfoic the molecular ex-

ptcssion of its own paiticnlnr nature, it would lie impossible tc

understand how the regeneration ofthe bone could be effected

—

when, for instance, it had been cut through lotigltt*lii»nlly.

Supposing that a stimulus, produced by tbe injury, catted the

P*. »—D<*m»»i »» ’« Ciu Clii:* iv H* 7o.i Li>itm- a Tuir«

cells of the injured pan to undergo multiplication : bony tissue

wuuul then, indeed, be developed, but a Ixme of a definite shape
and lire would not necessarily be formed. The formationof ade-
finite hone can only tale place if tho proliferating cells possess, in

addition to their active deseiciiiiiuiii, a supply r.f determinants
which conttol the musing parts which have to he renewed. II
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therefore ne with to suppose that Blumcotoch's ' mmifivan-
Urns' is situated in the Idioplasm of the cell, it appears neccs-

sary to assume that each cell capable of regeneintxBi contains an

auttsory UHtflaim, cotu-Ming of live determinants of the pans
wh>* can he rrger«-at-rl by it. In addition to its primary tfio-

ptasm. Thus, foe instance, the cells in the tone of the upper-

arm must contain, in addition to their ctmtrolling determinant a,

the determinants 3-35 as accessory idioplasm, xhich Cut cause

all the tony parts of the fore-arm to be formed anew
;

the

cells of the radius, again, matt contain the determinants t-to

as accessory idioplasm for the reconstruction cf the radial

portion cf the writ and hand.

This theoretical illustration may be looked upon, indeed, at

representing the phenomena as they occur in reality. It ij very

possible that the requited accessory idioplasm becomes separated

from thedisintegrating embryonic idioplasm in the enrliett siagc

ofdevelopment of the entire organ. According to ourassumption,

the Individual determinants are present sinf’ly in the germ-plasm,

and their multiplication increases the furthercatngeny advances.

As only those determinants which correspond to parts to be

formed subsequently arc required in the accessory idioplasm, the

material for the latter is always present
i
and «e need only

assume that in each division of tto primary cell of any bone, a
portion of the determinants required for the formariim of the

subsequent parts become* split off as secondary idioplasm, and
remains inactive within tbc cell until a cause for regeneration

arises.

I ihall speak of this group of determinants as acunary i/fit-

(“ Ncben-ldioplasma and its component determinants

a* suppttDtml&iy ihUrmiaanli (‘ Ermti-Detennuumten '). We
may imagine that these form a special and minute group en-

closed uithln the id in the neighbourhood cf the determinants

which cwitrol the cell in question. A similar assumption may
be made as regards the individual tones of the entire limb.

The regeneration of the bisected humerus can be expfained by
supposing tl»t each cell capable of regeneration po*>esies an

•ccessory idioplasm,containing thedcterminnntsoftbc eellswhich

will subsequently be foraied in a distal direction; Chis formation

will l>c possible because the necessary 'determinant-material' is

present. The process only depends ou the fact that in e*ch

differential cell-division a certain number of determinants, uhich
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ripen later on, I*rcitre split off hero tlie rest, and *ie retained

in the cel! ns accessory idioplasm. The tnechaniim for regene.

ration is certainly a very complicated tine, for each separate

bone U roc trolled by a number cf different determinants, and

not by n single one
;
and nil these special determinants are

contained in the accessory idioplasm As far as we can Judge

f.-om tlir investigations mad: hitherto, the hones are at any into

regenerated in detail fairly exactly. The complexity of the

mechanism accounts, in my opinion, for the fact that the foie-

limb, which has stxfc a marked power of regeneration m the

salamander, her lost this power completely in the higher

Ve-tcbrates, for in then the mechanism would have become too

complex.

A simpler ir.r hiinl&ro than that which we have supposed to

exist can only be conceived, if, with Herbert Spencer* re attri-

bute to each of the unit* composing the body the power of com-

bining to form any ntcesiary organ >iu when it is wanted. We
might then compare the entire anima' to a bug* crystal, in the

individual parts of which ‘there dwells the intrinsic aptitude

to aggregate into the form of that species ; Just at In the moms
of a salt there dwells the intrinsic aptitude to crystallise in n

particular way.1 The only difference between the particles of

the ciyttnl and those of the Organism would he that the

fanner are all peimareolly alike
;
and that the latter, in ordcr

th.it regeneration insy be possible, ore arranged in many differ-

ent ways, accordin’ in whether an entire limb, a tail, a gill, or

a single toe, fore-arm, or ringer is to be replaced. How are the

‘units' shown in each individual esse what part is missing, and

what form their arrangement is to take in older to produce the

part anew t We are thus once more brought back to Blunten-

bAch's ‘ «imi fomattvui ’ Spencer himself i—' If In the

case of the crystal we say that the whole aggregate eicm over

its ports a farce which constrains the newly-integrated atoms to

take a certain definite fotfti, oe must, in the caseofthe organism,

atsurneananalogous farce.' This force would correspond to what

was fanncily spoken of a» the ‘tfiritux Tutor or 1 nisusforma-

M-uif and ever. supposing it to exist, it docs not in the least

help as in the attempt to explain tlie mechanism of the pheno-
mena. Spenceradds that hit view ‘ In truth is not a hypothesis.’

* Unbolt S[i:ecr. *Tti Frintipla of Bdcgy.' Vol j. i* mi.
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but only *a generalised expression of facial' nr.d remarks in

anolher passage, that although it ia ' difficult ' to Imagine regene-

ration aa a sort of process of irystalEsabon
,

1

tor ttt thru it itm!

It is just this point that I must object to. We see that it Is 10,

or rather appears to be so, loatt/i'mti, hu: we also sec that it is

often not six If tbc units of the body were capable erf becom-

ing modified at will under the ir.fli»?nce of the whole, and of

crystal Li s-.ng into the missing (art, they must be able to do so

in all species and in all organisms. This, however, is not the

cat*. The limb of a salamander can be regenerated, and that

of a Irani cannot. In a special section of this chapter I shall

be able to abow in grntet detail that regeneraron depends

on special adaptation, and not on a pnerat capacity of the

animal-body.

It will be unnecessary to give a special diagram illustrating

the regeneration of a single bone, such as that of the upper

arm, and showing the supplemental)- determinants of rach of

the colls composing the bone which are necessary in order

that regeneration may set in at any point The d igram giien

for the entire limb ia sufficient to make the general principle

clear an approach to nn explanation of the actual detail* is

OUl of the question, as is evident if n-e compare the nuntbri of

cells given in the diagram with that of which the bones actually

consist. For this reason I have not attempted to enter into

minute histologic*! derails. Or to define the quality of tho cells

which are capable of regeneration,—that is, to state whether

they belong to the periosteum or to the bone itself and whether

nil or only certain cells take part in tit* preceaa. We only re-

quire a diagram which can be adapted to the actual detail* of

the processes wlien these ate known. It is sufficient at preient

to show that regeneration may be understood by considering

the activity erf the cells themselves, without having recourse

to the assumption erf an unknown directive agency. Tbe
1 niiui formativus ’ descends from iu» previews, position at a

tingle force directing the whole, and breaks up into an un-

limited number of material particles which arc situated in (he

individual cells, and each of which proscribes tbe course erf lifo

of the cell These particles arc determined »s regards ihcir

kind, and are distributed to their proper places so accurately, that

by '.belt united effect they give rite to a composite whole, such

as. for instance, a series of bones, together with their articular
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capsules atid ligament*, and (Ik muscles. nerve-., b'ood-vewlis

connective tissue, nnrl integument which come into relation with

them The diagram I have given to illustrate the regeneration

of a bone can obvious!/ be adapted to represent any other part

or tiuu* We mast cot loo'* upon the bone a* something quite

rltii-nnneoerl from lire re*t of the limb, a* ue may very likely be

inclined to do if we an: specialists, The hone is in rcnlity con-

nected most intimately along its entire surface with the surround-

ing tissues,— the periosteum and loose connective tissue external

to the latter, the numerous blood-vessels which penetrate into

the substance of the boor, the terns, and to on. The first

rudiment ofthe limb consists, in fact, of a mass cf mctodermic

cells, which give no Indication of the various structures which

will later be developed from them. Nevertheless, their differen-

tiation dees not, in my opinion, depecd on their accidental posi-

tion within the limb, or in (act on nay oilier external influences,

but is primarily disc to their individual nature, that , « !kt

imttihilwn of tkii’ tffoplam. The determinants composing

the id control the Subsequent development of the cell and of its

successors. The further changes which Use id undergees ic the

course of celWivisioi. and ihc manner in which the deter-

minants undergo drsintegiation in the ids of the daughter-cells

of all tit* subsequent generations, * decided by the coiti|»siiion

i*f the Id.

We can thus understand, at least to some extent, how it is

possible that sorh a complicated part as a limb, the structure of

which is to accurately prescribed, can arise by decrees from n

mass of cells »hich are apparently all similar to one another.

The harmony of the -hole is primarily brought about by the

variation end lucreas: of the cells, the kind and ihythm of

which respectively, is prescribed by the idioplasm of each in-

dividual cell, rather than by the mutual influence of the cells

during their gradual differentiation. A muscle becomes de-

veloped at any definite spit, because one particular cell amongst

all the apparently eimitar colls tn ih« first rudiment of the limb

contained the determinant* which air capable of giving to a

large number </ the successors of ibis cell the special character

of uiusde-cel h,
;
and because, again, the id of this particular

cell caused a rhythm of multiplication to net in, which, on

mechanical grounds, rendered It necessary that certain succes-

sors of this cell which contained motcle-deteinilnanti should
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take up their pusitinn in the precise region of the |imb to which

this particular muscle is situated.

We mas: not, however, imply from what hns been said above,

that externa! influences ore ol no importance whatever in onto-

geny, but merely that they certainly only (day a secondary part

in list pttmsn A limb will cerrainly grow crooked if a corres-

ponding external pressure is brought to bear upon it Growing

cells do not cense to multiply directly they are subjected to

ahnoun.il external influences, for they' can accommodate them-

selves to circumstances. It is such cast* as llie regeneration of

broken bor.es and tbe fonnaiSoa of no*- joint! under abnormal

external coodibons, which prove that the cells continue to

perform their functions of growing and of giving rise to organs

under citcumsUnces which deviate very markedly from the

normal These false joints also show whit a considerable

power of adaptation is possessed by the celb, and how efliclen!

may be tire parts which these cells are able to produce under

abnormal fondltiom. But although the principle formulated

by Hcix * of the MW©* fif tkt fiarfi, or as it might well he

called ‘ Iu/niUoH/u u/atiou is certainly a very important arx,

1 think it would be a great mistake to refer the norntl process

of ontogeny mainly to this principle Tire groups and masses

of crlh must certainly press upon one another during the |uoce»

of diiTcrentiatico : in tile process cd the formation of a joint, for

instance, prolifeiating conncctivc-thsuc cells do actually fores

themselves amongst the cartilage cells in one part of the rudi-

mentary bone, in order to separate them from one another. But

this proliferation and pressure are taken account of, just as

ranch as are the processes of dissolution oc absuebtioa that

occur in those cells in the primordial cattft»“c which are situ-

ated m the region of the joint. It might he supposed that

the existence of so-caDsd ' identical 1 hnman twins contradict

my conception of ontogeny i for although they ate undoubtedly

derived front a single ovum nod •peru'celi. and hence possess

the same kind of gernvplasm, they arc never reolly identical,

but only very similar to one another hut span from the fact

that the atMluft identity of the germ-plasm has not been proved

in these cases, the very dose resemblance betweeS these twins

shows bow slightly the diversity of external influences affects

W. Rotw
.

1 Her Knnpf der I'm* im Ors.-jiDrm ' Lopne, xMi.
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the developmepl of an organism. How wonderfully accurately

the ccorse cf ontogeny must be prescribed, if it can be kept to

to closely, through tliousxnds of generations of cells, tliat

'identical' t«mi remit ! Wo may compare the pnxcei Of

development of neb twins with the course taken by two ships,

which, starting from the same place, proceed along the same

devious route which has been carefully mapped out beforehand

in all its thousands of definite changes in direction, until each

finally reaches the same distant shore independently, within a

mile of the other.

A careful consideration of such a case as this leaves do doubt

that a very exact and definite couree is mapped out for the egg-

cell by hs idioplasm, which, again, directs the special course

to be taken by each of the innumerable generations of cells,

In the direction of which course erternal influences can only

play a very subordinate part. If this consideration be borne in

mind, it will be less likely tbit the objection may be made that

a much too complicated structure has been attributed to the

idioplasm Us itruclurr null lxfar Kert tompltx Hum wi eon

fismi/y Iwigmt; and in this respect, Its construction, as we have

represented it theoretkally, must certainly be far simpler than ia

the case in reality. For the same reason, it is lets probable that

similar objections may be made to the theory of regeneration as

hcie stated. Complicated phenomena cannot possiblydepcnd on

a simple mechanism. The machines in a cotton factory cannot

he constructed of a few simple lever-, nor can a phonograph

be manufactured from two lucifer matches.

Thar form of regeneration wh<h has been considered above

may be described. as paiingxnclu, for it pursues the course

taken by the primary’ nr embryonic development
j
but as soon

as it leaves this course and takes a shorter occ, i: may be

distinguished as caxegrnetir.

Cwrogenetic variations cf the primary process of development

probably always occur in cases of regeneration of complex

structures
;

arc! even the reconstruction of the extremities,

which we have chosen above as an example, will hardly take

place in exactly the some way as occurs in the primary develop-

ment of theseparts, although it may retcnble tbe latter in its

pr.ncipa! phases.

Even if mere abbreviation of the development of a part can

be easily conceived by supposing art aggregation and rediatribu-
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lion of tl>« dctetminnr.tr. to occur in the idioplasm, the process

of idle division becomes very complicated when il* primary

and secondary development lake place along different lines

;

for in the latter ptocers the combinations of supplementary

determinants in the id of the cell-generations utuel I* different

from those which cccur in die fetmer. Bnt this difference is

evidently due merely to a greater compUcaton of the process,

and it does not stand in the way of tbe theory. In nil cases of

regeneration, the mode in which the supplementary determin-

ants become split off must be previously arranged for ir. the id.

The assumption of a mere increase in the po-.ver ofmultipdica-

don of certain determiaapts might seem sufficient in the case

of pslingenetic regeneration, for this would lead to one port**)

cf a certain group °f determinants becoming separated eff a»

accessory idioplasm at a particular ontogenetic stage. In

curnogenctic regeneration, however, we can only assume that a

double or still greater number 0: determinants are present in the

germ-plasm, one act of which are destined for embryonic deve-

lopment and the others for regeneration •, and these are previ-

ously arranged with reference to their interna! forces, particularly

that ol multiplication, so that at a certain stage of development

they become split off as 1 accessory idioplasm,’ cither alone or

together with the adjacent ' regenerative determinants.’

It seems to me, however, that pjl.r.jer.etic regeneration

cannot bo satisfactorily accounted for unless we assume die

existence of special regenerative determinants, for it would

otherwise he impossible to explain the phyletic origin of the

cxaogeneti: variations In the process of regeneration. These

latter must, indeed, depend on variations in a determinant of tbe

gemi-pleaitv If however the latter contained only the «w
determinant destined for embryogeny, vamtloos mutt occur in

tlie latter process at live same time But this is not the rase,

and consequently a kind of double determinant must be cor.

mined in tli« germ for these hereditary Par“ (determinants)

uhich tre capable of becoming regenerated:—tbit is to w»y, two

originally identical determinants must bo piesent, one of which

becomes functional in embryogecy and the other in regenera-

tion. Tint will b« made apparent if wc take son* examples.

In meat existing amphibian* the caudal reJon cf the vertebral

column may undergo regeneration, although its embryonio

foundation, the notochord, it never formed anaw. Tbe canila-
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gsnoos sheath of the notochord has an important share in the

primary formation of the vertdnnl column, bill it disappears

to n greater or lest extent at a later Hogt If it became pos-

sible for the vertebra: to undergo regeneration after a portion

of the tail had been lost without a renewal of the notocliord

taking place, the remit would be a useful abbreviation of the

process of regeneration, Such an abbrevatitni has occurred,

and everything supports the assumption that ut an earlier Hige

effilvfttu Ike ne/lnkurd «~i/ e<tftok/e>/ undergoing

•-'gtiwra/h/n, and that it lias only lost this <a|Mcity scccctdar.ly.

In the case of frog tadpoles, the pswer has been retained of

regenerating ihe tail when it is rut offf«rt*ereMM Ike naUKhori

We man not assume that the notochord does not become

restored m other amphibians because it no longer ptrsitt* ia the

full-grown animal ;
for it is entirely absent only in a few of

them {eg., SaJuuin/lrinei}, aod the notocliord of the larval sala-

mander cannot he regeno«ted any more thm, that of the adult

Thus the capacity for regenerating the notochord has fcccn Ins!

by most amphibians in the courseof phylcgeny. Such a process

of degeneration is certainly to be explained most easily by

nsiunir.g the existence of special regenerative determinants,

which may gradual y drsappsr without In the least affecting

tbelr embtvogenetic pannirv

flie necessity of this assumption is shown still mote conclu-

sivdy in the case, for inttnnee, of the restoration of the sobd

axis of the 'll in reptiles. The tail of a lirard quickly hectxnes

restored .iftri t has hrrn rut off, but its stroututc is then different

from tlu: of the original tar!
;
for, according to Ihe statements

of Leydig and Fraisse, live spinal cord and vertebral ndumn
are not renewed. The former is, honocr, represented by an

epithelial tube, but give* off no nerves
;
and the latter is replaced

by nn onsegincited cnrtilaginnus tube As Fraisac points out,

this tuhe doe. not correspond to the regenerated notochord, but

Is a new structure whidgls substituted for iL

A phfletic davlopwe/tl, tending essentially towards a sini-

plitication of the parts, has taken place n this cast) at

reganfe Ike fro/tim e/J regriitmtion. A gtaduul degeneration

lias orairted, just as may take place in the tnil or any other

organ of an animal in the courie of phytogeny. The caudal

legion of the venebral column has undergone a reductyin,

which does not indneiree its primary (embryonic) ontogeny.
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but only its secondary (omnium by regeneration. \ vertebral

column is fontiod primarily
:
be: if the re-formation of a pan of

it becomes necessary, in consequence of (he less of the tail, (he

secondary teduced process foe the development of the am
comes into play, and a simple runilaginous tube is formed.

This process recalls the phenomena of ' dicbogeny which take

place so frequently in plants, and in which die same group of

cells may develop in either of two different ways, according to

the nature of the external stimulus which n applied to them.

Thus a shoot of ivy will produce rows <w a certain side if it is

shaded, and leaves if it b expured to light The detennlnation

of the sex of an animal may porhsps be referred to similar

causes,—if, at least, we may assume tl»t the sex is not always

iinl.ciMlly decided by the actof fertilisation, ana that influences

exerted upon the organism subsequently may have an effect

in this determination lo the case of certain parasitic Crus-

taceans, the Cymathti&r, the male sexnat «x«ns air developed

first ; and "hen the animal has fulfilled Its function as n mate,

the female organs become developed, and give the animal die

character of a female. The tm> developmental tendencies here

tome into operation temporarily, one after the OCtwr ;
jnst as in

the case of the lumdi tail, in which the tendency to farm ihe

vertehral column first comes into piny, and then that to form

the secondary cartilaginiws tube. The necessity for the forma-

tion of this tube certainly need n« arise at all
;
just as that

side of tbe shoot of ivy from which the roots arise need not

necessarily be subsequently exposed to the light, and give rite

to lenrei
; the possibility of such an occurrence 18, hoivcvcr,

foreseen by Nature. It might be urged that them i« an im-

portant difference between the regetieiaiion of a linard’s tail

and the successive development ol the two kinds of sexual

organa in the Cymathoids, slnc« in the latter case the rudiments

of those organa are present in the embryo, and it b only

their final development which takes j^ace successively. This

is certainly a difference, but :l a just such a one u to in-

dicate to us how these cates of supplementary substitution

may be explained theoretically. The cells in the tail ofa liiaid

which gi»e rbc to the secondary canilagicoos tiAe mart con-

tain determinants which differ from those cf the embryonic for-

mative cells of the caudal vertebra, just at the kUoptatM) of

tbe formative celli must contain difictant determinants for the
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testes and oraiics. The supplementary determinants aui which

tie idioplasm of trrfain eeltt ofthe vertebral column tmu fro-

videdfr lie purposes of regeneration, roustken* become changed

in the course ofphytogeny.

A transmissible variation of this kind most, however, also hare

had some effect on embryogeny, If only one and the same deter-

minant were present In tbe germ-plasm for lire two mode* of

development. Hence each determinant of them caudal vertebra

mutt U doubled in the germplasm.

It would be premature to go beyond this assumption, and to

attempt to decide anything about the manner in which tl«

various supplementary determinants which are required for tire

restoration of or.e of the larger parts—such as, fur instance- the

caodal vertebra—tome together, and how and when they be-

coaio separated from the primary determinants. The processes

of regeneration have not as yet been examined from the point

ofview which I have here suggested i and in many cases it is net

even known for certain from what cells regeneration proceeds

Hitherto we lave not discussed in derail the question »s to the

linJofatU Which contain the supplementary eteterndnanU, and

from which regeneration thus totes place. May these deter-

mmanit be present in any kind of cell belonging to any tissue,

or U their distribution always limited to young and apparently

undifferentiated cells of the so-called 'embryonic type’?

If ue only consider Man and the higher Vertebrates, »* shall

be disposed to look upon the latter of these two alternatives as

the one which is in general coned. Even recently, in fact,

many authors seemed to be in favour of this view : ‘embryonic

cells
1 were supposed to be contained in all these tissues which

are capable of regeneration, and it was, indeed, believed by

many that the leucocytes are cells of this nature. The latest

investigations however, lead us to the conclusion that this is

not the case, and that although the white blood corpuscles are

extremely important aa.con>«ycc6 of nutriment in the process of

regeneration, they do no! serve as formative elements in the

construction of a issue. In his text-book on Pathological

Anatomy, Ziegler speaks of a formal Maw of the speciac

character o‘ the tissues/ which Ise explains as follows 'the

successors of the various germinal layers which separate from

one another at tut early embryonic stage, can only give rise to

those tissues which belong to the germinal layer from which
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they were developed.' But this statement an only te ucc in the

esse of the highest Vertebrates, for, R; the brother) Hertwig

hsve shown, the germinal layers of the Metatoa ate not primi-

tive organs in the histological tease
;
and moreover, in the loner

animals, several, if not all of the tissues, an be funned from

each of the genninal byers. In loner animals, not only all the

varieties of tissue, bat under certain circumstances even tons of

cells of one primary genninal layer, and even indeed the entire

animal, may arise (torn young cells belonging to the other

germinal layer. In the chapters on multiplication by fission

and gemmation, this process will be traced to its ceigin in the

idioplasm. At present we have only to deal vith the question

as to whether the determinants of the various kinds of ceils

which are reqnired for regeneration are contained vithin young

cells only, or whether they ore alto present in those which have

becotne differentiated histologically.

Although the supplementary determinants are certainly in

many coses contained in young cells without any specially

marked histological chotactcr, their distribaton can nevettlte-

las hardlybe limited to thaw cells exclusively. It may hsppcn—
as will be shown in greater detail subsequently- that cells, which

are folly developed histologically, both in plants and in the

lower animals, contain all the determinants of the species
;

that is to say, they may contain gcim-plasm as supplementary

idioplasm. Hence there Is no reason to assume that smaller

groups of determinants may noc hare been supplied to specific

tissue cells wherever they were required, although I am unable

to give a definite example of such a case

Although regeneration may originate In meet cases In young,

or so-called ‘ embryonic ' cells, it is nevertheless quite a mistake

to connect the idea of the undifferentiated state of torse cell's

with this feet, os is so often done. These ' embryonic cell*
1 are

not ' capable ofgiving rise to anything and everything,1

lor each

of them can only develop into that kind of cell the determinant

of which it contains. Under certain circumstances such a cell

may contain several different determinants at tbs same time,

which arc only distributed amongst the indiiklael cells in sub-

sequent rdl-gcncratxms ; but the structure nbich »un and will

become developed from it always depends on the cell itself, and
its late is determined by the idioplasm it contains, and an only

be affected secondarily by external influences. Cells moreover
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eriH, the idioplasm of which ptrmatmUy retains the possi-

bility of development along otic of two lines. * Dichogeny 1
in

plants, which has already been mentioned, is likewise deter-

mined by die idioplasm, inasmuch as the latter must contain

two kinds of determinants, one or the other of which either

remains inactive owing to the nature of the externa! influences

acting upon the cell, or else becomes active and determines the

cell

There are, however, no each things as ' embryonic cells ’ in

the sense in which this term is used by authors. In the fresh-

water polype {Hydra), for instance, cells which are young
and histologically undifferentiated—the so-called ‘interstitial

cells’—are prewnt in tbe deeper put of the ectoderm : these

can certainly givo rw to variew structures, vix. to ordinary

ectoderm-cells, nettle-cells, mnsde -cells, wxu»t-«U§, and in all

probability to nerve cells also It would nevertheless be ahutrd

to suppow that any particular interstitial cell is capable of

developing into any one of these structures. It obviously con-

tains cither germ-plaint, /*., the whole of the determinants,— in

which case it can develop Into a sexual cell,—or only the deter-

minants of a thread cell or ofone of tbe ether kinds of cells, and

then it can only give rise to ooe of the coneepondms structures,

and can never develop into a sexual cell.

2. The PHVS.03EVY op Regeneration.

It may, I believe, b; deduced with certainty from tirous phe-

nomena of regeneration with which we are acquainted, that the

easily /erregeneration isnotaprimaryquality ofthe organism,
but ik*l U ita phmosKsno* efadaftaUan.

. Tbe power ofregeneration has hitherto been practically always

regarded as a primary quality of the organism,—that is to say,

as a direct result of its organisation : it has been looked upon

as n faculty for which no Special arrangements are required,

but which naturally resold as an unintentional secondary effect

of tbe organisation which easts independently of it.

This view is based on the idea, which is in general a correct

one. that the regenerative power cf an animal is inversely

proportonafto its degree of organisation." If this were univer-

• Cf. Herbert Speartr {iu. eU.. p. r?j|, who. txwe.e. apron
Hit wry ei.itouily Ml rwf.nl to this difficult «o><t a. folW.s
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•ally true, it would nevertheless not be a convincing argument

for the above view, although it would certainly support k. Bat

a dour mminarioa into the facts shows that thn sUtement is

not absolutely correct. Although the capacity for regeneration

is Dover so far-reaching in the higher, animali as it is in the

case of the loner ones,—and this must be due to some cause,

— the regenerative power may nevertheless even vary widely in

aniirr.ls of the same degree of organisation, and may in fact

be hr greater in on- of the higher than in one of the lower

forms. Thus fishes are unable to rcgencvate a lost pectoral or

pelvic fin, while the much more highly organised salamander

has been knows to regenerate a limb si* times in succession

(Spallanrani).

The regenerative power often varies in degree oven within

tbe MOM group of animals. In TWA** and Sa/amindra the

entire limb grows again after amputation, but apparently, so hr

as I have been able to observe, this does not occur in Protms.

The tail, too, is only replaced slowly and imperfectly in the Utter

animal, whereas it easily becomes restored In the salamander.

In the year 1S7B I received a living Sirtn laetrO'tto, the fore-limb

of which hue been tom off, so Oral only the stump of the uppor

arm remained, and the entire limb did not grow again in the

course irf the ten years during which 1 kept the voracious

animal, and give it abundant food. In this ense again the

power of regenerating the extremities seems to be less than in

that of nalanuiralen, which are much younger pbylctically, and

much more highly organised.

It is well known also that the limbs of a frog do noc grow

again when theyWe teen cut off, even when the animal is in

the larval condition. The fact that the regenerative power can

vary so considerably within the same genus Is still more re-

markable. Schrelber observed that the power of regeneration

in Triton marmoratui is relatively very slight as compared with

that which is possessed by all Other apccies of Triton which

have been e*ami ned for this p«rposc. ' 1n captivity, at any rate,

even slight injuries in such parts as the crest are never re-

so am ths cover o! r^raSucing Vow parts * j-mgot where tbo

ccrtnintion i. lowest, aot olacet die-ppars where ih. org-miaUon Is

b*Sai Arid Uioujti <»e enr-y. *j iltAl between rhoe eaireme. there it

a eontunt Inren*nMa between rejurwiwe power trri de^nx U agx-

mice, ics we aiv >•* thsl there Is seme jpproach to irxh a whiten.'
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placed, while the nttltml invariably succumb* to greater injuries.’

Fraiwe give; similar instances. Thus 1 nn amputated extremity

never grew again to its normal sire: merely a somewhat

deftntneil protuberance was formed on the Mump. The tail abo

was only reproduced to a very slight detent' •

With regard to reptiles, Fraisse points oat that the regenera-

tive capacity obtains to a much slighter extent in some groups
than in others. Cheloniacs, crocodiles, and snakes are unable

to regenerate lost parts to any eatent, while lirards and geckca

possess this capacity In a high degree.

The dissimilarity, moreover, as regards the power of regene-

ration which exists in tnrittu numbers of the tame spoilt, also

Indicate; that adaptation is as important factor in this process.

In Proteus, which in other respects possesses to slight a capa-

city for regeneration, the gills grow again rapidly when they

have been cat off. In lirards, again, this power Is confined to

the tail, and the limbs cannot become testantd : in these ani-

mals. however, the tail is obviously far tnoro likely to become

mutilated than arc the limbs, which aa a matter of fact are

widen iost, although individuals with stumps of limbs ate occa-

sionally met with. The physiological importance of the tail of a

lirard consists in the bet that it preserves the animal from total

destruction ; for panniers will generally aim at the long trail-

ing tail, awl this the animal often escapes, as the tail breaks

off when it is (irmly aeired. It is in fact, as Lcydig was the first

to point out, specially adapted for breaking off, the bodies of the

caudal vertebra* from- the seventh onward being provided with

a special plane of fracture, so that they easily break into two

transversely. Now if this capability of fracture is provided fur

by a special arrangement and modification ofthe parts of tbe tail,

we shall not be making too daring an Inference if we regard the

regenerative power ofthe tail aa u specialadaptation,,producedby

Uitclicw, of this particularpart ofthe body, thefrequent ton of

sehUh is in a certain measure providedfor
,
and not as the out-

come of nn unknown • regenerative power' possessed by the

entire animal This arrangement would not have been pro-

vided if the par: had been of on, or only of slight, physiological

importance, all is the case in snakes and chekmiam, although

these animals ate as highly organised as lizards. The roson

U\. at, p. m.
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that the limbi of titards are not irploccd is, I believe, dne (a

the fact that these animals are seldom seized by the leg, owing

to their extremely rapid movement?. But if a iirard dues

happen to he aught by one 01 lu limbs, it must fail a piey to

in pursuer, and the capacity for reger-erating the limb would

be useless. The case is very different with regard to inch ani-

mals as Tritons. Their movements are math less rapid, and

their assailants, being too small to mallow lire whole animal,

frequently bite off a limb. They are often attacked by members

of the same species, which gnaw offa gill, limb, tr the tail of a

weaker comrade, bit by bit. If a considerable power of regene-

ration were pooiib!* at all, it would certainly be provided in this

case. This power is possessed in a much smaller degree by

Proteus
;
but these animals arc only found n the eaves of

Carmola, where enemies larger than themselves do ncc ecst,

and In which there is no great competition for food, and there-

fore, at lenst as for as my observations extend, they do not bite

one mother.

Spallanzani bM Stated that nature dots nolreptoducce.erypart

that is cut off
;
expressed in theoretical terms, this simply means

that the variant ergaut tjan animal fiottfit tkr fvx*r ,1/ ttgtu-

trati/n indiffimlAgr**. 1 1"r ln1nlTP further into the question,

ne shall end that those pans lUd are mo« frequently exposed to

injuryor lott must possess the powerofregeneration in the highest

degreo. So for as I can judge from the facts with which we are

at present acquainted, this remark appeals to me to be a per-

fectly cornea one. Unfortunately Spalfomaai gives no instance

m support of the above statement, so that wc do not know ohm
ports he referred to. I have myself, however, made some investi-

gations in order to ascertain whether the degree of regeneration

of x part bears any relation to its liability 10 injury.

If regeneration is a phenomenon of adaptation, the internal

organs—which are not exposed to injury in the r*tural life of

tl>c animal—annot pOMMS any le^nerarve power, even in

those animals In which the external parts—which are exposed

to the attacks of enemies—possess It in a high degree.

The following eipcriroent bears upon this point 1 cut open

a Urge n=»t (Triton criilatou). removed about half of the right

lung, and sewed the skin together again. The animal soon

recovered from the effects of the chloroform, and its wounds

healed : It nas then well ared for for fourteen months, and
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afterwauls killed. An examination showed that tbe tight lung

had not become restored : it was only halt as long as the left one,

and Its end was blunt, and not pointed as in the normal lung.

Four Other similar experiments yielded like results : in one of

these it was doubtful whether* growth of the lung had not taken

plate, bur era in this case it hud not recovered its long, pointed

form.

These experiments are still being continued, but »t may
already deduce from them that a sulking disproportion exists

between the regenerative power of the external puts of a newt

and that of its lungs. This difference seem* even more marked

if 10 hear in mind that in the case of a limb the process of

regeneration is a swy complex one, for complicated parts, con-

sisting cf many entirely different portions, hare to be reproduced
j

wharcas a lung is a simple hollo» sac. which has no joints, and

the histological structure of which il rcUtivcly simple.

We therefore infer that the internal ports, which are not ex-

posed to injnries of an ordinaty kind, do not possess a greater

capacity for rcgeneraticr. in these species than they da m Use

highest Vertebrates, which are so exceptionally inferior to them

as rrgates the tegenerative power c# the external ports. Hence
there is no siuh thingms a generalfew ofregeneration : in eath

tinJofanimal thit foutr i< gnt/iualeri atauding to the nee// of

regeneration in the fart nmU' eomideration

:

that is to say, the

degree m which it it present is mainly in proportion to the

liability of the part to injury.

This conclusion is closely connected with the fact that the re-

storation ofa part which potsetsis the power of regeneration in a

high degree, can only take place as the result of definite injuries

which are in a manner provided for, and no; from any kind of

injury. Philippeaux was the first to discover that the limb ol u

Triton does not grow again when It hw been removed at the

Joint, and tluu, In fact, It only doe* so when it is cut ot torn off,

so that rite bone is injured. This fact has been explained by

referring it to the law of trie specific nature cf the Ussces, accord-

ing to which Ixme can only be formed from Ixme, and (lie

bone of tbe limb must be injured before ir can beenme espa lie

of being formed anew. It seeps to me that this explanation i»

insufficient, Although it is founded on a corrro priod pic, accord-

ing to which the injury to tbe lionet auto the tumulus by which

the colls oftho stump *r* incited to proliferate. This isetitunly
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ecrre f, and tnay be expressed according in «ur theory by lay-

ing that the supplementary detetminanu which aie proem in a

passive condition in the cells, are prompted to become active by

the Kinuitus. Bui if an articular cavity it exposed, a stimulus

is likewise produced, which most affect the cells of the artitslar

cartilage, and doubtless also thote of the underlying bone or

periosteum. It therefore, all tin cells in this region were

capable of reproducing Ihe missing bones, and if ihe exposure

of ihe articulation were ihe ordinaty foim of injury’, these cells

oould cciuinly bo jusi ns much adapted far and capable of

responding to this stimulus, by a formative growth, as would

those situated at the broken ends of a bone But Ike dhartitu-

latif* e/a lirni, or ofa part ef ,i limb, hard!) ever lakes plait

in tie naturalconditions ef life, andthereforecouldnet Aavete/u

providedfor hy she organism ; Bit respective cells ef the exposed

articular cavity couldnet consequently have Ittn supplied twM
the supplementary determinants rue, etsar/ for regeneration.

Hence these cells ore incapable of reacting in an adequate

manner to the stimulus due to the disarticulation.

In spite of all the facts already mentioned, h Ought still

appeer dculnful whether regeneration really depends on n special

adaptation of the part in question, and whether it docs n« rentlp

from the degree o

<

organisation of the animal, or at any rate from

ngeneral regenerative force possessed by the entire organism.

The following eewsderatione must, however, I think, set aside

all doubts on the question. Physio'ogical and pathological

itKencration obviously depend on the t*mc causes and often

pass one into the other, so that no real line of demarcation

can be drawn between them. We nevertheless find that in

those animals In which the power Of regeneration is extremely

great physiologically, it is very’ slight pithologicaily. This

pro*** that a si ght power of pathological regeneration cannot

possibly depend on a general regenerative force present uithia

the organism, but rather that this power can be provided in

those parts of tl« body which require a continual or periodic

regeneration : its other words, lit regenerative p/.'atr ofa fart

depends oh adaptatum. Let us take a few examples. It uas

mentioned above that fishes ore said to possess a very slight
1 general regenerative power,' because they are unable to replace

lost external parts, especially such structures as fins. Nocrtlie-

lc» many fishes ore provided with teeth which are very liable to
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Income worn out, Hid consequently they possets the power of

constantly producing new teeth to replace the old ones. In live

uuwth of t r»y or do* -fish the teeth are arranged in several

rows along the edges of the jaws, the outer rows containing

those which am worn out, ami the Inner the younger teeth

which take their place. Birds, again, |Xttsess a veryslight power

of repairing defects which ha*e arisen accidentally, and hence

they ate considered to have a very slight capacity for mgonera-

ticc. Bet their power of physiological regeneration with re-

spect to cettsin parts is nevertheless extraordinarily great all

the feathers arc CAM off and renewed once a year. Pathological

regeneration occurs to a very si ght extent is mammals ; defects

in the superficial epithelium, the epithelium of the ducts of

glands, the various supporting tissues, including Ixxvc, and in

nerve-fibres, can bo repaired from the elements of the respective

t nrsum; but in no mammal does a segment of a finger nr an

eyelid grow again when once it has leer cut off. In certain

nutnmAls, however, the power of physiological regeneration

with respect to certain parts * unusually marked. Male slags

slwl their antlers annually, a»tl new ones ore fanned in four or

fne rnuatlis. If we take into consideration the mass of organic

• tissue which is thus formed in such a short time, this feat Otll-

stiips even the regenerative performances of the full-gtown

suBnvandcr. For according to Spaliamani, it lakes a salaman-

dec mote than a year to restore an amputated limb to its normal

sjxc and strength. Young individuals can, 1
10never, certainly

rnprotloce < limb in a few days ; atxl this gifted experimenter

observed in the case of a young Triton that the feer limbs and
tail when they were cut offgrew again six times in the space of

three summer months

!

In one resptet, however, via, as regards lie eempkxUj *>/ lie

full t/plattH, this remarkable regenerative poner in slags and
Birds is far inferior to that which obtains in the Triton.

Although a biul s feather is a verywonderful structure, it is formed

merely from epidermic cells, and a stag’s antler is only a der-

mal boon covered ewer By the epidermis. But the limb of a

T,iton, oo the miter hand, consists of every’ kind of tissue with

the exception pi endodcrmal epthclium,— vis. of skin, muscles,

a large number of skeletal parts, connective tissue, blood*

vessels, nerves, and so forth
j
and nil these have a very definite

arrangement, number, and form. There is no doubt therefore
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•list the rcgcnemt on ofa limb is a greater feat Ilian the renewal

of feathere or ar. tiers; and the fact has been long recognised,

that the metre complex organs are regeeeerated tea easily than

these which haze a simpler structure- A series of carefully

performed experiments, trade with the view of testing this

somewhat vague statement, would be of great value theoreti-

cally. We may ptedict that in one sense it would be confirmed,

and that wc should find that under similar conditions the

simpler organs are on iho whole regenerated much mote easily

than the more complex ones in any particular species. Even

in the human taco, many simple tissues—surh as the connective

substances, epitbelia and nerves—ran be repaired, and it is

only the cells of the glands and ganglia, which are the most

highly differentiated histologically, which ate not replaced at

nil, or at meet only to a very slight extern We eau tee horn a

theoretical point of view that a far lew complex apparatus is

required in these cases than in those which coocem a regenera-

tion of entire parts of the body, such as the tali or limbs
;
for it

is only necessary that the respective tissues should contain ceils

which are rapitilc of multiplying, in response to the stitmfas

produced by the Vats of substance in their immediate neighbour-

hood, and which esutmoc to do sd until the loss is made good.

When, however, several hinds of tells talce part in the restora-

tion, and a strict regulation as to their arrangement in groups,

their direction of growth, and rate of reproduction is required,

it becomes neccsiary for the individual cells from which tire

restoration takes place to be accurately provided with supple-

mentary determinants of various kinds
;
and it is clear that (lias

will gradually become more difficult and complex, the greater

the complexity of the part to be regenerated, and the more

Accurately all the details of its structure have to be preserved.

If, however, wc review the facts known to us conccmirg

regeneration in animals of various degrees cf organisation, ue
meet n th such marked differences even ps regards the tegentra-

tive power of homologous ports, that we cannot help receiving

the impress on, which has affected all nritets on this subject,

that in general the eegenerativefioarr is g/eater in less highly

organised animals than in these aj a more comphx structure.

The question ihu» arises as to how this v-.ew it to be interpreted

and presented in u scientific fotui.

Even ui Vertebrates, r.euain facto reem to indicate that the
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1 *wcr’ form*, M such, always possess the pouer of icplnt'iig

loti parts in a greater degree than do the higlvw ones. 1 t isme
lliut the capacity fat regeneration is certainly much tliglilcr in

fillies than in the more highly organised amphibians; but

although the limb nf a Triton becomes restored, and the fin of

a fob does ncx, it mutt no: he forg-men that the physiological

importance of the two organs is someuhot unequal On the
oilier hand, tlic lore-limb of a Triton and the aim of a man are
not only homologous structures, bat are also of almost equal

physiological importance, and yet their power of regeneration is

very unequal. We mutt therefore inquire into the tames of this

dissimilarity The pou-er of legercation in any particular port

cannot depend only on the conditions which exist as regards live

species undercoimdemtion: it mast also ho due to arrangements
lor regeneration which have lieen transmitted by the series of

ancestors of this species. Leaving this, question aside, and ro-

garding the power of regeneration as merely depending in each
individual cere on adaptation, we should arrire at some such
conclusion as the following the provision of the cells of a
certain part with supplementary determinants for the purposes
of regeneration, depends primarily on the liability of this part to

frequent injury-th<u is to *ay. on the degree of preMilityof
Precautions are not taken for injuries which seldom

occur, even though these may be very disadvantageous to else

individual
; for the loss thereby resulting to the species as regards

the number of individasls would be extremely small nnd unim-
portant, and tbeiefore i.occsses cf selection would not take
place in order to counterbalance this loss.

In the second place, die pkyilelegkai ortiotegUai importance
ef/Ac ergon itself must be taken into consideration. A useless
or almost useless rodimettUry part may often be injured or tom
off without causing processes of selection to occur which would
produce in it a capacity for regeneration Thus, so lar as is

known, the minute limbs uf Siren and Proton, which arc often
bitten off, are rail rept'ced

;
while the gills of these animals und

ol the Axolotl, uWch are equally liable to similar Injuries, became
regenerated ; -In the latter case the organs arc phfsioUigitally
variable, wMe m the funner they arc not The mil of a timid,
again which is very liable to injury, l-fcoir.es regeneinted. be-
cause ita wc have seen, it is ofgreat importance to the individual,
and if tost its ooaer is piaced at a disadvantage.
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Finally, fit te/up'/st’// •/ /is MMdaalparts constitute tbe

third factor which is concerned in regulating the regenerative

power of the part in question
i
for the more compter the atiuc-

lure ia, the longerand mere energetically thepwtn of selection

must act in order to provide the mechanism for regeneration,

which coosisti in the equipment of a large number of different

kinds of cells with supplementary detennioants, which are accur-

ately graduated, and regulated as regards their poser cf multi-

plication. Thus we can understand, for instance, irby the fure-

limb of a Triton becomes regenerated, while tliat of a bird d«s
not, although the »ing is of far greater importance and is much
mete indirpeusable to its owner than is the fore-limb in the case

of the Triton. Although there are fewer bones in a bird's

wing than in a Triton's limb, the formei is by far the more

complicated structure; for it is covered with feathers, and

as each quill has a special sire, form, and coloration, the wing

must contain a large number of special determinants in its for-

mative ceIR These determinants mutt all bo contained and

arranged in tbe germ-plasm, so tha: they can be passed nn

during eoibiyonic development through a certain series of cells,

— first into tbe outer germinal layers, then into the epidermis

of the fore-limb, and finally, by the agency ol further series of

cellsarising Hi the course of grown, to the region to which they

specially belong. It is difficult enough to imagine how the dis-

tribution of the determinants can possibly take place hr so

accurate and certain a manner as mint be the case in reality, so

tint not only the shape of lire feather but eren every speck of

colour on it is accurately repeated In every Individual of the

species
;
and it might well, indeed, be considered impossible that

tbe whole cf this complex mechanism should also be capable of

becoming modified in such a manner, that the entire wing, with

all irs feathers and patches of colour, coaid be regenerated from

a cut surface in any pari. Did ihis nctur, the cells of any
section of the wing would, according to our theory, have to cot)-,

tain the wboleolthe determinants of all the cells required for the

construction of the portion of the wing distal to the cut surface

as supplementary determinants, in addition to their own special

idioplasm
;
and moreover, these determinants musPthen be dis-

tributed proportionately among the cells of the radial and ulnar,

and of tbe upper and under surfaces of tbe wing, uod the power

olmultiplication ol each cell and its successors would have to be
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accurately adjusted Although »e cannot cattily judge as to

uhat is possible in nature, and are so often impressed by the

discouraging conviction that many vital processes are still

incomprehensible to us, we may perhaps in this case (eel justified

in inferring He imfoisihiiity ofeach an otiumnu from tin fait

that it den uor take plan; that is, to infer that the regeneration

of a bird s wing is impossible on account of the complexity of

the mechanism required for it, because it coes not actsally

occur.

We cannot, however, regatt! this as a formal proof of the fact

tliut regeneration does ikot take place in this ease. This would

be inadmissible, if only because the cist of the three factors

which, as we have asstuned, produces the mechanism Of re-

generation— that is, the probability of loss— is not present In

the state of nature, at any rate, a bird's wing is seldom injured

« thorn loss of life ensuing at the same time. Kor this reason

since, selective processes In CtaMCTioti with a regenerative

mechanism could not be introduced. I have r.ot brought for-

ward the above example for the purpose of proving the case for

this instance in particular, but because it seemed to me to be

specially fitted to show how extraordinarily the complexity of

the regenerative mechanism meat increase along with the

greater complexity of (be part, but this bring® us hack to the

consideration of the general power of regeneration pciuued t>)

the tower, 'n ‘outran to the higher, .iniraati.

Tlie supposition that this power exius. may, 1 believe, be con-

ceded in a certain sente : that is to say, In consequence of the

slightci complexity in stiiKture of all the parts in one of the

lower groups of animals, any particular part may also become

capable of regeneration more easily than In the case ofthe higher

groups. We must* however, always presuppose that the two

Other factora- the probability of injury, and the physiological

importance of the organ—are present its the required degree

;

so that in speaking of. the greater power of regeneration pos-

sessed by animals of a lower type, we are only using another

expression foe the third factor which takes part in the process,

via, the complexity of the organ to be regenerated.

The quctSoo, however, arises as to whether tbe capacity cf

each pan for regeneration results front special processes of adap-

tation, or whether regeneration occurs as the mere outcome—
which a to some casern unforeseen—of the physical nature of
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an animal. Some statements which have been nude on thi

subject sown hardly 10 ailmil of any but the lifter explanation.

Thus, according to SpaUanxatll, the jaw of a Triton may become

regenerated along with its bond and teeth. Bonnet states that

ever, tbe eye of- this animal in replaced after it has been extir-

pated. It lias never come before my notice that in the natural

slate Triton it frequently lose tbe lower jaw in combat
;
bur none

of these animals which I had pul for a show time In a small

vessel attacked each other vigorously, and several times doc of

them Mind another by the tower jaw, and tugged and bit at

it so violently that it would have been torn off if I had not

separated the animals. The loss of part of the jaw or eye

may therefore occur r.ot infrequently In the natural state, and

»e may thus perhaps assume that these parts are adapted

foe regeneration. Kennel, moreover, gives an account of a

Stork, the upper beak ci which had accidentally been broken

off in the middle, tbe lower cne then being sawn off to the

same length, and both were subsequently regenerated. Such

cases, tbe accuracy of which ran scarcely lie doubted, indicate

that the capacity for regeneration does not depend only on the

special adaptation of a particular organ, but that a general

power aho e«-nt which lolongs to the whole organism, and to

a certain extent affects many, and perhaps even all, parti. By

virtue of this power, moreover, simpler organs can be replaced

even when they are not specially adapted for regeneration.

From oar point <A view, such cases are not incomprehensible

in principle. We need only assume that in all, or at any rate

in many, of the 'nuclear divisions in the embryo, tome of the

earlier determinants remain associated with later generation'

of cell! as accessory idioplasm. It only remains to trace this

arrangement—which is a more nr less universal one, and affect;

the whole bedy—to its origin
;
for no arrangotaent can be pro.

duced which is act useful, especially when it concerns such a

complicated mechanism as that for supplying tbe Idiophsm
with accessory determinants. We a

*
tlierefore led to infer

that tbe general capacity of at!partifor regeneration may have
teen acquired by se/ltion in tbe toner ond simplerJbmu, and
tkat itgradually ieereaud in tbe court, ofphytogeny in corn-

spondence stub the increase in eomp/etitj of organisation; l«it

that it may, an the other hand, be increatedby special selective

processes in each Stage «f its degeneration, in tbe cate of certain
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farts vtkkf are fihyiiotogicaJty imfsrUmt and arc at ttu mme
time frequently exposed to ten. In nil probability tills view it

tire correct o*c

J. FACULTATIVE OR POLVOITNEriC RBCESBRATIOX.

The tad of 9 lufltd or the limb of a Triton grows again when h

lm been cot off, but the pan amputated dors not reproduce the

entire animal. In tome segmented norms, on the other hand,

such as A'a/s and Lumbiadus, not oolydotn the amputated tail

end btsrome restored, but this end itself reproducer the anterior

pan of the budy, so that two animals are fottned ftorn one.

This fact evidently ciumot b« deduced merely from the

assumption we hare made with regard to supplementary deter-

mlnants
;
fot «ere this the case, determinants of one kind only

—»i«., those which arc necessary fot the construction of the lost

put—uould he present in the cells. But in the above instances

the same cells give rise to entirely different parts, according to

whether they are situated on tire surface which ii anterior cu

posterior to the plane of amputation : in the former case they

reproduce tho tail-end, and in the latter the head-end. The
fact that both purls grow again when the wonn it* cut into two

through any region of the body, proves that regeneration

in eitlter direction may proceed from the same cells
;

it there-

fore follows that the cells situated in any particular transverse

plane of the body are not merely provided uith the-wippleinen-

tary determinant* for the formation of the bead- or tail-end

only, Ixit every cell can react in cither way, according to

whether it is situated antcrinriy or posteriorly to this plane. In

c«dei therefore to explain the twofold action of these cell) in

accordance uith our fundamental view,—which presuppose*

that tic cells taking pan in legcneialion are arranged and con-

trolled by the forces situated within them, and no< by an external

agency,—it seems necessary to assume that each cell possesses

two different suppleme^ary decerntinams, one fot the ccetOnic-

tiec of the head-end, and one for that of the tail-end ; and that

the one or the other becomes active according to whether the

stimulus, due to the exposure of the cell, is applied to itl ante-

rice or to its Jostcrior surface.

Before attempting to verify this assumption, I must mention

certain cases in which the regenerative activity of die cells may
even bo threefold.
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Ii appears 10 me ihai the regenerative processes which have

Ocen observed in she fresb-nater polype Hydra and in ihe tea-

anemonu* (Actinia) are instances ol ihil kind of regeneration.

If a worm is cut through iit the median or any other longitu-

dinal plane, neither |»n grows again, and each scon dies. The

case is different in Hydra. If this animal is Ctrl through

tor^itudinally, the two parts grow again into entire Individuals,

irrespective of the plane of section. As the transverse section

of the .-.nimal a! any point Is likewise followed by the restoration

of each part, it follow s that Hydra, in e*eiy part of the body,

must be capuble of a threefold regeneration, it. of regeneration

in live three directions of space. And as the body is differently

constructed io these three directions, we are compelled toassume

that each cell contains groups of determinants of three different

kinds, via, those which are concerned in the formation of the

proximal and distal ends, and in the completion ofthe hcdy-walL

An individual cell* must therefore be capable of diriding in

three different planes, and of giving rise to a part of one of three

different regions of the body
;
and, moreover, thu plane in which

division actually occurs, and consequently the kind rf deter-

minants which become active and control the cell, is derided

ne t by the quality, hut by the kind of division resulting from the

stimulus produced by the injury.

The processes of regeneration in Hydra can, 1 think, to a

certain extent l>o understood 00 this assumption. [( for in-

stance, the group of supplementary determinants of the proxi-

mal end of the body become* active, it will cause the devefcT-

menl of linear rows of cells extending in the direction of The axis

of the body and united laterally so as to give nse to a tube
;
these

cells, moreover, will have the tendency to close in towards the
centre ns soon as possible, so as to form the disc or foot, and util

also cause the differentiation of the ectodcnn cells of the foot

into glandular erttf which secrete slime : the determinants far
the formation of tentacles arc wanting in this group If; again,
the group of supplementary determinants of the distal end
becomes active, mas of cells arise which rviU tend to close in to
foroi the oral disc, leaving a large space in the centre for the
mouth. Tentacles w i ll then grow out firan certain points around

• I shall not refer 10 lie histological tfeinlh with i.,ut| l0 u„ p, 0 .

w* of rcgrmrA’.kin it H>crn, at tbs ns^iiuy data opfear to
jCO

uoc&tiin nntl inrottiptae.
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She mouth, and il is certainly not easy to explain why the de-

tetmlnanu which cause their formation become active at these

points only. It will however, be shown Later on that the

cells of Hydro— and probably those of all animal times
—are in a cettain sense polarised

;
that is to say, they ate

differently constituted in the three directions of space. The
fact that the dccciminants of the tentacles- -which we must sap-

po* to exist in all regions of the body—only become active in

certain cells wound tiro margin of the month, may be due to the

polarisation of the colls as well as to tbe peculiar conditions oi

pressure within the cellular dome of the oral disc

What has just been said can rcitainly not be looked upon a»

anything more than the merest provisional explanation <4 the

fans, but It appears to me to be impossible to give a better one

ut present. It nevertheless, I think, penetrates somewhat further

into the problem than does Herbert Silencer's hypothesis, in

winch regeneration is compared in general to crystallisation,

and the capacity of arranging itself on every occasion under
the influence of the whole aggregate in the manner required

fci the renewal of the missing part, is attributed to evirj ulis

mate particle. If we take the fresh-water polypes alone into

coaslderarioc, on? r4 theto explanations seems Just as good as

the other
;
but if other groups of animals ate included, it is at

once apparent that this capacity is not by any means always

possessed by the |*m:cles. lust that even the cell may give rise

by regeneration sometimes to various pstts of the whole aggre-

gate, at other times only to one cettain port, and at otlicis 8«nin

only to these similar to itself, and that it mmt therefore contain

something which makes it specially capable of one Dr of the

other kind of regeneration. This something is the group of

supplementary determinants

If a polype or worm is cut through transversely, or if a loss of

substance b caused artificially in any organism, the conditions

of pressure previously ciisticg in the cell in the region of the
injury bocoroe changed, the pressure previously exerted by
the lost part suddenly cessing. This induces a change in the

vital conditions of the cells thus affected, which must have a
definite morphological and physiological result. We are unable

at present to state more precisely what this change is ; but as wc
kaow that such losses of substance ate followed by the multipli-

cation cf the cells, ne may safely assume that it exert* a stimu-
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Ius on the cell, and more especially on Its idioplasm, which

(wee the latter to undergo multiplication. This vie* is train

tail'd by these who have the greatest opportunity of investi-

gating the details of such processes,— I refer to the pathological

anatomists The proliferation which enroer In the surrounding

tissue after a ioas of substance, is no: captained by them as

being due indeed to a atimului-in the ordinary sense of the

word—exerted on the surrounding cells, but lather to a cesia-

tian ofthe 'mittante fo z’sn th! and this may in one sense also

be described as a ‘stimulus,
1 Iratmoch as it is an 'incitement 1

to growth.

If the cells were constituted alike in the three directions of

space, the effect on the idioplasm would be the same whether

the stimulus dne to the loss of substance ode from tefc*e, frmn

behind, or from the side. Om of the three groups of deter-

minant* could not possibly be alone affected by the stimulus

and thus rendeied active in one case, the second only in another,

and the third only in a third instance, We have, however, 4very

reason to suppose that the structure of one of these tissue-cells

is not the ‘ame in the three directions of space, and that they

arc, in fact., variootiy differentiated according to each of these,

and consequently rerpond-to stimuli In different ways according

to the direction in which tire lituct act upon them. Vltchting'

has proved that at any rate in h gher plants, a different upper

and lower, anterior and posteror, and right and left half, can he

diltinguiahed in each living cell in the root and stem,
1

Portions

nf the root of the poplar transplanted on to the stem, or por-

tions of the stem transplanted on to the root, only grerr and

flourished when they were died in a certain position
;
in the

reverse position they sometimes indeed grew, bat soon showed

phenomena of degeneration. Vochtmg inlets from this obser-

vation that the cells are 'polarised,' this leiui being taken

merely in an analogous sense to that in which il is generally

used. The root and stem behave in a certain icnse like a
cylindrical magnet, which is composed of sections equally

magnetised in the radial and longitudinal directions. Such

a nugoet, like the stem and root, nuty be separated into

pieces. If the smooth adjoining surfaces of th? portions of

• H- Vitfirj. • Ub« TnwwpUmiion u Tabbw,
Mp. p. «co
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the magnet nre placed with their opposite poles as close to-

gether as possible, the entire magnet is once more formed.

Similarly, if the root of a poplar is cut in half transversely, e»ch

half produces buds and roots at the corresponding poles
;
bet

if, on the other hand, the two portions nre joined together in

the same relative petition as that which they occupied origi-

nally, they become united together, so that a single piece of

root, with its two poles, results. Quite similar to the original

piece.

Tltese important results which Vdchting has obtained by his

experiments on transplantation, are mentioned in this place

because they can be utilised In considering the phenomena of

regeneration In animals, which have just been discussed. We
nay in this respect compile a fresh-rater polype with a poplar

root. After a Hydra has been cut in half transversely, the dis-

tal portion gives rise to a new foot St Its proximal end, and the

proximal portion produces an oral region at its CiSUl end. We
might therefore in this case speak ofpedal- and oral-poles instead

of root- and stem-poles, as in the case of the poplar. Ar.d, in fact,

if a Hydra is cut transversely into three portions, tbe dstnl part

ot oral pole of the middle piece develops a new oral legion, and
its proximal part or pedal pole gives rise to a new font. It

might not be impossible for a clever experimenter to cause this

middle piece to unite with the two terminal portions of the

body before the fbimer had had time to develop into a complete

animal, by joining the three portions together with bristles.

Tills would result in a union just as in the case of the poplar.

rt would he a mistake to tiy to deduce that one of the pales of

the poplar root mull grow shoot! and tlx other roots merely

from the fact of Its polarisation
: ooe might as well try 10 deduce

it from the fact of the polarisation ef a real magnet. Something

more ii required before this can take place : -lAi alls of tit

poplar rod mas/ contain /he primary constituentsfor /hrforma-

tion ofskools an,f roots: that state of the cells which Vbchring

describe: ai polarisation only produces the conditions under

which-ooe or other of the primary constituent! becomes active,

and thus undergoes development. The hypothesis of the polar-

Station of tft cells dot! net therefore, relieve us in the least

from the necessity of making a theoretical assumption to explain

how it comes about that the primary constituents of different

kinds of sUuctute* 8 te present in one and the snme cell.
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According id my view, we mud Xf-Jome in the rase of the poplar

root that (be cells are provided with two different kiads of idio-

plasm, which remain inacxive until the adequate stimulus arises

aod cares the idioplasm cf either the root or of the Mein to

become active. In both c-'CS the loss of substance mac be re-

garded as the stimulus, nnd the direction in which it acs must

decide tbu quality of the reaction.

If the idioplasm of the tissue-cells were capable In itselfof

responding to the effect of this stimulus by causing a regenera-

tion of the missing parts of the body, worms possessing the

regenerative power in a high degree, such as Xali and lu/itiri-

cuho, would be capable of regeneration in a lateral as well as in

tl* anterior and posterior directions, litis, however, *» Bonnet

has previously-proved^ is no: the case : when cut in half longi-

tudinally, the missing right or left half is not reproduced, and the

cells of these animals must therefore be wanting In that sub-

stance rit., in the antiwraJ supplementary determinants -

which renders this kind c4reproduction possible.

From our point ol view, it is not surprising that tins: deter-

minants are absent in worms ; foe in the r-tural state these

animals are never torn in half longitudinally, and thetr was there-

fore no need for N attire to provide for such a contingency.

Ifwe consider that the gTonpe of supplementary determinants

mac become more complicated In proportion as the organism

and the part to which they give me increase in complexity, we

can understand why fiuullaUvi regeneration only occurs in rela-

tively simple organisms, and that it apparently tikes place in

three dimensions in Polypes and Flat-wotma only, hi two dimen-

sions in Annelids and Starfishes, and merely in one dimension

in Arthropods, Mollusc:, and Vertebrates.

It muse not be suppoted that ixher factors da not also take

pan in limiting the capacity for regeneration,—such as, in

particular, the vulnerability of the higher agatuams, and the

fact that they are dependent on the circulation and tem-

perature of the blood, even apart from the influence of the

nervous system, of which we are practically still very ignorant.

The relatively small quantity of substance in the part removed,

as compared with that of the rest of the Ixily, nuuld also pre-

vent the amputated limb of a salamander, for instance, from

becoming regenerated into an entire anmul. All these con-

siderations help to explain nhy bt-dimetisional regeneration—
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lliat is, regeneration in two directions—cannot lake place in the

higher animals.

1C, then, regeneration depends on the distribution o< supple-

mentary determinants to certain cells, which occur* whenever it

is necessary or possible, the process most be primarily traceable

in the case oC the Mcuria to the doubling of the ids in a certain

ontogenetic stage. And since a division ar.d doubling of the

idants takes place ineveiyritotk nuclear division, this hypothesis

is supported by actual fact, even although “e are still far from

being acquainted even with Ihe genera! details of the processes

of growth apd doabiing of the ids and determinants, not to

mention the systematic transference ofinch inactive determinants

to definite cells and series of cells Here again, however.

Nature will have caused an advance from.the simple to the more

complex; and it therefor* follows that, Just as complicated

organisms could only ante In the course of innumerable teries

of generations and species, so also the complex apparatus for

regeneration in tbe tail or limb ofa newt could not have beer,

developed suddenly, but mist have arisen in consequence of

similar modifications in innumerable ancestors.

It might be possible to picture to one's self approximately tbe

series oi modifications which the apparatus for regeneration has

gradually undergone, beginning at tlie lowest multicellular

forms, and passing upwards :c those animals in which the power

of regeneration is the most highly developed and complex. I

shall not. however, attempt to do so. At some future date it

may perhaps be found that differences occur as regards tbe

number nf ids contained in ihe cells of those which have, and in

those which have not, a marked capacity for regeneration : it

will not be worth while to trace in detail the courses which the

development of the po»tr of regeneration has taken, until our

knowledge cf the idioplasm is sufficiently complete to furnish a
basis for the theory- in facL

4. RErttwraanox in Plants.

The process which may be described as regeneration in the

case of the lower plants—the algtc, fungi, and meows—roll be
treated of indicator detail subsequently. In this place, I merely
wish to point out that true regeneration only occurs in a very

slight degree in all the higher plants which are regarded aa

eonnophytes or plant-Kodta If a piece is cut oat of a
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leaf of a tree or of any other Phanerogam, the leaf dees not

boromo regenerated. If, again, an anther or a stigma is cut off

from a dower, the corresponding filament or style will not give

rise to a now anther or stigma The ceils of these organs ate

therefore nor adapted for regeneration, and do rxit contain
1 supplementary determinants.'

Botanists might be inclined to explain tint fact by vapposir*

it to be due to live cells having already readied their full site,

and having therefore lost their power of multiplication. This is

certainly the care, hut it does not explain matters m the sense

I mean : the question still remains as to why these ceUs have

not been provided with supplementary determinant!. The large

number of cases in which adult cells of lca.cs or other parts,

which have reached their full sire, may under certain circon-

suners begin to multiply, and form burls from which entire plants

arise (f^f, Begmia\ proves that such a provision is possible

The solution of the above problem j» to be sought for in the

fact that it would have been of for tco tlight importance to the

plant to he able to restore such defects in iu leaves, as it pa-

aeVrcs the power of producing near leaves. Buds can be

formed and undergo further development in many parts, and

thus the p'ant gains much unite than It could pewsiby do by

mere regeneration. Rtgoneration cm h dispensed aVrt, as /he

far wort Importantpower ofbudding itfetreivd hj /hrplan/.

The fact that the higher plants are unable to restore such

pa/Is os portions of leaves, furnishes an additional important

proof that regeneration is dependent on external circu-ustancis,

and that it tt a phenomenon of adaptation. True regeneration,

however, occurs in thme cares in which the losses or injuries

would be harmful to the plant, and cinr.ot be made good by the

development of buds. Thus a loss ofsubwance in the baric of a

tree becomes replaced by tire formation of callus, which arites

from the edges of the wound, and grows over it, and thus the

underlyin'* wood is protected from injmy. The cut or brclren

surface of a branch, even in the case of many herbaceous

stems, becomes covered over In a similar manner by a nv>« of

proliferating callus, which nay even give rise to,new growing

points of shoots and roots, and thus become the pace of origin

of new individuals.* The stimulus to proliferation, as in the

• (. Sadia, 'Insures ra U« PBysMtngy of rants.' Leipzig. iSfci,

p. jo* (Bnglist edition, trsxoWl by H. Xtarx&sll Word, OsStrd. r»7.|
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caw of regeneration in animals, is due to ifce removal of ihe

opposition to growth ;
the cells mat, however, be adapted for

this reaction, otherwise tie prolifetation cannot talte place . the

stems as well as the roots and reins of herbaceous points do n«
by any means always respond to an injury by the formation of

cnllus. This process is therefore oot a primiry quality of the

plant, but an adaptation, due, in my opinion, to the assertion

of certain supplementary determinants with tho actiro idioplasm

ofcertain hinds of «!Ir

The formation of callus is probably tbe only process in plant*

which can be regarded is an actual regeneration.

5. Recknesation rw Animal Embryos, and the
Pmncii'UB or Ontocenv.

The tbooty of heredity which has non been formulated,—and

more especially that petition of it which concerns the composition

cf the gegm-plasm out of determinants, and the gradual disin-

tegration of the mass of determinants In the gum-plasm during

the course of ontogeny,— la bared on the assumption this the

alls control Ikmulvet: that is to say, the fate of the cells is

determined by forces situated Within them, end not By extercil

influences The primary calls of the cctcdem and nf the endc-

derm arise by the division of the fetiilised egg-cell and si con-

tained germ-plasm, because the determinants of the ectoderm

are passed into one cell and those erf the eitdodenn into the

other, and not because lome externa! Influtnce, such as the

force of gravity, affects the cells in a different manner. Simi-

larly a certain cell in a subsequent embeyone stage doel net

give rise to a nerve-, a muscle-, or an epithelial-cell because it

happens to be so situated as to be Influenced by certain ceher

cells in one nay or another, but because it contains ipccill

determinants for nerve-, muscle-, or epitbelial-cclls.

This conception nf the predestination of the individual cells,

the fate of which, toget&er with that of their successors, is deter-

mined by the idioplasm they contain, was first imperfectly ex-

pressed in the tbeoty formerly propounded by Hie,* in which he

formulated tKC existence of 'special regions la the gem, which

give rise to special organs’ HU imagined '.hat ‘the primary

• Vrabtlra Hu, ‘Unire kuy-iiecm u. iIm gliptioligia

n«.tdlui. t<
' Ueipdg. .By*.

iProUcn thru
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constituents of the organs of a chick "ft pretent in superficial

extension io the geimiiial disc,' i t. in the coil-body of the ovsrn,

and that each organ is therefore represented by a definite part

of tbo body of the egg. Aa hat already been mentioned in tab

historical introduction, subsequent investigations, made in the

course of the following ten years, proved that the 1 primary cco-

stitc-nt* ’ of the various structures are to be found ia the nuclear

substance. The special form in which Hie esprewed his views

was thus certainly contradicted, although tbe fundamental prin-

ciple of Ills tbeoty »aa not thereby affected in its general sense,

which indicates that the differentiating principle ofootogeey isto

he looked for in the cells themselves, and not in external influ-

ences- Wilhelm Roux-* was Use first to prove definitely that the

differentiation of the egg into the embryo is certain!) not caused

by innuencea existing apart frcctt the egg, but that it it due to

causes origirwiieg in the egg itself. PflUgert showed with regard

to tbe ovum of the frog, that whatever position the egg is forced to

take up tbe upper side always gives rise to the animal pole of the

embryo, and it was thought that this must be due to the forceof

gravity. Roux, however, proved that frogs' eggs which ate

totaled slowly in a vertical direction, develop just as well as

those on which theforce ofgravity is nor interfered with. It has

further been proved by Bora * that, although when an egg

undergoes developmentm a fixed position the substance of the

cell-body does not become diep’aeed at first, the noctooi nevrr-

tbefces changes its position, for it very soor. passes to the upper

pole of the egg, at which point development then begins.

These observations undoubtedly proved that the formative

forces are situated in the egg itself
;

but they still loft it

undecided whether the differentiation of the ovum i» due essen-

tially to the action of the individual cells alone,- that is to say,

whether differentiation occurs independently in each individual

cell, to that it would, if necessity.be capable of passing through

its prescribed course of development apart from tha rest of the

embryonic cells,—or whether the various cells of the embryo

• Wllrflm Ron ' Ueitris? m lintvicUrajwucsaiiil etc. Emteyo,'

Ufcictwn, iS3«.

* Ft1tlg<>,' • t/eber «t Rirflun Ort Selwaknft Kf .1* TUda««Mr
u. auf die Entwichlung des Kmb'ro.' Arcb. f. Ph/ilo-. IM. •*«»..

1W3. P
Pom. • BWoghcbf UntenuchungsB,' (I.) A.o». L mOr, An,'.. Bd. S(.
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become differentiated bj tbeir mutual interaction : or, In other

words, whether * determinating influence is to a ccitain extent

exciictl hr lii v/ktU C"i ill (aril and thus prescribes the fate of

the various cells.

The experimental proof of the self-differentiation or ptedis-

pasitinn of the indivdcal cell* was, I beiievr, famished by

Roux,* whose ingenious experiments are always accompanied

by keen deductions. Roux destroyed n Single segmentation-

cell in each of a series cf frogs' eggs by means or a hot

needle, and then observed that eggs tteated in thle manner
developed into ‘half cr three-quarter embryos,’ that par: being

absent which corresponded to the cell thus destroyed When
one cf the first two scamcntation-cells was demolished, half of

the embryo was formed, and this correspnnded either to a lateral

or to the anterior 01 posterior half, according to whether the first

segmentation had resulted in a division Of the hereditary sul>

stance into portions belonging to the right and left, or to the

anterior and posterior halves. Die process of segmentation In

the frog is known to vary In this respect. When one of the first

four segmentation-cells was destroyed, thrcc-quaitcrs of the

embryo was formed.

These experiments mutt be regarded as affording a pteef of

the self-differentiationofUse cells. Observations have since been

made which seem to contradict this deduction
;
and although

these are still incomplete, 'and cat: only be regarded as the

preliminaries to more detailed investigations, they most not be

passed over in silence, especially as I am convinced (hat they do

not really contradict the hypothesis of the self-determination of

the cells.

Chabry'it experiment* on live eggs of Atcxlsaoi mu*t be
mentioned first. By means of a special apparatus, he destroyed

one of the firs! tw o segmentation-cells, and then observed that

the remaining cel. continued to develop, and eventually gave

rise, no: indeod to lull an embryo, but to an tntirt one of

half the normxl sire. Such embryos were certainly not quite

perfect, but only organs of slight importance were wanting in

them. Chabry himself Ins ctawu no theoretical conclusions

• Wilhelm Rot. 1

&-itt«3* «ur RMwIrtrlungunerhasi (In EmWyo.'
(V.) Wm Arch. Bd. la.

* 1- Chnbfr, ' Er.br/oloje Kticoli et UratologJivc del Aieiles

PmH. :BIy.
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from his observations
j

Drieach,* however, has made certain

deductions from * mH« of similar experiments on the eggs of

Sea-urchin* By continued sinking, Drieseh effected a mediant-

cal separation of the two fin: segmentation-cells, and observed

that ar lint each ol them continued to ucdrigo further segmenta-

tion just as would occur in the entire egg, but that later on the

resulting Sfw-btwula became completed to form an entire one.

In some of these henu-blastulnt development proceeded Bill

further, the Invagination taking place to form the primary

digestive cavity of the gist
m

'a, so that eventually a rudimentary

plutcus -larva which, though smnll, was in other respects nor-

mal— could be recognised.

Drierch seats up his results in the following nurds :

—

1 These

experiments therefore show tliat under ccituri circumetancee

each uf the two first segmentation-cells of Qthimo rnitro-iuhr-

cula/ui can giro rise to a larva of the normal form, which is

rntire as regards its shspej and that a fiarHa!formotion, and
not a stmi-fat nteficn, occurs in this case' The author con-

cludes that hit results
1 fundamentally disprove the existence of

Special regions in the germ which give rise to special organs,’

and adopts the following view stated by liniict Y t

—

1
II n’cat pas

lies lors penris de croire <pie chaipue spillre de segmentation

doit occuper unc place et joutr Ln rile, qui lui ton: assignds X

I’avane*.'

Although I sui far from wishing to assert that we are at

present in a position to give a perfectly reliable and detailed

explanation uf the extremely interesting and impoftttt refills

of the experiments just described, 1 nevertheless cannot help

thinking that they do not m the least necessitate the giving up

of the view which entails a predestination of the individual

acgmcntation-celli, and, in fact, cf ceila in general. Other than

cipciiitienta! methods maylead us to fundamerul view-, aid an
experiment may r.ot always be the safest guide, although it may
at first appear perfectly conclusive. Kven Drieseh himself

doubts whether the above-inctitiorxd experiments made by Roux

are really conclusive, though, in my opinion, he Is wrong in

doing so: be asks, in fact, whether the uninjured segmenta-

tion-sphere of the frog would not behave exactly in the same

• K. tMorh • BmuicttaiiElBTCMnlwhw Smitten, 7«*chrO t olu
Znolsp., Bd.

f Hulla, ' R«S*re)w» wir I'mbyakciw Ses Nino Iota,’ Paiii, tfBp
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manner as thru o< the sea-urchin If it could be aelually holatedy

Instead ci remaining in close connection with the other injured

sphere. Thus even the apparently incontrovertible result ci this

experiment may be doubted-

It seems to in« that careful conclusions, drawn f/otn the

genera! (acts of heredity, are far more reliable in this case than

ate the results of experiments, which, though extremely valuable

ami worthy of careful consideration, are never perfectly

definite and unquestionable. If what was said in support

of the theory ofdeterminant* in the first chapter of this book be

home in mind, the conviction that ontogeny can only be ex-

plained by evolution, and not by epigenesis, seems to force itself

upon us. It would be impossible for any small pottion of the

skin of a human being ta undergo a hereditary and independent

change from the germ onwards, unless a small vital element

corresponding to ill's particular part of the skin existed in the

germ-subalsnc*, a variation in this element causing a corre-

sponding satiation in the pstt concerned. Were this not the

case.' birth-matts' would trot exist. If, however, determinants

are contained in the germ-plasm, these can only take part in

controlling the formation of the body if, in the course of cnibry-

Ogeny, they reach thorn particular cells which they have to

control,—tint ia to say, if the differentiation of a cell depends

primarily tot i/ieJ/, and not cn any eitetnal factor.

If therefore ontogeny is not, M Rccx aptly expresses it, a
'nereformation' of multiplicity, cr an epigenesis, but Is merely

the unfolding of multiplicity, It. an evolution,— or, as it might

also be called, Me apptarma Of a previously imintlr multi-

ftuity,—the principle cf seif-deteimiiution is certainly only

established with regard to the egg nr a whole

:

the self-deter-

mination of each ceii, and its control of ontogeny, do hoe neces-

sarily follow from this conclusion. We can only thereby arrive

at the very simple assu mptions, that the primary constituents of

the germ-plasm ate distributed by mesne of the processes

which can actually be reserved in the nuclear divisions, so that

they come to be situated in those regions which correspond to

the various parts of tire body, and that those primary consti-

tuents are present m each cell which correspond to the parts

arising from it.

Aa has just been shown, it is also possible to make the reverse

hypothesis, and to suppose that although the whole of the idio-
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plum i5 contained in each cell, only that particular primary

constituent which property cooo'rm the individual cell has any

erferr upon it. The actirity of a primary constituent would thus

depend not on theidioplasm ofthe cell.Iiut oo theinfluences online

from all the cells nf the organism li a whole. We should Ihuo

have to aeppose that each region of the body is controlled

by all the other regions, and shoo’d therefore practically be

brought back to Speocet‘8 conception cl the organism as a

complex crystal. This simply meant giving up the attempt to

explain the problem ar all, far ne cannot form any conception

of such a controlling influence exerted by the whale cn the

millions of different para of which it consign, nor can we being

forward any analogy to support such a view, the acceptance of

which would render a great number of ol»«n*tinm on the

phenomena of heredity totally incocnptehmsible. What ex-

planation, for instance, could be given of the fact that a certain

human birthmark is always inherited on the left side only /

Acco tiling to this hypothesis, the germ plasm contained in the

cells of this region would be present or. the right sidejust as

much as on the left : as the two halves of the body are alike

in other respects, we cannot suppose that the whole aggregate

exerts different Influences as regards this region on the left and

oo the tight sides.

It seems to me, therefore, that we must not give up the hypo-

thesis of the sdf-detcrmlimlcei of the cells, in spite of its

apparent refutation by the facts described by Chabry and

Driesch. Moreover, I think these facts can be explained—in

principle at any rate—in another manner, via, by attributing tit

protusa obstrvtJ to regm/ratien, the arrangement for which,

however, ha* not been provided for the first stages of segmenta-

tion, but for a Inter period ofontogeny.

!t is hardly to be expected that the first stages of segmenta-

tion should be in a sense furpsuly arranged for regenera-

tion. Soils In Aaddlaoi and soa-urclwts the number of eggs

produced is so huge, that it probably matters very little whether

a segmenting ovum perishes or becomes regenerated whes one
half of It has been eaten by a small enemy. I do, not, however,

v.ih to do away entirely with the idea that the eggs of/>rrain

animals may conceivably be protected in this mar^j*. from

numerous enemies, but in this place 1 must retrain it^p includ-

ing such a possible occurrence in the argument.
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The following explanation of the phenomena, however, etill

ronaini. The Hist division of the ovum separates the group of

determinant; into mo, via, that for the tight and that for the

left half of the body
;
each of these group* dots not constitute

a perfect germ-plasm, at each determinant it contains it doc

doubled; but it is very probable that the ids ate capable under

certain circumstance* of dividing in turh a nay that each be-

comes doubled. Such a genn-pUsm could not contain in

pctmiia a birthmark, or any other asymmetrical peculiarity of

the other tide of the body, but it would be able to give rise to a
complete animal. The destruction or mechanical remora! of

one segmentation-cell in the first stage of segmentation may be

the primary cause of the doubling of the ids in the other cell

Tire capability of becoming doubled, which the undivided

germ-plasm possesses In certain cates, may be mentioned in

support of this view of the regeneration ofan insisted cell in the

6t« stage of segmentation. The fact that in each integral

division of the cell and nucleus, a longitudinal spitting of the

nuclear rods and their contained macrosomes ocean, shows

that the ids are as a rule capable of growth and of doubling

then number by diriftoc. The assumption ofa doubling of the

ids of gemi-plasm must M made in dealing with the origin

of id/nltiiii twins, if. those twins in which we must suppose

that the division of the nucleus of the ovum from which they

arite occurs after and not befan fertilisation
i
for otherwise the

embryos could not be identical, a# tno speimatcooa would then

take pan in the pieces*. In the case of facultative partheno-

genesis, a doubling probably also occurs m the ids and tdants

of the ovum, half of them having previously been removed

by the ' inducing divisions'

The formation of an entire embryo by the regenoration of one

of the too Ant blostomere* admits, hovierer, of another inter-

p re tali on. Ascidians multiply very freely by budding, and not

only by seaual irpiodiijCicn. It is tiue that this is not the cnee

with sea-urchins, but the power of regeneration which these

animals possess is nouBtaally great. This fact was explained in

the present ^apter by assuming that certain idk suges of

oatcjSy are provided with an ‘accessory idioplasm,' consisting

of !h& fNcrminants required for icgsneratian In a aubeeqyent

ctuptci >S^haII have occasion to sbou* tliat wc may. maktf a

limiUr aasuniption b th« cast: of budding. Such assumption*
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are iodispensatle if ve accept the hypothesis of the fcnn-pliwm
and determinants The accessory idioplasm required far

budding causes tbe reproduction of die entire animal, arxl must

therefore contain all the determinants ol the germ-platan, acd
must exist in the ovum before segmentation, remaining in a

latent condition in a definite series of ceils during nil the stages

of development. If nor/ this accessory idioplasm were capable

of becoming active under certain abnormal influences,—such as

that produced by the destruction of the other biastomere,—

*

regeneration of the "hole embryo might thus result

Tlieie esplanatioiss are, however, only possible ones, ar-d I

should nee have bees sorry 10 leave them out of consideration

altogether, far I ant fully aware of their incompleteness end

unreliability
:
1 merely wish to show that the observations mra-

tiootd above do no: render an explanation impossible, even

although we ate not able a: present to state ibat an)' paiticuUr

interpretation of the phenomena is the coirecl one, because the

observations tSemielvei are far too incomplete and deficient.

For this reason I shall net attempt to give a more precise ex-

planation of the peculiar development of these embryos.

I must, however, draw attention to the different behaviour of

the eggs in the case of the ireg and in that of Ascidians and

sea-urchins. Leaving aside the question uf ' post-generation,'

wc have seen that Only half an embryo arises hum am blosto-

mcrc of a frog's ovum, while an tnftnanimal becomes developed

from one blaatotaete in the case of either of the ether two ani-

mals mentioned. However imperfect the explanation I have

offered may be, the fundamental assumption on which it is

Ixosed roust in general be a correct one,—vii, that the first

blnstomeres of the egg of an Ascidlan or sea-urchin must prwteis

a capacity which is absent in live case of the nog’s egg. An,

• however, forces are dependent on substances, it is probable

thst tbe blastomeres of an Ascidian and cf a sea-urchin contain

an excess of substance—/Ac acctuerj Miopiatm—which gives

them the powerofregeneration, and that this substanc* It lyantng

in the hlattoroeres of the frog. Driesch, a* alreadyptf-ntioned,

expresses a doubt as to whether the blastorrere of* Hog wild
not behave in a similar manner to that Df a stArehin, if, litre

the latter, it could be completely separated and/solatcd from its

injured feilow blastotnctc. This doubt seems, however, to bo

hardly justified, as such an isolation was not effected in Chabry'a
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experiments on the asddian ovum, but nevertheless the de-
velopment into > complete animal ensued just as in the case oi

the egg of the sea-urchin.

Although the half of a frog’s egg develops into half an

embryo only ir. the first place, the Utter may subsequently

become completed by a veiy peculiar regenerative process, which
u»l htst observed by Roux in ' half’ and ' three quarter embryos,'

and which be designated as 4 post-generation.’

Roux observed that a segmentation-cell of a frog's egg may
be 're-animated’ after it has been deprived of its capacity for

development. A considerable number of nuclei pass into the

vitellus of the injured pert from the normally developed half of

the egg, and there increase and give rise to cells. ' The past-

generative formation of the germinal layers takes place from
the cell-material subsequently formed, while the process of

differentiation continues to advance in the quiescent Cell-mate-

rial’ Roux thought he observed that a complete restoration of

the embryo may take place in this manner, so that it can con-

tinue to live
;
and. in fact, he actually succeeded in keepirg such

an embryo alive for some tone.

Considerable attention has naturally been drawn to these

observations, which are certainly of the greatest interest
;
but

1 doubt whether in their present state they are sufficiently com-
plete to form the basis of fundamental theoretical conclusion*.

With all respect for Roux's accuracy of observation and skill

in research, I cannot help thinking that the half embryos which

were subsequently ' post generated ' to entite animals, were pos-

sibly Ihote in which the thrast with the hot needle had not
affected the nucleus of the segmentation-celL

In any case, it was only possible to observe the actual effect

of the operation and its result on the whole scries of processes

which followed, and which led to the restoration of individuals

'a'fttr than those which ultimately became complete. To pierce

a »Cgaicniation-ctill with a hot needle most be a tolerably rough
operation, and uunethlUg-different may be. destroyed each time

it b perforated : not only the nuclear matter a* a whole, but

also the indtviduai Uault, might possibly remain uninjured.

The idants, d&aits, might subsequently increase to the normal

number by doubling, and so being about the development of the

half of the egg. Rom certainly state* that ‘post-generation'

docs not occur in tfce sanse manner ns doc, the normal develop-
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meat of the two primary halves,—that is to say, the germinal

layers are not formed independently ir. each ;
butthe processes

which take place in the interior of the ovum can only be fol-

lowed out by means of section?, the preparation of which neces-

sitates the lolling of the embryo.

In such experiments, moreover, no two cases are alike, and it

would be Decenary to examine a very large amount of material

before stating with any degree of certainty that the egg which

has been tut into sections, and that in which the development

and post-generation have been followed oat, have a precisely

similar internal structure.

Roux observed a 're-animation' of three diflecenrkinds in the

halvesofthe egg-'operstedupon ,one ofwhlchcwsistctlinagrowth
of the cells in the external layer of tire living halfaround the dead

halt In this instance, however, post-generation did not result

:

it only occurred in itrlaia, but not all, of these cases mentioned

above in which nuclei pasted from the living; half into the part

which Ilid been operated upon, and in wUtk enly t/igki farho-

legi/al ckanga haJ otcunti in Ikiyolk It is therefore natural

to suppose that post-generation only occurred when the injury

was a slight one, and when some nuclear natter remained

and subsequent^ caused a fotmation of c*2t. This, however,

does no: imply that living ' nuclei ' did not penetrate into the

injured half of the egg | the segmentation-cells, even in normal

development, have to undergo an enormous increase, and it is

therefore not surprising that after the opposition to growth has

been removed by the operation on the other half of the egg, they

should increase at the Cipeose of the latter. In those rases ia

which ibo other half of the embryo was subsequent^- completed,

this completion must have resulted from a kind of infection

of the cell, of such a nature that mere contact with ectoderm

or mesoderm cells, for example, caused the undifferentiated

cells of tire injured half of the egg to become correspondingly

differentiated into ectoderm and mesoderm cells. But I could

only accept such n revolutionary hypothesis as thb if it could be

proved by incontestable facts.

Roux himself has, however, only locked upon his contribu-

tions to this subject as * a first inatalment of a large work,' and

has led us to expect a continuation of his experiments. But as

long as the processes which he describes admit of inure than

one interpretation, we cmaot reject the hypothec'll of the pre-
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destination of the cells by means of the distribution of certain

determinants and groups of determinants to then', tor this

vie* is supponed by so large a iiumbet of facts, and even by the

oilier experiments ol Roux himself. It would certainly, how-

ever, have to be rejected if we could prove tint the cells of

the germinal layers were really capable of being determined in

their future by the region which they accidentally reach, or by

their accidental suncundings.

Further research along the line opened up by Roue will, 1 am
convinced, show us the facta in another light, and will amble as

to leixmcile them to the rat of our conceptions as to the causes

of ontogeny. Hut I do not consider it uo-th while at present to

enumerate all the possible causes which must be taken into

account in an attempt to explain paK-gencraton.’
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CHAPTER III.

MULTIPLICATION BY FISSION,

i. Rrkluumary Rxmarkk.

Uutfl a short time ago the process of multiplication by gen*,

motion was looked upon as having been derived phyletically from

the corresponding ptoces* by fosiua, and lire two were thought

to be closely related, and connected by gradual transitions. Von

Wagner* has, however, recently attempted to contest this

opinion, and to show that the two processes should be more dis-

tantly separated from one another than they have hitherto been,

and that they are, in fact* genetically distinct By the tern

•fission,' Wagner moan* to mdxatta proem of rrulti plication

which is preceded by a symmetrical growth nf the parent

organism, by means of which the individuality of the latter be

comei changed and to a ceruin extent abolished : the term

‘gemmation,* on the other hand, lie taker to mean a ptoccw of mul-

tiplication which is preceded by an unsymmetrical (differential)

growth of the parent organism, in which the individuality of the

latter is not abolished and its place taken by a new individual.

This view I agree with in w»fnr mh 1 am convinced that in

multicellular organisms the prcccwc* of multiplication by ftttioo

and budding have cot arisen grnctieaily from coe another

:

these processes differ so essentially that it will be advisable to

discuss them separately.

Following von Wagnci'* example, I shall include under th»

head of fission oil the processes of asexual multiplication which

occur in the flat-worms [T:/r&rfl<:ria
t

Cfs/od>i\ the annelids

peeper {SyUtite* Naufay TuHfcifa, &c.I,*n.<l also in the higher

Moduia? (stiobilation). In all these cases multiplication tt

effected by the division of the piren: animal into two or more

Fran* tun Wlgacr. ' Zur Krtilr^a U*r urgwil-ditlicl^n h<*|.

panning vwi Xlicrrwnwa a“Aj*roHnrc Uemrt'Aiir^en tt*sr Tn»eliin|

a. Kmvans ini Thicricicti/ Zool, Jabnxic^. M*k. f. Anti. u. Or/,c-

Bd. ir„ Jwtn, ityx
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ports
:

'.his therefore neccsiitate. r. regcncratiuo of one or of the

other erd of the body, or even of both ends. This process nay
begin to take place either after (Lum'/rita/ni) ot before the

division has taken place,

and in the latter case is

more or less complete

V* (?-' "S before the fission begins.

J VT/c-

U
71,8 #c,ual P™*** of the

formation of the new

~S§i Y—;. 4 R- organism :s essentially

vryh^VLW'jW &&.' die mmo in both cases,

-^c “nd important differences

jf o°ly occur ns regards the
1 \X.v> '

various groups ofanimal*.

Weareparacnlarlywel!

'%£& acquainted with thesepro-

cesses of regeneration—
- which may cither precede

.
or succeed fission— in the

—us kinds of

UuuMfV • WM*^ tkf ZmA^U’X T** wcno»# and wc will there-

Utura a-* inJuaU ibc r«iniv« >«*> ee u* fore first iluatrate them in

their main featu.es by

referenceto these animals.

a. Till. PnOCKits or FLISIQN IK ini, Naid*.

The process of (Vision in these small 1'rwh-water segmented
norms 1ms boon very accurately followed nor hy Semper. Ar.

individual undergoes cl.virus into tuo, or usually into several,

daughter-individuals at the same time, the fission being regu-
larly preceded by a circular growth of cells taking place

mound the circumference of the body at one or more dednite
regions, each of sock ring-like thickenings eventually giving

nt< to a new head and tail-end respectively. ’These rings of
cells have hitherto been spoken of as * tones Of gemination
but it would be better to call them ’mors of regeneration,'

ns they are not concerned with budding in the true sense of the
trord. Tuo of these rings are as a general rule formed in inch
animal, and when the anterior and posterior enik ofnch of the
resulting three sections nre folly developed, the separation into
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live corresponding three doaghlcv-individoala takes place by a

cnoariaion in the middle of each rone of regeneration.

In Naia the rones of regeneration are always formed at the

boundary line of two segments that is to say, they arae free

the contiguous margins of too segments, in the following way.
Cells of tlte epidermis fust begin to multiply, and gire rite to a

circular layer of small stratified Cell-, wlrti n thickest on the

ventral side. The cells have at first no definite histological

clraracter. A: the same time art increase in th« length of the

internal organs takes place : this is rendered necessary by the
growing rone penetrating between the segments from which it

arises and thus forcing them apart. The alimentarycanal, horr.

ever, is the only internal Organ which becomes regenerated from

its onn cells : all theother new fotmatkmi, Incl.iding the ><nt.til

nerve cord, muscles, blood vessels, 'liw’-celh, and CKtftOry-

organs, ate developed ftom the ring of proliferating epidermic
cells.

As Semper has pointed out, the process of the reconstruction

of the anterior trod posterior ends ohi'h prepares the way fur

fission, may in a sens: be compared with the embryonic develop-
ment of the animal subsequent to the gastnk stage, in which
the two primary germinal ‘.aye.-- ate already distinct.

In these regenerative processes two layers of fbrmatno ceils

are likewise produced, owing to the proliferatiun of the ectoderm

cells on the one hand, and those cd the alimentary aural on the

other
;
the epithelial lining of the latter only is formed from the

internal layer, tlte outer layer giving rise to all the other organs,

including the me&ndermie structures as rrell a lSore which
belong to the ectodermic pan of the integumenl. In hut the

esemblance between the processes which take place in embryo

geny and In regeneration is so close, that in both cases the

mesodenn becomes split off from the maw of formative

ectoderm
-

cells in the form of two longitudinal hands, from which
the bleed -vessels, muscles, &c, are then differentiated.

In Older to explain these processes theorerirally from onr

point of view, wc must suppose that those cells of the epidemis

from which the formative cells arise poetess an • aMsrtry idio-

fifaim,' containing the determinants of those organs uhith are

formed from them in regeneration in addition to their own
specific idioplasm Tlte rate of division of each of these cells,

at well as the manner to which the groups of determinants con-
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tamed in them become* disintegrated in ’.ho course of the sub-

sequent divisions, i« Krictly definite, and dtteitnines the number

of successors which each cell produces, a* well as the relative

position and combination into organs, and h.itoioyicnl differen-

tiation of the cells. When the process of proliferation begins,

the newly-formed cell* no longer retain the specific epidermic

character, and their wiccessots may, indeed, he said to possess

nn ‘embryonic character,’ in the sente In which that term

has titually been used,—if it is nut thereby understood that they

must all contain similar primary constituents. Their farther

development shows that this cannot be so : the cells of ocie

particular region give rise, for instance, to the dorsal vessel

;

tlxise of another to the nerve cord
;
those of a third region to

ceilain muscles, and so oo.

We must therefore suppose that the various epidemic cells

of the parent animal are p:o-

vided with active accessory

idioplasm, somewhat In the

manner I hare indicated, in

W tl»« accominuiying diiigrom.

y-fj- Tlio colls marked «, for in-

[5 kra Rf’ fjj J stance, would contain the

-‘-’.-to. t&QzrzGQy1

fit
groups of inactive delcmiin-

,C&s. J8L ana for the formation ofthe

ventral nervc-cord
;
those of

|I(0 epidennii marked or,

. _? , groups of determinants for

’"l»u- KVt.«tfii. N o. ar..^nTru« <h« mesoderm structures, in

<ncdii«d frort Stn|<r). £U, Int*T»* addition tO their OWtl plOpCT
f.^.1 : A*t, or IK. «!i. idjoplaam, — m1 cotit&mtflg

7£Z StoSfilS 'ho*-' 'O' 'he lateral muscles,

na»il| m, Cm *I»H xtvMkr/ \ tliose for the ventral

»!“>“ <“ >»« iw—tewt: «. M. blood-vessel, w’ those for tlie

""7 ‘Hver-celto 1 and ntcsodemtk

part of the intestine, w 4 those

f<x tlic segmental organs and the adjacent system of muscles,

>u‘ those (</r the dorsal vessel, «/• those for the dorsal muscles,

and so on. For the sake ofsimplicity 1 have supposed thni the

epidermis consists of only me layer of cells, although in reality

there are two layers in many pans: the diagram, in facr, is not

by any means intended to represent the actual structure of the
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ttumal in detail, or even to indicate accurately the pan which

ihe Individual cell* take In the process ofbudding.

The question of the origin of lit wftfitmmtory itUrminontt

which we have assumed to exist in the cells of the epidermis,

does not stand b the nay of this explanation of die regenera-

tive process i for, as already stated, a similar course is in the

main followed both in embryogeny and regeneration. In

both pnxesses the primary mesoderm arises freen the primary

ectoderm. The definitive ectoderm cells have therefore an

opportunity during their embryonic development of taking over

certam primary mesoderm determinant* as accessory idioplasm

from the primary ectodcnn cells : these can then become

separated into tcvcral group* dur.ng the multiplication of

the ectoderm cells, so that the epidermic cells around the

circumference of the body are provided with an accessory

idioplasm consisting of various mesoderm determinants.

It must, however, also te borne b mind that the growth to

length of the worm only takes place at the posterior end of the

body, jus: as occurs in tbe regeneration which prepares the nay
5ar division. In hob coses a new bocy-segmeo: is formed

between the last segment snd the last but one, la which piocesi

the epithelium of tbe intestine alone antra from tbe endederm,

the integument and all the mesodermic structures being formed

from the ectodetm. Thus the accessory determinants which ue

have assumed to exist in the epidermic cells, and which lender

the subsequent regeneration possible, are not derived from tbs

catbtyo directly, but from the tone of gromh in tbe tail-end,

into which again theyhave passed during emhryogeny.

3. Tks Process of Fission in tee Microstomid.e.

It a not, then, in the nature of every eetodtim cell to give nse

to all the possible kinds of cells and organs with the exception

of the epithelium of tiro alimentary canal each one must be

specially equipped for tbe purpose. This is proved by the fact

that ihe ectoderm by no means always petferns this function

in animals which multiply by fission ; even in some worn* this

is not the case.

According to son Wagner's* c-ccellent researches, the cells

ofthe epidermis in a certain fiat-worm, Micresloaa lintart, take
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ft 'Cry small share in ihc rcornstnscnon of the anterior and

posterior endi of the animal (luring the process af fission, tiro

restoration being effected in this erne chiefly by the mesoderm,

or so-rnllcd ‘ connective tissue
1
cells, which *ate suspended in

Urge numbers in the perivisceral fluid between the supporting

traliecuUs.’ These cells begin to increase in number when the

animal is preparing for division, and by them multiplication

they form a ventral mass of go-called 'embryonic ' cells, which

gives rise to the phstynx,the pharyngeal and prostcoml glands,

all the parts genotally known as ‘parenchymatous 1

or ‘rreio-

dermic structures,’ and also apparently to certain ports of the

nervous system. Kennel * found that a similar inode of develop-

ment of these parts occurs in a Planarian. tn such cases we

must therefore suppose that the accessoiy determinants re-

quired for regeneration arc supplied to the mesoderm cells,

instead of to those of the ectoderm. Wo cannot a: present

determine whether this is effected by each of these cells being

provided with all the supplementary determinants for the

mesoderm, which only become disintegrated and distributed

amongst the other cells when these begin to multiply, or—as

we assumed in the case of the ectoderm cells of AC/r—by the

distribution of the different determinants to a number of these

cells luftn proliferation occur*.

The regularity with which all organa are formed In the proper

position and mutual relation, may perhaps b« taken as a proof

of the assumption that they contain latent detcnninar.ts which

are from the first separate, and which dine: according to the

topographical position of the organ. It -s hardly possible that

the contrary assumption can be the correct one, for this would
render it necessary to suppose that although all the deter-

minants rue certainly present in ever}- formative cell, only

that one can undergo development which corresponds to the

region :n which the cell happened to be situated.

Here, again, wc meet with no set'.om difficulty as regards

the derivntion of thw required supplementary determinants in

entogeuy : in fact there is less difficulty in this case than m that

of A'.iit, for the cells of the different layers of the body contain

the determinants for the <orreifomiing organa.

h Keansl,

Bd.».

» in eerer. TurbeUorfen,' tool Jahr-

Abtb. i Mat. a. Ootcg. 0. Ttiltra, p. 417.
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•I. Tun Phylocsny op the Process op Multiplication

iiy Fission.

There can be liiile doubt that the process ot* spontaneous

division which occur: in fist-womis and in annebds is to be

derived phylcgenetically from regeneration. n Kenod* h»
recently attempted to prove. He has rightly, 1 believe, shown
that multiplication by a iponuneous reparation ir.to parts, snch

at occurs regularly ia the freshwuterironn LuoiAriatttis, must be

looked aptxi as a preliminary stage of that kind of listen,

accompanied by regeneration, which occurs ir. the Naida, for

instance. The difference between the two practises conests

essentially in the fact that in AW/ the separation into parts is

preceded and prepared for by the formation of new head- and
tail-ends, which appear between the old segment! at the pc in*,

at which the separation ia to take place. Such a preparatory

process does not occur in LumMeultO: the region m which

diviiion will take place in thii worm cannot previously be dis-

tinguished, and the new head* and tail-ends are foimed subse-

quently, after the division has occuned.

Tho capacity for division of an individual mto parts must
naturally be looked upon as an adaptation, and ,t presupposes

some kind of histological and physiological arrangement of

which »e ate *t present iguoiaQL It is, however, quite conceiv-

able that when fission had emeo occurred in a species, it may
have been advantageous for a more thorough preparation for the

protest to take pace, and far tbc ssuctures neceasaty for the

completion of the individuals thus formed to become developed

beforehand. Such a capacity foe multiplication by spontaneous

division necessitates, moicover, die previous possession of the

poncr of regeneration. Hence the latter must hare earned in the

animal before spontaneous division could take place regularly

in live species, and we must thus conclude that the capacity for

regenerating portions of the body which bad been accidentally

tom asunder was first acquired very ewly in tho phyiogeny of

multicellular animals ; and that the special atrangeaienti for

msltipliraiion by fission subsequently originated from this

capacity lor regeneration, and »-»s followed by the formation of

new head- and tail-ends. The formation of tho new parts pre-

J.
Kmi, * Utu Thrilling u. Knospung do TfcMn/ Dopx. ruts
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viouily to the division must be looked upon as b still latex

modification of the preces*.

This conclusion receives further support from the fact that, as

already shown, the capacity of regeneration is not by any means

an inheteat quality of the organism : that it to say, It is not a

direct and inevitable result of a particular degree of organisa-

tion, but is doe to an adaptation produced by natural selection,

and constitutes a special arrangement which may exist in

different degrees of perfection, or whkh may, again, be entirely

absent. If an earthworm a cut into two, the anterior portion

develops a new tail-end, but the posterior portion does not

git* rise to a new head-end : the arrangement existing in

luKtlriruIu: and Nail is therefore absent in this case. This

nci I should explain by assuming thnt in the last-named animals

the determinants required for the formation of the head-end

are supplied to the cells of the integument and alimentary canal

as accessory Idioplasm, while in the earthworm there cells

only possess the determinants required for the formation of the

tail end.

it is wry possible that the arrangement for the regeneration

of the tail cnc may have taken place more easily than that

for the restoration of the Iread in the case of segmented

mount, owing to the fact that the Inst segment potaewed the

power of giving rise to entire new segments. The growth of

the animal is effected by the formation of new segments at the

posterior end of the body, which would therefore be already

provided with the requisite accessory determinants, and it would

then only be necessary that these should be transferred to the

corresponding cells of the other body-segments. This might

haw uken place in a relatively simple manner in the course of

phytogeny, by a portion ol tire accessory determinants being

left in the cells of each now body-segment as it became formed.

The detetrninants of the head end, on the other hand, can only

haw been supplied to the respective cells a» ncceasory idio-

plasm before or duringwmbryonic development
;
vre ran there-

fore understand why the capacity for forming a new bead-esid

was only acquired later, and that some worms are able to re-

generate the /posterior, but not the ameiior end by the body

when it is cut in half.

We can therefore trace a series of stages of gradually increas-

ing complexity in tire development of the process of regenera-
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:ian in worms, beginning with the fomutSon cf segments at the
gioiring tail-end, and then ptv&stn>: from the regeneration— first

of the tail, and then of the bead-end, to the actual fission of
Laairicuius, and finaljy to that of And according to

our view, tins comae of development depends on the regular

distribution of certain accessory determinants to particular

tiawe-ceuls, and the gradual increase in the complexity of this

distribution.

The regenerative process which renders fission possible must
be traced ta the doubling of certain groups of determinants in

Ate idioplasm, so that the halfof them remain latent 1 imagine
that this doubling need not necessarily take place and be fob
loved by the subsequent multiplication of the inactive groups
of determinants in the gem-plasm itself : such a multiplication

would, in fact, fc< a u-ekoa encumbrance to the gcna-pliim.
The latter reed only contain tlio determinants for fission when
this process leads to an alternation of generation*

;
that is to

say, when the animals foimcd by division have a different struc-

ture from itiOM) which arise directly from the ovum : for in the
latter case the forms which arise by fission are independently

variable hereditarily. This must be the case in the alternation

of generation*, in certain marine annelids, Mich as the Syi'iJr,

and also In the Mrobilarion of polypes, which will be dncmied
later on. In all such case:, two kinds of ids mint l>e assumed
to exist in the germ-plasm. In the ordinary kind of fission

which occurs in the fresh-water annelid*, on the other hand, the

separation of the groups of deteimirnmi necessary for the re-

generation of a par! may take place during ernbiyc^cny

:

nothing definite, baweve:, can be said cc. this paint at present,

but in any caw the procc« of splitting offof the accessory rieier-

mtaants may conceivably be thrown back from the later to the

earlier Kagei of ontogeny, until it finally take: place in the

fertilised ovum, sa that double ids are present in the gcrin-

plasm. It will be assumed in the next section that certain forms

of budding owe their origin to tho preserve of these double ids.
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CHAPTER IV.

MULTIPLICATION BV GEMMATION.

i. The Peocess or Gemmation in Animals.

If, with ron Wagner, we louk upra gemmation an ‘a process

in which eatnt individuals are formed anew.’ and which depends

‘exclusively on a ape;.al (differential) growth differing from the

mxnul one,' we must include under this term the processes of

asexual multipliearion which occur in most of the Caltntirata,

the Potysoa, and the Tunica/a.

A .

—

CaUmerata.

Hitherto it has been considered that we were fully acquainted

with the process of gemmation In the CafnU/rata, especially in

the case of the foydroitx It had bocn observed dial the two
layers of cells which form the body-wall of these animals are

present even in very young buds of Medina- and Hydioid-

polypes. These layers suricuud the digestive-cavityjasl as they

do in the parent anmuil, and since the body-wall as well as the

canty It encloses are Id direct connection nith those of the

parent, nothing im more natural than to suppose that the bod
arises as antvagutationofs/u tedy.-j.ciUofshepos tal, bilk laytn

!fUtt lal/tr lairingpart in Usformationfrom fit first. A doubt

as to the correctness of this statement was less likely to arise

owing to the fact that men in the youngest buds of a Hydroid-

polype, before they become hollow, the ectoderm and endodetm
were seen to consist of a number of cells engaged In active

inultipScaticc.. I myself made such a statement in connection

with my investigations on the formation of the sesual cells in

Hydrox!s,**nd no dooM has ye* been raised as to its correctness,

or rather as to its interpretation.

The assumption that both germinal layers of the parent take

put in the frnmaton of the bud is nevertheless on incorrect ono

;

fur t/u bud orists from Du fctoder.u only, and tbe young colls

• -De Emmining do Scwalullra in, dm H/dromohrwi • (with j 5
pUud. J.n., .8I3.
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which form the eododenn to these bods arc no« derived from lb*

eododenn of Ibe parent, but have migrated from the ectoderm.

Purely theoretical conjidcsaBoni first led me to suppose that

this must be 60. The origin of the procest af gemmation rn the

idioplasm can only he brought into agreement with the tlteory

of the continuity of the germ-plum, if the cells of the psrent-

organiam from which hods arise collectively contain all the

determinants of the speed aa accessory idioplasm. If this acre

not the case, an entire animal, capable of rcprcductico, could

never arise from ihe tod. !f, non-, a certain cell ofthe ectccerm

contained all the determinants for the outer, and cce of the endo-

dontia! cells all those for the inner layer, a bod could only bo

formed when these two cells happened to lie exactly opposite to

one another in the body-wall As, however, the endotUrm cells

form a definite and continuous epithelial layer, and have a fixed

relative position, and, moreover, the petition of(he ectoderm cells,

although not quite ao definite, is still on the uhcle a fixed one, 1

found it difficult 10 Imagine how budding could take place at

perfectly definite parts cf the polype and of the stock in auch a

regular manner as actually occurs in many cues. Tire assump-

tion that alt the cells of the ectoderm and endoderm are equally

provided with the necessary accessory Idioplasm is exrfuded by

lire fact that bodsling occurs in such a regular manner. 1 am
therefore led to suppose that the distribution o: the 'blastogtr.ie •

germ-plasm ’ might possibly be confined to fir germinal layer

only; and since it is known that in Hydtoidt the germ-cells are

always developed from the ectoderm, It is natural to conclude that

the blaitogenic idioplasm is contained in the cells of this tayer.

This conclusion has nnw been confirmed by investigations

carried out by Mr Albert Lang, in the Zoological Institute at

Freiburg. In various Hydroid-polypta (£ttdtnJrium, Piuniu-

lari* and Hydra) the bud arises in the following way. Thp
cells in a certain small circumscribed region of the ectoderm

first begin to multiply, the ‘supporting lamella,1 which separates

the two layers of the tody-will, gradually becoming thinner and

softer at the same time, and then a few of the newly-fanned cells

penetrate iato the endoderm through this membrane. Hete they

• Tli. uim 'tAulegeale idioplasm* la here used In t*a spwaal Miue of

• KiKnioiYRS-HlopliKH.' nwl noi in Urn too i-nr-"l kkc la vtiidi

it it urmi’.y uMd by Ibe auUier (ef., tb; cbjjeei cu 'Ttis fiiqpetfd

Transmission of Acquired CtvrooiinV-W. N. V-
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form a layer of young actively dividing cells, such as 1 had for-

merly observed in very young buds : this layer forces the elder

cudtxlcmt cell* away from the supporting mcrabiaivc, in conse-

quence of which they loosen their connection with the rest of

the endodemi, undergo disintegration, and gradually become

absorbed. The cells, however, which have migrated from the

ectoderm then give liae to the endoderm of the bud
Now tlat these facts bive been proved by Lang** investiga-

tions,* it is easier to give a thcorctio^ explanation of the process

r»&6>-Dhcrtf«im*l< •*«.« hi nafintti

c f: \ai of JSmAsfrfn'm I M«44«d frO« A fif 4/*

b7 Alt-ft Lac*>. }t
%
xU jc*ry puuat

J
/*«,

jwiivt <*f U* f"*in vtik* m I*mu* vwy
evirq to »be ^ctiferlit^a of it« uvJcf1>*»'*

<«**>; &*<'* *»»• nfilsa of :U o^i-

d«r«, ir. v hail a 0-411Us 6* rctoC^n

will list* lm*f4 llirwc^ «W»r.ir4{ Imlb
<«f* oiamtrf. Inio Ol? «Me«T?. ftrrf oi«4d l*«

IMIW *.» into t.it |

k

Cirliy.

of gemnvition in Hydimds. We murt, however, still assume

that certain cells and series cd cells in the cctodcnn are provided

with an accessory idioplasm, which contain* uU tlwdeterminants

of the spccies.^airtT which i& thcretorc a kind of germ-plasm,

though perhaps not quite idem C*1 with the germ-plasm proper

:

• Albert Long. #

l/cb. die Kncwi^r* br Hydra u. cisUgan Hydro-

petypen,' ZdtSOhr. f. Zoo!.. Ed. 54 , l8f*. P-
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I therefore spcA^c of it si ' blailogeuic idioplasm.’ It ratnot be

stated with certainty trhirh cells of the eclodtrm contain its

idioplasm
;

it seems, however, that the growth of ibe lid

originates in the deeper layer, «.r., in the ‘iatemitioT edit.

We may therefore Etipposc that some of these interstitial edit

contain inactive blaitogeiuc idioplasm, which, after a certain

series of cell divisions necessary’ for the growth of the polyp*,

obtains the control of one of the offspring of these cells, *i>d to

causes budding to take place. Each bud must originally arise

ftetn one cell only, although this fact has not as yet been actually

proved
;
and in the first division, or at any rate in the early divi-

sions of this cell, the group of determinants of the ectoderm muit

become separated from that of the estcoderm, the ‘ beams’ of

the latter group migrating into tho old ondoderra through the

disintegrating supporting lamella. The remaining details of the

process requite no further explanation.

In lie J/ydrcmeduia, Hat, each tnd originate] in J lingi*

til/, and tlie process of multiplication by gemmation tlierefcoe

differs essentially from that of reproduction by fusion. For

gtmmatioD o»rot Itsoriginto the entire mass ct the determinants

of the specie*, which only undergo disintegration at sister Stage

;

while the new structures which arise by istion originate -inv.il-

taneously from numerous small ct groups of deteiminnnts, corre

sponding with those cf the later stages of ontogeny.

We should nevertheless be mistaken in supposirg th*t the

essential diflerence between fiwion and gemmation is ox
altogether to this difference u regardt the group of determinants

concerned in the two processes. This is rendered evident by n

comparison with the processes of budding m other groups of

animals. It still remains to be shewn whether the process of

gemmation in other Ceelcoteratw, via, in the Aelmoroo, the

higher Mfdui'i, and the O/nafihont, also only appaiently origi-

nates from both layers of the body-wall, or whether it actually

irises from one layer only. A* the possibility of the latter mede
of origin has nee till now been considered, it is very possible that

tire migration of cells may have been overlooked in thiscawabx

If we non turn our atteutian to the other groups of the animal

kingdom in which gemmation occur*, vit, to flic Po/ywa and

Tunitata, we shall find that wc posK-i the results of very excel-

lent investigations on which our arguments can be based
i
and

the histological structure of these animals is such ii lu lender
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il unlikely that any oversight a* regards the migration of cells

can hive occurred.

B—PtJyrax.

The small stocks or colonies formed in the Polyaea arise by

a process of gemmation
;
and even the small number of species

which do not form slocks multiply vigorously by budding, but

In these cases the buds become detached from the parent sooner

or later.

The process of gemmation seems 10 be essentially similar in

all 1'olyioi A proliferation, which primarily originates in on*

cell, takes place in a certain region of the epidermis . the manes
of cells which are thus produced form a hollow invagination,

which extends into the body-cavity of the animal and gives rise to

the entire alimentary canal—including the fore-, mid-, aod hind-

guts, as well at to the preoi.il 'atrium' with the tentacles

lopbnphoce ’,V Certain ‘free mesoderm cells’ are then said to

migrate from the bcdy-cavrty of the parent into the bud, in

which they give rise to the muscles and sexual organs, and also

In cettain groups of Polyna to the outer <scnxi») layer of the in-

testine
,
while in ctheia again they font a subcutaneous layer of

calls. This is at any rare the care according to the recent obter-

rariraii mace by Seeliger.’afhirh are undoubtedly very accurate

and trustworthy. But one point, however, still seems to be

doubtful, vh., whether the sexual organs may not perhaps, after

all, arise from the primary proliferation of the epidermic cells.

These processes of gemination interfere very considerably

with the ordinarily accepted and extremely conventional ideas

of the germinal membranes
;
for the •plihallam of the alimentary

canal, which characteristically belongs to the inner germinal

Uyer, here arises from the ectoderm. This, however, causer no

difficulty from the point of view of th* theory of the gertn-

plasrri
: we need only assume iluu the group of determinants for

the endoderm is passed on to certain cells of the epidermis ns

accessory idioplasm. 'Phis iraasfeience must take place at an

early stage in etr.bryogcr.y, before the reparation of the primary
endoderm and eetodetm occurs.

Nitfclte, wh&e means of observation were comparatively un-

• O. S«l>scr. "Dte ungoesjeitsidi: Vcinid-rung Ub cnCopictUen

HryMOOi,’ and • 3.nu=l:inBm <ur Knori-nmlVeHurg i!«r BrrOKm,’
ZtilKhr. f. wlss. Zooh. M. 40 and 50, rt&; and
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peifim, bul whose researches are nevertheless ot great value,

concluded that the wMt l*id was derived from the prolifera-

tion of the ectoderm. Had his statement proved correct, the

explanation of the process of budding In the Polyxoa, based un

the idioplasm, would be jus- as simple as in the case of Hydroids

:

it wnold then only have been necessary to suppose that the cell

in which proliferation first began contained accessory idioplasm

in the form of ‘.bfeKcgenic idioplasm.’ Seel-'Cr was, however,

finable to support Nitschc's statements, and the most reccot

observations of Oka,* Davenpott.f and liraesn,! prove beyond

doubt that the 'mesoderm cells' of the parent take part in the

formation of the bods. We must therefore suppose that certain

mesoderm cells, provided with definite groups «< deWminants

for muscles, eadothelia, and sexual organs, migrate into the hud.

It is qnite conceivable tliat muscles, and more especially endo-

thelia, should be developed in this manner, but it would be

difficult to underttand how free cells from the body-CJ vltjr of the

parent could migrate into the bud, and there give rise to sexual

organs at perfect/) definite ttgumt i were this sc, nc must sup-

pose that in reality ctrtaln of the cells only, and not any of

them, arc concerned in the migration. Such an astumption s,

however, contradicted by the ahnormal processes of budding

which occur, for instancy io Ptduillin/i. I therefere do not

consider that the question of the origin of the aexual organs is

yet decided, bnt I suspect, nevertheless, that one or two of the

mesoderm cell# of the bud are derived from the primary proli-

feration cf the ectcdertn. This view is supported by Seeliger's

statement that he considers such a derivation of individual

msiccetn cells of the bud possible, at any rate, in the case of

ia«prmra.§

As, however, we are not specially concerned with lire process

of budding in the Polytoa in particular, but are only mailing

esc of it as an example cf gemmation in which two germinal

• A. 01.;. * Obserrataas on Frashma Fdytas.' Jouin. of College of

Sebum. imperial University, .lapse. VcL lv.. ft. r, iftga

IC» Datatrm, • ObwrvUiom un Enduing Ib Paled aril ami wene

oclui E.rao».‘ Bill, of Use Museum of Comp. ZooL m Hwranl Coilr

Vol. «ii., No. i, ttys.

I F. Braeai, Unlcisueh. tbtr 0. Urymofn cm iiwasa Whims.' 0W.
Zoo'.. Careet. 1*5c.

I Snflger. ’ Bcseikungro rrr K&osj*n»iitnM<luiij dm H/ycmcn,'

Zctichr. f. wirw Zcol.. Bd. ye. p. 564.
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Uyets are primarily concerned, we can leare this question aside.

It is at any rate true thit in the Poiytca parenchymatous cells,

as well as a cettain ectoderm cell, take part in each process ct

budding. We mutt therefore assume tint the determinants of

the specie- cannot he contained altogether inm cell as blast o-

genic idioplasm, as in the case of the Hydtwoa, bat that a

number of titer—including those for the muscles, endwhela,
bload-corputdea, ar.d perhaps those for the sexual organs also

—are supplied to cettain mesoderm cells of the parent The
development of icxuitl cells renders it necemiy that those

cells from which they arise shall alto contain gctm-plowi ; and
the formation of the epidennt. of the bud, which results to

tome extent cn purely m«hnnlcal grounds, presupposes the
existence of determinants for the ectoderm in the epidermic cells

of tho parents.

The disintegration of the determinants, which is necessary
before budding can rake place, is obviously, however, of a very
different kind frc-ii that which occurs in embryonic develop-
ment Sceliger, indeed, has called attention to the fact that the

ontogeny which results from gemination is a much shorter pto-

cesi than tint which occuis when an embryo and larva aro

formed. In tho former case, rot only are the whole series of

stages of segmentation and development of a free-swimming
larva absent, but even in the liter periods of development none
of the stages in anhryc^eny and in gemmation exactly corre-

spond to one another. Without following out there two pro-

cov.cs In detail, I should be indiccd to explain than io general
by osiumiag that the group* of latent supplementary deter-
minants, with which ceitain cells are provided in the course of

emtnyogeny, contain couihitutioes of determinants different

from iliuro which lead tu the development of the embryo.

C.—Tknftata.

The fixed Avidia its usually multiply very cxtenjively by
gemmation, and thus Jive rise to nodes, the individual persona
of which are more or less closely connected with one another.
We owe our detailed knowledge of the process of budding

in the genua Cfarw/raw to the researches of Seeliger.’ The
• O. Swlixer, *Z-J Enimcilumectdiichtc da AscMlen; KtiMiug

«- Ctentot Slnwgdwr. 4 Who. Aio-
J»l| M. 8> l36»
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parent, which «m developed from an ovum, producer long walk-

like processes os stolons, on which new animals are produced

by budding. Each of these stolons is made up of three layers

of cells—an outer ectoderm, nn inner endederm, and an inter-

mediate layer of notile
: mesoderm cells.’ The ectoderm layer

give* r,.c merely to the epidennis of the had
; the epithelium o

f

the alimentary canal ar.d its accessory organs, the bronchial sac

<* peribronchial tube*), and the pericardia! tube, being developed

from the cndodctsi
;
and the musdes, ganglion (?), and sexual

gland* from tha ' ftee mesoderm cells.'

The endndermal tube mainly determines the form of the

animal in these processes
:

it becomes definitely segmented,

and on it the growing ectcdennal tube is moulded, so to speak.

We may thus conclude that a sets** of homologous formative

tones of structure are to be found in the cudodemal tube of

the stolon, each of which may consist originally of a lingh
circular layer of cells. At the point where a bad will arise, the

corresponding tone of cells grows out to form a bladder-shaped

enlargement, which becomes detached freen its point of origin

on tbs endodetma! tube of the stolon and tegulaily differen-

tiated, 40 aa to give rise to the peribranchial ml*, the Intestine,

and so on. The cells of tlio endodermic reside caanot all be

equivalent, nor can they contain exactly similar determinants

:

were that the case, such a differentiation could not occur, and

the wals of the peribronchial chamber could no: ante from ono

part, and the intestine from aacoer. But even as regards the

primitive intestinal vesicle itself, one cell most contain the deter-

minants of the stomach, another thoM of '.he hind-gut, ar.d so

on. ' In abort, we must assume that—juwas ocuiis in principle, if

not os regards actual details in the case of embryogeay—a dir-

i’tegratien of !k» idiofilaim anda dislriiuliou of Iktgraufi of

dfltrminatli among tie /hgmnt nth takesflan duringdetriop-

punt. The determinants of all parts arising in connection with

each endodertnal vesicle, muit be collectively contained in each

rone of cells of the endodennal tube froiS which such a vesicle

is developed.

The formation of those organs which arise iig: tbe ‘free

mesodenn calk’ of the stolon is the meet dilBcuit to understand.

There is certainly no reason why »e should not auppwe that

these colli contain very different kinds of idioplasm
: ono, for

instance, might contain ‘ muscle-determinants,' another ‘neive-
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determinants,’ and a third ‘ bleed • corpuscle determinants.*

Various kinds of then- cells may eatily be distinguished while

they stiS fleat freely in the blood of llie Btoion. The difficultyOnly

consists in ascertaining the txaci part they play in the foxiustioa of

the developing bud. Those whichste to give rise to the longitudi-

nal musclesbecome arranged in roas, which, diverging obliquely

from one or two definite points, extend over the animal from
behind forwards, and are attached at more or less definitely

fixed points anteriorly. The ganglion and the sexual glands

have aito perfectly definite positions fa the animal. In etn-

bryogeny, as well as in the development of the endodennal

vesicle of the bad, the position of every cell is assigned to it

mechanically, in consequence of its origin from previous cell*

getsetaliens,— that is, by the rhythm of the cell-divisions. In the

case, however, of the ganglion for instance, the cells of which it

is composed must come together at the right place by means of

their power of locomotion. A similar process ia known to occur

in embryngeny in the case of several groups of animals, such as

the Eekttmif'imitt, for instance
j
and until we know more of

the actual facts concerned, nc can only—however unsatisfac-

tory such an assumption may bo—attribute to the cells a ten-

dency to become attached at definite points according to the

manner in which they base previously been determined. The
retent assumption—that these cells develop into muscle-,

nerve-, or sexual-cells according to their point of attachment-

stems to me at any rate a less likely nne.

If we compare the processes of gemmation and embryo

geny in Ascidians, important differences are seen to exist

between them- In tl« former, all the stages ofsegmentation

of the egg and gawulatkm, together with the formation of

the mesoderm, are omitted; and many pans, again, arise

from the ectoderm in the embryo and from the mesoderm
m the bod. These differences are perhaps still more marked

in the free-swimming Sa'ptr. These animals also multiply by

buds produced on a kiSd of stolon
;
and, as in the other Ascidians

refeticd to, the ectoderm forms practically nothing except the

epidermis, aqd the endoderm gives rise to only a few structures,

by far the greater number of parts arising from the ' nxaodcnn-

nUs.' Seeiiger * explains this by supposing that
1 the meooderai

• Seoigw. • CM Kncpung 0«r aUpcn.' Jain. t&*%.
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of the mothur-animal which patacs into the hods, practically

corresponds only" to thn Allure serial apparatus.’ This, however,

can innelf be taken as ar. explanation of the faci In 90 far as it

indicates the possibility of the 1 mesoderm cells ’ of the stolon

and hud containing the groups of determinants required for these

different structures For all the determinants must be present

in the »c>ual cells, and, owing to their disintegration during cell-

division, they may become arranged in very varied groups, w
that certain mesoderm cells may become furnished with ooe

group and others with another. This certainly presupposes

that the process of tbc distribution! of the determinants in this

case is entirely dUfcrem from that which tabes place during

embryogeny, and this difference, again, can only depend on

a difference in the original architecture of the idioplasm. In

discussing the process of alternation of generations 1 shall

once more return to this point, which, from a theoretical point

of view, is a very fundamental one.

» Tut Process or Gemmation in Plants.

Our conception of the process of gemmation has been in the

first instance derived from the vegetable kingdom -. all tlie higher

plants correspond to sleeks or cams which arise hy copious and

regular budding, much as occurs in the case of such animal-

stocks at those of the Hydrosoa, for instance. Although the

physiological individuality erf soporate ‘p-eisons 1 to a plant is

often less defined than in the case of inaay animal colonial,

there can nereitheJcss be no doubt as to the morphological

value of a shoo: as a ' person.’ in she sense in T/hich Haeckel
uses the term.

Although as regards animal colonics, it has not yes in all

instance* boon potsiblo to ascertain with absolute certainty the

arraal origin of the process-* of budding in connection with the

cell-generations of the first person of the colony, this has been

done very accurately in Ore case of plants
;
a theory of heredity

can therefore be much more safely applied to the process of

gemmation in plants than to that in animals.

In many plants, at any rate, budding originates from a angh
cell, situated at the apex ofthe growing shoot, ana known at the

'apical (tll.‘ This cell grows andundergoes aseries of divisions,

much as occurs in the development of the ovum, and thus gives

rise to a group erf cells, the number, form, and arrangement of
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which is perfectly definite. The primary constituents of ihe

entire new shoot are contained in this grterp, and it it possible to

predict what pans of the shcot will be fainted frcen each of its

cells. The successors of this group of cells continue to multiply

up to a certiin limit, and have then only to become elongated in

or.e or more directions, and more highly differentiated, in order

to give rite to a fully developed 'person' cf -die stock. This
person does not undergo any further essential changes, but it

is capable of giving rise to a new person ftom its apical cell
i

for the latter is always being renewed; or, in other words,

It always remains tho same.

Fui. Tm ipc. o: • .hscl :1 Ctan. U Iccwiluflatl «*isn (Fran S*d»
•la. to th. PJy.ritry of Por...}

Let us take as an example the alga Cham. A glance at Fig.

7 will at once make it apparent that the idioplasm of the apical

cell (f) canr.tp undergo separation into different groups of dctcr-

minsnts in the first division, because one of the resulting two

cells remains as the apical cell, while the other, or ‘segmental

cell,
1

gi>es rise to an entire shoot,—that is to say, to tint vety

structure which the apical cell is capable of producing. The
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not division of the lower of the two daughter-cells, hoaever,

separates the determinants into two dissimilar groups, for it re-

sults in the production of an upper biconcave * nodal ceil,' from

which the leaves <i\ 6", d”), the lateral shoot {*\ and the

sexual organs (a and a), will subsequently arise ; and of a lower

bleoovrx cell, which docs not undergo Wither division, but only

grows considerably in length, ao as to form a segment of the

main axis (f, i”, i’
11

,
i71

)
The idioplasm of this 'internodal

cell
1 does not therefore undergo fm-ther disintegration

;
the nodal

cell, however, divide* vertically, so as to form cells which, since

they give rise to other parts of lit* shoot, mast contain sarious

groups of determinants. Thus a comparison of the yoangcr

with the older segments of the nbooe, shows that the oiter of the

fire nodal cells in the figure gives rise to a whole leaf, together

with the sexual organs, the inner ones forming the actual aede.

Tire division ofthe outer cell is accompanied by constant though

usually unimportant changes as regards its idioplasm : a glance

ar the crocwte of the leaf, in n-fairh similar segments arc

repeated many times over, will make this evident. If »e now

leave oat of consideration the accessory idioplasm which is

present in the cells along with the primary idioplasm, it will be

seen that the distribution of the group of determinants derived

from tbc apical cell must simply take pace so as to result in each

cell, as it is formed, receiving that group of determinants only,

the individual constituents of which are required by its successors

for the control of the individual cells. We must therefore sup-

pose that the internodal cells of the stem only contain their own

specific idioplasm, composed of ‘internodal determinants,’ for

they do noc give rise to any other structures. The primary

nodal cell, oo the other hand, must contain nn entire group cf

determinants, as il gives rise to a number of cells which have

various forms and perform various fancoon*.

Although the cells of plants are often apparently very much

alike, and no essential difference can bo observed between them,

such a difference must exist if tho origin of the specific leaf,

stem, and reproductive organa can be proved theoretically at

cH. For the origin of these structures can only btSexplained, at

any rate in principle, by snpposmg that each of these centra of

vitality is car. trolled by a specific idloplaim
;
that is, by a deter-

minant uhich differs in some way or other from those in the

other cells.
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3. Comparison op tub Procxk of Gemmation in

Animals and PiARre,

Vinous stages may bo recognised in the different hinds of

gemmation with regard to the kind of idioplasm concerned in

the process. The simplest form of budding is seen in those

plants in which the production of a new ' person 1 by budding

always originates from a single cell. V/e must therefore

assume that the Idioplasm of this cell contain* all the deter-

minants of the shoot, and vciy probably those ef the root

also. For most of the shoott of a planr, when they have been

cut off from the stem, are capahle of giving rise to roots under

favourable circumstances. This does not as a rale occur under

normal conditions,—that is to say, "bile the shoot is still con-

nected with the parent-plant. The ‘blastogcnic idioplasm’

cnnnot be quite identical with germ-plasm proper ; for although

precisely the same ports may arise from it os from the ferti-

lised egg cell,"the different succession of cells n-hVch results in

emlrycgeny and in gemmation indicates that the determinants

must at any rate be differently arranged in the idioplasm, and

that possibly their proportional number is also different ' Bias-

tegsnit idioplaim ' and gtnn-plaim may in a atut it rtgardtd

01 1irmruru ‘ idinfllasm, using the term in an analogous sense

to tlet of isomeric chemical compounds.
The same would be true as regards such animals as Hydroids,

in which the formation of a bud originates from a single celL

In thia cate, again, the resemblance between embryonic develop-

ment and the process of gemmation, although to a certain extent

approximate, is not a complete one
;
and it must again be

assumed that the vjhc/e of the determinants of the species arc

contained in the blastogenic idioplasm,—cot only those which

ai a tule undergo development, but also thore required for the

formation of the attached end* in the cate of Hydtoids, or of

roots in the cose of plants. This cexclusion i* supported by the

phenomena of budding in polypes like Hydra, in which the buds
regularly become detached, and carry on an independent exist-

ence. In stTch case* the daughter-polypea do not develop n
‘ foot ' until they become detached from the parent.

The next stage in the process of budding b wen in the

Polyroa. All the determinants of the species from which the

bud is formed are no longer contained in a lingie cell, but are
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arranged into main groups, one of -h>ch b supplied as accessory

idioplasm to one ceil of the ectoderm, and the other to one or

more cdl* of the mesoderm. The VngU ectoderm cel) gives

rise to the entire endoderm, but it mast nevertheless not be

considered equivalent to those cells of the embryo which give

rise to the entoderm by invagination, for it forms parts which

are cither not developed at all in the embryo, or etie arise from

Other ectoderm ceils. Without entering into details here, the

facts may be expressed In twin* of the idioplasm by suppling

that the ectoderm-cell from which the bud arise* is provided

with an idioplasm which contains the whole of the determinants

for the endoderm. as well as a number of other*, and that this

combination of determinants does not occur in embryogeny.

The mesodeim-celb of the parent which gives lisa to the endo-

tbelia, muscles, &C, of the bud, must also contain a peculiar

combination of deremtinants which t» not exactly similarto that

which ocean in embryogeny. Tb« gemmation mist therefore

be prepared for in euibryo’eny by rertaia series of cells in the

ectoderm and mesoderm being provided with these group* of

determinants in the form of accessory idioplasm.

A third stage is represented by the gemmation o: fixed Asci-

dians and Salpa. In these the bud originates—m the fully-

farmed animals, or in those which ate still undergoing develop-

ment—from three hinds of cells, via., thoeo of the ectoderm,

mesoderm, and endoderm And here again these groups of

determinants which must be ‘apposed to exist in the three

kinds of cells do not correspond exactly to those which must be

contained In the primary ectoderm, endoderm. and mesoderm

ceils. In fact, no group of cells which occurs in embryogeny

can contain precisely the same group of detcmmmrs as docs

the endoderm cell of the bud A collection of detetminant*

especially adapted for budding must therefore lie provided on a

large scale during embryogeny in Uus case, so that eventually

certain cells may receive their supply from it in the form of

accersory idioplasm.

This last kind of budding resembles regeneration very closely

as regards tha idioplasm concerned in the process. It must

not. however, be therefore implied that the former process

has been derived phylogcaetically from the latter. The re-

semblance only consists its the formation of a new ‘person, 1

which in both cases originate* in several celts provided with
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differentgroups of determinants, these eventually completing one

another, and interacting in such a manner that a fully-formed

person mint result.

4. The Phyi-oobxt of the Process of Mut/npucATioN

bv Gemmation.

In all probability the phytogeny cl gemmation has taker, place

along different line-. The process most likely arose independ-

ently in animals jod in plants and perhaps even in different

groups d animals it hat had a different origin.

In many of the lower plants, the cells and organs of which

are only slightly differentiated, all. Or at any t 8 tc many, of the

cel's can individually give rise to a new plant under certain cir-

cumstances In sodi caw- we m ight be inclined to suppose that

each cell coouined originally, U. at toe time ofitsphyietic origin,

the entire sin— of determinants of the species, or, in other

word*, contained germ-plasm. Tbe variout differentiations of

the crlk on the upper and lower surfaces, for instance, would

consequently depend on the different determinants becoming

active in response to different estemal stimuli
:
some, for in-

star,:-, might be stimulated by a bright light, and others by

a dim light.

This exploration would hardly suffice in the case of the higher

plants, the differentiation of which U far too complicated to bo

due to the effect of eatemal causes. A Urge number of the

cells must nevertheless contain germ-plasm, which, however, is in

the unalterable (‘gebnndenen’) state,— that is to say, it is not

merely inactive, but is incapable at the time of undergoing disin-

tegration. This stage in the phyloseny of gemination may be

derived from the earliest stage. As the plant underwent an

increasing differentiation, cells appeared which only contained

special determinants, in addition to those with getm-plasm

piopcr , and this may have led to the condition which we cow
find in the highest plants, and which is distinguished by the

fact that many cells only contain specific determinants, while a

large number qf-others possess in additioa germ-plasm in the

unalterable condition, which only becomes active under cettain

influences. I shall have occasion to return to this subject

later on.

In the case, again, of the various groups of the lower animals
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which multiply by gemmation, ne cannot assume that this pro-

cess has a common origin. But although it may have amen

independently in the various subdivisions of the animal king-

dom, the history of its origin wil have been essentially the

woe in all cases, for ‘ blastofienic 1 idioplasm must have become

differentiated from the germ-plasm even in the egg-cell, as all

the Determinants of the species arc contained only in the latter.

Even at the present day the blastogeuic idioplasm roust be

preient as such in the gam-plasm, for otherwise It coukl not

have undergone independent and hereditary variation the for

motion of medusa: from polypes by gemmation, and many ocher

cases of alternation of generations, prove that this has actually

occurred.

Balfour attempted to derive the prcccss cf budding firm a

division of the fertilised ovum into two separate parts, such as

has been observed in certain animal form*, and w hich leads to

the Strelation of two individual* Ho imagined that if this

process of doubling were trantfrtred to a later ontogenetic stage,

budding would result, and expressed his views as follows :

—

'While it is ties: to impossible to nndetsUnd how production

of a bod could commence for the first time in the adult of a

highly otgan ied form, it is not difficult to form a pictuic of the

steps by which the fission of the gam might eventually lead to

the formation of buds in the adult state.'* Unfortunately this

gifted observer did not work out this idea in detail : it acctm to

tna, however, that the derivation of bedding from the doubling

of :be fcttiiiied ovum by division is not so simple ot self-evident

os we might expect at first sight.

Let os suppose that a fertilised ovum became capable of

dividing into two parts : these two first segmentation • cells

would not then be blastomeres, hot would cxi irespond to egg-

Colli, Bin It of which could give rise to an entire animal. But this

could not b« called gemmation, nor would the Utter process

occur if the douhling were transferred to a later Mage thfe

would only cause a multiplication of the egg-cell, which would

result in live formation of four, eight, sixteen, &c. ova, instead

of two.

if, however, we auppote that the division of the egg is ol such

• F. M. Bolfocr, •Com
l
nratlre Ulnt)fyo>c^»,, Tot. t. lMtodtKttos,

ft «3-
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ft kind that the too halves at firat remain together so u to form

only one embryo, the ccciditicci observed in a certain earth-

wonn (Lutniricui trafttoiiti) by Klein er.berg would remit. In

this animal the development is afportK/ly tingle up to the gas-

trsla stage, at which the separation of tbe two embryos first

occtirs. Did this separation take place at a much later stage,

perhaps not until tho two individual* are fully developed, the

process wouM not be one o: bedding, but only of a doubling of

the embryo.

An essential modification of this process is Indispensable if

ggustation is to result from it, and thia consists in Xhcpoitfione

"itn! of Mr dmtopnunt ofone halfof lit tgf. Let tis suppose

that one of the 1 1»0 equivalent blastccneres cf an orunt did uot at

once undergo development at the same time as the other, but

remained in a unicellular ccodltlon enclosed within the embryo

formed from the active bUstooKtc, and subsequently began to

develop when tlte latter had already given rise to a full-grown

animal : thia would be a true process of gemmation. I do act

wish to assert definitely that tbe phytogeny of budding might

not have taken place or. similar lines. A postponement and
subsequent transference to a later stage of ontogeny of the de-

velopment of one of the blistomeres is not actually inconceiv-

able. But such a transference must have undergone a still

further modification, before even the simplest form cf budding

with which we are acquainted con Id arise. The shining runt

have occurred in a backward as well as in n forward direction ;

that is to say, lit divi/ien oftit tgg into tv.'o separate cat/ mas/

Mvt t*m ntppreutd, and npnsmted fy lit tntn division ofHu
gnm-pta/m.

Tilts in Hydroids and other animals which multiply by bid-

ding, we sm. in fact, that one of the two blastomercs into which

the egg cell divides does no: serve, so to speak, ns a reserve cell

for subsequent gemmation
;
both blastomcres, co the contrary,

continue to divide, on^togethergive rice to tho embryo: and even

Inthe latter none of the cells can be distinguished a* ‘blaeiujcnle-

celis’ :
the cel> which take part in the formation of the buds

cnly appear4t a much later sage, when the polype is felly

formed. If therefore gemmation has in this Cite originated

horn tbe doubling of the egg, the latter procets must itself have

become degenerated, only the essential part of it remaining : the

germ-plasm concerned in it must have remained associated with
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that of Ihe egg-cell in the form of ' unallentH» 1 germ-plasm, and

must then have h«n passed icio certain series of colls In tho

course of ontogeny.

Whether the process of budding has actually been derived

from that oftbs doubling of the egg or not, it seem* to me to be

certain at any tale that the first process undergone by the idio-

plasm mu-il Aavr ben that of the doubling of the i4> of Me

ftrm-platm in Mr frtiUted egg-ull, and that lives was n« con-

nected with the division of tbc cgg-ccll ; one half of the germ-

plasm consequently remained in an unalterable ar«d inactive

coed; tine, in which, however, it was capable c£ development.

This blastogenic gam-plasm was then supplied to one of tlie

first segnieniatkus-cells ia the fonn uf accessory idioplasm
;

and from these it was pasted on through certain 80iiea of cells

in an unalterable conditoc, only becoming active when it had

reached certain parts In the fully formed animal, in which it then

caused gemmation to occur.

It doee not seem to be inconceivable that the process of bud-

ding on« its origin phytetKaBy to such n spontaneous division

and doubling ol the geim-piaam, and that tl is was originally

connected with the inactivity of half the gam-plasm: its

connection with tbe doubling of the ovum was consequently n«
nch as was indicated above—that is to say, gemmation did nee

owe its origin to the doubling of the cRg, bat both processesorigin-

atedprimarily it tktdMsian and doublingoftkegent-plasmof

thstggboH, to uhich in any case the doubling cf the egg must

be due. The difference between the two processes would then

consist in the fact that In budding ooe-half of tho germ plasm

would pass into the inactive cootliticst, while in the doubling of

tbe egg both halves would ar once become active.

Tlie modifications cf the idioplasm which result is gemmation

must become more complex as soon as two, or all three, of tbs

germinal layers take part in the ptoccss, instead of one only.

In iuch com* the blastogenic gum-plasm must undergo disin-

tegration at certain ontogenetic stages, eg., at the separation of

the ectadeim from the endoderiD, and again at the sepatationof

the mesoderm from one of tbe two primary germinal layera.

Prerisely the same combination of determinanu Mod not neces-

sarily be prod.iced by the disintegration of the accessory gerai-

plssm Into two or three groups of unalterable accessory

idioplasm, such as are formed in embryegeny. We can thus
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explain the origin of endodcimal organj from the ectoderm cell#

c4 the bud, a# occurs m the Poiyzoa for instance, and also even

the co-Dpeiation of three geimirul layers in the formation of

the bud.

It teems tome to be improbable that the phylogeny of gc.n-

ntatkm in animals has taken place in the reverse manner. We
mStfbt assume that in the lowest Mettuos, which no longer eaitf

at the present day, all cr many of the cell# alio contained germ-

pla^m proper, just as in the case of the lower multicellular

plants. Under certain circumstances a perfect animal might
have been produced ftom each of these cells. But this assump

Cion would only suffice as long as the individual formed by
budding wa# exactly similar to that arising from the egg. Even
the slightest difference between these would necessitate the

presence of special ids h the germ-plasm. For such a differ-

ence ran only depend on (he ket thtt the two kinds of indi-

viduals arc capable of independent variation from the germ
onnrndj. Wc should the/cfoic have to Assume further, that in

the course of phylogeny the gam-platm of these icmatic cclli

from which the buds originated bcaur.e doubled in the earlier

stages cfontogeny, and that it was consequently pretent in the

grim-plastn of the egg cell in the form of a special group of ids.

But this, to say the least, is a rtry involved assumption, and can

hardly be considered ray probable : that which presupposes a

primary doubling of the ids ol gennplaam is certainly fat pre-

ferable to it. 'Hie following chapter will malic this point still

more evident.
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CHAPTER V

ALTERNATION OF GENERATIONS IN ITS RELATION TO
THE IDIOPLASM.

Stalling from the pnni specially adapted fw amphimixis

(sexual inttrmir.gfin*), we hare designated tt gtrm-fUsm twi

definitely arranged group cf determinants which mmr he ron-

tainni in the sexual cells. By this icim u meant an idioplasm

which contains ail the determinants oi the species. At the

tame time a large number of aperies eria in which the sexual

ceils are cot the only ones which contain all the determinants,

and in which tfc« devilefival tain juice, for iht stceni rim*

during the (turn if lie lift-cycle, from a HngU (til; the idio-

plasm of this cell must therefor* also bo composed of all the

determinants cf the species. Till:- is the case in most of the

lower plants, such a» mosses, horse tails, and ferns,—sn all ot

which sexual reproduction a'tern’tes u-ith the formation of

asexual ‘spores.'—as well as in those group* ofanimals in which

that iorni of alternation of generations which is known as

keterogenj occurs. But even in the case of alternation of

generations in tbo more restricted sense,—»>„ the alternation of

sexual reproduction and gemmation—the development of an

individual may take place twice successively from a single cell,

as was mentioned above with regard to the stocks or colonies of

plants and of llyilioki-polypcs. In all these a coil, the idio-

|xs:m of which contains all the specific determinants, occurs

twice in the coone of the life-cycle from one feitiliied ovum to

the next one. The question therefore arises as to whether the

idioplasm in each case is to be considered identical, and may
merely be described as germ-plasm.

This queetron has already been discussal in the section on

the process of gemmation in plants ; and it narshere concluded

that the idioplasm of the apical cell and that of the fendued

ovum cannot he assumed to be perfectly identical, owing to the

fact that the course taken by embryogeny in which process the

tint shoot ami roots Are lotmcd—is different from that followed by
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Ilie cell-divisions which remit in the apical cell producing a new

shoot The some it true at regard* the formation of a new

polype from a blaatogenic ceC and from an ovum. In both

casti the final result is the same, Or at any rate very similar,

though the method by which it is attained is different. Although

a precisely similar organism might be produced hy either of

the two methods of development, and the primary cells would

therefore contain the tame determinants in boch cases, the

grouping of the alter in the two idiophsins at any rate must

be different, for they must pass through different gToups during

ontogeny before their ultimate disintegration into single deter-

minants. Even in this very simple ease It is necessary to dis-

tinguish the 1 germ-plasm proper' of the egg- and sperm- cells

from the ‘apical plasm' or ‘blastogenic gerevplasm.’ It is

convenient, honever, to speak cf every kind ol idioplasm which

contains all the determinants of the species as germ-plasm in

lie adder sense
,
and to distinguish ds various subdivisorsi as

'blastogenic' and ‘sporogcnic’ gcnu-plMm, and so on; these

Utter may all Us included under the term atastory gtm-fi'asms

or pam-gtrm-piatm, in contrast to the primary or ancestral

ftrm-Plasm.
Wherever two kinds of genti pUsm occur in the life-cycle of

a species, we might be inclined to assume that they change into

one another in tbc course of life Rut this view it untenable as

has been shown above, and wc Ole on the contrary farced to

assume that /eti Unit ofgtrot-plarm continually pass tisnesl-

taneeusly along tit geim-tnuhs, and tint each ofthem beauties

active in turn

This assumption is unavoidable, tor the phyietic dovdofmeot
of the species shows that tit in/dvidiealgttumlions in cates of
alternation of generations can z\iry independently and heredi-

tarily. It, ho»eier, presupposes that iptiial deteimmanta are

present in the germ-plasm in each generation, lor otherwise

both generations would be affected at the same time by a varia-

tion in the germ. A rimilar aaiomption must be made in the

cate of metamerpheiis. The wings of a butterfly mas: he re-

presented in Jl-r germ-plasm hy a group cf determinants. If

the wings were formed by the transformation of some of the

detciminaati of the caterpillar, they could never vary without

at the same time producing a variation in some puts of the

caterpillar, and via versi.
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Imill not be unin-

teresting (0 give tome

esample* by way of

illustration.

We will first taken
raw of kctrregtny, or

nlicmatioo o! gener-

ation? in which the

two generationsto not

differ at all frein one

another in the full-

grown condition. At
a rule, the difference

between the two jac-

cetslve generations in

theZte/tirirftfor Water-

Hens, tor example, con-

sists In the fact that

one generation is de-

veloped from rammer-

eggs, which contain a
I

small amount ol yolk,

while the other arises

train winter-eggs, in

which the yolk is very

abundant. From both

of tlcac two lands of

eggs similar females

are developed : — tbc

complication arising

from the periodic ap-

pearance of the male

may he neglected far

thepresent. The sum-

mer-eggs arc nourish-

ed by the blood of tbc

mother, while the win-

ter-eggs are not
;

for

the amount ivf ydV in

the latter necessitates

n different kind of

t-A Ictnit ,f AvCiow
wtOi l»o •*»**>

ihe L>o>J-itai.lwrCtl (Alin E.

lUn-.icl
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ontogeny, and thk pretuppous not only a difference in

the arrangement of the determinants in the germ-plasm at

co ipjiucd with the mew-gem-plnsra Nach-Keimplai na bet

also the picscncc of Affinal dtUrmlHOHts for icmi of Hr
tndrytnic stagft. The case be^imei still clearer if »e take one
particular specie* of Dipcir.id iLipteiiom h/olina) into con-

sideration. In this animal tile embryegeuy of the muter-eggs

krxU,*. (Mu. ilm, fron Ko.Mi.lt vt!
.~gt.UmO«, Eii I Uni^fKl£di u. -)

only extendi as far as to the formation of the primitive crustacean

larva, or nauplios, which possesses three pairs of limbi : the

summer-eggs, on the other hand, develop at once into the adult

form of the nnltnal, in whkh all the limbs ere pretent. The
summer-eggs rettainly also pan tlireogh tlm stages from the

ripe ovum to die nauplias, but these are abbreviated, and
though this nanpliui also possesses three pairs of limbi, these

are only ludimentary, and are utdess as swimming organs.

There muit therefore be two kinds of genn plaim in Ixftcdora,

one of which still contains all the determinants of the aaupliui,

while the other only contains a port on of them, and even these

have probably undergone Hone change. The two kinds of

gemvpUicn must be passed separately along tbc germ-tracks

from cue ger.er»tiop/.'o another, to that each must always con-

tain the oiUenjvtfiih is, so to spcik, wored away in it in an

inactive common. It soems to me impossible to eaplaia the

facts in any other way, for it is inconceivable that tbe genn-
plaim of the summer-eggs, which has undergone (eduction,

and possesses comparatively few detenni nails ihmld it aiU !•>

(icirlcp On lal ilrlcrviinanh mlof its asm zuislauu.
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The fkyUHt tr-'rlcptxtxt of these two kinds of germ-plasm

would be very enigmatical if we were compiled to itaome that

only a single unit of the germ-plasm is preient in the nucleus of

the genu -cel: .
We have, however, made the reverse assump-

tion from the first, and it will be shown later on th.lt a con-

sideration of sexual reprodtx.'.os, or amphimixis loads us to

assume that several, and m fact probab'y a large number of

anils or Ids must be contained in the germ-plasm of every

species which multiplies sexually. If now a reduction of the

determinants for the nauplius in the summer generation of

Ltflmh/rawere advantageous, it would have appeared, increased,

and becoroo fixed in the course of generations by selection, and

an abbreviation of embrjogeny would thus have resulted. This

would only have occurred gradually, so that at first the tormr.et-

eggs would contain more reduced than unreduced Ids only in the

case of a few individuals ; and if the original unabbreviated form

of embryogeny were of greater advantage to the winter genera-

lion, the determinants for the nauplius would not become lost or

modified in all the ids, but only in certain of them. A bxlanee

Of the two kinds of ids would finally take place from the sa aggie

between the modified ids. which were more advantageous in

summer, and the unmodified ones, which were o! greater advan-

tage in winter, and this would result in the gomvpiasm of the

species being composed of an equal number of modified and
unmodified ids

;
these would alurnatrly consol the cell, so that

each would retrain inactive and unalterable during a Cettain

number of genewtmw, and become active during certain others.

Thi* fcgolar alternation between definite periods of activity

and inactivity in the two kinds of germ-plasm ran lie directly

obsrtved, far we can determine bow many generations occur

which give rise to summer-eggs before or.e again appears in

which winter-eggs arc produced. As 1 was able to prove a con-

siderable time ago, this regularity varies very much in different

species ct Dnphnitke, acd stands in dose relation to the mode
of life of the species. In those species whR|h live in very small

bodies of water which ate liable to become rapidly dried up, the

foimatioe of tbe two kinds of eggs alternates va^ frequently
j

tlih ta due to the fact that the exterminj lion ofthe animals by the

todder. drying up of tbe pond is only prevented by the thick

shells by whidi the winter-eggs are euinxwded. On the other

hand, *11 the species which live in Urge bodies of water, such as
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pools in cl lakes which never become dried up, produce summer-

eggs alone lor a large number of generations, and only give

rise to eggs of ibo other kind on the approach of winter
;
and

these, Oil the death of the animals which produced them, ensure

tlie continuance of She ipeci-s in the following spring.

The ecfurreitee af changer in liteJbu/lfaguct ontogeny must

be accounted for in a aimtlni way.

In plint-lice belong ng to the genus Aphis, the fertilised egg

gives rise to females, which arc, however. incapable of being fer-

tilised, for the reccjiwceluin seminis is wanting, and this is

essential in the process. Their eggs are, however, capable of

undergoing dev elopment in the ovary parthenogenetically. The

resulting offspring give rise to similar female* possessing no

arrangements fer fttliliMtSon. and these again produce others of

die same kind. Ultimately, however, one of these gives rise

pirtlenogrnfticully to females which are capable of fertilisation,

as well ai to males. The two sexes as a rule differ as regaids

the shape and colour of the body, apart from the sttuctuie of the

reproductive organs and sexual products, but the einbryogeoy c4

these seraal animals is similar to that of ihc others.

In this case, theicfwe, tlie dctcitninanls of the mature animal

become modified in the par.honoceoetic generations, for sexual

reproduction tt the more primitive cf the two forms of the pro-

cess. If therefore we make the assumption, which, however, is

not a strictly coirect ccie, that the seiun! generations have

remained quite unaltered since the introduction of alternation of

generations tn these animals, »< should have to represent the

phyletic change in the germ-plasm as being of such a nature as

to cause the degeneration of the detetuilnnnts Of tbe seminal

reside in one half of the ids, and to produce a change in ober
determinants, such as those which control the colour of the in-

tegument, for instance. The modified, as well as the unmodified

ids, must he contained within the same germ-plasm, but they

control the egg alliritatily, and never betaine arrive at die tame
time

In this imtaip'S the generations which have been interpolated

have only a alight change ns legauli the structure of the

whole body. But in many caws of nlicmatiou of generations

vciy important difference? of structure occur, so tlat net infre-

quently one might easily believe that the different generation;

belong to two entirely different groups of imhnals.
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This is ilia case In the tt/fenia/ion ojgtneratums in medusa.

The polype is the original form, and evert at the present day lire

fertilised ovum of rise mednw gives ri-e to a polype in most

species. By the budding of this polype, or at any rate of the off-

spring which have been produced by gemmation, mreiu^n am
again developed. If, for the sake of simplicity, we neglect the

slight differences which may exist between the genn-plaim cf

tlic egg and that of rhe hi»j, it it evident tlvat ~\o germ-plasms

take port in the cyde o: development of tbe^pedes, and
these must differ as regards very many, if cot almost all, cf
their deiermimuus, for the medusa is provided with a number
of parts and organs which the simple polype (foes not Miiots.
Thus we must assume thut there are two different kind, of ids
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of which the getm-plasm « composed in equal ounhen, the

periods of activity of which alternate with mb another. The ids

of the accessory germ-plasm, which arose subsequently, must be

larger than those of the ancestral genn plaBim, because they

contain mote numerous determinants I f at some future time it

should be definitely ascertain**! that those granules or micro-

sonves, which are arranged like heads in a necklace in the

nadear rods, really correspond to ids, we may possibly, perhaps,

be able to pros'* by the ail of the microscope that suck differ-

ences in site actually exist A knur- ledge of the entire number

of nuclear rods or idants may also possibly help to cmfinn the

theory, fer it is probable that in species in which alternation of

gcneiariwis occurs, the ids, and thereto* the idants also, have

been doubled during die development of the species. For if my
view is coned that a definite amount of germ plasm is necessary

far the normal development of a certain kind of egg, the

periodical Inactivity of half the ids must have been accompanied

by a eoncipouding doubling of these suuctutes.

The mechanism of the kkopfastn in alternation of generations

becomes somewhat different, and talker more coniplkatcd, as

soon as the second generation arises not from a single

e*ll, Imt from several cells at the same time, derived from ditJci-

eut layers of the body. This is the case as regards the line-

hila/itn of Uu higher miduu and /haI oj loft worm, and an

intermediate stage is seen in the gommaKon of the Salfa.

Inth* last-named nnimait, two generations differing as regards

the fotm of the body and mode of reproduction follow one

another. A number of individuals are united into a ’ chain ’ in

the first generation, in which sexual multiplication occuts ; and

ir. the second generation the individuals ate separate, and mul-

tiply by budding. It has already been pointed out in tbe chapter

on gemmation that this budding it produced by a co-operation

of the ectoderm and mesoderm cells. We must imagine that in

this rase, again, the germ-plasm of tbe egg- and spetm-cells is

ruenpased of two^r-is of ids, which alternately became active,

one of whiehcp^taici the determinants for gemination, and the

ocher thow'Sriettibryogeny. 1 1> tbe caw ofthe Hydioid-polypa

and incthtwe, the determinants of the 'blaWogenic 1

ids remain

together in one cell, bet in the single form of Salpa they must

be separated into gnxips during rmheyogeny, and these groups

nonld be supplied—in patt to the actcdetm, and in part to the
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mcscuertn anu encooerm—as inactive anc 'unalterable accessary

Idioplasm. These only become active, mid cause budding, vherv

they have reached some definite purl, such fta lire ovary or pro-

liferating stoJoc.

'Die development of the higher mcdiMi or AviUpht* by

strobilation can easily l>c traced from the above processes. In

these animals the sexual forms arise ascxually: the polype

becomes divided into disc-shaped portions, and so comes to

resemble n pile of.aaucera, each disc eventually being trans-

formed into a medusa. If tlic medusa underwent division, tbe

TV- II.— tf MiVvjw it ifnA'Ai/Vv— t •
the yew* Un-a

;
x—i, in

dmdegma* iirto t i»l>pc ; 7. 1 jkJy* vkvt* Ocm U» ml ?zU ; ft, I
arrf ^ fwww Ot/Hico of Al*fyp»4ii0 ^-Uin*- 4 /mVims

; »<v tie «*»
tfrkti^c ofelm perdsm ino ji«m Mediae ; t: e>d is. a tewr* Msdosi
<Vwti Hae-rh.< « • Ufcr^di *»V*W.)

process would be one of simple regeneration : the OT^entiaikm
of one ofthM disci into « medusa depend: po a mtchahism in

the idioplasm exactlysimilar to that which giW riw to Oio pcocess

of regenemtioA in a worm the anterior end of which has been

cut off, or uhich lus undergone spontaneous division. The
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venous cells in the body cf the polyp* must be provided with

different groups of determinant of the medusa- in the form of

inactive artesicry idioplasm, and these mart become artire in

the process of strobiVation, and canto tbe development of highly

complex meducr witheight ormore radii, and provided witheyes,

auditory organs, and olfactory pita The difference between

tbit peocess and that cf simple division followed by regeneration,

consists in the fact that in the latter the supplementary deter-

minants of the celb of the body arc <i the same kind as those

from whkh tbe body was constructed : in strobdanoa, on the

other hard, the germ-plasm of tbe egg- and sperm -ceils, which

give* riac co the sexual gewncion or medusa^ must contain not

one, but two kinds of ids, via, those of the polype and those of

medusa : the latter, although they remain inactive during the

ontogeny of the polype, and take no part in the control of the

cell, are nevertheless not absolutely unaltrrabls-, for they break

up during ontogeny into many different groups of determin

anu, and at the same time become distributed, among different

-i»Hi in a regular and perfectly definite manner. It is very

probable, however, that all tbe cells o' the polype—those of the

ectoderm ns well as of the eadderm—are provided with ac-

cessory determinants, so that each cell of the polype contains in

additico the primary consctuer.u of wine cell of the medusa.

We have, however, no positive knowledge oc this point, far no

investigations have as yet been made with regard to the succes-

sion of the cells which lead to the formation of the medusa ftcen

the polype.

Thr Usis of Hu alUrnation of gtntralioni as regard/ Hu
idioplasm must Hertfort in all ants (Onsilt of a gtytn-flasm

tomfiesrd ofids ofat trait two dffflftiUMndi, aticA ultimately

lakemr Hu control of tAt organism to which they gie Hu.
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CUAFrER VI.

TIIE FORMATION OF GERM-CELLS.

1. The CoNiyairrv os the Gbrm-si.ash.

If heredity depends on the pretence of a substance, the
germ-plasm. which causes the production of the new individual

by directing the process of division in ontogeny, In the course cf

which it brec-mes changed in a regular manner, the qacstloa

arises as to how unaltered germ-plasm can nevertheless reap-

pear in the germ-cells of the new individual The transmission
of characters from parent to child can only depend oo the germ-
cell from which the offspring antes containing id* of germ,
plaein precisely similar 10 rinse nf the germ-cell from "Inch the
parent was developed. The germ-plasm, however, undergo®
an cnotmoue number of changer dunng the doelcpment of the

ovum into the parent : how is it possible therefore that this

substance can reappear in the germ-cells of this parent

There are obviously two possible solutions of this ptoMeci
Tne changes uhicb the germ -ptun undergoes during the con-
struction of the body unat eitlier be of such a kind that they
can take place in the reverse order when the idioplasm of nil, or
at least ofa portico ci, the somatic cells ts re-trunsfonned into the

genu-pasta from which it was, in fact, imtiretlty derived
; or, if

Midi a rcvetssl is impossible, the germ-plasm ol the germ-cells
must be handed 00 dirMly from parent to offspring. This
latter hypothesis was suggested byme some years ago under the

name of the rontinutly of lil girm-f!am‘ A thin! solution of
the problem is impossible, for it is ijuite out of the qoesrico that

the germ-plasm can be entirely fanned anew.
The hypofaufcs of the continuity of thr^enrvplasic depends

on the assumption of a contrast bctweeaTire rooialtt and the
refnduitivi cells, stsch as ran be observed, itS**;. in ell multi-

cellular plants and animat, from the most highly differentiated

forms 10 the lowest hctcropUstida wnengst the colonial Algr.
•

• Die Coolmam On Keimptasm.*. .J. Craiidbre out. ThecM rfT.
V«wCnnr.- Jrea. 1U5 (Eo e lUli tnwslatyjo. «d ed.. p. .63!.
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I assume that germ cells caa only be formed in those parts of

the body in uhich germ-pu»«n i. present, and that the latter it

derUed directly, without undergoing any change, from that

whkh existed in the parental germ-cell. Hence, according to

my view, a portico of the gcnn-pfann contained m the nucleus

of the egg-cel mutt remain unchanged during each ontogeny,

and be supplied, as tuch, to certain aeries of cells in the develop-

ing body.' Tbit gcrm-platm la in an iaaetivt condition, to that

it does no* prevent the active idioplasm of each cell from im-

piciting a specific character on the lattei m a greater or less

degree. It mast, moreover, differ from ordinary idioplasm,

inasmuch as the determinants it contains are kept closely to-

gether, and are not distributed ui groups among the daughter-

cells This accessory germ-plasm is thus pawed on in nn

unalterable condition through longer or alxutci series of cells,

until it ceaset to be inactive in a certain group of cells, snore or

less remote from the egg-cell, aod tben impresses upon tire pat-

ticular cell the character of a germ-cell. Th: trair,mission of

the germ p-arto from the ovum to the place of origin of the re-

productive celi {' KcimsUtte') takes place in a regular manner,

through perfectly detinue series of cells which I call £ir*!-tra<*s.

These are not actually reccgnisable, but if the pedigree of the

cells in lire erohrvogeny is known, Urey maybe traced from tbeir

termination in the germ-cells back'VAKJs to the ovum.

This assumption is supported by the fact that a dtrecr, or at

any rate a very clow, connection can be proved to exist, although

only in rate instances, between the gcmv«lls of too coctecu-

tive generations. In the Viptm-

<

the first division of the egg-

cell separates the nuclear material of the subsequent germ-cells

of the embryo from that of the somatic-cells, so that in this

case a direct continuity can be traced between the gcrm-pUsm

in the germ-eelH of the parent and offspring.

The process in this case must certainly, hoaeier, be looked

upon, not as a primary one which has been passed cci unchanged

from very ancient times, but as a special arrangement peculiar

to this order of mspeti It nevertheless proves the possibility

of tacli geoci«ii»?ol geixo-celU being derived diicctly ban the

preceding one, and also that the germ-plasm which has been

prevented from talcing part in the construction of the iccnatic

portion of the embryo is not required in this process.

We may next take the care of foe embtyogeny of tbo
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Daphni/ir. la- these eainuU the primary germ -cells become

separated from the somalic cells in the fini stage* ot (lie sc--

mentation of the egg
;
and in Sagitta again, tills separation

takes place at the gaslrula-stSRe. In Vertebrates this pnKoa
occurs much later, although It always takes place within the

first half of embryngeoy while in Hydroids both in colonial

and solitary forms—the germ-cells do act appear in the ' per-

son’ which is developed from the ovum at all, and only arise in a

much liter generation, which is produced from the fust by con-

tinued budding. The same is true as regards the higher plants, in

whkfa ’-he first sheet aiiaing from the seed never contains germ-

cells, or even cells which subsequently become differentiated

Otto genn-celte. Its all these Ust-nienticned cases the germ-

ed!* are not present in the first person arising by entbryogeny

as special cells, but arc only formed in much later cell-genera-

tloot from the offspring of cettain ceils of which this first person

•as composed. These ancestors of the germ-cells cannot be

recognised as such : they ate somaticcell*,—that is to say, they,

like die numeroui other somatic cells, take pan in the construc-

tion of the body, and may be histologically differentiated in

various degrees.

A scries of organic sp»xi«s might therefore be formed in

which the formation of the germ cells begins at very different

degrees of remoteness from the cgg-cell. Tliis wtxilii admit of

the interpretation that the fertilised egg-eed of the earliest

Metis1x1 first divided into two ceils, one serving for the forma-

tion of the tody (soma), and the other for that ct the geun-

colli ; and that a shifting had occurred subsequently, cuing

to a separation of the materia! fcr boeh parts in the germ-plasm,

so that the portion of the genii-plasm which remained un-

changed was supplied in an inactive condition, in the form of

accessory idioplasm, to one of the somatic halves of '.he egg-

ed!, and was transmitted by the latter to a somatic ceil of the

second, third, ot fourth generation. The shifting of the

process of separation into genn-cells and somatic-calls finally

reached its extreme limit, as in the case oNUie Hydroids and

the unchanged gerni-ptmn of the fertilised OtVvthcn only led

to the formation of germ -cells after passing through a Ions series

ofsomatic cells.

These facts do not, however, as yet constitute on actual proof

of the correctness of this interpretation : they might he taken
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at indie-ling that the series hat be« developed In the reverse

direction, the late differentiation of the getui-cells being ihe

primary condhion and the fail'd separation of Ihe two parti

then having arisen gradually in individual cues. There tan

hardly he any dctibt, Indeed, that the early differentiation cf the

germ-cells of the Diptera and Dapkiud* is of a secoodaty

nature
; and ir will presently be shown that in the case of

Hydroidi such a ihifting of tbe tentative areas (‘ Bildungs-

stiitte') of the germ-c-lls—i>, tho fact of their earlier differen-

tiation—tan be actually proved. But the fact! which have been

stated still support the interpretation of them given above, in so

far as they show that the germ-celli are by no means formed at

the time and in die place where they are actually wanted, and

that the time of their formation, In fact, varies very much, and

must have been changed in the course of phylogeny. The

direct-on in which thb shifting originally took place-thai

is to say, whether it proceeded ftom tlie egg to the dose of onto-

geny or in the reverse direction—must be decided when o-.tr

knowledge of tbe facts is more complete.

We might here lay stress On Ihe fact that the destructor. of

the sexual glands in an Animal, however low in the icale, is noe

followed by the formation of »enial cell* ir. any other part of the

body. Castration might be expected to have thii effect ifgerm-

celli could be formed from any young cells of the body. But

just as in the case of any other highly specialised organs, such

as tbe liver, kidneys, ar/1 central portions of the nervous system

in Vertebrates, such a replacement never occurs. This foot »
to be explained according to our present »«c»> by supposing that

the formation of these latter organs anew is impossible, because

the determinants necessary tor such a development are not

preicnt in any ocher cells of Ihe body. The same tone!usion

will, it seems to me, be inevitable in the case of the germ-cells

;

tki i&Oplaim necessary far the formation of germ-cells— f>.,

germ-plasm—must 1st absentin title tons, andgermpiasm at any

rate cannotkformed *vb umatic idivfitaim.

The cms of thebffdrolds * » probably still more convincing,

for here a naijre'^hiftingof theplace cf origin of the gcrm-celU

has actually taken place. As has already been mentioned, the

germ-cells cf Hydroids first arise very late in the life cycle, and

• Wclsuann, ‘Die Ensieborc der SexoslreZeo bet dm llydromedueai 1

i8ij
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hundreds or ever) thousands of ccu-gcncrat3aBS are passed

through from live fertilised egg'Celi onwards before llfcey appear.

In species* which exhibit a complete aiternatiua of generations,

they are first formed in particular part* of the BWdus* which

have arisen from the polype-stock by budding—usually in the

ectoderm of the manubrium. No trace of them H to be teen in

Tic. 1 *11 Atrmlbot tft*4 MMntA imte A
A. MrCr*v>iJ Ud ;

ft, a Kkuu uordy bafeuit bxifiw
Mictn. in *kkh lbs jianatitun U oomb
v>»rrh{; V ant E, funiar rj|c« la OrjtwSipi* fl

* Uhihtfft d«r Zx.toist.*)

AW/W/.

the yearn g bud, and in many cases they onlybecome differentiated

from the other cctodefOMalls after the medm has bxomc de-

tached from the stock, and Iw* developed into an indcpcivdcnt,
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free-*-rimming animal Some of the ectoderm cells of the part

in question then beccene transformed into egg- or spenn-cells.

In the caw of certain species of polypes, free sexual media*
were produced In the earlier period of the development of the

species, bot at the present day lltese do not become detached,

bit always remain attached to the stock
: they thus no longer

:etve for the dispersal and ripening of the sexual products bat

only for their productoo and ripening- These aperies illustrate

the different stages In theprocess of degeneration o! the medusa:

to mere gonophores, or sexual sacs In some species the form

of the medasa is completely retained in else sexual nctsons of the

stock, only the eyes and marginal tentacles being abient
;

in

others, the boll has become degenerated into a closed sac, the

walls of which still retain the circular and radial canft- and in

other species again, these canals have also disappeared, only the

three characteristic layers of the medusa remaining, and even

these have become so thin dint their presence can only be
detected in microscopic sections Finally, these three layers

also undergo degeneration, the wall then consisting of a single

layer, so that the derivation of the sac from the bell of the

medtvsa can only be pro-red indirectly. Throughout all these

stage', of degeneration, however, the ov* or epermatoxoa always

ripen In the ganophotOo.

The behaviour af the germ-cells is the chief po-.ut of interest

to us is tbe cojtse of this process of degeneration. For the

entire degeneration cf the medusa proceeds from its germ-cells,

and is due to tbe fact that At d».ih,pmir.i of the hit,, hat
gradually lo It thrown Uuh to earlier stages, to that tin sexual

eleiuenti are ripened were quickly.

It will not be necessary to enter into the reasuns for this

hastening of the sexual maturity
j

it is sufficient to know that io

seme species in which the mediate become detached, eg. Pedo*
coryue cornea, tbe egg-cells arc developed earlier than the

modus* in which they subsequently ripen, and in proportion us

the degeneration of the medusa advances the place of origin

of the gem-cells i/Tedcs mote and more into the older

and emiier formpi^uuu of the Mock. The advantage of this is,

that the germ-cells develop earlier, acd after-arda enter the

germ-wts in a riper stage: they thns reach maturity much more
qnickly.

The remarkable thing about tins process is the fact that
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active mignHoct of the germ-cells take pan ia it. Originatmg

:n the ectoderm. these cells wander into the endoderm, and

subsequently back again into the ectodettn
;
and this remark-

able process occurs In a definitely prescribed and regular

manner. In spite of tho relegation of their place of origin to

earlier persons of the stork, the germ -colls always originatefiotn

lie /amt layer of cells as that from which they arose in the

ancestors of the species. It may thus he aid that they ate

developed ontogeneticilly from the ancestor! of those cells from

which they would have at sen If the polype stock itHI produced

free triedu toe ; or, in other words, they arise lover doten on

Ike germ-trail at preteni than they did formerly. Thus in

Hydractinto eekinala, for instance, the youngest egg-cells first

become risible in the endoderat of certain polypes in tbe aacto

regions flccn which gonopborws [degenerate meduate) subse-

quently hud out. The cgg-cejls then migrate into the latter,

and enter the ectoderm of tbe manubrium as soon as it isformed ;

and in this way they return io the eld plan 0/ ripening,

•ohick in eatHer timet mvj> also Ike plate in tvkiek they ver*

formed At tbe present day, however, the egg-cells only appa-

rently originate ia the eneoder.n of the polype : it can indeed

be proved that they are derived from tbe ectoderm, bat migrate

Into the endoderm while slid in a very young condition, before

they exhibit the definite daracier of egg-cells. They therefore

originate In tbe same region n which at an earlier phyietic

period the ectodermal layer of the manubrium of the medusa

was developed
;
or, in other words, theam. ontogenetit tenet ef

itll, a/kickpreduces tie egg- cellat tkefirestiU ,/aydidtainformer
times. This fact-probably only admits of one interpretation,

and this is, that only certain teriti of alls ant/ain tie primary
comlituenti ef tie germ-cells, and wherever it became usefulin tho

course of phytogeny lor the germ-cells to he situated Ip another

position and in another layer o: the bady-ualL this change of

position could only be elTectcd by the cells of tbe geim-trock

becoming transformed into getm-ceih at an earlier stage, andat

the same time migrating Into tire Other Twer cf the body wall

If any— I will n« say all—of the cclh could give rise to germ-

celj, this complicated mode of procedure would be quite inex-

plicable, for Nature always takes the shortest possible coutse.

If this reasoning is correct, the hypothesis of live gersn-traiis,

as I have formetly stated it, ia inevitable
1
and the fact that the
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cells lying in tl*ese Hack* are alone capahfe of giving rise to

genu -cells, can hardly be explained otherwise than by assuming

that these cells a: live contain gem-plasm along with their

special idioplasm. If germ-plasm could be produced from the

idioplasm of ordinary somatic cells, ;t would be impossible lo

see why germ-cells should not be formsd in Hydroids in case of

need by the transformation of young ectoderm cell* t but this

never happen*. And even if we wsted to assume that she

•ndoderin cells, as such, possessed an idioplasm which could not

he transfcmned into germ-plasm, while the natme of the ecto-

derm cells rendered such a transformation possible, this assump-

tion would be contradicted by other facts
;
for, as far as we

know, the germ-cells arise exclusively from the endoderm cells

in the higher Diedus ic, and in the polyprs nearly telated to

them. In this case therefore die germ trades are situated in

the endoderm,—that is to say, the germ-plasm is only pasted

into certain series of cells in the endoderm, and tbe reserve

material of unalterable germ-plasm, whkh will serve for the

formiton of the germ-cells, is posted into the primary endc-

derm cell cmly in the process of segmentation of the ovum, and
is handed on by it. In the Vertebra® the germ-cells become
differentiated from certain groups of mesoderm cells, and they

are never found in any other part of tbe body. In this case

the genn-track passes from (he fertilised egg-ccll into those

segmentation cells from which the pttmaty cells of tbe whole

mesoderm arc formed, in which latter it follows a closely con-

fined course.

All these facts support the assumption that somatic idioplasm

is never transformed into germ-plasm, and this conclusion forms

the basis of the tbooty of the composition of die germ-plasm as

propounded here. It is obvious that its composition out of de-

terminants which gradually split up into smaller and smaller

groups in the tours* of ontogeny, cannot be brought Into

agreement with the conception of the te-tranafonna«ion of

somatic idioplasm into gotm-plasm If, as we have assumed,

each cell in the body cmly contains otn determinant, die

germ-plasm— wfr.ch is composed of hundreds of thousands

of determinants—could only be produced from somatic idk>-

plaim if cells containing all the different kinds of determinants

which are picwr.t In the body w&e to become fused together

into ™ cell, their conmined Idioplasm likewise combining to
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form one nucleus. And, strictly speaking, even thi* assumption

would be by no mans sufficient, lor ii doe* not account for the

architecture o( the gum-plum : the material only would he

provided. Such a complex structere can obriouily only arise

historically.

Tan fact that somatic idioplasm cannot again give rise to

germ plasm serves as an additional aup|xitt for the tbaoiy of

the genn-plasm as here developed Invisible, or at any rate

unrecognisable, masses o( unalterable germ-plasm must have

been contained In the body-cells in all cases In which such a

trantfotmatioti has apparently occurred.

These masses need not necessarily be InvisiW* for they

cannot Ire smaller than ids
;
and if it should subsequently be

proved that the microtomes of the nuclear teds do 8 cunlly cor-

respond to Ids, we may hope to ascertain the exact number of

these ids in the individual species. An extensive field would

then be opened out for further investigation, for it would be

possible to deride by direct investigation whether the cell-senes

ottha gttrfvtracks carry along with them a larger or a smaller

number of ids than b contained m the fertilised egg-cell, and

also the relative proportion of the number o: ids in the somatic

cells in the germ-track. We may thus hope that facts will

come to light which can be utilised in Connection with this

theory.

Observations cf this kind have already been made which indi-

cate an actual continuity of the germ-plasm. Rosen * obsetved

that the differentiation of live somatic cells from the primary

sexual cell in the segmenting egg of AKuril mtgaloctpkala is

accompanied by a peculiar diversity in tbe nuclear structure.

The nuclei of the somatic cell* throw off a huge part of their

chtooatin, in which process each idant loses a similar amount
of substance. Further facts and illustrations of the process are

still wanting, but even did we possess them it wtwld be ticces-

aaty to poitpone the detailed theoretical explanation of such

observations until we were able to judge as to the tmivetod
occurrence of the process. Oboeivatioiis which my assistant,

Dr V. Hicker,t has nude on the segmenting ovum of a

• Throdui Bjvni, • Ar.itois. Amo*ur 11. Jsfrvgong,' No M, 1887
1
und

' Zslltf-Sutl'ea,’* Htft 3, Jena. itp>. p, jo.

+ Vnketin Hscfar 'led. Juhrtmcfuv, Ablb. f, AnM. md Cottv.. Bd.

v.. (Set: and Aids/. f. mlt. Amt.. Bd to. ibyx.
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in«an (C/cUp\ have indeed aim proved that the behaviourofthe

somatic segmentation cells is different from that of the primary

sexual cell, lr.it the process differs essentially from that which

aeons in Auarii When us arc in possession of similar

observniions on various types of animals, wo shall he able to

recognise the eisential ports of the process and shall then he

in a position to offer an explanation of them.

From a tboomtlcnl point of view, we must expect that the ids

of germ-pkisrn become doubled in the nucleus of the fertilised

egg-cell or even previously, one half of such a double id being

in the active condition in which it can undergo disintegration,

and the other being in the inactive and unalterable condition.

The former direct ontogeny, ond the latter are passed on in a
pssaire condition to the primary sexual cells. As these,

however, behave at first like somatic cells, that is to say, they

multiply in a regular manner, and nr* distributed amongst de-

finite series ef cells to definite parts of the body,—they must
possets active idioplasm in addition to unalterable germ-plasm.

They must therefore contain wore ids in their nuclear matter

than do the somatic edit The above-mentioned observations

on Auarii can thus he explained in accordance with onr

theory up to this point, but more than this cannot be stated at

present.

>. The CraM-ntscKti.

Taking sexual reproduction only into coosidciuCoa fo: the

present, the course of the geim-tracks in existing MeUraa
apparently varies both at regards its length and the direction it

takes. The genr.-track is shortest in the Difhra, in which the

primary germ-cell becomes separated off in the first division of

the ovum, so that in this case we mightspeak of a division ofthe

ovum into a primary germ-cell and a primary somatic-cell. In

the Daphaida the gcrm-nnclc is longer
i

for, counting from the

ovum, five successive divisions occur before the primary germ
cell is formed. In the free-swimming marine worm Sagitla it is

longer still, two primary germ-cells only appearing after ten or

more successive' divisions have occurred, and the mass of

embryonic cells has already given rise to a gasuula-larva. In

other worms, inch as the Nematode, the primary gctm-cclls

become separated fictn the somatic cells in a still later genera-

tion cf cells, which has so far rot teen actually determined ; and
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in most of the higher Medium (bis only occurs nftet the forma-

tion of buudtods or thousands of cdl-gencrations.

The position of the germ-track may also vary. In tho Diptrra

it is quite distinct from the somatic ccll-tracks, and the genea-

logical trees of these ran kinds of colls separate at the root. In

theDapbw'ikr thegerm-track |<ism» through each of the first four

-ctfiiicutotion-celb, and then branches off from the somatic

JL «
”

ITr.. iv— 7»f« itrlf ila/il r» He —(*0«r 0. HatriO
InN Iren ibcaifadm, ant
in ff.nl C rill ant or it—. t.l. ta -Ji-.-n. <»mn
L>!i» 1 CitirtniV vlir Armnit)

tracks. In Sagi/fa it passes through the primary Crvdoderiu

cell, and the primary gcrm-cells separate from the primary

cndodcim before the definitive endodentt ofthe tiihnentaiy canal

lias been formed from the»iutt«r. lu RluMiHs nri'rwwnw/ir the

gem-trackextends through threegenerations of endoderm cells,

passe* into the primary mesoderm, andafter several generations

branches off from ’.no of the mesoderm cells. In most of the

Metazoa, however, the fornuitioa ol tho prmary germ-cells is

postponed to a Mill later period, *.« that the separation cf the

gernvhtanch from the somatic branch takes place at a much
higher level on the genealogical tree o! the cells, and often first

occurs in the younger and smaller lateral branches. The primary

germ-cells do not always branch off from the track of tho entlo-

detm, bat may just as often diverge from that of the ectoderm.

In the lower Meduste, for instance, in which the development is

a direct one, the germ-cells become differentiated at a very late

stage from the ectoderm ceils of the body, which is already

fully formed and often independent and self-supporting
;
while

in the higher Medusae and Ctenophuia the primary germ-cells

are derived from the cndodcroi. We thus see that the germ
tracks or series of cells which lead from the egg-cell to the
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primary grrm*ccfls frequency take very different course?
:
they

are in wmc cates very short, and in other* longer— sometimes

to long that the)1 |xiss lhroo|>h vciy different embryonic cells

;

In scene instances they branch off from the primary ccdodenn-

cell?, and in others from those of the mesoderm, nod they may
even arise from later generations of the mesoderm, ectodemi. or

endodenn-cells.

it-flm Stagn It !kt Jmttfmf*! if rtf mmtir rot *fMtntf—
[Aftu CtoUjuv) A, fuc< of vc»«d frati tl* KJtlrJft iuc.

ii otiff/i C«rk u« pTMnt
.

ft, llUtft* iu^i, iron (be vsictanvc

p«b; C. Oi>!n« Wage. In h<*{ti>Jlr*1 <*i «»«. g, Cl« pitnJito

Tin Ktdhu ar/i Hcaicr'a * Ubtor* Ur Txrxltid*nlcr Ejl*kLc*u*v-

cndikbu.')

The same germ-track it always strictly follotred in each af

there cares respectively, no deviation cvet taking place : thus

the primary ftm-celU never arise freen endodenn-cells in a

irojp in vhich tine corals'll germ-track lies in the ectoderm,

and vice verrk We consequently cannot help arriving at the

conclusion that the ctUi in the gmtt-track muff hove same

atfinxlafe ever ike rest t>J the ceii-tracks in &ntO£tnj
%
for they
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aie*t J’i rapaUf ofgiving riit to ihrprimarygtmvaih. More
over, if we remember dial in Ihe case of the Hydroid polypes

the period of the stpiiraliots of the primary germ-cells COB be

relegated to earlier or Inter stage*, it « ill be clear iliat not only

the cells at the terminations of the germ-track in which rhis

separation actually occurs in indi-

vidual cuts, but also the entire

prcreding series of cells, possess

qualities which are absent in the

other cells of the organism, and
which, sooner or liter, render the

relit of the germ-track capable of

giving rise to primary germ-cells.

The cells ofthe gctm-track do not

themselves Cortotpond to primary

gemi-cdls. the character of which

latter ia not ns yet apparent
;
they

*IC cellsofa mixed character,—that

is to say, they contu-n different

primary constituents, which are

gradually separated ofl until even-

tually only two of them remain,

and these then separate from one

another by means of n £ta! cell-

division.

The embeyogeny uf a parasitic

worm (RAuMitii from

the frog's lung nuy serve to illus-

trate this point. In fig. r 5, A to D
represent the fits! four ?Ug<s in

segmentation up to the digerenua-

tion of the primary mesoderm-cell

(»<ri> This and the following stages

are represented dingrunmaticaliy

in fig. 16, which shows the genea-

logical tree c4 the cell* and the

germ-track. The ovum (£«r) must of course bo considered as

containing the whole of the primary constituents nf the organism

before it* first diriricn into a primary ectoderm
j
tirF.k!) and a

primary er.dodcrci cell {arEnf). The latter retains ail the

primary constituents of the mesoderm nnd primary gcrm-cells.

c--.tr

Fiu. « 1*1

Uth* ,</ til ir*r* ni/ir-
MUl.V.l/ti.ct'~i*UI.,,.,
«'• MuMVi
<*(«, G!:-..k «.
rU,

~

Cim.
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in addition to thoie of the endoderm, and is therefore not

mert/y a primary eododerm cell This then divides again and

forms t*u cells, of which the one marked 3 on the left side of

the figure only contains primary constituents of the endodenn,

and is therefore an endodernt cell proper; while that marked 3
1

icprcser.ts the firit rudiment of the mesoderm and of cert. 11

portions of the endodemi, and cn.'.wTw in aMIHtti /Atprimary

MUtifimO ofMe primaryftm-tt/h. This cell<j9 d ;vidcs into

two (41 and a11

), thus separating the above-named rudiments into

those for the tightand the left sides of the body; and finally, the

luntUK (#«,) tyfc'Jir to «di, ilu* tflbt coolrrr. (S«fl
<t i>< ..d»l«n<£»fl Stack; ir it» ptniii". g.:= oUc (*.

complete separatioo of the rudiments of tho nvcMderm and endo
denn occurs, and results in one. daughter -cell (5"), containing the

primary constituents of the mesoderm and primary germ- cells,

while the other gives lise to a cell of the eododerm proper.

The primary constituents of the primary gcrmiclls remain con*
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Meted with certain of tl»se of the mesoderm during several

generations of cells, and in each subsequent division cetttln of

the latter pass out olorte into one of the daughter-cells, the

other retaining the primary constituents cd the primary germ-

cells in addition to those of the mesodettn. Filially, in the

ninth scries of ceils in the diagram—in which the processes ore

represented as greatly abbreviated—the separation of these two

sets of primary constituents occurs, and the first primary germ-

cell fur A'r) is formed.

So much Is certain, and does not depend on any hypwbcsra.

Opinions may differ as to whether the cells situated in thegerm-

track are to he described as real somatic cells. I have called

them so, because in many cases the germ-tracki extend far

beyond the period of embryogeay into the fully-developed func-

tional tissues
i
ar.d because It can be proved that««r ce/iswhich

an Udotegicaliy differentiated may product Scrm-edlt utuUr

attain drewnitoaees. This occurs amongst plants— in the

prothallus of ferns, for instance -and also m tbf cells of certain

Polyroa from which gemmation may take place, and which must

therefore contain inactive germ-plasm. In these casci it is

certain that real somatic cells are situated along the germ-

tracks ; in all cases the cells of the gerra-tiack an not

gmn-ctUtfreon thefiat, ard they always take part in tlve con-

struction of the body. Aqd if we further consider that a large

number of somatic cells must contain accessory idioplasm of

son* kind,—cither that which trill serve for simple regeneration,

or for the regeneration of more complex puts, or again, for the

formation of buds,—we can hardly assume that the character ofa

scenario cell is thereby abolished: I can see no advantage in

oijtcting to i/turlii a <tilofthe gmn-tnuh «w a mmatic ait.

The clang e which the idioplasm of the cells constituting the

germ-trnck undergoes, can obviously only consist in its active

portion gradually becoming separated off in the course Of the

ontogenetic cell-divisions, |so that ultimately the cell contains

germ-plasm only, which then stamps it as a germ-cell. Even
thee die germ-plasm remains unalterable as long as this first

or primary gcitn-cell continues to produce others similar to

itself. The cells only become differentiated into spermatozoa

and ova when this multiplication ceases, and this presupposes

the splitting off of special spemutogenctic or ontogenetic de-

ter mutants. The disintegration of the germ-glam which results
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in a new csnbryogeny—provided that the necessary conditions

have been fulfilled—can only begin when this has occurred.

3. Historical Accouht of tub Tiieorv or rim Con-

TISUITT OF TUB GuRM-PlASM.

When ray essay 00 tl* 'Continuity of the Cerm-plasta’

appeared seven veara ago,* I "as under the impression that I

nas the first to giv.- uttciance to this conception. Since then,

however, I have found that similar ideas had arisen, in a mote

or loss distinct form, in other brain.1 ; and 1 gradna3y discovered

that a number of authors had independently recognised more oc

less clearly the distinction between the body-cells and genr.-

celis and the direct connection between the gerra-cella of dif-

ferent generation! : some had merely made tbe assertion, and

others bad attempted to support it by facts. I shall here give

an account of those theories which preceded mine, taking them

in chronological order*

As early xj 1&9, Sir Richard Owen had indicated that

differences may arise in tbe developing germ-cells between

those which become greatly dunged and form the body, nod

those which unly undetgo a slight change and form tho repro-

ductive organ I.

Franc* Gain* was the Tint to eraress certain ideas which

bore some resemblance to the concepfion of the continuity of the

germ-plasm. In a paper which appeared as early as 1B72, the

Individual is conceived 'as consisting of two parts, one of which

is latent, and only known to a* by its eftexts 00 his posterity, while

the other is patent, and constitutes the person manifest to our

sense*. The adjacent and, in a broad sense, separate lines of

growth in which the patent and latent elements are situated,

diverge from a common group, and converge to a common
contribution, because they were both evolved out of dements
contained in a structureless ovum, and they jointly contribute

the elements which fottn the structureless ova of their off-

spring.'!

• ’Da Ccatmiui On KfimplasmiV Jem. tBjg «Euay p, ifr* in

(h. wosnJ EegUsh edition;.

t 1 quote Use statement Iron Gold® and ThomeonV 1 EvoisKm <t

8ex' (Tendon. 1869I. P PJ. « which Ok or««-l uniicit, Is acr flna
i Pice. Ro,. See., No. 136, p. 301.
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A few years later, Galton change*! hit opinion and adopted

Darain't theory oi pangeneeis, which he modified considerably,

and only used 'as a supplctncnuuy and subordinate part of a

complete theory of heredity.’ 1 hit theory ha# already been dis-

cussed in the Historical Introduction to this book. The

‘gemmulct' which are contained in the fertilised ovjiu together

constitute the 'snip' or stock, "loch by meant of the egg cell

gives rise to a new individual Each ‘ tort cfgemrr.ule ’ i# repre-

sented bya lumberofgemmules which differsomewhat from and

compete with one another
j
and since the successful one; in the

competition for taring part in the construction of the body form

the various parts of the body and arc therefore contained in

them, the rest remain unused, thus constituting the ' residual

germs.’ These, then, are ‘the patents ofthe sexual elements and

buds.’ The * dominant ’ gemmules may also take a part, though

Only.a slight one, in the formation of the germ-cells, ' as they

are the least fertile in the production of gemmules.’ The gertr-

cclis are therefore mostly formed from gemmules which have

remained latent, and this accounts for the fact that the offspring

usually do not exhibit the most marked peculiarities of the

patent. A s this hypothesis only accounts for the dissimilarity

between pnrent and child, so fiir a# it exists, and not for the far

commoner resemblance between them, Calton assumes that the

parts of the body can also giv* off gemmules which become dis-

tributed and evtend b*yoi?l the boundaries of the cells in which

they arose, and so may even penetrate into the sexual elements.

He thus substitutes theidea of a locally restricted distribution of

the gemmules for Darwin's view of their ' free circulation.’ If «e

attempt to make this somewhat vague and umcaEitk idea rather

more comprehensible, by considering the ‘residue of the stirp’

as equivalent to the ‘ unnlterablc 1
reserve germ-plasm, Gabon's

hypothecs will bo found to hear some resemblance to tbe theoty

of the continuity of (he germ-plasm. But there is still a

fundamental difference between them, for Galton’a idea is only

conceivable on the presupposition of tbe occurrence of sexual

reproduction, while the theory of the continuity of the germ-

plasm is entirely independent of any assumption as to whether

each primary constituent is present in foe germ s Or tn

numbers According to my idea, foe active and the reserve

germ-plasm contain precisely similar primary <on*titucnu, gem-

mules, or dttmniruinta
j
and on this the resemblance of a child
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id iu patent defend?. Tha theoryofthe continuity of trie germ-
plasm, as I understand it, is not haied on the fact that each
•gemmule necessary for the eonstraction of the soma ii present

natty time* over, sir that a residue remains from which the genn-
cell, of the next generation may be formed

:
it is founded on the

vie» of the cviBcocc ofa special adaptation, which is inevitable

in the cak of multicellular organisms, and which consists in the

germ plasm ofthe fertilised egg-cell becoming doubled primarily,

cxir of the resulting portions being reserved for the formation of

germ-cells

Gustav Jiiger* nas the first to express the idea that in the

higher organisms the body consists of two hinds of cells, which

be calls respatirely ‘ontogwitlc’ and 'pl'.ylogeuiic;
1 and thru

tlic latter, or trprodaoivr cells, are not a product of the former,

or body- cells, hot are derived directly from the gcnn-ccll of the
parent* He tool: it for granted that the ‘formation Of repro-

ductive substances occurs in an animal during (be early em-

bryonic stages,’ and imagined that he had thur, proved the

existence cf a connection between the germ-cells of the parent

and those cf iho drlld. Although these opinions were not

founded on fact or followed out in detail, they ought to have led

to further ideu on the subject Titty, however, together with

the book in which they were contained, remained unnedeed.

A few casual remarks made by Raubcr,* in a paper on ' Form-
bldusgund foimstorung in dei Entwicxlung von Wbbclthieren,'

• Gtsuv Jsger. ‘Lehrluab dcr a^jeoeioeo Zocfc*lc.’ 1^,-oic. tl;«.

IL Abllwilun(.

t T9 e prubtaoitt) ar.eiaje to Oo Justice to my predotessoni is this jor-

ticularubjMhupwhapal~n curio! loo f.r, la Gsddrs nodTbamsoah
•Broltrior. of Sex 'Ip. 03\ for esute*. a qcotatWi li given intm Jrpr
which WRU to pan Oat ha wiiieipucd me wUli r.cwo to He limit/

tsderccotidautior. The uuototico In witch this Idea Is eijecuo! It,

howtri. nctuUrs Bum tin lank published in 1878, bit (reel n ess»/

wr-ttes ten ymrs l*>«, *nd « cotclodes wab tie leUoatrg weds:—* This
nncrvakw of the [i.ylugcniLc material I described "I «. tmUauUy t/iW
gtrnpltm.' Bw no mentin ii node by J**er cd the cnotinosy ol the
gam-plum U his h>A whKh ippeunt in rt-8, in which a occxetUon
heturei (he gum-alU ol didwsm geierntcas is suppito 1

. to cxMt—and
Uiit It not the ease. The entirely new turumnt cf bis ideas has ban
loluewei by Cwo* iomiirml in my eutji vhiCL ha! oppmrol in the
maawliilt

J • Mrrrhol JohrbiKb,’ Bn. 6, into
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suffered the une fair. This author states that 'as regards the

effect of fertilisation, it can only convert a fortiori of the egg,

via, the personal part, into the form of a poison
;

the other

pattkra docs not espctience this effect, for it has a monger
power of persistence.'

Finally, Nusshaum * was likewise led to the idea of the con-

tinuity of the gcmwWfr. He. too, assumed that ' the segmented

o>am divide* Into the cell-material of the Individual and the

cells foi the ptcfeivation of the species,’ and he support* this

Statement by quoting die cases already mentioned of the very

early differentiation of the sexual cells.

I will conclude this section with the words which appeared in

the preface to a short paper intended its a defence against the

accusation of plagiarism which had been made against me.

•A fertile scientific Idea has rarely appeared without having

been cootested on the one hand, and set down as already known
on the other. The fanner i: certainly n perfectly justifiable and

even necessarycouree ofproceeding, for aclear and definite know-

ledge of the truth can only result from, the contest of opinions

;

and even the latte: is to some extent Justifiable, for an idea of

this kind probably very rarely arises without having been pre-

ceded by similar attempts directed towards the same object

;

and it is only natural that those who first made such attempts

should overlook the difference between these snuggle* towards

tho desired objfsr: and its attainment.'

Others may decide the reason why no attention had bceii

drawn to the suggestions mentioned above as having betn mode
previously to my tbeoiy of the continuity of the germ-plasm,

and why these did not exert any influence on scientific thought.

Tltis is certainly the case : and it practically follows from the

fact, tliat all the objections which have been made have been
directed against rat. Some of these objections will he discussed

in the fallowing chapter. That ! am far from des'non* of de-

tracting from the merit of otheis, lias, I trust, been shown by
tho fuel that as seen as [ became aware of previous views co

the subject I brought them forward. jBgcr’e ideas, for instance,

might have long remained unnoticed, had not 1 brought them
to light. But an historical account of the tarious previous views

• M. NuabaiB. • Die Ditto..ii.u n(! da Ouihlofaa in TheicOi.'
Archil, f. nil. Amlci.ri. Ed. xiiii,, itOo
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on ih’n aubjcct * cannot ho considered Id be an impartial one,

if m* mtntltn it at :k, mm/ fiW mo* of tktfutthol oil tktu

luggistiotu rmairud urtnelittd, and had no iff/.l an t/u pro-

pas of tatntifi thought. That this ta the case there can be

no detibt. And although it may be a satisfaction to every one

in have expressed a correct idea, no Mich idea can be con-

wdcreJ as fertile, and at having an important influence on

the progress of scienti6c thought, unless its meaning is s»

obvious lhal it results in further proerC'S. Such a result, how

ever, only followed aiter my essays had appeared.

4. OBIECriONS TO TIIR TtllORV OF THE GHRM-PLABM.

Importnnt objections to this theory have been raised by

several botanists ; and at fust sighr the facts on which these

are based may easily give rise to the impression that the

theory cannot he carried rat in the case of plants. If this were

so, however, its correctness would be altogether doubtful, foe (lie

hereditary mechanism cannot be totally different in plants and
ai-.ir.iala We must therefore make a elofc-r examination into the

facts as they concern plants, and I hope to be able to show that

the fundamental idea? vjich I have assumed arc applicable to

plants is well a? to animals, although they did uot originate

from the botanical point of view.

Certain msccoreprions and inaccurate representations must

(list he put on one side. Many botanists deny the txistma of

the germ-plasm entirely.

Vines t considers the assumption of a special 'reproductive

substance ' unnecessary, as die capacity for reproduction is a

fundamental property of protoplasm. A cutting give? rise to a

complete plnnt, just «b a broken crystal becomes complete when
immersed in the tnatlier-liquor, for it produces the missing

ports, vit., races. It is rot necessary to assume the existence of

a special ‘ reproductive substance' in cither cose.

1 need noe especially emphasise the fact that this stimttlna

which remits in the completion of a part » not by any means a
universal phenomenon, and that, for instance, some parts of

p’ants cannot he rqiroiiuccd from cuttings. 1 shall aimply

• Cf. th. anoint g..«rt in Gold.! an) Tbamv*’. • E-olntlon ct S**,
1

pp. «sand ci.

tCA • Nature, ’ Ckt. «. ,&). and • Lcaum on It* Pfa*fah*y ul

Pints, ‘ CanKIdB-, into.
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confine myself to calling attention to the fact that even if a

universal reproductive power existed in protoplasm, it certainly

would not explain inattcrv For tki, fionrr is mil tphot la, to

U fxpl/diuiL

If we know, for instance, that Infasoria are able to replace

great Icnee; of substance,—10 that when tire oral tegion A rut

off, it, together with all thecifia and other minute structurei, can

be formed anew,—a pcoaf is thereby obtained lliat these uni-

cellular organisms actually powm the universal reproductive

power which Vines wishes to ascribe to vegetable protoplasm.

But does this help us in the slightest degree to understand the

tact, or to explain why the ultimate particles of the cell-body

become rearranged and transfonned after a loss <rf substance

has occurred, just as is necessary foe the reappearance of t&o

species? Do ne thereby gain tbe fiuutex idea as to how and

why the residual panic!cs of the cell-body ore compelled to giro

up their previous form and connection, and to reranUiucl

exactly that part which a requited in older to render the whelo

complete? Tbe otsumption of a ‘reproductive power' tiroply

amounts to the statement of the feet that regeneration occurs
;

arid till, it seems to me, is equivalent to saying that the re-

productive power b a fundamental property of vegetable

protoplasm

lu the case of the unicellular Infusorian we can, however,

hardly venture at present to attempt ait explanation of this

problem, as wc know very little of the vital unite of winch Use

cell-body is composed, and of the forces situated within them.

Rut the case is different with regard to those organisms which

consist of many physiologically differentiated cells : in these we

are at any rate acquaint**] with the form and function of one

arrangement of the vital units of which the whole aggregate a
composed, and to we can attempt to deduce the functions of

the whole body from those of the units, and convertcly to refer

the Utter processes to a distribution of the forces amongst the

units composing the whole. We need not therefore confine

ourselves to the mere statement of the fact that a process

occurs by means of which the whole is completed, but ne map
further inquire as to when this occurs, freer, what elements it

proceeds, how the whole Body arise- at all, and how so complex:

a structure can be fanned from the apparently temple subtrance

of the germ.
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In order to gi.w a aatitfactory answer to these questions, I

have assumed the existence of a germ-plasm, but have not

primarily regarded this as a 1 racial reprodixtire substance’

winch is very different from all other substances in the body ;

I have looked upon it, on the contrary, M /At suAstana etihlcA

grots rise to alt /At o/Atr formats™ mhtanas ef lit entire

individual. Ever, pari of the body contain* a portion of thii

aubstaneo, and the whole organism can only be formed anew
when all the portions of this controlling substance (tire idio-

plasm) arc combined
,

that is to say, when germ-platan is

present. The assumption cf gem-idioplasm or germ-plasm is,

I consider, quite unavoidable, for we must at tbe present

day take it as (coved that tbe hereditary tendencies are con-

nected with a suhetaoce. In my opinion, it is also an irrefutable

fact that this germ-plasm undergoes regular changes from the

ovum onwards : it must, indeed, undergo change from cell to

cell, fc: we know that the individual tell is the seat of the forces

which give t»*e collectrvcly to the functions ol the whole. The
fo-ces which am virtually contained in the germ-platan can

therefore only become apparent when its substance undergoes
disintegration, and ks compccent pans, tbe determinants, be-

come rearranged. The difference in function seen in the

various groups nf cells in tire body compels us to suppose that

these contain a subslance which acta in various ways. Tie

alls art tAmfon lentrer offtret of dijfaeat toertA, and /At

wlltofttt (Mop!,inn) vMek .outrtds firm must As just as

distMlar as are /Atforces developed by them.

Theapparent similarity ofmany young plant-cells mayaccount
for the vagueness with which Vines, following Sachs's example,

speaks ofan 'embryonictubtUsve ' fromwhich reproduction ia sup-

posed to proceed in all COBBS, and which is assumed to ho present

in ali ‘young’ cells. In my opinion the hereditary value of a cell

can be estimated as little by its age as by its appearance. The
mass of cells resulting from the segmentation of art animal egg

rectamly poeteat the diameter of youth, and in a certain stage of

development these cells mo all of the same age and all look

alike. They have, however, entirely different hereditary values

;

and if we are accurately acquainted with the ontogeny of the

animal in question, we car: teli what hereditary tendencies lie

Ixdden m each cell. Tire primary constituents ofthe entire endo-

denn, for instance, may 1< contained in one cell, and that of tbe
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ectoderm or mesoderm b another j or, again, in a later stage,

only a rudiment of a particular pan, organ, oe portion cf an

organ belonging to the germinal layer in question, maybe preeent

m an individual cell. But if »c inquire whether the entire body

could arise (reel each of there celli, known facts give a very

decided answer In the negative. Only one, or a fee- perfectly

definite cells amongst them, which we speak of os genn-cells,

can reproduce the whole animal unde/ favourable circumstances

This is true of all the higher Metuoa : the ‘ells of the segment-

ingovum an completely dMmOar as regards their hereditary

value, although they are all 'young and ' enbryomf! and are

nos infrequently quite similar in appearance. It therefore

seem* to me to foil.)* fnxn th'j, as a logical necessity, that the

hereditary substance of the egg-cell, which contains all the

hereditary tendencies of the species, does not tr-iumit them in

toto to the segmentation-cdls, but separates them into various

combinations, and transmits these in group! to fee ceils. 1 have

taken account if these facts in considering the regular distribu-

tion of the detemtinants of the germ-plasm and the conversion

of the latter into the idioplasm, of the cells in ths differentstags*

of ontogeny. AU these cells contain 1 embryonic substance,’ but

the determinant# contained in ena set differ from those in

another, and therefore contain different hereditary tendencies.

Ilcncc it i» comparatively meaningless to ipeak merely of an

* esnbtyonic substance.'

De Vries regards seme of my views in a very different way,

and from an entirely different aspect. In an extremely able

manner he brings forward a number of facts concerning

heredity in plants, and finds that they usually do not fit in with

my views. I have followed Iris deductions with great interest,

and have gi,.(dully made use of the facia which he has brought

forward
i

but 1 nevertheless believe that the chasm which

separates his views from mine can be bridged Over.

In the first place, de Vries accuses me of having taken a coe-

eldcd view of the question by considering the processes as they

occur in animals only : in these it may be possible, as I have

assumed, to draw a sharp line of distinction between sccnatk-

and germ-cells, but this cannot be done in the case of plants.

In fee latter, those series of cells which 1 have called germ-

tracks may give rise to many other cells besides germ-cefe,

although this aa a general rule Is only exceptionally the case

:
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that 14 lo say, it occurs in response to definite external influences

1 1 would not, however, only ttke pl»“ fa thus* puis of the

plant which might be assumed to be specially adapted for this

capacity, Inn might also occur in those In which adaptation is

out of the question. We are therefore compelled tomane that

mmt, if not all, of the irt/i contain a/I Ha primary icnifituinti

ofthe tptria in a Ut*m conditio*.

I will first discuss the manner fa which de Vries applies my
hypothesis of the germ-tracks to the case ef plants, and the con-

clusions at which be hai arrivedand has illustrated by desorbing

a number of genealogical trees representing the various series of

cells in plants.

De Vries dram adistinction between ‘primary
1

and ‘accessory1

germ-tracks. The former correspond to the germ-tracke 1 have

already assumed : that Is to say, to these cell-series which nor-

mally lead from the fertilized egg-cell to the new germ-cells (ova,

spermatcaao, pollen-grain*). by 1 accessory germ-track* ’ are

mean: those cell-series which lead to germ cells ‘ through ad-

ventitious buds. 1 These accessory germ-tracks are, according

to do Vries, abteot in the higher animals, bat are of common
orcurrence amongst plants, and I am accused of not haring

taken them sufficiently into account. The ‘accessory germ-
tracks,' if I understand the term aright, are regular germ-tracks,

which do not, however, always come jnto use. In many of the

lower plant', wch as meases and fungi, ' almost all of the cells

may develop into new individuals i
’ and in the higher plants,

bud:, from which entire plants possessing germ-cells may arise,

can, under certain circumstances, be formed at any rate from

certain kinds of tissue, whichmay consist of young (oeristematic)

cells or indeed even of full-grown cells.

Let ta first cccrider the ‘primary germ-tracks.' De Vries

thinks that their behaviour is essentially different in the higher

animals and In plants: m the fonacr, thegenealogical tree of the
cells ofthegerm-track ‘isstr»ight,and onlyslightlybranched at the
aprx,’ while in the higher plunts ‘ tlie branches are so numerous
and subdivided from the base upward* that they frequently over-
top the main stem ; or, more atatrately, the main stem is hardly
rrcognisaWe,' No objection can certainly bo raised to this state-

ment, which •»< may illustrate by a blossoming apple tree, in

which the blossoms which crown the top may be taken as cor-
responding to the germ-cells. Bat now is this diftoreirce to bo
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proved, and on what does i; depend? ll is not based en the

animal or vegetable nature of the organisms, for as de Vries

himself incidentally aeknowlcdecs, we find a timilai k-nd 14
branching of the primary germ-tracks in the Hydroid-polypta.

It simply depends an the fact that a higher individuality ofthe

stack exists in these animal), just as in the case of the higher

plant* In both cases we have to deal n« with a single person

and the formation of its germ-cells, but with a number of per-

sona which nrote from the primary or.c by budding, each of

which Im a body of its own, and give* rise to its own gerai-

cdls. The germ-track is concealed within the first person of

the stock produced from an egg, and give) off a lateral branch

as soon as this first polype develop) a bud. Shortly afterwards,

the polype gives rise to a second bud, into which a lateral gerai-

track likewise extends
;
and when tics" two buds have developed

into complete polypes, they again give roc to budt, into which

germ-tracks are once more given off, and so on. The copious

branching of the geiin-tinck is thus accounted for. and it is quite

immaterial whether the separate persons of the stork are more

or less independent and perfect, and to what extent they maybe
icgarded os 'individuals.' In thore coses in which aperiodic

segmentation of the body into serially homolcgnas segments or

ineLuueics take* place,- -each of Which has almost a similar

origin and is able to produce germ-coils,—the typa of the genea-

logical tree ofthe germ-track, as desertbed above, results.

If, however, we inquire a) to th« conclusions which can lo

drawn from the cotine taken by the germ-tracks in animals and

plants,we recent a reply from de Vries which is very significant

of the way in which this problem is at present regarded by

many botanists —tie whole question whisk / have ndstd with

regard to the continuity ofthe g/ren fiJasm is an idle one. In

his opinion, ‘the whole quesrirai ss to whether somatoplasm can

became transformed into germ-plasm has no basis in uct,’ 'A
germ track,

1 says de Vries, 'never arisc-s from a somatic-track,'

and ‘a continuity of the germ-cells exists, not merely. in the

very trick cases, but universallyand without exception,although

It often takes place through a long series by means ofthe gcrin-

tracks.’

With the exeption of tbe last one, these sentence! merely

repeat my urn views, and the apparent contradiction of the latter

u simply due tu the fact that da Vries adopts expiessicus which
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1 have used in another sense. In stating that germ-«lls f»ris«

(ram somatic ceils in innumerable cu-i, I referred to ihe ‘om»-

tic cdi which an? 9 i*0»l«d along the gom-nadc, the eaisteacc

of the latter being BBMtDed for this special purposs D« Vries,

however, dispstes the somatic character of these cells, because

he considers that the/ abe contain * genmubs'.anee.‘ I should

attach alight importance to a mere name, J a very definite idea

did not depend on this name, the abandonment of uhich wouid

k*d tc confusion. It appests to me to be dangerous ;o intro-

duce a third category of cells—v't, those of the genn-track—

between the somatic nisd the germ-cells. In die first place, it ia

unpractical to do so, for the appearance of a cell does not re»«al

to us whether It It situated in tlw genn-track or not ; and

KCuodly. t ooulcl lead to a total confusion of the ideas of

lomatic and germ- cells
;

far, as bus bow shown in the previous

chapters, theic are a milliter of edit ill plant- and animal-

stocks which are undeniably lomatic, and which most therefore

contain getm-pi&un. Since we regard the 1 hlasttgenic * idki-

plasm of plants and Flydroidi as a modification of germ-plasm,

ne must aldD look upon * very considerable number of the cells

which constitute these organisms as cells of the germ-track,

and we sbjnld therefore arrive at the absurd conclusion that a
soma {body) is not ptnient at all In these caics. The «rma

nevertheless is present, and a conu**t
f
nlso ciist* between it and

the germ-cells in plants is much as in animals.

De Vnct contradicts himself when he slates that a universal

•continuity of the gam-eti/s' exists through the germ-track
;
for

in ccber passages he emphasise! the fact that germ-cells do ntx

ai a rule arise directly from oce another (p. 84X and that a dis-

tinction meat bs made hotoycn gotm-celis and cells of the getm-

track. The son -tie character of the cells of a fcrn-ptothallus,

for initnnee, cannot be denied, for they function at somatic cells,

and a: first are all similar in appearance, so tar os we arc able

to observe. Unt nevertheless some of them are situated on the

germ-track, and give rise to male and female germ-cells.

If de Vries puts aside the whole question of the continuity of

the genu-plasm because he is able to prove that germ-cells

always arise (Venn cells of the germ-track, it is evident that he

ir.uit be kbourirg under a similar delusion to that which induced

Sachs to claim precedence at regard; the theory of the con-

tinuity at' the germ-plasm. Both these observers consider it
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eolf-cvklcnt that each apical cell contain 5 the geiui-subsuux* cf

the ovum, because In plants all growth takes place (tom the

growing point and originates in the apical cells, which are

derived directly hern the egg cell.

This, however, is at any rate only self-evident in the case <rf

the first apical cell of the main shoot, and is certainly not so in

that of the lateral shoots, which are, indeed, only derived in-

directlyfrom the former. All the colls ofa plant are undoubtedly

descended in a direct line fnxn the ovum
;
but this fact does not

imply that they must all give rise to apical cells or must all con-

tain germ-plasm, nor does it in any way explain the taa that

only relatively tew of them can become germ-cells and the rest

cannot. These were the very facta which the hypothesis of the

continuity of the germ-plasm was intended to make ccntpic-

hcnrifale, to some slight extent at any rate The origin of a cell

ftuen the ovum gives no clue to its nature ; and, as de Vries hiur-

self says, the entire description ip. detail of the ccll-se/ies leading

from the ovum to the first apical cel!, although very interesting

ir. itself, gives us no mfutmatioo as to the origin of the germ-

substance present in certain ports of the plant-body. I do cot

understand therefore bow de Vries can look upon the feet of the

existence of thewceli-seriot asccmstiiuiing in itself an Important

explanation of the problem, without attempting to e.plain It

further. It seem* to me that the cell-series can only he of any
explanatory value wImi thBy arc regarded as germ-tracks in the

sense In which 1 us« the tettn,—that Is to say, as tlicne series

through which the genn-suhtrance it transmitted from the egg-

ed) to the remotest parts ofthe plant

I must say that it seemed to me to be a somewhat etude idea

to suppose that the same kind of idioplasm Is contained in all

the ceils of the genu truck, including the apical cell, and that it

is equivalent to 'germ-substance’ Why do no: the apical cells

in the sterile shoots of the horse-tail give rise to germ-cells,

while those ci the fertile shoots do so? This must be due to a
differencein the idioplasm of the apical cells oftheseshoots. And
although structure, bearing gcnivcells may heroine developed

from the apical cell of a fertile shcoi of the plant, all the cells of

the latter dnnot nevertheless give rise to germ-cells : only certain

eell-setiea lead from the apical cell to the new germ-cell, and

these are the cells of the germ-track which contain germ-plasm

!

The process of the forn.ition of a -hoot from an apical cell is
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analogues to that of the production of a single polype by budfing

(nan a poiype-MoeV. Uat both these processes are essentially

the Kline a? that of the development ftom the ovum in a higher

animal In all three cases the fomiaticn ci the new animal

origin; tea in one cell. The latter must thetcfoie possess an

idioplasm which contains all the primary constituent* of the

organism ; and, moreover, if theorganism is to be 'fertile,’— in the

sense m which thil term is tiled by botanists,—the original cell

ftem which it is derived must contain the primary constituents

ofall the structures characteristic cf the species in its idioplasm:

that is to say, it must contain germ-plasm. If we trace tlse

development of such n shoot or organism, we shall find that it

follows a (wecisely similar coarse tu that which we have already

described in the case of cmbryogcny ; and that at each cell-

division the primary constituents break up into smaller and

smaller groups, until at last each cell only contains one such

element. And yet all these very different kinds of cells are

descended In a direct line from the original cells. How, then,

can we account for the fact that one or several of them contain

all the primary constituents of the spoaes in * latent condition,

in addition tD one specific primary constituent of a particular

kind of somatic cell, as must be the case in thoie which give rise

to germ-cells ? It would, indeed, he a very simple matter if a

continuous series of cells which contain 'genr.-substans*' only,

led from the original cell to the new"germ- cells But as simple

a case as this only occurs in the Diptern: in ail Other instances

tit inUrwfdiate alls svikf, tOHitUvU fit giw-lnuk tan St

firmedto antatn fier/telly /ItfiniU somatic dtr.un/t in addition

re the gmn-fihm; and this it tit test in{dents <w ivtU os in

animals.

To make this dear, it isonly necessary to glance at the genea-

logical tree representing the ontogeny of Riatilith mgrm/nsra
(fig. 1

6

). How does it comes to pass, for example, after the

division of the primary endoderm cell into the first cododerm

and Hist mesoderm cell, that the Utter is nevertheless capable

of producing cells subsequently which contain 'germ-substance,’

Lt., germ-cells ? At its origin this cell gave up the primary coo-

stiiumits of tho endoderai to the sritcr-ctll ; by what means do

tfcsso primary constituents—even those of tlx ectcderm which

were previously given up—reach the germ-cells which eventually

arise from this cell? My answer to these questions has already
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been given, and Is M follows in addition to Iheir active mero-
derm-idioplasm, the cells which will give rise to genn-cells carry
alongwith them a certain vacant ofgerm-plasm in an uni teraMe

condition. De Vrio, and those botanists who agree “7tb him,

consider my answer superfluous. Every one, of courw, is at

liberty to reject the solution of a problem, but in that case be

must not claim to have explained it.

I now come to the consideration of de Vries’s ' accessory

germ-tracks.* As has already been stated, this term is used to

describe those series of cells which give rite to germ-cells

through the agency of ‘adventitious buds.’ According to

Sadis,* adventitious bads correspond to those growing joints

which are not derived from those already protest, or ‘from

embryonic tissue alrwdy pceeect,' but which ' originate at places

where the tissue has already pasted over into the permanent
condition,—in fully-developed roots, in die interfixiar parts of

aboot-axei, and more paitkalaily in foliage leaves, the tissues of

which are already completely differentiated and developed.'

In toy former essays I have endeavoured to account for these

‘adventitious’ buds,— such as are formed, for instance, k a
Begonia leaf when it is placed on damp soil,—by Supposing them
to be adaptations of particular species of plants 10 this peculiar

method of reproduction : I assumed tlut cettain scries of cello

which in there specie; take part in forming the leaves contain

unalterable and inactive g*tin-plasm in addition to their own
active idioplasm.

In opposition to this interpretation much may be, and in fact

has already been, said, and the principal objections must now
be considered.

It has, in live first instance, been urged that the capacity pos-

sessedby leaves, roots, andso on, for prodaring adventitious bads,

cannot he regarded as an adaptation, became so many cases

are known ir. which thit process only tvorurs exceptionally, and is

of no advantage to the plant There can be ao doubt, however,

that the power poswatco by Btgtttla, Rryvpkylhm, Cardmiru

fraU-nai, and Nasturtium ofidmle, of giving rise to buds in

these ports in which they are not farmed in most plants, is due

to an arrangement peculiar to these plants. Neither in fkgow'a

nor in BrysphyUum can the buds and young plants arise from

•low on lb. Hvtkfcw « rtei.’ p. m-
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all parts of the leaf
;
they are only formed in fer/ectiy definite

regions, e.gn on the margins of the leaves in Bryefhytlum and

in the angles between the points of origin of the huge veins in

Begonia. All the cells of the leaf do not, therefore, as do Vries

supposes, possess this capacity, which is limited to perfectly

definite though numerous cells. These therefore coire-pond to

suinatic cells, quite a* much its do those which produce the

several cells in the prothalluo of n fern, which contain unalter-

able gotm-ptosm in addition to the active somatic idioplasm,

the former only becoming active by the induence of particular

extern:! influences.

Thera rcnditani may be fulfilled in thousands cf other leaves

withont resulting' in the production of yoong plants. There are

indeed a whole series of observations which apparently prove

that ‘ evety small fragment of the members of a plant contains

the elements from which the uhise complex body can be built

up, when this fragment is isolated undet suitable external condi-

tions.’ Phenomena of this kind are exhibited by cuttings and
adrentitious buds which arise on a twig the apex of which has

bran cat off. In the higher plants, the development of roots on

a cutting, ct tbc (bnnmiici of adventitious buds, does not take

place ia all parts of the plant, but only in tliose which contain
* a member of cambium eells.' These cells alone therefore con-

tain actc-acry idioplasm, which, accoylmg to the nature of the

stimulus acting on them, renders dram capable of growing In a

manner which ia very different fiotn the normal These can be

very little doubt that the whole of t!*e cambium layer of these

plants is endowed with the rapocity for reproduction. The only

question is, whether this ii a result of special adaptation, or

only the outcome of the normal constitution of each plant-cell

I should still, however, be inclined to consider it as a special

adaptation, and will endeavour to state my reasons for this

view
;
not being a sporlnl -t in botany, however, I am nnablo to

deal nith the various grwips of the vegetable kingdom in such
detail as I could wish.

The question to be decided is, wlxslrer each cell was pro-

vided with all the specific primary constituents in a latent con-

dition at the time when tlic multicellular plant arose from the
unicellular fonn

;
or whether, onmg to the diversity of the

differentiation of the idioplasm, a sharp distinction first aroie
between the somatic cells and the genn-cells, and the idioplasm
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of the somatic cell! was only subsequently provided with jcnn-
plAtm in a latent conditlixt in those cases in which this arrange-

ment was a useful one. 1 hold the latter view, and de Vries the

former one It is important for the theory ol the gctm-pkmn
to decide between these two opinions

;
for it would ho incom-

patible »ith this theoty for germ-substance to be present 35 the

idioplasm of the somatic cells at the phyiecic origin of the
soma. According to my conception of the genn-pjtsm, the

phvlctic origin ol the somatic cells depends oo the determinants

contained in the germ-plasm being separated into groups. It

would entirely contradict this assumption if those somatic cells

which were phyletkally the first to be formed, had contained all

the ochct characters of the species in a latent addition in addi-

tion to their manifest specific characters. De Vries thinks that

the oaitod distinction which actually exists between tin somatic

and gotn-cdl* of the higher animals has led mo to assume
the universal existence of this contrast, which is not nearly

of such a decided natJie in the case of plants in which gradual

transitions from senrnuc-ceJls to germ-cells can be proved to

exist

This, however, i believe is not the case :
transitions between

somatic and germ-cells never occur, and de Vries’s opinion

simply rots on the fact that he confuses germ-cells with the

cells of the gcrai track. That the latter must be regarded as

somatic cells has alreadyTitea shown.

In my opinion, germ-cells were sharply distinguished fresn

somatic cells on their first appearance in phylogeny, and this

distinction has since persisted. Id do species, whether animal

ot vegetable, can there be any doubt as to the cells which are to

be looked upon as genu-cells ; and as regards the somatic ceEs,

such a doubt can Only arise when cells in the gcrm-luck are

regarded as germ-cells.

I know of ao mote convincing proof of ay view than ihar

which b furnished by the Vehodrur. These organisms consist

of communities of cells which may or may not exhibit a divbion

of labour, and in which a contrast between the somatic and
gctro-cclls may or may not exist. In Forulerim all the cells of

the colony are similar to one another, and each performs all the

vital functions. In Volvo.r the cells are differentiated : scene

of them have the function of maintaining tbe individual, and

others that of preserving the sped* : that is to say, they are
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many Intermediate stages between these two, for at she present

day the two kinds of cells in I'ohvr hardly diffct as much as da

(he somatic- and genn-cells in the case of the higher Organisms.

The somatic cells have nexrthcltfs entirely lost tbe capacity of

reproducing the entire organism.

Transitions between these two kinds of tells roald naturally

only arise by tbe germ cells first becoming only slightly differ-

entiated from live somatic cells, and could nee have been pro-

duced, as de Vries thinks, owing to all the cells containing

germ-substance in a more or less latent condition from the first

There is no genn-wbstancc in the somatic colls of Wore
which, figurativelyspeaking, have oclyjnst become differentiated"

from tbe gcnn-celb. If the latter are artificially removed from

a eolcay, tbe somafic cells continae to exist for a lots time, but

they do not give rise either to new genn-celb or to a new colony.

And why should they do so ? Of what advantage nmiH thir

be to the specie*, since millions of individuals, each of which

again produces daughter-individuals, exist in the same pond*

The ordinary process of multiplication is so vigorous that sje'.iil

means fur ensuring tbe existence of the species ate unnecessary.

SutM mean June, tai», been adopted in very many, 1/not

byfar tbe greater number, ofthe mart highly organicplants.

The power possessed by fungi and : m isses of reproducing a

new individual from any bit of the plant under favourable condi-

tions, b» been supposed to contradict my view. But 1 do not

see what prevents us from regarding this power as an adaptation

for ensuring the existence of a species surrounded by danger*

of all kinds. When the top of a toadstool Is knocked rtf, a neu

on? is formal (Brclctd) ; aod this arrangement is obviously of

great use in the pictcirstioa ofthe species. An entire liverwort

can lie regroou from the smallest fragments of tho plant (Vbcls-

ting). Why therefore should i he assumption beimprobable tlat

this power Into been acquired in order to insure (lie persistence

of a species the existence of which :s threatened hy every sudden

drought t My knowledge of plant life is not sufficient for me to

be able to supper: this statement :n detail, but other facta will, I

think, to some extent confirm my opinion from the opposite point

of view.

Why is tills power ,of regeneration not possessed by adult

ferns and horse-tails ? If a frond of a fern is cu: off, it is nrx

reproduced from the stalk, and even the individual pints* cannot
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be formed anew. In answer to thii it might he nrgod that the

tonutic ceils offerns have become too highly differentiated : tot

this is contradicted by the fact tlat many, tlttough by no

means ail, ferns can produce bulbils an their fronds. 1 must

leave botanists to decide why this occurs
;
but were I asked

whether the power of producing entire plants from somatic cells

would not have been of advantage to the other fans, and would

therefore be eupected to be possessed by them, ! should be in-

clined to reply that ail ferns are able to replace lcat fronds by

forming new ones,—not by the regeneration of the injured leaf,

but by budding from the stum. This suffices to restore the plant

hen it has been injured.

We must now consider the Phanerogams in this connection.

In these p'anrs, again, ‘ accessory germ-tracks ’ are usually absent

in the leaves : that is to say, the colls of the leaves are not

capible of producing buds or even of restoring a piece which lias

been cot out The ares of the shoots, on the oilier liand, possess

th» power in a high degree, and it depends on the presence of

cambium cells, all of which are apparently capable of giving rise

to new growing points, which produce new shoots with leaves

and blossoms, and cceseqoently alto germ-edit. Thepvweref

regenerating the leaves it, at a rule
,
Vuleu; fir thefornolion

ofnew persons ofthe plant HotA eon late place to an unlimited

extent ip mean: of th eantbial layer; and this meek of compen-

sation for 109 res sustained is more cSfttoal than the restoration

of defects in the leaves would to The power of growing adven •

titioos hods is prohably unnecessary ill the case of most leaves,

on account of the enormous nuraher and certain ditpereion of

the swJs produced by the plant. Amongst animals the same

is true as regards polype-stocks. Ce!h ate distributed through-

out the stcelt which have the appearance and functions of

ordicary somatic Ceils, tot which can give rise to nor persons

under certain dreumstanees, such ai, for instance, when the

stock has become injured. In a living stock of Tultilaria

metttnhyanthemun, which I once brought front Marseilles to

Freiburg, the downs of the polype died one after the other

within a week, probably on account of want of nourishment

;

hut within a few daps afterwards all the stalks had giver, rise to

new crowns ; and though these were very imail, they would un-

doubtedly lavegrown to the full site bad it been passible to sup-

ply them with fcod. The capacityfor regeneration is apparently
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provided for in tiiis case ; it W at any rate Stated by Loeb* in a

recent paper that a shedding and new formation of the crowns

occurs periodically. The uune writer also showed by eipcri-

ment that, under favourable circumstances, crowns may bud out

at any point of the stem, either at the distal end or a; the base.

On the other hand, be never succeeded in getting the root-like

organs of attachment to be produced at the apical end.

No otto "ill be surprised that such a growth did not occur who

agrees with me in looking upon all these processes of regenera-

tion and budding as resulting from adaptation. Under natural

conditions toe apex of a stem CMild hardly be situated in such a

position as to tender tbc forinat'on of khxs naxssuy, for it

never comes to lie upside down in tbe cant, and coasequcntly

none of the cells in the apex contain 'rhoogenic idioplasm 1

(‘ Wureel-Idioplasma On the other hand, however, it is easy

to understand why the puweruf bedding exists insueba marked

degree in polypes, if One considers how liable tbe soft body is to

be attacked by crabs "Ortas, gaatetopods, Pyenogonids, and

other small enemies If these polypo-stock* did not pou.ru the

powerofcontinually producing ne» crowns,— tr. new individuals,

—when the old ones hive been bitten olij the "hole colony

would soon perish Owing to the absence of ‘ nutritive pernio*’

The fact that regeneration is possible to such an enormous ex-

tent results, at an* into in furl, fnm the aggregation of prisons

to form the higher stage of individuality of the stock. Foe such

a combination of individuals procures the advantage of perman-

ent nutrition M long as all the individuals cf the stock have not

fallen victims » their enemies, and tlica it is favourable to the

production of new bods.

Amongst die Patytoa the CMC is very similar. In many of

these animals the notir.nl form of gemmation takes place with

great reuularity, aotl the region at which the next bud will arise

cun be predicted beforehand : on this fact depends, aa in the

case of live Hydroid polype* the characteristic form ol the

stock in the different species, which b sometimes branched like

8 foliage tree, and sometimes like a fir-tree or a feather. In these

animals, therefore, definite edit must be provided with 1 blastc-

genic' idioplasm m advance, and merely tbe stimulus dee toord:

• Joccurs Lots, ' Uswisrehunpcu if ph»'u!o« Kbla Morpbcfcgte der

TWere,’ 1.
' Ubtr Halwearpho*,' Wtcrboig, i4ji.
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narynutrition it required in order tu incite than to form buds.

The series of cells which lead directly to the edit of thee bud*

must be looked upon as tbo twin germ-tracks, using the term

in de Vries's sense. According to Seeliger's researches, how-

ever, bedding takes pile* from other regions as well a* lire

ordinary-or.« in certain Polyas, e.g^ PntiuUiwt. If the crown

is lost in this animal, to that only a stump of the stalk remains,

new crowns are produced on the end of the stalk ;
and in this

case, therefore, budding originates in tit flat tfUhtlial tells

ekorantrisHc of the cettsbm, which did oat previously appear

to be capable of proliferating at all. This is another instance of

the presence of accessory germ tracks. The cells of the epi-

demis are provided with bLastogenk germ-plasm, although they

do lli< as a tide take pare in the formation of bods, but only

give rise to them in response to unusual stimuli Tlrese cells are

just as much exposed to destruction as are thus* of the Hydroid

polypes, and we ncol therefore not be suprised that arrangements

Ire bidding should have been made in tbo stalk, even were we

no: aware of the fact that in Ptttta&tta, under normal condi-

tions, the crowns drop off periodically from the stalk, and are

replaced by others which bod out afresh. This process cer-

tainly occurs at the upper end of the stalk, but it is quite com-

prehensible thar it would be advantageous far tire lower cod of

the stalk also to be provided with blsstogenie idioplasm.

The arrangementwhich exists universally in the higher plar.Ii

for the production of adventitious buds is, in my opinion, to be

explained In a similar manner. In this group of urganisrns the

ran'.hium layer in particular is provided with tire moms of re-

placing lost leaves and entire shoots. This obviously affords nn

important protection against numerous enemies- such as insrvts

more especially— tire number of which b often incalculable. It

rs therefore not surprising that such an arrangement— viz., the

addition uf unalterable gam-plasm U> tire cambium cell*— is

here met with.

5. Galls.

Do Vries has alto brought forward the question oftheformation

of galls as furnishing an additional argument against my views.

In his opinion the production at galls proves that a vegetable

cell, even when it exhibits a specific histological differentiation,

coit.vmfWniiniiiy constituents of every other kind of cel! in
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a latent condition, and these are ready lo become active aa sucei

a suitable Himulus is biuujjltt to l*ar upon them. Thi
proof he considers to be incompatible with 'i>e assumption, of

the existence and continuity of a gcnn-plnstn.

The development ofgalls is tmdoubcedly a highly interesting

problem, which, in my opinion, lias not yet been fully explained,

in spite of the numerous and excellent researches on the subject

which have been made within tho las: ten years. Amongst
these, the contributions of Adler * ant! BeyerincU t in particular

have materially lielpcd to throw light on tire problem.

I ho meet important point in the consideration of this question

is the fact that galls are not by any meats exclusively composed
of those kinds of cells which occur in the organs of the plants

upon which they arise, but may also contain cells of Other kinds.

'Cells which are usually only developed in the bark of a pitnt

may alto frequently be found in the galls produced by those

Cynlptia and Diflhr* which infest leaves.’ It is therefore cer-

tain that the power of producing forms of cells which do not
usually occur in the leaf, for instftoi*. ' is not confined to those

organs in which they ate developed noinially.’bul - present also

in certain cells of tire leaf, and even ir.deed.de Vii« thinks, ‘
ir.

all other parts cf the plant.’

This is not surprising if no took upon the formation of the gal)

as due to an adaptation of the plant to its parasites, such as we
may assume to have occurred with regard lo tire peculiar

arrangements exhibited by certain tropical plants for the pro*

tectiun of ants, winch in their turn again protect the plant.

Keciptocal adaptation has taken place in this case; the animal
Ins became adapted to the plant, and the plant to the animal,

because a joint existence is advantageous lo both of them. In

the case of the galls of the Cynifi/t. r and TtnlbredinUht, the

advantage winch ntVgbl result to ths plant frum the presence of

the niiiifcilo is not apparent, and we may therefore he iuclinod

A<lV:r, • w Nnurgwohicbce d:r C>a.«dcn/ IXutKbe
« tin timing. Zducfe. ixi., 1 8//. p. ac^. *nd c UUr Jc i Gcr«/XLi3<ii-

wetfad dec Bxbtnfalkn* eepefi/ Zdtsdsr. f. win. ZoOl. Bd. x«vf| itito.

P« *S I-

t M. N. Beytriock, ' Cfco^ncbtunjjcn Ibcr die ctM KnuicfcVtngv
PU» ciilger Cyiiipt^ngmlkn. # Ak*!erie d. Win. ru AiMtmJun. t«a .

•Dk Galle vki Cecidomyo pew.’ Zoton g. 1M5; • fiber tnx Cteft-n*

tan NemUtrt capce*>’ B**. Z*itunj. i£38. X<X 1.
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lo explain their formation s*s line to a reaction of the plant in

response to the stimulus exerted by the animal. If, a- w*s
formerly sapposed, the gall tcsalted from the nation of a
poison which a inserted into the tissues of the plant by the

female riming ovipoaidon, this explanation nonId be totally

inadequate
j for 1: Is cot conceivable that the inliaion of a

poaon, which happens only ante, could with well regularity

produce a gall which grows "lowly, and onlygraduallyattains its

definitive and often coxnpiei structure. Moreover, several lands

of galls, differing very much from one another, may be produced
from the row substratum,inch as an oak-leaf, for instance. We
know, however, from the researches of Adler and Beyernck,
that the formation of the gall is not due to the sting of the

parent animal, but to the uclirity of the larva after it has been

hatched. We must therefore suppose that this peculiar specific

proliferation of the tissues of the plan: is due, in the first in-

stance, to the stimulus produced by the bod.es of the larva:

when they begat to move about and to feed, the spenfic sene,

tion of their salivary glands then alto having an effect The
diversity of the galri arising from die samo sjbstmura must
therefore be due to differences in these factors ; and the con-

spicuous adaptations of the galls, which serve to protect, sup-

I'll', and nourish the parasite, must depend on adaptations of

tits loiter as regards its mode of feeding and movement, and
the chemical composition of its salivary secretion. We cannot
help accepting this interpretation of the facts since no other is

forthcoming
;
and <n must therefore suppose that natural selec-

tin': has operated so leng on these factors, and has gradually

effected tech an improvement, that tbe kind of gull which pro-

vided the best protective and nourishment for tbe species uas

ultimately piodlxnl by the larva.

Beyerinck has, in fact, pro-red that cells and tissues often

occnr In galls which very closely resemble those in different

parts of the plant, bnt uhidi do not exist in the substratum (t.g.

a leaf) on which the gall is produced. Dc Vries infers from
this fact that the primary constituents of such tissues must hare

been contained in the cells of the leaf, although they could not

prevUxisly he recognised as such. This inference does not seem
to me to follow of necessity, foe live stimulus piodoced by the

parasite might conceivably have modified the idioplasm of the

cells of the leaf to as to result in the formation of cells
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differing from those otditsariJy present la die leat It will bo
shown la tbe chapter cn Variation that changes of this kind

tio occur, and that tomalic idioplasm xvty at times, owing to

known or unknown causes, become 10 modified ns to produce a

deviation nan the inherited form c>f the cells of the teriot- The
sudden appearance of such peculiarities os those exhibited by
the moss-rose may be token as an instance. It is »ery possible,

therefore, that Owing to the specific stimulus produced by the

larva, and mote especially by 'its secretion, the idioplasm of

cettain layers of cells in the gall becomes modihoi and causes

the calls to assume another character, such at that of woody
fibres.

This «iew receives decided support from the circumstance

that the gal! is by ns nuans only composedof Host Usuis ofcells

which occurin otherpari: rf the plant. A similar statement to

this is, indued, made by de Viles, wbo, bottever, makes an
exception in tbe case of 'the peculiar layer of sdermchyma
in some Cynipid galls, which afterwards beconvfc* modified into

thin-walled, nutritive tissue.’ 1 canoo: look upon this at bfiap
' only an apparent exception’ to the rule, far i: seems to me to

be a very valuable proof that no such rule exists, and that the
above, nstance is to lie explained as an apparent reversion to

inherited fount ofcell*, such as acre already curtained in a latent

condition in the cell* of the leaf. I should rather he inclined to

regard these ' excepticns ' as a proof mat definite new forma-
tion s scour ingalls, and That these are due to ruodificatiens ofthe

cellsfrom which they arise in response to the stimulus produced
by the larva. It can hardly he a matter ofsurprise that a marked

resemblance ensts between these cells and those occurring in

uthcr puts irf the plant, fot the changes produced by the lam
take place in an idioplasm consisting of determinants cf the
species in question

j
these changes would not therefore at first

result in combinations of biophars (determinants) very dittorent

from those which ordinarily occur in the p.'ar.t. T/u new com-

bination of the biopkort in different mays results, / Miav, from
the action ofthe Jan*, andthus modifications ofthe determinants

arcftraduced
Tbc galis of Ceridonsyia poet, which tic Vr.es meuiiow when

contesting mv views, are probably tohe accounted for in tbe same

manner. In response to die stimulus produced by the larva,

these stalk-gull* become covered with a thick felt of roothke
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outgrowths, which doubtless serve" as a protection : these, when
they gain arc*;* in the wit, become branched like otxlinary

roots. The assumption that under certain circumstance* the

Idkplaam of certain somatic cells becomes modified in response

10 the stimulus produced by the parasite, so as to give rise to a
stniclure similar to that of another tissue or even otgau of the

same plant, seems to me by no means to prove that the primary
constituent of this tissue must previously have been contained

in these cells In animal tissues transformations of tills kind

are Certainly not Unou-n to occur. Pathological anatomists are

now ol the opinion that only those lands of cells occnr in

tumours which actually belong to the sort of tawe from which
the tumour atises. This is not surprising, for tissues of annuals

are far more highly differentiated than those of piantt, and
corrf8|Xindin^ elements in the idioplasm must also ditier in a

corresponding degiCCi and consequently, in spite of the displace-

ments and re-arrangements which may be pieduced by stimuli,

they can never form precisely the same comb nations as those

which occur in the varicui other tissue! ofthe body.

I stall not discun the cue of the gall of AVmo/nr, as Beyer
Inck'a observations with regard to it are not jet complete. If i:

should he shown that a complete wlltbw can bo produced from
the leaf gall of the plant, as de Vries considers protable, it will

then certainly have been proved that the cells in the leaf contain

germ-plasm, jus: as in the cate of flte leaves of BtgoKta. At

ptcunt, however, it rt only known thaf the gall can give rise to

roou, and although normal roots are always capable of forming
adventitious huds, it canr.ot he said at praseat whether these

abnormal roots are able to da za In the niilow, in any case,

the primary constituents of roots are distributed throughout the

sum in the form of invisible determinants, cunlained within

visible cells, and this accounts for the fad that the production

ofnew individuals by means cf cuttings takes place exceptionally

easily in this plant. Tais may perhaps be accounted for by a

wider distribution than usual of the merely ' unalterable ‘group

of determinants for roots taking place in the plant, in connec-

tion nith the wide distribution of tbs corresponding primary
constituents. But I do r.ot by any means imagine that in all

these cases in which the ceils of a plant possess inactive germ-
plasm, its pretence ia actually useful a! /At promt day. If the

distributer! of unalterable germ-plasm once took place in an
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otgauism to such a considerable extent as Iras occurred in most
plants, it would be a matter of slight importance in the economy
Of tbe plant whether the cella of those organs which at the
present day ate no longer in a condition to make use of this

substance were provided with a minimum of germ-plain or

COL Such a provision might have boat of advantage to the

ancestors of the species
;
and if this were noe the case, we know

s*> little of the processes by means of width the various qualities

of tbe Idioplasm become separated mechanically in nuclear

division, that we cannot altogether reject the assumption of an
occasional chance admixture of germ-plasm to somatic idio-

plasm, especially in thecm of the highor cormophytes, which
must in any case possess a number of cell* containing germ-
plasm throughout the entile pjr.t. Time will show whether wc
require this assumpboa
The difference between my view and that of de Vries docs

not consist in llt< fact that 1 am compelled to deny the admix-
ture of germ-plasm in the case of a large number of cells in the

body on principle, bnt in my assumption that each somatic cell

cunuins a definite somatic idioplasm consisting of a limited
number of d* 6 nite deturatnants, to which any other 'unalter-
able ' accessory idioplasm may he added If required. De Vries,

on the other hand, considers that the whole of tlic ptbiiiry rm-
stituents of the speoes are contained in the idioplasm of Cray,
or nearly every, cell of th2 organism. But he does not explain
how it is that each cell nevet tireless poswsscs n specior histolo-

gical character. A new assumption, which would not be easy to

formulate, would therefore be required to explain why only a

certain vety small portion of the total amount of idioplasm

—

which is similar in all pans of the plant—herximes active in

each cell To is theory explains the differentiation of the body
as being duo to live disintegration of the determinants accumu-
lated in the germ-plasm, and requires a special assumption,

—

via, that of the addition ofaccessory idioplasm when neces&kry,

—in order to account for the formation of geitn-rells, and the

processes ofgemmation and regeneration. The reconstruction of

entire plants 01 of pails from any paint can be easily accounted

for by de Vriee’e hypothesis, just ns it on by Darwin’s theory of
pangenesis, (or the pangenet or gecninuies are present wher-

ever they are wanted. But de Vties is unable, on the bats of

his hypothesis, to otter even an attempt at an explanation of the
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dtvmtty of the cells in kind and of th« difi/lnfiation of the
body.

Tbew two assumptions appear to me 10 be of equal value in

explaining the fact that in many of the Iowa plants each cell,

under certain Circumstances, can apparently reproduce an entire

individual. The d fferences between the somatic cells are here
only slight OOCS, anil are so few in number, that we might be
inclined to consider them as due to reactions of the same idio-

plasm to different kinds of influences excited by the environ-
ment. Such is the case, tor instance, in liverwort* But thl 9

assumpnon cta-.es to bo tenable as saon as the souta can be-
come variously dil&tentiated, and any explanation must in the
drat place account fur this differentiation: that is to say, the
diversity which always exists amongst theae cells and groups of

cells arising from the ovum must be referred to some definite

principle. Do Vries's principle is of no me at all in this

for it only mtoonts for (h« fact that entire plants may, under
“Wain drcwrHancei, (torn individual cell*, and does not
even touch the main point In (act, no one coaid cron look
upon it as giving a partial eolation of the problem, if differentia-

tion is supposed to be due to tliat part alone of the germ-plasm
always becoming active, which ii required for the prodisction of

the cell or organ under consideration, but the higher we ascend
in the Organic world, the more limited does the power of pro-

ducing the whole from separate crlli'becoinc, and die more do
the notnerom and varied differentiations of the soinfl claim our
attention and require an explanation In the firs! instance.

The presence of idioplasm in nil pArtl containing all the
pnmary constituents docs not help us in this rcipoct

;
and even

in atteinjxing to explain the foimation o( gcnivcells. it it of
very little use to aiaumo that they arise from edit n-hich, like

the rest, contain all the primary ccmstituents af the *p*des.

How it it that these cells, and thc*c alone. in the entire soma of
the animal, give rise to germ-ccIH t In the lower plants the
fac: of the difierentia’.km ct the souu is liable to be overlooked

or underrated, but this cannot possibly be the case as regards

the higher anknall.
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CHAPTER VII.

Summary of Part II.

WB have now seen that the idioplasm of the fully-formed iadi.v

dual animal- or plant-cell may exhibit a considerable amount of

difference as regards its decree of complexity
;
and before going

lurther, it may be as well to state clearly in what this difference

consists-

We suppaie that the process in the idioplasm which brings

about the ontogeny of a multicellular organism is doc to the

thousands of determinants- which constitute the germ-plasm ol

the fertilised ovum, becotniug systematically separated into

groups, anil distributed among tlw eucceswus of rise egg cell.

Thia separation into smaller and smaller grOipt of deter-

minants conrn-jei to rake p'acc, until each cell contains deter-

minants of one sort only, and these then cither control a single

cell, or, in case the hereditary character ('determinate'! is

constituted by a group atf colls irilh a common origin, the

control -i excited over this whole group.

All the determinants are not active at the same trnc s every

cell, in fact, which appears in the entire course of ontogeny is

controlled by one determinant. This is effected by the disin-

tegration of the determinant into its constituent biophors, which

migrate into tl* cell-body. Even in the earlier stager of onto

geny, In which the Idioplasm of a cell consists if a still larger

number of different kinds of determinants, the cell U also coe-

trolicd by only one of them in this manner. The rest of the

determinants have in any case an imputtant function with regard

to the course taker, by ontogeny, for esch of them has its own
rate of increase, and thus an alteration is produced in the pro-

portico of the various determinant; originally present in the

germ-plasm, and consequently its definite architecture alto

undergoes alteration, the subsequent disintegration bting con-

tidied by the determinants which have thus beer, rearranged
Tbese determinants mv therefore only mactix/t with respect to
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ihc cell in which they are situated, and net as regards develop-

ment as a whole.

Various circumstances may, however, produce corapltcaucma

m thie simple course of development of the idioplasm.

In the first place, it is necessary that the organism should be

able to replace losses of sulrsrimre. In order that this may be

possible, the final cells of ontogeny, at any rate,— u*. those of

the various tissues,—must he rendered capable of producing

others similar to themselves. The possession of this power

necessitates that each ceil shall be capable of unlimited multi-

plkaton, so that the tingle detennioact which controls it can

likewise grow and multiply. This would result in the cells

being able to produce others of a like character by cell-

division.

We find, however, that regeneration is not limited to this very

simple fan of restoration
:
more ompfev tissues can also be

reproduced i rind even entire organs, each as Undo, and still

larger parts of the body, such as the head and tail, may, in

certain groups of animals, undergo restoration when they have
been lost These facts are to be explained in tenm of the Idio-

plasm by supposing that in these cues also tbe determinants for

the groups of cells which are to be capable erfregeneration have
undergone an increase, and bare been supplied to certain cells

in the course of ontogeny in the form of imetim atttswy idlv
fletm. The ecuipment of such cells with determinants for re-

generation is due to adaptation, and is only connected with the

degree of Organisation of the nnitnal ia so far as the difficulty of

providing a large number erfcells withaccurately graduated deter-

minants for regeneration inneased as the nuntor cf cells from

which regeneration had to proceed became larger,and as the uum-
btr end degree of differentiation of the organs to be teetered also

Ionesred. An increase, both as regards cells and organs, takes

place in correspondence with the complexity of structure, and
the ' regenerative pawer,’ therefore, as a rule, gradually under-

goes a proportionate decrease.

Cells which possess die regenerative power are therefore

those which contain, in addition to their own active rictcrml-

nanU. a larger or smaller group Of inactive determinants : these
latter belong to those cells and cell-series which are capable of

taking part in the reconstruction of that part of the body which
has been lost, and wh:di is situated distally to them when the
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determinants become active The occurrence oi regeneration in

« high dcg.ee » only itndcied possible by the cells In a definite

rmnswse plane of the body being reguUtiy equipped with
various gti'.ps of suitable supplementary determinants which are

capable of acting together as a whole.

This form of regeneration leads directly to the process of

refredurtion tyfiuipa, which simply consists in the employment
of a marled power of regeneration for the purpose of increasing

lire number cf individuals.

While the possession of the regenerative power in a low, as

well as in a high, degree, is due to the equipment of celh with

certain larger or smaller groups of determinants in the form of

‘unalterable ' accessory idioplasm, the d*whpm*U t/ne* ptr-

10m bypatmetian depends cither on the fact that » tingle cell

contains all the determinants of the species in An inactive and
unalterable condition, in the form of accessory idioplasm ;

or

«l-c is duo to two or three cdls in the different layers of the

body containing largo groups of determinants as accessory

idioplasm, which togrtkt’ constitute all the determinants jxn-

9ess*d by the specser !..\ germ-plasm.
In Cates where budding originates in a single cell, as in the

Hydroid-polypw, the blustogenk idioplasm concerned in tire

proreis muix be regarded at a modification of tho gtmi-plaam,

which consists of all the. determinants of the s|<odcs, though

these have a different arrangement to that which obtains in the

gam-plasm proper of live fertilised egg-cell. The 6ct that a

bod may originate in two or three cells does not show that these

cells contain exactly those groups of determinants which corre-

spond to those of the two ot three germinal layers of the

Metasoon in question. In fact, the combination of the deter-

minants differs more or less in all known cates, tied is adapted

to the circumstances under which budding oxuis This prove;

that in the etnbtyogeay ofthe species, divisions of the accessory

idioplasm occur quite independently of the ordinary divisicr.s in

the mats of determinants, and these result ia certain cells being

provided with a definitely constituted accessory idioplasm.

The blastogcnk gcnn-plasm must be contained in the genu-
plasm ofthe sexual cells in the form of spec.sl ids, for buds can
vary independentlyof the persons which produce then. On the

other hand, primary idioplasm must also be supplied to the bod

during its development, and this may be, effected by means
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cilivcx of special cells which contain the kiioph*m in an unal-

terable condition, or el&c ofcertain xfe of the primary idioplasm

being added in an unalterable coodilkft to the blaatcgcoic

germ-plasm when it becomes separated from the primary Idio-

plasm,

As, apart 'rom plants., gernm>:*in only occurs in axnparativdy

low fount of animals, ria, in the Cxlenterati, Pol/foa, and

Tunicate, we may infer that the addidon of this btacofcmc

idioplasm. consisting of accurately graduated groups of deter-

minants, cventnlly readier, * limit, awing to the increasing com*

plexity of the Stractutc of the animal and to the surprisingextent

to wltidi the lamber- of determinants increases.

According to ourview, the eefli of the Mcuuna and Metaphyla

may not airly l«e provided willr the abore-tnentiontd tUttwry

idioplasm, hut may in addition contain firimaiygerm-flasm, and

tlltee <»Ha mt to he found along tire ‘gom-t'itsti.’—that is to

•ay, they are stunted in the direct line of development which

Icadr from the ovum to the germ-cells which are eventually

fonned from it. As each somatic ceil is only cccrtrolled by or.tr of

the large number of determinants belonging to the germ-plasm,

and as deletmbutnts cannot be produced spontaneously, those

cell] which are to give rise to genn cells must contain unalterable

germ-plasm in addition to the active determinants which cootiof

them ; and the fanner can only be .derived from the cell to

which :l>e whole organism owe. rtt origin, far this alone contains

the whole of the determinants organically united to farm germ-

plasm. A series of cells containing germ plasm in the fbtin of

unalterable accessory idioplasm, must therefore be traceable

fiOBi the egg-cell to that region cf the body which sooner or

Inter gives rise to germ-cells; that it, there matt be a continuity

of the germ-plasm.

The number of germ-track* in the lower plants and animals

is a very largo ore
; under normal circumstances, germ -cells are

not only found n very many parts, especially in the case o:

animal nnd plant-stocks, hot new persons may in exceptional

rases he farmed in many n-giinn by budding, especially when

injuries to die stock have occurred ; and these persons con again

produce germ-cells In tlx ease of the Hydroid-polypes and

Polynia, a largo number of cells of the stock must be provided

uith gonn-plastn, although it is impossible to ssiy whether these

ore die same as :J,jse which coutain bUstogenic idioplasm, or
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whether the Utter it situated in other adjacent cell* which also

take part in the formation of '.he bed- In any case blastogeuic

idioplasm ami the germ-plasm of the ovum arc not identical,

even it aa in plants and Hydroid-polypes, the former contains

tiff whole of the determinants erf the species The deter-

minant* mu*t at any rate have another arrangement : not

infrequently indeed, the blastogenic idioplasm mutt consist of

entirely different kinds of determinants, and in the ease of the

alternation of generations of the Medusa: of far more numerous

ones.

The cells of the germ-tracks are somatic cells
;
that i* to say,

each of them is controlled by a special determinant, and con-

tains germ-pls«n in an inacLve as well as in an unalterable

condition. In the latter state, it only again becomes capable of

disintegration when ihe cells in which it is situated give rise to

germ-cells, and begin to undergo development into embryos.

This germ-plasm, like the unalterable blaitogeeic idioplasm,

tray be contained in young cells nith only a slight amount of

histological differentiation, as noil a* in tells with a sharply

defined hisrological character.

We thus see that in many cases the cells at the adult organ O

contain an accessory idioplasm In addition to the detcunlnantt

which control their special character, structure, nnd physio-

logical activity for the moment : the fanner may become active

in the ordinary course of development,—a* occurs in the

DOttnal formation of gcnn-cclU and in multiplication by fission

and gemmation ;
or its activity may be due to abnormal causes

only,—such as those resulting from injuries and maUlaticos,—

from which the processes of regeneration or gemmation in the

fitst place originated.
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PHENOMENA OF HEREDITY RESULTING
FROM SEXUAL REPRODUCTION.

Introductory Remarks ok tup Naturr or Sexual

Reproduction.

The phenomena of heredity ha»e so far been ccasideted in

cor.neition niih r. purely asexual form cf reproduction only; die

complications ofthe germ-plasm arising from the intermingling

of the hereditary parts of /w* parents have been left aside, and
the composition of the gcriu-plasai has been assumed to lie of

such a lialatt as would result if m&nagtnie reproduction were

the only fonn in which the prerrs; existed. Tit* advantage uf

tills method nfprocedure is trn in the tart tint it has only been
necessity for ui to bear tlx ctwmtinl pntt Of the processor, in

mind when analysing the fundamental phone mena of heredity,

and ibis essentia! part !s*s (lierelore not been lost sight of in the

confuting and ever changing sr.tenrtiatutc of individual varia

lions which result fiont ampliiganic reproduction. The course

ire have followed is justified by the fact tha: fundamental pio-

eesses—such at ontogeny, regeneration, and multiplication by

fitKOnand gemmation—cannot owe tbeir origin to ampUigonic

reproduct inn, hut would take place even if this ham of multi-

plication did no: exist at all

Heating this fact in mind when considering the complications

arising from sexual reproduction with which we have to deni
In analysing the phenomena of heredity ar.d their material sub-

stratum, it will now be profitable to consider the fact* concerning
this form of reproduction, and to see how they- ran be explained.
! will now therefore give a sbott acconn: of the processes in
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question as far as is neceasaty in order «o tender comprehensible

the complication! in «ho phenomena of heredity rtaulnnj; from

Ibcnv

Until far into die present century ' sexual reproduction 1 wes

considered to be tlie essential and primary form of (he process ;

and although it gradually became more and mote evident that

several kinds of ‘ asexual reproduction 1 may also occur, these

nevertheless only take place in the lower farms of animals and

plants. As the details of the phenomena of reproduction nerc

for a long time known almost exclusively with regard to the

highor animals, and as in them sexual reproduction alone

occurs, the special pocuEaritier of the latter were naturally

considered to be neceisaij and indispensable in tlvc process.

Ferliliialie

a

was locked upon as an essential part of this process,

and it alone was supposed to render life from or.e generation

to another possible at all
;
in tiioit, fertilisxtkm »as regarded

as a 1 process cf rejuvenescence,’ and sexual reproduction uss
considered to t’oitn the foundation from which all forms of

reproduction have arisen. ’I he existence of different terms of

asexual reproduction was explained ns an 'after effect’ of the

process of icrtduation or rejuvenescence occurring in soml
reproduction.

This view appeared to receive suppmt fmm tlie fact that

sexual reproduction it ol uuivOtsi! occurrence, from the lowest

to the highest fount of animals and plants
;
ami also thatasexual

reproduction never takes place in the higher oiganic forms, and

even in the lower ones it only alternates with the sexual form of

the process.

The present state of our knowledge of the xirocesi of fertilisa-

tion, however, justifies ul in considering these earlier views to be

totally erroneoua In no care does fcitihshlicm correspond to a
rejuvenescence or renewal of life, nor ii ,a occurrence twris-

Miy in order that life may endure : it i/ merely nn arrangesnent

•enkich renders pstittle Use intcrmingiirVg gj ta<& /tiff/rent Aeredi-

/ary tendencies. We shall deal later /in with the question as to

why such a mingling has been introduced and so extensively

adopted by Nature i at present it i:fonly necessary to prove that

Ihi* is the case. Fertilisation consists in tho union of two here

ditary xobstances, if., of the g/rmp&srns cf t«o indiitdunls :

all the complicated ami •iriv.l phenomena of differentiation

—beginning with that of the /wo ilifferent kinds of reproductive
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cells, usually known ns male and female, up to that cl the In-

dividuals themselves Into males and females, and Including; th*

innumerable other resulting adaptations and phenomena—take
place solely for the (Aitpose of rendering pceiibte the union of

the primary constituents of two individuals.

This process of the fusion of two germ-plasms, which con-

stitutes the essential port of fertilisation and is as a rule

contacted with the fusion of two cell-bodies, I have desig-

nated a* ampkmfrit. It is not always connected with repro-

duction, for these two processes take place independently of otto

another in all unicellular organisms. In the Infusoria, for in-

stance, two individuals in the course oC their life-history come
into contact with one another, and then either fuse completely

into ono, or else undergo a partial or temporary fusion
;
in both

of which casts half the hereditary substance is transferred from
one individual into the other, and thus amphimixis is brought
about. The latter process is only invariably connected with

reproduction m the case of multicellular fottns: this is necessi-

tated by the fact that the union of two different germ-plasms
cannot take place by the fusion of entire individuals, as the
germ-plasm is enclosed in separate cells, a male and a female,
the fusion of which takes place in a similar manner to that

which cccun in the pieces* of conjugation in unicellular organ-

isms. This act of amphimisis must y>eo be followed by the

multipliesbon of the fertilised egg-cell, accompanied by the

differentiation of its successes. -or, in other words, (y Iht onto*

F*T of a am Individual

;

fordid this not result, the process
of amphimixis would be useless. Amphimini it tkmfort
*t*"y< ermttfrd ui|M rrprotUt/tiOH in ail mullioeliu/arfarm,
and these two processes together CDoaitnle ‘nxua! rtfimfuc-
lion‘ 1 or ‘avif>iu\~/ny'J

t

Haeckclj

.

Tin |irccrss of amphiinlxU, as it occurs in amphigonic repro
ducDun, is briefly as fcijloi.*. Tbe two kinds of germ-cells
menially attract one unccfKr, and then fuse together, the smaller
male element always entering the larger female one. The
nuclei of tbe two cells thetk approach each other, ar»d sc corac
to be situated dose tog«he\ each being accompanied by its
* centrasome,1—£*., that remaVablc body, endored in a clear

sphere, which,* as already stated, constitutes the apfiarafta
lor fitUioa. Tbe germ-plasm \in both nuclei is at first dis-
iKbuted in tbe form of fine threads^ t» represented ir. the case



iV.-Bbctm Of CV r* rt* r*c In ufftAvr/tofe—
(Cens*nr>4*£ iron U* tr<i ifcurptuni cf IkwinrH ion.)

L- nie*f**n<*t (4/; it Atoot tn mar tS» own, vtocb famine a *m:Im« C**)
and ctr;n:m (a* Xi /on! It - ihe :v* printry (^Miu. Ur fine

<* «Kcfl »<*&vVto (ntMV>: aarh camal’it Uwilk
IL- Use >(Km w:lni C*M) juaacd Tnio tie c.*i. uttx Oc ai*ict& cf vfcifc

k to W*W. fJCt ^ lt» nicto antaht two ilaKa. nni aim a rtniro-

cox, vKcfclc* dMdcd totio cw*.
lit.—'!*• «t*i roM v< nwcion ir^.tW : th. c«trx«ok with ihair * iflitra

ofaural}**' Are ccoucue »c«tor !r pain. cM are ahuaiel at rt* i<to
iU • fitrfk. vhrt >« tlr«iy vicbfc.

IT.—Hr* nutar (Mfihrina hit d»i0fc*red. urf ttc fim e-rtoratic vector
dlvuiz% U aw txkur pac

(Fig. i8, II.). Edouard too Deixdca was iltc f«»« to prove (hut

tho number of these iconic it the satoc in both of tlvc conju^at*
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inn cells, and this discovery- which has since been conlinn&J in

the case Of a large number of species of animals, and has heen

gloved quite tccently by Guignanl to apply to plants also— i* of

decided importance in connection nith the conception that

idants constitute the hereditary substance. As tbe two nuclei

are approaching one another, their centrosomes becomedoubled,

anil the corresponding |«airs unite to form tbe two poles <if a

nuclear spindle (Fig. t& III.), which direct the lirn cell-divis ou

leading to the formation of the embryo
;

this usually only

oreure after the nuclear membtane hns completely dfeappmed

(Fig. 1 8
,
IV.).

The process of fettdiration thoretbre conalws in the union of

tbe nuclei of the two se.uul colls within tlio maternal geim-

ecll. and also of the bodies ol the cells, together with their

nppnraiui for division. One half of the germ-plasm of the

'combination-nucleus 1

(' Copulatianskern
')

tiius fanned by the

union of the seiaal nuclei einsists of idants tletired from the

mntlier, and d«e other half of dime derived from tbe father, and

the resulting combination of two hereditary substances directs

tbe ontogeny and controls the building-up of the now individual

Tne entire numbel of idants nevctthclcss always remains the

tame in nil the cells of the body : thus, for instance,- If eight

paternal and eight maternal idanu were brought together in the

process of amphimisis, there would he sivteen idants in every *

cell ill the body of ihe individual arising from the fertilised ovum
;

and if. again, »6 represented in Fig. there arc only two idants

in each gem-cell, each somatic cell will contain four idants.

The nature of scuta! rc|vodixlion depeiids therefore On tlio

intenninglingof two hereditary tendencies which areindividually

different freen one another i or, to pass from the abstract to the

concrete, it depends on the union offwo SrrrdUary lubitamua,

the first rudiment of the individual. We must nest investigate

the manner in nbicb this combination ol hereditary substances

aflecti the composition of tho genu-plasm.

• A raweBMVntHn rvr»n ii duUMid • «\vry • tell cooU5ns
••escoie mutter ol Mams; but this scot nx here iu tibia into intv

ilfcaibea. u its imporiont. cimci ,i pyrmi bs otimatod.
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CHAPTER VIIL

MODIFICATIONS OF THE GERM PLASM CAUSED BV
AMPHIMIXIS.

i. Tub Necsssitt o? a Halving of txe Germ-Plasm

Br the process of amphimixis the hereditary substances of two

individuals become united into one $ub«ancc in the odtpring.

If the process is repeated in every generation, a doubling of

these indhsdually different hereditary substances mot take

place each time, and the maw ofgem-plasm and the number of

idonia must likewise be doubled. As a matter cf fret thli can-

not and does not occur, for in every species tire number ofHiatus

remains the same throughout all generatkitn. The unlimited

increase of the germ-plasm must therefore be prevented in some

way or other.

The mass of germ-plasm might possibly remain constant if

its growth stopped in the young geiru-cells when ooly half the

normal quantity had been formed. It is quite conceivable tlint

continual increase in must might in this way be prevented, If,

contrary to the theory of the germ-plasm here propounded, ue

wore to imagine that the idioplasm merely cotuiits of ultimate

vital panicles—' pangenes,' 1 primary constituents,’ or whatever

else we cheese to call them—which, are not combined into uaits

of a higher order.

If, however, we assume the existence of a getm-plaam in the

sense in which 1 use the word,—/.A, an idioplasm in which the

ultimate bearers of vitality (biophois) are combi in 1 to forni

units of a higher order, the determinants and ids, haring a

definite structure and site, it is evident that lh* aniontofgcrin-

plastu would not remain constant, oc at most it would only

remain ho for a few generation8, aa long, that ia, as each kind of

Rttin-plasm is repretentod by several ids. As soon as this

Moge was reached, a decrease in growth could no longer

prerent n doubling of the mass
;

this could, in fret, only be

prevented by the removal of half of the number of it/s present

in the tell.
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Till actually occur* before the germ-cells unite in the proem*

of ‘reducing division’ of the nudear matter of the genn-cdli

This tad may probably be taken u indieating the correctness

at any rate of the fundamental idea on which the theory of the

getrn-plann is bawd, vb, that the hereditary substance is com-

pcoed ofids These parts of this snbjtatKC, the existence ofwhich
I foimetly ccr.dudcd from purely theoretical considerations, and

which I have called ' ancestral genu plasms,' must eiist in reality.

I venture to make this assertion with all the more assurance,

wing to tli? fact that al the time when 1 postulated Use

‘reducing division' merely on theoretical grounds, the ciitrcnco

ci such a proceis ccold nee be gleaned from recorded observa-

tions even in the case of the female germ-cells of animals, in

which it can bo observed comparatively easily, quite apstt from

that of the male cells c( animals, or of the geeui-cclls of both

sexes in plants.

We now know that this redaction of the numbet of ids by onc-

half a of general occurrence, and is effected bv means of tho

noclear divisions which accompany celldivision. The divisions

which result in the formation of the polar bodies perform the

function of the ‘reducing division!' as regard! the ovum, and
the final divisions of the sperm mother-cells have this function

in the case of the spemtatoxo*. 1n loth cases tlie reducing divi-

sion dees not consist in the idants becoming split longitudinally,

and in their resulting halves being distributed equally amongst

the too daughter-nuclei as in ordinary nudeur division, but in

cce-half of th? entire number of rods pawing into one daugluer-

nudeus, and the other half into the other. The process is some-

what more compikated than would appear from this statement,

and it will be discussol more fully later oo
;
but the final result

is the same.

The following considerations nuy perhaps help to explain

why the constant doubling of the germ-plasm could only be

prevented by thii method cf removing entire nuclear reds, and
will at the same time indicate what are Use primary causes of

(he changes in the structure of the germ-plasm caused by

amphimixis.

As already remarked, the nuclear reds must, before the intro-

duction of the procef* of amphimixis into the organic world,

have cccisivcd of a number of idtntiiol Ids, each correspond-

ing esactly to the individuality of the organism in question.
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These ids must have been united into idants, which wore all

equal in value, their number, ai well as that of the ids,

remaining the same in subsequent generations. When aeuial

reproduction Dial arose, ihc same number of idants from both

parents became enclosed in one nucleus, the total number of

Wants and mass of germ-pUsm of which were thereby doubled.

Tail may ha>e been of no disadvantage if it occurred onceonly,

but as the process was repeated, an arrangement for preventing

tint genu-plasm from increasing to an unlimited extent became

necessary euch time amphimixis took place.

Were the gam-plaaa an unorganised, or even a perfectly

homogeneoastubwaoceoithno internal differentiation,—»>.. were

it not compered of units of different orders,— its doubling ovety

time amphimixis occurred might have been prevented simply by

a limitation of its growth In each germ -cell, so that the Utter

would contain only half the rnaw of genn.pkura fccmerly pre-

sent But as scon as the germ-plasm came to consist of a

detinue number of units, a diminution of the latter could not

result from a mere I'uniuilwi as regards growth, for their num-
ber would nevertheless remain the same. This result could

only he attained by the appearance of n process by means of

which tli8 twtnUr at units war rt&ittd /t half, and we have

«<n that such a process occurs in the form of the remarkable
‘ tcducing divinoos' already described.

It is nc* difficult to ascertain what changes must result in

thr rrmposilirn of the germ-plasm hy the combination of this

process with continued amphimixis.

Let us suppose that before the introduction ofthe latter process

die germ-plasm ofa species consisted of sixteen idants. When
amphimixis, accom|»n:<xl by the ‘reducing division/ occurred

for the first time, eight paternal iriants A would unite uith eight

maternal idants B in the fertilised egg- cell to form tire tegmen-
ta lion nucleus. In consequence of the reducing division, each

of the germ-cells of the next generation would contain a com-
bination of the i riant; A and I),—*./., 4 A + 4 B. These
would again unite in live next amphimixis with eight (dams
—

<a'-i -I C + i D- in the gcnn-cell of another individual

with different Ivereditary tendencies ; and the ontogeny of

the third sexual generation would therefore be controlled by

a germ-plasm composed cd the idants 4 A + 4B + 4C + 4D.
Let us assrsme, for the sake of s'uupliciiy, that the reduction
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always affected tray kind of idant 10 the tame eitent ; the

germ-plasm of ill* fourth generation would then cousin of the

kianu J A + J B + a C + a D +a E-fa F+a G + a II, and dm
ofthe fifth, ofa number of individually different iriints, -provided,

ofcourse, that interbreedinghud not occurred. The germ-plain

of this fifth generation would therefore consist ofthe idants A—Q.

This naturally doe* not imply dial the process would really

take place in such an even and systematic manner
;

it must, on

the contrary, be a very irregular one But although il may not in

6vc generations have resulted in die germ-plasmbeing composed
ofa number of different ids, this result must certainly follow in

the course of a greater numberof generations.

The modification o: the gena pUsm will not, however, then

have reached its limit. If my view of the COmpodbon of idants

out of ids is a count one, and the Id is really a unit which con-

tains all the primary constituents of the species,— that is to say,

if it contains all the dcterminimts required for the ccestiuction

of a single individual.— it fallows that the cemfcsi/ioti of /he

individual idants mustgradually have itcom/, changed, so that

rath ida/d, insteadof icing mad/ uf of similar ids, comet to It

constituted by dissimilar and individually different ids.

The idants are not, In my opinion, perfectly invariable quan-

tities
;
certain phenomena of heredity Ease led me to conclude

that they ore in any cuso only relatively constant, and that their

competition becomes modified from time to time, 10 that the

ids which previously belonged to the idant A may later take

part in the composition of the idant B ar C. Our present know-

ledge of the processes af the division of the nuclear substance

.toes not enable us to say how frequently and regularly this

occurs ; but even if itonly tnkcs place at Irregular Intervals, during

long periods of time, it must nevertheless liave resulted in a vciy

waned composition of the idants in the coarse of the cnomvnus
number of genernfiacs which have ensued since the introduction

of the poxes* of amphimixis into the organic world. As new
idaats are always added to those already present in one of the

parents each rime amphimixis occur*, a continual interpolation

ofnew xls can take place in the idants
;
and as this process is

repeated an indefinite number of limes, a angle Want must
ultimately— if ire neglect the repetition of similar ids which
results ftom interbreeding—acne to consist of a number or

individually different ids.
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CKNIKATIOM Ir.

F»- .fr-^nJWaa* dicexnttta uf l»e Uh*t» c*t erf ladinAiaDy

diF-rtxi At. (Ft*4» n’dwaia'i ' V«L I., * /£)

The jwccw of mhlgting the ids would proceed nvxt rapidly

if the paternal nod maternal ids regularly combined each time

amphimixis took place, so as to bcinf' together the half of Ilk:

$t*nc*, each *»dant in an individual consisted ofsixteen i<Jb which

wore nil similar to one another on the firit appearance of io.ua!

reproduction, the first occurrence of amphimixis would result in

icr.nts ca»t»*.m|f of eight paternal ami eight maternal Ids which

arc represented rcnxictivcly by the black and white part* in die
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accompanying diagram (Fig. 19). (The boundaries between the

single idj are only indicated in generation IV. in the figure.) In

Ike s«cnd generation four groups, each consisting of four

similar ids, would bo combined i in the third, eight group: of

two ids
;
and in the fourth, sixteen group*, each consisting of

only one id. Tae accompanying diagram illustrates this pro-

ems : the tu-j parental idnrts are shown on the left, and their

fusion to one idant in the offspring on the right. The different

kinds of shading and dotting indicate the indiridaal difference!

between il* ids.

The mingling o: the id: in the individual idanu, just as in the

case ri the mingling of th® idant* themselves, “ill not have

Occurred 10 quickly and regularly as is indicated in the diagram
j

but the final result is the same, whether the process takes place

more quickly or more slowly.

The introduction ofi«u*l reproduction will thus have gradu-

ally resulted in a greater degree ofcomplication ofthegerm-plasm,

10 that it is r>3 longer comperedofn't'iuar )Ai, but is muinly made

np of ids which are individually different from one ancther. AU
Mux fkencmtna ofkerediiy w/dtk art spoken a} as tie inter-

uaKtUng 0/Iks ctoraeters e/ antes tors, tuth as iegmeration or

aUvim 0/ all kinds and degrees, depend. I keUrve. on Uts

amputatedstructure 0/<kt germ-piasa.

In the sallowing chapter an attempt "ill be made to explain

these phenomena theoretically. It will, however, first be neces-

sary to glance fc* a moment at the process of the reduction of

the ids, as tar as we are acquainted with it

J. PROOF THAT THE ESSENTIAL P/CRT IB THE PROCESS OR
* RutiL’ciKG Division ’ consists in the Extrusion or Ids.

In the chapter on the architecture cf the gemi-plasm, it was

pointed out that the ids are probably identical with the 'micro-

rcenes' which are known to exist in many cases in th* nuclear

reds, and not with the entire rod*, or Idiuits. Tills conjecture

was based 00 the fact that the rod like chrceicoomcs, the struc-

ture ofwhich ue are best acquainted with, consist of a series of

granules, or mlerascsuM, wiuch arc separate and independent

structures The composition of these rods evidently excludes

the jraetibility of comider.ng each of them to b* equivalent to a

tingle td. For an id is a vital unit, with a definite structure, and
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cannot be composed of a row of loOesly connected spherical

bodies, fcsch conultiing only a portion of iw determinant*.

Moreover, the fact that the number of 1dents is on the whole

n smui: one, speaks against their being regarded ns id*: tho

phenomena of reversion alone, is seems to me, require the

assumption of a larger number of ills.

The chrominoines are not, it It true, in all cares rod lilcr, and

may have a more spheroidal form : the existence of mxicaina
has, moreover, not been definitely ptoved in all caw*. We might
therefore he inclined to Ieoh upon the chromosomes as stroctuio

which are not .always and absolutely equivalent, and tb regard

some of them at tingle ids. and othrn ;is tons of ids. This

conception receives support from the fact that a ccnsidctablc

variation a* regatds tbo omitbet of chromosomes it oeen tn

nearly allied species, in which *c might expect the processes of

heredity to occur in almost the same uay. Thai, for instance,

the usual number of nuclear rods in Atutris IvuxlrltoiJti is

twelve, and in A noris nxegsletMala two or four
:

in ether

worms belonging to the -amo otiler the normal number of rods

may be eight- twelve, or sixteen. I should not. however, con-

sider these differences sufficiently great to warrant tire assump-

tion that these rods have a different value in different cases
,

and thin view receives support from the observations of liove-i

and OiCiir Hcitwig, nhich prove that in the stuns species

{Atms* nugalwphala) tuo varieties occur, in one ofwhich two,

and in the other four, nuclear rods are present In die colls In

this case, then, the one variety likewise possesses twice as many
microsones as the other

;
and although it is not always easy to

determine the number of- uitetosomea in the ctue uf other

Ncreated cf, we may infer their existence from the foitii cf tire

itbnts. For these reasons ! am inclined Ht rtgard :ht iu4'»u-

lentrial <arrrspending ntdividuaHj to ids, and ike kmdear ndi
<u r.-pr/stnti»ggroups oftot; for this reason I have called them
uianti.

The number of idants, and even that of the ids cot,mined in

each of them, is n definite one far ealdi individual s|«rie» fmt it

varies considerably .11 diffemil specie*. Each idofany particular

gcrm-plasni could direct the entire ontogeny if it were present

in sufficient numbers
;
that is to say, eveiy id contains all the

determinant* required for one individual
:
but, as lias already

been rerenrked, the ills contained in the idana iif a species
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which multiplier rexunlty do no*, contain precisely identienl

determinants, but these differ more or less from one another,

at any rote to rach an extent that they correspond to the

individual differences ousting in the species 8t the present day.

It results from the mechanism for nuclear division that all the

different hinds ofids flail Into all the dlls throughout ontogeny,

and therefore the ehanuter of every individual all occurring in

ontogeny must it determined by an aggregate ofids; 'so that oil,

or at any rate thegreater portion of the ieis of which the Haute

are made up, determine the constitution of the ceil in question,

this determination resulting front the 'ones within the eel!.

These preliminary remarks "ill servo as a general hasis fcr the

following considerations on the effects of sexual reproduction.

Wo can now consider the proccw of the ‘reducing dinsjuiss’

somewhat more closely. We require to know ahat influents the

reducing division exerts on the composition of the germ-plasm,

and ofshat kind are the ids which are consequently respectively

removedfrom, and retained in, the germ-plasm.

Direct observation ol the process is not atone sufficient to

etpla'm it ; for not only do the Ids and Idants appear alike to our
eyes, bet we cannot even determine whether the idants of the
young gerro cells of a new individual arc the same as these of

the fertilised egg-cell from which this organism arose; that

is to say, whether an :dunt is a /cruiqprn/strecturo, and whether
a particular Idant remains the same from are generation to

another.

We know that during the procesi of amphimixis the paternal

and maternal idants are situated dose together, and are CD-
ekeod within a common nuclear megibrnnc. There is often a
small, though distinct space between the ran groups of rods*
and did this remain distinct during the whoe period 0 / onto-

geny until new germ-cells wet* formed and underwent reducing

divisions, we might be able to determine directly whether the

paternal and maternal groups became separated, or whether half

the UJinrber Of the paternal rods remained in connection with tire

mnterittl ones, or alto whether different combinations cf rods

are removed by the reduction.

The matter is however, not >0 simple as this : the idants of

the fertilised ovum only retain this form during lire first division

of the egg-cell, and then become broker up Into * number of
minute granules, which ore distributed throughout the nuclear
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substance, and only recombine to fonr. nodear rods when the

second division begins to take place. This process of <lain*

iteration andsubsequent re-combination oftbo idants is restated

every time a ceD ia formed by division during ontogeny, and
tins il is impassible to docide whether a certain idant of any
partirnbr cell is derived from the fatheror from the mother. And
farther, wc cannot even ascertain with any degree of certainty

by mere observation, whether the idanU of the subsequent celh

ate the same as those of the fertilised egg-cell,—that is to say,

whether they contain the same kinds erf ids in the lame order.

It ia very possible that the ids may become entirely separated

fiom each Other whenever the idants undergo disintegration, and

then become arranged in some other order subsequently. The
number and nature of the ids contained in tire entire idioplasm

would then certainly remain the samo as before, hut the Indi-

vidual idants would differ, because the combination of ids would

be different. It would then bs immaterial whether the idants

on the right were separated from those on the left intheredocing

division, or whether the halving of the number of idants were

effected ir. some other way
;

all the idants would consist of new
combination* of ids already present, and tbeir combination

would necessarily differ completely from that of the idants of the

fertilised egg-cell, which is almost always separated by a number

of celi-gcncrations from the new germ-cells, in each of which a

rearrangement of the ids must bare taken place. The removal

of atlin ielaau in the reducing division would obviously there-

fore be unnecessary, for tiro mere qualitative division of the wbcle

of tbe idioplasm into two halves would be sufficient far the

purpose.

As, however, the reducing division actually consists in the

removal of half five number of idants, and as, moreover, this

division a, as we shall see, a double one, I conclude that the

tl^inttgraSItn of tho Idants alter every nuclear division is

•nlj an apfrtnnl and that tbe separate ids of the idant, on

the contrary, remain connected together by fine threida of tha

cementing substance, or 'linin'
;
and at die approach of nucloir

division, they become rearranged in the sail*' order as before.

Thai this is the case may be concluded from certain pheno-

mena of heredity
; a child, for instance, not unfrequentiy takes

after one parent, /.g.. the father only, or .1: any rate to such an

cstent that the resemblance to the mother .s tmnoticeable Wo
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must therefore suppose ’.hat the fertilised worn from which tlie

child awe contained a very similar combination of ids and
idants to that which controlled the ontogeny of the father. It

must therefore be possible, and cannot be altogether a matter of

ch.ii.cc, th e gene -cell of the father contains these paternal

or maternal idants,— or, in ether words, almost precisely the

Same ids as those which directed tbe development of the father

or mother, arranged In almost the same order. This is only

conceivable, it seems to me, if the combination ofids into Wants

usually, at any late, persists even during the disintegration of tbe

latter in the nucleus.

Many recent observations support this conclusion, inasmuch

as they show that fine threads of ‘linin’ connect the individual

cnieroromata (Ida), even when the idant has apparently undergone

disintegration. In fact. Dr Otto vom Rath * has rust shown that

such connecting threads even extend between tbe idnnta. It is

therefore ptulobly not too bold an hypothesis to assume the

existence of such ananangemen: forconnecting the ids together.

I am therefore of tbe opiniem that the idants only apparently

undergo disintegration into granules doting the * reating-

Magc' of the nnclens, and 1 agree with van Beneden and
Boveri in considering the idants to be tsuntiailj permanent

structures. I do no:, however, as -Iready mentioned, wish this

statement to be taken too literally : it giust no: be supposed that

tbe structure of an idan: must always remain the same through-

out all generations, or that the reconstroctioo of an idant alter

its disintegration mas: in <t!i tom rtsu/f in fit ids king re-

arrangedin fit rawr order. I imagine, an :he contrary, that

deviations from the or.glnal serial arrangement frequently occur

In the Id*. The fact of the constant change of individuality and

non-recurrence of the same individual which can actually be

observed in die human race In the coutse of generations, indi-

cates, in my opinion, that an occasional change of the ids

within the idants can take place in the course o! generations,

although litis does not occur every lira* the Wants ate leetn-

uructcd.

If this is the case, and essentially the same idants persist

during ontogeny from the fertilised ovum to tbe germ-cells of

• 'ZurKw.niw tl*« %*miatet«i>«K von a>>C<(**lpa vulgv.ls.—Area,

t Vlikr. Amt, 1W. 40. p. iw
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the new organism,* we may conclude from certain phenomena

of heredity that the raloctkd of the number of ids to one half

do« not Itsulc ia the ttpArfttktt of groups of ids which ere

always the i<n*4
x
and are definitely determined beforehand, hut

if) the removal of different groups cm different occasions. The

germ-cells oj cm and the same organism must icnuquenUy

contain very different combinations 0/ ids, and i&nufutntfy

also 0/ primary constituents
,
than those which w present

in the parents 0/ this organism* The reduction affects the

paternal And maternal Kbits in a precisely similar and equal

way
; it Uk<8 place in such a manner that any combinations

may result from the halving of the number of idanls Let

us take, for instance, four idants a+b and. c+d

;

not only may
the paternal group a+b and the maternal group c+d, as well Is

combinations of a+b and.c+d, be present in the fully-fotincd

germ -cell, but aho the combinations a+c and b+d
t
or n+d and

b + c,—that n to say. cmnbtO&tkHia cadi of which consist of 00c

paternal and 00c maternal dement.
A moderate amount of difference between the germ -cells of

an organism as regards tlieir contained primaiy hereditary con-

stituents will thus result. In the cate of the four nlants taken

above as an example, only six combinations uonM be possibk,

and con&cqoemlv there could only I* sax kinds of gcirvcellg

differing from one another in respect of their primary* consti-

tuents. The number of possible combinations, however, in-

creases very considerably* with the increase in the Dumber of

idanLs; for example. 70 combinations ate pcosiblc with eight

idants, 12,$70 combinations with sixteen idonts.

• Af£ear&to?s oerta^ty mem to occur*4 «n thi? ntnoaptun, *«d I am
M\j avinni of the fail li*ii Oau: Hatolg, aoC more royally Gugrmtl.

hate state! (bair opinion to tbe contrary. In rviry renditions of lbs

ikcWt* it i*. inflict, iapcttibfai to impose U»c Hants, uxl they oertAifify

to M wist nr ra**,— that ». >» lire form of comp 7*t rods. Bat k h quite

enraiwht tliut th* ranntetian uf I hr kli in A* klttftt »*iy luirtrlhuks*

petsst. and lied tie iodtridunl ids are corrected tcc«V<r by fac threads

of ‘ linin' An otaemtiaa tunfe by my asskuxit, Dr lUik^. luppa'is

Xbix vkw. He ncoced that the nwrwwiM of th* rorl-lik* *itr.u ci thn

giOAfog c?? in Copepods beo&sc vcpo/Atoi from one Another, bix a1/reya

rema- ooo&ectcd by a drifcAte thread r/ anin, wfaeh £m tin* intzxxa

cun be tuiuol : U>e linear uiangemer.* of the miuiKOius teiir.lnly persists

In this cos?. \C/. Horkrr, *r^ BfoOrfanj; b* Cyclops und Caath*

our plus, *2tet. Jahrblcbef, Abth. f. AnaL und Ottof., D!. v. p. 537.}
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In Altaril mtgalacefibala tbe number of idants is only two or

lour
;
but rs far as we kmm, a greater number a present in the

cue of nil otlier animals, and also in that of plants : thus there

ciaybe eight, sixteen, thirty-two, and even ahundred or mare. ' A

simple J.nd single reduction, such as we hare hitherto assumed,

will thcnfire in general secure a scry considerable amount of

variety as regards tbe combinations of primary constituents

caused by the reducing division. Nature however, to

have aimed at a far greater degree of variety, at any rate in the

case of animals m which a double intUad e/a single reduction

oj tin number oj idants to one half always occurs
;
and this,

M I have recently attempted to show, must have the effect of

increasing die number of possible combinations of idnr.ta very

considerably-*

The facts as they conrem the Medina may be briefly sum-

marised as follows. In all those speoM which have been

investigated for this purpose, ti >0 geirn-cclb are formed by- the

tnother-ceU undergoing two consecutive divisions, each of which

results in a hnlviog of the numberof idants, one half passing into

the one daughter-cell, and the otlier half into the otlier. In tbe

tecood division this would lead to the pretence of only a quarter

of the original number of Wants, if the number In the mother-cell

were not ddubifrf by «** liWbecoming split into tvoo before

tbe firel division tabu plan. Tilts there is 5ret a doubling, and

then a halving, of rise number of IAmts. It is a mattet ol

secondary consideration In the question of heredity that in the

formation of the female germ-cell or ovum three of the cells pro-

duced by the division of the mother-cel! give rise to the evanes-

cent ‘polar-bodies,’ one cell alooo becoming an ovum capable

of development, while all four of the- male germ-cells become
fni—-mini. The chief point which now concerns us is the pro-

cess of doubling,and the two subsequent halvings of the number

uf idautf : this is known to occur in all classes of the Metazoa

from the lowest to the higho-t forma, and, as far as we know, is

only wanting in those eggs which are adapted for putheno-

gcncsit, Even in there cases the doubling also occurs, but it ia

followed by only a unfit halving of th e number of idants, in

• Dr von Rath hfaas m» Unt i« ih» crayAih fAiUnn /tmtatiliil tbs

nuroWi « adutiU i<xidlci I jz-Zi$.

t CJ.
1 Aiaphimir*' J«rr., ityi lE*wy rii in tbt Translation,

Vot iU p. soil.
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F*. (f du o: cprfffttV^>a in A*mrn xyr*bcrM*f*
rzr. U*4J*u. {Mailed *wn O. jrinilw if«r«l<rits; JL
»;«n>*7v>iUr<4tk ; CX tim *r«iu«kif i!l*Mm'

;
11

,
the (•*> duabm-

crlb; IX xs***l 'rW-atiii; £vi»fc*i'; K, the fair xTirrfdanjh^r-cak* (it*

•
r
#r»vc4lfcS

i consoler this rcnvirfcablc and apparently useless # process

of the doubling ami two *ut*e<ju<n: halvings of the idaats at a

Method of ititl further tnereajin^ the number of flv/iibte cox;-

bixui/h'rii of idxtnts in the jprwtref/ ofone and the Muse mmditr-

dud. and have given reasons for thisoinnkm in tin above name il

* It might be ftupfxuetl from ibeotsarnulon* cf U'ichrrt on the ovum cf

the Hnu-mh. which mlnmbfl in Chapter* I. and Ii.
f
tint this doubling

b limply eoocetnoS with i doubling a% icg^da mm iad csrojurntly
with the m*My of the * thrir ftclirity max be very cmuderftUc n
tin* case. tor the egg of the dog Xsh is very Urge, and Rqtrrt a coi*M<s-
5 ^4 smoant nf iiiuItSpSoUm of the •oogrrwtic' dcKfioirueU. But a
<toi££tr£ of tie idnnts oxurs nbo in ill othc/ onlnu.1 i*««. ewi in tiio

rrmcre or \mphimix5s on tick ciiiiu-riuvw-

ainwpondctxe with the absence of mnphmuxU. For the ful:

number of idanuonly appear** terond time in an ovum adapted

for fettiUiadon* bythounkuof the nucleus of the sperm-cell with

that oftbt ovum,
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essay. At already slated, a ’'title halving of four idants cun
or.ly rewilt in si* combinations. But if, ns actually occurs, each

U Ore in /ixtrvr KV/4/hrMiti, <mh/ca) — A, ptirrt'

iTv! itm-nl. ; It, (uly^Y.O,^ m-ltll, lie ounler ol ll» ili.ua fa vJltch
!u«. Wtot-I (tori r„u wei«bt: C, 6nT- iMoclic dt-Urtn ’ ; D, iU«
»ill. t)« <->l |uiii t..ly. „iOTli.a the «JJ. r-.Y.-n:-! tl C )
E, On lr»( iWor.Udy Juj dii-idn. irio to- UmiUhc-I. (, ft:*t j), tit feur

v»iih remir. in tl. tfj gt.ilt li* in lh. -and • ™d,c!^
F. — !• -lil-iUKly <lb<tdh[ lie ••coed '.'eOll.< t «yoiOT %- ,, O, ,jpc

imr.Sc*—in v tilth n veryimCtinoiniol jnlk IlcaXirrO—u url .11 in to*
•poo mollio-oelU. »bTh mv»r Main 10 sooh » site or(Imtunl dltf«t&
tlfllan n do Um ot«. Itc piKin cannot he o»<ernc<1 with on increase
nf th*re rra ptmn eomninn) ir. the klinti. ler to the larror.tlon of the o.n
tiw-iumin .( the mrao!8Kiu.(uc.n. ,m»! into the poUr !n£n .t,l
It npiin Urn. Tbs cipIniiMion ol the preosa lure gi-.n ssseu ttecfcou
to In the ool» (nuihlr eoc.
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kiam uere doubled before the division, len combinations would
be possible. This means ihai one individual of any specks

pnssessing four idants in each of its cells can produce ten kinds

of ora and sp-rmaoraa differing from one another as regards

individual hereditary tendencies. Two ns" -lints are added to

such an ovum when one cd them is fertilised by the spemotoroon

of atuxlsci individual j anil since each parent produces ten

different kinds of germ-cells, as many offspring differing in

character from one another may arise from these two parents as

there are possible combinations of the ten kinds of spermatoma

of the father w.th the ten kinds of egg-ccUs of tho mother, sc,

10 X 10 ® too

With eight idants, ;o combinations are possible without, and

:S6 with, doubling
;
and following this up, twelve idants trill

thus give 934, or 8,074 combinations ; sixteen, 13,870, or 158,570

;

twenty idants, 184,756, or 8,SJJ,C6o ;
and with thirty two tdants,

about five hundred limes as many combinations would he

obtained with doubling 4t without it.

Since the same number of idants from each of the caoju-

gating tells come togetivei n tltc piccess of feiiilisaticn,

and each of the parental gnu-evils only contains one

of the many Risible combltuufont of idants, the number
of variations in the gem-plasm which it is possible for

two parents to produce must he an enonrnxu one ft can

be calculated by multipl^!ng the number of possible combina-

tions in the two conjugating cells together: tluis :n the case of

twelve idants cetly, it would amount to 8,074 X 8.074. Unfor-

tunately wc are unacquainted with the number of idants in die

human subject, in which we are best able to recognise individual

differences In most mimfie detail. We nay, however, suppose

that this number is more riion four. If, for instance, it were as

high as twelve, we need not wonder that two children born con

SCCUtively are never identical, as must I* the case if they had

originated from the same combination of ids of the gcim-pfcum.

Approximately identical children only occur in the case of wins,

and we hsve every reason to believe that these originate fnun

one sperm-cell and one ovum.

Wc cannot as yet judge with certainty as to bow fat’ the entire

idants pass unchanged ae regards their constituent ids from Lite

germ-cells ofone generation into those cf the next. The pheno-

mena of the reduction in the gcrm-cclhi which have iceeatty been
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made loiown to ui in tbe case at vanon 5 Arthropods by the re-

searches of HeoVing, rota Rath, aid Ilinker, indicate that even
the irUntswry become changedduring tkeptccess. Ifwesuppose
that ia the mother germ-cell, when it it preparing lor the first

reducing division, the ids become arranged in their original

cider lo ai to form a long thread which doubles back on itself,

and tltuj gives rise to a ring, the latter would become trans-

versely dir.ded in certain places. If the transverse divisions

could take place at different points, it would be possible either

for the old idantt to be Accurately restored, or for the new ones
to differ from them to a greater or lesser exteat.

This assumpiian i not, however, essential lor a theory of
ampfcigoni: heredity, arid we may here disregard it, although it

will doubtless be found to apply to some extent, os was indicated

above with regard to such a slow and slight chango of the idants
due to die disamingtuxnt in the combinations of ids contained

in them. It meat be left to future r«Hatches to follow out this

process in detail, and to drew whether tbe differences in the

cocibinatxm of ids is merely due to the hairing and rearrange-

ment of the slants, ur whether regular, or at any rate frequent,

charges in the composition of tbe
icants out of xls also occur.

For the pretent we must be content uith knowing that the grrm
cells ofan indstidaal tonteun vrrj many Jtjirent eomhnations
of idantt, and fiat a projuenl repetition of amphimixis nner
indeed remits in thegtrnx-'.'Us ofthe timeparent! containingthe

tarn eomhinations. I: therefore follows that tbe combination of

parental and ancestral characters continually varies, and this

variation is characteristic of amphigonir heredity.

This stumer! alto holds good for plants, in which me know
that « reduction to half the number ofIdants take; place in tire

getm ceDs. According to the researches of Guigrrard,* tho

• U Gulgoird.Caw >«d- May n. .69a. and • Nar., Glides sar U
ftourdttioi,'An*. Kicnc. nit. Be*. Vet. lit. 1891, p. lOj

Particulars regarCl.tt Gulgnsid's saltotic rcirerihn cimrot be onlrred

into It re*. Tier mve nut o-ly ptcvwi that ia ptasti the mitoie nun-
reCs 'Jcew.te coonfo oaly tall as natty drudn i>- «m«ic oells, and
that U* norirel cumber ii ne>w produced bytbt untoo et the ntMld cCthc

mat: red femak «Us, tut lure also shxvo th»t the cemrreome porter, on
from tee gttmat'm to tbe next. In spite ct the tart that thu« ftrm>
tttis ur otuhody perfectly rannu. 1 curwx http dnbr.ig whether tlie

ndiUion ia Ihi auniUr o idtrnr. octuaUy colors mM.nl a nmtmrdm-
i*w, to GUgurd rwt Ii the ease. I hit arrived tu this eeoeMea net
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somatic cells, as well as tlie mcther-ceUs of both kinds of germ

cells in UHurn mar/agon, contnin twenty-four idants, while the

mature germ-ccUs coouin twelve only. We do aul as yet know
whether this reduction is effected by a single reducing division,

Ot by two soch divisions preceded by a doubling, ns in the case

of animals. For evident theoretical reasons I consider it ex-

tremely unlikely that the redaction occurs in the mother-cel!

while It is preparing for division, as Guigoatd thinks is the case
It is very possible, however, that only one reducing division

takes place in thin instance.

The details erf these processes in the lower plants are quite

unknown, ptobahly owing to the minute size of the idants, which
till now has rendered tlie difficulties of such investigations insur-

mountable. It has,however, at any rate been ascertain'd that

in many marine algnt (Ptuoidta) the development erf the egg-

ceils is accompanied by the formation of 1 polar bodies’ which
certainly correspcnd to stunted and phyletically degenerated
ova

: this was first shown to b* the case by Biitschli and Ginrd,
and the fact has long been recognised by other zoologists besides

myself. In the genus Fvaii these polar bodies do not occur,

and eight eggs are formed from the primary ovum,— if I may
venture to apply this term to the original cell of the so-called

oogonium or ovary
; in an allied species of wrack, Astof&jUum

•tedetun, only fear eggs are formed from the primary ovum, but

four polar bodies are also produced
;
in Ptb/ttia tanalieulata

the primary ovum gives rise to two eggs arc su polar bodies

;

Bicndy from » oooynrisos ot lb? analogous pitiru ia mu (mils. (<n abo
because I tonne: hdpthinking that » » possible. end etc piabate, tint

In this r.iprcl there Obmisrtadmirable otoer.ulcnn are not quit* coir
tints la the tometlnn a! Uic msic paiD-wlls, .1 reducing dli tSon nuy
Fcbn|a tnVu pUca liu«.m (he ' cellules mires plmordlaln ' uni tip
' l»Vni>.r mWi definitives;’ end u regard1 rh. fan** gem -cell, It will

ecor la the divren wiwh girea riK to the •cellule mire 3um .miry.
ennnire.

1

In both rases ere? the 10 a.1 acute alwenrr might til to nceW
tbs roticing illiliioi il si. .iwnrlon were specially tlinuud to this

F"<m. Why sborld an arrangement lor a • reduiUg dmiioo • b»« lees
lauln In lie raw: of ruiim.U if the radottfoa ©yild take fine* -ithcit

sveVrir dlrtser, iad ooelit prorture the some mull / Of nil tbe abet
Microns ohMmtiau which lore been mode ai the {.com of ivy*.
kinesis, not n rieg'e one sapparts tlie • lew thu lh« sligti (?) chroavacn Coni
ofOu ‘lie--' st»*ee*n benjmu dUint.gr*: n! into half is ra«sy Iduta u
wet* inrijilly present in the melon.
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ar.d is HiatanMi* Iona only a single egg and seven polar

bodies ue forirfd.*

We hare heir, however, no information ns reganis the (educing

divisions, which, as I pointed out long ago, need not fay any

moans be connected with the degeneration of several germ-cells.

We can only state that tl«e three successive divisions of ihe

primary orura, which occur in all the above-mentioned cates,

affords mure then sulricient opportunity fro one or even two

reducing divisions, and that it is extremely probable that one, at

least, actually occurs.

We may therefore assume flat in plants very varied com-

binations of the germ-plasm derived from each parent usually

take place In the gonii-celU of the offspring, and that perfectly

'Mutual' germ -cells can very rarely conn either in plants or

in animal).

Cf. Otnus fliliIf <u.- Kc.ii.in da JUrteeo.' Ca-art. 18&;.
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CHAPTER IX

OfiTOGENY RESULTING PROM THE UNION OP THE
GERM-PLASM OP TWO PARENTS.

i- The Nature of thb Offsfrixg Determine© bv the
Procbss of Fertilisation.

The fiiK question which presents itself in the consideration cf

‘amphigonic heredity' a concerned with the relative sharetaken

by the germ-plasm of each parent In the control of ontogeny :

—

whether ihe paternal and maternal ids always co-openue simul-

taneously, and the forces contained within tbeui together form a

single resultant, or whether one group only is active tvhtle the

other remains passive This question cannot at present Iw de-

cided from the results of observations on the nuclear itilttlaocea

thctnselvea
;
the phenomena of heredity, together with what nc

know concerning the composition of tho idioplasm mulling
from ar.ipitiniixis, can alone help to elucidate tbit problem.

There phenomena must tl.trefore be analysed as accurately nod
minutely as possible.

Wc must base our annfy&OD the fact which wc have already

proved, that the germ -cells of an individual differ fran oce

another as regards the hereditary suhstancc they contln, and
that the proportion of paternal and maternal ids in a g’ ttt-ccll

varies between wide limits, the degree of variability being greatly

increased by the union iff the germ-cells cf two individuals m
the process cf amphimixis- This fact is sufficient to account for

the difference existing in the human race between children of

the same parents. The fundamental Ion of amphigonic heredity

enunciated by Victor Hensen fellows directly from this fact
• tht individual it determined nI the time offertilisation

;
' or, In

other words, the. individuality of an organism multi from (At

^a/ttkat thegerm-filasm is amfioudoftitpaternaland 'maternal

ids mkick are brought together in the sgg /ell.

This law is not self-evident, for wc might liavebdieved,a/f>irvv,

that the development and mingling of prucnul characters in

the offsptiug is due entirely, or at any rate to a grent oxtent, to
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external Influences of nutrition, &c., to which the germ Is sub-
jrrt 8/ter fertilisation. The existence of •identical’ human
twint, however, proves the contrary. Some twin* do not re-

semble one another more closely than do children of the same
parents which are born consecutively; and, la feet, this is

apparently true of the greater number of twins, in which
the dissimilarity may even be very considerable. We have
every reason to suppoic tliat such 'dissimilar' twins are usually
derived from ova, which must of course hare been fertiibeii

by Aw different spemiatoxoa. On the other hand, in the case
of these twins which I speak of us 'identical,' the resemblance,
although not perfect, is much closer than has ever been
observed in children born successively. There a every reason

to suppose that such identical twins ate denied from a single

ovum and sjwrmatoiooo. If this is actually the case, it fur-

nishes a proof Of the above statement that heredity is potentially

decided at the time of fertilisation, or, expressed in terms of the

idioplasm, that the nature of the couMnatUm of tkt parental
idt t-hith taka plait during frtiliialion firedittmtntl the

uhv/e Oihtejueni ontogeny. The slight differences which eiist

between identical twins would therefore probabiy indicate to

whar extent the course of development may be affected by
external influences. Thcw differences ato generally so slight that

t is difficult to obteivc them at all,, uaicsi they are specially

sought for
;
as a rule such twins can only be individually recog-

nised by the patents cr brothers and sisters, and cannot be
distinguished from one another by strangers.

These slight differences might, however, bn due to an Imper-

fect predetermination of the influencewhich is exerted at every

ontogenetic stage by rbe idioplasm of each of the parents. We
can hardly decide between these views from die consideration of

id-nliial twins only. M r Otto Ammon, of Karfatuhe, has kindly

furnished me with two photographs of identical mins taken in

consecutive years at the ages of seventeen and eighteen, as well

as with exact nKasurements of all parts of their bodies. In

spite of a striking resemblance, not only in face but in all pans

af their bodies, certain differences are nevertheless recognisable

between them. For instance, the height of the one marked
No 507 on Mr Ammon's list, measured, when lying down, its

cm
,
and thut of No. 508 only 170 an.

;
and again, although

the length ofthe hand and of the left aim is the same in both,—
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the latter measuring 74 cm.,—the right ann of No. 507 Is only

71 an. long, while that of No. 508 reaches 74 cm The relative

lengths of the upper arm and fore ann ate alto different, that

of the left tipper ami of No. 507 being 37 cm, while ia No. 50$

it a -75 cm.
;
and consequently the length of thofote-arm In No.

S»7 <s also >7 cm., “bile m No. 50S it is only 36 cm. Even If

ue poiictied the measurements of the parents at the same age,

we should probably be enable to draw any definite conclusions

as to whether these Slight differences 10 Site ate due to a corre-

sponding diflereoce in the combination erf the germ plasm, such

as might arise from a slightly inexact division of the nucleus of

the fertilised anon in the process of doubling or at a liter stage,

or whether they simply owe their origin to slight general or

local differences of nutrition talcing effect during ontogeny,

Othei facts ate, however, known, which prove tlat although

the iuiuic of the combination of the paternal idioplasm during

ontogeny it in general, os a matter of fact, determined at the

time of fertilisation, it is nevertheless liable to slight indlv -d .nl

fluctuations. Instances d thb kind are furnished by the hyMdt
9/ certain ificctn of fllaitfi, many parts of which exhibit a con-

siderable degreeof variability, and fluctuate between the specific

channelera of the two parents. The blossoms of the hybrid
plants obtained by cros;ir.g DigtioHt /u/ta anti D. purpurea, for

Instance, ' rary in colour • in rome instances they ate pale, with

a slight pink tinge, which latte:, again, may be entirely nbsent

;

and in other? they have a mote or less bright purple colour.’*

These observations appear to me to be particularly important,
owing to the faa that we may assume with certainty in this case,

in which too distinct and sharply defined specie! were crossed,

that both parent: pcsiested the specific diameters in the same
degree of purity and strength, ar.d that consequently the relative

proportion of the parental idioplasm does not remain quite con-
itant during ontogeny, owing either to alight irregularities in the
nuclear division, 01— ar.d this is less probable to inequalitMe

b nutrition and in the growth of the Idants derived from the
two parents. Owing to the kindness of Professor Hildebnusdt

of Freiburg i. Br., 1 have had an opportunity, In the case of

hybrids of two species erf Oxalic, of observing how eiiremely
detailed the process erf predetermination is. The (lovers ol ooe

• Fockc. • Die Pflnm»n.Mt«hUne»l' Berlin. i«i. p. j.6.
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of the pArert-spccica acre large, and of a pale lilac colour,

whUo those of (he ocher were smaller, and their colour was red,

with a dark crttmon ground. The flowers of the diSerenl

hybrids were by no means qurta similar, Ixit three principal fattns

could be distinguished according to the combination of colours

in die flowers, which 1 shall not describe Id detail : theflower

e

ofthe lame kyind, however, rrsemtJed each ether in /Mr neon

minute details. One plant, for iaitance, had viola petals of a

rather pinker tint than these of one of the parent-species, and

all the petals were stronglytinged with red m one and the same

lateral margin. As far as I could obierrt, ali the flowers were

similarly coloured Co this stock. On another stock, nil the sepsis

l ad blown rims, and on a third there was a nanew dark orange-

coloured hand in tlte centre of each flower. In theu earn, there-

fore, Ihesomh'nalionof the teieun of the Mien is tehieh offeared

in thepetals of the hybrids must hu e hens dttided at the Unto «f

fertilisation. It will be shown laler On how this combination

may vary somewhat ia different plants.

Even although the si ghtdilfcier.ces In Identical human mins,

which can be proved loeaist, ore certainly due in ptut to minute

differences in the idioplasm itself some of them must neverthe-

less with equal certainty lie attributed to die effect of various

eramal influence). My photographs ol the above-mentioned

identical twins shows that No ;c? Iia^partinilarly white hands,

while those of No. sc8 are much browner. No one would

attribute this fact to dissimilarity in the respective germ-plasms,

uc to an alteration in the proportion tf paternal and maternal

idioplasm which occurred during ontogeny t it must be due to

tho fact tint the hands of No. 50? bad been more exposed to

the sun than those of No. toy
; and, as it happens, the foimcr

of the fro had been more employed in the open air than the

alter before the photograph was taken. Several differences

in the ptopoitional sires of parts of the body may possibly have

been brought about in a similar way.

2. The Share taken by the Ancestors in the
COMPOSITION or the Germ-Flask.

If, then, ii is certain that the diameters of the developing

offspring are eraentully decided by the mingling of parental

idioplauns which take* place in the process of fertilisation, ue

must next try' <0 ascertain whether the entire t:ventat idiofi/asm.
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ai/t all Us constituent determinants, or only a ferSion of it, is

passed intoihogerm-ccll which will give rise to a new individual

;

and alio ssskat fitvfiertien of it is constituted by Oegerm-plam

ofthegrandparents, great-grandparents, and men nmole antts-

tors. The fact that the reducing division, which taker place

both ia the male and female germ-cells before fertilisatioc,

removes half of the idant* from each, lead* us to conclude

that only half the norma! /lumber of ids tan be contained in

tech germ-eeil
;
and this oiuki only be the case if loo of each

kind of parental idant -were present in the germ-plasm, and

If the redoctieo resulted In each Individual getui-ceB containing

a similar group of idants, But this cannot bo so, far the germ-
plasm must consist of a number of entirely different idants,

unless, in consequence of interbreeding, fro of the same hind

are present in certain cf the groups. The whole of the idants

ofboth parents evidently eannotpossibly be .ontained in any one
perm-eel/, because the total nntubar would be twice as great ns

that which actually occurs in a ripe germ-cell If in Man, for

example, there were th-tly-tno idants in lire fertilised ovnm,
sixteen of tlwsn would to derived frutn each parent. Of this

latter number, sixteen at most could lie derived fiotn one grand-

parent, and this could cnly occur if no dants ,it all freest the

other grandparent had paired into tire germ-. til in question.

It u evidently more than inaccurate to fix the limit of the here-

ditaty po*er—os is dor* by animal-breeders—of a patent at

J,
of i. grandparent at fc of a great-grandparent at {, and so

oa.* These cumbers do not even represent tire maximum or

minimum share In hetedity which may be taken by lire respec-

tive ancestor ia the coostttubon of the fertilised egg. The

• Gallon bteLln *mpb as this froebt (be c*ocli»i rjjchnpceT of h*
hoc* oo * Nntnml Inheritors’ |p. t£7 « *q.). Accnnling* to tic »1*».
He ‘peitooi* tertURe* of each pMV 5l*|, tbo taritAfe of ’Intent

rilfftU* of tbe fautul likt*i>«=$, tho twe to/ciLer ibua rating up J.
Nnturfc’i/ I eevtot agrw with this Cfckulkiloci, for my opinion rhn

lauacy of :b* chutecicn of a jiu*ai .Sum nc< result r<cm th« • primary
oeniifccttta * of rtrte but from tbo itru**fc bavoct He pHnwy
ucitli^sLis <£ berth pufout>; loI l ilo not in He kiit suppu* Umt tbo
peimiry airuiiianu vhkb proct Kti\y £lve rise :o the tndfrttuAl bcom
te^ira^d from Hose whkh form ibe luitm gitm foe tbr gtrm-ctlU of the
nru gaaemtiofu But J fully^ w*h Gaiter that *3 the • character*

of tbs ancestor- the xnundpArcrt. for tai«uto>-«rr nrrtr t*tsent in *r ere
from vhlcfe a grvul child mny aro*.
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patent is certainly n!wn>5 represented by ooe-half, but the share

varies even la the case of the grandparent ; in the instance just

given it would vary between o and iCx For the reducing divi-

sion may, for instance, cause the sixteen paternal idants result-

ing from the reduction of the thirty-tiro originally present

in the spcrai-cell, to contain idants derived from the grandfather

only, and none from the grandmother
j
or,'again, there might

he fifteen from the grandfather, and or.e from the grandmother,

or fourteen pfi and two wn, or thirteen pp and three «-*, and

so on.' This would he so, at least, if any kind of combination

of the idnnts may result from the reducing division. It may
perhaps not be the case absolutely, bat the capriciousness with

nhieh reversion to a grandparent may occur nevertheless in-

dicants that a considerable latitude exists with regard to this

cocnhiiuiion-

In passing bade to the third, feenth, and fifth generations, we

cannot in the least determine, a priori, to what extent en indi-

vidual) ancestor of the animal in question is still represented m
the germ-plasm of a germ-cell : we can only state the maximum
which night be possible in the most favourable case. In the

above-mentioned instance, an ancestor of the third generation

might still be represented by sixteen idantx, for the sixteen

idants which this ancestor furnished for the perposes ofamphi-

mixis in the second generation might, nil in fact, possibly have

passed into o/tt germ ceU in the process of reducing division in

this generation, and tbe game, again, might have occurred in the

first generation. Such ,1 case can only be of rare occurrence,

hut it apparently accounts for the instances of reversion in Man
to ancestors more remote than graral-parenti, which, though

rare, certainly occur occasionally. The more remote the gene

ration, tbe greater are the chances against the entire half of

the total number of idants remaining together through several

generations in individual genr.-cells, and the probability of such

an occurrence will very scon be reduced to «ero.

We may suppose that, as a general rule, the number of ances-

tral idants contained in a fettUised egg -ceil becomes less in pro-

• I «i.!l aew denote tbe potonal ids « iilnntt hj Ihi Idle /, the

ROKiunl co 1* ly m. r") those doleed bom the grandfather W»o
fta, gat Iron tlie griMoccwrby or »». to. Uw firaa Inin ji r»<li

eras rijvloi the rwcnl, tin semnd the gnatpurot, Be thml the gnat-

{.amlpucu, «r4 so 00. -
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poolon as this ascer.daivcy of the ancestor concerned decreases.

Any more tract calculation of the share taken by a certain

remote ancestor b the composition of the germ-plasm of its

descendant would be erroneous. Hitherto the customary

method ofmaking such a calculation has been to assume that

the following shares are taken by the various ancestors in the

predisposition of the offspring parents, 1 x J ;
grandparents,

4 x i,
and so on

j
that of the sixth generation of ancestors being

31 x A. Thus, in the last-mentioned generation, mu idant out

cd the thirty-two assumed to he present in Man would, according

to the tteoty of the germ-plasm, still remain. This does not by

any menus imply that each of the thirty-two ancestors of the

sixth generation is still represented by one idant in the germ-

plasm ofthe descendant ; it is quite ns probable that thirtyorera
twenty of these ancestors take part In its constitution, and the

number may pcosiWy, though improbably, bo still less than this.

Its treating of the phenomena of reversion, 1 shall have occasion

to refer to this subject again

It is at any rate certa: 11 that in no <au tan mart than tkr Ml/
0/Ike iden/i e/one parent it fiieienl in tkr germ-pl,un of lie

ftriiliadtgg-ctU.

This statement is, however, apparently contradicted by certain

facts.

Plant-hybrids frequently keep to tho mean between the two

ancestral species
;
that Is to ay, they contain all the characters

of these two species in equal proportions. Thus all the primary

constituent* of each parent would be contained in the fertilised

egg-cell, although, according tn our theory, only half of 'j:

parental idanti are concyned in its constitution. This contra-

diction is easily accounted for, if it be borne in mind that we are

here concerned with the mingling of the characters oftwo tbetie

and not of those of two individuals of the same species. Tie
tharadtra tjHu afi'rati nutf be contained in Ike majority cfiit

in ttuk idant. if rot in every id, and half lit idantt may in Hit

cate produce lie time igrcl as -aouid result ifall the u/anti mre

firetail

:

that is to say, they contain every specific character.

In Cross-breeding. specific clisracters are opposed to specific

character*, and in companion with the greater differences

between these, the lesser irxlividual one* disappear.

The reverse is true in the case of reprodnetian in Man, espe-

cially within one and the rame race The *p*cifte characters
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are probably contained in all the ids of the father as well as ot

the mother, and the differences between the patents refer to

individual characters only. Our theoretical conception of the

xiants aa a collection of ids seems incompatible with the above-

mentioned statement that the child can only closely resemble

™ parent, for only halfof the idants of this parent take part in

tho consttuction of the child. We shall, however, be able to

explain this apparent contradiction later on.

The frets of tho case may bo staled in general terms as

fallow*. Half the number- of parental idants always reach the

germ-cells of tire offspring, but this half map consist Ot all

possible combinations of the parental idants : that Is to say,

eltba of Idar-ts derived from the grandfather or grandmother

only, or ofa combination derived from both, in which one or the

other may predominate Nothing will be gained by taking the

ancestors of lb* thiid or fourth generation into consideration

until <•« come to consider the phenomena of reversion.

3. The Struggle or the Ik in Ormxtwrv.

a. Planl-Hybrids.

Til structure oflit ,'ffsprin^ rtsuUr from lit strvggU ofall

lit idi conlamrd in litgfrm-p/aiot.

That thia statement must be in flcr.ern! correct is to some

exteu! indicated by the fact that all parti of hybrid plant!, pro-

duced by crossing two vpccies or vanities, usually possess the

character* of both purer ts. The details concerning hybrids are

of far greater value for theoretical purposes than are those re-

lating to the normal offspring of any.particular specie*, as «
knew for certain that the characters which compete with one

another or combine, so as to result in tho production of a hybrid,

must be contained in mrj idant of one or other of the patents

;

for these characters ate these of the tpuies,

The difference as regards the idioplasm between individual

and sft/ife character*, seems to me to be due ta the determin-

ants of the latter being present la an overwhelming majority in

all the id* of every idant of the germ-plasm, while the deter-

minants controlling the structure of individual characteristic!

are only contained in a portion of the idants of which tho germ-
plasm consists : al mat they can only be praent in all the

idants of or.e of the Durentr,- that is, in half tbc entire number
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of idants. Tbo extent to whkh the determinants of any indivi-

dual character are leprocnted—whether drey are contained in

all the ids or only in a small portion of them— could ooly be

ascertained from the phenomena of heredity if we knew the

cause of the predominance cf any particular ‘successful
1

charac-

ter. This, however, can only he inferred from crosses between

species, the great constancy of the specific characters in which

leads as to preauppe^e that their determinants predcminite in all

the idantl of the parental genn-celL

In plant-hybrids, paternal and maternal idants come together

in the process of amphimixis, and each group of them imy be

assumed to consist of similar idants. The effect this arrange-

ment will produce on the phenomena of heredity must now be

considered, and conclusions drawn from these considerations.

From a very large number of observations on hylaid-pfanls,

wo find that, in the first place, parental characters may be

variously intermingled. From & companion of all the caws
observed up to the year 18B1, Focice * omcltides that these <vm>-

binationi of characters may he divided into three principal

groups, via : {>) a mean htu.vsn both points is maintained

in at!forts of tks final.- (a) the OanultriiHa e/ thefather cr

motherpredominate

;

and (3) certain ports ofthe hybrid exhibit

the maternal, and others thepaternal, dtaraiUrs.

Tbe first-mentioned cjse is by far the most frequent : we
may take as an example the hybrid Obtained by KOllreurter from
too species of the tobacco plant,—PJicotiona rastiea ? and /V.

pardculata i. KCBreottcrt himself suted that this plant was
exactly intermediate between its parents, sell'.* if was considered

by Gartner to bear a slightly greater resemblance to N, fonitu-

lata, and by Foekato N. fnsti-a. KoUreutteris opinion is probably
therefore a fsiriy accurate one, for in any case the point can
only be estimated, and cannot be decided with mathematical
precision According to Focie, the corollu-lubc of N. rustiia

is 14 ram. long, that of M. pameulata 26 mm., and that of tbo

hybrid 19im The esaci mathematical mean between these is

30 mm. ; and hence Id this character the hybrid approaches N.
panisvtata. As regards the diameter of tho widest part of the

• 1 Dtc “.nun-Mnchliop-o,' Berta. :J8r.

t Jcoeph Gotilel) KcEieaiw, •Vsri.ufig, Nuaraht voo einipn du
Descb^eht da PH.ian bearAeoder VeisutOsi u. BeKarfcrmKco,' 1714,
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corolla -tube, on the otlier hand, tlx hybrid inclines more 10 .V.

rui/iea
,
while ia the narrowest par: i« exhibits the exact mnthe-

matial mean. Tlni one a Instructive, for we cannot io- inlse

the hue physiological mean, beanie the length, os well as the

diameter, ci the corolla-tube it determined by the tame cells.

Any estimation of the mean between the colours must be ttill

leas precise, for the different shades depend on entirely dif-

ferent morphological constituents. If the yellow and red of two

different species were blended in the flower of a hybrid, the

intensity of heth these colours might conceivably be aa great as

in the parent plant, and yet one erf them might predominate

because it happened to oover the other. For the yellow is due

to special pigment-granules, while the red occurs only in the

cell-sap, which might possibly 1* nearly hidden hy a superficial

layer of diromtuophorcs.

In any inquiry with regard to the facials which control the

struggle erf the parental characters, it must, above all. bo

torr.e in mind that Hu edit art always Ike deler/nining agent!.

The determinants of the father and mother ccmt together in the

cell, and in the cell only ; and all characters, whether relating to

a large part of the organAiit, or merely to a single ceil, can only

be determined by pteccsses taking place within the substance of

one or o( many cells.

This does not mean that the thOlf differentiation of erety

individual cell always constitute* a ‘character’ of the organism.

The nature of the histological differentiation of the cellt—that is

to say, whetlRi muitlt" or nerve-substance, or chlorophyll

granules, for instance, ore produced in the cell-body or not-

edly comes Into consideration in connection with the number of

cells in the d.fnUive cell-aggregate constituting the onanism.

Very many characteristic qualities cannot be due to this fact,

bet must chiefly depend on the number and arrangement of the

cells in an organ, which again must be due to qualities of the

embryonic cell which are invisible to cs-prindpallythose which

relate W Its methodofdivision, and its vigour and rateofmulli-

piiMion.

We must suppose that Uxse factors are wholly determined by

the idioplasm of the cells quite M much as is the visibledineren-

tiation of the latter. The division of a cell certainly originates

in its apparatus for division, and primarily in the ‘sphere of

attraction’ and iu contains:! ccntnwcrae ;
but we should have to
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give op cbe whole idea of tbe controlling influence of the nuclear

substance were we to iu)4"*e rhal this apparatus actually dirtets

the process of division. 'Die entire process of development of

the animal from the ovum depends so essentially on the rite cf

division of the cells, that the nuclear substance could no longer

be considered to correspond to the hereditary substance if it

merely caused the visible diBercniiatiou of the cell Hut in

the Introduction I have already stated the reasons which

prove beyond a doubt that the nuclear matter actually contains

the primary hereditary constituent!, and it follows from this fact

thsi there can he no question of a self-determination of tbo

apparatus for division. We must, in fact, suppose that rive ulti-

mate structure of tbe cell-body, which is invisible to oar eyes,

controls its entire growth as well as its method and rate of

division, this smrrture itself being controlled by the nuclear sub-

stance or idioplasm. Ultimately, therefore, everything depends

on the determinant of the cel: ; and in the case of aCxual

reproduction, the co-operation of tbe paternal and ciate.-nal de-

terminants deccimrnoa the character of the cell,whether tiro cha-

racter isvisible or invisible. As every cell in the entire ontogeny
is, according to our view, coatroJed by a/u liiu! of determinant

only, irrespective of tbe fact whether it also contains refcer

determinants in a latent condition or not, the co-operation of

maternal and paternal detetminauts always determines the

character of the cell, *and controls the development of tivc

individual ns far os the influence of this cell extends. In spite

of its greater histological differentiation, a slighter influence is

therefore obviously' exerted by one of tbe final cells in ontogeny,

—that H, ooc of the lUwe-cells,—than by one of the first

four segmentation-;dfc» oe by tho primary cell of the entire

germinal layer, or, again, hy any cell from which many and
various kinds of cells may subsequently arise. On the other

hand, we must aoe forget that each embryonic cell only

determines its method of division, and not necessarily

that of its danghter-cclU, and tint consequently in these a new
counter balance oc co-operation of tire paternal and maternal

determinants again takes place.

Tbe determinants which control the daughter-cells are, how-

ever, derived from the /alut/ ids ofthe mother ed!, and it there-

fore essentially depends on the methods of division and on the

architecture of these ids as to which determinants are to ccntrel
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the daughter cello. That portion of tie ids of the mother- cell,

therefore, which itfor the rime latent, exerts a definite influence

on tie deternumtion of the suSse/uent development; on :t alone,

indeed, depends the number and order of succession of the

determinants which will subsequently become active, and all

those characters which result frcen the cumber and grouping of

the edit, *1 well at ftotn live histological nature of the individual

cell, am also detctsiuned in the fast instance by their ids

We can thus esplalc why cron-breeding it only successful in

the case of noirly-related species, and not in that ofmembers of

entirely different families. If it were possible, for instance, for

tho ovum of a sea-urchin to be fertilised by the spermatoroon id

a worm, sjcIi as itkoiditis nigrovenoss, tie disintegration of

the ids of genr.-plasm derived from the father and mother

respectively would take place in an entirely different manner
even in the first Mage of segmentation

;
the maternal ids might

become disintegrated into the groups of determinants for the

nglu and left halves of the body, while the paternal ids became

Mpatatcd into the groups for the external and internal genmnal

layers. But dissimilar groups of determinantsd this kind could

not co-operate and give rise to intermediate structures ; and

even if the ontogeny advanced n few more stages, embryonic

structures could never be prod need ubica mould work togesher

bertnoniously.

The term homologous determinants and ids may be applied to

those which control hccnolc^osu cells and groups of Mils. It

may therefoie lie stated that structures vtMtk art intermediate

between those of the Itea parents mayarise whenever homologous

determinants andids come together. If a small spot is present

on a certain region ofthe wing in l»o silled species of butter-

flies, foe instance, end this is represented in the gemi-plasm by

a single determinant, tbc homologous determinants; of the two

cells in which this spot was first contained will be brought to-

gether when these two species are crossed, and will eventually

be able to share tn the control of the cell m question. They
need not, however, necessarily be exactly alike ; the spot may
be brown In species A, and red n species K. In this case the

determinants -outd be homologous but not komodynamous, and
might possibly combine to form a reddish-brown spot. The
essentia! point in amphigsnic heredity is, that tie idioplasm in

cad cellin theentire ontogeny contains ids tthici are individually
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4:J/!’iKt from one another, end dots not ,enlist of a rnmhtr of

identical ids; and tkat Uu etU nay take on an intmntdiaU

tiara,tn in com,qtutus </ titir co of,ration. In normal rtpro-

auction the active ids of the idioplasm are all homologous,—that

it to lay, their function is to control the rame pan of the body,

—but the)’ differ among themselves. Are httemfynansous,

or, in other words, they tend to impress a iomenta: different

character on the same pan of the body. In the aosies between

different specks, the idioplasm of a cell in many stages will be

composed of homolngoos as well as of heterologous ids, and,

as has just been shown, it then remains to be docidcd whether

a common control of the cell la passible at all, and if so, over

how many generation? of cells it cats extend.

The Kale) of butteitiies are cells belonging :o the 5ntl stage of

rmtngcny, and their ids are made up ofdeterminants of one hind

only. Thefurtherhade rrepus towardsthe beginning ofontogeny,

the more numerous ate the determinant? composing the ids

;

only one of them, however, breaks up into bwphors and controls

the coll If the determinant which actually controls the cell is

homologous in both parents, an intermediate form of cell may
result; but as scon as the rest of the determinants ir the id no

longer correspond to one another, tlie fur.hct development

gradually become# checked, and will ultimately be brought to a

stand still. Toe processes which must be supposed to take

place frr.m the beginning ofontogeny onwards in the case of the

supposed cross between a sea-urchin and a worm may very

poteibly be only partial, it,, they may rtfir mrrtly to ifittial

Parti. Let us suppose that a certain specie) of insect, which s*

normal In other r«p*cts, pc*sores limbs on the dorsal side

instead of wings and tbit this is crossed with another insect

possessing normal wings, development of the fertilised egg

taking place up to the stage in which the u-iogs arise. The
Idioplasm of the primary cell of the "mgs and ‘dorsal limbo’

respectively would then contain two perfectly At/ero/ogvus ids,

one derived from the 'ather and the other from the nvotlrer, and
none of the determinants in these two ids would be respectively

homologous. In the first stage of the development of the wings

or ’ dorsal limbs,’ as the case may be, antagonist?: determinants

would be opposed to one another In each ctll •generation, and

would prevent a common df.euniuation of the celL

Such extreme cases do not actually OM»r, as very different
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specie* do nc< interbreed
;
bo: Ibvs principles which may be

deduced from these imaginary cares may be applied to the
production of hybrids. Homologous determinants and ids

co-operate, while hclcrologout ones do not j and the large: the

number of botetologcat determinant* pretent In the homologous

Ids of the parents 'I1* wore do the hereditary tendencies of the

latter tend to nullify one another.

We must cow attempt to give a theoretical explanation of the

first ofIke three kinds of combination ofparental characters in

the offspring mentioned aioi<e, viz., that in which ' a mean hrtr.<een

bothparents is maintained in at!parts ofHuplan£'
If weassume tbit the two parental species are so closely allied

that each determinant in the one corresponds to a homologous
determinant in the other, a form exactly intermediate between
the two species must result, supposing that the number of ids in

either parent a the same, and that a similar controlling force

acts on the homologous determinants.

If the idioplasm <cf ono parent is represented by a huger
number of ids, its controlling forre roust obviously be greater ;

and as regards the controlling force of the individual determin-

ants, we may state as felloes —the control of the cells is in

our opinion oKeetcd by the disintegration of the determinant

Into Vophon, which, like the pangenes of dc Vries, migrate

into the cell-body, multiply at its expense, and give rise to

definite cell -structures. This multiplication must take place

with a certain amount of energy, the degree of wblch varies in

the dilfcrant binds of biophora. Thus, whenever such con-

trolling hopIkon, possessing the energy of growth in different

degrees, migrate into the same cell-body, a struggle of the

Puts (Roux! mast ensue, in which the stionger part will be

successful, and the weaker win be mare 01 less, or even com-

pletely, suppressed.

The formation of structures which are strictly intermediate

between those of the two patents, implies that the homologous

determinants possess a similar controlling force. AH the deter-

minants of any two species are, however, never homologous

:

this follows from the fact that the nssenktr of cells in homologous

parts is often very different The characters of the species do

not by any means depend only on the histological nature of the

individual cells, but, as already stated, are due in almost a

greater degree to the nunbr and airangemeat of the cells, to
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the repetition and position of certain organs and so on. Thus

the flower of A'itofiana fiam'tu'ate is deckled I}' longer tb»n

that of jV. ruitiia, and the former species It more extensively

branched msd possesses a larger number of glands than the

Utter. The above assumption that the individual determinants

correspond to one another in the two species cannot therefore

be quite an accurate one , the geim-pUsui of N. paniculata

iniat, on the contrary, contain a larger number of detetminants

than that of .V. ruilita, nivd the process of disintegration of the

two tpecica tnuit differ in many mas’s.

If an equal number of ids from each of these species occurs

in the hybrid, tbe two kinds of ids will only be able to co-

operate in ontogeny as long aa their detetminants still corres-

pond to one another. As soon as a point is reached in

w torch tbe ids of N. rtullca begin to decline in number, and
their last determinants have become disintegrated, the ids of

A'. fanttulala will alone be able to produce series of cells
j
hut

as only half tlte normal number of these ids are present, the

structures arising from t'vcm cannot be as complete as they are

Its 'dm pera ancestral form t and, apart from this, the ids of

A', rn/liia may possibly not have disappe* cd onirrly, but the
succession of the deierminants, ivhich .-.re. properly speaking, the

final on ci, may persist beyond the normal period, aod may in

this way interfere <rith the development of the pure characters of

A. panttulat*. This woald, at any rate, render the fact com-
prehensible in principle that intennediate fenrvi may also arise

la cases in which the straggle of the parental ids does net

extend into tbe final cells of ontogeny, and the characters ef

the species come into contact a*, an earner stage, os in the case

of the greater or less degree of ramification in plants. The
following considerations will make this mote evident.

In tbe otitnd Ain.1 of combina/ion, either the paremal or the

maternal characters predominate in all pans of the hybrid, vt
that the latter bears a closer resemblance to one parent than
ta the ochei

: in this case, therefore, thr /ramminion it appar-

tfilly woK9jpm:.

Several cases cf this kind have been recorded, in some
of which the paternal, and in others the maternal characters
predominate. Instances of both kinds occur in the genus
Nicotians. ‘The hybrid Niuliona paniculate ? x vincafora t

bears so dose a resnnbUnce to tbe last-named species that the
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iliaracter of iV. panieulala can hardly be recognised 81 all.'* In

this case, therefore, the paternal plant predominates, while the

crossbetween V maveofem 1 and N. laugtdosjpn A 'bears little

resemblance ' to tbe latter species. Here, then, the maternal

characters predominate, and tit* hybiid plants are 'extremely

similar ' to rV. n>ntWe«s, and ate only to he d stinguished from

it by a partial separation of the stamens front tins corolla-tube, a
slight difference is the colour and sire of the Doners, the violet

or bluish coloration ofthe antlers, and by complete Sterility.'

On p. 474 of his booh, Focke gives farther internee*. ‘In

many cases the resemblance of the hybrid to otic of the aocestra!

forms ti to clow, that it might easily be taken for a minor

variety of this form.’ Thus ir. the following instances the hybrid

resembles much more closely the parent form mentioned after

each :—DiuutAus omier'a * litlMJti, D de/teutet; Diantttue

11‘ryVpkyUui Xthintruit, D. eary/fkyUus: ,1/tlandryunt rai’Uut

’ ntciiflorunt, At. mbrum; Vtrbueuw bia/tano x nigrum, V.

nigntm; Digitalis purpurea x iutea, D. Iutea.

These cases seem to me to beof special importance on account

of the conclusions which can be drawn frixn them respecting

perfectly tintJar cases of individual transmission in Man. This
'pmsdewenegente transmission,1 as 1 shall call it, must Ire

expUined in term.; of the idioplasm somewhat as follows.

The predominance of one parcut-^;, the mother—might be
due to the presence of a forger number ofidonti a<sd idt of the

species in question. If. far instance, Digitalis iutea possessed

thirty-tWO founts and /’ purpurea sixteen only, the idants in

both anct consisting uf the same number of ids, and if the

controlling force of the ids were the samo In belli species, the

ids of D. Iutea would then predominate over the ethers in

every cell during the entire ontogeny ; that ti to say, tbc cha-

racter of D. Iutea would be impressed more strongly that that

of D. purpurea Oil the ceil The objection might he raised that

the cell which is thus produced must possess an intermediate

character, ar.d cannot be n pure cell of l>. Iutea. even though it

resembles the latter most closely, As yet, however, we are

unable to determine to what extent intermediate forms Of indi-

vidual cells may occur in iodividtal cases; and the expression
• letuliant,' in connection with

.
the unknown forces of the

Foe*#, tee. Ot. p. a3 y.
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biophors, does nol indicate anything beyend a mere abstract

idea, which is Id nny case totally inwfficient as an emanation
of the phenomena. Wc must be satisfied with the statement

that, when the controllingferns of the ties determinants acting

together tn the cell are very unequal, the effect of the weakei

will be extremely small under ccitain circumstances. A
*struggle 6etween the Hephers’ takes place, in which we may
suppose that the stronger assimilates, glows, and multiplies

more quickly, and thus deprives the weaker of room «n»l ncuridi-

m*ot. prevents its multiplication, entirely destroys it, and even

makes use of it as nourishment. Without a very considerable

multiplication, the croxcl of biophots which migrate from the

nucleus into the ccll-bcdy cannot, indeed, txett any determining

in3ucr.ee on the litter. It tbeieforo teems to me to he coceeiv-

ahle tint an apparent pseudo-monogonic transmission— »>.,

a complete suppression of the elements of one patent—may take

place even when exactly the vsnsc number of Ida are derived

from both parents.

This is still mote likely to he the cate if the number of lib

derived from one parent is greater than that from the Other.

We know that the number of idants may vary considerably,

even in allied specie*, and it is •.Ircte.'oro not improbable

that * pseudo-monogonic ‘ heredity is sometimes due to this fact.

In nuny plant-hybrid* this assumption can he tewed directly by

ascertaining tbc number of idants present.

Tbc third of the above-mentioned kinds of combination of

paternal characters teems tn me to be theoretically almost the

meat iropeutant of all, for it is most intimately concerned with

the ultimate processes which take place in the idioplasm. In

this ease the parts fifths k>tii<l plant most nearly rtsemi/e these

either cf the paternal or the maUmat/erm.
Sach cases are apparently not often very pronounced, but

fluctuations from the paternal to the maternal aid* occur to a

slight extent in almost all these hybrids ohVch aro usually

described as intermediate forms. The hybrid between rV.

pani/uloto j and sV. rustiea 9 .which K6Ureu:ter considered to ho

a pure intermediate form, bars, as mentioned above, a somewhat
closer resemblance to the former species as regards the length,

and to the Inttlr as regards the diameter, of the corolla-tube.

Sach slight fluctuations to one side ot the other from the pure

intermediate form seem to be of frequent occurrence. Cases
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are, however, alio known in which these fliKtnalinns are so

cotttidcipble is 10 become conspicucot Sometimes, far

instance," the hybrid resemble* oee specie® ns regards its leaves,

and the odier with regard to its blo3sorat Uremia* lus

recently examined the general, as -all as the nlcrMGOflle

structure of certain hybrids, in order to ascertain the parental

charaeteifetics exhibited by them, and has succeeded in proving

that a fluctuation of th» kind exists. MamMum a

cross between Ijonurui cjrdiaea and MamthiuM vulgart, far

instance, exhibited the winged leaf-stalk characteristic of Af.

vulgar*, while the arrangement of the vascular boodles of the

petiole resembled that existing in Ltorturw. The upper surface

of the pKiale bore branched hairs Hke those of leonunu, while

on the lower surface the hairs resembled these of Afarruhiuw.

I shall speak of this fluctuation in the resemblance of ihe

*rpms to those of the parent® as ‘ Mr M/ting of tht htrtdlhoy

muhanfi in o/rlogrn/.'

We might imagine, a priori, that ;ufh a shifting cannot

possibly occur. If, at has been proved, trnntmiisinn is virtually

completed at the time of fertilisation, and if therefore the

relative proportion of tbe two parental tdioplftsms is also fired

for at! /hr suhiftuetif onlogentftr rtng/s when they have onco

bear combined, »e might expect a Hollar rooUaa/ion of the

characters of the parents 10 appear, in all parts of the young

plant, so that these would either be exactly mtermccintc

between those of tbc two parents, or ebe that the paternal or

maternal character* would eretywbere predominate in a similar

manner. The fact that this maj cot be, and in fact is usually

i»t the case, may be iiccoau ej for in several ways.

fn the first place, we :naM boar inhiind the statement mad*

b»«e that a combination of twoiiur-cteri in equal proportions

need not always give rise to one which is apparently inter-

medin*, nod that it is impossible to give an exact definition of

what is meant by such a character, beiauac we only observe tba

Anal effect of forced acting within the cell, and not tbc actual

processes by which this effect is produced. This, however,

would not be a Hue shifting of the Ircredisary resultants, but

only an apparmt one.

Genuinecases ofsuch a shifting, however, undoubtedly occur

;

• Corapi lent.
-

1890. T. lit, p. 317.
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and I believe that they iue principally due to the act that the

nwabtr of hemedynamojis dttemnaanU in the idioflam of a

it/l may va'S >a ,Se «»'» */ontogeny,and that, in fad, it mutt

olteqyi do to. In one Stage or in one organ the paternal, and

in another the maternal ids will contain the majority of bomo-

dynamoui deternunauts,»ndthe fluctuationsin the predominance

of the maternal ot paternal characters. whids ii definitely deter-

mined in ode-ante, must depend on this fact.

To make this clear, 1 must intrench somewhat upon the

chapter on Variation.

A laUntdarj Remarts on Variation.

Hitherto oe have assumed ihat the germ-plasm ofa species is

compared of ids, each of which contains at! the characters of

the species. A brief consideration, however, shows that this

cannot bo the case Not only i; t conceivable, but it is even

necessary to assume that the development of the characters of

the species, as well as of those of the individual, is only the

expression of the ford* to which these peocaiea are due, the

ids in which the force* are situated being by no means perfectly

similar to one another. A great majority cf th« ids certainly

contain nil else determinant* of the species—that is they are

capable of giving rise to all the Specific characters
;
hut in s

minority of the detetminjliW, to which, indeed, the origin ard

development of this species was dec, will not yet have began to

undergo a pbyletie tinnsformation. All the determinants in this

minor ty need not necessarily be similar to one anotl*ci i one

id, for i(ifiance, may contain unmodified determinants of the

ancestral species
;
while another, although still retaining some of

the old decenninanti, maf exhibit a greater resemblance to the

pure ids of the existing species, and so on. Such a gradual

iroKsfdrwalien ofthe ids affecting the majority of their cetei-

ininants must constitute; indeed, the process of the fonoatic® of

the species ; and it will be quite in accordance with the principle

of vs rinion to assume that modification! must take piice in

the invisible vital units of a lower older, vie, the Ids and

bophcci, in exactly the same way as they occur in different,

degrees and directions in different individuals in the visible

vital units,—the aniceiluUr organism* and persons of *to:ks.

Jtiui Ike provisional hypothesis pul forxmd trine, that the

germ plains of a spxUt—Ol fee as it eonterns the sfeeifir cA.i-
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ratUrt—eonxtet* ofa number ofidentical idi, cannot it a tbictly

comet one: the germ-fdatm mutt, op tie contrary, contain a
majority of completely modified idi provided with new deter-

minant ofthe ipeeies, and of a minority of ids of tie ancestral

tpftitt which an only slightly or not at all modified. The
number of the latter will diminish in tire course of time in

consequence of Miectioo of the individual*, and the new specific

etatacter* will gradually low their original variability. Owing
to natural selection, the germ-plum will gradually he relieved id

those of its ids which have become only slightly or cot a* all

modified in the neu-

direction, for those individuals in which it

still contains a latge number of unmodified ids are as well

adapted as the others fra the conditions of evidence. Aa these

individuals arc gradually eliminated in the struggle for existence,

the number of unmodified ids in the Subsequent generations

mutt gradually become reduced ; and thisproem oftelMion in

the germ-plasm will only reach a limit tohen the numher of
nnmodffltd or incompletely modifiedids hot become so small that

their influence on the development of tie essential characters of

tic tpeiies it inappreciable.

This process of transformation ol the ids of the gem-plasm
oiil, h<n»e«»», reach a limit, ss do oil processes ofselection, when
its continuance is rvo larger of any advantage. All adaptations

in nn animal remain stationary and .are not further perfected,

directly further improvement becomes useless
;
and in the

same uay the process of modification and elimination of the

ids, which forms the basis of other adaptations, will cense

as scon as the completely modified ids are present in such a

majority that the others can only exert an inappreciable influ-

ence on the nature of the offspring. *The useful and adaptable

characters wiJ always undergo complete development in the

nottnal process of reproduction,- -that is to say, in the inter-

mingling of individuals afthe species,—even though same unmo-
dified ids may be present m the germ plasm. Let us ta’«e as

an example the well-known case of the butterfly JCaiUma pared

tecta, which resembles a leaf. The resemblance is very market!,

although rx»t a complete one. The form of a leaf, with its

midriband veins.-some regions appearing more or less faded,

and some dry or wet, and even of the appearance ofa dewd rop,—

is indicated on tbc folded wings, bet only certain ofthesecondary

'tint on the right and left of the middle Hue are represented
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Tliii 11 quite sufficient to deceive the birds which pursue the

butterfly, and a more accurate copy el the mattings on a leaf

would not incicfc* the deception ; for it only need* to b« effective

nt a certain dStance, and tbeietbre has not incmacd in perice-

lion, lot has reachod iu limit at this stage. A precisely similar

occurrence mutt take place as regards the modification of tlie

id- of she gerro-plaun if a new adaptation of the spoors e
concerned. In such a case, again, only a rtttUvt and ties an

otsolu/e perfection will be attained. The majority, but not all,

of the ids may hecoote modified by Kloction, while a minority

must accompany these through iong period- and generations in

an unmodified or slightly modified condition.

1 hive had to make this digression an the transformation of

species in its relation to the genn-plasm, in order that my ex-

planation of ‘ At- anto&tnetit lAi/thrg ofHu ktrtdilarj rcmllanl

'

may be comprehensible, Jt follows from the process of the

gradual tiantdormatlon of the idi of gClTO-plasm and the trr ns-

ferente of unmodified ids from one cell-generation to another,

Hail the germ-pham of every sfeciei mast aa/tit of u «ot-

timtion of idi of u sommluU difirent nature. For although

specific characters most have appeared simultaneously, and

many others mint have arisen successively, in the course cf

many generations, all the charactera of the speciea will not be

represented by determinant* m the same number of ids. The
oldest character, in fact, will be contained in almost all the

Ida | those which are somewhat younger, in a considerable

majority ; and stili younger ones, perhaps also in a slight ma-
jority ;

while thins which have only jest begun to he of use

to the spee'es will only bt» present in a minority of the ids of

each individual

This circumstance is evidently connected with the degree of

variability of charicterv. which may, in fact, be a vety diffount

one as regards the different characters cf a species. Characters

on waich selection Is only beginning to act, can only be

represented by a mijotlty of Ids in a minority of individuals,

and the lea variable characters arc those which have been
selected for a greater number of generations and are

tbcrefoie present in a large number of ids of uumecous
individuals

;
and again, those characters which have long

become definitely filed in all or almost all the indii iduak of a
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species, mud lx also represented In the majority of-the ids in

almost all these individuals Cemmefy, their thunders whUA
are beginningto decent unites to the ifittUs muttk centatnet!

only in a gradmUy increasing minority of the idt

;

the number

of the latlet mast gradually decrease, until It finally becomes so

«P all that it can r.o ltxiger give rise to the claractei in question

in consequence of an overwhelming ml|ority of the other hit.

The above conception ol tho germ-plasm enables us to

u inletsland why the force of heredity may vary in the course

9/ontogeny in the cate ofcrosses between two species, and why

tho paternal tendency may dominate at one character and the

maternal in another. For. quite apart from the possible degree

in which the focoe of heredity may he present in the individual

detemunnnts and assuming it to be equal in the two

species, the nutrJtr of ids which contain homodynamnos
determinants will nevertheless vaty according to the age of

the charotter in qu/'Uon. A greater number of ids containing

homodynamous detcrov.nnr.tt will indicate a greater force of

heredity. If the fotui of the dower in n speciesA was acquitcd

long ago, while that of the lenf is a new acquisition, and if the

reverse is tax in the coso of a ipecici H, tho hybrid which

would be obtained by crossing these two tpeciei notdd resemble

species A in ihc font! of its dowers and 1pares B in that of its

leaven. A larger number of horaodynamous detenninants of

species A, for the rudiment* of the dowers, m ill be oppwed to

a smaller number of Ixuivodynaiuoas determinants of the species

B, which, ett tltc other hand, irill contmn a larger nutnbet of

bamodynaniccs determinants for the rodiments of the leaves.

The importance of the whole principle mil bo made still more

evident in the fallowing section.

r. Tit Struggle of IntlMdual Charactm.

The question ci individual characters in the two parents lias

not been taken into account in our previous investigations : in

crosses between different species they may be looted upon as

insignificant when compared with tbc specific characters. We
must non consider those cases n which the 1*0 parents differ in

respect of slight individual characters only, confiniiig ourselves

to tbe human race, the individual character of which we can

rtcognuc most clcatly.

What suites ns most forcibly In connection with the process
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of reproduction and transmission in man, when compared with

that of tbe formation of hybrids in the vegetable kingdom, in Mr
dtiriira/arify 6rl~.ivt.-i ch'tdrtn corn ofthe tame parents. In the

cam of plant-hybrids, a “drilling consiancy in observable la tbe

offspring of a cross, and 'bis Is tnie not only of the offspring of

she same parents, but also ofsD the hybrids produced by cross-

ing any individuals of the two species in question, if the latter

also are constant.

The dissimilarity betaeen the children ofthe same parents has

becti already mentioned, and «as explained as resulting from

tb« halving of the germ-plasm in the process of ' reducing

diruaoo,' which take* place in a different manner each time,

and, when a larger number of idants are present, gives rise to

a surprising number of combinations As the idaais ate very

different with regard to tbe individual primary constituents

they contain, new combinations of the latter are thus cc®-

tl dually being fanned without affecting the characters of the

Three principal kinds of combination have to be considered

in any attempt to explain the blending of |«irental characters in

the child, that is to say, to refer it to processes which take

place In tbe idioplasm : these are (l) the characters oj tin child

art intermediate betx-etn thoie of Mr parentss (2) /At <Aiid

cxchnhulj or pnudipaUf
t
rumMts one parent,- and (3)

child reseuM/s t/u father at rtgardim characters and the

mother in retfeet 0/ et/uri.

The first case, if it ever strictly occurs, most be attributed to

the presence ri a precisely similar controlling farce in all the

determinants.

The number of idants derived from each parent mast be the

same in this caw, aa the parents belong to the same species,

und there will certainly also be very little difference M regards

the number cf ids ; the number of determinants moreover, wiU

be the same, or almost the same, in the germ plasm of the two

parental genu tells. Theoretically, an exactly intermediate

lorm would therefore result if each detetminant of the ather

and mother were homologous to one'another, and if the homo-

logous determinants were controlled by precisely similar fortes,

—it. If thay contained the tame number of biophors, and tbe

homologous biophors of ether side possnud the poner of

assimilation and reproduction to the same extent. These con-
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ditines which «* have presuppjsed will, however, hardly exist

all together, but they may concur approximately with regard to

a certain number ofeharamers.

It can hardly be doubted that the uterd kind of combination

occurs, and that in some cases the offspring take after one or

otheroftke parents on//,—not only in respect of those character-

istic* with regard to which the term ‘ resemblance 1

is generally

applied, such as those which concern the form and expression

of the face, but equally as regards starure, form of the bxly,

proportions of the limbs, nature of the skin and bait, character,

and temperament
We are met with a two fold difficulty In attempting to explain

these (acts: in the first place, how is t possible for all the

primary constituents ofone parent - c^the father— to be present

in one of tho germ-cells of this patent, as the germ-ptasm was

halved by means of the reducing division before these germ-

cells become ripe?—and secondly, ho» can it happen that the

maternal genu-piunt exerts no Influence on the formation of

the child?

L« us first consider the former of these two difficulties : how-

ls it possible for ill the characters of the father to be con-

tained in one paternal germ-cell in spite of the reducing

division? If the latter procrss resulted In a quantitative hairing

of the gem-pSasm, no further explanation would be necessary,

for the quality of half the mass might"be exactly similar to that

of the whole. But a reduction of the unit* of the gctm-plasm

to half their number occurs In this process
;
the number of ids

is reduced by cere half, and the structure of the offspring results

from the combination in the genu-plasm ofthe ids ofboth parents,

a- was shown in the case ofplant-hybrids ;
it is difficult, therefore,

to understand why ball the number of Ids can nevertheless give

rise to all the characters of the parent. Strictly speaking, it is

immaterial whether we concern ourselves with all the characters,

or »ith only a single one
;
for many characters, in fact, depend

on the cc-operatioQ of all the ids of the ontogenetic stages itj

question

There is only one way out of this difficulty,—ue must accept

the assumption, which has been confirmed by fact, that the

controlling poster of the ids of one of the parents may heeonu

nullified at every ontogenetic stage. Observations on plant-

hybrids are invaluable in this connection, for in them we know
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for certain that the ids of another species are prevent, even

although they nuy not produce a perceptible effort. Wc may
conclude from the phenomena of 'poeuchwnonogonk' heredity

exhibited by these hybrids that the ids of one parent may, at

hiv already teen explained, prevent those of the other from

taking pan In the control of the cell, group of cdls or put o(

the body.

We may therefore assume that if by means of the reducing

division, all the idatsta Toiici conlnlltd or deminatti tin

onUgtnj oftit taotitr, for instance, reach ooe cS the gerra-cclls

produced by this parent, this gertu-cell will be capable inder

certain circumstances of reproducing the maternal *type : * in

thechild. Bat in order that this may happm, it is necessary for

this cdl to unite with a sperm-cell, the germ-plasm of which
possesses on the whole a weaker controlling poner than its own,
so that the germ-plasm of the father is dominated by that of

the mother.

As in the caw of etowes between sprats, the controlling

power of the idioplasm will not always be dependent an the

same ciusc.

We cannot enter more deeply into thosecases in which a more
marked force of heredity of individual character, occurs. Darwin
mentions, for instance, Unit the 'white’ Colour, in flowers ai well

as in animals, is very commonly transmitted to the oBspring

when white individuals are creused with dark-coloured oner, the

majority of the descendants inheriting die white colour. We
can in this case only assume that those bkphora which do-

minate the cell, and give rise to the white colour, most be

'stronger' than those which caute the formation of pigment,

and this ‘ strength ’ must, tn fact, be attributed to the possession

ofa greater power of assimilation.

The case is different in many ocher instances in which the

greater hereditary power is attributable to qtiaxtitatii* differ-

ences in the coastitutuxi cf the paternal and maternal groups of

tdants.

The number of ids contained in each Idam is certainly

constant, or ncstly so* in all individuals of the human

* I Uiall null* wr ol tBe terra •
t jpe • (' HIM 1, to express tbe wboknggre-

gjie o( a&a/.'al cbentrurlsdo -llili togctlur corutitute the inlivtoukty

of a humia beini-
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6pecics ;* hut a predominance of paternal or maternal id: may
nevenhalaH exist, to -hat there tray be a grtatrr nuntbtr 0/

konudytumout dsUrminanU in one line of ancestor* (ban in the

other, ai ha* already beat shoira to he the ok in hybrid*.

By the term homotogotu determinant*, we understand those

element* of the idioplasm which are capable of 50 controlling

homologous part: of the body or determinates
;
kemctfyaamaul

determinants, on the other hand, arc those of the homologous

determinants which have the spec-al function of impressing *

rife chtrailtr on any part of the body, and which, taking an

example we have already made use of, aerve to produce a

pnrtUutarform and cetaur in a certain region of a butterfly1

*

wing. That parent in which the ids contain numerous homo-
lynamous determinants, or at any rate a larger number than

are contained in the ids of the other parent, most undoubtedly

exert the greater controlling power. The power of homo-
dyaamcui determinants is simply cumulative, whereas dissimilar

or Iseterodynamous determinants may, in the. most favourable

CMOS, co operate to form a single resultant, but may, under

certain circumstances, counteract or even neutralise one another.

The larger the number of homodyrainots determinants which

theentire aggregate of tdl ofapAtCDt contains atanyontogenetic
stage, the greater will be the likelihood that these will pre-

dominate in the snuggle of the jail* which takes place in the

cell, and will therefore stamp the latter more or less distinctly.

The colour of the eyes may be taken as on example. Let us

take a case in which those of the mother are hlue, and those cl

the fathes brown. The numbei of ids in the idioplasm of the

pigment cells of the iri: will he the same in both, parents, bet

in the cows of the father nine-tenths cY them, let us say, are com-
posed cf 'brown' f determinants

,
and only one-tenth of deter-

• It U conceivable tbit tndMdbal Bretailcni in the number cf xb may
nxur, lllhmah th« numtm of itints ihrays, Indeed, rrisalm the tnniv—if
ore con Judge by Sts iccslanry In mutyanimat, ind jfinti Uciytnratcly
*• do not )«t know th> "titular cf Huts la Be cave cf m«=

; 1 hnv*. nt

Uist, Ire: -sable to c&tsi* any lufaiatuto 01 this point.

f
1 Brown ' and ' tCca ' dsiaralnsau «_-» spoken ofa this aid ntuqrcM

pusigwt amply for the sike of holly. I uro nc< ignanot ct Ite foci tliai

the Uuc co-tur of tbe IrU ii not dm to bias !>sr»‘nt- Ibc abiwa Urns
merely indimln tlol tlw dw.irmioitt pcodona a xrteture it the Ira width
»isa U to aopeu blue or Im-n, u the oise mi> to. quitem t lm the
hhiolaglad ilitiili tm which this depenm.
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minanta of other colours
;
two-thirds of the ids of the mother

oo the other hand consist of blue, and one-third of brown deter-

minants. The iris of the child will therefoie most probably

be brown, for in IU formation nine-tenths cf the determinants

of the father will co-operate with one-third of the determinants

of the mother, which arc hamocynamoas with these. The
predominances?the brown determinants would also,however,still

I* assured if the maternal ids contain no determinants at all of

this colour, but only red or green once,—supposing that rod or

green pigment cells oauited ia the human lib. Fot in this case

niae-teoths of the paternal determinants would be opposed to

various small groups of heteracynamoia determinants of the

mOthei. The latter might possibly modify- the brown colour

which would be produced by groups of paternal determinants

alette, for they also control pait of the cell-body
i

hut it is quite

as conceivable that they might be completely overcome by the

paternal determinants, and thus excluded freen the coctroi of

the cell We cannot, at already stated, at present judge as to

the result of the struggle of tbr pans la Individual cates, but

there it no doubt that, provided the controlling power of the

determinants is similar, the numbor of the latter is of the first

importance.

Since, tlictcforc, the nature of the combination in the getrn-

plaam is different in every individual in consequence of sexual

reproduction, the number of boanadynamous determinants of

any particular characteristic must also be different ia every case.

1; will be shown iu the chapter on satiation that processes of

selection may oven bring about an increase or decrease in the

number of the homodynaiwms ids of individual characters,

although these are never of sufficient biological snpenance to

give rise to specific characters.

The same competition of forces must take place in the ense

ofindividual aa in thatofspecific character!. A child nuy inherit

the colour of the eyes from its father, and the shape of the

mouth from its mother, just as in a plant-hybrid the fora of the

lenf may resemble that in the paternal,' and '.be flower dial in

the maternal plant In both instances the character is inherited

Irons that patent in which the group of idarve contains apr/-

pondtratiifg majority of itntmfymmetu <itltrminanls of this

character. When this is the case, this majority preponderates

over the scattered minority derived from the Other parent.
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In neither instance, however, doe# the prepondci»nce cf the

father, as regards a tingle character, necessitate that itII lit

ether characteristics will be controlled to the tame degree

by this parent. The germ-plasm consists of an equal number
of paternal and maternal .dints and ids, which remains
constant throughout ontogeny. We suppose that every id of

the germ -plasm contains all the determinants of the species, eg,
the determinant a for the character A, the determinant b for

the character B, and eo on. Bat all ids of the gents plasm need

not contain a number of bootodynamoos determinants only
;
frr

if id i, for instance, contains the determinant id i: may per-

haps contain the determinant a' for the homologous character,

and id iii the determinant o’, id i» the determinant a 1
, and so

on. There is no reason why xl i, in which the determinant a'

represents the diameter A, should noc contain the determinant

d* instead of b for the character homologous to B. If we denote
the determinants of corresponding characters—it, those which
may become substituted for one another—by the same letteis, a
certain id of the germ plasm e.g, id i might contain the deter-

minants it
1
,
t', rf, if, **,/*, s', A*, &c. If in the germ-plasm

of the father id i, id il, id iii, id iv, aad so an to the last, which
1 will cal! id xx, all contain the determinant rt

1
lor the character

A, and none of the variants <t\ a\ »<•-, ate present In them,

this determinant a* will be more powerful than nny other

variant of a derived from the mother, which may exist in the

idioplasm of the cell in question, provided that tho total number
of each of these variants is less than twenty. Hence the char-

acter A‘ will be impressed on that particular cell or group of

cells, and not A' or A‘. The case may be entirely different as

regards the character B; the determtr ant P or f/*, for instance,

may be the dominant one in most of tbc ids and idants : aud in

this cate, one of the other variants of B, such as or B*, will

be produced.

If »ve may compare the groups of paternal nod maternal
idants to two centres of force each of which attempts to obtain

control ever the cell each of these two fotccs <nll be determined
by the individual forces of the idants in which they ate con-
tained. while tho force in each idant will be controlled by the
individual forces of tho Ids nf which it is composed. If, for

instance, there are two idsius derived from each parent, each

consisting often ids, the-Wlowing cousidcraiions would enable
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m to ascertain which variant of the diameter raiu: actually be

prodtxed The paternal idants P' and T* might each consist

ot ten id?, the Mine determinant <P being contained n six ids in

P‘, and in eight ids in F1
. These two idnnti wraild then com-

bine in the attempt to give rise to the chntacter A‘. with a cm.
trolling force of 6 + B — 14 ids. Each of tbe maternal Marts M'
and .iP might also contain ten ids, .V being composed of two

determinant] tr, four a1, three o', and oos n*’; this idant uill

therefore tend to produce the character A 1 with a power of four

id] only. If now, the other maternal idant .V s
.
with all its cco-

tained ids, tended to give rise to the character A°, with a power,

that is, (ff ten ids, the group of paternal idants would neverthe-

less preilomiiute over thax derived front the mother, as fourteen

paternal are opposed to ter. maternal homodynamons dei(T-

minants. In this case both parental groups might possibly

control the character of the child together, but the paternal

group would be the stronger of tbe two. If, however, eighteen

bomodyramow ids of the father were opposed to lour hoc»
cynamous ids ci the mother, the imViencs of iho latter wemld be

entirely suppressed ns regards the chnrnctci A. We must at

any rate conclude Iron-, the fncts of tbe case, that the characters

of one patent may be strictly Inherited witheut any apparent

intermingling of tbe coi responding characters of tbe other

parent. As already mentioned, this very point in the theury

seems to me to be the most reliable one, and known fads

concerning plant-hybrids compel us to accept this atsttmaticr..

Te controlling force of the groups of paternal or maternal

idants may be entirely different in respect of individual char-

acters and groups of characteis according to the number of

hootodynamixis dettnni*utts by which these are respectively

represented. Moreover, this depend] not only on the fart as

to whether the individual character is derived Horn the father

or the mother, or is a mixed one, but also on the entire aumber
of homodyaamous determinant? pretent from each parent.

Although 1 have all along spoken of idants, I do not with

to imply that erery idant behaves is an im/f/HmUni 1vM.
Neither do 1 suppose that the resultant of the forces of the

whole sggtegate of paternal, ii opposed to that of the matctiol

ids. It is quite conceivable that the same bcmcdynamcos
detominants occur In the ids c< both pi rent?, and thit their

Ibices aie cumulative, jot! n» they would be if present in «nt or
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Ou ctfur parent only. Homodynamous ids mint, indeed, fre-

quently occur in bath parents in cawi o£ close interbreeding, as

veil at in spcciet which exist in comparatively small numbers

in small isolated districts

It is obrious that this struggle of the pstenul ids tubes place

at ever)1 stage in ontogeny, and that its result is different

according to the state in which the forces e«is: at this stage.

This accounts for the frequent changes as regards the resem-

blance to or.e or other of the parents, and for the combination

of parental characters which occurs in different parts of the

body.

The facts, so far as they are known to jnc, apparently agree

very satisfactorily with the above explanation. I hare attempted

to collect Ireali evidence hearing upon this question, which till

no« has not been closely kept in view. This, however, has-

unfortunately no: been so easy a matter as might hare been

expected, but I will mention some of the facts relating to this

point.

la some cates a child resembles its lather tn most respects,

and takes after its mother as regards a few minor parts. Tliis

would be inexplicable if the whole part were not controlled by

the resultant of a determinant othet than that fortbo individual

portions of this part. The singlo determinant and Its immediate

successors, which control the primary cell of the whole part,

determine, in the first place, the rate of the cell division and the

primary form ofthe entire organ; but In each subsequent stage,

one of the succeeding dcter.mnants takes on a controlling

unction, and as its intlacr.ee .-s always the resultant of the

homologous determinants cf all the ids of the cell, the successors

of this cell may at any time differ fraA one another with regard

to their retemblar.ee to those of t!>e father or mother.

A person cf my acquaintance resemble* his father very closet)

In respect of that portion of the skin which is derived from the

externa! germinal layer. In both the father aod sac the

epidermis is thick, and inclined to be hoeay. The nails of the

hand; are much thickened, and the kin on the soles of the fret is

especially hard. In this case, thcicfoic, the force-resultant ol

the paternal determinants must continually have been stronger

thin that of the maternal ones firm the psimwy ectoderm

onwards, through a long series of cells. On the other hand, the

resultant of the maternal dctcimicinti Seem to have pte-
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dominated at the formation of Ibe brain, which likewise arisci

Iraci the externa! geraiinal layer, for the? person in question

resembles hit mother a? regards most of Ibe mental qualities,

such as intelligence, talents, sod strength of will. This can

only be accounted for on the supposition that the determinant!

of the subsequent descendants of the primary ectodcrm-cell were

unable to exett any influence a/on Mi all itul/; in it they

were still latent, and in this condition were merely passed m to

succeeding cells. If the ids of subsequent generations of these

primary ectoderm-cells which formed the rudiments cf the brain,

contained more maternal than paternal hoenodynatnotis deter-

minants, a resemblance to the mother instead of to the lather

would arise at this point

la the above rase, the mtin brain doe* not seem to have

taken after that of the mother, far marked paternal traits also

exist in it. According to our theory, it may well he conceived
that even such a repeated alternation uf hereditary tendencies as

has occurred in this instance is ptcdcteroiined in the germ, for

the power of the paternal, and naturally also Of the nutetnil ids,

varies througnout ontogeny at every further Stage in the division

of the ids, and the relation between the controlling forces of the

father and mothor may be tmnsposed. In general wo might
even expea that one or other group would predominate in man
cases, and that the chilli is consequently computed of a corn-

binaUou cf parental characters which varies in dikirent parts.

The pans or oigans which resemble those of the tame parent

may also vary very considerably as regards site 1 this is

pussibly true of a single cell, as well as of a whole mgan or an
entire geraiinal layer, or ever, of the entire organism.

This theoretical deduction fa in general supported by facts,

for a child is rarely or never an exact repetition of either parcoi.

It is by no meant easy, Indeed, to form a cnrioct estimate with
regatd to the resemblance between patent and child, for in order
to do so, an exact Imowledge of both at the same ages would be
necessary-, and » detailed comparison is only possible between
father and son, or mother and daughtor It would therefore
be essential to compare photographs of the lather and ion, at
'*•mmi arts ; and this, as far »e my knowledge of the cbsnrva-
tiona which have been nude on heredity extendi, has never yet
been done It would, moreover, be necessary to photograph
the whole body, and not merely the face.
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As far as we can at present gather from the facts, even

in those cues in which the resemblance is a close mi*,

the child always differs from the parent either as regards

individual characters, or, as is more frequently the case,

in tindefinable slightly characteristic details, mch as tire length

of th« limbs, colour c4 the hair or eyes, or the quantity of hair.

These parts cannot bo said to resemble those of the aher

parent, bat they give the impression that the main direction in

which heredity has tended has been slightly changed in an

undefmahle way. A daughter may resemble Iter mother,

for instance, so closely that she is universally said to he an

exact image of bar mother
;
and yet aclose comparison will show

that the hkerasa is by no means an exact one, sod although the

child may not display a single paternal character, there are

nevertheless a number of pans which respectively differ from

those of the mother. In the case of identical twins, there can

be no doubt that many of the minor differences existing

between them are due to differences in the germ-plasm, and net

to the diversity of external influences. The germ plasm cf both

parents, that is to say, lias taken port in determining the differ-

ent pans ci the child, although in the case of one potent this

determination Is slight and little marked, and has caused a

slight deviation fnxn the maternal characters rather than the

development of specifically paternal ones.

If this view is correct, and tbs gcmi-plasn of twir of the

parents alone never determines the formation of the child, it

becomes more obvious than ever that even when lieredity tends

to follow in the direction of one af the parents in the greatest

possible degree, the mother and daughter can never resemble

ooc another so closely as do identical turns. Owing to the slight

influence of the trerm-pUsm of the father, the type of the

daughter devutes somewhat from that which would have been

produced from the maternal germ-plasm aharj and similarly,

if the mother owes her nature to the predominance of the germ-

plaim of one parent, a slight delation must havo occurred

owing to the weaker inlljer.ee of the ceher parent. But the

whole of the germ-plasm uf loth grandparents cannot possibly

have been contained in the maternal germ-cell from which the

daughter arose, for the reducing division causes the removal of

lulf the germ-plasm from the egg-cell before fertilisation takes

place. Even if the idruits which maternity determine the type
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o(the mother remained in the ovnro from which tha daughter

was developed, the group of iclnru of the oiher graodpuent,

which would modify this type somewhat, must necessardy be

abtentj (be types of the mother and daughter consequently

cannot exactly correspond, for the double reason that the

iaSueecc of one grandparent was wanting at the development

ofthe daughter, while that o! the fat Ivor was present in addition.

The following examples may serve to show u> hoot many

different troyj tkt hereditary tendencies of the pir.-ntt may, in

accordance with our theory, if interchanged in the tonne 0}

ontogeny. In the bilaterally symmetrical human being, al! there

part* which are not situated in the median line ait* paired, and
the corresponding organs generally behave nearly, if not quite,

similarly as regards heredity. If one band bears a decided

resemblance to that of tlve mother, the same will, as a tule, be

true of the other also ; and if the left leg is intermediate between

the character of both parents, the tight one wiD also be so in

exactly the tarot degree Even such a subtle characteristic as

the colour of the eyes usually corresponds in both organs
;
and

even in those cases in winch it is intermediate between that of

the tiro parents, the colour only varies slightly in -hade in

the two eyes One might be disposed to conclude from this

fact that paired organs are represented by a single primary

constituent in the gcttu-plaim. This, however, would, be

an erroneous concliuxic* for, apart from the facts already

mentioned which contradict such a view, there are exceptions

to the rale that faired organs are similar to one another. One
brown and one blue eye sometimes occur in dogs, especially

in bsar-boundt, ard I know of n similar instance in the human
subject : the lather, a lyever in a small Suablan town, has

blue eye*, and the mother brown reicr., while a daughter oftwelve

yciis of age has one biue and one brown eye.

In addition to these cuss, the frequent iuhiritatui ef
birthmarks and other minor characters on one side of tlve body
only, necessitate* /As assumption of double determinants for tie

correspondingparts ofetuh half ofthe body. We must therefore

imagine that each id of the germ-pUam of bilateral organisms is

primarily bilateral, and that all tlve determinants, indeed, of the

whole body are double, even of course including drove for the

organs which are apparently situated in live median plane, but

which actually consist of corresponding halves. In a large
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numberof animals the (wo firat segmentation-cells of (be egg, or

blastonerD* correspond to (he fumre right aud led halve* of the

body. The first division of tie nucleus of the fertilised ovum

mutt therefore separate the determicacts for the light and left

halves of the body
,
and the oeetmenec of to process is ren-

dered all (he more probable from the fact shat a longitudinal

division of the idants actually occurs, and remits in each M the

spherical ids being halved.

The eiplanation of the striking correspondence of the homo-

logous pans of *ntimtrms or paired organs must be referred to

the history of the transformation of species The permanence

of this resemblance during the continued crossing of individuals,

is naturally due to this approximate similarity of the correspond-

ing determinants for the right aud left side* in both parents.

It a evident, according to our conception of the structure of the

idioplasm, that the resemblance of the corresponding pans cd

the child originates in tiie antiraerons determinants of both

parents for the latter determine the comparative number cf

hoirodynamous ids on the paternal and maternal sides, together

with the relative 'controlling power' of the Idioplasm of the

father and mother in the ot)paa In question. And since this

niurt be the same on both the right and left sides, the organ

itself must display the tame combination of paternal and

maternal characters on either side
:
that is to say, its two sides

must he alike.

I do not think that these facts can be understood by the aid

of any other theoretical assumption with regard to the structure

of (lie berediuiy substance. The assumption of the existence

of pongenes, for example, might certainly explain the circum-

stance that a combination of the paterjjal and mate nal charac-

teristics does indeed occur in the oigan In question,—in Use

external ear, for instance,—but if cannoc account for the fact

(hat this combination is similar in tbe right and left ears.

Tliese very facts seem to me to furnish a further welcome

proof ofthe corrociuess of the view arrived at by other methods,

that the hereditary combination in each port is predetermined

from the germ onwards. The right and left cats could not

possibly resemble each other, if the relative strength of the

hereditary tendencies on both side; were not predetermined for

nil parts of the child by the nature of the paternal and maternal

idamt.
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There ore, however, except-ons 10 this rule. As already

slated, the homologous part* of the two antirreres may diffci

iron one another ; and well a difference n era frequent In

certain animals, though it only affects characters which are ol

minor biological importance. Little attention has hitherto been
pad to the (act that many of our iopuitic animal1 ir.t lost fit

original symastrj of ifie marking of iktir coati. Piebald cats,

dogs, horses, cows, and guinea-pigs are not uncommon, and
show that the symmetry of the markings may become com-
pletely lots by domestication This must be owing to the fact

dun these originallysymmetrical patches of colour are, in conse-
quence of domestication, no longer of biological importance. If

the deteiminants far these charactcis varied in different ways on
the right and left sides, and the animal in question thus botanic

spotted, no disadvantage would thereby result, and tiro animal

would nevertheless be able to exist and produce offspring, if

two individuals with different piebald markings then paired, the
asymmetry in the coloration and markings would be manned

;

«cd as a matter of fact in many r-f our races of cattle no parts

of any two animals are alike in this respect, and the same is

true with regard to many doge ar.d guinea-pigs. We know hou
importan: these markings and coloured patterns may be for the
preservation of individuals and species in Mr natural condition,

and are therefore justified in atti butitig the retention of tlir

symmetry to natural selection, and its loss to panmixia.

Certain facts with regard to thenu/aat/rft, or successive parts

of which the body of a segmented animal is composed, show
that the matronal or paternal characters may preponderate 10

different segments This nsrurally canncc he prosed in the
case of Man, as the maameric segmentation only affects the
bones, muscles, and nerves, which are not externally visible.

But I think 1 have observed that consecutive parts, even when
they are homologous, may oceasiar.nlly exhibit different heredi-
tary types. A child may closely resemble its toother as regards
the arms and hands, snd nevertheless may take after its father

In respect of the legs and feet. I have endeavoured to ascer-
tain whether any definite tulcs are followed with regard to
ceitain organs which are closely related to one another in

ontogeny, according to which these organs would eihiixi
a similar combination of parental characters

;
hut the only

rule I could distover is that which relates to the symmetry
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of tbe two halves of the body. Appirontly ah poeiiblo comtuna-

tiot* may nciually occur. Tim fonn of the skull may resemble

that of (lie father, and the face (hat of the mother
;
or dm form

of the entire head and face may be like (he mother's, wide the

eyes may he similar to tht father's in eveiy detail. The sou

may, lie his father, possess a dimple or. the chin, although be

takes much more closely after his mother as regards the shapeof
the face and ncsc. That the cctnbination of parental character-

istics may even extend Into for greater details, Is shown especi-

ally by the remarkable ansolgauiation <4 the mental qualities of

the parents which often cccurt The intellect and practical

talent may be inherited from the mother, and strength of will

and unselfishness fnxn the fntlier
r
and all these qualities mar

I* contained in one skull, the form of which essentially re-

sembles tint ofone ofthe parents only. There combinations of

mental characteristics of the parents cannot, however, always be

definitely analysed, owing in the first instance to the fact tha'.

they are not aluays sharply Contrasted in the parents, but more

frequently atr only firkin, t In degree. We may, however, at

oay rate ccciider it ceruin that l/n train rarely memila tbit

<*/ am fare*! anty in all ill pari, and ai regard, Uu mas!
mnnkdeloilt afill itru,lure ; it usually, on the contrary, exhibits

f. combination or alternation between that c4 the two parent*,

rnd this combination H it the most varied kind.

In connection with this statement ,t may be mentioeed that

no part of the human body is so important os the brain in tint

snuggle fci existence, and its importance extends even to the
minutest details; its parts mast therefore be subjected to in-

cessant processes of selection. In other words, the number of

hotnodynamous determinants in the rarlous pans of the train
must be extremely different in the individual, end most vary
extremely in different individuals.

These statements with regard totbe snuggle af the individual

characters may perhaps be objected to on the ground dial they
contradict the suppositions with which we started. It may be
contended that an alternation of paternal and maternal hereditary'

parts is tendered possible on the basis of my theory, because
the transmission of a paternal character implies that the whole
dominant group of idanls of the father paswxl into the germ-
plasm of the child at the reducing division, and tbe transmission
of a maternal character n«c*ltates the preitnce of tbe whole
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of the dominant group o: the mother. It might be considered

impralxjUe Ural both of these groips should come togetlet in

one germ-cell, or that ibis can occur aa often as must be the

case in reality, considering Use frequency with which a com.

bination ofthe too parental characters exists.

In reply to this it may be sated that the meeting cf two

germ-cells in the process of fcitilisatiuO, one of which contains

the dominant group of idants of ihe moihc" and the other that

of the father, must take place from lime to time, for excry

possible combination will occur at cote time or another. It

must, moreover, not be forgotten that it is extremely difficult to

distinguish between the pure inthviduiil character* nf a parent

and Uiose of one of the immediate ancestors of this parent
s
but

the production of these characters In the latter does not

necessitate the pretence of the whole of the dominant gnxip cf

parental idants, for a portion of them mill undoubtedly suffice

if lira ciraractcr in question is represented by a majority of

honsodynamous determinants. The characters which alternate

are rery often not the specifically paternal or maternal ones,

but those which in general ciraractcr sc the mother's or the
father's family. These, honever, muit be represented in inort

cf the ids of the dominant group of :dants, and may therefore

become apparent e<en when the reducing division only muses
a certain number of idants, icitoad of the entire dominant

parental group, to pass into the germ-cell of the child

On the wher hand, the freqoency with which a child bears a

closer resemblance eitherto its fatherormother —and th is in many
families is actually the rule—can also be easily explained by our

theory. In such cases, not only can the whole number ofdominant

idants procucc the type *f die parent in question with approx:

mate accuracy, hul even a majority of them will be sufficient to

do so, provided that a large number of ids with homed ynanraus

determinants are contained in them. Many germ-cells will,

thetefore, contain a sufficient number of the dominant idants of

the parent, while others, although perhaps containing an equally

large number of these idanti, will consist of sarlotrt combina-
tions of ids enclosing relativelyfew homc-dynamous detenu nanir.

If, then, an idant of the former kind, derived from the father,

should, in the process of amphimixis, meet with one of the latter

kind, derived from the mother, the type of the father would
predominate in the child, and via riuu If two germ-cells of
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the first kind, derived from the father nnd mother respectively,

came together, a mictore of the characters of the two parents

would result ; and if two of the latter kind came into connection,

none of the special eharactemtics either of the father or mother,

would be recognisable in the child, which would only posies*,

sacii characters as me common to the two families.

4. Tktftrtt it/ htrrdtfy.

We have now seen that ‘ pMialo-moiiogor.ic ' heredity is to he

eiplained in terms of lire idioplasm a* follows :—the dominat-

ing group of idanls from one parent—tho to: t her, let ct say—
pisses over completely into the grrtn-cril of the offspring, and

thcie meets with a weaker group of idants from the father tn

the pcotess of amphimiiis. Although not all, bat only n Urge

number of the determinant! in the maternal gteup of idants

predominate, a marked resemblance between the mother and

child will result.

The fact that such casce as this occur at all, was taken above
at a proof that the combination of ids in the idanla persists

during ontogeny,—l.e. from germ<el! to germ-cel!,—and that

the idantr. often, or even generally, remain unchanged in the

reducing division. It naturally dees not follow, however, that

precisely that combination of idants winch predominated in the

ontogeny of tlte intent must remain mattered in the germ-cell

of the offspring : it may do to, and such cases will frequently

occur amongst the thousands of ova or still mure numerous

sperm-cells which are produced by s single indiv dual in the

cccise of it! life.

In scene families It certainly appears as if the perfect type

C Habitus’) of an ancestor hat! bee!, transmitted with great

constancy to the children through a great number of generations,

and oe must therefore assume that the dominant group of

idants in the ancestor reappears very frequently in the germ-

cells of the offspring. Thus the high forehead, uiddy-ieparated

eyes, and small tacoth of the imperial family of the Cxsara.

the large and peculiarly bcoked none of the Bourbons, and the

projecting lower lip of the Habsburgs, can all be traced tluoogh

several generations. It is, however, difficult to say whctlser

such similarities are not accidental, or whether our recognition

of theta i! merely due to an incomplete knowledge of the facts,

Only those descendants being taken into consideration in when
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these dimity cl.tni««r» were prominent
;
but similar obtriva-

liurn with regard 10 aninuk lead to the conclusion that they arc

not all do: to chance.

The phenomenon which hreedeis describe as ' mMvuhul fire*

ptltnef' contei unde: lit 11 category. It seems tint « mariced
tendency occasionally exisb in ceitain individuals to trammit
dieu special individual charnetets *.o the majority o( the cfT-

tpung. It has often been observed that individual hotses,

cattle, ?(«p ( and other domestic animals possess this capacity
in a high degree

;
and breeders pay emuntoue prices for sxfi

individuals, which muM, It is tree, excel not only as regards this

supposed special power of transmission, bur also in respect of

certain particular and desirable characters. It is, totvever
believed that similar observations have also been made oitli

regnrd to I'lauta Vilmorin,’* me of the most eminent raison
of plants, at any rate distinguished in h:, experiments between
individuals possessing the capacity of transmitting their own
chniactets to the offspring lit a greater and in a lesser degree.
The foi inei he called ’A<ui Ha/oai' and made me ofthem alone
for purposes of propagation. «Ic could or*, honeier, find nut
by a mo* examination of the plant ohetber it belonged to this

preferred group. This could only 1* ascertaiool by examining
the offspring, which therefore served as the guides in the selec-
tion of the plants for ptisposrs of propagation

Darwin,t Prospci Lucas, J nndSettegast 8 give many instances
of this kind, one ofthe best known of which ts that of lha ‘oiter

tJieep' This race was descended front a ram which i/as icmsik-
able for having then, crooked lego and a long body, it trans-
mitted this peculiarity to many of Its descendants, and so
enabled the owner to bated a special race of sheep with crooked
legs, the advantage of this peculiarity being that they were
unable to leap over- fences. Similarly, English thoroughbred

* Quoted (loin do Vries. Av. tiu ?. 1B.-U U'&ji* de VHitonn.
• Nwiire rur Iburfllaratfca du< p!™« Snr le mibIs.' Noi .ctl: Aditloa,

1WX p. M-
* Dirra. • Animats or.J PtonU iidn DumtltlclUon,' Vci II p. ,0.

rtn/.. loodon, iBia.

I IVos per l.ra», •Time ptilkuopliiquv <1 phyeiologfooe de IVlifdlf
Sled, dins \nMu do wiM -t d( mnUdte da a, hAme [W

3 Sdirgiul, • |*1 'IlfcreiCfil.' Biestnu. idjB. p. 197.
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boraea o»« their superiority tn three individuals,— vii., to the

Turkish horse ‘Byerley,' and the Aruba ' Dailey' and ' Codol-

phia ;' and the celebrated race of Oricw trotters can be traced

hack to the Bullion 1 Bars tbe First.'

If theic animals rally possessed a stronger* farceof heredity'

In the sense indicated, It must not be confounded with the

property of faithful trantiKiuiou in a race. This property of

' breeding tree' muit be due to the presence of a large majority

of homnuynamom deterniinanti in tbe germ-plasm, or, what

amiunts to the same thing, to the existence of similar, la, of

' racial,
1 determinants for every character in most of the ida.

The longer a pute race has b«t kept op, all the individuals

which Mhib t variations being carefully eliminated, the greater

wJI be the number of ids containing ‘racial,’ determinants, and

the mom rarely wdl variations appear in individual*.

At present, however, we are ccocerned with Individual, and
not with racial charactcts. These cannot possibly have been

cootained in a preponderating ma;or«y of the ids of the getm-

platm from which the individual arose, for the Eerm pla?m is

evenposed of fotenval and maternal ids. The transmission of

the proper ‘ type
'
can in this ease therefore only be due to the

fact that tlx group of idants which preponderated in the deve-

lopment of the parent is teice more present in tbe ger.n cell. I

should oanscqucntly prefer to accounj. for tbe so-called firr-

fcitncy in Irommliiitn by aesuralng tsw in seme individuals

the reducing division simply occuis in such a manner ns to

separate the paxcmal ard maternal groups ot idants, while

ordinatily it resnlts in combinations of idants of all kinds.

It i* impossible to say at present on what peculiarity o: the

idants themselves, or of the apparatus for nuclear division,

tins must depend; but it can at any rate lx Mated that the

dominant group of idanw ennnot possibly be contained in every

germ-cell of eixh nn individual, even in the molt favourable

case. On the contrary, it can only be present in half nf them

;

for, according to our assumption, the reducing division always

causes the dominant group of idar.ts to pass into one oftwo germ-

cells only, the subsidiary group passing into tbe other. This

supposition Is in accordance with the fects; for, so fei as I

know, it has ix-er been obiervod that a// tlx ofiipring resemble

the parent which exhibited ' individual prepotency,* but this, on

the contrary, was oaly tlx case as regards some of them. In
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bet, it ij expressly stated »S regards the 'otter sheep,' that

the offspring of the first nun ' elcaely resembled either the

mother sheep of the ordinary breed, or the ram ;
’ and this

statement is in asrres|«mdencc with the tlxory. Those tperma-

tooo of the mm which contained the dominant group of irlnnts

ptrpondenued over (be group of idants of the eg” cell, and an

‘otter .beep thus resulted; while those which cootancd the

subsidiary group of idants could only tend to produce an

oidniaiy sheep of the ancestral breed.

A greater 'force of heredity
1

to nlso spoken of in the tense of

the prepotency of one race over another. According to Darwin,

the short-horn race of entile seems to passes* a particularly

maHced power of transmission in contrast to other races ; asd

this power is mere marked in the pouter pigeon than is tbe fnntr.il,

so that when these two races are crossed, the chancier? of the

pouter preponderate in the offspring. This preponderance of

one race over the otbet must be due to the some causes as those

which produce a much greater resemblance to one of the parents

in the case of plantbybrids. which were discussed in another

section of this chapter. In both cases the ptepondcrance may
1* due to the ptesence of a larger number of iibntg, of ids, or

possibly even of brophors cnly, in the individual determinants

5. Summary op Chapter IX.

It may be advltablo before prodding f.irther to give a short

sumituty of tlx results arfived ai in the present chapter, and :o

test tlx soundness of the assumption on which they are based.

According to my view, tbe co-operation of the hereditary

substances of the too parents in tbe fertilised egg depends on

the presence in each jfhrenta! gerra-plattn of a large number

of units, and not of a single one. These units or ids are,

moreover, not all similar to one another in the case of each

parent, and although in bwdiiz/ seiu.il reproduction they all

contain homologous determinants, they eihlbtt slight initiwdiai

difference.. The differences between the ids nf the two parens
need not in any cose be gn-ntcr than those existing between the

ids of the father or tbe mother alone
;

it may, indeed, happtn

that individual ids derived horn both parents may be similar to

oue 8nothn, and this is more li’sely to be the rase the oftener

iiiter-brccdlnff has taken place In previous generations.

Each id of the gcnn-plasm passe* ihioogh nil the ontogenetic
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tisgcs
: that ia 10 eay, die nutnbor of paternal and maternal ids

remains fnmum throughout ontogeny, ind every cell la there-

fore controlled by an equal Dumber of ids from both patents

;

and. moreover, in normal reproduction between individuals of

the same species, the same number of paternal and maternal Ids

tike part in the process.

The fact that the stiueture of each cell, organ, o: pan of the

body of the offspring is nevertheless not exactly intermediate

between that of the corresponding parts of the parents, must be

duo to tire following cause*

In the first place, on exactly intermediate structure need

not necessarily arise oven if all (lie arrive paternal and
maternal determinants of a cell were exactly alike, ot bomo-
dyunicons

;
for even in such a case, the ' controlling forces’ of

the maternal determinants might preponderate over those of

the paternal ones, owing to Bs uperiorily as regards the rate of

assimilation and moltipticorirai, dr in some oilier respect. The
cell-body would then become filled more tapidly by the Uophon of

the natcmal determinants which past into it from the nucleus,

and the multipfiatian and distribution of the pvternal deter-

minants would thus be checked. Hence the controlling focee

itself may be different with regard to the botnefagous paternal

and matetnkl determinants

The difference, arc, however, still lUfther increased, owing to

the fact that rise ids, nnd mote especially the homologous
determinants derived from either parent, are no* always hocno-

dynairxms, hut are, in part at any rate, almost always hetcru

dynamous. The controlling force of the homodynanwius

determinant. must, however, ncc«»ti!y be cumulative, and the

inequality in the force of heredity of tire father and mother at

any particular stage in ontogeny, s. essentially due to rise fact

that although the number of ids is the same, the number of

hetnedynamous determinants—1>_ those which have n cumula-
tive effect—i* different.

It wo » deduced from the consideration of the phytogeny of

Miration, that the determinants must have vuried independently

ofeach other isi the different ids of a grrm-plasrn, to that the

homologous determinants may be present in »ery different

variant! In their ids
;
and that, moreover, these variants of the

determinants in the different onto-idic stages may be ojmtwned
in a special way in each id. It therefore results that the
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number of bomodynamous determinants may vary in the

different stages of ontogeny, and consequently the' paternal ami

maternal hereditary tencences may pi.-ponderate according »
the Stage or Otgan under consideration.

Tho feet that the offspring may resemble one parent much

more closely than toe other, is not incompatible with the fact that

only half tho total number of ids of this parent nre present in

each of Its germ -cells, for all the idi only co-operate uhen

strictly intermediate *tinctures are formed
;
bat in thoie cases

in which the ids of one parent are averptu-cred and tendered

inactive by a preponderating majority of ho.nodynaraous ids of

the other parent, lit fontrol 0/lit <tU it ‘Jettedby lit muri'/v/
or ‘it/minnnl ' idt, and the others exert no influence. If, there-

fore, the determinants of one parent, in very numerous stages

of development, preponderate in this manner over those of

the other, an instance of apparently nonogaitlc heredity will

result, and the offspring mill bear » closer resemblance to tins

parent; and It moreover, the
4 reducing division' should buppun

to take place in one of tho germ-cells of this Offcprtng In surh a
iray as to result in thnse ids ahich were 1dominant,’ and con-

trolled the development of this offspring remaining together in

the germ-rcll, they might possibly picponderate in ihe next

generation over the ids introduced by soother patent in the

process of amphimixis.

The problem concerning' the possibility of the offspring bear-

ing a much Closer resemblance to one patent than to the other

In spite of tho fact that tho hereditary substance of (nth parents

is contained in the fertilised ovum, has already been stated in

my essay on 'Amphimixis,' and its solution is la be sought ill

the Struggle of the ids which takes place in every cell in tile

entire coarse of ontogeny. This struggle, Isonever, only occurs

when the determinants become active, and presumably concerns

the biophors which pass into the cell-body, the stronger ones

annihilating those with a lesser power of assimilation. It does

not concern the determinants which are still ‘unalterable,' asd
are inactive as regards the control of the cell. Moreover, the
snuggle docs no« occur between the elements of the ' rtttrm
genn-pham; which brings about the formation of the germ-cells

of the offspring
;
anti ne can therefore understand that (be off-

spring docs not by any means only produce gctnv-Wls con-
taining tb« gtoup of ids which controlled or was ‘dominant 1
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*1, its ontogeny, but many ctbet combinations ol ids may be
contained in in germ-cells.

In this connection I should like to call attention to an inter-

esting e«ay which appeared when I had almost finished putting

the final teaches to my manuscript. It bear* the pseudonym

‘Josef Mallei'" on the title-page, and contains in particular an

attempt to wive the problem discussed above. The ingenious

author, who a accurately acquainted with the subject he treats

o' doubts my hypothesis of tlie ids, hot endeavours to account

for the very remarkable disappearance of the hereditary tea-

drndes of cn of the parents in
1 pseodo monogenic ' heredity

by supposing that the two homologous prirnai-y constituents

fAnlage') of the fsthet and mother respectively take pan in a

straggle f‘ gamomachia which results in the destruction and

complete cocsamption {‘gamopbagia
*)

of one of them. In

principle this explanation of the problem approaches very

closely to the solution 1 liave attempted to give, and though I

consider the fundamental idea it contains to be correct, I do

not think that we may suppose, as the author does, that this

Struggle occurs at the beginning oj oiilogi/i/. Basing this con-

clusion on a itascroent made by Oscar Hsrtwig, from which it

is conceivable that the hcmologcu'i 'primsry Constituents’ of

the parents unite In the process of fertilisation, lie further con-

cludes that the struggle takes place during; this union, and leads

to the destruction of one ofthem. Apart from the fact that the

parental find maternal idants remain separate during ferti isation,

it seems to me that a large number of the phenomena of heredity

contradict the idea of such a union and subsequent struggle.

The reappearance of the ‘ destroyed' primary constituent in the

getm-cdls—and consequently In the cey generation, the phe-

nomena ofreversion—which show that every primary constituent

must be present in more than two variants in the germ-plasm,

and, finally, sexnal distnorphism, the occurrence of a large

number of very difieier.t hermaphrodite structures in certain

cases, and sexual reversion, — all tend to disprove such a

hypothesis Moreover, apart from my theory of the ids, l

believe that this struggle of the homologous primary constituents

must occur in the individual cells, in which the decision both

• Je«* » 1
Q!>\ • liter Gamephssw, eo Vinoch mra «e«no: Aultern

dcr Ttetslt her Er(iu«In-Mu V-r-tV-j'* ’ aiuttjsn, tB;»
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si regards the preponderance or suppression ol certain of live

primary constituents, and the numitr derived from each parent

which are to become effective, take* place. For ii doci not

appear to me to be essential that any one of them miml be

entirely suppressed, although this will probably occur in moir

case'.

If ! am not mistaken in my interpretation ol a statement

made by de Vries, there ii co doubt that the primary constitu-

ents from MA parents may undergo development in ant and
tAe ia«u ceil By crossing a red-flowered orth a white-Hovered

species of bean, this olvserver obtained » hybrid with pah r/d

blossoms, on which toe red colouring matter cretld he rrcog-

nised in solution in the vacuoles of the celts.' Ifparti ouly erf

the cells were coloured, while other parts were colour! css, it

proves that at least two different (hcteradjxantoas) kinds erf

biophors, derived from both parents, may control the same

cell. There is here, hoaerer, an extensive field for further

investigation.

My explanation erf the process of mingling of the parental

character* is haied on the assumption of hereditary units or

idi, each of which contains the whole of the ‘primary con-

stituents' erf the species, which ere. however, modified in the

individual. In this connection It may therefore be as well once

more to summarise the lepton* which lead to this assumption.

In the first place, such an assumption naturally follows from

the view that the gcrui-plasm is made tip of ‘determining pitta’

or determinants, for the la.ter necessitate a definite architecture

of the germ-plasm. There mu it therefore be at least one limited

unit at the germ-plasm, to which nothing ran be added and

from which nothing can bwieinoved without producing an altera-

tion in its capacity for directingontogery. But since the process

of amphimlt-.t unites the parental and maternal germ-plums,

ttek o/iihuA eon/aius alt litprimary untituenli ejtkr ipairr,

each being which is produced sexually must contain at Uastiioa

ti/i in its genn-plaiat.

The phenomena of icvetsiuo, which will be treated erf in

greater detail in live following chapter, show that there must he

several, and indeed inar.y, ids in the gsrm-pkasm of eaohindi-

•C/. Oe Vries, U., pp. 177. '?&- The t»o ipeones trtenwl in in
7*1,1 vofnx .nJ /tisjuAu nt/trll nun.
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vlrlu.il W« (mu'/ tint the personal duraetets of the graml-

parents, a? wen it those of the parents may reappear in the

olf-.pring. and «e tray therefore conclude that hereditary unit,

Ot ids derived from tire grandparent* mutt be present in the

ECtm pIiiBi of thu oHtptmg, and that it mint therefore be

composed of more than two ids.

A similar conclusion is arrived at oo other ground!. If the

assumption of hereditary unitt in the form of <19 t, once mode,

it follows as a nutter of coutsc that tbeir number must be

doubled in each ptocess of amphimixis i and it becomes evident

tlut this number must have Increased enormously, in nrithmeti-

cnl progression, if the ‘icducing division’ had not intervened

nnd reduced it to the half before each occurrence of amphimixis.

This ' minting division ‘must have appeared at a certain stage

in the phytogeny of amphimixis If it arose in the germ-calls

of the drtt animal which iraa produced sexuilly,—supposinj

that the germ-plasm r»l each of the pS'Ctill previously consisted

of only out id,— it xonld always luve canscrl the removal of

the id of ont piient from each germ-cell of the offspring, and

thus no grandchild could ever have inherited characters from

tt'lh gmndpnrentv According to our ihcoty of the pretence

of n large number of ids, such n case nouid seldom cccur,

although it is apparently not Impossible. A further consequmcr,

however, would be seen m an uou-ui^y great uniformity in the

Structure of consecutive generairoo*
;
for if only two ids were

pretent, one of which was always removed in the next geoetn-

tion, tlx suite individual ids would pass through a great number
of generations, and tlx diversity of die individual, such as occurs

to 90 great an extent in tlx human race, would lx extremely

limited. It is, however, ]ust this extraordinary individual diversity

which seems to me to lx due to the multiplicity of the ids
; it

could not have been prodtxxd by only two ids Inking part in

the prrxect of amphimixis.

Finally, as toon as *c have recognised, on theoretical grounds,

the existence of ids at all, the fact that a number of them exist

in the cell is supported by direct observation. For whether
they correspond to the ‘chromosomes' of other writers, which I

speak of as IdanM, or to the ' microtomes,' of which the chroma-

soiucs .if composed, as I assume to be the case, a large number
of ids may always DC observed to be present in the celL
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CHAPTER X.

THE PHENOMENA OP REVERSION IX TIIEIR RELATION
TO AMPHIMIXIS.

i. Reversion to Racial Characters in Plant-Hibrids

By the term reversion, is lOMnl the Appearance of cltaiaciexis-

tics which existed In I Ilf ourr rruutU anc-eMors, bt)« were absent

in the imm/Hatt ancestors—i.e., the parents.

The Incts rdating to these phenomena are familiar enough,

and I shah therefore only refer to as many of them as ate

necessary for the further de<\-ofnnent of iny theory.

The simplest ease of ravershm occir rs in bybi ids- It occasion-

ally happens that hybrids which have hero fcitilired by their

own police, produce offspring ionic of which more or less

resemble only cure of the t*ITanccft(tal species. In such cases,

thetefotc, a simple reversion to n grandparent takes place. In-

stances of this kind certainly occur, though not in all hybrid-

plants
;
nor »ro they offc|o mol with even in those species n

which they do occur. On this point Darwia quotes two axiira-

dlciory statements mafle by Wicbura and Xaudits respectively,

the former of whom never observed instances of reversion in his

ipecirnens of willow-hybrids while the lattei insisted strongly

no the frequent occapcnce of reversion in the Cuiurbd/u«t.

Darwin thought that fhiicontradicticci is explained by Gartner’s

statement dial reversions seldom occur in hybrid.plant: raised

frnm wild species, but are of frequent occurence In thow?

produced from culrfvaicd species. Opinions on this point have

aioce undergone some modification, for Fockc statei that

'witbOOt the infiuence of the pollen of the parcnt-spccies, com-

plete reversions to the ancestral form-occur practically «ily in

hybrids of closely allied races.' Instances of reversion of this

kind do therefore at any rate occur.

Such cases ctyi easily be explained on the 'basis of our theory.

The germ-mocher-ceUs of the hybrid contain a group of idants

dciued from the paternal, and another from the maternal
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ancestral species. Iftherefore the • reducing division ' halves the

germ-plasm of these mother-cells In such a manner that iilants

of the mother alone reach one npe gcim-eell, and these cf the

father alone arc contained in another, it is possible that two

Mich gemvcell! may unite when foul ration takes place between

these hybrids. In sach a case a plant completely tewmbling

one bf the ancestral forms would arise, for it would have bwn
prodaced from a germ-plasm which contain Hart# of this species

only. As however such cases do not often occur, ue may con-

dude that the reducing division only rarely effects sach a com-

plete separation of the paternal and maternal groups of iilants,

and that, .n fact, hi a rule, both paternal and maternal iilants

are distributed to each 0/ the four germ-cells produced by the

mother-genu - cell As this halving of the germ-plasui occurs, as

we have seen, in n different manner iri different instances, we

may prc~i ppoie that it will also exhibit differences with regard

to the proportion of paternal and maternal idants which come

together in each gcrtn-eell m consequence of the reducing

division ; and this supposition is matt satisfactorily boroe out

by the facts, for it is well-known that the offspring of Ay&rid-

finals, promoted by JtrHUuitUn with lAeir o:vn fielim, Ueeuu

very van/Me in Ikefitttwinggmirati*n. 1 1 is evident, Indeed,

that they mull vary greatly, according to wliether each one has

received a greater number of maternal or paternal ids, or an

equal number of both, from the two getm-cells which combined

in the process of fertilisation to produce this particular individual.

The* Focke describes the offspring of hybrid plants of the first

or second year as being ‘as a rate unasunlly diverse 'and rich

in forms
,

1 and gives aa examples «be genera Pinm, PAouelm,

Jjutuea, Tragepogen, and Datum, -mentioning especially in

this connection the hybrid ofKcetiana aloft and Ar
. Inngiderjfi.

De Vries* alto refers to these facts, and describes them very

aptly in the following passage:—‘The hybrids of the Gist

generation lave perfectly distinct characteristics in the case ot

eveiy pair of species. If a hyhrul is produced from two species

which have already been crossed successfully by previous

experimenters, rre may bs sure that the description given by

them will at a rule apply esacliy to the intermediate fbttn in

question. If the hybrid is fertile without die helpOf the parcot-

Hugo etc Vrto, • Intmnuhilue Iwr^rKin' Jrut, 1M9. p.
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fount, nod it in a few generations thousands of spxiinens cf its

offspring are raised, it "ill always be found that scarcely two of

them ate alike. Some leveit to the patenal and sortie to the

maternal form, while others, again, arc intermediate between

the too. The remainder present the most varied alternation of

paternal and mateuwl characteristics, and show almost evciy

degree of mutual intermingling.'

De Vries states this merely as a proof of what be calls the

‘free miscibility of the characters,’ without attaching import-

ance to the fact that the hybrids of the first generation hchave

quite differently from those of the second, or attempting to

account for this fact theoretically.

Professor I.ietechcr* lias recently brought forward the

foilowing interesting inttencc, in which the details were very

accurately investigated. He crossed two species of barley,

Honteum iteuddul and iiorrftum tri/ureotu/n £, in the

former of which the spikelets are arranged in two rows and ate

black, while in the latter they arc arranged in four row; and arc

white. The hybrid is as nearly as possible intermediate between
the two forms, 'all1/ tori,"moreover, 1teingsfnting/yuniform;
as one uoulu be led to expect theoretically. In all tho hybrids

the spikelcts are arranged in two mtus, and in tht main -pike-

lets the tips are Mark, uhile in the lateral ones they are white,

end die 1
Lfiffel

1—which are peculiar to Hordrum trifuraitort—
are Week and white. Tbsoffspring produced from these hybrids
raw exardittg/y variant in lie ftrjl, at w/J at in He ictond

generation.

Liebscher Iras attempted to account for this variability by

assuming that a 'loosening Lockerung •) of the structureofthe

germ-plasm,’ as well as. 're-combination of tho individual

characters,' is produced by the process of reproduction. The
former results in 'a wakening of the power of faithful trans-

mission la the generative products,' it., 'an inclination to

individual variation in the descendants.' This statement indi-

cates that Liebscher eenainly had some kind of idea cf the
actual process which occurs in the idioplasm, although it is not

node clear in what this * loosening ' consists.

A definite meaning, however, underlies this expression as

scon ns it it recognised that the germ-plasm consists of a large

Uetecbcr. • Vou.-b.ug. 'clu., J.n. EWuh-ift, HI 03. 1B8S.
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number of Ids. The • loosening' depend* on the repeated

removal of half ofthe ids which oecur* every time the gemt-eells

arc formed. Half the gem-plasm of the hybrid consists ol

maternal ids of the spcries A, and the othet half of paternal ids

of the aperies il
;
in the formation of the germ-cells this per-

fectly uniform composition becomes estremdy <1 versified, owing

to the laa that the 1 reducing division ’ halves the germ-plasm

in diflbreat ways. If «e tuppnoo that the ids, or even Idants,

are arranged In a circle, the pUne tit division will sometimes
cut the ritele ncrats one diameter, and sometimes actoss

another, and the co.nain.uion of the germ-plasm in the germ-
cells containing ids of A and It will thus be very diversified.

If the hybrid is then fertilised by its own pcUen, so that amphi-

mixis occurs between two of (lie differently constituted germ,
cells, a Mill groucr diversity tn the idic combtnaiotn will result,

and a high degree of variability in the offspring must inevitably

ensue.

The offspring of hybrids arc also vety variable, even in those

cues in nblcli they are produced by a rtcroidng n/itk nut Ue
ancttiraJ ifc.it3.

‘ Fairly dissimilar offspring generally result

from the fertilisation of a hybrid with the pollen of an ancestral

form
1
intermediate forms between the hybrid and the ancestral

aperies in question st* a* a rule the moat numerous; while a

smaller number of e<ample* r<-rmW<i»i:ht,
i the i> iglr.sl hybrid

or the ancestral species.' * Thai statement sgrees perfectly with

oor thwry, for a cons deraticr. of the reducing division renders

it evident that in recrossiag with one of the ancestral species,

a vety dlwimilu numerical proportion of idants of the two

ancestral specie, must prevail ip the fertilised egg-cell of the

following generation. Such hybrids are generally spoken of as
' l hybrids,' because ir. them the force of transmission of one of

the ancestral species is assumed robe one-quarter only, and that

of the other ihree-quattets. This tet-.o is probably indispens-
able in practice, but is abriaualy totally inaccurate 1 Three-

quarter hybrids' do not by any means contain a’.l the hereditary

substances of the tor ancesa-ai sped©-. In U» proportion of three

to one
;
the proportion is in fart a very variable one. A '}

hybrid 1 a produced, for instance, from two species of pink,

Diavt&tn sluneruii and D. iarhlui, by fertilising the hybrid

Focke. P- aBs.
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l> c/aatmit 9 x MrbtTuii by the pollen oil). baMHS. The

fortltulaof this hybrid wouldtheteforobe—HUntkai x

kir/Mtt<i)? x bariatutt, or hi mo c general tarns by (A * !i)

t'A i.

For the sake of simplicity lei 0‘ assume that the number of

idants and force of tnnunUsion it similar in the case of both

ancestral species. Wo »li suppose that sixteen manta* are

ut ranged in a c rcle, as represented in Fig. 22, I. In the

production of the 5
hybrid, eight idants ol A combine with

eight idants of B; the mother gcra: -cells of this hybrid will

therefore always contain 8Ax8B idueta (Fig. it, 111 The

reducing division then occurs, and bisects the auk at some

point. Fig. 2 J, ll„ .rill make it uppitent that by routing the

• We might lull * w*H >p»V of • kb ’ n> ’ idnrtt * in thii lllusum-on.

I hint (vlnu-J to the tannOde.pl/ boo* they are .IdWe umis, and not

merely hypxbeiiol MncUues, and utw boem— the aarrheref tdni.u 10-r

be eouincd to be Iras thin (hat of tfc ids, iwl b thus mom ""•/ m-
trolible.
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plan? of section, the circle may he separated into nine dif-

ferent combinations of the black idants A of D. etinuuil and

the white ones B of D. bi/i'/fus, vis. : 8A
;
?A-f iB j 6A+:D

;

5A+3B
,
<A+4Bi 3A + 5B, aA+611

j
1A+7B; and 8B.

Nine kinds of germ-cells, differing in quality, may therefore

be fronted, the egg-cells only being taken into consideration in

this connection.

In tbe formation of the so-called f hybrid, one of these egg-

cells unites with a geim-cell of die pure ancestral species B.

The following combinations of idaats may then icaullt—
811 x SB, which would produce the pure ancestral species Bi
(7A+1B) »x8Bd: (6A +2D) 9 x8B i

;
(SA-I-3B) 9x8Bg;

(4A-«B) 9 xSBlt (JA +$B) 9 *8B d
,
(JA+fiB) 9x8B«;

(1A+7BI 9 xSBi
;
ami 8A 9 x*Bi. Theoretically, therefore,

all stages from the pure ancestral form 11 (Fig. 22, III.) to

the form which is intermediate between the ancestral species

may occur, hot no individual can arise which inclines more

strongly tonjtdi A titan does the exactly intermediate form

Whether all these ate actually produced, and in that relative

frequency they occur, can only be decided by further researches

carried out fnxn th
;
point of view. Those which have till non

been made are insufficient, art tbe number of seedlings mined

has always been too small. Wo may, however, tnfer from the

facts we already ponesa, that (he different coml»'n>t <mi of the

tuo kinds of idants not occur oV/A equalfrequency, and that

the Intermediate combination* are tbe ux»: usual Were this

not the case, 'the futm which is intermediate between the 4
hybrid and the ancestral species' <x<i!d not bo ‘the most fre-

quent.1 This b also most probable tl-corctically, and become*

more so as the number of idants is grqater. The cells of many
Phanerogams possess far more than sixteen idants, and even if

we also assume that the position of the line of section is entirely

a matter of chance, the rarest case will always lx that in which

it occuratolv separates the idants of A from those of B, and is

will happen much more frequently that it divides then in some
other plane. This is equivalent to saying tlat germ-cells of

4 hybrids rarely coetaic idants of A 0: of B only, and that In

molt cases there is a combination of the two.

If tbe so-called i hybrids are again crossed with the ancestral

speti'.n B, | hybrids (the third hybridised generation) ate

obtained, and there ‘as a rule bear a does resetrblan-e to 1
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8pw« of which iths is represented, altlxiugb tit* individual

specimens still display coraiderable ditrerences in (Mm.’ * The
result of the&c oUervatious aho with our theory, for even
in the second generation of hybrids, eight was the highest pos-
sible number of ids of the anconal specks A lo th: mature
gomi -cells of the hybrid, and in the process of fcitllhatinn these

met with the same number of idants of the ancestral species B,

which was used for recrossing. The germ-mother-cols of the

} hybrid cannot contain more than BA x 811
,
and, as a rule, a

smaller number of the idant * of A will be present. The reducing
division then again halves these sixteen idants in various nays

;

and in the case which is most favourable for the preservation of
llic hereditarysubstance of A, the halving of one of these germ
mother-cells, which was mast favourable for A, might again lead
to the formation of germ-cells with eight idants of A and eight

of B. But in all other { hybrids the germ-mother-cells already

contain more idants of B than of A, as is shown -u Fig. :i
t
111,

and the reduction therefore results in the germ-cells containing

cither Idants of B only, or, at any rate, some of B in addition

to those of A. If these egg-cells are then fertilised by genn-
ceUs of the pure ancestral form B, the largest cooceivablr

number of idants of A which can be contained In the fettilised

egg cell will ugaih be eight. Hence the form exactly inter

mediate between the twra/orcestors may possibly also appear in

the third generation, but this will recur vrw.-i mart tartly than

in the second generation. On the other hand, those indivi-

duals the idioplasm of which cooulaa only h few idants of A
will preponderate

;
and in othen, even idants of B only may

be present, for the idants of B were hr the majority in most of
tbc mother germ-celh ofrthe scared generalion : the halving

due to the reduction must therefore lave frequently resulted in

the distribution of Idants of B only to one of the gem*. cells, and
these then or<c more combined in the third generation with
idants of the pure specie; B. Theoretically, therefore, the

( hybrids must in part revert tD the ancestral form B. This
conclusion Is supported by facts, inasmuch as Kdiituttcr and
Gartner, v/bo made a large number of experiments on recross-

mg, found ‘that three to six generations (four to fire as a

rule) were required for the complete transformation of tbc

took*, p. ^5.
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hybrid into one of the ancestral forms.’ As these investigators

nerc only concerned with obtaining a complete return to the

ancestral form, they always icleetcd for purposes of propagation

those plants which bore the closest resemblance to the desirivl

pr.renta! type. They, nevertheless, st>ll obtained individual

plassts which bore traces ol the other ancestral species, up to

the fifth Kcoeintion, jsiet as wixild be eipected on theoretical

grounds.

The agreement nith cor theory extends even further than

tins Individual cate: of lomfieti rsversion ft Iks ancestral

form mutt Ikeertlically most i" Iks steendgtntration, and suck

coin hr.'/ actually kc/n okserwd. Godron, indeed, found that

'ffr/mthyun a/luui x rubrum, even when fertilised by its

own pollan, reverted in the second generation to the ancestral

species’* This is easily explained on the basis of our thooty.

If the reducing division took place in certain of the mother,

germ cells of the hybrid in such a manner that each of the two
mature germ-cells contained | idants* ofM. album or M. rubrum
only, two possible combinations might occur in the fertilisation

of these germ-cells cither a getm-cdl with idants of M.
rubrum would meet with another containing idants of M. album,

ot else both the conjugating cells would contain idants of the

some species. In the former case, the hybrid form would again

be produced, while m the latter, lh/ p~rc ancestralform would
result. Such reversions seem to be of rare occurrence, and this

may indicate that when they do occur, some unknown conditions

favour the halving of the germ-plasm in the raotber-gerai-cdU

along a definite plane ofsection, vo., that which passes between
the groups of paternal and maternal idanu.

Although not proved by actual observation, it is apparent

from oar theory that Iks kyirtd may rsvsrt completely to Ik/

asuntmt form. This would be impossible if the reducing

division did not oreur, or if the gehn-plosnv consisted of a
homogeneous mass which became completely mixed‘with that

of the other species in the process of hybridisation. The gcnn-
plasm oftbe one species would then, moreover, never be removed
by mesna of tlx reducing division the reduction would be
a quantitative, and not a qualitative one. Reversion to the

ancestral form could then in no case occur on fctlili&uioa taking

Txcke.fmBv
t n rfuio til. noiBit! uwbw«ttutn In the ipestrs Is qa&tkm.
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place with the pollen of the hybrid
;
and even by continued

recrossing with one of the ancestral species, the combination of

the germ-plasms of the first generation would gradually become
weakened, and perfectly pure getm-plasm of the one anctstml

species could never be produced. But as soon as we assume
that the germ-plasm consists of units which remain separate in

the form of idants or ids, h is evident that the n-hole of the units

of one specie* may be removed from the germ-plasm of the

hybrid offspring, either with or without the occurrence of re-

crossing
;
and even if recrossing docs take place, reversion nswt

occur sooner or later in individual descendants.

Our theory also enables ns to tnuke certain predictions,

which, as for as my knowledge extend*, have not up to the

present been confirmed by facts, if sometimes, though lately,

all the idants of A pass into one germ-cell, and all those of B
into the other, in the process of halving of the germ-plasm of

the primary hybrid A x B a reversion to both the auroral
form i win occur uhft the second generation is fertilised with

the pollen of the hybrid, on has (tut been sliawn : that is to say,

-ich a reversion will take place when a polleo-grain containing

idaois of A only comes in contact with an egg.<eU which also

contains fdaaU of A only, or when idants of B meet with
others of similar origin. The »me must also be possible in the
hybrids of the third generation, even when all the complete
reversions of the second generation are left out of consideration,

simply for the reason that certain individuals of the second
generation arc produced from the combination cf «A with «B
idants, and are therefore' exactly intermediate forms like all the
hybrids of tb$ fire! generation, The occurrence, even if only in

individual cases, of such interaicdiite forma, renders it possible

that germ-cells may again arise which cor. tain Harts of A or B
only, so that ultimately reversion to one or other of the two
ancestral forms becomes possible. These reversions will cer-

tainly be ofjure occurrence ; and as it is entirely a matter of

chance that germ-cell* which contain the most Infrequent com-
binations of idioplasm should come together in the process of

fertilisation, It would be necessary to examine a very huge
number of seedlings before such caws would be found.

Before passing on to the consideration of reversion to indi-

vidual characters, it should be remarked that the same law of

reversion which can be recognised in the case of plant-hybrids,
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bolds gcod ns regards (he crowing of the different human rac«.

Acconfing lo this law, the intermingling of a racial character

w uniform in tbs flret generation, but subsequently becomes

quite irregular when rccroising with one of the original races

occurs. The skin of mulatto**, which are a cross between

white races and negtves, is icier quite white, its colour being

as a rale an approximate mean between that of the two parents.

When mulattoes and white races are r«rcased, the skin dees

not regularly become lesi black, but the descendants of the

third and fourth generattens are sometimes white and some-

times fairly dark : this fact indicates the absence of uniformity

in the process of 1 reducing division.'

a. Rbversion to Individual Characters in Man.

The *H«nti.".l difference between the process of reversion in

plant-hybrids and in Man, COCsiNS in the fact that the former is

concerned with the intermingling and subsequent separation of

jftrifk or racial characters, while in the case of the reproduc-

tion cf human beings of the same race Individual characters

only are intermingled. As regards hybrid-plants, the idants of

each parent night be assumed to bo similar,—although this may
no. be strictly true in all instances, as will be seen later on,—bur

is the case of individual differences the idants of each parent

cannot be" regatded as similar. Enpb of these idants con-

sists of a number of separate ids, which may differ in many

respecta In all of them the determinants are as similar us the

retention of the specific character renders necessary-: that is to

say, all the determinants of the same ontogenetic stage are

banvalogotn, though at the 8BC10 time they are never all hemo-

dynuncut, but differ in many irsperts^iwing to slight individual

deviations. Hence different ids may contain different rariatiocs

of any particular homologous determinant. In the following

examples, each homologous determinant is indicated by a letter,

and variants of a determinant are distinguished byjisslies after

eadi letter. Thus id i. of the gettn-pJasm might, for histance,

am tain the determinants a, b, c, d, e,— n ; id B, the deter-

minants a, b', qd'.q-.-o'j id iii, a', b', o’ d“, e", - - • n,

and so on. The total effect of the idants is decided by the

struggle ci tbe ids; the laws which regulate this struggle

cannot at prcunt be determined more precisely, and until we

know inure about them, w>e may suppose that those variants
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which are present in the largest numbett always have the best

prospect nl controlling the cell entirely, 01 m any rate chiefly
;

tbar cffc-cr mint be cumulative, and a small minority of bomo-
dynatnous determinant! will not I* able to ule eflect against a
larie majority of Mine other variant- The control d the cell

therefore remit* ftotn this struggle of the determinants which
mtBt naturally not be conceived to take place in such a manner
that the group of paternal ids struggles with the maternal group,
but so that all the active determinant! which are contained it)

the idioplasm migrate into tlx cell body and there strive to

obtain the control. If the parents of the organism tn question

are closely related, the same homodynamous determinants may
veiy possibly be contained in the idants of both parents and
the forces of these will then combine just os would be the case
if they had been contained in ooe idant of the father or mother.

It will, however, happen more frequently that homodynaianus
determinants are present in the ids of tml parent respectively,

and a majority of honwdynamo’ui marema! determinants will

then compete with a majority of paternal one*
i
they will then

either control the cell together, or the prepotency of one of
the parents will be so great a* to suppress the influence cf the
other entirely.

In order to test to what extent these ideas of the cc-opetauo i

of parental idioplasm* may be applied to the phenomena of

reversion in Mao, we must again consider the simplest of these

phenomena, vtt, that of rtveniun to a gmndpannt.
It ia well known that a child not infrequently resembles its

father or mother in a high degree, and it it aho assumed that a
father may beget a child which does not resemble him, bat it

and its father’s mother ^rc as 1
like as two peas.’ This pre-

supposes that the father himself bore no resemblance to his

nvoihcr, tor otherwise it would not be an instance of reversion

of the child to the grandmother.
This case may be explained theoretically by assuming that

the ’reducing division’ of the respective germ-cells of the two
generations accurately separated the paternal from the maternal
Wants, and that, as was shown above, the group of idants of
one of the parents may possibly have had no influence on die
fruination of the child, the other group being the dominant ooe.
The fertilised egg-cell from which tlx fatter was developed

must therefore have contained the tun groups of idants A and
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C, A bring derived from the grandmother, in the development

of whom this group dominated. C was derived from the grand-

father, and preponderated to such an extent over A that it alone

determined the type of. the son. Hence A remained latent

in the Idioplasm of the father, who therefore resembled the

grandfather and not the grandmother. If now, that germ-

cell of the father, from which the child of the third generation

was developed, Just happened in the reducing division to receive

the group of idants of A only, which remained without influence

oo the development of the father, but which was dominant in

the grandmother, a rerersron to the grandmother would then

become possible. 1 1 would occur when this sperm cell unites

with an egg cell in which the group rtf idnr.ts I» has a much
weaker controlling force than A. The child would then resemble

neither the internal nor the maternal type, but would be Lke bis

grandmother, few the group of idants A determined the type of

the grandmother.

I nevertheless consider it doubtful whether reveision of this

lend e*er occurs so thoroughly and completely as it conceiv-

able theoretically. The fact? are unfortunately by no means so

decisive as one could wish. No one, w far as I know, has

hitherto attemptod to ascertain whether tcmpUu revemon ro a

grandparent ever occurs, and from a theoretical point of view I

should consider this to be improbable. Similarity to a grand-

parent may undoubtedly ofien he evened, but it does not

therefcce by any means follow that a correspondence exists

between all, or at an y rate the greater majority of individual

characters, each as is seen in ‘ identical ' twins. All the pans

of the child and grandparent have never been carefully compared,

not to mention the fact that such a comparison has never been

made at co<ret(xmding ages. Moreover, to u»e the same
etamplc, only those cases could be utilised in questions of

reversion in which the father bears no resemblance to the type

of the grandmother. Cases o: this kind are, however, net quite

reliable, and are cortainly not common.
I am therefore inclined to think that in all these cases we are

concerned with a partial and not a complete reversion

i the grandparent,— that is, with the reappearance of a more
or less extensive aggregate of characters of the grandparent

;

and this is certainly sufficient in many cases to produce what

appears to l)« tho typo of the latte*. More or less extensive

only
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*WB**c* of the chamcnn of ike grandparent* undoubtedly

reappear in the child, and these may be moic easily explained

theoretically, without the necessity of supposing that chance

plays »o great a part. For in order that perfect rcrersion may-

be possible, numerous most infrequent occurrences mas: tahe

place together. To use the same example, in each individual of

three consecutive generations, only one of the two groups of

parental idants could determine the type of the eh* Id, nnd the

reducing division, moreover, must affect one of the mother-

germ -cells of each of foar individuals— l.e^ the two grand-

parent- and the two parents—in such a manner as to separate

the two groups of parental ids. All these possibilities may
sometimes concnt, but »c can only imagine this to be so if

it is proved that an exact resemblance exists between the child

and grandparent

A partial retiemblar.ee is theoretically far more lOtely to occur.

Let us suppose, for instance, that the germ-plasm consists of

sixteen idants, eight of which are derived from che mother nnd
eight from the father, and that ibe reducing division causes six

idants of one parent and tno of the othor to be present in one
germ -cell : line former might possibly contain many of those

determinants to which the type c< this particular parent was duo.
This nood not ncccaar.ly lx the case, for all the sixteea idants
may have had a fairly equal share in the production of th3
type, and six out of tin sixteen idants could not then possibly

give rite to the same type even approximately.

It might, on the other hand, happen that the type of the

parent was essentially determined by the group cf idants derived

from the father or mother of this patent only, and a resemblance

of the child to its father coaid then only occur when the whole
or a great part of that group which controlled the development
of the father was also present in the germ-cel! from which the
child nns developed. Even then, the production of the type of
the father would not absolutely be ensured, for in the process of

fertilisation by the other parent a group of idants might be
added, in which the controlling force preponderates over those

already present, cither entirely, or at any rate as regards many
or most of tho determinants.

We may, however, conclude from all these considerations
which are unfortunately still very vague, that a large number
of idants of the grandfather, for example, may he present
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in the germ- cell which will give rise to the father, and still

limy nut retult in the production of ilie type of (he grandfather;

and that these may then pass into a gcrm-cell cfthe ne«t gene-

ratioo, and partially determine the type of the soo, provided

that they are opposed to a group of idants which has a weaker

controlling force. At every ontogenetic stage, then, the struggle

of tlv ids and idanrc derides which group of the latter is to

control the cell. According to the hypothetical principle on

which we have supposed this struggle to take place, the majority

of homodynamous determinants would always represent the

greatest controlling forte, M* that certain of the more ccenptc-

hettalve or special characters of the grandparent might very

well teoppetr in the grandchild, even if only six or eight idants

which controlled the development of the grandparent were

present in the germ-plum from which the grandchild arises.

We mayeven assune Hut, as regards Man, ontogeny it haedjy

everfount through without r oaurring to ou or other

of the gronafneenu; for determinants of one cf the grand-

parents will almost invariably have been suppressed in the

development cf the parent by stranger ones derived from the

germ-cell of the other grandparent, and will predominate in

the formation cf the grandchild, because they are here again

oppeoed to oilier combinations of ids over which they may pre-

ponderate under certain circumstances. 1 1 may therefore happen

that seme of the individual characters of the grandparent may
reappear in the grandchild, although there may be no cetseial

resemblance between the two.

The answer to the above question relating to the causes cn

which rcieraim to .1 grandparent depend, may be briefly stated

as follows -.—such * reverrien w due to the fait that tkr whole

or fort of the group of idontt xrhtth determine the tyfie of the

grandparent were peeunt in that grrtt-etll of the parentfrom
vekith the grandchild »ur developed, and that it war there

eppoud to a tmatergroup derivedfrom the otherf/areul

We do not know what number of the controlling idants ofthe

grandparent must be present in the geim plasm of the grand-

child in otder that reversion to the grandparent may occur.

Complete reversion can only take place f none of tlto deter-

mining idants are absent ; but, as we have seen, soch complete

reversion hat not by any meant been proved to occur in Man.

Still lest Is this the case in the nextfolimtng generation, vie.,
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« ngards Ik/ gnal-grmdfmtal. Instances of a descendant
of an ancient family reverting to a grcit^randptiem whore
chanittcnjticr ncre co: present in the intermediate generatloni,
sre certainly OCCaitooally mentioned in novels, bat it is only
natural to doubt the accuracy of sixth caws, even when they
claim to be true. A great-grandchild cettaioiy often rtaembka
its great-grandparent, hut when this Is so, this res/mlLiMtM

J&*Mrartd enlirtlj la Hu iattnwtHoh geatnuieos. An
Iim been shown above, it would cettaioiy not be incrediWe,
fmm a theoretical point of view, that tire poop of idants which
controlled the development of the great-grandparent sboelil
remain intact 11 certain germ-cells of two generations, and
should be suppressed by more powerful groups domed ftum
genn-rWIs Cf other parents, onco more to predominate in the
third geneiailon. if re.ersion of this kind could he proved to
occur, it might be explained in this nwnner, and we should be
Justified in assuming’ that in many ease* the idants of the two
parent, may again be separated into their 01 filial groups by
tire 1educing division. The great variability of hybrids ol tlio

second generation proves that this only occur* very rarely, ai l

in most instances not at all.

We have seen that tie difference beiawn reversions in

hybrids and in human beings of the same race simply due to

.very idant of one parent, in the case of hybrids, containing
specific characters, so Hi* ail the idants of the one potent ore
similar, and all the homologous determinants may also be
considered liomodynamous. When therefore an ontogeny is

directed by the ids of eat of the parent species only, the type
uf this species is produced. Tlie type of a human being, on the

other hand, is constituted by ids of very many iiiffercm.kiw!s,

no two of which arc exactly alike, for each of them contains
determinants of a somewhat diderent kind from the rest

;
and,

speaking generally, the type is in all rases only tire resultant

of all these different components. The i»mc typo, ur com-
bination ofcharacter*, can only appear for a second time if the
same components are again brought together. Except in the

doubling of the fertilised egg in the case of 'identical’ twits,

this cao, however, never occur, for a new combination of ids and
idants which never existed before arise* every time leniiWation
takes place. Hence cases of complete reversion as regards
individual characters to a previously existing form, can never
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occur; and only those instances are possible in which the

reversion concerns more or lea extensive groups of characters

nhich already existed in an individual of a former generation.

Wc have cow discusted the >|notion of transmission from the

parents,grandparents, and great -grandparenta, toibe child
;
and

it »ill lx as well, before going further, to summarise the various

possible cases, and to see wlxther observation and theory

contradict one another in any respect.

The most frequent caw stems to he that in which the child

is a mixture of the type® of the two parents, the characters of

both ofwhich are either completelyunited, or els® they alternate

with one another in the different cells, parts, and organs, and
even in lire systems erf organs themselves. In all such instances,

lire group of idanis which predominated in the ontogeny of the

(xi rent, or rather cf fcoth parents, must lave been contained in

the germ-cell from which the child Arose.

The question might here be oslced ns to how it can so fre-

quently happen lliat only the dominant groop of idaats is present

in the gcitn-cell destined to undergo amphimixis. We moat,

however, remember th.it a perfectly equal blending of the types

of tlx two parents in the dilld occur® much more rarely than is

generally supposed
;
and tlat It ie difficult, and frequently in fact

impossible, ta say whether the maternal portion of a character

is really derived from the type ef tkrf mother, and not from

that of her father or mother. General characters only, of the

mother's family ate moil usually combined with others derived

iron the family of the father. But those characters which
have been peculiar to many memaers of a family for several

generations are the most likely to occur In numerous ids and
idatiH, and they therefore reach the gem- cells in larger num-
ber* in many erf the modes Crf *reducing division.' Theoretically

the dominant grexp of idnnts of tlx parent would not be neces-

sary fcr such a transmission of a general family resemblance,

but only a majority of the idauts of this group.

The case, however, is different when the resemblance refers

mainly to the type of one parent
;
anil we must then assume

that the dominant group ol icants of this parent is present, and
is opposed to another weaker group derived from the Ollier

parent, and provided u lh a smaller number of bootodynamous
determinants.
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A third case may also occur in which Mr lypt 0/ an uncle or
aunt is more or less accurately reproduced in the cliilil, or in

which this type it Weeded with the characters of the parent on
the other side. I know a man who closely resembles a snatemni
aunt, tut nevertheless possesses many general characters of his

fibber's family This fart may in all probability be explained in

terms of the idioplasm as follows:—the egg-cell from which
this person was developed contained the group of idanrs which

was dominant tn the ontogeny of the mother's sister, and not

that which predominated ir. the rate of tbe mother. Theo-
retically this might very well he tire case. Let uf suppose that

the primary germ-cells of the maternal grandfather {m p)
contained tbe idants a. b, c, d. e, f, g, h, and those of the gtand-

rrvxlier tha idantt i, k, 1, m, ts, o, p, q |
and also that the fertilised

egg-cell from which ih« mother was developed contained the

idhnts a, b, c, d x i, k, 1, m, and that ftom which the aant was
developed tbe idants a, I, e, ( x I, n, 0, p. We will further

nsseme that the group of idants which was dominant in tbe

ontogeny of the aunt were those Indicated by the letters a, t, C,

and
/, printed in italic*. It will then be seen that tbe tame

combination 3, i, r, / can also be formed from the germ-plasm
of the mother by means of tbe reducing division, for all foe of

them are present In this germ-plasm (a, 6
,
c, d x i, k, /, in). It

is doubtful wlsothsi such a case ever occurs so accurately, and
I know of no instance Much renders this hypothesis necessary

:

the resemblance is always an imperfect one.

%Ve must also consider a fourth case, in which tbe child

neither specially resembles its father or mother, presents a

recognisable combination of the characters ci both, nor bears a

striking ittensblatKC to one of the four grandparents, but dis-

plays an entirely new combination of characters. Such a child

would probably always bear some resemblance to both, or at

any rate to one, of the parental families, but it would not exhibit

certain snacked daraeteia of the respective fore-fathers.

These cases do not connad let our theory, for by means of the
reducing division it may possibly happen that none, or only
certain of those very idants which were dominant in bath

parents are present in the getm-cells of the parents which
undergo amphimixis.

If, for instance, the gertn-plaun in tbe ontogeny ofthe futlier

had the composition
fi,

6,c,d, e,f g, h, of which the idants a, b,
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<1, f, were dominant, and the gerir. plasm in the ontogeny
of the mother Consisted of tlte idants I, k, /, m, «, o. p, q, of

nhicb i, L n, o ewoullnlly determined her type. If the le-

doting division then icsnlted in on cgg-ccll containing the idants

k, m, p, q, and a spermatozoon mu foroied which contained

the idants c, c, g. :i, and these came together in the process of

amphimixis, the resulting gerra-plasm woe Id certainly contain
characters of both families, hot it could no! possibly preduce
the type either of the father or mother, or a mixture of both.

I have already discussed the question of teversion of the

child to one of its four grandparents in detail, and need not
return again to thit point. 1 ehojld, however, like to call

attention to the fact that, theoretically, a ehtd tan never txMil
a emanation of Ike typei of rise of ill grandflarmte, simply

for the reason that at least haif of the idants of a germ-plasm
determine the type of the child, die germ-plasm of uhi:h can
only contain one quarter of the idants of frvi grandparents.

An exception to this tide could only occur in cates of cloi«

iOUtbrooding, in which bath grandparents in part contained

the same r-iints.

No case has, however, ever come before my notice m which a
child bore no resemblance to its patents and ye: echtbtled a
combination of the typo of that of two ofthe grandparents.

1 Reversion to the eXaracters ofancxstarsfar removed in

animals andplanh.

We will now consider the question of reversion to rtt/toie

ancestors. Casts of such roverslon are so well known through
Darwin's tv.searches, that a more detailed description of the
mere facts might almost be considered super&ious. But
such a description la nevertheless necessary, and I must even
evpress the opinion that the facts have cot been so accurately
investigated from all points of view as is desirable in order that
a thtoretici! explanation of them may be arrived at Darwin
was the «rst to point out that in cross-brccding, either ofspecies
or of mere varieties character* not infrequently appear in

descendants which were not present in the parents, iii some of

whkh cases, indeed, it can bo proved, and in others shown to
be very probable, that they a rive Leva derived from remote
ancestors. Mules, for instance, sometimes exhibit distinct
stripes, hke those of tbo zebra, on the fom-lcgs and shoulders.
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while such stripes are very seldom present la the horse anti ass,

and are even tlren only say faint; hut we man ncvcnbelcss

suppose them to be derived from the ancestral form of tlx luo
species. And, again, when certain races of pigeeas are crossed,

otripling are produced in which llic plumage has the •llty-bloe

colour ol the wild rock pigeon, although the tacts used for

crossing were of quite unotbei colour; in this case, moreover, the

descent from the wild reck pigeon is certain. Similar instances

also occur in plants. The hybrids of Datum ftrttx and D.

Itrvit, in both of which the Sowers art white, regularly bear

blue (purple I } Bowers, and Darwin * has shown that this is to

bskoheu upou as a reversion to ancestors which possessed blue

tlowert, as, in fact, is the case at the present day in an entire

group of spttxs of Datura.

I will now attempt to explain these three instances tn accord-

ance with mytheory. In them, as is universally the case, rever-

sion must be attributed to the presence of old unmodified

determinants In the gum-plum, which lake the place ol the

younger homologous determinants ns tcs»nis obtaining the

control of the cell or region of cells in question. Similar

assumptions must be rustle in every theory of heredity. In his

theory of pengeneais. Darwin make; use of old geramule* for

this purpose, while de Vries assumes tlut reversion :s due to live

presence of old cungeoes. Same unmodified portion or othet

of the heted itary substance must always form the siaiting-point

m attempting to explain the problem
;
and the only question is,

nhether we are to remain satisfied with such n statement, and

leave everything ei6* In obscurity, or whether it is possible to

obtain a certain Insight, In principle al any rate, Into the question

as to why these minute parts can remain unmodified, and why
and under what circumstances they can suddenly ohtnin control

precisely in the region of transformed parts which are homo-

logous to them.

A solmicc of lire fust of these problems has already been

given above. It has been shown that, according to the principle

ofselection which controls the whole, a transformation such as is

required by live vital conditions of a spcciet never necessitates

the tiansionnalion of all the determinants relating’ to the parts

to lie traufonned, but tluu this process is only neewsury in the

• Tl>r*i«. • Anlmnlt *rrf R"nl««n4»r I)n™*Dcw«n,’ Vot. II.. p :;i
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ease of a majority ofthem, which is sufficientto ensure the occur-

rence of the urocilfication in question in every ontogeny,—//,

in every indlvidoal of the specie!, nil is ali that is required,

and cceseqnently the firoce/set of tf/'lfien anr,ct accomplish

irteir. After ever/ transformation of the body in tbe process

of development of the species, the germ-plasm will thus con-
tain some unmodified determinants in addition to those which
hare been transformed in any part, and these will only disappear

very gradually in the coarse of the further history of the species.

The existence of the Mur/trial by means Ofwhich reversion!

to all specific characters operate, can therefore b« p/roved

on the basis of the theory of selection : every grr/nplasm must

contain a largo or smaller number of eld determinants corre-

lating to the characters a/tie ancestral spedes.

Tbe solntion ofthe seccod problem, as to why these ' ancestral

determinants ’ always exert their infiuence at the right -pot in

the body, naturally follows Iroin our theory, in which the

mechanism ofontogeny is referred to the gradcal dis r.tegmtion

of the germ-plasm.

The third problem then only remains : hove can tic ancestral

determinants, which arc present in a minority, gain centre! over
tie majority efyounger enest

We have seen lluit reversions to the ancestral form occur in

the offspring of hybrid plant",—even they are fertilised by
their own pollen,—when those Celle id which the entire group
of idanta of the ancestral species of the same parent has been
distributed at the reducing div.iian happen to come together in

the process ef fertilisation. Whenever the gorn-plnsm of the
fertilised egg-cell contain* dants of the species A alone, an
organism of the species A can alone arje. Hut this occurrence

is <rit of die question in cases of reversion to the characters of

remote ancestors. The germ-plasm can then never consist

entirely of idanU of the ancestral species
;
and, m feci, we may

doubt whether edtire ancestral idants exist at all in the germ-
plasm ofany individual of a long-established species. Tor the
number of idanis (nuclear rods) is not extremely large in any
species

i
and if, as in tbe instance given above, we assume this

number to average sixteen, even the proportion of case unmodi-
fied to fifteen modified idants would be rather large, and would
render an occasoual reversion to the ancestral form possible
In the ordinary reprcd«cion of tbe species Fertilisation need
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only occur eight times successively, two of the unmodiScd
oncount! idar.tt being added each time tn tlrnso already pre-
sent, in order to produce a germ-plasm consisting of pure
ancestral idants, and the organism developed from it wuuld
then agr« with the ancestor in question in all in characters.

Under particularly huourahle circumstances the proceu might
even be completed in four generations, at is shown in the
following table

Generation I. {jjjj |

«. f. g, h- dgmm celL

ni. u. ii ti_ 9

Generation II.

— -W —v -w r

c, i, V, Ug
t. U. V. wz 9

11

Generation III |

b, d. q, s= d

! A V

tl

ft

Generatioc tV-
{
*/ * *“/ "

J *»

Tire letters tn the ahore table indicate the idants, which—
with the exception of a', which repements the nniDodiftrd ances-

tral idutt, and only occurs OM* in tlic fust generation—an;
only individually different from one another. The vertical line

represents the reducing division of the mother-geim-cell, which

in the molt (avoirnhl* case we are non considering, always
causes this ancestral idant a' to pass into the germ cell about

to undergo amphimixis For the sake of simplicity, the con-

jugating germ-cclis arc astinned to be similar in respect to

their contained ancestral idants. It would thus folio™ that

germ-(twin consisting of ancestral idants oniy, would be pro-

duced in die fourth generation.

Although we must certainly admit that so favourable a com-

bination of events cam hardly ever occur, it cannot be doubted

that an accumulation of ancestral idants may take place in oiu

getoi-cdl in the course of a large number of generations, and

that a orajtrily of these ids may consequently come together

ir. fertilisation. In this case a mote or less complete reversion

iotheuacettiolfonn must take place. As such rcvcrsicos tothc
complete type of the ancestral aperies cannot be observed to

occur in the normal repreductior. of pare and long-established

species, oe must conclude that at! lAr Monti Aaw btaau
metfi/ftt/in wth f/ti ami j*u> o t/aiti, each of which produces
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il:« type of the species, ar.d not that of an ancestor, in case
it clone has to control the ontogeny.

The foregoing considerations item to me to afford a good
esplsnstioo of the freqtunt e/enrtnit tj rrvertian in i'/mag

sfitdri cmMtk art net ytt rlffittiU/y tt/MMtd. Cultivated

varieties of ftowrrt, inch at tl»e Heartsease (l'ieh tri<o!or\

always produce, among a Urge number of seedlings, certain

pJjnts which bear flowers more or kss reictnbling tlvsse of the

wild species. Evidently only a portion of the idanis have become
transformed in this modem form, another and smaller portion

haring remained unmodified. Since the reducing division

separate) the idant) Into two group) of all possible combinations,

gram-cells, both male and female, containing a preponderance of

unmodified ids, mast also occur
;
and if two such germ-cclis

come together 'n fertilisation, reversion must result.

Let ussuppirc that, of the sixteen idants In the germ-plasm,

ten were modified and six unmodified. Under favourable cir-

cumstances a case might then occur in which the ira)3nty of

xlaats would remain unmodified, without further accumulation

taking place in the course of generations— it., at every fertilisa-

tion. This may be illustrated by the following table, ii; which

the letters with a dMh represent the unmodified, and those

without ore the modified Monti, the line dividing the letter*

indicating the reducing division :

Maternal germ-plasm 1 V, c, d
f

,
e, f, g-, h I i, 1c, l

1 m, n, o, p,q.

Paternal , I f. s', s, f, u'., < «
1 y, «, a, b', c,d,e, g.

Gettn-plosin of offspring i. b, c, d', e, P, g, hxf, r
1

,
s, t',

o’, V, < x.

Owing to tbe manner in which the- reducing division takes

place, the maternal and paternal genu-cell* each contain five

unmodified Mints, so that in the germ plasm of the offspring

ten unmodified and six modified idants are present. If, on the

other hand, u« suppose that the other two cells produced by
tbe reducing division from the same nvoibergerm ceJ undergo
fertilisation, the germ-plnam of the offspring II. will have tbe

folio*ing composition :

—

i, k, V, m, n. p, q, r, *, a, b', e d> e, g.

It therefore only conab) two unmodified idants, and mnsl
consequently give rise to tbe modified form cf the plant.
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A large number at cases of heredity illicit have no: hitherto

liven understood can thus be explained in a very simple --ay.

Take, for example, ihe varying dtpits oi arlabtiy milk vddth
varitliti e/cullb'attd planlt Irani tail tknr pnnHarUia. The
extent to which such pecnluttliee are transmitted nius: depend
ou the number of idants in the germ-plasm a h<ch have remniofd
unnxidified, and the greater Ihio number, the more easily "til

revetsloo occur.

These theoretical considerations will probably account for the
firat of the three case# which were mentioned abore as types of

reversion to more remote ancestors rir., that of Daiuta fmt
x lavtj. The two species of Datura has* white llowets, but

produce hybrids in which the flowers arc blue i and this is not

only occasionally the case, but occuned in every a* of ;hc 005
plants which Naudin raised from this ciois.* nr.d alt© in all

those cases which hail been observed previously by Killreuttct

and Gtliiner.t If we assume that, in addition to their own
specific icants, the wo species of Va'HKt contain a certain

number of ancestral idants, the Utter might be relatively in-

creased in individual germ-cells ir, consequence cf the 1educing

div.noc j and »ber. these me: with germ-celli ufthe other species,

which also contain numerous ancestral idants. a germ-plasm
possessing a larger number, and perhaps even a majority, of

these idants would be constituted, Indiikluat case# of reversion

to the common aocottttu form might thus occur. But this

assumption Is evidently insufficient to account for the facts, lor

the blue coloar of the flower appears in all tiie liybrids. The
reversion in these eases must therefore fc« independent of

a greater accumulation of ancestral idaivts which may possibly

occur in individual germ-cells in consequence of the reducing

division. These nlants must, on the contrary, taint together in

nubfcrtillad tgg-tiil in a iufitir/if numitrto prepsndtrah mr
tht madifitdidants, and to control the ontogeny. They cannot
possibly, however, be stronger ttuustritally in every case, and
another factor must therefore like part in the process, which
causes the ancestral primary constituents to preponderate in

every caw
;
and this -s in all probability Mr tpnifit divtrsity 0/

t!u modified Idants, We have assumed from the (list that

* Darwin. * Ammall and liar. Is.' Vol 11. p. 051.

t Cf. Fide. ' matainniUciil-gt,
'
p. si*
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humodynamcus detenntaanu have a cumulative effect, while

heterodynamrus determinant* teed to cuuntetact one another.

The atm: must be tree of the groups o! determinants,—the ids

and Idiots
;
similar idants mast incteas* the effect produced,

bile dissimilar ones will interfere with one another to a greater

*«ent the more diversified their composition out of ids and

determinants is. Let us confine oar attention (of- the present

to the groups of determinants for the dowers. The two species

of Datura certainly contain determinants which tend to form

V.A1U flowers, and we might therefore be disposed to infer that

these are homodyaamoos, and that thr.r effect must be cumu-

i&tive. But tlii conclusion would he erroneous, fur it is quite

possible that these determinants only correspond as regards the

production of a ‘white’ celeur, and differ widely in respect of

many Other characteristics of the cells, stKh as those relating to

their site and minute structure. On the other hand, the ' blue’

determinants are actually hootodynamons, and correspond not

only with regard to the colctir to which they give rise, hut alto

in respect of all the other characters of the cells ofthe flowers,

for they are derived from the common ancestral specie* When

the hybrid begins to develop flowers, the structure of the cells

in the latter will depend on the determinants of the two while

species and of the blue ancestral lortn. Although the ' blue*

determinants are in the minority >n the idioptams ofeither

parent, they may neverthcteai, if tlreS’ combine, poetess a

greater power oftransmission than the 'white’ ones if the latter

are no! homodynamous, U., do no: possess an exactly similar

forte of heredity, and consequently cannot produce an inter-

mtdiate effect They interfere with one another in their action,

as they act in different directions to a greater or lees extent

Many cases of reversion can be understood—even though only

in principle—by means of this law. They cen, moreover,

easily he rendered comprehensible in individual case, if we have

lecootM to figures.

Lot us suppose that the ‘ blue 1 ancestral determinants are not

only contained in individual ids, but are present ia all the ids of

entire idants : a minority of old ancestral idants would then be

opposed to a majority of modem ones, calf of which, however,

would correspond to the type of D. toil and half to that of />.

firax We assume that there ate m all sixteen rdants, six of

which are' blue' and ancestral,tmd ter. ‘white’ Since, therefore,
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five of ilie latter belong to D. l<nis and five to D. fixer, and these

are con&cqacndy dissimilar, the six similar anconal Idants,

which Iiave a cumulative effect, will preponderate, because the
2*5 different idants of D. Itnit and D. ferox da not produce
the cumulative effect of to,

Hitherto I have assumed that vr. are in this case dealing
a’*th n tempUU reversion to the ancestral fontx and net merely
with reversion to iwltvidua! onctilral tharultn. I cannot,
however, judge with certainty in this resport from the facta

known to me concerning these hybrids
j
and as this instance

was not chosen for its own sake, but merely ns an example in

which complete reversion to more remote ancestors might be
accounted foe. it mustremain undecided whether i 1 really belongs

to tbc above category, and whether such instances of complete
reversion actually occur. The blue coionr of the 3oners is at

any rate not the only apparently new character in these hybrids;
the stem, for instance, is brown, while it is green in the two
pure species. In onlyone of these species (D.firox) it the stein

brown at first, and this colour h only retained as a brown ring

around the base of the stem. 1 must leave botanists to deckle
whether the shape of the leaves, and the snucitiie of the stem or

fruit, afford any reason lor considering these pans os intermediate
between those of the two parental species, or whether they are
to be regarded as deviations frous both, and presumably, there-

fore, as reversions to the ancestral species.

!t may'in all probability be assumed that the process is not a
complete one in the above-mentioned cases Ir. which reversion

to the wild ancestral form in different races often occurs when
the latter are crossed. Darwin certainly gives one instance of a
pigeon which 1 was hardly distinguishable fromthe wild Shetland
species,

1 but which was, neveithelesa, descended from fair

grandparents which differed very considerably from the wild

species (CftiumUl lividf* This bird, which uas blue, and pos-

sessed the typical blackbore on the wings and tail, was descended
from a red spot, a white fatitail, and two black barbs. These
breeds, as is well known, differ from the wild pigeon in colour

as well as in many other details, such as the length of the beak
and number uf tail faithen ; and it would therefore he interest-

ing to ascertain whether these racial Chirac t ere had all disap-

Aulaials ami Hants ada Dsa«^u^a^ltc, ,

p. i«
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pra«d ia the grandchild, anil hid become retransforitted into

Ihc corresponding characters of the wild species. Were (hie

SO, (ho reversion might be considered complete, ind the tame
theoretical expUnatian cc-jld be given for it as in the cue of

the Datura hybrid Unfortunately Danina leaves this point

amoiKbod, as he devilled his attention chiefly to the ccioration

so characteristic of the species. It seems to rae to be very

probable, however, from several of his statements, that this was
aio essentially a mere case of reversion as regards the colora-

tion of the plumage. I conclude this principally from the fact

that (he blue or original coloration of ColumAi lima occurs in

an tbo principal breeds of pigeons, although these blue sub-

varieties are rare In some cf them. The other racial charac-

teristics do nix at any rate exclude the possibility of a blao

coloration
;
and thus, on the other band, reversion to the blue

colour is not necessarily accompanied by a reversion ta all the

Other characters ofthe ancestral form.

It tl perfectly certain that in meet cases the reversion

produced by aosi-breeding is not complete, ora as regards

the coloration, but gradually becomes more matked, so that at

first very faint and hardly perceptible Indications of the wing-

and tail-bats are seen, and there become more pronounced

bydegrees, so that a partial blue coloration with perfect hue, and
finally the perfect slate-colour and Qimplete bars of the ances-

tral form are produced. The greater number of reversions in

pgeons must consequently b- inumfhU.—it., they must refer

to individual cfaraiten argroufii ojtkaratUn only, and we arc

here concerned nith the theoretical explanation of such coses as

these.

1 take for granted the facts that all valuable races of pigeons

breed true, that all the main breeds are characterised by differ-

ences in /arm, and that 6ub breeds differ merely as regards

itlour. In my opinion this Implies, in the first place, that the

germ-plasm of the main breeds has become essentially modified

from that of the rock-pigenr, and that only lesser portions of It

correspond to that of the ancestral form
;
and also, that all tht

dtlmdnmts kav« not teiamr modified to an tjual ixtmt,—thoto

tar the coloration having undergone the lost, and those Sir

the whcls body the most, alteration. I therefore suppcoe that

the germ-plasm of one of tho main breeds consists of a number
ofmodified id.ir.ts, nc-ne of which any longer coirespond exactly
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to thow of the ancestral form, so that do one of them, did it

cotslrc! the ontogeny, could remit In the develcpitient ct a

rock-pigeon. Tbit conclusion depends entirely upon the iiee

breeding true, for A germ-plasm which still contained individual

uamodihed idantl of the ancestral form would also necessarily,

or at any rate prolufcdy, occe in a way, contain a majority of

ancestral Wants at the same time, in consequence of the

incessant reoambiastion of the idantt in the reducing division

and in fertilisation
j
and this must result in reversion to the

ancestral form. Such a reversion, however, never occurs in

purely bred races, bat only when crossing cases plaice.

The genn -plasm of a race of pigeons therefore consists,

according to my view, of a certain number uf idanls, each of

which represents the type of tbc race. The majority ol the ids

of which each (dam is composed must contequmly virtually

contain this type
;
or, espiessed more accurately, the n/hoii of

Ike radal determiminls—as compared with then unmodified

determinants sokiek may stiii he present—are in tie majority in

nil Ike ids ofevery iiiant

The fact that races breed true can in this way he thoroughly

evplained.

As regards reversion to the coloration and markings of the

wild pigeon, we must suppose that, in the pnxess of artifcal

selection to which the different races one their ongin, onlymst

as many Ids have beecons completely transformed into racial Ids

as were required to ensure the desired object, via, the preserva-

tion of the racial characters. A larger or smaller cumber of

determinants in many or perhaps all the ids must have remained

unmodified in all. Or at any rate in many, of the idonts. The
determinants on which the coJoratico depends, must have

remained unmodified in larger numbera tlsan did thoae relating

to any other characters, tar the coloration it the most liable to

revert.

Reveraioo in the coloration will therefore occur when the

anccHrai determinants for any particular region of the bird's

plumage gain a imedceiiiuance over the racial determinants in

the course of development ; and it cross-breeds it will take

place token tki racial determinants are so different that their

fortes eeunteroit one another instead of being cumulatisse.

Although the ancestral determinants are in the minority in the

germ-cells of the two different breeds which unite at fcitilisalion.
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«ber CDOtrolling forces will ncvertbcie** he cumulative, and if

they am sufficiently numerous, they will determine the adora-

tion in question, and thus produce reversicei.

In this way we may, 1 think, account net only for the pheno-

menon of reversion in general, but alto for many special detail?,

*ml more especially far iAe dijfrnni degree t of rrvtnion in

<ti£?tnnt meet ofpignut. A sufficient number of experiments

has certainly not been made with regard to this point, but it U
nevertheleee recognised that reversion occurs mom easily and
more markedly in scene races than in others. Darwin, for

instance, by creating two black barbs with too red spots

obtained dark hybrids, of winch 'r.o less than six presented

dcchle-wing bars.' * On the other hand, the mongrels derived

from two black barbs and too snow-white fan tails shooed no

trace of reversion. This must have been due to the retention

of a different number of unmodified specific determinants in

the germ-plasm of the two races, as well as to tire difference

of the modified racial determinants
;
far the mare marked the

difference between the two crossed races, the more easily tvill

the ancestral determinants gain the predominance over them.

The last-named experiment by Darwin was continued by

pairing two of these hybrids, one of which was brown and the

other black. The first brood (it is tret stated how many there

were) dtspUyed wing-bars 'of a darker brown than the rest of

the body.' This must have been due* to the accumulation ofa
larger number of unmodified determinants in individual germ-

cells in consequence of the reducing division, and to the subse-

quent union of two of these cells in the process of fertilisation.

We should therefore expect that reversion would not occur in

all the offspring of this pair, for the reducing division mow also

result in certain germ-cells ountainieg a majority of the modified

determinants. In the second brood of the ume parents, in

fact, a brown bird was produced which possessed no trace of

wing-bars

It is easy on the basis of our theory to account for the fact

that a simple erasing of two species did not in many instances

produce any traces of reversion, although rever si:n resulted

from He tubsefuiKi double trotting. The most complete case

of reversion obtained by Darwin was produced as follows. A

• Darwta, Le., Tot S.. p. ac0.
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mongrel female hatbfantail end a mongrel male bub-*pot

were paired. Neither of there bird* ‘had the least blue aVmt

them, nevertheless the offspring' (the number is not stated)

'front the above two mongrels was of exactly the same blue tint

as that ol the wild rock-pigeon from the Shetland Islands over

the whole bock and wings
;
the double Mack wing-bars were

equally conspicuous.'* In this case the ancestral determinants

evidently prevailed all the mote Wrongly because they were

opposed by racial determinants of three or four different kiuds,

the controlling forces of which could no: simply he cumulative,

like those of tire ancestral determinants, but crxiid only partially

weakest and neutralise one another.

Tlte fact which may be deduced from Darwin'S observations,

via, that tho offspring of simple crosses display practical)- a

very similar tendency to reversion, can also easily be explained

theoretically. For the germ-plasm of a well-established tacc

will contain a certain percentage of ancestral determinants, and
the germ- cells af an individual will be liable to but few

fluctuations in this respect. In aoch simple cases of crossing,

an almost similar number of ancestral determiranto, as well

as of racial determinants, mutt therefore cocne together at each

fertilisation
;
and the struggle betw een these different kinds of

determinants must always produce approximately tho same

result. A perfect unifanarty in the offspring of the satire cross

cannot be expected
;
bur* If reversion does oostr in some cases,

it will be absent in others, and if it occur partially in scene,

certain parts in others will revert. Ac instance of the former

kind is seen in the above-mentioned crura between a black barb

and a white fantail, and of the latter in the casedescribed by Dar-

win on p. 307 of his ‘Animals and Plants under Domesticalon,'
Vol I. lie crossed a white nun with a red tumbler, aad reared

fire young, oil of which presented traces of reversion. One
possessed a blue tail

; the second and third ' presented a trace of

tiro bar at the end’ of the blue tail
;
tbe fourth ' was brownish,

and the w-ng» showed a trace of the double bar
1

;
and the fifth

‘ was pale blue over tho whole breast, back, croup, and tall, but

the neck and primary wing-feathers were reddish, and tire wing-

bars presented two distinct bars of a red colour.' Thus nil tho

five young had rcrerted—some more and some less markedly—

O' . Vet I. p. ->>
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is cce part or another. The differences between the young
support the theoretical assumption that the number of ancestral

determinants, which determined the type of the fire young or.ei,

wat by no nte-ins the me in the different gctm-cclls o( the

two parents. Their dissimilarity, moreover, admits of a further

coeclurion, which could likewise be foreseen theoretically, via,

that the determinantsfor the coloration ofthe different regions of
the taiym represented in the different gtrm-allr influctuating

mnnhers. No: only shcwld we naturally suppose this to be the

cate from the structure of the gcim-plasta as bete assumed, but

wc cart hardly even imagine it to he otherwise. Ifthe various

idiots in the germ-plasm of a hybrid together contain twenty

ids with ancestral determinants, it does not follow that the latter

on// are present in each id. There is no reason why in anyone
>d rhe determinants for the colours of rite wings, for instance,

should nnt be ancestral, while those for the colours of the tail

arc racial, or vice versa. The bird would display reversion in

the tail or wings, according to whether tho former or the latter

kind of determinants is in the majority n the germ-cell : for

onr theory shows that the struggle cf the detctinlaaott takes

place independently in every cell, and consequently alio in

every port of the organism
.
and the result will therefore be in-

dependent in each pan, and wOl depend solely on the combina-

tion of homologous determinants whiclj.eootend with each other

in the cell or group of cells under consideration. It can thus

easily bs explained how it comes about that though all the

offspring of a certain cross show reversions, the latter are never-

theless combined In very different ways with the racial characters

of the parents

We must now consider tbc third typt of reversion mentioned

at tho beginning of this section, via, that which concerns in-

dividual characters of very remote ancestors, and Is seen, for
instance, in the stripes on the tegs of horses and asset, and
more especial!/ ofmalts.

It will rot be necessary to repeat the arguments which Darwin

used to show that the horse was primitively dun-coloured and
striped. Indication of such a coloration are seen at the preterit

day in horses of diSeren: colours in all parts of the wcrld, in the

form ofa dark stripe down the back, and of transverse markings

on the legs and shoulders : soclt markings, however, are not

common, and most frequently occur in dun-coloured horse*.
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The ais hat bwn proved to be descended from a spreles pos-

sessing stripes on the legs, and corresponding to the existing

wild species (Annas Umtopus) of Abyssini* The domesticated

ass has, as a rule, Only retained the crossed stripe on the buck

and shoulders, but occasionally transverse markings occur on

the legs, and this is meat often the case In animals of a pure

grey ground colour. The stripes on the legs are very rare both

in horses and asses, as I know from personal observation, and

even when present they are very* faint.

In mules these stripes occur much oftencr and much irxce

distinctly—particularly m light grey animals, and ate some-

times seen on the hind-legs as well as on the fore-legs and

shoulder* Thus reversion occurs to the ancestral form of both

sides.

The theoretical explanation of this fact must he based on

the assumption that a certain number of unmodified ancestral

determinants for the hairy coat have been retained in :hc germ-

cells of the two specie* ;
and that these, when they are brought

together in the germ-cells of the two intents, may predominate

over the modified determinants of the parents. The tact that

such reversion docs not by any means always occur in mules,

points to tho conclusion that the number of ancestral deter

ninants varies very considerably in the getm-cells of individuals,

and that these may e*^p be entirely absent, ot only sparsely

represented, or, on the other hand, may be preient in large

numbers. In the latter case, when two of these germ-cells come
together in fertilisation, partial reveniior. will occur, and wiL be

mote marked and extensive the greater the number both of the

ancestral determinants which meet together and the pans of

the body to which there belong. The determinant! for the

stripes oo the hind-legs are evidently much lew numerous In

the combined getm-plasm af the two existing specie* than are

those foe the marks on the fare-leg* as is shown by the manner

in which these stripe! have been relatively retained by levctal

existing wild specie* of Efuui. All there determinants must,

however, be present in very varying numbers in the gemvplnims
of different indi-idual horses and uses, for, a* already stated,

reversion docs noc by any means always occur in mule*
i
In Italy,

where theseanimals are used in large numbers, it is not common,
and, as far as my experience extends, is perhaps only exhibited

in one or two anlmali out of a hundred. Gosse, however, states
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thal in Ike United State* of America nine mule* oat of every

ten arc striped.

Before concluding this section, I will analyte a case of

reversion to remote ancestors in plants in greater detail. My
reason for so doing is not btwsttse different principles are

necessary for its explanation, but became we pcosesi the results

ofexperiments which render a clcoer examination of the theory

possible.

.1 will select as an example tho case of the reversion of

irngvlor or uttsymmtlricalfimexn It a ngulnr orpttoricform.
Many instances of reversion d this kind lave been described,

but they are very exceptional
:
tbeir origin cannot be connected

with any external causes, and must evidently he cue to purely

internal ones, via, to the composition of the germ-plasm.

If my opinion concerning the transfixmaiion of the germ-
plasm in the coarse of phvlogeny is correct, it follows as has

already been shown, that individual unmodified determinants of

an old character mast always appear here and there in tlie

genu-plasms of the modern species, even after an enormous
number of gcocratioos. Sue* ancestral determinants—those
of the original tegular flower?, for instance—need not by any
means he contained in the gem-item of- every individual

plant
;
and the older the modern spo^ot a, the fewer will Ire

the number of these determinants, which we will call ‘pcloric.’

They meat gradually he displaced by the ' asymmetrical ’ deter-

minants
1
for the latter, being better adapted to the existing

conditions, have a better chance in the struggle for existence

A large number of plants, such at CarydaUt lubrroia, for

instance, will thus no longer contain any ' peloric
1
determinants,

and this makes it apparent why reversion so seldom occurs in
these cases. The fact that it can occur at all, is to be accounted
for by the processes of reducing division and amphimixis in two
perawMila, the latter of which always Mon on after the
former. For if a small number of ‘peloric' determinants still

remained in various idaots of individual plants or the species in

question, they might occasionally come together in one germ-
ed! owing to the reducing division

;
and if two such germ -cells

meet one another in the process of fertilisation, this group of
determinants may predominate, and reversion trill then occur
—provided that the combined power of these 'peloric' deter.
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nunants is auificienl to predominate over tbe 'asymmetrical'

determinants.

The experiments whkb hare Ixen made with respect to the

transmission of characters in such abnormally peloric flowers,

prove that this explanation must he correct in principle. Dar-

win crusted the peloric snapdragon [Anttrrkinum mapu)
with its own police, and from the seeds thus obtained raised

sixteen plants, which * were a!l as perfectly peloric as the parent

plant.' We need not be surprised that the petorism was

inherited, for the 'peloric ’ determinants were in the majority in

the parental germ-plasm on either side
;

it may, however, have

been duo to chance that all the sixteen planis which were reared

proved to be peloric. if a larger number of offspring had
been raised, some of them would certainly have produced

asymmetrical dowers, for the reducing division would in most

cases divide the 'peloric 1 determinants unequally amongst the

two resulting cells, and consequently two genn-cells containing

no, o* only a minority of, 'pelotic' determinants might meet

together in fertilisation. Reversion to the otdinary form of the

flower must then occur.

The result of Darwin's counter-experiment is partimlaily

interesting. The peloric snapdragon «h crossed with the

common form, ami ‘two great beds of seedlings’< raised,'**>/

ono cf which was peloric.' And in ninety plants which were

carefully examined there was not a trace of petorism, ‘except

that in a few instances- the minute rudiment of the fifth stamen,

which is always present, was mere fully or even completely

developed.' Darwin attempted to explain this fact by the

assumptico that m this case the common form of the dower

possessed a 'prepotent tone of transmission ;
' but apart from

the (act that this, statement is merely auoilxr formulation cf an

observed fed, and can hardly he looked upnn ns a real ex-

planation, it dees not hold in the case of Darwin's subsequent

experiments. For tire plants obtained by crossing the common
snapdragon with the peloric form, ‘ which perfectly resembled

the common snapdragon, were allowed to sow themselves
:
and

out of a hundred and twenty-seven seedlings, eighty-eight

proved to be common snapdragons, two were In an ii

•
' AtaaiU I.ad Ptauu,' Sc.. Vol II. itatf. p. q6.

t Im. Or., Vol n., tWS, p. <6,
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condition beta-era the peloric and normal Mate, and thirty-seven

"ere perfectly peloric.'* If now, the charartor cf asymmetry
possessed a

1 prepotent force of transmission,' »e sSdtild expect

it to become more apparent when the (lower* of both parents

***** asymmetrical, than when thil “*«> the cate as regards one
parent only. In the chapter of the same beox which treats of

pasgenwis, Darwin hat attempted to give a special erpfenation

of the fact ‘ that a character gains stnnglh by the intermission

of a generation ’ in which this character is not present.

My own explanation of the above-mentioned facts follows

almost directly from what has already been said. The pro-

duction of sa many individuals of the ordinary land by die

crossing of the common snapdragon with Hie prior* form, and
the feet that a large number of 'perfectly pclotic' offspring,

ai well as of the common form, were produced when tlvose

obuir.td by the first cross were fertilised with their own pollen,

x3 due simply to the reducing division of the germ-mother-cells

occurring io different nap, so that sametimes only 'ordinary'

and sometimes only 1 peloric determinants reach the germ-

cel!) and sometimes, again, a combination of both, in which

either the 'peloeir' or the 'ordinary' determinants preponderate.

The danghter-plant will prodrce (lnucrs which are either qsite of

the commco form or more or less peloric, KXOrdir*; to whether

the determinants which arc brought together by the two germ-

cells in the prcec-s of fertilisation are chiefly ‘ peloric’ or chiefly

of the 'ordinary' knd. ft is evident, however, that most of the

parents of this generation, which possessed cowers of the ordin-

ary form, must have contained ‘ ptlork: ’ as well as 'ordinary'

determinants in their gam-plasm before die reducing division,

for they were all derived from a pclorio father or mother. The

predominance of the ordinary form in the next generation may
be explained as being due to the petorlc grandparents possess-

ing only a ‘light majority of ‘peloric’ determinants in their

gentvplasm, in addition to a considerable number of ‘ordinary'

determinants. The whole of the germ-plasm of the germ-cells

from which tire par'rit generation more must have contained

very many more ‘ Otdinaty 1 than ' prlorie ' determinants

Luc. O/.. VoL II., p. ifi.
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4. Rntraon la Rudimentary CkaratUn

1 1 is well known that organa which have lost their value for

the preservation of the species become tvCimcotaiy in the course

of generations : they diminish in site, become stunted, and
ultimately disappear altogether.

This may be expressed in terms of the idioplasm os follows.

The group of detenninants b the gem-plasm for die organ in

question becomes reduced b one id after the other, first in

one determinant and then in soother, until finally it disappears

completely
;

and the process is repeated in an increasing

number of ids, until eventually this group of determinants is no

longer contained in any of them. It cannot be stated how long

a ante and how many generations are required for this process,

hut it may at any rate be asserted, and even piowed, that iadivi-

duai ids still contain determinants for the organ in question long

alter its disappearance from the mature individual The fact

that the organ occaskmall' reappears, and tliar consequently

rtvenfon may tnh //«'. proves that this is the case.

Tka tu/.yrnumirury niffiUi xikuA ouaiimalty etfur in Kutnau

tfiagi are an inteiciting example of this hind. The two norma!

nipples generally occur in a rudimentary form in men, hut, in

additbn to these, very diminutive ones air occasionally met with

in parts In which they ate normally present only in the lower

Olliers ofmammals, A»h as carnivores, rodents, and lemurs :—

a

pair may be present above the normal teats near the axillary

region, and two or three others lower down on the aWomen.

All ef them certainly sever occur in the same indlvlduil, but

usually only a single one ot a pair ate present : these, however,

are found both in men and women. They are undoubtedly

to bo looked upon as reversions to extremely remote characters

postesw’d by our lower mammalian forefatbeni We owe an

accurate acconnt of their occurrence in the male 'o» to the

numerous and detailed investigations ol Otto Ammon,' who

found them in three per cent of our recruits,

As Ammon's researches only extend over two, or st most

three generations, and only refer to individual cases, we cnntvot

form a predie estimate as to the degmo and extent to which

these structnres are transmitted. We may, however,attribute die

• 1 *m indebted to Mr Anmmii tx deulte, wii*h u* au jrt

pabUibfd.
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itiomlui to reversion in tbe« ilUttaCM 10 intatbreeding
;
that

is to sap, to the amphimixis erf such germ -cells as contain a
corlaai number ef ancestral determinants in tfccir germ-plasm
on either aide tor these regions of the skin in which the nipples
were situated in remote ancestors. Merely in consequence of

the reducing division, these determinants may possibly accumu-
late in ctvc germ-cell in sufficient numbers to produce the

character in question. Tbe same may he said with regard to

many small individual marks, and such very ancient hereditary

parts as supernumerary nipples usually follow the same rule as

do Individual characters
j
they have to a certain extent degene-

rated so as to coaie under, the same category, and for a long

time past have not been contained in the germ-plasm of every

individual
;

their determinants, on the contrary, aro entirely

stem in most cases, and are only found in a certain number
of ids in certain individuals These determinants, like those of
individual characters, may Le transmuted for several generations

without attaining development, and may tben suddenly beoxne
manifest in consequence of a favourable combination of two
conjugating germ-cells. The only diSctCtKC between these an-

cestral characters and ordinary Individual peeakaritita is, that

the determinants of the latter are contained in a larger number of

ids, and we mutt therefore conclude that they become developed

fur mote frequently and regularly.

Although in the case of tbe supeniouieiaty nipples is the

human mce we cannot definitely indicate the ancestor from which
they were derived, or the length of time during which they have

been IranKnitted, it is at any rate possible to do to approxi-

mately in the case of /At tupimummy hvs cf harm. For,

thanks to the excellent researches ot Koaalewsly, followed

by those of Marsh, ue are oell acquainted with the phyletic

development of the horse : we now know that horses belong-

ing to the genera Mctckppvt, Miohipput, er.d /’rctetappus or

Hipptjian, which possessed two smaller lateral tees in addition

to tha large median oaci, existed in the middle Tctti&ry

period. When horses are occasionally bom at the present

day in which one cr two such accessory toes ate present on two

ot er*n on all four feet, \»e are perfectly right In considering the

development of these toes to be due to reversion to an ancestor

of the Miocene period. We must therefore assume that in cer-

tain series of generations of the existing horse, some idants have
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been retained in which ancestral dtseimlnaiu uf the tore-arid

hind-feet sn< present, but that these are in the minority, ami a

large number erf them can only accumulate in one germ-cell

•hen a particularly favourable reducing division occurs. This,

however, would notin itself he sufficient to produce the diameter
:
n Quest!no : chance must alto play a pan, in order that such an

egg-cell, cwunining an abundance of ancestral determinants,

may be fertilised by a speraiatoroon In which a certain number

of these determinants are also contained. Then, and then only,

will there be a likelihood that the entire number of the latici

will be sufficiently large to preponderate over the modem
determinants of the foot in the process of ontogeny.

Cates of reversion of this kir.d oedur very rarely. Marsh has,

however, brought forward a small series of snch instances, the

oldest nf which relates to a horse belonging to Julies Cmsar, and

the most recent was observed by him Ln a living animal*

p PnitviiHOiy Summary cfStta'oni r-j.

All the phenomena of reversion which have so far been

considered con be explained on the supposition that cvcty

germ-plasm is composed of a Urge number of equivalent until

or ids, each of which proteases all tlvw determinants required for

tbo development of an organism ; every character is therefore

produced by the cooperation of many determinants of the

tome region (homologous determinants,. The transfoimation

of a species or race into a ne« one, moreover, never depends

primarily on a simultaneous modification of all the ids and

determinants : when the modification begins to take place, ev«
entire groups of ids (idants) may remain unmodified, and this

will subsequently be th» case as regards a minority of id*, and

Mill later at least with regard to certain of the determinants in

individual id*. The characteristic form of every individual cell

which takes part in the process of ontogeny is the result of the

struggle of the ids which occurs in this cell
j
and as same

amongst the mats of determinants which constitute every id in

the germ-plasm may become modified and others not, and the

proportion of mod tied to unmodified determinant* may vary

from id to id, can understand that in ctcoses between tpecies

• O. C Mint., 'Pcc«lt Pdvtlaclyk Hown' A**,Un /«™„/ ,/

iow. VOt stii.. Afrit rlo».
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orraces, reversion 11 sometimes more and sometimes toss marked
—in aotne ceres restricted and in others very extensive. In

those cases, therefore, in whitA mdimntary and iasiguljuanl

ckaradtn only are eenternsd, lutA or strifes in inula, ptlorisnt

infleam, and rudimentary nipples in Ike human race, indi-

vidual variations utus !frequently meur in aildegrees, frem the

complete aisenie ofreversion le Ike moil markedform of it.

Conversely ( Is Just as easy to erplain why reversion occurs

nHhout eterfiticn in other cases, such 'as in that of Dalura-

hybrida, If u« assume that entire groups of ids or tdonts, as well as

certain determinants in individual ids, hare remained unmodified.

For if the former axe present in such numbers ns to preponderate

in a hybrid over the two kinds of mcdlfied ids, which counteract

one another, they mutt bo contained in nearly equal numbers in

the germ-plasm of every individual.

We can in principle understand the whale series of the

phenomena of reveraion, if we represent the tranaferraation of

the genn-p&SOT as bemg cue to the majority of the ids in most

of the idants becoming modified first, while a minority of them
remain unmodified : in the course of generations the number of

these unmodified ids then gtadusUy becomes smaller, owing to

the actioc of natural selection, until the ancestral species is only

represented by a number of scattered ids
j
And finally, by con-

rinoed selection, these >ds alto become modified in the same
direction, to such an extent that eventnMly only the determinants

of those individual characters escape modification which ant less

important or quite meaningless for the life ofthe organism. We
know that complete reversion to the ancestral form may occur

in young species in tha case of favourable aoases between

allied species (Datura); and that in the further course of
phytogeny, that ia, in older species, "lotal reversions car. no
longer occur, although reversion to single characters, or even to

entire groups of characters, nay still take place, and does so

withcertainty under certain conditioni—as is exemplified by the
reversion ofoerlain hybrids between different races of pigeons.

In its hut stage, then, tcveraion occurs ats an entirely uncertain

and apparently capricious re-appearance of an individual an-
cestral character, sach as, for instance, that of the occasional
striping in mules.

By means of out theory much may also be deduced and ren-

dered comprehensible in principle concerning th e externalcauses
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of reversion. It con easily be understood that the Cruising of

different species and races is liable to lead to a preponderance af

those ancestral -slants, ids, or determinants which are common
to the two parents W« might, however, also infer from the

theory that certain ofthe o(Spring of hybrids ore very liable to

revert *n the next generation to one of the ancestral species

;

for the gem-cells of the hybrids are very dissimilar 89 regards

the germ-plasm they contain, in consequence of rho redwing

division winch every germ-«*U undergoes at information : most

cf them will contain idantt of both parents in every conceivable

proportion, while in othere, idants of only one of the parcnlr

will be present. Tit ‘ ndatfng Jivi/ion ' la therefort ant of t*/

mot! efitoaotu cf titprimary tanas! tj nvtnton, for it renders

possible the uneven dUtribuuon of the different qualities of the

idants which were contained in the germ-plasm of the germ-cells

cf thrt parent This principle applies equally ro tire cases in

which not a single entire sdant remains untrassformed is th*

germ-plasm, which then caly contains a minority of unmodified

ids or even merely of determinants. scattered amongst several

idants.

Rtvtnion in any digm ihcniart depend!, in fir firit insktnte,

on tirfretellcfompiimixit, for without sexual reproduction the

reducing divisioa would Dot have been introduced into the organic

world, and the second extremely important factor in i
eversion

—via, the rrmring of diferent gcim-cellj—would also not exist

Reversion in, however, not of necessity connected with ntual
amphimixis, but may, as 1 shall show later co, occur in con-

nection with parthenogenesis and gemmation
;
although this i9

only true in the case of those organisms in which amphimixis
formerly occurred, and the germ-plasm of which may therefore

contain ancestral ids or hncestral determinants. It is evident,

however, that the chance of reversion occurring must be much
greater when amphimixis takes port directly in the process of

reproduction
; for the rolativo proportion of modified and un-

modified anits of the idioplasm of this order may be quickly

or suddenly altered ia favour of the unmodified units, and thus

the ancestral traits which were originally present may undergo

accumulation, and predominate over the lomewhat dissimilar

homologous units of the modified kind.

Our comprehension of the problem just discussed rt certainly

increased by the above considerations, and the following passage
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from Darwin'* 'Animals and Plants under Domestication 1*wiB
(f« slioir how much our insight has since then advanced

‘In pal rely-bred races, occasional reversion to long lost characters

of the ancestors often occurs without Otir Ixmg able to assign

any proximate cause.’

6 Reversion in Asexual Reproduction.

(a) Atvtnio* in fit Proms ofCommotion.

As already stated, rrotraon dot/ not mfirtij tttfond on am-
pUmixit, and may, in fact, also occur apart from the crossing

of two individuals. The h/d-tntriotiont of plants form a well

known instance of this kend.

For many years I possessed in iny garden a maple {Ater

nepmtfo) with variegated leaves which were almost entirely

white, and one branch of this tiee bore ordinary green leases,

flowers, nnd seed*. Owing to the greater amount of chlorophyll,

this branch grewand bore flowers and seeds far more luxutunlly

than the main branch from which it arose. If wc look upon the

offshoots of n tree as persons, this woold be an instance <4 a

person of the plant-stock produced nsextally, which reverted

to the ancestral form.

We must go hock to the origin of variegated species in

Older to find a theoretical explanation of this phenomenon.

Like most similar varieties, indeed, of our trees and shiuhs,

this fume must have arisen liy hut-variation; in other words,

a normal maple, from certain unknown causes, gave nse to a

branch bearing variegated leaves. The cause of th is modification,

traced to the kUoptam, must here been doe to the determinants
of the leaves and other green parts of the shoot becoming
modified in such a way as to result in Ore prodacticc of organa
deSOent in chlorophyll 14 however, only tho majority, and not
all the Ids In the apical cells cf the first variegated shoot beeamo
modified in this manner, a reversion of the variegated variety

to the green ancestral species would become possible

Another assumption, however, which cannot yet l>o proved to

be true, is required in order' to account for the appearance of a
grten branch upon a variegated tree : we must suppose that

even in ordinary cell and nuckar divisions, the division of the
idioplasm may take place in an irrsgu'ir manner, so that all the

Vet. it., P .
>«.
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ids do not reach both the datlghUr-OUCJei ; but that bath the

halves of some of them which result from the division pass into

die same daughter-nucleus. On the other hand, it ipight even

perhaps be possible for an entire idant to be transmitted to only

cue of the daughter-nuclei. It must be possible for some such

irregularity to occur in the distribution of ids during nuclear

division, for otherwise the occurrence of a different combination

of the primary constituents in the course of growth—such ns

indeed, actually occurs in cases o: bud-ievcrtioei-woukl be

inexplicable.

Let us distinguish between those ids which correspond to

the original form, and those wh !d» have become modified, by

describing them respectively as ‘green’ and 'variegated' tdr.

The reversion of n shoot must then be due to the unequal

distribution of the ids amongst the daughter-nuclei during the

divisions of the apical ceUs c< the shoot, so that a majority of

green’ ids were distributed to a cambium cell containing
‘ blastogeaic

'
germ plasm, Or even alto to an apical cell of

a young lateral hud. Conversely, a variegated shore might

subsequently originate from a green one, as in fact actually

occurs*

I ilioalii be inclined to offer a similar explanation of the re-

versions to the noceanal form which so frequently occur in all

the numerous varieties of our trees and shrubs, such as, fee

eun.ple, the cak leased heterophyllous hornbeam, the fem-

leaved oak, the varieties of the maple and birch which possess

greatly subdivided leaves, and the copper-beech and copper-

hate). Tha tendency to revert Is very varied even in the

different varieties of the rame species. The golden-striped

variety of Eionj/ntis jafieiaea, for instance, is very liable to

revert, while in the silver-stnped variety of this plant reversion

rarely occurs.

This difference would simply depend on the relative minority

ofancestral ids In the variety in question. Reversion will never,

or ooly rarely, recur when the idioplasm only contains a few

ancestral ids ; if, however, there arc so many of these that tho

unmodified ids cely form a snail majority, reversion can easily

take plac*.

In this connection 1 must mention another instance, which
has very frequently been discussed since Darwin's time, via,

that of the peculiar ‘graft-hybrid’ Cytitui aAamL The com-
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bullion of the charactere of the two ancestral species con-

tinually varies in this pCir.t, which sometime* bears the yellow

chasten ct flowers characteristic of the common Uburnnm
{Cytims laburnum), and sometimes purple flower* like these

of CyP'rus purpurea

,

or, again, both these colours may be

present In the sane flower. I win here quote Darwin's descrip-

tion c f the plnnt * :—"To behold mingled on the esme tree

tufts of dingy-red, bright yellow, and purple flowers, borne on

branches having widely different leaves and manner of groweh,

a a surprising sight- The same raceme sometimes bears two

kinds of flowers, and 1 have seen a single flower exactly divided

into halves, dm side being bright yellow and the other purple,

so that one half c f the standard-petal "as yellow and of larger

sire, and the other half purple and smaller. In another dower

the whole corolla was bright yellow, hot exactly half the calyx

was parple. In another, or-e of the dingy-red wing-petals had

a narrow bright yellow etnpe on it
;
and lastly, in another

flower, one ef the stamens, which had become slightly foliaceocs,

was ha! I yellow and half pur|de.'

The result of the struggle of the parental idants evidently

esnnet depend in tlte case of Cytisus adami, as it does in that

of the individual characters of the human race, upon the fact

that the number of homodynatnests dcteiiniaar.ia varies in the

parental idioplasm according to the pari concerned
;
for were

this the ease the same parts of the floats cculd not sometimes

bo yellow in some instances and led in others,— all the Sowers,

on the contrary, would display the same composition as regards

the parental hereditary para, even though slight variations might

occur, soch as would be produced by a dissimilarity in the con-

ditions of nutrition. As in the case of the hybrids of OxttHs

already mentioned, the flowers would at least display a certain

combination of parental characteristics which wcold he uniform

in one and the same plant. The fact that this is not the case,

seems to me to afford a decisive proof that Cytinu adami it a
not graft-hybrid, end not an ordinary seminal hybrid, as in

fact was stated to be the case by the nurseryman Adams, who

first produced it. I therefore consider the controversy ended

as to whether graft-hybrids exist at all, and offer the following

eqrianaison of the hereditary phenomena concerned.

Lot. tit.. Vet. L, p. 4t«.
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Cjlirut aAvni was obtained from a young bud an n portion

of she tori of CyUim furfinrea, which ms grafted into the

stan af C. laburnum. This bud developed into a shoot which
exhibited an intimate combination of the paternal characters

The sbtex was afterwards propagated, and the plants raised

from it exhibited ' reversions to both of tlte parental forms,' at

well as dingy-red, i.t., mixed blossoms, so that the pure characters

of the parents were displayed in more or less extensive regions

of the hybrid
From a theoretical point of view, it can obviously be granted

that a mongrel-plant may originate by contact of the living

tissues of die parents, only ifthe transformation cf the rudiment
of an existing shoot is out cf the question, and if the rudiment
then appenia for the first time. An existing dormant hud, which
contains all pans cf the shoot, cannot, become modified as

regards the idioplasm which it contains by the stixk of anothet

species which nourishes i!
: is apical ceils freen which fiuthtt

growth proceeds, cannot receive a supply ofextraneous idioplasm

from the supporting stock
i
for the nuclear jods alone contain

Idioplasm, and this is a solid substance, and can only undergo
combination by the fusion of two cells and their nuclei. It ;

therefore also worthy of notice that Adam did not observe that a
hybrid was developed from llienVsg/r dormantbud which was from
the first present on the graft, but that the hybrid arose from err

«f«r i*trr lurk tvfaotVvrtfermui In t\i uttndyw; moreover,

only ont, sod not all, of these buds produced bod-hybrids Tlte
formation of this single hybrid-bad must have been regulated by

tautusual and accidental occurrence, for all efforts toprodace the

hybrid a second time have so far been in vain. This accidental
occurrence must hav* been that the cambium-e«IU of the two

species came to lie cloee together, so that they could both enter
the tame bud arising from the cambium. Botan.sts must
decide whether two cambium-cells, belonging to different apories,

can conceivably become united into one by a process of con-

jugation similar to that which occurs in the union of the male
a^d female cells in fertilisation, and whether the foundation may
in this way be laid for a new growing point.* If such a process

• A fttrim 1/ until, spin from that .cm to rite preosii at fcrtlliuUoa,

net rally «cu» ^ plants i» ihe cose <t the crabt/a-sac. QuigasnJ [Or.

<lO dwjrttra this ptoseu In detail us Colin*, Tin 1 upper nnO lovir
pele-notle * rt the ootcyo-uo appronrh eae inceBrr

.
eoth aaeampiBiwi ty
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occurred in tbrl c«». tit uuatitr afidanls ofCytint aJttmi wnot

Se at large at t/utt of the tan aactstral spetui tabtn togfUfr;

for, « far as at too'#, a process of reducing division only

occurs in (lie formation of sexual cells. The correctness of my
assumption can therefore be controlled by observation.

It is hardly conceivable thal two young plant-cells could,

without fusing, have formed the growing point of the hybrid-

shoot
i
for probably only one of these cells could have performed

lire function uf an apical cell, and consequently the hereditary

inductee of rhe other cocld not have extended to countless

daughter-shoots, as was actually the case. In live course of

growth, every cei below the apical cell mutt necessarily have

gradually came to be situated further away from the growing-

point. Such an intimate combination of characters as actually

occurred eoald nc< have been effected in this way.

I am therefore inclined to suppose that the unusual pheno-

mena exhibited by Cytisus adami were due to no abnormal

hind c# amphimixis, w thru the idami of both species were

combined in the ap*al cell of the first shoot ; but that in the

subsequent cell divtsions an unequal distiilmtion of the two

hinds of parental idsnts amongst the daughter -nuclei tool:

place, thus producing the variations in the combination of the

characters.

Sect an unequal dUtributioti of the arperabandant Ulants

night also occasionally occur in an apical cell itself. This pro

cess may, moreover, lie connected with the frequent complete

reversion of an entire branch to one of tire ancestral species, as

well ai with the fact that a modification tending to make the

parental characters more and more distinct has oceanred in the

course of time in many examples of hybrids. Shortly after rhe

first appearance of the <5'f//ai-hybrid, the colour nf all thefloods

was a dingy-red,—that is, an intimate mixture of the two ancestral

colours, yellow and purple
;
hut by degrees this mixture became

kss perfect, until eventually pure yellowand pure purple (loners,

and even entire clusters of Hovers and entire bronchos peeteasing

almost the pure character af one or other of the purer t-spccies,

lu ccuitaHOQ,. nlxb mi ahrady become Jxffel by dMWon. Tie
nd«i tlm omic lo be mated dose together, rhe eemioscoiei wilting in

pdra. )u#. u U rh» Kiiinity protect cf acitimixls; aaJ flatly the n»u
notlei fas- trgrrter canjtoely. A spindle ct d..i«iu» it tire forred, otxl

sttersl division follow ilon afnr cne oaotte.
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were formed. l! seems only passible to explain thi: circumstance

by supposing that the connection of the tiro idioplasm* was

easily severed, and that differential nuclear divisions occurred

in such a manner as to cause a larger number of idants of

C. purpureas to pass into noe diughtcr-nuelc«S and a larger

number of those of C. laburnum into the other
;
or, at any rate,

to enure the one or the other riant to pass completely into one
of the daughter-nuclei, instead of dividing longitudinally and

one of the renaltaut Isalra entering each daughter-nucleus.

Though tlu* is certainly only a conjecture, it is however, not

altogether an unjustifiable one, fot the apparatus for division io

each of the two species is certainly concerned with a smaller

number of idants than that which mast be present after the

fusion of two nuclei
j
irregularity might therefore easily occur at

the division. It is possible that unknown forces cf attraction

may also play a part in the process : the itlioplasms cf the two

species do not at any rate exhibit a marked alttaciion to one

another, as might perhaps be. conjectured from the negative

results obtained by D.ntwln, ReWsotk, aod Cispciry In ordinary

experiments on h>htidistn“. By fertilising C laburnum with

the pollen of C-purpnrcut, Darwin obtained pods which dropped

olf '
ir. sixteen days after the withering of the flowers,' and the

reverse cross resulted even less successfully.

However this may l^e,—and the paint ran he settled by deter*

mining the number c-f VLxnts.—the phenomena of heredity at

any rate Indicate that the idioplasm of the mo parents can

easily again bocotne separated Ie the course of cell-divisions.

This separation might perhaps begin with the passing over of

-lire Want only from ono side, which wrsitd result in the pre-

ponderance of one parent in many of the blossoms, 4c. This

preponderance would have increased considerably in the course

cf growth, so that Ur larger groups of cells now frequently con-

tain pure idioplasm of C. laburnum or C. furpursui, and now

shoots an* formed which apparently contain idioplasm uf one

or the Other species only- The fact that the plants raised by

Herbeit from weds ofpure yellow flowers of Cytisusadatxi,which,

although they bote yellow flowers showed a purple tinge cc the

llowcr stalks, proves that even these shoots may still contain

some individual idants of the other ancestral species. The
idants of C. purpuras seem, however, to have disnpreurod

entirely from cetiain shoots
;

for Darwin- raised plants from
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the i reels of yellow flowers, which rctcmbled C. laburnum ‘in

every character, with the exception that ww of them had

remarkably long racemes.’

M>* explanation of the fluctuation in the combination of

parental char) den in Cy/ilttt odam rent on the tad that we
art not here concerned with the subtle difference hi the forces

which, in tlte rtpioduction of the human nice, cause cither the

maternal or the paternal idants to predominate, and which we

have attributed to the number of botnodynainous determinants,

which differs according to the characters concotoed : this fluc-

tuation depend! on the greater dlflcieiKW, and on the number
of idants on the two sides. Sometimes the idants of C. fur-
fureui, anc at others those of C. laburnum, predominate in the

idioplasm of a cell
;
and, under certain circumstances, even only

the em kind of Idsnt may be repe«ent*d in a cell, in which

case it alone will alto be present in all the offspring of this cdl.

My theory is not therefore rendered less likely by the case of

Cytimt atfanii; we can, on the contrary, even explain the most
minute details of such phenomena by its means, although it was

no: formulated for this purpose.

6 Reversion in Par/htneg-nuit.

Reproduction by means of tmferallaed on occurs regularly in

some plant* and in manyaniinals—ntor^Mpcc allylo crustaceans

and insects We might be inclined to expect, a firitri, that no

guar degree of deviation between the mother and daughter

could occur at all in this inonogonlc form of reproduction, and
that at most a reversion to more remote ancestors could take

place.

Such a supposition is not, however,tome out by experience.

A series of experiments with partheoogenetic species, which 1

have made during thecourse of the last eight years, have shown
that although the expected uniformity between parent and off-

spring generally results in a very high degree, exceptions occur
occasionally, and that these must be regarded as exhibiting

retortions to an ancestral form many generations removed.

The facts are briefly os follows. Two varieties of a small

Ostracod {Cyprit nptmt\ possessing a very marked coloration,

uccur in certain ponds in the neighbourhood of Freiburg. The
colour of one variety A, it light yellow ochre, live green spot*

being present on either side of the shell
;
the other variety D,
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appears dark green, owing to the yellow-ochre ground colour

being; reduced in extent by the presence of *>% largo groen

patches. These patches exactly correspond as regard* position

in the l^rO varieties and are merely much smaller in A than in

H, the sixth spot being- wanting in A Both varieties are repro-

duced parthenogeoeticaliy in the neighbourhood of Freiburg,

and males never appear.

ru*. IJ.-7Um v*T«tlM oro//* t-i, taDafttc tta iU (outfit

frf rdctir « ibe *1*11

My experiment* were made by isolating one female of each

variety in a small aquarium, feeding them well, and allowing

them to multiply until each vessel wax filled with their mature

descendant*, which in tbetr tum produced eggs. The individuals

of the colony wctc then examined, and the greater number
killed and presetved, one or more of them being kept alive

and placed separately in fresh aquaria for breeding purposes.

These animals breed very lapidly throughexit the year, and
thui iu th*e coarse of the last eight years many thousands of

individual* have parsed through my hands.

The first rcwlt obtained by those experiments confirmed
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my expectations : the descendants of /ho nan mother resembled

oat another as veil at the fat'tnl with which the trfieriexents

began, even as regards rniaute dalasis of the «a/tings. The
dUfaenca were mostly as small as those which may be observed

in identical human twine: it cannot he slated whether these

were due to a wan: of similarity in the germ-pfisiri, o« whethei

they were to be accounted for by accidental differences in

nutrition.

Apart from the exception* about to be mentioned, no modifi-

cations occurred men in the course of many generation!. 1

now potato* CoJoniet of A and B which cannot be distinguished

from their ancestors in the year tfS*. Reckoning that from

five to ox generations acre produced each year, about forty

generations hare been pasted through since then.

In 1887, some individual* of the datk-greer. variety B appeared

for the (list time in 3n aqnarum containing the typical yellow-

oehre-colouied vaiiety A
;
and since them I have twice observed

a similar occntter.ee in other broods of A. Ir. the last of these

cases, examined in May 1S91, it could be proved that only a

single Cypris out of jeo adults contained in one aquarium had

changed into the dirk variety suddenlg, and without apparent

toast. Ir. mother case, Intetmediato forms between the two

nilctft were found, as udl as ordinary individuals of the

•iticty B ; and this fact it not only o[ interest theoretically,

but it also removes all doubt as to life trustworthinesi of the

experiments.

Fa- a long time I waited in vain for the OCCUrrere* of the

revere* transformation front the dark variety to the light-coloured

one, and wat inclined to consider that the former was the ances-

tral form But in the winter of 1890-91, a colony of B appeared

in which a few typical individuals of the variety A were found,

together with typical specimens ofB which had been bred in this

aquarium for many years.

It is out of the question that these sudden transformations

wero due to external influence*, for hath forms made their

appearance together in the lame small aquarian, under precisely

the same conditions. We can only suppose that eaedifioatiosa

in the ecexposition of the geetn-fi’asm must have taken place,

and I think it is possible to prove tbit this was the case.

Parthenogenesis twlng this term in the strict sense, has in all

cases beer, derived from sexual reproduciicn. as is proved in
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this ciue by the (act that the amtiateJ females retain the recep

t.Kuliin vmir.is, which is unused and always empty.

The two varieties must have odgiiuted at a thoe whenaeanal

reproduction occurred—at any rate periodically : were this not

so, primary COtUtktiODB of A could not he present in the gcrm-

plasro of B, and vUt tars*. The co-cxistrnce of both kinds of

primary constitueatj in the same aninul, can only ho understood

if we suppose that sexual reproduction had occurred at no very

distant period.

Hie explanation of the process of reversion naturally fallows

from Ihe fact that in tfttitt in Afior/k-nagentui ngularty

oceun, a rtduiing tUvition ntvtMMau taint plan, but only a

single one : am polar body is separated oiT front the egg. and
net two, as in sexual tepieduction. This single halving of the

idaats in the ovum mutt undoubtedly to preceded by a doubling,

just as occurs in senal reproduction
; for a reduction of the

number cif idants to one half would otherwise take place from
generation to generation, so that ultimately only a single one
would be left lf

f
however, a reducing division preceded by a

doubling of the number of idants takes pUco, revetvkxi becomes
possible.

Let us take a case of the simplest potfibl* kind, at>d Cupptt*
that there are four idants in the germ-plasm, three of which aic

entirely composed of id* of the ty pe A, and the fourth of ids c4

the type B. The four idants a, a, a, b, nisi become deebied, so

that eight kfante, a, a, a, a, a, a, b, b, result. Let us assume the

nir« favourable esse for reversion towards the variety B to

occur, the reducing division retailing In the separation of these

idants into ihe groups a, a, a, a, and a, a, b, b, the latter of which
fanus the nucleus of the egg cell : the daughter individual arising

from this egg would then ptodoce primary ova containing the

group of idants a, a, U b. After the process of doubling in the

ripe ovum, thto group *rot>!d then have tl* composition a, a, a, a,

b, b, b. b
;
and if the roiluciug division occurred In such a manner

a» 10 recall in the combination a, a, a, a, piling into the polar

body, and the combination h, b, b, b, remaining in the nucleus

of the ovum, an individual of the variety B would undoubtedly

arise from the egg, and reversica would ensue.

These processes would in reality be much less simple, and

would take place much more slowly. For the number of idants

is doubtlees in most cases much larger, and the addition of a
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angle dant of the other form would result in a much smaller

pMcentagt. I have been able to prove the evitence of 2« 26

idtnts in the case of Arttmia satina, a ctusttcean which multi-

plies pirthenogeoeucally. II even severs! ol these belonging to

one of the two ancestral varieties were present in a minority,

it H questionable whether they mould ever become accumulated

in one and the tame germ-plasm in the cratae ol generation!

and the corresponding reducing divisions, so as to lortn a pre*

psodsratiog majority : such an accumulation is. however, con*

cevabk. This would partly depend on chance, for the majority

of the ova produced by an individual always perish, nod rare

combinations which would produce reversions are therefore also

usually lost,

We may thus account lor the fact that reversion only occurred

rarely in my experiments and only in certain individuals of a

colony at the 9cune time, as well as lor its appearing either

suddenly, or else after the production of intetmediate fount

The latter caie is to be explained theoretically by supposing

that a balance ofthe two kinds of idints was first produced, and

that this then ia the offspring partially led to the preponderance

of the icants on which reversion depended.

The possibility of revetslon in parthenogenesis therefore de-

prsds upon two factors: firstly, upon the compoeltion of the

gc.-iu-plasm oat of different kinds ef ids and idants,—it, upou
the occurrence of sexual reproduction in a previous generation

;

and, secondly, upon the 'reducing division * which always takes

place at the formation ofgerm-cells.

7. Proofthat tte DtUrrainmts become Disin/egtaUJ Into

Biepkon.

I will conclude this chapter with some remarks which might

have been more suitably inserted in the chapter on t/u control

ef tie cell by the Idioplasm, but in that place they would have
bear unintelligible, as they depend upon a knowledge of the

phenomena of maturation ot the ova and spermatoioa.

The fact that actual germ-plasm is removed from tha animal*

ovum by means of the celi-uirisians recurring before maturation,

—that is, m the process of the lepsrz/ien ef tie tao polar
MUa,—was not by any mean- easily determined, and was Only
pro-red after at least ten yeats of prolonged and difffeult invesri-

gatxm and reasoning. I haw not thought it advisable to give
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an account of the whole history of the development of our

knowledge of this subject,* ts this is unnecessary for under-

9landing the phenomena of heredity. 1 must, however, refer

to a period of this history, which is instructive as regards the

method by which the cell is controlled by the emigration of

nuclear matter into the cell-body as enunciated by dc Vties and
accepted by myself.

After the so-called * extrusion ' of the polar bodies of the egg
had been shown to correspond merely to a very unequal cell-

division, and convincing proof hsd beea giver, that thecontrolling

substance must be situated in the chromatin of the nucleus, it

followed as a logical postujte that the ovum, like every other

cell, must be supposed to contain a special controlling substance,
or ifttlfk ttHofUttm, the function of which is to produce tbo spe-
cial histological nature of the cell in question. This conclusion
I arrived at, and aasurotd that the ovum, frnm its earliest wage
to the attainment of it* full site and specific nature, is controlled

by a special idioplasm, which differs entirely from the idio-
plasm which becomes active after the completion ofmaturation.

If the natutc of the cell is determined at all by its idioplasm,
the ovum, while Kill growing and undergoing histological de-
velopment, cannot possibly be controlled by the same idioplasm
as that which senes for embryonic development I consequently
wsumed the existence of an 'otgtHtUt' idioplasm in the egg
during the period of its h*Mplogical differentiation, and alto that
after maturation, this substance gives op tb* control of the cell

to the germ-plasm.

The question then atim as to what becomes of the oogenetic
idioplasm when this change in the control takes place.

My answer to this questico was, that the oogenetic idioplatm
is removed from the ovum> means of the polar divisions, and
that it wns thus rendered possible for the germ-plasm- which was
already present in the nucleus of the omm, and had in the
meantime increased considerably in hulk—to oblain control cf
the cell.

This conjecture has since turned out to be erroneous. Investi-

gations which 1 subsequently Hide soon showed that at least

ont of the two polar divisions has a totally different significance,

• Saeh an orecunt is gi.en In m, casay cc •AmfWmi.ia' aid In ultt
greua detail in the prokos Essays t;oi Hemliiy. 1
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irasmuch u it mulls in the halving of the germ-plasm itself.

It became apparent sjlwrqucntly that divisions serve this

pirpoic, and each of them causes the removal of germ plasm,

snd uce of oogenetic idioplasm from the ovum.

My hypothesis must therefore be given up, but I nevertheless

believe that the condusioo on which it was based was a correct

one, and that it may be further utilised in the light of the theory

of heredity here devotoped. The oogenetic idioplasm must

list, and, using the terminedogy I have now adapted, :
t may

be spoken of as the oogenetic * determinant’ This determinant

will consequently be the first to become seporated from the

trass of germ-pUnn of the young egg- cell, to disintegrate into

its conttltuent hsophcis, and to migrate through the nuclear

membrane into tire crdl-bady. In this nay alone can we account

for no trace of it remaining In the nucieu&s and for embryonic

develrpnent not being subrequently impeded by Its presence.

Tkii ddemifumC ii uud ufi, and diiaffi/nn at mth; and the

fact that it is n« expellee freen the egg strongly indicates, if it

iton rot prove, that the control of a cell by a determinant is

accompanied by the absorption of the latter, and a further sup-

port may thereby be obtained for the hypothesis of emigration.

A precisely corresponding process must be assumed to occur

m the formation d the sperm-cells, in which alio the function

of the idioplasm during the histological diffcieniiation ofthe cell

differs widely from that ofthe germ plasm ofthe mature gpennn-
loroon The necessity forassuming theexistenceofhistogcnetic'
detenu inants it pcihopt rendered Mill more evident in the case

of the egg cell, si in some animals two kinds of eggs ate pro-

duced which are vety different as regards site, die relative

quantity of food-yolk, colour, and nature of tbe shell. The
austnnptxin of fwv Aimis of oogendic determinants cannot be

avoided m this case, for we cunnot suppose that the same germ-
plasm ran have such different effects on the celL In the section

on tdtersitioE of generations, it was shown to be necessaty to

assume that such spaces contain two kinds of germ-plasm,

txcitaining deteiminants which ore in part similar and in pan
dissimilar. Thus tbe germ-pbum from which the winter-eggs

of the DxfJtnids are developed must contain an oogenetic

determinant which is quite different from that ol the getm-
plastn in the summer-eggs, for these two kinds of ova ate

entirely dissimilar.
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I lean* of no instaixe in which there it such a wide difference

ei regards the activity of the idioplasm in luccwsive cdl-

generations as is the case in tbc gcim-motbcr-cells and the

injure getm-cells arie-.ng front them, if, however, even in this

vetj sinking instance of a Hidden change of function of the

Idioplasm, the idioplasm which was active at tint is not removed

from the ceil, loch a proems cannot occur in any other case

;

and we are consequently justi£ed in applying to all other cell*

tlic concision derived from the behaviour of the germ-cells,

and ia considering It as proved that the niltvi idiof/aiw &fa
till /tcvinci uied up In conttqutnii b/

H

i aelhily.
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CHAPTER XI.

DIMORPHISM AMD POLYMORPHISM.

i. Normal Dimorphism.

The plscnomcaa of reversion discussed in the last chapter

depend on the capacity possessed by organisms of conveying
in the It idioplasm characters which they do not themselves

poeieei in the form of 'intent’ primary constituents, and cf

transmitting these to their descendants, in which the)' may,

under favourable circumstances, undergo development.

It has hitherto beca supposed that nil the individuals of a

spedes possets these latent primal)’ constituents in the sano
degree

;
and '.hat, consequently, characters which are capable

of becoming occasionally manifest at all in any organic form

exist in a latent condition in all individuals of the species, their

subsequent appearance or non-appeatance depending solely on

certain doekipmcotal renditions. Even Datum »ss of this

opinion, as is shown by many passages in his "inks. He
imagined that latent

1gemmates' existed, for instance, ofstripes

like those of the rebra in every horse, of the slate-blue colora-

tion of the rock-pigeon in evety domesticated pigeon, and cf

Ihe two parental species in every hybrid. In the last chapter

I attempted to show that this may be ttue in many casts,—
such as, for instance, in the races of pigeons,—but that it is by
no means necessarily so always, and that in numerous instances

certain latent ancestral characters are not present in all, but

only in a larger ce smaller number nf individual* of the form in

question. We have »ccn that the reducing division may,
indeed, from rate generation to another, divide the gem-plasm
of the parent in such a manner that the getni-plssm of some of

the offspring receives no pontons of the idioplasm of one of the

grandparents at all. The most striking example is seen in

plant-hybrids, in which reversion to one of the parental form*

may mer. occur amongst the offspring of the hybrid. In spite

of the nearness of the generations between such descendants
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and the parental (omit, non# of ihc characters of oae U the

parents are present in a latent condition.

Such n rapid removal of character) from (lie germ of Indivi-

dual descendants is, however, only possible if-n» in live ate
of there hybrids -they belong lo one parrot ally. Thus in

the human race, any iwliiidual traits of the nicthcr ot tidier

may not only be absent ia certain nf the children, but tho

corresponding determinants may even be wanting in their

germ-plasm, so that their rraiti cannot reappear In the gtand-

chlldrcn or great-grandchildren. Tlic case, however, is very

different with regard to those characters which are possessed

by both parents. These cannot disappear from the genn-

phum of individual descendants from one genera: nn to the

next, for their determinants constitute a majority ia the maternal

as well as in the paternal half of the gem plasm. As long as

tbcic characters are present in all the individuals of the group

of fatms in question, the determinants for these characters will

predominate in mest of the idants, aad it will then hardly be

possible for them to dwindle into a minority in consequence of

successive reducing divisions But let u> Ukc the case of a

gradually disappearing character, and te'.ect as an example rhe

wing-bars characteristic ofthe rockpigenn which are present in

the domesticated breeds. The absolute number ofthe ‘ ning-har'

determinants in the gtijn-plasm must have beec diminished

gradually in tha course of the processes of selection which led

io the formation of the various races, owing to many of them

becoming transformed into differently constituted or ' modem 1

determinants. The smaller the number of 'ancestral' deter-

minants, the more lialilc are they to be totally eliminated from

ort half of the germ pliam in the reducing division. What,

however, they arc entirely wanting in individual germ-cells, two

of these cells may possibly come together in conjugation
;
and

an animal wixild that be produced which possessed no ' wing-

tar ' determinants, Or, in Other wards, wAitk no longer contained

Ms charoeUr in a latent condition. In proportion an such

individuals became more frequent, the average number of ' bar'

determinants in the germ-plasm of the race must still further

decrease, owing to the constant interbreeding of these indivi-

duals with others, until finally only u Strall percentage of

individual! would contain such determinant* at all.

I do not think that the above argument can be strictly appbed
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in tan caw of this particular character of the pigeon. The

frequent appearance of hors in crosses of different races of

pigeons indicates, on the contrary, that most individuals nill

contain a number of these ‘ Ixu ’-determinants. We may,

l»oere, conclude with tegard to the occurrence of stripes like

thaw of the tebra tvn hones and asses, that the infrequency with

which reversion <xoir», even in the case of ctwsea, is probably

due to the fact that the character in question has long ceased

to be present in a ‘latent’ condition in all individuals of b«h
species, and that the genn-pium usually no longer contains

‘sebra ’-determinants.

We certainly cannot nseertain whether some few ancestral

determinants may not nevertheless still be preieot occasionally,

for even in citcscs their emnulative effect might no longer ’oe

apparent
j
but genera! considerations compel its to assume that

eren these sporadic oW detenniuanu matt ultimately disappear.

They will be contained in the RcrnvpUjm of a gradually de-

creasing number ci individuals, and as these derive no benefit

fruur their pteser.ee, they will presumably become less and lets

freqoent.

We must therefore take into consideration, on the ooc hand,

the dwindling specific or racial character*, which may be pre-

sent In a latent rendition, though all of them need not by any

mean* rvcceasar.ly occur in all individuals
; and on the other,

the individual characters, which tray exist in a latent condition

in e vat) mg number of individual descendants.

Tit atftrdsptdfiteharatttrtart, kovnvtr, transmitted to every

individual, though they also do not always become manifest, for

some regularly remain Intent when another opposing group of

characters becomes apparent I am here alluding to primary
and secondary usual Aaraeltrs: but all characters—even tlie

nac-eewal one* due to dltnorpkim acd polymorphism—ccmc
under this category. I must now attempt to *«pl»in these

phenomena in acooidance with my theory.

In considering this problem, we must naturally begin with

the simplest care of sexual differentiation, in which the origi-

nally moocenorphic germ-cells become differentiated into male
and ftsnale The question then ariwa as to At origin of Air
dlgertatiation in At idioplasm, and koet it has arista phyltn-

tally.

Let us take a definite cample. The Vohodata aro lowly
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organised multicellular rUgst of a globular form, obicli mute
and arc propelled through the water by the nvoveinimi oftheir

cilia. In addition Co multiplication by means of asexual gent:

cells, several genera of this order, such as Eadorixa and ftp
Jerina, exhibit a sexual mode of reproduction, consisting in the

conjugation—/.* complete fusion—of two germ-ccC* which arc

apparently qnlce similar to one another.

As long as this is the case tn all individuals, we might sup-

pose that the reproductive-cells are controlled by the idioplasm

which directs the development of the species in general,* -that

is, by the germ-plasm, which is composed of a varied number of

similar determinants. This will, however, bo longer be the case

as scon as the conjugating germ-cells become differentiated

into male and female, as has occurred in the allied genua Vil-

vex. The utilitarian motive for this differentiation is no: far tn

seel:, for it must be advantageous for the germ-celb to contain

the greatest possible accumulation of nutritive material
;
and

this could only occur to a very slight extent as long as the two

gemi-celis destined to undergo amphimixis retained a iruiked

power of movement, as is the case In I’nndtrina. They coo*

sequently become differentiated into the stationary egg-cell,

containing a large quantity of nutritive material, and the small

motile sperm-cell, in which very little food-material is present

On what process in tire idioplasm, then, does this differentiation

depend !

Tbe idioplasm? of the egg- and sperm -cells evidently cannot

he precisely similar. They cannot simply consist of germ-

plasm ; but the egg cell must contain a determinant which gives

it the histological character by which it is distinguished front

the sperm-cell, which litter mult alio contain a determinant

controlling its histological development. The genn-plasm of

ythwx must therefoie contain tpermalagaullc and oagntttc

determinants besides those for the ciliated somatic cells, only one

or the other of which, however, becomes active, and impresses

the male or female character cn the germ-cell. 1 imagine that

these sexual determinants are dentil, each of the two pans always

occurring together and being dOMly united, but so regulated that

only one of tbesn becomes active at a line. We might repre*

sent this figuratively by supposing that each ii of the germ-cells

consists of a cencml globular mass of genn-plasm, surrounded

by a layer composed of this sexual donble-determ'*'ant. ether
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ibe male or female part of which mar he external, and come
qucntty dommant
The is orly a metaphor, and a not Intended to represent the

actosl occurrences. We are ignorant of the forces and sub-

KRR.es which are here cwicerned, hut ne at any rate know that

the idioplasm of the primary -eim-cells in the higher animals t»

Kill capable, b by far ibe meat cases, of giving rise to riAicr

kbd of genn-colls, and that the decision as to whether the

germ-cells will develop into ova or spermatozoa occurs at some

early stage ip. embryogeny: in the eggs of the bee it lakes fUcc

at the beginning of embryonic development, kmg before the

first primary gcrm-ccll is differentiat®!, while in other animals

it perhaps occurs nt a later stfige- Tlx well-known researches

of Siebold anil Leuckatt, ptovc thnt at any rate in the case of

bees, this decision undoubtedly rests upon the occurrence or

omission of fettlliwbon,— it occurs, that is, at the time when the

geun-plasm which controls the new organiim is constituted
;
and

this fee: teems to me to be cfgreat impoilance. If fertilisation

takes places, the organism develops into a female, and if not,

a male will result. This at least proves that the decision nuiy

take place at such an early stage, and I doubt whether it can b
any case occur laler

:
iu tome animals, at any rate, it occurs

till earlier, duttng the prrltvl of maturation of the egg. The

PhyVem* lay» bilge eggs which prcrfiCe females, and small

ones from which males arise. Both become fertilised. 80 that

in this case fertilisation takes no part in the determination

of sex.

Three questions cannot be discussed more fully here. We
are only concerned in making it clear that sexual determinants

in the sense indicated mast be assumed to exist, and thnt both

kinds are contained in the primary genn-cells. The following

considerations will render it appatent why we have assumed

there determinants to be double,—it., to consist of two groups of

b.iopbor3 ofa common origin lying ciose to one another. Even
apart from such low organisms as Vahrox, it is well known that

the male and female individuals only differ from one another as

regards the kind of sexual cells they produce in many of the

lower Metaroa— via., the sponges and Hydromedusa:. In these

foras the sexual determinants alone are double. In most other

animals, however,the difference of sex is not confined to thegerm-

cells, but affects the scorn itself to agreater or less extent. Hence
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in ill itxuillj tiinorphixorganisms the germ-plasm mint contain

a valid number erf double primary constituents of somatic char

acleis,—namely, Ibosc which represent characters which differ

In male and female individuals. These in the firs: instance eee-

ctm ilio organsin which thesexual cells aredeveloped, nourished,

«tc«d, and removed,—that is to say.-thesn-caUcd sexual glands

and their ducts
;
then follow the active and passive copulatory

organs, and the slractures connected with ©viposklon ; and,

finally, special sexual characters arise with regard to the organa

for supporting and nourishing live offspring—such as mammary
glands, teats, and uterus,—or they may refer to the instinct

of can) ing the eggs in the month, as in the male of n tropical

species cf frog, or to that in the female butterfly, which deposits

its eggs in a definite manner on a certain plant. In the last t«o

instances, the structure of the body and the nerve-centres must

also be different in the two texts, and the male arid female type

of these parts must exist lit a latent condition in every germ-

plasm. Under this bead, moreover, ' ic/oniary ‘ sexual ckara/

ten men bo included, usch as the various tracking and alluring

organs of the males, the gorgeous colours of male birds and

butterflies, the seen:-producing organs of the Utter. «hich exhale

perfume, and the song ofmule birds and Insects

In the human race we know that all the secondary sexual

characters aie trnnmyttcd by individuals of the opposite, as well

aa of the <orresponding*s=x. A one soprano voice, Sir instance,

may be transmitted from mother to granddaughter through a

60n, and a black beard from the father to the grandson through

a daughter. And in other animals, the sexual charactersofboth

sides must be pretest in every sexually differentiated organism,

seme of them becoming manifest and others remaining latent.

This tact can only be proved in certain cases, for we seldom

notice the individual differences of these characters with Suffi-

cient accuracy
;

it can, however, be shown to be true, even ia

tolerably simply organised species, and we must therefore sup-

pose that latent ckanuien Manning to the other sex are always

present in each uxuatlf iii£srt:itiated orgnniem. In bees, the

males developed fioin unfertilised eggs possess the secondary

sexual characters of the grandfather
;
and in tho water-fleas, in

which several generations of females arise from one another,

the last of these generations produces males with the secondary

sexual characters of the species, which must consequently have
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been present in n latent condition in in e litre series ol female

geueratiou*.

The gem-plasm of tbe fertilised egg-cell must therefore

contain the primary constituents cf all (be secondary male and

female sexual chamcters. as well as those 0f the male and female

germ -cells. We might, .then, lupjxtse that this would be

accounted for by the assumption that the determinants of both

kinds of characteraaro contained in the germ-plMin, and that

the decision as to sex is not only determined with regard to the

actual determinants,—so that tbe germ-cells take on a male or a

femalecharacter,—hut also as regards the somatic determinants,

ia order tliat the secondary sexual character of the male or of

the female may take tho lead in the bailding op of the body.

This assumption is certainly indispenslble, and it suffices as

far as the latent transference of secondary characters of bosh

kinds from tlie getm-p&slO of one gcreratino to that of the

next b concerned, but it still requires an essential addition.

A number 01 facu indicate that the latent primary constiioents

of s^ccalary chanurrrrt of bath Vinds are not only present in

the germ-plaint from which tbe organism arises, tut aha in tkt

tally detdoptd body ef the erganim. The 'act that tbe char-

acters cf both sexes can be transmitted to descendants, pro.ei

that the germ-plasm must contain the corresponding primary

constituents oi loth ; and in the sixth Chapter it has already

been shown how this transmission may be accounted for by a

continuity of the germ-plaitn from one generation of germ-cells

10 the next. We are now concerned with the fact that mature

iadirxluals may also contain the primary constituents of se.

txmdiry wand character* of both kinds, and that those of the

female may be present in the body as geJ as in the germ-cells

of a male organism, and conversely those of the male may exist

in tbe female. The well-known facts to which 1 trier hare

been carefully collected ar-d fully discussed by Darwin, and are

briefly as follows ;—the secondary sexual characters cf one

sex may, under special circumstances, become developed sub-

sequently in fully-developed individuals. This results in bath

seses, especially in the case of castration. The removal of the

sexual ‘glands' from young mammals and birds prevents the

development of secondary male sexual characters. Castrated

cocks, for example, retain the appearance of hens, and do not

develep the beautiful tail or tbe large comb and spots of the
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ml* bird, nor dD they ctuw
j

and conversely, when hens

become sterile fiorn age, or if their ovanes become degenerated,

they take co the extetnsi sexual characters of cocks. 1 possess

a duck which no loafer lays eggs, and has assumed the colora-

tion ofthe drake. Men who have been castrated in iheir youth

retain a high voice like that of the other so, and the heard dees

noc become developed.

These facts obviously compel us to assume that the capacity

for the development of secondary female cbaraetcis exists in a

latent condition in the body of the male, and vltt vtnA, and
that these are ready to undergo development under certain con-

ditions. Darwin aim arrived at the same conclusion. The only

argument which might be advanced against its correctness is

that a change of secondary sexual characters in any particular

individual has only been observed in rare instances, and in very

few species of the higher animals, such as birds and mammals,
ll might, therefore, be doubted whether it is possible to draw
a general conclusion from such isolated observations. These
instances nevertheless remain to be accounted for, and we mull

attempt to explain them in accordance with our theory.

Let us take a very simple example. In maay butterflies of

the family Lyrmida, the upper surface of the wings is brotvn in

the females, and btu« In the males ; and ll seems very probable

that brown wai the original colour, as species of Lyion* exitt

at the present day in which bcch sexes are of this colour.

The process which tock place in the idioplasm in order that

the change of colour may have occurred, must have consisted

in the pilmary determinant* of those cells wliicb decide the

colour of the wings—which we will speak of as ' brown 1 deter

micunts—becoming transformed into 'blue' determinants in the

germ -piaim, this change only occurring after they had become
doubled and in such a manner that only one of the twin-deter-

minants in each case remained brown, an arrangement also taking

place which only allowed each to become active alternately.

Wo thus arrive at the assumption of dottilt Mtrnunan/t, just

as In the rate of the determination of sex in the germ-cells.

I at first believed that it was indispensable to assume the

existence of determinants with different halves, merely because

the presence of inactive determinants in the corresponding

part of the burly could not be otherwise explained. As the

adoption of the chmacters of the opposite sex cannot coisibly
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be of iiuy me 10 the species, natural selection can have taken no
part in the addition of male determinant- to the somatic cells

of the female body, ot viu vtnJ. Such a transference must

therefore dependm an unintentional secondary effect of easting

arrangements nr.d forces. ! soar., however, recognised that

such arrangements actually exist, and that the assumption of

mechanically unutpdiabk doable-determinants Si not necessary

in order to explain the pretence of the /aw sexual determinants

in the region where one of them undergoes development I

therefore attach no value to the idea ofthe material connection of

the tnc dimorphic hal res of the primary determinantsm question,

la fact 1 slnll have occasion to show presently (hat these halves

i»«//, in any case, sooner or later become separated as inde-

pendent determinants in the course of pfcylecic development.

The reason that soch double determinants mist, however,

always remain dose together,even after their separators, results

simply from ilte mcchinism fur l'»e ontogeny of the idioplasm,

which we suppo-.o to consist Ir. the gradual disintegration of

the mass ofdeterminants nf the germ-plastn into smaller-gronpa.

Theydivide according to a definite law into smaltei and smaller

groups in the course of the embryonic cell divifiors. None of

them rttna n unuicd or undeigu dettiwetioa, bat each passes

through a definitely prescribed course, and the dcterniinaols

for any parti-nlax part or region of the Ijpdy mutt necessarily

remain together, even when they are nof inseparably conr<rcted

mechanically, In a pAyiMtgital sense, therefore, they are still

(h*M* determinants,— »>., each half control the same region,--

and in this sense ! shall non use the term.

A transfer of the secondary sexual characters, etch os ocean
in bird!, Cinuot take place m tbe Lyeayirftr, because the ninj-

acalei are never formed more than owe in tbe course of life,

and consequently we have no means of proving the presence

of double determinants in the cells of tbe wing. Ollier ol>-

servatioBs on insects indicate, however, that their idioplasm is

nevertheless capable of producing such a sexual transference

Thia ia especially shown ; n ilie case of the occasional henna-
pluodite forms of injects, the most instructive Instance which
has teen very accoratcly investigated by Leackart* and vcm

* R. Uucfcin, • ttuuicstKi.OiU On dtundun NnuirtorKOcrveT-
simmlmg,’ i!6j.
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Slobold,* and more recently by Kraepdm—being famished

by beta. The ran* and female iccondary sexual character! arc

combined in the most nonderful manner in these herimphrod He

forms j in some bee*, the right title vxvftmalt mu! rhe liftmale;
ia others, the anterior half of the body uas male and the poste-

rior female
;
while in others, again, the entile trank was male

and one ride of the head female. As Uuckort remarks, ’ tho

male and female characters ' in these hermaphrodite bees 'have

beta intermingled in the most varied and unsystematic manner,
so that it is difficult to discover two individuals with perfectly

similar characteristics.’

We are indebted to Kxaepelin far an eicellent account ol

tbe external sexual parti in these hermaphrodite fcees.r in-

cluding the copulatory apparatus. His description show; that

tbe blending of the imle and female characters even affects

very small pins. It not only often happens, for instance,
that half the entire stinging apparatus of tl* left side if

female, while an intromittent organ is developed on the right,

but certain chitinoas plates on tire ventral side of the last

abdominal segment, which is almost male in duiractcr, also

display a distinct tendency to take on t ie form of the corre-

sponding plates of the female stinging apparatus; In other

word*, t!,ea ehHiaout plain an Oi/er.rtedn/t in farm idwen
tbov 0/ the waif (W^/vvr/e. Tbeir format'on must therefore
have been controlled by a combination of ‘ male’ and ' female'
determinants It would be incredible -.hat these harmonising

determinants could lave met together ai the right point in the
extremely complex combination of determinant* in the germ-
plasm if they had net boon arranged together from the first, and
if an arrangement of majc and female double determinants had
not previously existed its every such region of the germ-plasm,
60 that they reached tire corresponding part of the body togtOur
in the course of ontogeny, either the male or the female half

then becamiog active.

In the determination of rex in the normal development of bees,

all these somatic doubt* determinants must bo correspondingly
determined. We do not know to what factor the prevention 01

the determination of sex in n similar manner in the formation

* C. TK VJ1 SkbOU, 'Zeudnift for w.eseMtsifUlufe ZacfegM,' Dd.
rftfi. p. T

t Kraeptlln, ' la,Mil. I wu. Zealot m,‘ Dd. rUL, :*7i. p .Vix
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<i the hanuiphrod >tcB is dee. Siefcold attemixed 10 explain

this diificu'ty by supposing that tie eggs which produced

hermaphrodite* were imperfectly fertilised. He found that in

the queen, after prodacrcg bermaphicxiitcs, the reccptaculum

was almost empty
i
and as drones arise from unfertilised, and

females from fertilised eggs the view that imperfect fertilisa-

tion must produce hermaphtrxlites appeared to he a plau»Ke

ooc. It was not known at that time that a single spermatozoon

suffices for fertilisation, and at the present day we are no longer

justified in using such an expression as 1 imperfect fertilisation.’

Whenever a living spermatozoon enters an egg, tho latter

becomes fertJised
;
and an imperfect fertilisation coaid only be

supped to occur II the spermairaonn is abnormal— if, for

instance, it contains too few kiants. But even if such a case

occurred, it would be of very little value theoretically, and we

could only state that the determination of sex did not take place

in all the double determinants at once, but only in certain larger

or sma! ter groups,— In the cue of the germ-cellsa well as ol the

dimorphic pans of the body. Besides the otdinary case, In

which the sexual gland of an individual was developed on the

female type on the right side and the male type on the left,

other instances occurred in which female and male gerro fdlicle*

err formed on the same 6 ide, seminal tubules and nvarioles

being present close together. Wills reference to this fact, von

Siebold remarks that ‘the hermaphroditism of the sewn! appa-

ratus hard!) ever corresponded to that observable in the external

form;’ and this seems to me to be of special thontetical interest,

as it allows ui to conclude with certainty that the harmony
oj the noma! ton/Utien it Jut to a amuUantout dtarion

rapHthtg tin JoubTt JitermnOHU of the gtrm-teUt ,xnd thoie

of Iks tody, and net to a primary detcrmiriition of sex in the

sexual glands, from wlfich the somatic male or female sexual

charauetb would only be determined secondarily. The existence

ofdoable determinants in the germ-plasm can be actually proved

in the caw of bees. For if any egg can develop into a male
or finale according to whether it is fertilised or not, it muit
contain both kinds of determinants.

Although this assumption is undoubtedly1 a conect one, it

alone is insufficient, because the secondary differences of eex
do net always only concern single ceUs or groups of cells which
COrtlipond exactly in the two se«e», »ocl as, fot example, the
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biown and blue scale- of ihe Lycanidor . ntiJ irtittiu in may,
<mdpchapi in moil osier. the dimorphic pans oorrespend only

partially er not aI all.

The degree of sexual dilTeicnlialion is very different in tho

*ariou> HI'lips of ihe animal kingdom. In the lower am!

higher Crustacea the males commonly possess more ' olfactory

sera*' on their antenna: titan ilo the females. In the large

water-flea, lefi/oiora kyalina, for ir. 0 tar.ee, the anterior antenna:

are represented in lb* feinaio by short stamps provided with

five olfactory jets, while the male has long rod-like feelers,

which bear about eighty &Mtc. This diticienca evidently cannot

be referred to one double determinant. Each olfactory seta

must be represented by a special determinant in the germ-

plasm
;
even if the first five corresponded, and the differences

between them could he attributed to die double determinants,

more than seventy determinants for these seta*—which occur in

the male sex only—would still be lefi, quite apart from those for

the feeler It6elf. . These seventy determinants are not double,

becausa the corresponding parts arc absent in tie female, and
consequently two group/ of determinants must e»iu side by side

in the gciui plasm, those, namely, for the nntennx in the male

and in the female,—only o'* of which becomes active in each

case. We might imagine that the two groups pass, bt close

proximity to one another, lUtOogh the cell-KnCS of embryogeny

up to the formation of the nldimctiU of the aiucurw, and tlieu

become separated, tho Inactive group remaining in an ‘undif-

ferentiated ‘ cell at the hate of the feeler, while the other causes

the development of the antenna: of the sex in question by

continued cell-division.

That same must be tyre in numerous ocher aiu! much more

complicated cases. If a tail feather in 0 male humming-
bird. for in-tance, is six times as long 09 tho corresponding

feather in tbo female, the colour of the Conner heing of a

brilliant ultramarine, and that of the lattes- greyish, we must

assume that mo grasps of determinants are present, which

differ in number and in nature. Tbo two groups are situated

close together in the germ-plasm. [059 through the same cell-

series in ontogeny, and ultimately reach the same put of the

skin covering the last caudal vertebra. Here, however, one of

them remains inactive, the other alone causing fuitber cdl-divi-

sioui and rhe consequent development of a feather to take place.
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Tin- greater the extent to which ecxttal dimorphism occur*,

and the larger the puts which it affccu, the larger the two
groups of determinant; mart he, and the earlier in ontogeny
will one of them remain inactive in a ceil and cease to undergo
further division, while the other givers rise to further c®U*

divisions.

Sexual dimorphism largely consists in ihe turn! cf lim/af-
men! in an orR/m in enc ux. In many female butterflies, for

instance, wing; are wanting. This must he due to the group of

determinants for the wings, which existed in a doable condrtior,

—it, were male and female in the earlier phylelt sligos,—be-

coming si rested as regards their male portion Such females

commonly possess rudiments of the wings, and in this case the

too groups of ning’determinants must pons through ontogeny

together op to the stage in the caterpillar la which the forma-

tion of the imaginal disc 0# tho wing arises from a cell of the

hypoderrois. If the animal is a female, the arretted group,

and if a male, the perfect group of iring-dctennirants will

then herottw active It is, however, also conceivable that the

development c£ ihe group of determinants in the female might

continue to be arrested until they disappeared completely, n* in

the case of female PsycMdv, In which the wings arc altogether

wanting.

But the highest dcgRC of smtol di.mj/phi;m is not reached

even when terrain parts disappear Completely. In varitws

group* of the anoaal kingdom species exist in sahick the males

differfrom tie females in nettrly all Iheie ehareuters. 1 n many
Rotifeis Ihe male; are very much smaller than the females, and

exhibit an entirely different structure; the alimentary canal,

moreover, is entirely wanting. In Ba/teUia sririeiis
,
a marine

gephjrean wo nr., the male differs so much from the female that

one might ;e tempted to class it with an entirely different group

—the Turfcellario. The difference in the sires afeo of the t«o

sexes is Still mere marked in this instance, the length of the male

being t-3 mm, and that of the female l$0 mnv; the termer,

moreover, lives a* a parasite within the latter. In this case the

eggs which give rise to males cannot bo distinguished from

those which develop into females, even in site
;
and the rela-

tively enormous bulk of the female simply results from subse-

quent growth. Even tho young male and female larva: cannot

be distingo-shod from one another, and thou development only
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begins to differ when metamorphosis ol the larva into the sou-
ally mature annual take? places. Tlie Inna ie of an elongated

oval chaps, is furnished with two hand* of cilia by meant of

which It swims about, and possesses an alimentary canal with

a mouth and nous. The transformation into the definitive form

of the species begins with the loss of the posterior band o: cilia.

aud from this point onwards tlie mode ofdevelopment is different

in the two sexes- The females grow rapidly, derelop a ‘pro
fcosci*' at the anterior end, nnd the intestine increases in

length
;
the males, on the other hand, become entirely covered

with cilia, and the mouth and anus, as well as the fore- and
hind-gut disappear, tbs mid-gut, filled with yolk-granules, alone

being retained. Notwithstanding their great diversity, the two

sexes are formed on the same plan 1 tltc male, however, may be

said in geneml to remain stationary at a certain stage of organ!-
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sation, while the female continues to develop, and reaches a

motti higher stage of organisation, at any rate as regard! many

oigans, such ai the nervous aad vascular systems, which are

altogether warning in the male. But neither is this the full

Client of the difference between them, for the testes, at well as

the thin end certain boohed oigar.s of attachment, are only

developed in the male at a later stage in a peculiar manner.

A certain eotrrsjxmdence still remains in tlte incut essential

points of structure of the body, In spite of the great differ-

ence between the adult sexual animals ; so that, as Sptengd
says, the male is alio ‘a Gcphyrean possessing all the known
Structural characteristics of the group.'

In terms ofthe idioplasm, this course of development may he

described somewhat a* follows : the determinants which direct

the development of the laivic ate single, and consequently

tmuKHorfUc lame are produced. The idioplasm of all or most
of the cells, however, which constitute the organs of those lame,
contain double determinants or doulxe groups ofdeterminants,

of which those for the female are, in most cases, tar the larger
:

in fact, the group foe the female will usually net be opposed
by any for the male at all,—in the case, that is, of such organs

es the long proboscis, cl which there is no homologue in the

male. It is certainly very remarkable that these groups of

determinants, allhorgh present in the male and unopposed by

others, do not become active ; but, even although we do not in

the least understand how It cornea about that this inactivity is

enforced, the case is not more surprising than that of the deter-

mication c< sex as a whole, and the inactivity of existing indi-

vidual primary constituents Why do the wings first oppear at

the pupal stage of the caterpillar, and not long previously, since

they must be present all along In rudiment— fir, in the form ofa
group of determinants in certain cells cf the hypedermis ? Or
why does a boy not grow a beard, seeing that the necessary

determinants must be contained in certain cells of the skin >

V/e can no mc«e account foe all these casta than for the re-

activity ofsexually differentiated determinants. All that can he
said is, diet these determinants have the peculiarity of only
becoming active a: a certain ontC*enctic stage

; but this scarcely

gives any further insight into the matter than dees the statement
that sexually differentiated determinants become activeor remain
inactive, according to the sex of the organism in question.
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The ids of ilic Korm-plasm mutt certain more determinant,

in sexually dimorphic than in raoonmorphic species,the number

increasing in proportion to the increase o( difference between

the sexes. They must alau increase in aixe , and the question

therefore arises .w to whether dimorphism may not perhaps

increase to such as extent and finally involve all pasts of the

body, that dou&ti ids arise
;
that is to tay, each id of the gernt-

plnam orv.es to consist ce a male and a female half, in which

all the determinants are different. This seems to be practically

the case in scene animal* : in the Rotifer*, fot instance, the

males commonly differ so much from the females that they,

l ie the sexual form of Phylloxera, arise from special eggt,

smaller than those which develop into females. But it would
nevertheless he incorrect to suppose that each of these two
lands of egg* contained either mole or female ids only. The
number of common determinants present mint certainly be

small, but even here the germ-plasm of each egg must never-

theless contain all the male and female determinant!. This is

proved by the iatarpolanra of generations ronaisring of females

only in the cycle of generations which is passed through each

year, the parthenogenetic femnles eventually producing males.

Wo mu now relcrn to the question of sexual reversion - if 1

may ao call it which has already been referred to
j
that ts to

gay, the appearance of Characters of the opposite sex after cas-

tration or degeneration of too sexual glands. Hitherto this lias

nbrays been considered a universal phenomenon, bat 1 do not

think that such a conclusion is justified. As already mentioned,

observations with regard to such cates of 'sexual reversion'

have practically’ been epafired to blrda aod mammals, and even

in these do not always refer to all the parti which arc sexually

dimorphic in the species In question. Cases have certainly been

observed in which, for instance, an old ‘ hen which had ceased

laying, asstimod the plumage, voice, reure, and warlike dis

position of the cock. 1 ’ Tills proves that ill these birds all the

seeondarysexual characters ofthe male arc present in a latent con-

dition in the soma of the female. We might, however, suppose

that this form of icvcraion only takes place when the characters

concerned are completely homologous in the two sexes
j
that is

Dm nli. Anlmnb ted II’.Mi U’lir Dcmmtleilioo,' Vd. IL. p, sS.
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to say, when they exactly correspond with regnrd to the tin's

and place of their ontogenetic origin and the number of their

determinants : but if this is not the C»te, such * ‘ reversion ’ to

the character* of the other sex can hardly he possible, became
the foundation is wanting front which the reretted orgm could

arise. Let us suppose that the lame coodittoni as apply to

fowls hold good «‘n the caso of butterfiiet that ti to say, that the

secondary sexual characters are pretext in a later.- condition in

the scuta ofthe otbersex, and undergo development on removal

of the social glands. The male of Lyctna alerts, foe example,

which has blue wines would then develop brorni ones on
being castrated. This would take place by the shedding of old

scales and the growth of new ones
;
or if castraticci had been

effected ji the caterpillar stage, the scales in the growing wing
ucald be blown from the first. The scale) are homologous
iLunura in -die malt and female, and each of them is controlled

by a single determinant. If, therefore, a cell containing the

determinant for a brown scale if (be female is situated at the

base of the already ’developed scale of the male, a reversion

to tlie colour of the scalet in the female might occur under such

circumstances, which are of course purely imaginary.

The matter would, however, he entirely different ifthe female

Lyteena had no wings at all, as Is the rass in females of tome
idee The character of the blue scales in the male

wauld then have no homoVjgne in the lenuilc. and an inactive

cell, with the determinant of a brown scale, could not possibly

be situated al the base of the blue scales in the male. This

may be eipimtcd in general terms as follows :—drul!s-ditn~

mirantt, finnetsing a definite male and female eharacter. tan

mfy h(nrml uf to the fhetse and finin' in ontogeny in to**-*

the dm/ofw/int efthe ftsv* ant u exactly homdageus. We can

therefore only expect a reversion to the secondary characters of

the other sox to occur when this point remains permanent. In

I.ytateathe di>ergen« would occur at the formation of the wing-

scales i in Peye/u (the female of which is winglasX in * certain

group of Cflb in the hypodermis of the thorax
;

in Bmetiia, in

all the cells of the Urvn ; aod in the Kohfera, in the egg itself

If our wew is a correct one, a femme Bemelii* would conse-

quently bo Incapable of developing male characters in conse-

quence of castration, beiaure it has long since passed that stage

of optcg'.Dy in which the divergent* Into a malo or female
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occurs
j and in ice case of ibe Ut: feu, it is not to be expected

that any influence could cause a tr.ale to produce female char-

act eta.

In the part treating of teiual reproduction—including the

section on the snuggle of the paternal and maternal hareddary

tendencies which takes place during the development of the

offspring—no mention was mode of a very general, and, in my
opinion, erroneous conception of sex

;
and it will be as well to

explain this omission before proceeding further.

The transference of so hit hitherto usually fceer. looked upon
as an act rtf transmission. This cannot be the case, inasmuch

as ovary gcrm-pUlm ccntaine the primary constituents for both

sexe*,and the pnxese of transmission itselfhas evidentlynothing

to do with the detemtin&tko of sex. As already mentioned,

i; dors not by any moans follow that because n child is a fcir.il-,

its secoodary or primary sexual characters will resemble those

of its mother. This, indeed, has long been known, but baa not

led to a general recogn.tion cf the feet that sex is not trans-

mitted at all
;
ard that, on the contrary, the primary consti-

tuents of both ictes are always passed oti from both sides : the

decision as to which of them are to become active depends 00

secondary factors, which have not y«t been clearly recognised

in anycate. The rrile halves ofthe sexual double-determinants

of the mother are just as capable of undergoing development at

are the female halves*ard vinvmi;- the 'law of sexual trans-

mission,’* which was propounded by Haeckel some lime ago, is

not tenable. Expressed in a purely empirical manner, the facts

have been more correctly formulated by Ddjerine t according

to Darwin's (?) views, in his valuable voile on the heredity of

nervous cociplajnts ' the prepotency of ont of the parent* In

traiiamiwkm may be direct, ar.d follow the see, or may cross

over, and become manifest in the opposite sex.’

For this reason tbe so-called 1 transmission of sex
1

was entite.y

left aside in tbe section oa the struggle of the parents! char-

acters during tin formation of the child ;
transmission cf the

primsty and secondary sexual characters occurs, but sex itself

cannot be transmitted.

• Ernst Hoedul. ' Grnrislvs Maipholosir dor OrgxanMn,' Ed. !L,

Bwta, 1*66. p. iSj.

t J. Dljeinc, 1
L'lflrWho ilaaslts maUU>«tla ncr.iu.,' Parlis

«*“. p. 17 .
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i PATHOLOGICAL DIMORPHISM : H.SMOPHIUA.

In connection with the attempt to trace sent! dimorphism
to its origin in the idioplasm, I will now nuke a few remarta

with regard to a ccitaia disease—or ratlict Kiuctm.il anomaly

—which affects tbo human race, and which, I beliere, will be

better understood from this penni of view ; the Analysis of it

may, moreover, possibly throw a new light upon tlx causes

of sexual dtmotphism.

This anomaly is huoon as httotaphtiia, and although of tare

occurrence. it Isas been vety oonirnicly observed in a r.tanher of

caws, and is known to he transmitted in a marked degree and

lu A very peculiar manner. It only occurs is: the mr/e members

of a family, but is transmitted by the female inembeii, and in

this respect rtuntbUt a leeandarj uxaal <har<uier.

The disease, however, is apparently not connected with the

sexual organs, or with those pin* which rtllTir In the two

sexes. It consists in an abnuimnl tkscodity of the mils of the

biaod-veswis, in con«x|uence of which slight injuries cause

serious htunorihage, which cannot be ensily slopped. As the

btocd-niftch arc developed from certain cells of the so-called

mrsnkltst or ‘ parabkut, 1 hirmophilia is described in many

text-bcohs oo patsclogical anatomy as am anomaly of the

‘ parablast ’ or * BlntfiRewcbckelm.' It must certainly lx assumed

that this diustrous variation In the blood-v ctscis—or rather of the

cells from which the blood-vessels arc farmed— is due to some
variation in certain mesolibst txdls which tamtut he more defi-

nitely defined at present The determinants for tlte cells of the

blood-vessels must tn this case have varied in ectne nay or other

in the germ-plasm of the individuals affected, and the anomaly

mill originally have occurred in a mail individual. There is

apparently two reason why a similar variation cf the determinants

should not take place in a female, and onset of women exhibit

ing the lttf-morrliaglc diathesis ituy pethaps still he ascertained.

The delusive transmission of this anomalous condition to the

male sex scents to me, hoiretcr, to indicate that the deter-

minants for the blood-vessels differ ir. men and women, in spite

of the apparent similarity of the vessels themselves :—thcu
determinant, mutt he tfotMe.

On this assumption, we enn easily account for the otherwje
mysterious phenomena of heredity observed in these cases. A-
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Ihit disease only appears in men, the pathological variation

must affect tint ‘ nulc’ half ofthe determinants lor the cells of

the blood-vessels ol the perion affected, and »r may compare
it with the variation which ocean in the cells constituting

the laryn«, the determinants of which must certainly he re-

garded as being double, and as undergoing vanatiun in the
1 male ’ half. TTic deattuti us to which halves of the doubk-

detentiiiuntstn tits idioplasm arc to be active during embtyogeny

and which passive, uVcs place simultaneously with that as to the

sex of the embryo, as is proved by the case of hermaphrodite

leer- It it therefore self-evident that this disease most teinnin

latent—ile, no diseased formation of the tissues whatever can

he produced— in the case of every female descendant of a

‘bleeder,’ for in them the ' female' untraneformed halves of the

determinants for the cells of the blood-vessels become active

If, however, the offspring develops into a male, the pathologi-

cally transformed 'male' halves of these determinants become
active, and the disease can develop, provided that a stronger

hereditary influence is not exerted in the formation of the blood-

vessels of the healthy maternal sale, so nu the tendency to

disease, which has teen derived from the father, is overcome by

the healthy tendency inherited from the mother. This was the

case in foar generations of a family of
1

bleeders,’ observed

by Cheliu, Muticnhecher, and Lessen,—* the tons were ncc

affected. In another case described byTliulaoi-js-Graodidier, on

the other timid, the disease wa9 transmitted from tbe father to die

male members of three generations. We can understand both

caws from our point of view, for in no instance '* an individual

variation due to the variation of the corresponding determinants

11 Ml the ids of the germ plasm, hut only in the mttjcrily of them.

But this majority may become reduced to n minority at every

'reducing division’ and every time amphimixis occurs, the varia-

tion thus ceasing to manifest ittclf. As aeon thcicfoic as only

a small majority of the ids contain * h.smorrhagic determinants,'

a cotwidonUe number and hereditary farce of the healthy

maternal determinants tor the blood-vessels would preponderate

over the morbid paternal ones, anti cot«i[ueutly the male

descendants would not inherit the disease. If, however, a CMS-

sideiahlc majority of *bxmorrboglc determinants' were present

Kioto • Lttirhoch dec pUMlosichm Anntomw.'
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in the gerni-pfattm of ilic father, a favourable reducing division

Is necessary if the son is to remain free from the diwasr. We
cao, moreover, even account for there cases in which several

fcnalc members cf a hmmorrbagic family in which the fathers

were healthy, hear sons all of whom suffer from the disease.

For the ‘ male ' halva of tire doubJc-dcteuninants in almost all

the ids might have undergone a pathological change in the

germ-plasm. of the mothers, without producing any apparent

result in them
;

In the sons, on the other hand, this would

tool to the development uf the disease, unless an unusually

tavouifibk reducing division had counteracted the marked pre-

ponderance of the morbid determinants. Hemophilia, which

remains latent in tlic mother, is just »s liable to be transmitted

by the mother to her male descendants as is any other mascu-

line charactetHtir of the grandfather, such as the colour of his

bean! ct the quality of voice.

It seem* to me that »c cannot overlook tbe Indication afforded

by thisagreement between the mode of transmission of ordinary

sexual diameters and of hatmophdia that all, or ntarfy all, the

diltrainai'Ji ia Mr human germ art double, half being 1 male’

and half ‘ female,' so that a determinant for any particular part

may cause the development of the male or female type of the

corrci|io ruling character.

The facts which Prosper Lucas * brought forward, and illus-

trated by numerous examples, coocerrfing the occasional trans-

mission of new characters to out 60 only,—even when they

hare ncehing to do wIili secondary sexual characters in the Strict

sense.—may be underttocd by this assumption of a wide diwri-

butio: of duuble-oetcmnnants ia the germ The modification

affects only the ‘male’ or the 'female' liahtt of these deter-

minants of the germ-plasm in such instances. This is true

as regards the disease we have just considered, inasmuch

os it must hare made its first appearance at some time or

other,—as well as in numerous instances ofcolour-blindness, of

the possession ofsupernumerary angers, of the absenceofcertain

finger* or of segments of fingers, and 60 or_ Even the peculiar

nature of the epidermis in the u ell-known case cf Lambert, the

' porcupine-man.’ was only tntnimittcd to the male descendants.

•
' Trail* ptiiln»spl«t|u« et pSyiktegtruw (to fbMdiM naiunrllr,' Toni,

It., Puts, ia So, p. 13/.
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In certain instanca, polydactyhsm is kno-.11 to bo transmitted
to tlic mate member; (>f a family only, while in others it pastes
from the mothei to the daughters exclusively.

It appears, however, that such modifications of tbs one ball

in the double-determinants may in the course of time be trans-

ferrod to the other half, even though, in the first instance, this

cnly occurs to a alight extent
j
for cases are known in which

an abnormality first arose (?) in the male sex, and afterwards
l*wred over to certain individual female descendants. Thebe
cat« leave certainly not been followed out with sufficient acce-
racy to enable as definitely to dony that a modification of both
halves of the double-determinants in question might possibly

have taken place from else first, and that it only affected those
hi the one half (the homologous determinants) in a smaller
number of ids.

Numerous instances in which (in Abnormality npptnrs, aoroe-

tmes in the male, and wmictimes in the female members of a
Inmily, prove that both hsixes may become modified at the same
Time. Prosper Lucas mentions several

i MtaiiMiof this kind, such
as that of the family Rulie:— in the first gcnctatlon observed,
the mother tinnstrutted her polydactylism to the daughter, and
in the second this peculiarity u-as pitted on freer tlse mother to

tire son, while in the third it was transmitted from ti e filler to

the eon. Notncrotis fcas ir. raalagy indicate the correctness cf

the assumption that modifications in one half of a doable deter-

minant evert an influence on the ether half, so aa to result in a

simitar transformation. It is wdl known that many secondary
sexual characters of the moo in birds and insects appear in a
slighter degree in the female. Amongst the —which
are called 'blues/ cm account of the preponderance of the*

colour in the members of tlse famiiy—some species exist in

which both aexes are brown, while in most the male is blue and
the female brown, nod in a small number of southern species,

again, both se«« ate blue. Tier* can be no dcubi that browa
was the originalcolour ofthese species, and that the blue tint first

appeared in the males, n-liile the females remained brown
; and

that, finally, in certain species, iliu females also became blue,

although not so markedly so as the corresponding rules- The
males therefore preceded the females as regard; the change of

colour ; and if, with Daru-in. we attribute the impulse to this

change to sexual SctecSter, it follow* that the blue colour of tbe
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females smut have been introduced mechanically, curing to in

previous exigence id the males, and that this secondary sexual

character affected the other mi in the course of a great uunibci

of generations. According to our theory, this mutt have

been duo to the modification of the 'male' haloes of the

determinants' having gradually caused a similar, if less marked,

modification cf the ' female' halves. We can thus also to some

extent understand ho® it has been prssiblc for certain females

to precede the others at regards this modification, as the

influence which produced it would not take effect to the

same extent mid at a similar rate in all individuals. In

mnny specks of LyeaniHce in which the females are brown,

Individuals of this sex occur more or less frequently which arc

denied wills blue, or even exhibit this colour in a marked

degree.

3. POLYMORUHSM.

Setn.il MKUrfiUtM is ci frequent occurrence in the animal

kingdom. I will here refer to certain icstaaces amongst butter-

flies, which were first discovered by Alfred Rus9*l Wallace, and

will login with a case in which apparently the first step towiuds

polymorphism has boon taken.

The male of a common North American butterfly, Pafltfa

turrati, rcscmbfel the ordinary ' swailni*’-tail,’ having yellow

wings ornamented with black transverse stripes; while the

females sometimes resemble the males, and are sometimes quite

block, and may thus differ markedly from one another. The
yellow females occur In the eastern and northern parts of the

United States, and the blade ones in the west and touth ; wc
must therefore suppose that two local varieties of this butterfly

exist, in the northern of which the two sexes have a similar

cola ration, while the sonthern form is dimorphic. This indi

cates, in terms of the idioplasm, that the determinants for the

wing-scales arc single In the northern, and double in the southern

variety. Describing these detennlnanrs according in the colour

which they produce, we may say that the last named variety

possesses double-determinants, the ‘male 1 half of which U
1 yellow' and the ' female’ half ‘Mack’; while the single-deter-

ir.inr.nts of the northern fottn ate 'yellow.' This species b
properly spesking, therefore, not trimcrphlc, hut includes two
local varieties, one cf which is dimorphic. If the two varieties
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Intelbreed,—as is actually the case at the junction of -he dis-

tiicts In which the two forms are respectively distributed,—the

double-determinants erf the southern form will meet with single-

determinants erf the northern form in the geiiu-plaitn of the

offspring. The male descendants of such a cross world remain
unmodified, bet the females would he eitlier black or ycllou

according to the power of transmission of the ‘female’ halves of

tho (IctetminanU, or—as was obserred hy Edimrds*- a com-

bination of both thei* colours. Such combinations might either

arise from the cross brtw«n a yellow female and a yellow male
of the dimorphic variety, ot from that between n bUek female

and a yellow male of the mesomorphic form
;

for in the

dimorphic variety t Ire germ-plasm contains douhlr-deteinttnnnts

in tho mates as well as in the females. If we suppose that

these crosses ow.ir frequently, the number of females of an
intermediate fonn in the borderland of the two districts would
gradually increase, and might ultimately remit in the production

of a constant irtettiediute frmile form. llut if the males c»-

hlbited a prefetenee for the females ccrresprmding to them, the

farule fuelin would remain essentially distinct from one
another. Thi* won* to be the cote in Pafitio futnm, nt least

Eduards elites that the Intermediate forms are rare.

The dimorphic and polymorphic females in many butterflies

titty perhaps be looked upon as belonging to itxittilly dimorphic

l<«*l /frail K/ri/A ixbitijotutiy tfnraj »nd ftttutonaUy

(rotttd. In pieces whetc the varieties merely exist sklo by side

witliout Interbreeding, each of them also contains either single-

or douhle-dctenninanU, according to whether it is sexually

manomorphic or dimorphic
;
but when interbreeding occurs,

the determinants of the two races come together, and then

several homologous double determinant: may even meet in the

same gerra-plaim,—some In certain ids and some in othets.

lu Papilif turnui the case is not quite so simple ns I have

stated it : as a matter of fact, this jpccics exhibits a daiMt

dimrpAhm, for the yellow females do not exactly resemble the

males, but differ considerably from tbcin as regards the shade

of ycllon and the pattern On the wings thus they possess aa

mangc-colcured eye-spot on the posterior wings, which is absent

in the male. We must therefore assume that rioeble-deter-

• W. II. Edvards BMuriba erf Nelli Amatos.'
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minants are present in the yellow variety also. If we imagine

that the two senes were identical as legarris the wing-marking
in the Immediate ancestors of PapiUo larttut, as they are in the

closely allied EuropMn species Papi/ie nackaon, and that this

tnonomorphk nnccinal form bad persisted— in California, let

m say,—tre should have an instant* of that kind of poly-

morphism which Wallace has described in the case of Papilio

rntmimi, in which there are oae male and three female forma.

In this case we must suppose that the first and oldest form
possessed n'r^fe-deteuninants for the wings

;
while in the

second and third icons the determinants were double, and their

‘male’ halves imiaod their original nature, the female halves

becoming modihad in too different directions.

It is therefore not necessary, as might have been supposed,

to assume the existence of triple determinants from the fact of
the trimoqili'lm of a species alone, or of quadruple or quintuple

ones in tlie case of i-olymorphrsm.

The ptfpmrpktm cj twr*.u/ and plant tforti rests on a

different bisis, ai it concerns the physiologically dissimilar

members cf a higher stage of Individuality—that of the stork.

This kind of polymmptlpn has already been treated of as n
phenomenon of derelopnent In connection with altrmitinn of

geDerations We must, however, take tho closely allied fitly,

tatrfkim ofameialttmvmnilia into convdeiatlon.

The differences between the male aad female individuals m
bees has already been referied to the existence of double-
determinants. Bat a third form of Individual, tho v.yn-ker,

occurs in the honey-bees. These workers differ front lit©

fcn*lw ir. the slight development of the ovaries, the ovatioles

n« only being fewer m number than in the ' queen/ but even
frequently containing no eggs at aB, ar.d at most only very few.
The ifceptnccium seminis is also more or lets reduced, and the
abdomen is much shorter and thinner than that of the queen
Ixo. If these were the only differences between the two forms,
there would scarcely be any need to assume the existence of
special determinants for these part: in the germ-plasm of tbe
workers : we might imagine that the determinants of the
ovariolet, for crample, were so constituted as to become active

in coiii<*)U«nc* of abundant nourishment, and to cause the
development of 01-arfotes

;
while a smaller supply of nutriment

would not always he MiBxient for this purpose, and thus the
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complete formation of the sexual organs would he prevented.

We know, indeed, tbit H fertilisedegg nmy develop nto a queen

or a worker, according to whether the larva arising from it n

fed on royal diet cr with the leas nutritions food supplied to

the workers.

This explanation however, even if correct as regards the

degenerated parts of the workers, doei not sufficiently account

for the other differences between the two kinds of females.

For the wotkets are not inferior to Ihe-queen bee in all respects

:

on the contrary, the worker's sting is slraighter, longer, and

stronger, and is provided with more teeth, than the queen's

;

the wir.ga, moreover, arc longer, the tarsal segment of the

hind-limb Is provided with the •cU-known brnih, and the tibia

haa a depression known as the pocket, for carrying the masses

of poller, which the insect collects. These two characteristic

parts are wanting in the queen Important differences must

also exist as regards tho minute structire of the brain, for the

instincts cf the queen are very different from those of the

wotketa. After femltsation has taken place, the queen lays

eggs, bat she neither gathers honey from Sowers, excretes wax,

nor makes the honeycomb. It is therefotff ncrtdible that the

queen and murium should be formed b) live agency of tknilat

determinants, The gcimplmn must contain double deter-

minant* for ccttnia »»rts of the body of the quten ar.d workers

respectively. 3ur as h-e have already assumed ike existence

of double-determinants for the formation of male and female

bees, o* at any rate for tho development of those parts which

differ in the two se.es, wo can only make the furtherassumption

that the '/email' kalint of tie doM-determ/amti may Hem
uh.es consist of ttco fylvcs, corresponding to the queen and

worker icspectively, and that each of those halves must naturally

be looked upon as a complete deteiminant a- regards she

and structure. It is of no coniequencc whether they are re-

garded AS being’closely connected together, or as independent

-tmedMics in cfote proximity with one another : in eilber rase

they must have arisen by the doubling or tripling of a tingle

ancestral determinant. The terms ‘ doMe/ietirmlnant' and
1 kalf^btermnani' are simply mod for the sake cl simplicity.

Their Ielation to one another is similar id that existing between

the homologous but hclcrodynamoos determinants of different

ids.
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In the ease of beet, tin fncioi that determines which of the

too halvei of ’.he
1 female ‘ determinants is to become active,

seems to be the quality of the food supplied to the larva,

so that the critical moment col)* arrives long after the terrains-

tico Of eintx-yogeny, and before the chrysalis Hugo is leached.

It Is well known that when the queen it Ion, another one is

produced by feeding a larval worker uith royal diet. Thus the

see depends 00 the occurrence or omission of fertilisation, but

the modification into a queen or worker takes place much later,

when the animal has resiched the Larval stage. The idea of the

trimorphism of certain dctcnninanls thus becomes much less

dirccuit to realise. We ntest look upon them as double-deter-

minants contained tn the ids of the germ-plasm, the female

hemisphere of which 3 again composed of two dissimilar

quartcr-sphcrcf. If the cgn lecomes fertilised the male half

betomes inactive, and we have already rcptc&tntcd this figura-

tively ns taking place by the ‘ female 1

hrtnltphcre extending

over the male ’ hemisphere, and enveloping it like a mantle.
This ‘ female' ‘ determinant mantle ' consists of two halves, re-

presenting the queen and worker tcipecthely, and we may
suppose that the subsequent determination during the larval

stage as to which half is to control the cell, takes place in such

a manner that the
1 worker

'
half extends orer the ocher when

the nourishment is poor, while with more abundant food the

‘queen* half grow, more rapidly, and ’prevents the 1 worker’
halfta exerting any influence on the <dl. I naturally do not

in the leas: suppose tlxit this figurative representation of the

process represents the actual facts of the case, but it at any rate

sbnu-i tint the existence of trinvorphic determinants—or nvotc

atxuiately, of double determinants each possessing a dimorphic
half—is conceivable.

We might, however, also assume the existence of three in-

dependent determinants side by side, so arranged that they
become active under ocher definite -.nfluencei ; and this con-
ception would better agree with live unavoidable assumption
that the three determinants which act vicariously ate of a
similar site.

The differentiation of thedetenninants into several equivalent
parts, each of which prevents die others from becoming active,

may tale place to a still further degree fy Me '«n r/e’ M/ 0] the
doMe-JeUminanli breaming dlJfewUialtd into /me dliamUar
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halva. The Tcrarites, in addition to the worked or stunted

females, [msecs 1

soldiers ’ or males, in which the serial organs

ate stunted, which possets very strong mandibles, mid differ in

other important structural detail' /rom the ordinary utiles. In

this case, therefore, four detenninana must he present, each

capable of being substituted for another, and only one of which

our be active at a time.

Apart from Iccol dimorphism, a temporary dimorphism occa-

sionally occurs, and is especially well known aumagv. butterflies

as irataml tfimcrphiim. In this case the iedit iduiite of (lie same

generation, hatched at the same time of year, are alike, bit the

summer and spring geiteratkc. differ from one another.

In the European species Vtuttua Icva/ui-pnua, the indi-

vidual! of the spring generation are characterised by a yellow

and black pattern on tbe upps side of the wings
;
while the

summer form {promt) has black wings, with a broad white

transverse tend, >nd delicate yellow lines running parallel to the

margins. Were we to superpose these two patterns, it uotdd

be seen that the hlnrk parts in firor/a do no« correspond tn

the yellow once in Itvttoo, and that the white band in the

former docs noc correspond to a yellow or black par. in ihe

latter. This land is, on the contrary, entirely wanting in

/mtno, nod Is represented by both Mack and yellow regions.

These caws of rtynoiphisnt can also, it seems to me, only

bo accounted for in teftns of tbe idioplasm by tbe assumption

of double-determinants, which, however, are concerned in this

case merely with die wing-scales, and essentially with thoie

on the upper side of the wing- only
;

for -.he loner surface,

though not precisely similar, differs far less in the two forms

thin dees the upper side. We will speak of the halves of iliote

double-determinants as ‘winter’ and ‘summer’ determinants,

and may suppose that the influences of temperaturewhich affect

them nt the beginning of the pupal tinge determine which of

the mo halves is topredominate over the other. Nearly twenty

years ago I showed that it U possible to compel the pup* of the

summer-generation to assume the winter form by exposing litem

to a lot. temperature, so that the butterfly emerged as a Itvona

instead of a pnna. The converse experiment was also occa-

sionally successful, the pope of the winier-generatfcm being

fumed to assume the summer feint by the influence uf a Lighet

temperature during, or shortly after, pupation. We may per-
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liaps therefore suppose that in increase of temperature prevent*

iho 4winter ' lalves of the double-determinants in question from

developing, while ii Is beneficial 10 the 'summer’ halves; and
tha: conversely, the development of tbe ‘ summer ’ halves

remain* stationary when the temperature is lowered, while the
1 winter’ Indies continue to devrIop This may be illustrated,

ts m the cue of ordinary sexual dimorphism, by supposing »
determinant of the germ plasm to be spherical, and to consist

of a ' summer ’ and a ' winter ’ half. This determinant would

remain unchanged throughout embryogeny, and even daring

(he entire caterpillar stage
; and the increased or diminished

temperature would only determine which half should outgrow
the other and present it from controlling the cell, at the

beginning of pupation, when the wings are formed.

In I'aiuira A-raioa Die males and females resemble each
other so ckt-ely in the pattern of the wings that they cannot be

distinguished ftotn one mother with any degree of certainly;
hut in many other seasonally dimorphic butterflies, sexual dimor-

phism is exhibited in the pattern anti coloration of the wings,

and we most therefore assume tint they presets double-deter-

minants coniisting of ‘male' and 'female' halves, each of

which It again subdivided Into a 'summer 1 and a ‘winter’ halt

We donot know what factors determine the sex of buuerfies,

but in many cates the detcitnination b effected extiy, for ovaries

and spermaries can be distinguished f. an one Brother in tire

full-grown caterpillar. Thus, as in the rase of Termites, th«

decision concerning the Subdivisions of the dixible-determinanis

takes place subseqsemly to that with regard to the primary
halves.

4. Diciicoxfcv in Plants.

De Vries has made use of the terra ' dichogeny' to describe

that form cf dmorphism which becomes manifest
.
when a

young vegetable ttssite, under normal conditions, is capable of

developing in different ways according to the external influences

to which it is exposed. Shoots of ivy bear leaver on tbe side

which is exposed to tbe light, and roots on the opposite ride

;

hut if the jtfan: is routed, the same shoot will grow leaves on
tbe ride which previously bore roots, and vUe Vtr/a. Tire

stimulus due to light therefore apparently cause, a group of

wife, which would have formed roots if they had been in the
shade, to give rise to leaves.
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The assumption, which is in accordance with de Vries*# ideas,

(bat all the hereditary tendencies of the speQes are contained

in cvey cell of the ivy-shoot, and that those which concern the

leaves only undergo development in response to the stimuli

caused by the light, and those corresponding to roou only to

that produced by the shade, does not mater islly help us in the

solution of the problem. In point of fact, the now cells arc

net capable of fanning roots and leases
;
the leaves are much

less numerous than the short and dosely aggregated roots, and

tbeiefore a large number of cells, or groups of cells, which give

rite to roots when shaded, do not develop leaves when exposed

to the light
;
they consequently contain no ‘ leaf-dotemtinants

1

Hence live same idioplasm cannot produce roots when shaded

from, and leaves when exposed 10, the light
;
but the deter-

minants for the roccs or leaves respectively must be distributed

very distantly in the cells.

The ptodisposition to forat cither of these two structures is

obviously determined in the growing point or apex cf the shoot.

The cells which arc continually being produced by the apical

cells arc deiticed at a vety early stage to foitn the rudiments of

nuts or Icava
;
only a certain number of cells on the illumi-

nated side are provided with leaf dcteiminants, while much

inure numerous cc!U on the shaded side are fun shed with

roos-determioants. .The determination therefore takes place at

a very «**ly Mag*, whfti the shoot is actually in an embryonic

condition; and the degree of illumination determines nhich side

it to be provided with leaf and which with reex-determiranu,

—each kind being distributed in accordance with a different

law, as well as the aide to which the groups of each land of

dcteiminants are to pjtss during the nuclear divisions in the

cells arising from the apical Cells. This case is anslogiws to

that of the inveision of the viscera in man, except that we do

not know the cause nf this change of position, Some influence,

however, must in this case also be exerted during the early

embryonic stages, and cause tho liver to take up a position oc

the left side, ar.d the spleen and heart on the right long before

these ports are actually formed. No subsequent influences

could cause the liver to Ixccsne shifted from the right to the

left side, ot could transform the liver into the spleen; jnst

as in the ivy-shoot no influences can lead to the formation cf

leaves cn the shaded sido when it is once covered uith roots.
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It therefore seems to me that the tarn edit cannot give me
to two Vinth of structures in- this cate, but that some groups

form recta. and others leave# ; and that, moreover, the idio-

ptasms of theta gteeps of cells differ front, and cannot be trans

formed into, one another, but that the sides of dtc shoe-: which

produce rcccs and leaves respectively, ore determined by the

influence ofthe light as scon as the lint embryonic rudiments of

the sboot is formed

The fact that tuditnenU cf roots can actually be ptoses by

the aid ofthe micioscope to exist in the tissueof the stem in some
plants, seems to me substantially to support this view. This is

the case in the willow, in which the power Of producing roots

from cuttings c.u-ts in a high degree. Bat numerous other

plants are also capable of multiply,ng by means of cuttings, and
we may suppose that m them, in spite of the absence nf visible

root-germs, the determinants foe the tissue cf the roots -ire

ptesent, and are ready to develop into germs whenever external

influent*# leading to the formation of roots cotne into play.

All cases of dlcbogeny, however, cannot he explained in this

manner. In some instance!the tame cell# may actually develop

in different ways, and the idioplasm may therefore become
transformed by external influences. A transformation as re-

gards the doisu-ventral arrangement of the parts in a young
sliced of Tkuja take! place when it is turned round so that the

relative positions of the upper one tmdef surfaces are reversed.*

Tne cells which, under ordinary conditions, take on the fottn

of paliade cells, then assume the structure cf tire cells on the

lower surface, and vie* vtnu.

It apptais to uic that thrt fact I# to be explained by suppos-

ing that the deteiminar.ta erf these two Joints of cells art bath

present in each cell, bu: that only one or tlse other of them
becomes active, according to the degree of illumination. 1 can,

however, fottn no idea as to why such an anangement is met
with in this csss.

‘Convore the sinuturms mule oo this sutyrii \i) detenu. D.Mc.
CrreialNut. VoL VII., No. »>
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CHAPTER XIL

DOUBTFUL PHENOMENA OF HEREDITY.

I. 'Xenia* and Telsgonv.

ALTHOOCH it it certainly unnecciaary it) a theory of heredity

to discuss all the pnsible bind? of phenomena whirl) ate with

douMfol jdllice included under tliit head, I should not liko to

p»ta over in silence the considcraiioa of certain presumpti.e

observations, as they have w often leen discussed, and were
considered worthy cf notice by eo eminent an authority at

Darwin. Time refer in the first place to the eo-ralkd 'ttnia!

and to the phenomenon generally known as 'i»/<Uon 0, /A,
gum;—which, In case it really exists, 1 should prefer to speak

of as ttitgany.*

Focke has used the term ‘xonia’ to describe those cases

in which 'hereditary characters are supposed to have bc=i

transmitted by the pollen to the tissues of the fruit as nell as

to the fertilised egg-wll and the embryo arising from it*

Darwin mentioned many instances of this kind, and attempted

to account for them by supposing that nn emigration of ‘gem-
mules' takes place from the sperm-cells (pollen-tubes) to Use

surrounding tissue ofthe fnuL Focke has collected nil the known
cases, and on reading them, oce receives the ixnpraaioo that

they may very likely be deceptive. Bloc grains occosicnally

occur Amongst tin yellow ones in cobs of the yellow-groined

maiic (Zta) after fertilisation with the pollen of a blue-

grained species. It is possible thflt prccio.i* crofting* c4 the

loo species may have produced this result, which might irrongly

be ascribed to the immediate influence of the pollen ofanother

*pi*ie&cn tlut fruit. J. Anderson Homy tvan thought he hod
observed th»t all the flower* in on inflorescence of a white

CaiW&foria m:re reddened by the influence of the pollen from
a red kind on a tingU fluncr ol tli« inflorescence 1

• Frura —M o dijtao:e, aad yivm—
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At such eminent botanists a* Koeltc,* and mare recently do.

Vriei,h have eipieMtil much douht with regard to there obser-
•iliona—of rather interpretations,—we must wait until there
ca»a have been critical!)- reinvestigated before attempting to

accccnt for them theoretically. The chief difficulty we should

me« with in any such explanation wocld be due to the fact that
"< ate here concerned .with the Influence of the germ-plasm of
the >pontvceU on a tissue of another plant which only con-
atitutm a part of this plant It wonld thue be necessary to

Maum: that all live determinants of this gcnn-pTasm are not
active, and that only tbote take effect which determine the
nature of the fruit

The uivcmamty of :1m observations is still greater in tlic in-
stances ofso-called In/erliou ofHuger™. HU* case recorded by
Danin -but not observed by him personally—is reliable, and
has bwn accurately described, all deyhts must be set aside. A
mare belonging to lord Morton 1 bate a hybrid to a quagga,’
and subsequently * pttdbcod two colts hyablack Arabian hot-c;
these colls i.cte partially dim-coloured, and were striped on
tbo legs more plainly than the teal hybrid, or even than the
qusgga. One of the two colts had iu neck and some o:her
patts of the body plainly marked with stripes,’ and the hair of
the man 0 is said to have resembled the short stiff and upright
mane ofthequagga, instead of that of the bone.; Similar cases
of the influence of a previous fcrtOiwtOD 0:1 the sc--actare of
subsequent offspring ate related of several domestic animal*,—
via, cf cow;, sheep, pigs, dogs, and pigeons, as well« of human
heings when crosses occur between white races and negroes
Up to the picsem time no experiments have been made with

this special object, and it would be necessary to ue every- con-
ceivable precaution in conducting su* experiments, nr (Ivey
would be 1tuneless

;
they could, therefoir, be best made in

soological gardens, not only bfcaure cf the undoubtedly pere
material which might he used for the purpose, tot also because

• Poeto, - ri* P&um-SIlMhlioir,’ Berlin, rear. p. jio, a nj.
t K-.gn d* Vries. • Imr.cslIuUie PungenrUi,’ ]um. iWj, n vA.
t I tare qiw.il Ifcl. me f,«, D.rwmY • Variate ol Ae.mot; ir.1

Pant* unit.. Demeuaute,- „d ct. Vol I.,ju « EWrwta doe. ox
..wu » save town of the drawls*. H( dwecolu vBli* willbi mn-.tteel
lo a KbMquret (trugnpa. I fare 00: ires th.m, red only teru ol
t»«lr ciineaa frau S.twC'tt! took.
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It would be possible to isolate the animals, and for the keepers

to exert a strict control over them for considerable periods nf

time.

The philosopher Can.eri mentions a case which came under

his own notice. He kepi a herd of cattle af the dark grey

Murtthal breed. Or. one cccasiccv he pal one of the cons to .1

‘ light coloured Pinrgati' bull instead of to one of the saiim

breed. The cow threw a calf with the characteristic brown and

white patches 0/ tbe Pinigau breed, as well as with distinct

trace* of the ‘dark grey Miinth.il cross.’ The cow was sub-

sequently covered by a Murathal hell, and, contrary to eipecta

tion, the second calf was alsu a •hybrid,’ be ng fur the mo»:

part grey, 'hut possessing large brown spots I kc those of tlic

Pintgau breed.’

Botlr the above mentioned cases ate not so conclusive as they

appear to be at fits! sight A doming by Agasse of the foal

possessing the charM.te» of the quagga is to be seen at the

Royal College of Surgeons in London, and shows indistinct

dark stripes on the neck, withers, and legs Similar stripes are,

liowevcr, not very uncommon c«i purely bred foals, aud ordinarily

disappear as the animal grows older. No further resemblance

to the quagg* can, however, be detecierl in these pictures*

I must not omit to mention that before having hcatd of the

hypothesis of ' infection,’ Cameri accounted for the case of the

two breeds of cattle’dweribcd above by supposing that ‘a drop

of Rintgau blood’ must have previously got into the Miinthal

herd without his being aware of iu

Thus even the best of these 1 cases ’ are Dot reliable and

actually convincing. We may, however, at ar.y rate suppose

that till* so-csllod ‘ infection,' if not altogether deceptive, only

OCCUtS in rare instances, and by no means regularly, or at mot
only in some casus. Experienced breeders, like Senegas: and

Kuhn of Halit do not believe in it
j

for although they hare

frequently crossed various domestic annnab, they have never

observed an instance of it. Such cates could only be accounted

for from our point of view by supposing that spermatozoa had

reached ihe ovary after the fits! sexual union had occurred, and

had penetrated into certain ovn which were still immature. Tbs

Aoconiir* in Sa;.g«si (•Usermbt.’ Hmlmi, Bd. !„ «9j8, p?.

®*3*J*1-
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immediate fertilisation of tlie taller £1 rendered inconceivable

by the fact of their immaturity, and the sperm-cell must hare

remained in the body of the Onun until the maturation of the

litter, with the nucleus of which it then united in the protest cf

amphimixis. If this occurred sometime after the first of the

offspring was bom, it might easily hare coincided approximately

with the second eii/ui, from which- the fertilisation would then

apparently be due. If the ‘ infection ’ were proved beyond a

doubt, a supplementary fertilisation of an egg -cell ta this

manner must lie cnnsldcred possible; we certainlymight then

reasonably ask why mares, cows, or sheep, should not occa-

sionally become pregnant without being covered a second time.

But /to Asi never yet iter, infun to oitur, and I incline to

Senegal's view that litre ii ne mth Hang as an 'infection ' cf

this kind, and that all the instances which have keen recorded

and discussed critically by him are based upon a misconception.

3. Thr Influence or Timporarv abnormal Conditions

or the Parbkts on ihx Child.

Although I do not consider that the cases which come under
the above heading hare anything to do tvitl: heredity, 1 should

net like to «tre them entirely on one side.

It has often been supposed that dtunkenqyta of the parents at

the time of conception may have hoimfuheffect on the nature of

tbe offspring. The child is said to be ben in a weak bodily

and mental condition, and inclined to idiocy, ot even to mad-
ness. 4c., although the parents may be quite normal both

physically and mentally.

Cams certainly exist in which drunken parents have given

rise to a completely normal child, although this is not a con-

vincing proof against the above-named view ; and in spite of

the fact that meet, or peihapa even all, the aUttments wish

regard to the injurious effects cn tho offspring will not bear a

very close criticism, 1 am unwilling to entirely deny the fiord-

bUity tint a harmful influence may be exerted in such cases.

These, however, have nothing to do with heredity, but are

concerted with an ajf/ttton a/titgerm by nuoni aj an external

itfttum.

The experimentsofthe brothers Hertwigshow that thedevelop-

meat of the fertilised egg in lower animals may be considerably
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retarded by the action of various chemical substances, such as

chloral, quinine, anti morphia i and we also know that the ova of

sea-urchins, if kept too long in the sea-narer before being fer-

tilised, tend to Jose their vital energy, and consequently many
jperrratorco. Instead of a single one, are likely to enter each of

them. A similar resalt may follow from the effects of the above-

mentioned chemical reagents, and in both cn&*i an abnormal

development of tbe egg, such as a duplication of parts, may be

the consequence.

It dons not appear to me impossible that an intermixture of

alcohol with tbe bleed of the patents may produce similar

effects on the ovum and sperm-cell. According to the relative

quantity of alcohol, eitbet an exciting or a depressing influence

might be exerted, either of which would lead to abnormal de-

velopment. A depressing influence exerted on germ-cells

Would certainly retard, or even quite prevent, tbe process of

fertilisation
;

while if tbe egg-cell were eiant affected, super-

fertilisation (polyspermy) might result
;
and the tame might

occur by an excitation of the sperm-cells alone Tbe eniramc
of several spermatozoa into the small human orem, which con-

tains only a small amount of yolk, might produce an abnormal

development just as much as la the case of the eggs of the star-

fish or sea-urchin. A high degree of excitation in both germ-

cells might, on tbe other hand, cauao the complicated processes

of the Innease of rhn getm-plann ir. the ovum and the subse-

quent conjugation of the two germ-plasms to take place in an

inexact manner, owing to their being passed through too quickly,

and would then produce an irregular development.

Aerv predispositions can certainly never arise Owing to such

deviations from the norjral course of development, and therefore

a modification of the process of heredity itself is out of tke

question. It is, however, conceivable that more or less con-

siderable abnormalities may affect the course of development,

and cither cause the death of the embryo, or cbo produce more

or less marked deformities. The question as to whether such

deformities really result in consequence of the drunken con-

dition of the parents can only be decided by observaiion.

3.
The Supposed Trassmission of Diseases.

There is no doubt that some diseases ate passed err front one

generation to another. All such cases are not, however, con-
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nectfd with heredity, and many of them are in all probability

10 be explained as the result of Infection of the parental

germ-cell with microscopic parasites, and ought ceotseqaently

to be described as tnfntioni ofIke germ.

In man such a transference of dlsess* has only definitely

been proved to occur in tbccasc of syphilis.* Tlic father, as

well as the mother, ia capable of tranimitting this direase :o the

embryo, and the only possible esplnnatioo of th» fact is, there-

fore, that the specific bacteria of syphilis can be transmitted

by the spermatorooa. Amongst the lower animals the 'peb-

rine’ of the silkworm is aa example, which has been well

known for several decades, of the transference of a fata!

disease from one generation to another through the egg • the

germs of the fungus which produce* the civsue penetrate into

the yollc It is nee known why these germs do not develop

and multiply within the egg, and thus destroy it, but this is,

however, the case. The fungi only begin to multiply in the

young caterpillar t when it is lull- or AiD-grown, or the disease

may, again, only be fatal in the bunoifly Mage.

As vc now know that many diseases of man and other

mammals are doe to such low forms of parullCS, it is natural

to seppoeo that the transmission of such diseases results from

infection of tbc genit-cell with microbes, and rot firms inherit-

ance in the tree sense of the word—that, is, from Use trans-

mission of an anomalous slate of the gcrfh-plasm itself.

I have elsewhere attempted to trace the ‘heredity’ of 'epilepsy’

produced artificially in guinea-pigs, by supposing that in this

ease a similar process occurs. The slow developncnt of

this form of ‘epilepsy/ resulting from an injury to the spinal
cord nr one of the larger r-c rocs, seems tp me, Indeed, to support

the conclusion that its symptoms, which resemble those of true

epilepsy, are due to the migration of microbes, which advance
from the injured part along the nerves ir. a centripetal direction

until they reach the brain, wbete they st: up the sate of irrita-

tion characteristic of the disease- The great inconstancy of

the symptoms, and the variety of forms of nervous diseases

ulticl. th e offsp ring exhibit, also indicate that a Hup heredity is

• Cf. 14.. retire, ' Zrr Froju tier heretelm Inlrerixin,' DnUtke
not Wbriwurfar'ift, Srpt. it Ups.

t Cf.. F. Hibelaoli, ‘Da Saidwupinwr dca Manlbcofcaam u. wrac
KrankhdHn,' Wien, rtyr.
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not concerned in the ptowss, and (hat (he itanimimion i In this

due to infection of the germ with the microbes by which
the disease is inducod. *

The 1 transmission ' of carcinoma might be accounted for m
a similar way,— as has recently been supposed, this disease
is really due lo microbes.

It is, however, also conceivable that both causes—the trans-

mission of abnormal predispositions, and infection of the

germ— might combine to bring about the transference of a

disease from one generation to another. Without desiring to

encroach upon the domain of pathology, 1 am inclined to sup-

pose that thb is the case as regards ‘ hereditary 1

tuberculosis :

there is no doubt about the occurrence of a ‘tuberculous

habit,
1—that is, a certain cicnplicatian of structural peculiarities

which is commonly connected with the dilease, such as a
narrowness of the chest, for instance. These peculiarities

must result from the juncture of the gcim-piasm, in which a
definite variation of certain determinants and group* cf deter-

minants must have taken place, and they are therefore certainly

transmissible. The disease itself, however, is not due to this

‘habit.' but b caused by the presence of specific parasites, Ac
tubercle-bacilli, which have a harmful effect upon tho various

living tissues. They may be introduced artificially into the blood,

and then produce tje disease even iapcrfectlynormalindividuals.

They may, moreovcf, enter the body 1 spontaneously,’ rgi, by
some natural means, and “ill then also give rise to die disease.

Bat in the Utter case the probability of infection seems hugely

to depend upon the susceptibility or pooer of resistance of the

individual, and a’ the present day pathologists ate of opinion

that persons exbibitiQg the ‘tuberculous habit’ already referred

to have a much slighter power of resistance to the parasites

which have passed into the body than strongly built people.

The inheritance of the disease would accordingly depend On the

transmission of a constitution very liable lo infection.

Without wishing to deny the eciiter.ee of such a predisposi-

tion to Infection, I do not believe that the ttansmlssie* of

tuberculosis is due merely to the inheritance of a greater degree

* A more dcuilo! account nod poof of this •lev conconlag tbe Infec-

tious nature af traumatic rpiltpir i» gckma-pifa is antirrti in my rsuy

cm <nw SignltCMei ofSuu.1 Rcpcodoetloe, 1 Appeadlx lv.
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of susceptibility. A large number of facts seem to me, on the

contrary, in support the view that inftditn of lilt germ p/aft

lit tkt/f for! in the process. It would be out of place to enter

intoparticulars and attempt to prove this view here—the question

belongs to the province of lb« pathologist : I merely wished to

point out In tin- connection that a combination of hereditary

transmission and infection of the gerni is perfectly conceivable.

The pkjltHc origin of such constitutional diseases W prewmaWy
to b‘ evpisined as being due to the occurrence of certain in-

dividuals possessing constitutions which were abnormally sus-

ceptible to a certain kind of microbe- Such persons would be

more readily attacked from without by this particular disease,

if; however, it once attacked them, and were it of such a kind

as to cause death only after some time, a farther and much

surer opportunity was offered to the microbes for transferring

themstives to other hosts than was previously tlie care when

live/ passed into the body from without :—they settled in the

germ cells of the individual offecicd, and were thus transferred

tn the descendants of this hidividual- Although the pretence

of parasites in the gcttn-ctils has not yr actually been proved

in the care of tuberculosis, ir. my opinion it by no mean* follows

that such an infection does not nevertheless take place : wo do

not even knew whether such microbes are of the ordinary

form and site. In any case they must possess different vital

qualities
;

for did they multiply in the egg or sperm-cell in

the same manner as is the tissues in which they are known
to occur, the geim-cdl* would soon be destroyed. Numerous
adaptations to the host may have occurred in this case as in

that ofother parasites j and, moreover, latentperiod! ofdevelop-

nun! may hive arisen during which the parasite dees not

undergo multiplication. It seems improbable that such arrange-

ments should not be met with, and that the jamsito should not

make os* ofthe favourable opportunity of becoming distributed

with tbs greatest certainty. Latent periedt very’ commonly
occur in the germs of animals and plants whenever they are

usefal, and hence this arrangement must come abojtwitho-.it any
great difficulty.

Even although our moil eminent patlicdogisia, such as Ernst

Ziegler, arc now of opinion that tuberculosis is not transmitted

by infection ci the germ, because such a irar-imisiion has not

been directly proved, and because, on the other hand, an in-
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faction from without cannot bs conclusively disproved in any

indiridtiai instance, I am inclined to believe tint they have been

too cautious in their conclusions, of which only a negatire proof

is famished by either factor. For neither of these in the least

prow that infection of the germ does no f take place : from a

more general, biological point of view, indeed, it seems to be far

more ptobable that it den.
It will, I think, at any rate he conceded that a 'constitu-

tional' disease cannot he taken as a prncf that the processes of

heredity are therein concerned until we can determine whether

we arc actually dealing with heredity,— the transmiiaion of

a constitution,—and not only with a transference od microbes
j

and the main object of this section was to mace this clear.

But at the same time I have stated my reasons for using so

few facts from the domain of pathology b support of ay
theoiy.



PART IV.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF SPECIES: ITS

ORIGIN IN THE IDIOPLASM.

CHAPTER XIII.

TI1E SUPPOSED TRANSMISSION OT ACQUIRED
CHARACTERS.

I. DimCULTIES IN THE WAY OF A THEORETICAL BASIS

TOR THIS ASSUMPTION.

Bv aiquirtd chancer* I mean those which arc no! preformed
in the germ, bot »hieh arise only ihid-e^ ‘pedal influences

Jfectia; the tedy or individual pans of*it_ They* arc due to

the reaction of these parts to any external influences apart from

the necessary conditions for development. I have called them
' stuaUgm/e 1 characters, because they are produced by the

reicticc of the body or soma, and I contrast them with the

‘ilailogemc' characters of on individual, or those which origi-

nate solely in the prrciaty constituents ofthe germ Ke'mesAu-
lagen 'i It is an Inevitable consequence of the theory of the
germ-plasm, and of its present elaboration and extension so

as to include the doctrine of determinant*, that tomatogcnic

variation* ate not transmissible, and that consequently every

petmanea: variation proceeds ficoi the germ, in which it most
he represented by a modification of the primary constituents

I will first attempt to show bow this conclusion 1; arrived at

theoretically, and will then proceed to tear it by ascertaining

how far It is In agreement u-.th actual observation, and whether
the theory can be justified by facts.
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Somatogenic variations nuy be classified according to their

origin into tlirw categori**,—vit,injuria, /»n(tienal variations,

and variations depending on the lo-cnlled ' afitetnat ofenviron-

mat/,*

—

which include mainly climatic variations.

TliC hceditaij transmission of any of these three kinds of

somatogenic variations could be accounted for theoretically only

by the assumption that that pan of the sums which had been

changed by external influences, could modify the getm-plasm

contained in the getm-cells of the same individual, so that iu

offspring «ouId, fioni the germ nnu-aiiis, undergo similar varia-

tions to these which had been acquired by the action of external

inllocr.ee: an the parental pan in question.

As far as 1 can see, there are only two ways in which such a

variation could conceivably occur in the germ-plasm in con-

sequence of a corresponding somatic vamtlon. We should

nitlrer have to assume the presence in ell parts of the body of

definite tracks along which each somatogenic variation might

be transferred to the germ-cells, in the germ-plasm of which it

would produce a corresponding change
;

or else that gfmmulcs,

such as Danrin supposed to exist, ate given off from every

somatic cell and are conveyed to the getm-cells,—ether

through the vascular system, when one exists,—or by some

other means, and that they most then penetrate into these

cells, and become Incorporated in their germ-plasm. Thus

either the ptesence o? hypothetical tracks slong which a

modifying, though totally inconceivable, influence might be

transferred tu the germ-cells, or else the discharge of material

panicles from the modified organ, must take port in the for-

mation of the germ-plasm : there is no thud way cot of the

difficulty.

Both these hypotheses have already been used to explain

the supposed transmission of somatogenic variations,- the

foimer, it b tree, only in vogue allusions binring at 'nerve-

influences,’ which arc supposed to star, froen the modicod part,

and to produce a corresponding alteration In the hereditary sub-

stance cf the germ-cells. But no one baa yet ventured to state

more piecisely how nerve-cxcitatlon ran modify the genn-p'asm

materially, and in acctrdance with the somatic variation It

would probably he useless even to expect an answer ro the

question as to how apari, sucl as a muscle, enlarged by functional

hypertrophy, is capable of producing a specific nervous current
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signifying
1 enlargement’ If such an explanation were at-

tempted, we should be compelled to imagine that every cell in

the body was placed in oommunicatioo with every germ-cell of

the ovary or spetmariutn by meant; of a large number of ntrve-

t racks, and was capable of continually sending information to

the genn-ceih of what was occurring In its own substance, and
of the manner in which it was influenced, and also of giving

instructioas how oach of the millions of units in the germ-pUsm
should behave. I believe that it would be impossible to avoid

absurdities in explanations of this lend, and consider the Whole
idea inadmissible.

The second feasible explanation appears to me to be less

acceptable at the present day than when it was put forward

by Darwin in the form of a hypothesis of pangenesis. And, os

already stated in earlier essays, 1 believe that the talented

author of this hypothesis of heredity did not look upon it as

a well-grounded assumption, but considered it merely as a

working hypothesis, ooly intended to lead to a better insight.

Meanwhile, many changes have been nude, and we have

become acquainted with facts which compel us to reject the

idea <e a ‘ circulation of gemmules,' and 1 am surprised that

this has not hitherto teen dime. This hypothesis is tendered

inadmissible, not merely because w« must imagine that the

gemcmles are giitsi off, and then tirntlaU through the hedy,

but principally on account of the implied addition ofgemuiultt

—it., of primary constituent!~!o I't gcrm-platm of the germ-

"lit

!

According to Darwin's Idea, there must be a constant addition

of 'primary constituents' or gemmules to the germ-plasm

already present in the getm -cells, unlpss, indeed, it is assumed

that the enure nuclear substance in the germ- cells is formed by
gemmules which migrate into them. Such an assumption is,

however, contradicted by the &<t that the kertditary tutstanse

iftkt gmv-alh, attih tot client in tMform ofnutUsr rtdt or

idanls, rtaivti nc addition to in org/mittd todies, tkt primary
tomtUumti. ! have come to this conclusion, not from the fact

that wc have never observed an addition of this kind, hut fnxn

the Vay in which the hereditary suln tacit* lias been shown to

behaveduring its tnultipfiatioa We know that the coll contains

a uxet wonderful mechanism which apparently has the sole

function ofdixtribobngthe idants quantitatively and qualitatively,
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according to the primary constituent* which they contain
,
and

this is done as equally as possible, or, at any rate, in a definitely

pitscribed manner. Why should the centrosomes and spindle-

threads be present and the longitudinal fission of the idants

occur, if myriads of primary coattituaMs of tbe germ-plasm

circulate separately through tbe body, and are capable of enter-

ing the serai- and other cells from without, as well os of

becoming property arranged :n them in the order in which they

subsequently undergo development ? Why should nature be

so scrupulously caieful to divide the idants as accurately as

possible, if their composition were open to alteration at any

moment by the entrance of now primary constituents or getn-

mules? Tkt pretest of Ike fatten if rit Idioplasm fix nuclear

and cell-division itt'Oi le me directly and cenclutively to refute

the whole idea of tkt circulation of gtmmtla. For the very

reason that these nuclear rods or idants can never receive an

addition of new primary constituents from without, the most

extreme care is required, during their multiplication by division,

to prevent the different qualities of the mother-cell from being

distributed improperly amongst the daughter- cells, and cawing
an itvcparable lass af certain primary constituent! to ooe of tbe

Uttar and its descendants.

It is impossible to assume the transmission of somatogenic

variations in any tbeary which acctpu the nuclrat substance

of the genu ceils as gcnfi-plasm or ‘hereditary substance'; for

it is theoretically Impoetlbio to account for thexe variations, no

matter how ingeniously the theory is constnarasd.

At the present day I can therefore state my conviction still

mate decidedly than formerly, that all permanent- i.e., Aerrdi-

taty—variation: ofthe ly/yproceedfrom primary modification!

ofIkeprimaryaaiHI/enttof tie .feme,' ar.d that neither injuries,

functional hypertrophy and atrophy, stracr.irul variations due to

the effect of temperature or nutrition, nor any other influence of

environment on the body, can be communicated to the gtnn-

cells, and so become transmissible.

This statement naturally implies the rejection of Laniaick’s

principle of variation ; for those factors which this talented

philosopher and investigator believed to be all-important in the

modification Of species,—vix., the use and disuse of paxts,- can

have had no direct share in tbe process. 1 am by 110 means the

only one to bold this view at the pretent day
;
and although
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the truth cannot be decide) by a consensus of opinion, it it

nevertheless a significant fact that the views of tucli naturalist*

as Ray Lanltester,* Thitelton Dyer, Brook?, Miyneit.t van

ilcav-nckr,,; and others, coincide with my own.

The fact, however, that we deny the transmit on of the effects

of cse and disuse, dart oat implythat these factors arc of HO im-

portance
;
and I have already attempted to show in former essays

that both use and disuse may lead indirectly to variations,—'the

forme: whererer an increase as regards the character concerned

is useful, and the lauet in all rases in which an organ is no

longer ofany mjimtiu'ce in the prraetvatkm of the species, and

in which, so far as the disused organ is concerned, 1 panmixia’

occurs.

Want of space prevents me from discoMing these t|uestioas

m detail i Ihctr consideration bclongi rather to a work co the

theory of descent than to oae cut that of heredity, and I need

onl>' refer to my former rasays,? in «hich, I think, sufficient

proof is given to show that the gradual degeneration of ergons

which arc no longer of ose does not require the assumption of

the transmission of sarr.itugcnic variation*, and that conse-

quently the fact* do not compel us tu adopt a hypothesis which

we seem nnab'.e to accept iheotctienUy.

It therefore remains to be seen whether we are not acquainted

with other fit ts wli'-;h ate explicable onlycm such a hypothesis

:

one side of this question wiU now he treated of in particular.

Thr HvrorHESis tested bv Facts.

A few nords will suffice concerning the hypothesis of the

trensmhricn ofinjuria anifnmlilnlicn',which has been accepted

for so long a time, anil is obstinately defended even at the

present day j foe since the appearsuco of my essay on ‘ The

• Ray LanUfsier. • Tbs Hotary and Scope cf 2oolm.' 1

Enc. a-it.,'

Vet. «»w.

t Meynert, ' Vfeehulkder PSyiiosctnUc,
1 a Lsctvre ti-ld ci the Mocilig

cfG»mmn NalumliiU al WinknWn, 1K7.

j J. P. von Demmeltn, ' De ErMi'khod -in rawoextn EljenKtiappra.'

•'&«enU.gr
1

5 c/i "Utter die Vratnag, 1 Jena, t!Sj. one • D« Ccntlnultot ilia

Xumplum.T all C.nuftnea raar Than, dir Vwtrtung,’ Jen». 1BB1.

En licit trimlittco. * t'.y-ns upon Heredity,' pp. 71 an! 165.
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Supposed TransmiMion of Mutilations,’ • no new observations
on this piim have nppeanvl.t The old Argument!, on the
scientific norihleuncss of nhich 1 then expressed my opinion,

are constantly being brought forward,—in part abered, and in
part with a new interpretation. It is now even less necessary
than ever to return to the matter, at even among those observed
who supported the view of the transmission of functional vsrki-

hons, a few agree with me ill denying the transmission of
mutilations. As an instance, 1 may mention Osborn, who,
however, goes a little too far when Ik- compares the contest of

the old view of the transmission of mutilation* with Don
Quixote's celebrated ngat with the wincL-nills.; Only « few
years ago, at a meeting ofthe German association of narur»lttts,§

two ' tailless cat? were exhibited, in which the absence of the
tail was supposed to be due to their mother having accidentally

lost bets; and liologiiis of such eminence a* Erast Haeckel
||

have accounted for similar case* in the same way. Since such
men Hill regard the inheritance of mutilations as possible, the
exposition ol the subject has not been a superfluous tssk.5
There is, however, a third kind of um*fOginit variation,

preduced by tkt Infiuenet ofmvironmtHt, fit mode ofnutrition,
til tiintaft, and so on ( this Often apprars to he transmissible,

and consequently capable ol becoming increased in the course
of generation!. I myself called attention to this (act a number
of year* ago in the following words :

—*1 only know of one class

• Jens. ,38,). • Ewiys upon Heredity,
1 Ox^nl. 1BJ0, p. 411.

t None. liar 3 to lay. which >ra U> oppmkko 10 my »«. My eiprii-
menu »at, mien hive tm>? cnrliriixrf by Riuemn fins aid by Ronuhol.
I hire now ceotaurC thoM aperfaeaU to the slnetMnth grnemtioii—
«!w*y» «th He M Cuitw results

;
oaring cB the taiiitas 10 i-.fireoie

OO lb? toil? of (he deseeodunu. A cimilx mull was otiliowd by both (hr
ub5«.m*ntlantil (Umwi Inn experiments 00 ran (ef. IKO*. Central,
Nutt.’ Vol. 1I9., p. 734, Ao.V

J Oibiio. ' Ace Acquired Vart.rioo? Ieher.tert?' B«*eo. uw
,
p.

} At ti« minting m Wiesbaden, 10th Septsmlwr 1BB7.

I Hncdtri. •NunrlUhe Sc&tffingKwchlehif.1 ^ «L. p.

R.gliU. oSilion, <Ttw History cf C-eobM. 1 Lnntfcn, Ifye, Vol. L, p. 3,4
' See (be $*jtioo oa (be Trnnimuia-. of Matiluiotu Is Einer's box*

enlillo! • Die EnUtdnn* dor Arten,’ Sc.. Im, 18M, (C/. • Organic
Emlnlion a? the Result ol Use Inhaiwnui of Ao?i!red Qnnctcra.' *,
iwn.Utol by J. T. Cunningham, Icndon, 1690.) A vt>-<e cnUeciico ct
•pniefa'MtfcOTci—.
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of changes in the organian which is with difficulty explained

by the supposition of changes in the geim
i

there consist

in modifications which appear as the diricl conuqumu 0}

itm aUirelion in tkf lurroun/iagl. Bat our knowledge on

this subject is still very defective, and we do not know the

facts with sufficient precisian to enable us to pronounce a final

verdict as to llte cause of such change^' Mention was then

made of a few of the large number of cases which have been

repeatedly quoted, and I attempted to il«» that none of them
stood criticism, that they could not be eiplalocd in tlic way some
investigator! supposed, and tint scmntc«cnic variations ate

only apparently hereditary ; fee in reality a change must first be

brought about In tlx- germ-plasm bythe influence ofthe surround-

ing* before such a variation can be produced. I tben continued

:

—
' It must be admitted that there are caws, such no the climatic

varieties ofcertain butterflies, which 1site some difficulties against

this exploration. 1 uiyaclf, some year* ago, experimentally

investigated one ouch cane, and evm now I cannot explain the

facts otherwise than by supposing,’ as ! did then, that somatic

variations were tranutussible * I: must be remembered, how-

ever, that my experiments,’ which have been repeated upon

several American species by H. W. Edwards, 'were net under

taken with the object of investigating the question from this

point of view alone. New experiments, under varying con-

ditions, will be necessary to afford a 'tree explanation of this

aspect ofthe question.' *

Since l8$J I have waited in vain for some skilled entomolo-

gist or fot one of the numerous advocates of the tumimisaion

of acquired characters, to carry out the proposed experiments.

In the meantime, as far as the time and material at my disposal

permitted, I have myself made a stall on this line of research,

and now possess the results of a series Of new experiments,

which, though noi so mnnero'js, complete, or exhaustive as 1

could hare wished, *i« nevertheless sufficient to form a more
trustworthy basis for a theory dealing with variation of this

kind. Some of these are described in the fo0o>/,ng section, a
more detailed account of than being left far another occasion.

• Cf. m, any, • Ub.r Vrrv.j.'J™. uaj. ttrgtrt Wuke. Oxford,

'“9, PP ^9i-
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j Climatic Variation in Butterpit ks.

Pc/yoovralut fklatu, a butterfly belonging to the family

Lytanida, is distributed over (he "hole of the temperate and
colder parts of Europe and Alia. It also tecum on the shores

of tbs Mediterranean, in Madeira, the Canaries, and in pan of

North America. Before tbe glacial epoch this species must
have inhabited the more northern circumpolar regions, and
have been driven southward during that epoch

;
subsequently

k must have again migrated towards the north. In exir lati-

tudes live upper surface of the wings of this form a of a beautiful

reddish-gold colour, and hence it has received the popular name
‘ Keoerfaiter ’ (fire betted!/). Further south, the reddish-gold

colour is more or less thickly dusted with black, ar.d specimens
from Sicily, Greece, cr Japan often display only a fen reddish-

gold scales, the general appearance being ahnest black. In
Germany this butterfly U double-brooded, and the two genera-
tions are similar

j hut in cetu’m districts of Southern Europe,
such as die Riviera di Levant*, the first generation is

reddish-gold,- the second, which flics ill midsummer, and is

known as the variety chut. having the wing's well dusted njth

black. As in Germany, during exceptionally hot summers,
individuals nith a blackish tint have repeatedly l>een ought
together with tlK ordinary form, and as, moreover, in the extreme
southern limit of tbel» rouge—so far at my experience extends

—both generations have R bfacVtth colour, it would appear at

fast sight that the mcdificwions are merely due to the effect of
heat the butterfly becomes red when exposed to a moderate
temperature! “d black when the heat is greater.

The following experiments, however, prove that this conclusion

cannot be a correctone. Caterpillars were raised from the eggs
of t!>e German form of P. phfccas, and the pup* o«re then

exposed to a much higher temperature till the emergence of the
butterfly. The result was that many of tbe butterflies were
slightly dusted nith black, far/ *i«c of thin ntemiltd tkt

dorhtslforma of the southern vanity ilius. I then made the

reverse experiment, subjecting caterpillars which bad rust en-

tered the pupal stage, and had been raised from the spring
generation of the Neapolitan form, to a very low temperature.’

* I rourt lake this ccpouui.it* U upreuing my v»rm*H rJonlts to Dr
SUJeceiu. cf rbc Zoological Smtfon nr Naples, lor ran Mail uafl g.mrcui
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Many butterflies were thus obtained which were not so black ai

thow which had emerged from pupa kept at a higher tempera-

ture. but mite a-v>v so Kght-tokur/d at the ordinary Gorman
form. The diffvenu bttsutn tht NtofioiUan sfiuimns whlik

had inom Ught-eolowvdfrom oxpmtn to eeid, and the normal

(hrman form, on tit cm hand; and that between the (Inman
ipeconots artificially darkened by xermth, and the normal
Neapolitan form, on the other, is too great to be attributable to

the incompleteness of the experiments. The German and the

Neapolitan forms are therefore lonsUlulianaliy distinct, the

fanner tending much more strongly towards a pure reddish-

gold, and the latter towards a black coloration.

Both experiments, however, prove the correctness of the old

assumption of Lenidoplerists that the action of heat or. a single

generation is capable ofgiving the German form u blackish tint

;

and since, moreover, it i6 clear that the development of a single

gcnciatior. at a loner temperature can render the colour of the

Neapolitan butterfly less black, it appears that the too varieriei

may have originated owing to a gradual cumuiafcve influence of

the climate, the slight effects of one summer or winter having

been transmitted and added to from generation to generation.

This would then seem to Ar an tnitanet of the transmission of

acquiredehar/tilm

f do no: believe, however, that this is the correct interpreta-

tion of the facts. If it aero, there cov'd be no region in nhich

the spKies is seasonally dimorphic, as I have myself ascertained

it to be on the Ligurian coast. The germ-plasm uould then

contain tilher she primary constituents of die red variety, if

the colony had been exposed fat irany generations to a loiv

temperature ; or those of the black one, if a high temperature

had influenced it for the Mine IcngtA of time. It "Wild then

maka no dtlference to what degree of temperature a single

generation were exposed at the present day in artificial breed.ng,
for the colour would have already been determined in the

germ-plasm, which uould contain, to use my own phraseology,

either ‘reddish-gold 1 or ‘black 1 determinants foe the wing-

scales in question. Hence it would he quite impossible for the

sptiog generation to develop reddish gold, and the snmmei one

msiiuiuc t* has #«to me la ay eifciti. Wuhan hi. t.-lp 1 rkoulil bum
hew ambit to chuiio liir. uenuiy tiling .p.nur-*
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black scales, for the germ-plasm would onlyoamaia either 'red 1

or 'black' determinants for a certain spot cc the wing.

The theory of determinants will, I believe, supply a very

simple explanation of this apparently complicated case, which

I consider of great value, because It confirm.', this theory.

Instead of supporting the doctrine of the transmission of

somatogenic characters, this example shows bow such aprocess

may apparently it brought about, and co what it depends.

A somatogenic character is not In this case inherited, but

the modifying influence—the ternpel More—ajftiti tkt primary

constituents of the wings in each individual,—U„ a part of

the some,—m well at the germ-plasm contained in the ftrin-

teUt of the animal. It modi5cs the tassu determinants in

the rudiments of the wings of the young chrysalis as in the

germ-cells,—namely, those of the wing-scales. The variation

caniv.it be tntntmitted from the wings to the germ-cells, bat only

affects the coloration of tliese organs of the Individual in q-ees-

lion
;
whereas it is transmitted from the gemi-cclj to successive

generations, and consequently controls the coloration of their

wings in eo far ns this it not again modified by udr/juent Influ-

ence* of temperature ;
for the same determinants which are now

present in the germ-cells of generation I are afterwards passed

into the rudiments of the wings in the caterpillar and chrysalis

of generation II, and. the change which they underwent while

lying in generation I (hay be increased ot weakened by the

influence cf the temperature to which they arc exposed after

entering into generation II.

Since warmth affects the whole body, it is not surprising that

the determinants which are modified by it should undergo these

modifications, whether tlyty are contained in the germ-plasm of a

young egg or sperm-cell of the c>ter pillar, chtysalls. orbutterfly,

or in certain cells in the rudiments of the wings in the chrysalis

or caterpillar. This, however, does co: imply that they must
undergo the uune amount of variation in both placet, for they

have not by any means tbe same environment in the two situa-

tions. In the gecm-plusm they are grouped amongst thousands

of determinants of the species, all of which constitute the genn-

plasm; while in the rudiments of the wings, they me associated

with only a few other kinds of determinants, and a time must

come when rath 0/ them controls a cell ty itself, and transforms

it into a red or a black wing-scale.
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We know, however, of o fact which definitely proves that the

susceptibility of the sole-determinants to the influence of

temperature is greateit »i a certain stage in the development

of the butterfly—much greater than either before or afterwards.

1 have frequently nocked in seasonally dimorphic species like

Vantua pronadetan*. that the modifying infinerice of beat

or cold only acts at the beginning of ike pufaJ ‘teg*.

Although 1 have not yet been able to ascertain the time at

which this occurs more precisely, ir can be definitely stated that

the winter popep of Veuttua Sevan* for instance, which have

been exposed to a high temperature even only a month after

entering the papal stage, are never nnnifnnned into thcprevia

form . they all emerge as V. Sevan*

This is not due to the fact that the colour of the "ings is

already deposited a month after the insect lias entered the pupal

stage, for at this time there is no trace of colour whatever.

There muif. cemiequenUy, W tt period in Ike duinicpalitH of
the determinant! when ikey art molt mceftibSe So tke inf.tunai

of /e’l’pera/urt

:

subsequently this a no longer the case, and

although they are susceptible before this period, 1 ncvettbeless

renturc to suppose that they were 90 to a far thgkler extent.

This may he doe to their conncrtlr.n with other determinants,

or to other cause* which are no! yet able to discover.

If, then, the determinants for die scale* are only influenced

rery slightly by the temperature as lotft; as they are situated in

the germ pdssra, and are subsequently greatly affected by it at

a certain period in the development of the wings, the above-

mentioned phenomena admit of a simple explanation. The
germ-plasm of the southern colony of P. fkitem mutt contain

many determinants among those for the w ings, which, hi con-

sequence of the exposure of thousands of generations to heat,

have been adapted fr* the production of Mack scales, together

with a large number of othcra which only require a small

increase of temperature during pupation in order to give rise

to « black colour. There latter kind cause such fluctuations

in the coloration as occarted in my experiments
;

while the

farmer preduce the black coloration of the wings, which has

became fixed in the constitution of the southern colony, and
can nc longer be removed by the action of cold on the young
chrysalis.

In this tase it is taken for granted that the ancestral form
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potacseod pore reddish-gold wing*, and that it inhabited high

northern latitude!,—an assumption which alone enable; an to

unda»aid the present distribution of (he spwtcs, and which

has been adopted by Hofmsnn * in hi; splendid reiearchet oa

the origin of European btUttrt! es. This, however, is of no

gteil importance in the preent question. hut we must assume

that either the reddish-golden tint, or the deep black dusting is

the primary colour. Toe seasonal dimorphism and the occur-

reace of blackish specimens in Germany In hot summer; are

easily accounted for on the farmer assumption.

In consequence of the increase In teinperatntc of the habitat

of the species, many scaie-detenninants in the germ-plasm

would gradually Iincome so modlUed that the action of only a

slight further mcre-vse no the rudiment* nf the pupal wings

would lead to the production cf black scales. In Germany the

species ha* attained this point in its phyletie modification ; soil

if the weather happens to be hot when tire second annuel brood

enter upon the pupal stige, scute butterflies of a blackish tint

>nll be preduced This will be more likely to happen as the

internal transformation of tie determinants in question advances

further, and the blackish tint will liecome mere conspicuous as

the scale-determinants which have reached this stage of mod -

6cation in the germ-plasm become more numerous. These

two conditioas will pbtain most often in districts where tho

summer is usually tolerably warm j and the fact is (bus

occccnted for that dark specimens of P. p/Htraj are rarely

caught in northern Germany, and in the for north not at all,

although very dark fotms occur comparatively often in the warm

sallcya of Valais.

In still wanner districts, like Use Riviera, the summer brood

of P. pkhrat is almost always exposed to a high temperature,

and hence the transformation of the determinants for the stale;

has become so great, that w.th the help of the uiual summer

heat at the time "hen the caterpillar enters the pupal stage, the

variety f/tut has been pied need. This variety does not appear

in the spring btooJ, because the additional brat required lor the

complete transformation of the determinants for the scales is

absent during the pupal stage.

• Ernst Katana, • topsrion <te mropslsrtan Tagfclter,* Stuttgart.

On.
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If the nica of d.unbution of the species extended unin-

terrupeedly from the Polar regions to South Italy or North
Africa, all tbe intermediate form* would occur, front the pure

reddish-gold single-brooded form in Lapland to the black double-

brooded variety ileus : there would thus be—first, two similar

rcddish-gold broods
;
tbeo similar ones,—those butteiflies which

are exposed to a higher temperature daring tbe pupal stage

having a tendency to develop a black tint
;
and then seasonal

dimorphic forms, the bntterflies being blank in tbe summer and

reddish-gold in spring, as is actually the case m Genoa A
still longer action of a higher temperature would at first change

a small and then an increasing number ct determinants for the

scales into the ‘black 1

raricty, so (hat finally two broods, both

consisting of the black form eloti, would occur. The case of the

Neapolitan colony is somewhat similar to the last-mentioned

one, for many black specimens certainly occur amuogst the

spring biood, although there ate also many light-coloured ones

;

none, however, are at light at the northern reddish-gold form of

P.fMaeu. I do no; know whether a complete change of colour

lias been attained by /wit annual hmods in any locality ; but If

it has, 1 should expeci it to be eeen tn Southern Japan rather

than elsewhere, for the butterflies which I possess from the

neighbourhood crfTokio display an unusually dark colour.

This case has been discussed at length because it appears to

me CO be especially Significant, not onlyfn the espiinatxni of the
climatic varieties of butterflies, bet also as regards the theory of
heredity, and the anumfition t>/ materiaI determinant: twUck
eritl in the germflam and are fined on front one genera-

tion to another. The facts are so evidently in favour of this

assumption that no Other explanation seems possible. It must,
however, be remembered that the artificial modification of the

colour on the wings does not take place if the change in tern-

penrtarts occar* only when the cciies begin to bccotnc coloured

The colouring matter is consequently net produced by tbe direct

influence of chemical tranalbrrnaticns, but by on indirect influ-

ence, which we may suppose co be due to a mutual disarrange-

ment and rearrangement of the 1 biophar-uiaterial
1

of which the
determinants consist, by the co-operation of which latter the
chemical Ftoccss forming the colccr is derived.

Tne occurrence of seasonal dimorphism alone, shows with

certainty that the determinants for the scales are influenced by
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temperature in the getm-plasm Id a much slighter extent than

in the ludimer.ts ofthewingt Ifthe modifying influencehad the

same effect in both cases, the germ-plasm in the getm-cells of

a butteiliy of tlve stunner generation uould be modified as much
as the wings of the samo Individual j and consequently the off-

spring, even if exposed to a low temperature, would necessarily

display a greater tendency towards the summer coloration,

because the latter was already potentially contained in the germ.

This, then, would only be the case if the influence of the cold

were stronger than that of the heat. In any case, however, a

coloration intermediate between that produced by cold and by

heat respectively would retail, and would be transmitted to besh

generations, even when the two influences were equally strong.

If we indicate the winter and rummer colorations respccavely

by A and B, the coloration of each generation would then to

I.A + lB. It is only when the germ-plasm is modified to a much
smoker extent than the determinants which have already catered

the rudiments of the wings, that an alteration of colconrioo can

become permanent
In many other animals and plants influences of temperature

and environment may very possibly produce permanent here-

ditary variations in a similar manner
j
but it is dilflcult— in fact

almost
.
impossible—co identify such cases with anything lice

certainty from the ojaeivaiions which have hitherto been made
Thus we find it stated that ‘in Cashmere dogs socn become

covered with a woolly hair bnt we do not know wbo observed

this, or who ascertained that such a change— if it really does

occur—is transmitted. 1 Merino sheep lose their fino woo! when

they are transported to a tropical climate but I have not been

able to discover whether thb loss occurs in the first, or in the

coarse of several, generatioca. We are thus left in uncertainty

as to the possibility of a direct climatic variation of a somatic

part having taken place in these Instances, which would again

disappear in the next generation provided mat the defendants

were placed under the original climatic conditions. The same

applies to the races of naked dogs from the tropics, such as the

• Time SUKiUBlts we quoted fi'Ja nn essay by Gian), wio takes

Iben js a pro* of the tr>•"minion a umaiigmlc aeOacollooi. C/.

• L'Hff*!>-4 d«i moAit.cators somMlqotl,' Area* Stimtifip*, D»nl»r
&h.i*9W
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Gniaea dog, for
1 they do not become coveted with hair when

transported to a temperate climate.'*

Many climatic varieties of plant; may also be due wholly

oc in part to the simultaneous variation of corresponding do-

lt rn.lnnriti in some pan of the soma and in the germ-plasm of

the reproductive cells, and these variations must of necessity he

hereditary. Temperature, and nutrition in its widest sense,

affect the whole body of the pint,—the somatic cells as well as

the germ-cells. 1 1 cannot, however, at present be stated whether

the detenuIranis in the soma are in this case influenced more

strongly than tho-.s which are still in the germ-plasm. It is

conceivable, and, I am inclined to think, even most usual, that

certain determinants are affected to the same extent whether

the influence of the environment happens to act on them in tho

germ-plasm, or in nny stage of somatic transformation. In this

case the change may have beer, perhaps scarcely or no: at all

no:«able in the first generation, and may gradually have become

appsient, and also transmissible, in the course of subsequent

generations. On the other hind, there are probably many
influences of envimiinert which produce a considerable change

in the body cf tho plant, without, however, modifying the cor-

responding determinant* in the germ-plasm. The experiments

made by Nageli and many others on the genus llitracium at

any rate support this tub. though they havs hardly been canted

on long enough to exdude the pOiailiilfly of a very faint and
gradual alteration occurring in the germ-plasm.

The question as to which influences are capable of simul-

tonooiTsiy modifying the developing and growing soma and the

corresponding determinants in the germ-plasm, even in a very

different degree, can only be solved by figure experiments The

cues of an apparent inheritance of teenatogenic variations are

doe to this coincidence no others ore, it scents to me, con-

ceivable. Ail these influence*, however, such as tho use and

duiisocf a part, which can only affect this part itselfin a specific

manner, are ineapahle of producing a corresponding change in

the respective determinants of the genn-cells and consequently

cannot lead to hereditary modifications In such casus the

* Coopore also tbc cases cC OegrecaUoo IE the detccniuts or the

BurepMS dag In India, »hidi h»«« tan tamfully coiciud by Darwin in

bis • Virotcn of Animils aid ttana aider Dcaustatioa.' VoL 1. p. 4c
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external influence affects only the fully-formed organ,—Rich as

a mnsda wfliirb has become enlarged by exercise
;

tor the influ-

ence coni iU in She increased activity of itic organ, which takes

place within it alone
;
She geim-pUsm of she genu -cells, and

even die determinant in the gernvpUitn far the muscle in ques-

tion, are not thereby affected. In all cases of functional hyper-

trophy or atrophy, the external influence affects none of the

determinants, but only the fully-formed organs,— f.*., groups of

specific cells produced from determinants. In my opinion it is

very probable that such twofold modifying influences of environ

men: as we meet with in P. fMaat, can only occur when the

determinants which have not yet been transformed into the

organ, as well as ihc germ cells, have been affected by the modi-

fying influence. And this will be roost likely to happen is those

suucturc* which, like tbe scales on the wings of butterflies,

are formed at a later stage of the animal’* existence, and thr

dtUrminants ofwhuK art comtqutKtly stend in an andntlofiJ

condition in Mr idanti ofcertain lematic erth during agnatfart

of the oxteginy. The wings of the Ixitterfly arne as outgrowths

from tbc hypedemus cf the cater pillar. Before there outgrowths

can be formed, the determinants for the wing-scales must be

contained in tbe Idioplasm of some of the cells of the hypo-

demur, but after their appearance they would be found in some

of the cells in tbe dimcats of the wings Tbe wings at Cist

are small, and contain* by oO roeaju so Istge a nuraber.of cells

as when full grown, so that inactive deterrr.irj.nt3 for several

wing-scales must be contained in the idants of cot nucleus. At

a certain period in the course of further growth, however, the

cumber of cells increases to such an extent that each determinant

constitutes the idioplasm of a porticular cell, and the modify-ng

extcronl influences seen then to have the greatest effect on these

determinants. By means of experiments it imy be possible to

ascertain exactly when this occurs.

Is might have beer, expected that in till* section I should enter

into the wl»lc question of the possibility of die transmission of

acquired vnriarions, about which there has been so much dispute

of Uto years, and that all die arguments and facts which hire

been put forwnrd in favour of the theory should be discussed.

But, as I have already remarked, this Mens (0 be out of place

in a tboii > of heredity, the ob«t of which is to show whether

this lorin of transmission is or rt not possible from a theoreren!
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point of view, and to ascertain farther ohcthes in the latter case

&.idl »n a/friml transmission might nee possibly occur under
certain circumstances, and to account foe this theoretically. I

have always emphnsised the fact that it is easier to oiplain the

transformation ofspecies <m Lamarck's principle
; but this U so

reason for the retention of a theory which cannot be accepted

on theoretical grounds, unless no other apianalien can be

given for the facts. So far, my opponents have been unable to

prove that this is the case.

The above explanation of the causes of tbe cliinntic variations

of butterflies may perhaps convince somo of tlrae who have
till now opposed my rieirs that ue are here not dealing blindly

with mere principles, but with inductive method*. The view of

the nnn-inherltance of acquired modifications has been espe-

cially opposed in America, principally by tbe paleontologists.

It inn certainly not be denied that certain farts in paleontology,
such as the development of the feet and tc«h in Ungulates,
furnish us with an extremely Am and uninterrupted series of

forms which may apparently be vary easily explained on the

assumption of the inheritance oiacquired modifications. Du Is

rot this exactly what wcclri be expected, in case phytogeny essen-

tially depends on selection—that is, on an increasingly complete
adaptation to ceitaln external conditions of life of a purely
general nature ? It appear: 10 me that neither the complete-
ness of tbe developmental sorlea. nor the dose relation of the
nature of the mexii5carious to function, give any clue to the

cause* which have produced these scries They may quite as

t/ell have originated hy continued selection alone, os by continued
transmission of functional variations.

Tbe eminent American naturalise, Letter Ward ,* is, however,
in error if he supposes that the proof UMt climatic influences

are capable of mod dying the germ-plasm, contains all that is

required by the noo-Lamarckian school. Further details will be
given n the next chapter as to the manner in which I now
suppose variation hi* originated : but quite apart from tbit, the
supposition diat climatic influences can ptoduce modifications of
the germ-plasm, has certainly nothing to do with the > icw that

* Q- “* “*y a«Uut ts, views by ibto uibar (’Nee-
Duvlmmi >:ul NM-Lamuduun,' Watfegxn, 1891}, which ts wr.tua
frnir. the thcnughly ,nd truly adettifc point of view.
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functional ciccitications cf ar.* (articular organ can

ci'tr^ponditig change in the germ-ptosm I believe 1 hate

here furnished a proof that lire (turner supposition it a correct

one: the onus of proof ct the latter liei with the

IjinurckiAi^
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CHAPTER XIV.

VARIATION.

L NosM.u Individual Variation.

Hkret.it* in the transmission of the physical nature of tbe

parent to tbs offspring. We have wen that this transmisiion

affects the whole oiganiato, snd extends to ihe meat trifling

deuiii
j
and we also know that it is never complete, and that

tbe offspring ar.d parent arc never identical, but that the former

always differs more or leu from the latter. These differences

give rite to the phenomenon of lartaliea, arkiek tkvs farms

.1n integral fart of hrrrb'fy, for Ike falter always iiuluAs Ike

former.

A theory of heredity must therefore Include a theoretical

substantiation of variation, such it I will now attempt. Why
is the offspring never an exact duplicate of its parent, ever,

nben it poMCiies but one parent, as a the case io pertheao-

{cnci.il and reproduction by budding?
#
ATid wb.it forms the

basis of the constant ‘ iniivUwit variations’ which, after the

precedent of Darwin aiid Wallace, we regard at the foundation

of all processes of natural selection, and as tbe means which

rendered possible such a rich development of organic forms of

the n*0St diveree kinds on the face of the earth ?

Darwin himself considered the difference between parent

aid offspring as duo to tbe diversity of external .Influences,

and I "as essentially of the same opinion formeriy, and suited

that all dissimilarities of organisms must depend upon the

individuals having been affected bydissimilarexternal influences

during the course of tbe development of organic nature.’ * At

that time I attributed to the organism the virtual 1
power of

• ‘Scatim sur DkkoOhu Hirer<' I!., lOfelg, 1(7^, p jh. EagHsli

alike, 'itodits in tW Ihnwy of DnM,' tmoilawd and ollted by R
Uildn.'. wth • ptfiloiy note by Charts. Dsr.in. Limit.., i8f» Vo). a,
tx 077.
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giving rise by multiplication only to exact copies of itself
;
but

this capacity, in my opinion, did not produce accurate results,

because the organism is also capable of reacting to eternal
influences, and may therefore deviate from the inherited tend*

ency in one or another direction, according to the nature of

these influences.

Variation would coaseqiamtly cot depend upon a special

force existing In the organism, but would simply-he the result

of external influences, which, cither directly or indirectly, are

capable of preventing the organism from keeping strictly to the

inherited eourte of development.

Although 1 still consider this view to be in general correct,

the origin of individual variation, on which the transformation

of species is based, cannot be deduced so easily from the action

cd dissimilar external Influences as seemed ponsihde when I wrote

the passage quoted above, I have discussed this question in

full on a previous occasion, and will here only briefly refer

to it.*

At that time, no one supposed that any difference existed

between the modifications which may he hrooght about in the

soma and those which pnxted from the germ-plasm. Since

then, however, wo have been compelled— at least in my opinion

- to consider that only those variations which are 'Nastegmie^

and no: tlioic which are 'toma/egt*lie! can be transmitted. We
can no longer regard the direct influence ofexternal impressinn
on the scans os a means of producing hereditary individual

variations. It therefore remains to be seen what is the origin

of these variations, upon the existence of which we imagine the

emire development of organic nature to depend.

This development could be accounted for most daily no

Nigeli's hypothesis, according to which the idioplasm is so

Constituted, that in the course of generations it could exert a
definite and regular transforming inluer.ee upon itself, and by

this means could c aovert one species into another. Many
reasons may, however, be urged agains: this hypothesis. In

the first place, development by Interna! forces only is contio

dictory to tho close adaptations of organirms to their conditions

of life j
and secondly, we should not make use of unknoun

* Cf. 'Die Uulcul-r* der scucloi FortpRuiucg RU die Bafectlaiv

ifflS English BUtte, (Ward, Mg, p. ey.
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foic« for the eiplanuion of natural phenomena until we have

proved (hat tlx known ones me insufficient.

Such a phyletic principle of development would naturally

not produce ordinary individual variations, but would lead to

modifications viitM affttt atI the in&vidualt of« tptda in tit

toou manner. All the Individual modifications which actually

Cliit would, b that case, have to he contidered insignificant

in phyletic development; and in plants Nageli actually

looked upon them to be transitory, end not hereditary habitat-

modifications (*Stan doits-Modifications! 1. But this view is

opposed by the transmission of an immense numbci of Indi-

vidual diSsrences in man and aniniali.

If we recognise that the processes of selection are the chief

factors in organic development, wc most attach the greatest

importance to these hereditary differences in individuals, and
most try to discover tlieir origin

Erccis accepts this view, and has propounded a theory of

heredity which Is based on Darwin’s hypothesis of pangenesis,

and according to which variation U in the mala dependent on
sexual reproduction.* Variability, in hit opinion. it caused by
every 'getr.mule’ of thespermatciooa uniting with ‘that particle

of the ovum whkh it detuned to grie rise in the offspring to the

cell which corrctpotvds to Use ooe which produced tlx germ or

gcmmule. . . . Wen this cell become^ dc<clo|xd in the

body of the offspring it -.oil! be a hybrid, and it tuiU tktrt/ore

tend (9 vary! Brooks, moreover, assigns different functions

to the two kinds of germ cells, and represents them as being
chargee or filled to difTcicnt degrees with ‘geinmules,’ the

egg-ceU containing i much smaller number than the eperm-celL

In his opinion the ejg-cell it the conservative principle which
controls tlx transmission of purely racial or specific characters,

trherroa the aperat-cell is the pregressive clement wHich entries

variation.

Brooks hat mgenioutly advanced every argument which could

he brought forward in favour of hit theory, but I doubt whether
he Kill- holds to it, for many new discoveries have since been

made which contradict it. Although the view that ‘acquired*

characters are act hereditary is not universally admitted, it lias

• W. A. Hr»<i. 'Tbe Lew o( HatUly: A Study of i»- Cetro of

Virinion taO the Origin al Li-kg C-gsmimu,' ftthimore, riBy.
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beer, accepted by Brooks
,
and the assumption of a diversity of

the hereditary aibauuKCS contained in tlic male and female

genn-celh, m which his theory is based, a rendered untenable

:( it is iccogn icd that the idants of both alio remain precisely

the same as regards number and quality during the process of

amphimixis. It will not, therefore, be rash to totath.li' that the

few observations which ‘Wm to be in favour of the dissimilar

effect of mate and female gem- ceils are not convincing,

although wc may not l< able at preterit to explain them fully.

To these belong certain rare eases, which have, perhaps, nos

been very accurately otecnoi, and possible form exceptions to

the rale that hybrids cf Ino specie; are idntficaf, whether the

father or mother belonged to the species A or B.

If we are forced to reject the assumption of the ditti nihr
action of the two germ-cells, together with that of ar. internal

force of tinnsfocmaiiuu, we c*u only tefer hereditary individual

variability to tlte inequality of external influences ; and it then

remains to be seen how such influences can produce hereditary

differences if somatogenic modification! ate not hereditary : fee

external influences act directly, and often exclusively, upon the

bed), and not oa the grrm-ttUs.

In u fotmer eway I have already attempted to show that the

constant occurrence of individual variability and the continual

tranaforraalicm in jhe intermixture required by selection is

brought about by amphimixis, although it is not the primary

eau-e of this variability; and that the accomplish meat of

sexual reproduction is even based in almost all the known
organic forms on this necessity of preserving and conlinuaily

remodelling the liereditaiy variability of individuals. 1 am
convinced that the fttw forms of antfthimixil—namely, He
conjigolion of uit/ttflh/oj, end fix sexual rrproduUian of

muUictUuUr organisms ore means of producing variation.

The process furnishes an inexhaustible supply of fresh com-

bina/Sous of individual variations which are indispensable to tire

process of selection.

Hatxhek* bas contested this viewofthe significance of sexual

reprodnetion, nnd slate that ' transformations of species occur

far too rarely to admit of their explaining such an uninterruptedly

active ptoceis as sexual reproduction.’ It seems to me, how-

B Harace*. • Lrtrtn® drr Zedoi*-.' Jenn, UBS, p. ro,
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era, that he has overlooked the (act (hat die trmjfonmUian of

* species, as well as \\xpreservation of its constancy, are based
upon natural selection, and that this is incessantly at work,

never ceasing for a moment.

Hrout what was said m the chapters on the struggle ol the

determinants ol the two parents in ontogeny, and on the 're-

ducing-divtaioo’ ol the germ-plasm which is indispensable in

amphimixis. it follows that by means cl the Utter process fresh

combinations ol die possible variations in a specie* mast coo-
standy bo produced. On the one hand, the gerni-ptaui oi a
new individual produced by amphimixis never receive; more
than half the ids of each parent—and these are differently

selected and arranged in each care ; and on ihe other, the co-

operation of the ids ofboth sides nould not always strike an
arerage in all pans of the new organism, but each pan would
resemble that either of the father or the mother in proponion to

the number and controlling force of the individual homologous
determinants

;
the resultant of the co-operadng forces may be

different m different pans.

Although the aretes, of amphimixis it an essential condition

for die further development ofthe species, and for its adaptation

to new conditions ol existence amongst the higher and more
complicated organsna, it ts not primary cause 0/ kmthlary
varia&n. By its mesna those specific variations which already

exist in a species may continually be beaded in a Iresh manner,
but 11 is incapable ol giving rise to new variations, even though
It often appears 10 du so.

When it first occurred to me that sexual reproduction 033
necessary’ to produce the variations required for the action of
selection, I imagined that its influence upor. tire germ-plasm uiu
still mote powerful. Since all differences—even the qualitative

one*—are ultimately of a qaan/tialiot nature, and as the union

of the primary constituents Of Ihe parents mayeither strengthen

01 weaken a ' character,1

1 imagined that the combination ofvery
strong primary constituent for the tame par. in both parents

would cot ccly cause diepan to reappear especially markedly in

the child, bet would also double the strength of the primary

constituent! of die part in the germ-cells of the child
;
and thus

the continued intercrossing of ofipriag in which this part is

sirongiy developed, might cause it to be increased more and
more, so that it exhibited fai more disc an ordinary individual
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ddferaice. If we suppose this process to go do in the various

pans of the body, the transformation of a specie* uMuId thus be

accounted for.*

The preelection of races by artificial selection appears, in feet,

to be in patt due to such an accunuilatkiei of parental ‘charac-

ter*’; but 1 shall show later on thnt * is no< accompanied by

an actual variation of the determinants, which alone could

gradually lead to a transformation of the species. We know that

the paternal and maternal idints do not (use in the process of

amphimixis, and the iinineiuc number of cases of perfctl trans-

mission proves thnt tbe determinants of both sides undergo no

alteration by being brought together. The modification of the

determinants is a process which is not ditectiy connected with

sexual interininglin", but follows its own course, and most tie

due to special causes.

This is made stiUclearerif we reflect that the lowerorg8nhms
sponges and polypes—must possess a very small number

of determinants compared to those in higher forms, such as

birds and maumssls. Tie numler of determinant! in an id

of ^trmpleuin ias thoifon increased amnderuMy, and even

tno-moudy, in tit course of pk/Utie development- A jingle

peacock's feather may possibly bo controlled by aa many
determinants as an eai rc polype Amphimixis .-Jone, lio»-

ev-er, coukl never produce a multiplication of the determinants,

Ths cause 0/ htre.iiUr/ variation must fir deeper than this;

it mutt it da/ to the direct effect of external influence/ on the

(dvpftort anddeterminants, which 1 imagine to take peace in the

following way.

The entire substance of the earliest oiganiams must have

consisted of equivalent biophots, the nucleus and rell-bxly no*

having yet become differentiated. In these lowest fotms, whetlier

they exist cr not M the present day, the perfect constancy of the

composition of the body may occasionally have been disturbed

by external influences of different kinds, and these modifications

must have been preserved, a* they persisted in the two parts

resulting from reproduction by binary fission.

Wheel the morphoplasm and idioplasm subsequently became
differentiated, and the latter was enclosed m the nucleus as the

• Cctanui: my oaay ‘Die hnlcUiing Cci scvjdlfo I'ortptrntung,'

Jer.«. i&fo p. ,d Kngli-li wlltnn, Oxford, iSS*. p. m.
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hereditary suhnuice and controlled the tody ol the cel), varia-

tions which had been produced solely by tbo direct action of

Otemal influences cm the tody Of the tilt, could no longer to

transmitted to the offspring u ait inheritance, for they were

dependant on the pan of the roorphopUefn in utiich.thcy orui-

nated, and did not past into the idioplasm, which comprises

all the primaiy constituents of the specie*. Every hereditary

variation mur; therefore have otjfiinated in the nucleus, ever, in

unicellular organism—which in this respect therefore resemble

the Metsins and Metaphyta, the sole difference being that in the

unicellular form we are ooncetned with the characters of one

cell and not of many. In many unicellular organisms— the

higher Infusoria—the cell-body a very highly differentiated : it

ituy possess a complex aitangetncot of cilia, undulating mem-
branes lifcbocyMs, and flagella, each having a definite position

in the body,—as well at a protective cate of a definite form,

with a lid capable ci being closed
j

the animal, moreover, is

capable cc rrccuttucting all these parts should any of ttom

become injured Wo are therefore forced to admit that this

m ime organon must have a centre in which the. latent Raima

for ail theie structures slumber, ard from which reproduction

may tafce place. This centre is the nucleus, and modifications

of the nuclear matter can alone give rise to transformations cf

a hereditary nature in the cell-tody.

The fact that spreies have remained ihtrply defined aa long

uur have known them, prove* that these transformation* occur

neither easily nor rapidly.

Tto germ-plasm of multicellular forms is obviously also very

constant, and the tnopboca constituting it are capable c: nourish-

ing themselves and of growing, eo as to furnish eiac: depilates

of tbenscho uhen they divide. We could not otherwise under-

stand how it would be possible, in spite of the enormous growth
of the germ-plasm from one generation to another, for the specific

characters, and even tic most minute individual characteristice.

to to preserved through k> many generations.

The difficulty with which the gcitu-plasen becomes changed
a not so dearly proved by the instances of constancy

displayed by some species of ancient Egyptian onlmaU—the
ibis and crocodile -thiojgh thousands of year*, which were
formerly advanced by Nagcli and myself far tint purpose. It

may be objected that these species wore always subject to the
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control of nntura selection. which eliminated ever/ case of

deviation from the perfectly adapted form. If insignificant

individual characteristics which ate of no use to the species can,

however, bo preserved in the lunran race for severalgenerations,

this must l>e owing to the fact that the coneiponding de-

tenninants have very little tendency during their gio.th and

multiplication to suffer any marked variation, and that, on the

cootraty, they reproduce exact duplicates of themselves. I was

therefore quite Justified in supposing that the gerai platen pos-

sessed a great power of remaining constant.•

We can none the lets avoid astunting that the tbmnU of the

gem-plasm—O., the biophors and determinants—are tuhjett to

eonhnml change! of couponlion during their almost nnintei-

rupccd growth, and that that very minute fluctuations, oviieJi

are impireeptiiu to ui, are the primary taute of tie greater

deviations in tie determinant!, which nofinally oturri in tie

form ofindividual variatiUU-

The assumption that such very minute fluctuntinrs occur,

naturally follnus from the iropcaaibilfcy ofa complete anifoimity

as regards nutrition existing daring growth
;
and in fact, though

underestimating it* importance,* 1 fonutrly made this assump-

tion, in cuiiwtly supposing that the influences producing these

fluctuations ‘are mostly changeable, and occur sometimes in

one and mrehmr-in another direction.’ I had no: then taken

into consideration the fact that tbe fluctuations accumulate

in conscrittence of the process of amphimisi*. If a single

determinant increases to a hundred thousand during the multi-

plication of the germ-cells of an Individual, it is not likely that

the nutrition of all these determinants during the process '.-.II

be absolutely the same in strength and kind. If this is not the

ensu,m note differences could not fa I to appear in tie subsequent

determinants. These minute fluctuations may undoubtedly

again disappear, SB I fotmerly assumed, provided that the modi-

fied determinant iv exposed to counteracting influences, and alone

they are qurte incapable of producing an Individual variation of

any perceptible character
;
but they may become cumulative.

For tbe getm-plasm always consists cf a Urge number of ids,

each of which contains one of the homologous determinants in

• Cf. my •<»>/ ’ Die DedcuMg <t« Foitpfonumj,' Jena,

rWS. » aS. fcrgtish wtWon, Oxford. lOlo. a r,<.

t Let. eU„ a
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question, and the co-opciation of all of these determines the

chancier. A hereditary individual variation will therefor/

arise if tnarty of the homologous determinant! very in the same

way.

We can thus understand the process of doubling of ihc

deicnninants, which molt have occurred repeatedly, as more

complicated stiuctures 6tOiC ill phytogeny. Mere abundant

nourishment wotild cause a determinant to gw- and multiply

mere rapidly, and if the fine multiplicatkm occurs before the

‘restive germ-plasm ' for the next generation haa become
separated off, this doable determinant will bo permanently

retained by the species. The cori expanding part of the body,

however, nil! only display a perceptible variation when the

majority of the homologous determinants have become doubled.

Minnie fiuctontions oust thus continually «cu» in ihe com-

position « the biophors and detetinintnts. Their variability

depends on the same prill iplc as the ajatenvrtic disintegration

of the determinants in the germ-plasm, anil is dee to the

dissimilar eosvfietMon ofthe elements ofthe graving suistanee

If the determinant* consisted of masses which were all exactly

alike, inequality of nutrition could never transferal determinant

A into A, :— it could only alter its rate of growth. They are,

however, composed Of biophors of dilfcirnt hinds, which react

dissimilarly under diffcrci t conditions of growth. Thi> raiders

pasrible* disarrangement of rise proportional numbers of the

dirtetet'l biophors in a determinant, and consequently also rhe

variation of the latter. It is therefore quite conceivable that all

the qualities of a cell ate not affected by tbeie influences, but

tint only certain of them vary, and that only a few amongst a

Urge number of similar deicnninants need become modified.

The facts already mentioned with regard to the elisnatti

variation of butterflies, prove that such an alteration air. actually

occur. In these insects the determinants of certain coloured

w'mE-MSto are slowly changed in the coarse of generations, la

consequence of the rise m temperature of the climate, and thus

the colour of the scales becomes considerably, modified. Such

caws of conspicuous variation me not often met with
j
all spaties

nf butterflies, at any rate, nre not affected in this way by cltar-ges

cf temperature, and those that arc thus inflocnced do not display

the variation in ail the different hinds of scales. Thu indicates

that the determinants have a strong tendency to remain constant
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nc.il that tl»e deviations to which they arc subject no account of
inequalities of mtiilion are at a rale so infiniterimal that theit

effect is unnr/iccahle.

IT>e:e deviations arc nevertheless of great significance, fur
Oty firm the material firm -whirl, the visible individual
variation, art firmfuttd by means ofamfihimiril together with
srttetien

;

and new spccice ariso by the increase and combination
of these variatinns.

The hypothesis that the germ-plasm consists of ids is qu te

indispensable in this case. Every determinant is represented
in the germ-plasm as many times as there are ids in the latter,

for every id contains all the kinds of determinants. The deter-
minant N, for eutnpde, is represented a hundred times If the
geici-plasm consiKs of a hundred ids. Most of these ids must
differ slightly from one another, for in the course of generuriona
they me continually brought together in new combinations by
tint process of amphimixis. On the occurrence ol this process,

however, the diversity of the ids persists, even if we go back to

the origin of the multicellular forma, or of the unicellular ones
from the primordial organism- A condition in which all the ids
could be considered similar is never found

; in feet, as already

stated, Hu dUitmiiari.y of individual, must be trattd to lie
primordial organism, at a period when neither the process of
amphimixis nor idioplasm hid come into existence, and n which
every individual aigamun derived its Individuality direciy from

the dissimilarity of external influences. From these organisms
tb? dissimilarity was transmitted to the unicellular forms, which
cannot all have originated from one primordial mganism, but

each species must have arisen polyphyletically from a large

tiumbet of similarly modified organisms. This point has often

been misunderstood," and I have been asked to explain, for

example, how the adaptations of flowers, fruits, and seeds :n

Phanerogams, could hate been derived from a combination 11f

characters acquired by the shapeless primordial ancestors. The
sAnraetcrs vert net Inherited from the primordial bangs, but
variability, or the dissimilarity «findividuals.
We might, however, he inclined to believe that external influ-

ences must affect all homologous determinants of a geim-plnsm
in the tame way, and must cause them to vary

; Ixit this would
he enoeooish

Since reproduction is connected with amphimixis in the
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nudlksOulnr organisms, md the Utter process it never entirely

nMting in any species, tie germ-plasm of these foiim consists

of many ids from different sources,—one half of them being

derived from the father, and one half from the mother, each

half, again, containing ids from the grandparents in varying

proportions
;
the kls of the grandparents, moreover, arc derived

from one, two, or even three great-grandparents, and so on.

As I have shown above, the proportions in which the indivi-

dual ancestors may be represented by ids may vary very much
;

and consequently the germ-plasm of different individurds, even

vrhra they are closely related, mats always differ.

Each id contains all the determining elements of thfl species,

liut in a manner peculiar to the individual If a determinant N
differs slightly in every id, it snll also vary a little during growth

if exposed to modifying influences ; so tbut, for example, the

dotermiiunt N may remain unaltered in id A, while N 1 varies

in R Oa the other hand, the modifying influence of nutrition

may very likely be slightly different in A and in B, and may
produce a variation in N, while N> remains unaltered. Sufficient

factors would thus be present to cause a varialira of one of

more homologous dcteitnmanta in certam, bnt not in all ids In
the only earefuily observed caws rd blawogenic variation, due
to the direct influence of estemal conditions,— via, those of the

climatic variations of Potycmmalui pA/aai,—i\ is evident that

tiro iafltxnc* cf*t«nperauire was not quite uniform. Scene of

the captive Neapolitan specimens of this species are darker
and others lighter, although they were raised in a room under
conditions as nearly the same as possible; and in those

caught in the neighbourhood of Naples, the amount of black-
dusting-the character modified by the climate—varied con-
siderably. The same influences, even when they act during
many successive generations, do notnecessarily cause the indivi-

duals« a species to vary to the same extent ; and I account for

this by the fact that the ids of every animal contain different

variants of a particular determinant N, some of which are more
susceptible to heat than others. The gerai-pfasm, as a whole,
will vary to a greater or lets extent in proportion to the number
of ibo determinants which ore more or less variable.

Many enigmatical points, however, still remain. Thus the
transformation by heat of many of the original reddish-gold
wing-scales of P. fiiltrai into black ones does not occur evenly.
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sc at jtndually to change Ihe entire reddish.gold upper .uif.tfc

ol lire wing into black ; but ccmin parts fir:; become dorter,

and then other adjacent oner, the whole surface being blackened
on ;y in the very darken specimens. The margin and base of the
wing Ant turn black, and the change then spreads slowlytowards
the middle, which, however, remains unaltered in most indivi-

duals. Since wo must suppose that scales of the same colour

atise fromsimilar determinants, why arc they affected to such an
unequal extent by the modifying influence of heat >

Tho explanation previously used can, however, be applied in

this case also.

It was shown In the chapter on reversion that although row
specific charactoa are produced by tire modification of certain

determinants or group, of determinants, this modification never

ufTects the hrtmalogmit determinant, in nil the Ids of the germ-
plnttn simultaneously. It mutt, on the contrary, be assumed tint

variation affects only a small majority of modified determinants

at first, let increases by Ihe selection and ((reference of the

most modified Individuals, until finally a predominant majority
of all the ids certain modified determinants.

This evidently implies tint <wo and old ifmific dmraiUrt
art rnfittUvtfy repmtn/.'d by i mall mid* large majorityo/
modifat dcbrmlnanls. Ifthis statement be applied to ihe case

Ol P. pkltBtu, wrj, obtain a principle by the aid of which the

dissimilar effect of heat on the determinants for the middle and
the margin of the wing respectively may be understood, [t i,

vety improbable that the sutfaeeof tire wing of the brown ancea-
tral fornt of P. fihltaa has changed uniformly into reddish-gold,

and it is much more likely that a lighter spot in the middle
Iwcanre modified first and took on a reddish-gold ccfotir, in con-

sequence of sexual selection, ar.d that this then gradually

extended towards the margin. If this were so, the reddish-gold

scales of the centre uiist he represented in tbegerm-pbsm by a
greater majority of homodynnavaus determinants than are those
at the margin : and in this way we can understand why the

black-dusting of the wir.gs affects (lie sides fust, and tire middle
last of alL This must be so if the old ‘ brown 1 determinants

under the influence of heat give rise to blark scales more easily

than do tlie ‘ reddish-gold ’ ones. Whether this explanation bo

correct in tins pirtlculir caw or no:. It it nevertheless true tbit

thi divmUy of/if fallal to whltk /if dfhrminanh far the tame
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character an rtpreuntedin diflerent ntfm of the body, affords

us a priactfic by which ix «tn underHand ths unequal efcct

Produced bysimilar tnodifyistg influences upasr various regions

ofChe body.

Ever, though il can no longer be doubted that climatic and

other externa! influence* are capable of producing permanent

variations in a species, owing to the fact lint, after acting uni-

formly for a long period, they cause tl'O first slight modifications

of certain determinants to increase, and gradually affect the less

chtugcable variants of the determinants also, the countless

majority of modifications is net due to this canoe, but to the

processes of selection. The question then wises as to the origin

of variations which are sumciendy considerable for natural rtitc

ton to act upon then. External influences at first produce only

very slight fluctuations in the determinants—presumably cot

only in tome, but in all
;
a continual supply 0/ Iht sues! mimic

uuMions tf Ihs different dUenssinsmts will thus always be

present.

I do not, however, believe that variations, ss we perceive

them, are the ditect result of these minute fluctuation* on the

part of irsdiridea! determinants : they C»n only be produced by

the accumulation tfa lory, number offluctuations 0} this bind

This is animnicdtUC consequence ofthe theory. Since the germ-

plasm consists of many ids, each of which qpntahn the same

number c: homologous detesainanti, and as, moreover, any

character is the result of the interacboti of all its homologous

determinants, the variation of a single determinant wc-uld be

ImptrcepiiSia j a character can only be mcdjfled to an appreci-

able extent when a majority of the determinants are equivalent,

or at any rate are similarly modified.

in my opinion, a variation of this lend il preduced by

solitary boiuodjnatnous dwetinlnanB In different Ids and

individuals being bntgkl together in one germ-plasm by means
of the prncesatv of ‘reducing division

1 and amphimixis, so that

they can thus form a majority.

I will illustrate this by a simple example. A small brown

European butterfly, Ljcmu agestii, Hb., has a small blurb

spot formed by a few scales in the centre of the wing. Let us

suppose that this spot is controlled by a single determinant F,

and that the germ-plasm in this spedea contains a hundred ids,

nnc contequently a hundted determinants Fj and thaj, in
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consequence of a change in nutrition, sorao of these deter-

minants .F in different individuals constantly vary in such

a manner that if they wctc in the majority’ in the gene-

plasm they would give rise to a white spot instead of a

black one. It will sometimes happen that they are In the

majority
;

for, in consequence of the ptocesa of amphimuii,

the modified determinants F may become accumulated in the

course of generations, so ns to exceed fifty in one nr mere

individuals. The black spot will then turn white, and amoog
tboussind8 of individuals belonging to this species scene "ill

exhibit this variation.

The subsequent course of tbn phyletic development of this

white spot depends upon its phyxiolagieal value to the species.

Even if it is only of slight importance, it will gradually tome to

be possessed by an increasing number of individual:-, and will

ultimately be transmitted to all of them : lx,, it will become a

specific character. This ecensioa could hardly occur without

amphimixis
;

for by its means any minority ol determinants

F1
, wherever produced, may accumulate so as to constitute a

majority
;
and otherwise they could Dot have been effective,

since a minority could never have produced n white spot

This example was selected because it is based on facts. A
variety of lytttna aga/ii actually exists which posaraaoi a

milky-whito spot pn each of the four wings in the place of the

black one
;

it Is known as the variety arlaxtrxei, and occurs

in the north of England. It U immaterial whether sexual selec-

tion or a protective resemblance has caused the ducninance ol

this rood ideal ion.

Many variation* of 000 specie* or another are merely due to

the modification of a few or a Urge number of detetminanu ,•

changes in the colou? of individual par's or of the whole body

mayoccur without an accompanying increase in the total number
Of determinants of the germ-plasm, but, on the other hand, as

was thown above, many modifications do result from an iiureaie

tn theirtotal miimk-. Wehaveaheady wen that the doubling of

adeterminant ofthe germ-plaam may be refeired tothe influences

of nutrition, and no difficulties therefore arise in the application

of the principle fist propounded to the multiplication of the

determinants. The important modifications in species, includ-

ing all enlargement of parts and higher differentiation of organs,

must be connected with tliia increase : and the accumulation
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of double determinants of jingle ids, 80 well 88 (heir purely

qualitative moliScatior.s. may 1# Inctessed by means of (be

‘reducing division' end amphimixis, (ill tho variation becomes

perceptible, and natural Selection COClCi into play.

Tae •rwcrwsr' of a character derived from two parents which

merely possessed it to » slight extent, is an entirely diffeirnt

matter. A futicK of the primary constituents of a character

common to b«h parents, and a consequent increase o: these

primary constituents, itch as was hitherto supposed to Like

place, evidently do out occur: such an assumption is contra

dieted by ordinary experience; for if the primary constituent* of

th: parents could accumulate in this way, all parts ofthe offspring

must he twice as large, or at any rate larger than, those ol tl<o

parent, and this is not live cite It however, it were main-

timed that it is merely a question of the differences in tic

primary constituent*, and that die offspring receive* half the

sum of the characters of (he two parents, it could be replied that

tha might be approximately tree in some cases, but no expla-

nation would be given as to bow an increase of a characteristic

can occur, and tray even be produced artificially by pairing

animals which exhibit a certain tendency to vary in the desired

d-icction If two anneals are parted which possess the cha-

racter a in tbe degree la, the oflspttng would contain t2?
—if, la, and oo increase would be produced. Moreover, the

real menning of tbe term 1 halving' would then remain perfectly

vague. Ifensen * though: that ‘the effect of transmission was to

Aaku the characters of the parents,' since 'a similar whole can

only result from twoequal halftransmbsioal' I believe that this

is to a certainextent true, but not in the sense which would entail

the halting of an inMvt'iHt primary constituent

The solution of the problem is to be feutrd in Ike muflrfiiuil/

of fir tet and •ittirminan/i, and in dUtinguithing cvrcfully

between the vague idea oftbe ' c4nraeftr’ and the definite ono of

the dtUrvtinatf or hereditary part. Each detesmmate is con-

tvcslcd by as many determinants as there are ids in the getra-

plasm
;
but half the ids of each parent, together with half the

determinants of nor? tout, am removed from thegemt-pium by
tire reducing division of the gettn-cell. Half the primary caosti-

V. H™. • Phjviolarr <ki Ztugung.'
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taents are, however, no: removed in this proccis
; on the con-

irary, the txeutren-e of ' pseudo-monogonlc heredity 1

prove*
that every parent-organism transmits the whole of then to the
ofiraiinn

i
nny fn'mtry cmMhunt is, kewtvtr, r>fnstntrdiy

only halftlu nuiator ofdttfrminants.
From this theoretical bis.?, the results strived at by breeders

are easy to undemand. 1 Llkt bigth hie,’ is their ch ief maxim,
and this is true whenever two individuals are coupled which
|»ss«s a certain character as an Inheritance trnnimitted

through a long series of generation*. For sach a character
must be represented by homedynamous dcterniicants in the
great majority of iris' in the germ-plasm

;
and at it consequently

will not be entirely removed from either half of the latter

by the reducing division, it will in most cases he represented in

a majority of ids in the offspring.

The idea that the 'increait' of a ‘character' can be produced
simply by crossing, is due toan inaccuracy of express-on Lite
besets litc,1 but not something else

,
and in this respect theory

anti practice agree. It * theoretically inconceivable that pre-

cisely the same port— that Is to «y, the sane determinate or

group of determinates may be increased merely by the pairing

of parents possessing it If, foe iisstanco. two individuals of

Iftma agtilii pair, and each of them possesses a while spec

instead of a blac^ one, in the centre of the wing, none of the

offspring could exhibit a spot twice as large as, or even any
larger than, that cf the parents. For the spot is controlled by

one or more homologous determinants, and if those of the white
variety rue in the majority, the spot will be of this colccr

j
hut

the adjacent determinants canr.ot thereby become modified.

The spec can a: any rate only become pure white In case it was
previously merely grey, cam; to the relatively larger number of
1 black 1 determinant* which took part in the control of the spec

in the parents having now been completely excluded from the

control of the cells by a preponderating majority of ‘white’

determinants.

Tar term 1 quality’ or ’ character 1

<‘ Eigensduslt’) is the real

cause of confusion In this instance. In the Introduction to thla

bods 1 pointed oat that this term may have several different

meanings with regard to heredity. Whituun in plumage, for

example, is a ' quality’ which a breeder tries to obtain by always

selecting the whitcit bird for breeding putpooet. From a breed
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blue pgcons, for instance, a bird with a white haul is paired

with another possessing a white uil, and in this way some

young may lie obtained with white heads and tails. The
'qualities' of the white head and white tail are here, therefore,

combined The feathers of both parti of the body, however,

have their ot*a determinants
;
and in this cross the process

which took place in the idioplasm was not the accumulation of

bomologout determinants, hut the acquisition of a uujority by

the 'white' determinants for the feather* cf the head and tail

over the 'blue' ones. This is, therefore, ntx a case of the

summation of like with like, but a victory of similar deter

minants in different parts of the body.

Surprise has often been expressed at the case, mentioned by
Darwin, oftwo crested canaries wbich produced young none of

wh’rh possessed larger crests, while many, at any- rate, were

bald. As Darwin himself pointed out, the crest in birds is due
to a sparser covering of feathers on the head, and this peculiarity

may be increased so ae to twalt in baldness in tire olTsprlng.

This is ilioatt ioMtUKe of the inrreasr of a ‘qoAlity,
1

but only

thnt if toMncif, and not of the crest which is valued hy the

breeder. In terms cf the idioplasm, this may be explained in

the same way as was done with regard to the Increase of the

character cf whiteness in pigeons. It is due to the arrancenienl

of ‘bald' determinants,— if 1 may use such an expression,—

some of which are derived from the fether and control the

region u, the Others from the mother controlling the regies t.

In the father the region xnd in the mother the region a,

still possessed a 'feather' determinant; In the offspring the

•bald' determinants for both regions were'accidentally brought

together owing to the reducing division and the subsequent

amphimixis. It is shown by our theory that bald-headed

offspring need not invariably result In such a case ; and, as

a natter of fact, all the young birds did n« exhibit this

peculiarity.

The increase in the number offeathers in any particular part,

such >x has occurred, foe instance, in a tar. tail pigeon, is another

rase of this kind The tail of this bird contista of about forty

quill-leathers, instead of twelve, as in the original form ;
and the

breed has undoubtedly been produced hy airidciai selection,

those pigeons always being chosen for breeding purposes which

pressed an eitra feather in the tail. The young frequently,
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or At any rate in seme eases, would thus exhibit more talV

leather* then either of the parent*. Hot this would not by any

means lx on * increase in the force 1 of a 1 character,' but simply

It.v itUMUtIn Ik*. number ofn.nofcatken in Ikeindividual. Let

U6 suppose that the male bird possessed two extra feathers

which were Stuated at o' and J‘ between the normal feathers a

and i and c and d, and that the mother had two supernumerary

leathers in the positions P and a majority ol the deter-

minants for the extra feather* of the taxi parents might then be

united in the gcrniplastn cf one of the offspring, so that the

latter would posiesi all the four new feathers. This ’increase’

in the character of additional feathers in the tail, therefore,

depends upon tlio constitution cf the getm-plastn, and can

consequently be transmitted to the next generation.

This example clearly shows that all really ntw strtutum an
not mtrtiy tkt ntuU oftramminion, iutart Jut te tkt variation

and frtjutnl multiplitalion of Ike dtUnninanti. The mere
et/tntioH ol n ‘character’ oxer larger regions or the whole ol

the body, even ifwe chnce? to speak of It as an ' increase,’ may
be produced by pairing individuals which pos-ess the desired

character’ in different parts But ;n increase which H con-

nected with the foraiatian of new structures, and cctisoquctltly

with the mulliflita/ian of Ike tUtcrvtinmh in tkt iwrm-fiixim,

can never be produced by such means nlocc. When this

results the cause ol tho modificatson must be tho variation of

the determinant! tktmulvti.

Thus in the case of the fanUi), a new feather can never be

produced by transmission alone t the offspring can merely

possess new combinations of such feathers as were present in

the parents. All really new structures or. cnly originate in a

previous modification of the germ-plasm.

let us now take an example from among sexually dimorphic

firms, in which wc are quite certain of tho phyletic modification,

npart from the compiicaticc arising from the existence of
sexual double-determinants. Tkt Ions tailfather! of male
humming bird! have amen by a gradual lengthening ol the

ordinary tnil-feathcw, such as are possessed by the '(males

at the present day As already rotnarked, this lengthening is

the result of a considerable multiplication of the dfterminarte

whichgive rise to the feather
:
the process of lengthening impliea

that variations in the ids which possessed a larger number cf
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determinants than tlvate of the ordinal feather were exposed to

selection It was stated afcore that fluctuation in the structure

of the determinants, caused by inequalities of nutrition, may
alio bo produced in consequence of lUeir more rapid growth and
earlier division. If, then, certain determinants for the feather

of the original form underwent division at an early stage in

individual males, so that their number became doubled, a

lengthening of the feather must have t (-suited as soon as the

doubling occurred In tbc majority Of tbc ids. The majority

need not have appeared In one individual ftoai the first, bat,

like every other simple variation of a determinant, it may have
originated sporadically in separate ids of different individuals,

and have beacne imitated by the repetition of the process

of amphimixis in every generation. Th* madijiatian Teem'd

become apparent and the processes of selection could take place,

as soon as these ids had attained a majority in aay .udlvklttaL

2. rathdoj’lml Variation.

the above theoietical explanation of the ‘increase' of a
character possesses the important advantage of attonntingJar
!>»/ i.dden appearance of mare extaun* variation! If more
abundant nourishment can cause the doubling of a determinant
in the germ-plasm, it is possible, and even pruhubSe, tliat many
or all the contiguous determinants far the same feather wiU
become doubled. The feather twit? consequently at an

a

increase to twice the site. Doubts have eften been justly raised

as to whether the process of sexual selection at first produces
very slight variations, which uoukl scarcely be noticed and
preferred by the selecting 90C Wo learn’ from the doctrine of

determinants that it is unnecessary to take such mir.ute varia-

tions into account, and that more extensive ones may suddenly
arise directly from live germ-plasm.

The doubling by division, not only of hinphors and deter,

mutants, ids and idatits, but cvec of individual fo.pi of
conjrvnl determinant!, such as must be ccotaiood ia the
getm-plasm ia the form of primary constituents of any organ—

a feather— is theoretically possible. But this is one of live

more special questions, the details of which may be reserved
for subsequent investigations. I think k is highly probable
that many .’onfeni/ai deformtiite, such as the occasional
doubling of the tarsus in the hiad iar.bs of beetles and other
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injects, are due to the doubling of a group of delcnuinanw,

and perhaps the much-discussed and delated problem con-

cerning supernumerary fingers and toes in iuvian beings may
he explained in a similar uay. There is nothing impassible in

the assumption that the Utter phenomenon is die to reversion

'to an extremely remote, lowly-organised, and many-fingered

ancestor,' for we know of other caws of reversion tn very distant

ancestral fauna But in none of the reliable instances docs rever-

sion tn ancestral characters extend through such an enormous

lapse of time or immense number of generations as must be
assumed in this case. The striping on mules points hack to an
early equine ancestor, and we are led to the conclusion that at

the present day the germ-plasm ofhorses and asses Still contains
Military ' rebta ' determinants. Reversion may occur to ye: more
remote ancestors of the modern horse,—even tn those pwsessing
throe toes; bu: caws of reverafon to still earlier ancestors can
hardly be proved with anydegroo ofcertainty

;
nor is it probahle,

from a theoretical point of view, that any groups of determinants

erf Rich extremely remote primitive mammals should have been
preserved in the gena-plasm of human beings Moreover, it is

not at all certain tliat die primitive mammals pr.seracd mote
than five fingers and toes

i
and it would be necesaaiy to go back

to much mors remote ancestors before obtaining any rapport for

tbc ctcplaa.Mlcn uf.human polydaaylism given by Darwin, and
formerly accep ted by Hardeleben, Wiedersheim, and other*

Net only is there do firm foundation for this Utterassumption,

hut there appear to me to be very weighty reasons against it.

We must not, in the first place, overlook the fact that these primi-
tive ancestors did no! possess 'human' fingers

; supernumerary
fingers are, nevertheless, real fingers, and though they am not
always perfect, they are famished with the form cf nail typical

of the human finger, and not with clans. In myopinion, we are

not jaidficd in swum 'tig that such a supernumerary finger is

represented in the germ-plasm by a group of determinants de-
rived from the primitive ancestor, and that this group haa in the
meantime become transformed into tbe type of the human finger.

Aput from pclydaetyliam, cases of the doubling of the limbs
are known, which, from their nature, cannot be looked upon as
atavistic : insects, fot example, hare never possessed a double
taisut There must, therefore, be another way in which this

doubling might originate
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The sadden appearance cl polyriartylUm nod its great ten-

dency lo transm risibility can, moreover, be easily understood If

nc suppose that excessive [oral nutriliaa has caused the group

ol deterxirants in (jnesrion to become doubled.* For when

th s daubing has on.ee occurred in several xla in the germ-plasm,

it must be capable ol being transmitted on account ol the

axitinuity of the geint-plasm j and the degree of certainty with

wbrch tins will take place n-fll increase as the number of ids in

which it has occurred becomes greater. I am entirely of Ernst

Ziegler's opinion that polydactylism is due to a germ-variation
t

ths mart be so whenever it is hereditary, for it would not other-

wise be transmmlble

In tin's way »c can also understand why polydactylism. after

it has osce arisen and has beat transmitted through several

generations, may firally disappear
;
for at every fresh 1 reducing

division ' the number c( abnormal ids ie increased or decreased,

and In the Utter case tbeit effect may be entirely obliterated, ia

consequence of thej meeting with perfectly normal ids during

the pcotess of amphimixis
:
and in the nert generation they

may be far ever eliminated. Like all individual variations,

they may bo abceat from ooe genetation and appear again in

the next
;

but in case of continual crossing in normal human
beings, theoretically they may be expected occe mere to dis-

appear completely. This agrees with fact. for supernumerary

fibers have never been observed in mo*e than eve consecutive

generations.

We know that variation consists not only in lire addition of

parts, but also in their disappearance, Tki fraetu af degcnc-

ratten efforts must be artritated to th* disappearance Of the

respective determinants from the geiro-pusm. In the chapter

on reversion, I have already attempted to show that regressive

ttansluima lions need not occur in a

U

the ids ol the germ -plan in

a! t/u aau time, and that reversion to king-loot ancestral

characters may be ascribed to the preservatico of a minority

• Dr a. Ztndrr hu u.ret, itoi-.-vcl himwif In favour of tSe vkw rhil

sjptrr.-anirary hsjers, *o. are formed by l2e micionliol coratriction

<* the ru! tartars U tie cstbrionk Siren. by x-.r.ncc threads. But .1

Ibis Is iron liny would in* In trutsmlssnik. ton (cuter «plin.:ion

mifl be rude Icc rbe axrhtlrg of Ite sinui » [C/.
‘
1st UK

ftlydutylk (0. (beratreafto VarklM o!<v sis MUsbltOlM usarlus 1
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of the determinant* in question, which gradually deceases in

couae of lime. The cause of tint regression of u determinant

ie to be looked foe in insufficient nutrition,—uhieli condition

may occur in a determinant quite ns likely as that of mote
abundant nutrition. If this occurs in the majority of the ids

either directly, or in consequence of the accumulation produced
by amphimixis, tho dimeter controlled by these determinants

becomes regressive in that psrticiiar individual If, however, it

HO Ieager has a physiological value, it becomes slowly but Surely

suppressed by panmixia in an erer-incieiuing number of indivi-

duals until It drsappeare. Specific characters which have long
been unrecoguisabie externally, instead of disappearing entirely,

may still be retained in individual »d6 in the lonr. of incompletely-

degenerated determinants • and, as already mentioned, these

tnay cause the reappearance c4 a character under particularly

favourable circmmiancei

3- Summary ofSUtfaw 1 and t, and Cont/ui/enr

Tbe above remarks may be briefly summsriled as follows .

—

Thr origin ofa variation is equally independent of selection

and of amphimixis, and is due to tic constant rccumoce cf

slight inequalities of nutrition in tlie germ-plasm which affect

every determinant in one wav or another, atnl differ even in

the same gertn-pjasm,—not only in different individuals but

also in different regions. These variations ore a: Srst infini-

tesimal, but may accumulate
;
and, in fact, they must do so

when the modified conditions of nutrition which gave rise to

them have lasted for several generations. In this way deviations

may occur in the structure of single determinant* or of gteeps of

them,—never, perhaps, in all ids at once, but a: any rate In

several or even maay of them. A doubling of attain determin-

ants of the germ-plasm may originate in the same way. The pro.

cess cf amphimixis has an Imporiant share in the accumulation

of these modified determinant*, for it may ra.so the minority pre-

viously existing in the two parents to a majority by combining
their halved germ plasms. Then, and then only, dees selection

begin to take place

The extreme importance of sexual reproduction in processes ol

transformation only becomes evident, however, when we realite

that adaptations are usually concerned with several varutiors

at rise same lime, and rarely or n«.ei arise in connection
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with a smglc one. TAt frotas of omfiMmMs ah«w nndmd
it poid-Wt fir r«ri manifiU ito/MnOlioiu of tAaratfm to bt

offf'fd b tdttt&w, so that the pxptr cArtu could U ntadt. If

the view which l have long held is correct, a single character

u never alone acted upon by natural selection, hot the whole

aggregate of .pecillc chtuneteis is incessantly c*poted to this

ptcccss Tlie constancy as well as the transformation of the

exiting specific character?, the removal cf supcrtluotts ones, and

the development cf new characters, « due to the incessant and

uninterrupted ccr.Uol of selection This is only rendered

possible by the continual intermingling of all The existing

varietiei of rhameters, aliidi can only be effected by am phi-

misis. Hence, a Itbough the latter process is not the primary

cause of individual vartM-on, it is nevertheless an indispensable

factor in selection, for by its means alone can the material from

which variations arise be so arranged that selection can operate.

The theory of variation here propounded also nfforda a more
striifactoiy eolanation ol * further difficulty than can be

Obtained byany ecljcr. In considering the unlimited number of

adaptations of Organism; to the conditions of existence, wc
must be surprised at the wonderful plasticity of the species. Is

gives us the impression that every variation, however unexpected,

might be produced by a species « toon as the species has

use for it. On reflecting ho-* certain animals and plants, or

pruts of plants, are imitated in colour, fan, and marking by

other ancnals, <ve might, be inclined to suppose that every part

of an animal may assume any required form, colour, or marking,

according to requirement.

This must not, however, be taken literally; an organism

cimxit assume every fonn, though it may become adapted tn so

many ways that we auinot possibly attribute its Immense
number of adaptations to ran,ftrlsltou varidliont, oicum'ng

only oner. The nrc/isaryvariations from which transformations

arise by meani of selection, mu:! in all casts It txhi-ittd ovtr

and overagain by many individual!.

The presence of such anever active material fen primary varia-

tions is a duvet consequence of the theory here propounded,

according to which every pan or 'determinate ’ of * species must
ptewnt every possiblevariant ia different individials in tlx course

of generations, and will sometimes be represented in a huger,

and sometimes in a smaller majority of modified ids. Since an
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absolute equality of nutritioc in homologous determinants, either

b different individuals or in the different Ida of the inme germ-
P'awi, in inconceivable, and as every mtauic variation of a

determinant does not disappear of it»eif with the individual in

which it it preseit, but it trammitted directly to the germ-plasm

of the next generation, there can he do scarcity of variatir.es of

every determinant, and the pretence of the material required

for all ihe fxmitU variations of all pans seems to be supported
theoretically.

Before considering the modifications which ihe germ-platm

must undergo at atM during the transformation of tpcciet,

I should like to meet an objecticei which might be raised. If

all detenninanu are incessantly exposed to slight inequalities cf

nutrition and consequently suffer slight variations, what is the

came of the extraordinary pertinacity by means of wh'ch the

species it preserver! without the type undergoing variation,—

U’Ail it Mr eaten eftht can/only of tfifeiu t We might expect
that all organic forms must he in a constant state of transition,

anf. that no fonn, and no organ, could he returned far any length

of time.

Several points are disregarded in such a question. In the
first place, every specie! is under the uninterrupted control of

natural selection, as is cbaity shown by the degeneration of

pam which have become useless. And since the old hypothesis

of the transmission of jomatic variations must, it appears to me,
be definitely rejected, this prceess of deg ener.ition can only be

explained ns the result of panmixia, r.r.. the cessation of the

control of natural selection over that part which is no longer

of use. We tray, however, conclude from the fact that such

degeneratbn is universal, that the determinants are in a con-

stant state of fluctuation
;
ami as degeneration take! place very

slowly in all coses, I further infer that, in spite of the frequency

with which these fluctuations occur, they city inmost any
graduallyu as logh/trin to ptntpti&it variatiens.
As at first stated, the individual fluctuations of the deter-

minors must he regarded as excessively small. Natural

selectinn could produce no direct result from an individual

variation, for it could not produce a cumulative effect
j
an

accumulation can only be produced by
.
amphimixis, and I am

inclined tu assume that much of the importance of the latter

process is doe to ibis fail. It can cause minorities of modified
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determinant! to accumulate into majorities by mingling the

halved germ-plasma of two individuals. By the aid of the

‘toducing division 1

it can also level and equalise matters by

fortuitously dispersing the homologously modified determinants

of an individual.

It must not be forgotten that slight primary variations of *

determinant need nee always continue in the same direction

:

influence* Of nutrition in the reverse direction wiB frequently

cauae them ooce more todisappear. Only after adeterminant has

been modified to a considerable degree by the action of a uniform

influence during a long period, and the determinants of many
ids have bctxsne similarly and simultaneously modified, can a

variation become visible—after being first accumulated by

amphimixis. And even then it by no means forms a permanent

specific char actor, for the question as to whether it will or will

not give tiic to one i! decided by natural selection.

Thai several powerful influences prevent the constant varia-

tion of the specific type

An answer to the question as to *uhat varia/lmr Ihr it/io-

fiJotm uadtrgon in tU /roniformalivn of herein will be found
in the chapter on reversion, and it will here only bo necessary to

soinmarise what 1 bine already said.

The trans form.*. tiun of species is dee to the variation cf some,

and frequentlyeven of most, of lb* determinant: Many spoons
do not possess a single diameter which resembles that of an

allied species, and in this case all the determinants must be

different. But this only impflies that all the determinants a— r
have Iwen modified in /hr lajjari/y of Mr; a minority ol the

Utter will contain unmodified ancestral determinants. A* the

transformation of a specie: proceeds, the number of modified

determinants increases together with “the number of ids in

which they occur. Nevertheless the damlntting principle of

selection'only permits the transformation cf all the ids to occur

very gradually, so that the germ-plasm «f a ycung species may
oflen contain cuiitplttcly unmodified ids of the ancestral species

;

and evco older species may contain solitary groups of unmodi-

fied determinants in many of their ids. This, and this alone,

renders reversion possible.

It Ins been recently maintained that, as a consequence of

my theory, I must adopt one of two alternatives, and .assume

other that the germ-pta;m of the higher animals consists of ids
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of llie primitive protoman ancestors,* or that every id is con-

structed in accordance with the Ceiling character of the species

:

my real view, bowover, it intermediate between thee two. I

believe that tlie gum-plum of a species always consists to a

great extent of specific ids. amongst which, however, some more
0: less unmodified ancestral ones are present, the number being
largest when the species is young. The germ-plasm varies in

different 8[Kd«8, aod must differ very much In the higher and
lower forms

. hut its transformation does tot go on at the same
rate in all the ids, far scene arc modified only gind'aally, or are

ttSDsmhted unaltered through long lapses of time till they are

at law casually rumored by a * reducing division.5

This might be regarded as a defect in the process of the
transformation of Specie, fot the possibility of reversion, as well

as the retention of inactive ancestral Ids in the gerxn plasm, can

scarcely be considered useful to the spooler But In nature no

contrivance is absolurely perfect,—not even the marvellously

developed human eye: ail structures are only os perfect a*

fiMJtMfr-that is to day, as perfect as they need be in order to

perform tbeir required functions. This statement also ipplkr.

to the mechuium for tho transfornw»ti«>n of species:—-it
approaches perfection at newly ft& h necessary for the per-

formance c ( its function.

t. Variations on a Larger Scale,

a Tki Origin ofOust Variation.

We have till non* chiefly confined our attention to the <;&estion

of general individual variation, as exemplified by those minor

hereditary differences which distinguish individuals from one

another. But then: can be no question that variations some
time* occur on a larger scale, and these usually appear

suddenly, are met «*»th only in single individuals, and are as a

rule hereditary. Uanr n has given a large number of instances

o: this UHL Although the special peculiarity of the black-

shouldered peacock, dor example, may be due to reversion to an

uakmjwn ancestral form, there are many uell attested cases in

• Qiiup&io Ibuz u* H:u mi, * Nature,' Vci. 44, Dcxxmbcr 1691. T&4
dcd’uccot nndo by this Author from my faracr rim are logoAlIy correct,

but Axt no Iciiga Justifiable, *Loit in the uuA&ticin 1 ta’/idf have ga^al
further ir.sJghi the problems cotcerred.
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which a given stricture in a species has suddenly become

eaitidcrataly modified. How fiir such modifications have to

do with the formation of new species need nut concern us at

present : we hare only to consider the causes and method of

origin of these modification'

A large number of case- of this hind hate been observed,

especially amongst plants. Not onlyJmits, but/cowj, Utuoms,
and tntirr stacti have been found to vary suddenly, and in

a striking manner. Sc/era! varieties of fruits must bo included

in this catcgwi— socli as the variety of peach known aa the

uDemina, a well aa the moss-rcec, copper-beech, coppcr-hatd,

the varieties of the beech, hornbeam, and oak, the fern-leaved

variety ci the majde, and numerous other plants cultivated in

our gardens.

Thcar rarietiei in some cases first appeared as seedlings, it,,

-s entire plants, and in others as simple branches or shoots, in

which latter caw they are usually known asM variation!.

Let a first take into concderatim the M'feflkr which

Aviv miginatal /ram Huh, These occur most frequently in

cultivated plants, it., in species which have existed far some
'engto of time under conditions which differ more or less from

.be natural ones. Wc are therefore undoubtedly justified la

attributing the cause of the variation to the Infioenco ofchanged
external surrounding*. But a wild plant, which is tramplanted

into a garden soil, dees not always begin to vary at ence
:

it

hat, In&cr, been shown by Hoffmann's experiments, of which
wfc have already given an account, that many generations often

elapse before conspicuous variations ocrxir. And even then they

do not appear in all the seedlings, occurring perhaps only in one

among several hundreds or thousands.

As in the cateofordinary individual variations of o minor kind,

the nvxlificaboti begins a long time before it becomes apparent

A few determinant! arc firtt changed, and then a gradually

bicieasing number, until at lost, bymeans of the ' reducing divi-

sicn’ and amphimixis, they occur in such numbers in certain

germ -cells that they farm the majority.* The fact that theso

variation* occur on a larger scale than the ordinary onet is due

to the ftm/um action cf uaifanu dun,,us in nutrition, which

give a constant direction to the modification of siiMcptiblc

determinants, sc that an increase is effected. This is wanting

in ihc rw of the ordina ry and consuntW van'inj nutntior-
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' Tie accumulative action cf dtartgtd condition, of life' sug-

gested by llarwin* ii consequently theoretically supported to

a rciuln extent by the theory o f the continuity cf the getnv

pla&m :
those determinants tvhch varied in the first generation

continue to do v>m a similar direction in the secotvd and third-

Professor Hoffmann has fin many years been making very

intereiting experiments in the Botanical Carden at Giessen

which bear on this point, some ol wh >ch 1 will now describe.

Various plants, bearing flowers of the noinul structure, were

exposed during a number of generations to greatly modified

conditions of life t they were, for example, grown crowded

together in (stall pots, 10 that each plant restricted the amount

cf food obtainable by the others, and were thus scantily

nourished. Under this treatment some specie* — such as

MgtUa damascena, Papaver aifinnm, and 7'ag/tes pitu/a-

bore * number of nan typical dtnMe flowers more or less fre-

quently. The fact that these deviations from the ordinary

type in no taw appeared in the first generation, proses that

they were duo to an influence exerted upon the gentl-plastn,

and DM to the direct influence of the abnormal conditions of

nutation upon the soma of the plant Seeds of normal wild

flowering plants of different i-pecier, when grown in cultivated

soil or even when thickly sown in pots, never produced plants

pessnring even fie double flower. Only in the courre ol

several, and often many generations, did any of these wild

plants exhibit a greater or less number of double flowers, or

occasional modifications in the leaves or in tbc colour of the

flowers. It seems to me that only one explanation can be given

of this fact, vie, thSt the altered conditions at first only pro-

ducedimperceptible variations in the germ-plasm of an individual

plant,—eucl, for iiwtibce, U alterations in the determinants for

the !ca»« or flowets in individual ids, but not in all of them

at once. These modified determinants were transmitted to tbe

next generation in consequence of the continuity of the gcria-

plaim
. bat s lice the causes of variation continued to operate,

the homologous determinants in uveral other ids also became

modified, and thus the number of modified determinants for

the leaves and (lowers continued slowly to increase, nntil finally

(bey exceeded the normal determinants in number, and the

• tuiwin. •A limits amt n,mls aider Draaiicwtan, 1

Vol. 11., p. >*o
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atnonnality tocsiTM apparent Jts a variation in the flower or in

tae \esl

The rpawn why I lay special siren od these cases is, that

natural 1election plays no par: in them, for ne are here dealing

with arlStal, and oat with the natural conditions of Ufa The
impcrceptlMe variations of the germ-plasm naturally did not

increase continuously, for the processes of ‘ redodng division'

and amphimixis exerted their influence on every fresh generation,

and helped to hring about either a marUrd decrease ofthe modi-

fied determinants, or their sudden increase—a doubling, or a

still greater augmentation. In this way it is easy to understand
all the particulars connected with the occurrence of the abnormal
flowers and leaves. As a rule, the number of these abnormali-

ties increased in the coarse of generations with a iairly constant
regularity. Tb- following results, for example, wens obtained

fnxn fo.ir generations of .V/gr/At /fauiaumr, when sown closo

together

:8Sj. No double flouera.

[885. Six double and taenty-three typical flowers, or 54 per

cent.

:&8& One double and ten typical flowers, or to per cent.

The number of double flowers; wai, however, not always
constant, and in some cases they again dk|jspeated entirely.

Pap>t:er a!ptnum, for instance, which Hoffmann had cultivated

uninterruptedly since ifdi, displayed 'a trace of variability in

the fonts of the leares, and a more decided variation in the
colour ef (he flowers in tBBo.' These experiments were con-
tinued from t88a to 18? 6, and yielded the tcfioning proportion of
double and normal (lowers —

a t88t the proportion was 40*6 per cent.

a lE£: „ n «0 „
= * . 5'3 n
*ltu w n > 3° n
nsSB; „ . 0 »
n 1&86 „ . «

The complete disappearance of aboonna! flowers in the two
last of these yean seems inexplicable at first sigh:

; but it it

easily accounted for if we bear in mind the fact that natural,

and net artiflcial fertilisation occurred,—Lt.„the plants were
ctossedat tandnci,—and thw every reducing divisic® and Sable-
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qutat amphimixis were capable ol reducing the modified deter-

minants to a minority, and even of removing them completely

(nxn the germ-plasm. The modification of the determinants

manifestly oenns very gradually, as tbc small number of modi-
fied flowers in mast of the years shows

; and the dances must
have L<en greatly in -ivour of the union in aitiphimiui of
germ-cello which contained lew oc do modified deteiminanb.
Had fhnilimiion been produced artificially, and abnormal

flo»ets always employed for the puiposc, it would liave been
easy io tl'.e course of a moderate number of generation* to

mrdify the species entirely, and these cases would then have
icivcd as an illustration of the process of natural selection. It

would have been still easier to ptidtsce the contrary effect by
selerrion, that i* to say, to keep the species constant, and
suppress any subsequent variation in this direct•'in. For In the

promt instance, variation evidently occulted slowly, ami most
of the determinants were not easily affected by it ; and these
c.pei invents furnish addition*! proofof the truth of the statement

propounded above that the elements of the germ-plum only

change slowly,and with difficulty
i they merely floctunteton very

slight degree, and only undergo an important change of any
’fonlliOM when uniform influences continue to act tin them in one

d uccten for a longer time.

It by no meoigi folloos from a hut has just been said that

influences of environment and nutrition exist, which, when they

have acted for a long tine, ate able to modify the majority

of the determinants for certain parts of the body, and thus to

produce purely climatic variations, in tile origin of which natural

selection lias no sSaie. Many—perhaps even" moot—of lire

climatic' varieties are rightly so called.

Such sudden variants, however, appear nc< only in eafi/vplnrls

which have been produced sexually, but also in the Individual

si >0(i ts of a plane These iud-variatinu are rarely met with

hot in cases in which they occur, they can be propagated by

cuttings or grafting, and often mm by seeds.

When 1 ventured some years ago to suggest that sexual

reproduction has come into force in organic nature in order tn

preserve the variability which had existed since the time of

the primordial beings, facts COOcOrnirg bud-variation were p'.r.

forward by several persona to prove that variability muy occur

in the abtcncc of sexual reproduction. At that time I certainly
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did col attach sufficient importance to the variation of tho

genn ;Cisn in confluence of induences acting directly
;
but

the e-itteieo of bud-variations does not prove that variation

Mcurx without Amphimixis. For all those plant! In which bud-

snriatico has been observed ate reproduced sexually, and tbeir

idioplasm ibetefore contains ids and deteitninanu which differ

individually: tbe different intermingling and behaviour of

these ia tho protest of growth would alone form a basis for

variations.

In my opinion, indeed, this heterogeneous composition of the

gcir.vpiasr.i produced by amphimixis Is an titenthl factor in

bud-variaticc, notwithstanding the fact that it may not in tills

rase give the fust stimulus to variation, any more than it docs

in ordinary individual variation. Plants which have for a long

time Ixcn propagated by means of bmls and shcots, like the

potato a.’vd sugar-cane, must possero a getuvplasm consisting

<t differtn: kinds ol ids
;

for they were formerly reproduced

sexually, and the complex intermingling of their determinant*

thus produced, cannot have undergone an appreciable tnodiSca-

ticc during the period in which they have multiplied nsexually.

Tlteit germ-plasm must therefore present far more favourable

eonditCTis far varatioo than would or* compored of identical

ids or cf one kind of id only,—did such a germ-plasm exist.

The primary cause of bud-iaiiatlon muss ho tho same as

that of variation from reeds, and must 1ft due to fatfpalil) of
mt/rittvn fa tin gtru'.-flasm the term 'nutrition' being used

is its widest sente, so as to include differences in tempetn-

tire, Sc. This view n« oaly receives support from theoretical

considerations,— for theoretically it could only be replaced by

the assumpcicn of an internal pbylctic <^vdop.T.«UaI force,—

bt:t it a also supported by observation- For all recorded ob-

servations go to prove that bod-variations are most likely to

Cttur when the plant is placed under abnormal conditions, and
especially when it is cultivated. As the direct modification of

the soma caused by these coeditions is not hereditary {Ndgch\

and raw ire/ be so,— for somatic variations are only hereditary

when they proceed from the germ.—ne arc obliged to assume

that the modification of several or many determinants in the

gcmvp'istn is doe to inequality of nutrition.

That bud-vatiatfcms ate inoduccd by the same causes as

there which occur in reproduction by reeds, is home cut by
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the fact that the fnancr occur meat frequently in those specie*

which have already varied greatly in multiplying by *«ds .
4

Expressing this in terms of the Idioplasm, we may say that

it occurs oftenest in Ihon tptclii in which the homUgma
dtlmninmtl already nhthi! conritUratit difirmet*.

We attribute these variation to influences of nutrition, which

at first bring About slight, and then mere marked deviations is

certain determinants ofthe germ-plasm during the course oftheir

growth and multiplication, if these inflotnees continue
;
but this

alone does not fully accou nt for the process. Tbe question then

arises as to low the modifying influences can cau*e aparticular

bud to undergo variation while all the rest remain unchanged,

although they are exposed to the same influence. Some itber

Influence is therefore required before a modification of thii

kind can appear.

If we remember that bud-variations sometimes occur in wild

plants, or in those which, like the forcat-trces of our parks,

exist under practically the same conditions as many wild ones,

it will appear still more probable that the inequalities of tuitn-

tico, while constituting the primary cause cf bud- variation,

cannot alone bring it about

My own conception of the process is as follows. Just as

in the case of ordinary individual variation, hud-»aria(fon is

primarily due ti those slight, fluctuating, structural dianget

which all determinants undergo in coisequence of minute and
inevitable fluctuations in nutrition. As in the former case, ibe

homologous determinants of the various Ida are not all affected

to the same extent
j
some become greatly modified, and others

little or no: at alL A difference is, however, seen in the fact

that in this case the wm influence of change—f^--, generally

improved nuttition-occurs for a considerable time, and through-

out several generations. As In the case of variations in plan:;

raised from seeds, a modification of greater extent cm thus b;

produced in these determinants.

Up to this point tbe process is quite similar to that of the

spasmodic variation of seedlings. A difference, however, rtaults

owing to the non-occurrence of amphimixis in the case of genv
motion, for the variable bod docs not arise from the germ-plasm

of a Med, but from 'ticutogmU' germ-plam ('Knotpen-Kcim-
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which the plant in question—or one of its ancestors, if the

pant itself was raised from a cutting— arose. If. during the

growth of a tree, one of the deteiminants, N, varied in the same
way in certain ids, and tended, for example, to produce red

leaves instead Of gro-n ones, red leaves would nevertheless not

be predated till »14 or at any rate a majority, of the determin-

ants N had become transformed into (be red variety. If a
1 reducing division ' intervened between the getm-phum of the

bud and the growth of the latter into a shoot, a minority of 1
red

'

determinants might give rise to a majority in one of the two

dsughter-eelU ;
but this reducing division is exactly uhat does

not take place in ordinary cell-multiplication.

Since bud-variations are of very rare occurrence, and only

owe of many thousand buds on the tam plant varies so os to

produce red leaves, Sir instance, while the altered conditions

simultaneously nfiea all the buds, I conclude that the modified

deterninar.ti which the tree contains may lometimn allain a

majority in toniequmt of an abnormal differential nuclear

Unilion. Should this take place in the apical cell or cells

of a bud, the resulting shoot might, to return to our former

esample, bear both green and red leave* ; for, according to our

pre-suppoiition, the ’green’ and 'red
1
determinants of the

apical ceils would hare been separated during^thc cell-divisions

in such a manner that in some leaves rfae green determin-

ants, acd in oihers the red ones, might be in the majority.

If tbc separation occurs at an earlier stage, before the apical

ceils are forced,—rial is to say, in the cambium,—a ihoot

bearing red laves alone might arise ftbin the cell which
receives the 'red’ group at the differential division of the

n«l«§.
There is nothing impossible about this assumption

;
for during

the proems cf mitotic nuclear division, Irregularities might occur

in the complex apparatus by which this process is effected,

and individual cases of such irregularity have actually been
obwtvei) j—even ibe possibility of a direct nuclear division

onnot he entirely overlooked. I am, however, far from con-
sidering this hypothesis as established, and merely offer it as a
suggestion.

Nsgcli was of the opinion that all variations are (lowly

prepared in the idioplasm in the course of generations befote
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they become apparent, and in stating thin view he also ipecislly

referred lo bud-variations I fully agree with him in this

respect, and in the course of this hock have repeatedly shown
how there gradual modifications (*Umstimmungen ') of the

getm-pUscn, or ol individual pans of it, aic to a certain extent

the natural result of its assumed structure. In the care of btid-

variations these inrisihic modifications may occur in a much
earlier generation than that in which they appear

;
and lieacc

it is easy to understand why this form of variation mostly

occurs in those plants which, like tbe rose and Azalea, have

already varied in reproduction by seed. For modified deter-

minants are nvorc readily accumulated by amphimixis
;
and a

germ-plasm which has inherited such determinants from its

ancestors may, after these have been still fuithex modinttd,

give rise to a bud in which, by a fortuitous differential nuclear

division, the modified determinants are in the majority, and can

thus become effective.

Unfortunately It has not been observed whether complicated

modifications, like that of tire moss-rose, owe their origin to fcod-

vamtkou. This is quite possible theoretically, for tbe invisible

preliminary to variation—the modification of Cettnln determin-

ants— is just as likely to affect a single determinant as a whole

group j oven the formation of two or more new determinants,

by lie multiplication of a primary one, is quite as possible here

at in the case of the prdinary transformation of species. The
sudden appearance of such modiffsd groups of determinants is

due therefore to fortuitous differential nuclear division. Such

cases prove that the preparation for the modification is a slow

process, for it appears impossible to conceive of any cause pro-

ducing a sudden variation of an entire group of determinants by

any method.

The trletrl of any spasmodic variation will depend on the

extent to which the various groups of determinants have been

permanently eipcoed to abnormal munition. It would doubt-

less he as yet premature to bring tbeir gva/i'/o/fwcharactcristici

into any causal relation with definite infiaonres producing

variation. We can only Hflic the necessity of assuming, <i

priori, that the extraordinarily complex germ-plasm is provided

with apodal means for the trananissiem of nutrient fluid,

tbe increase or diminution of which must produce purely local

differences of nutrition
j
ami tlvst, on the other hand, the vital
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units rami, owing to slight changes ia their stroctnie, modify
the chaneteifedcs of the par. of tbe body which they represent,

in some inexplicable way. It is not yet passible, for instance, to

3"‘- -n «net account of the changes in tbe grasp ofdeterminant!

for the legs, which Ini to the sudden piodtsrtlon of a bow-legged
‘ot'or'-toKp, ox of the modifications o1 certain determinants in

the radiments of the leaves which earned the formation ol the

notches characteristic of a certain vatiety oi birch

t. T*f TranminUm of Ota Vortotims.

The transmission 01 'torts’ in pUnls 1ms liitberto been a
raj obscure problem. Seed variations are often propagated by
means of seeds, bat cannot always be tiros reproduced, or at

least only in individual cates. Bod-variations can usually only
I" piopigated by cittlngs or grafting, but tome instances are
known in which they have alto been reproduced by seeds,

though only in a certain percentage of cates. The origin of

these irregularities was unknown, aad no previous theory nf

heredity could ctfer a rotten for them
; all that could be slid

was. that in these instances transmission was very capricious.

The theory of the germplnarn. however, offers a very simple
explanation of them. We u.ll first consider certain facts

recorded by Darwin, which are very .aluabie in roptef nf this

theory.

Darwin states that ' when a new peculiarity first appears,
we on never predict whether it will he inherited.'* If both
parents exhibit the variatrin, ‘the probability is strong that it

will be traermitted to at least aouic ot tfepir offspring.' Bud-
larUriors arc propagated to a much smaller extent than tecd-
variations, hut the power uf transmission often appears to be
very capricious, inasmuch os one and the same modification
on a tingle plant is transmitted by seed in ccc cate trod not in
another. Thus vain attempts were for a long time made to pro-
liugitc the weeping ash by seed... Over twenty thousand seeds
developed into trees of the ordinary fonn, but offspring with
hanging boughs were finally raised from the seeds of another
specimen of this variety. The mmc ash-tree, however, did not
ranimii this character to all its offspring, but only to a certain

* 'Tie YirUlKu ur Anoints and nor,!. ui.Wr taaotic, VoL 1
IxwCon. i3tt, |i ifa
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percentage of them
;
aixl Darwin mentions a femora weeping

0,1,1 at Moccas Court which transmitted its special character tn

all iu seedlings, chough in trying ,/tgnn.
According to our theory, the transmission of a variation by

seeds depend* on the presence of a corresponding modification
in the majority of the determinants b the germ-plasm of the
seeds If the germ-plasm contains a hundred ids, the cots-

: rolling fanes of which are equal, more titan fifty determinants
N must be transformed into N‘ before the modification mold
be perceptible in tbe seedling. Sion: therefore, as nan re-

marked above, neu variations ptxtobly never appear simultane-
ous y in a/I the determinants, but only in a varying percentage

of the ids, the chances are greatly against all the seedlings
produced by the transformed plant oliibitlrg this modification.

Foe every germ-cell has undergene a ‘reducing division/ and
hence many of tlscm will always only possess a minority of the
modified determinants K 1

,
and tlua may even he a very small

one .f the majority Id the germ-plasm of the parent-plant was
small When two inch cells unite in the process of amphimixis,
the resulting gom-platm contains only a small minority of

modified determinants N\ and tbe mortfirntlon is inappreciable
Flril uccotmts fur the fact that the seedlings of a raiicty hardly
ever reproduce Che variety in all cases

;
and that in rarer in-

stances, wch aa. that of the weeping oak already mentioned,

all the seedlings may evliibit the corresponding variation, al-

though in varying degrees. For the coinpusiriun of the germ-
plarm most differ in each of them b cor-scmrcnte of tlie
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Durum mentions that calf thirty per cent, of the seedlings

of the wild variegated variety of Balteta nigra possessed the

variegated leans of the |4icnt plant ; bat sixty per cent in

the secccd general iou were variegated. This is also quite in

accordance with our theory
j
for the determinants for the leaves

in the mother plant cannot all have Ixen modified, bill only the

majority
j
thtse would then become differentlygrouped by means

of the reducing divisions of the germ-cells. A seed reproduces

either the variety or original fcnti according to whether modified

determinants, which were brought together in fcrtilteuton, con-

stirated the majority or minority. As in the instance firstquoted,

variegated plants were ukme retained for cultivation in the

sect ral generation, and consequently a greater number of the

dcfemrinnntnof the variety werebrought togetherat fertilisation

:

the percentage of the variety trar thrufore linnet to rise in tin

third generation. This proportion would have increased still

further i( a fourth and fifth generation had been raised in the

same »»ay ;
for in those reeds which yield variegated plants

the germ-plum must of necessity contain more modified deter-

minants than in the case of tbote producing the original form.

Hence with every generation the chances of an iocteared

majority of modified dewtutlnants become greater
; and 1 have

no doubt that ic this instance; by the constant selection of the

most variegated plants forfurther cultivation, a.' pun; ’ variegated

race might eventuslly have been obtain*!, which would have

tracitniucd its character to the great inaiotity of its offspring

—

or os we usually express it—
1
to all its ctr spring.'

The fact that many weeping ashes transmit their special

character to many, but cot all, the seedling! is also attributable

to die tintme etfecls of the ‘reducing division’ and amphi-

mixis, the former of which catnoo the fhttoduction into the

geiro-plasm of n large majority of modified deteiminanti, and
the latter of only a sfcgat one. The manner in -jjkick the

variety arises must here, bBwevrr. be taken into account. Bud-

variations art much more rarely reproduced by seeds than are

variations arisingfrom sttdi

;

but, on die other hand, they an
almost always be propagated by grafting, budding, or by exitrings

Hence the capacity of a certain individual foi transmitting die

varialian to its seed; may be owing to its having arisen from

a seed, white in another case the same vaiiation arose in a bud,

and it coaid therefore rarely or never be transmitted by seeds.
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The maw difficult pwnt to explain theoretically, it why bud-
vanation it wt generally, bal only occasionally, transmitted by
scoda. Even ll»i: nay to a certain extent Le accounted for by
the present theory.

A bud ia a growing point, enveloped by scales, it arises

from the apical cells, which produce the other cells <tf the shoot
by meant of cootieuaJ division, and there tbmt the intctfoliat

pam. leaves, and floucr-stocks. In accordance with the
principle of the continuity of the germ-piasm, a pan of the
1

blnstogcnic
'
germ-plasm of the apical cells must be transmitted

in an ‘unalterable 1

(' gebundenen
') condition to certain cellr

of the shoot as accessory’ idioplasm Nebcn-ldiopUama 1
) or

‘ reserve gtrm-filann.‘

'

From these cells it is prnod on to the
sexual organs, where it is used for the formation of germ-cell*.

This reserve gcnn-pla=n remains undisintegrated, and it

perfectly distinct from, and independent uf, the • blastogenic*

germ-plasm, which is gradually distributed during the ontogeny
of the shoot Into groups of determmantK
The fact that bod-variations are so rarely traoamittrd by

seeds seems to me to he owing to the cause just mentioned

;

for the majority of modified determinants required to make a
modification apparent may evidently he present m the ‘blasto-

genic' germ-plum, theeph absent in the reserve germ-plasm.

If we remember jhat these variations have been prepared long
beforehand in the gftnrvpliwi, and that at first a few, and then
gradually a larger number of determinants become modified in

a similar way, and that finally a fortuitous differential nuclear
division must, on cur assumption, interrene before the 1 Waato-
genie’ germ-plasm bf a certain apical cell can contain a majority
of tncdified determinants, it becomes comprehensible why the
reserve germ-plasm contained in this cell uiay behave differ-

ently, and contain only * few or none of the determinants

in question in a modified condition. We most not forget that

the influences which produce the variation are not those ol the
nutrition of the bud ia which the modification appears, but
those which affected the determinants during their long canine

from the ancestral plant of a past generation to toe hud in

which they now appear
This explanation scorns to me to sufficiently account for the

fact that the seeds which give rise to 'sports' indirectly, need
no: necessarily transmit the modification.
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The question as to why this transmHsion a ol tuih ran
onarrrvif must, however, be considered more dearly. I an
Inclined lo seek the conics of inis foci in the processes of

' reducing div alon ' aod amphimixis, !o which the reserre gerrn-

I^aim, boc nil the
1
UtHOfenlc' germ-plasm, is subjected, let

as suppose lhai the two were precisely similar at first with

respect lo their contained modified determinants N‘. each pas

setting a small majority of them
: the shoot mart then exhibit

the variation, bat only certain ger.n-ccKi would contain a

majority of H 1
.
the res; containing a minority of these deter-

minants b consequence of the diversity resulting from the

reducing division. It is true that two germ-cells containing

majorities of N 1 might unite in fertilisation
;
but this extremely

favourable case would only occur veryrarely,—when,ns astimed,
the majority in the reserve germ-plasm was only- s slight one :

while the Other cases, in which amphimixis leads to N1 being in

tbe minority, would take place much more frequently.

It is, however, by no means certain that reserve germ-plasm

and ' blastcgeni: 1 germ-plasm must contana similar percentage

of N>. The two may very well differ in this respect, and it is

extremely probable that a larger percentage of N1 in the reserve

germ-plasm leads lo the formation of seeds which give rise to

acediingi exhibiting variation. We may therefore suppose that

in the one case, when the ‘ blastogcr.ic’ germ plasm contains

even a small majority of N l
,
the mcdificatiorfof the shoot will

actually occur
;
nr.d that in the alternative case, in which the

reserve germ-pUsm alone contains a majority of N1
,
variation

will take place In a larger or smaller number of seedlings in the

following generations. When both contain a majority of N 1

,

the shoot must vary, anp same of the steds arising from it

must transmit the variation.

This etplaMiton Is not so hypothetic^! as it might appear.

Certain facts poirt with certainty to tbe conclusion that these

•gpotts' in many cases really contain only a very slight majority

of modified determinants. In mnr hod-variation; rtvtra'c/ii

to the original form are of frequent occurrence, loth in the

bods themselves and in the gencrarion derived from them cither

by seeds or buds, Tils has already been mentioned in the

chapter on reversion, and is so well known that a brief state-

ment of a few cases will suffice. Io the botanical gardens at

Boon, Professor Strasbuigcr showed me an immense iintn-
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beam with deeply notched leaven, like those of the o»lc, n Urge

branch of which had reverted completely, and here leaves of

the oidinnty form- I have in my garden a ‘ fern-leaved-' beech,

some of ihe leaves of which have the usual form ; Darwin

states, in fact that some shoots of this variety may pttxlucc

fern-like leaves, nonnal leaves, and various Intermediate forms.

Slight inequalities In the nuclear divisions may in this case

displace the controlling resultant of the determirunts X and

N 1

,
supposing that the majority of X 1 is only a small one
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An. the phreomena of heredity depend on minute vital units

which ac hare called ' biophote,’ and of which living matte; is

composed : those nie capable of assimilation, growth, and ir.nl-

tiphaton by division. We are unacquainted iiith the lowest

conceivable organisms, and do not eren know if they still exist.

Rut they must at any rate have done so at some time ot other, in

the form of single biophors, in which multiplicatxm and trans-

mission occurred together, no sprcinlnterhanism for the purpose*

of heredity being present. A higher order of being* would then

havo been constituted by those organisms which were composed

ofa Urge number of similar bsopbors. Of these also ire luve no

actual knowledge based on observation, but must suppose that

they tco required no special apparatus lb* the processes of

transmiraitm
;
for a reproduction by binary fission roust result

in too perfectly corresponding halves, each containing similar

biopjiois, and each of which, Simply by the multiplication of

these units, is able to give rise to a complete organism exactly

like the puent.

This simple form of transmission must have become modified

when the Ixophote underwent differentiation in connection with

a division of labour, and became combined tn sarion* ways 10

form the body of the organism. The* two k nds of hypothetical

beings might be respectively distinguished as homo-biopliorids

and hetero-biophiohds. Not only might a firmer cortex and
so (let internal substance Us present in the latter, hut a differen-

tiation into anterior, posterior, dorsal, and ventral regions might
occur

i
several layers of the body substance, differing stiuctmally

aad functionally from are another, might also be developed, to-

gether with inutile and wm-inotile processes—such as flagella,

cilia, spires, and hooks,— like those present amongst the Infu-
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soria; and (here might, moreover, bo a p-rmanrnt aperture in

the firmer outer layer through which solid food passed into the

inter*!
, and 00 on,

When the bod/ thus became constructed, id b more or las
complex manner, of various kinds of biophots arranged In a

definite manner, simple binary fission no longer sufficed lot the

transmission ol the characters of the parent to the offspring.

If the pans situated in the anterior, posterior, right, left,

dorsal, and ventral regions differed from one another, all the

elements—*.*., all the kinds and groups of biophars coaid not,

by any method of halving, be transmitted to both the offspring

resulting by division so th»t they could derelop by mete growth
into an organism resembling the parent Special means must
then have been adopted to render such a completion and conse-

quent perfect transmission possible
j
and thil mar attained

iy theformation ofa nudnu.
We may, with do Vries, regard the cell-audens as having

originally secoed merely for the storage of reserve biopbors,

which were dcatined to become doubled on the division of the

organism, each half rendering the completion to an entire

individual possible when those kinds of hiophens which were

wanting were transferred to it Subseo.uently - that is, in the

multicellular organs pooresslng highly di fferentiated cells—the

nucleus took on other functions, which regulated lie specific

activity of the ceil, theugh It Hit! retained biopbors capaKe of

supplying the characters of the cells which were still wanting,

and therefore still served as the bearer of the biophore <on-

trolling the charactry ofthe cell

If, therefore, a special apparatus for trahsmissmn became

necessary in the hefep-biophorids or unicellular organisms, and
appeared in the ‘cell

1

in the fotut of a ‘ kmUks! it must

hare become still more complex on the introduction of the

remarkable process of amphimixis, which, in its simplest and

original form, consist* in the complete fusion of two organ-

isms in such a manner that nucleus unites with nucleus and

tcll-hody with cell-body. In the higher unicellular organisms

this process is in meet case) restricted to the fusion cf the

auckfi, half the nucleus of one animal uniting with half that of

another. The proem of division shows that tl-e nucleus has a

structure precisely analogous to that of the nucleus in multi-

Cellular organisms : we may tl>trefore assume that the hereditary
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substance here likewise consists of several equivalent groups ol

bicphors, constituting
1 nuclexr rods' or

1
klants,’ each of which

coatains a!] the kir.ds cl txopbcrs of the organism, though they

deviate slightly from on* soother in their composition, as they

correspond to Individual variations. Half the idants of two

individuals become united in ihe process of amphimixis, and

thus a fresh intcimicure of individual characiers results.

The apparatus for transmission in those multicellular organ-

isms in which the cell* have undergone a division of labour,

is essentially aim liar to that seen in unicellular beluga
;
although,

in correspondence *ith the greater complexityof their structure,

it is more complicated As the process of amphimixis occurs

in them also, and the fusion ofhighly-differentiated multicellular

individuals seems ccly to bo possibk by a temporary return to

the unicellular condition, ire find that the so-called ‘ sexual

reproduction,’ which is of general occurrence amongst them,

consists In nil the primary constituents t‘Anlagen /of the entire

organism being collected together in th$ nuclear matter of a

single reproductive cell. Two kinds of such ceils, which are

differently equipped, and mutually attract one another, then

unite in the process of amphimixis, and constitute what ws are

accustomed to rail the ' fertilbed egg-cell,' which coutains the

combined hereditary substnocta of two individuals.

According to our view, this hereditary substance of die multi-

cellular organisms consists of three orders cf vita! units, the

lowest of wllicb Is constituted by the bicpirons In the uni-

cellular fomis a more tir leas pulymorpliic mass of bicphors,

haiing a definite anangmect, coastriotcs the individual nuclear

rods or idants, sever.il of tlv’ie making up the hereditary sub-

stance of the nucleus which controls the ceils
;
and similarly

in these higher forms, groups of biophort' arranged in a certain

otds, cwsiitute the primary constituents of the individual cells

of the bccy, and together form the second order of vital units,—

the cell-determinants,—or simply, the ‘dcUmmin/s.'

The histological character of every «U in a multicellular

organism, Including its rate and mode of diiisiun, is controlled

by well a determinant. The genn-plasm does oat, however,

detain a special determinant far every cell
;
but cells of a simi-

lar kind, when, like the Wood-celts, they arc not totalised, may
be represented by a tingle determinant in the gctin-plaun. On
the other hand, every cell, or group of cells, wlueh a la rcnain
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tndtfandcntty vasitsUe, must b» repreiected in the germ-plasm

by n special determinant Were this not ihe caw, the cell in

question amid only vary In common with other cells which are

controlled by the same determinant
Tkt gtmerll ofa Spain must tonlain as many drftrminants

<u the organism has alls or groups of sells width art inde-

pmdtrtlj varlaUt from iXe germ omoar.lt, sr.d there de-

terminants mtiRt have a definite mutual arrangement in the

germ-plasm, and mint therefore constitute a definitely limited

aggregate, or higher vital unit, the 1 id:

From the facts of sexual reproduction and heredity we must

conclude that the germ-plasm contains many ids and not a

single one only. The formation of hybrids proves that the two

parents togetlver transmit all their specific characters, so that in

the process of fertilisation each contributes a hereditary sub-

stance which contains the primary constituents of all parts of

the OTganietn.—that is, all the determinants required for bond-

ing tip a new Individual. The hereditary substance becomes
halved at the final stage of development of the germ -cells, and
consequently all the detetminants must previously have teen

grouped into at least two ids. Bot it is very probable that

many more ids ore usually present, and that in many cases their

number far exceeds a hundred.

It cannot be silted with certainty which portions of the ele

ments of the grtm-plslm observable in the nucleus of the ovum
cciTespond to ids, though h is probable that c®Iy parts ef, and
not the entire ‘chromosomes,’ are to bo regarded as such.

Until this point CU.be definitely decided, our farther denied

deductions will be based on the view that the nuclear rods

(chromosomes) are aggregates of ids, which we speak of as

‘idana.’ In a certain sense, the latter are also vital units, for

they grow and multiply by division
;
and the combination of ids

contained in them, although not a peitnanent one, persists for

some time.

The ‘germ-plasm,’ or hereditary substance of the Mctaroa

and McwpbyU, therefore, consists of a larger or smaller number

of idants, which in turn ore ccmpased of idsj each id has

a definite, and special architecture, as It is composed of de-

terminants, esch of which plays a perfectly definite part in

development.

The development of the primary constituents, contained
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in the germ-plasm of the reproductive cell, takes place m
the course of the cell -divisions :o which the ontogeny of a

multicelhiUr organism is due, in which process all the Ida

behave in on madly similar manner. In the first ceil-division

every Id divides Into mo halves, each of which contains only

half the entire number cf determinants
;
and this process of

disintegration is repsated at every lub^oquerit cell-division, so

that the ids ofthe following ontogenetic stages gradually become

poorer as regards the diversity of their determinants, until they

finally contain only a single kind.

Each cell in every stage i( in all cases controlled by only ant

k'nd of determinant, hut several of the same biod may he con-

lH”icd in the id ; and the ‘ control’ of the cell is effected by the

disintegration of the dT-.erTr.ioiir.lt into htophors, which pene

true through the mxkor membrane into the cell-body
;
and

there, according to definite forces and lava of which we are

ignevant, bring aboct the histological differentiation of the cell,

by multiplying more rapidly at the expense of those biopbora

already fotming the cell-tcdy. Each determinant must become
' ripe,' and undergo disinteitralion into its biophors, at a definite

hot or at a cctuin stage cf ontogeay. The rest of the dwer-

mirunts in tbe id cf a cell, which are destined fer subsequent

sages, remain intact,and base therefore no effect on the control

cf the cell
.
but the mode cf their arrangetnecrji the id, and the

special rate of multiplication of euch kind" determine the nature

of the nest nuclear division—that is, as to which determinants

are to be dlstr.butcd to ooc dau*htei-cell, and which to the

other. The hiitologieal nature cf these two cells, as veil as the

control of their successors, is determined by this division
j
and

thus tbe distribution of the primary constituents contained in the

germ-plasm is effected by the architecture of the id, which is at

fit it of a definite kind, but afterwards utvdoignes continual and

syMcmatic changes i conseqscncc of tbe uneven rate of multi-

plication and gradual disintegration ofthe ids.

Tse apparatus for cell-division is only of secondary import-

ance in tlte process ; its chief part, the ‘ centrosoroe,' like the

heteditary substance. Is derived from the parental germ-cell or

cells bat only constitute; the mechaniim for tbe division of the

nocleas and cell, and contains no ‘ primary constituents.' The
rate uf the cell-divisions cannot, moreover, be determined by

the Katrotome, although it produces the required stimulus : the
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apparatus for division Is set in motion by tbe ceil, which i« con-

trolled by the idioplasm. Were this not the esse, the nuclear

matter could not be the hereditary substance, foi moot of the

Ixreditary characters of a tpecies are due in a lets degree to the

dilYerentiaticei of individual cells than to tbe number and group
ing of the celb of which a certain organ or entire port of the

body consists
;
these, however, again depend on the mode and

rate of cell-division.

The peocessw occiirrmg in the idioplasm which direct the

development of the organism from tho ovum—or to speoie in

more general terms, from one cell, the germ cell,—do nee

in themselves furnish an ciplaiutkin of a series of phenomena
which are in part directly connected with the ontogeny, or else

result from it sooner or later : the phenomena of ngtmrauan,
pmmalieH, and fioio>r, and the formation of ruto germ-or/ls,

all require special supplementary hypotheses.

The simplest cases of njpwrotion are doe to the fully

formed tissue, consisting of similar cells, always containing

a reserve of young cells, which are capable of replacing a

normal or abnormal lots. Th'a, however, is insuScient in

the more complex cases, in which entire parts of the body,

such as the tail or the limbs, are regenerated when they

have been forcibly removed. We must here assume that ilio

cells of tbe parte which ate capable of regeneration contain

‘supplementary determinants' in addition to those which

control them, and that these are the primary constituents

of tbe parts which are to he formed anew in the process

of regeneration. They arc supplied to certain parts of the

body at an earlier’ontegenerk stage in the form cf 4 inactive

accessory idioplasm,’ and only beccorc active when tbe opposi-

tion to growth has Twen removed in consequence of the loss

of the patt In question. The equipment of a cell of any

part with supplementary determinants presupposes a greater

complexity in their distributee), in correipoodenca with the

greater complexity in structure o: the part; and thus tbe

capacity for regeneration U limited, for a pan can no longer

be provided with an apparatus for regeneration when its

structure is too complicated. The ordinary assumption that

the regenerative 'force ' decreases as tbe romp'.eiity in structure

increases, is therefore to a certain extent true, but not if it

Implies the existence of a special fotce which provides lot
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regeneration, Bud which always diminishes in correspondence

wiih lbs degree of organisation. Era if w* imagine this

'feres' to be a mechanico-physiological one, it could nol be

considered as a primary quality of th* organism, and to

some extent the inevitable result of life itself, but must bn

looked upon at an adaptation.

RtfroduiHcn byfission is closely connected with regeneration ;

i: presupposes the eustence of a similar apparatus in the idio

plum, which, however, has in most cases reached a higher

stage of development
;
fission must hate arisen phyletieaily from

regeneratnn.

The origin of multiplication by gmnsation, and the pheno-

mena exhibited by this form of repteductian, are different

from those concerned in fission. In plants and Ccelenteratos,

getnciatloo originates In one cell, which men consequently

contain a <xm»bin»tion of all the determinants of the species

dosefy ittttiblirj that existing in the fertilised ovum In

the Polyxca, however, thil process docs not originate in one

cell, but Id at least two, and probably more, belonging to

t-o diflctenl layers of cells (germinal layers) of the body;
and in Tuoicau. again, the material for the bud is produced

from all three germinal bay era.

The first of these forms of budding must be primarily due to

tb« admixture erf 'unalterable' (‘gebundenem,') gertn plasm to

certain strife of cells in ontogeny In the form of inacirm 'aternmy

Utopian*; or 1biailogtnic ’ idioplasm “Knospungs-Idioplasma’i.

In plants this is contained in the apical cells
;
and in hydroid

polypee, b the cells of the ectoderm.

In the second group of animals mentioned above, we must

assume that tbe ' blastc*cn:c
'
germ-plasm becomes disintegrated

into two groups of determinants at an early ontogenetic stage,

and dial each erf these is passed on in an ' unalterable ’ condition,

through various generatkos of cells, until the time and place of

its activity are reached.

In the third group, the inactive ' blastogenic ' Idioplasm

divides into three groups of determinants, one of which pastes

into the ectoderm, the second into certain cell-series of the

mesoderm, and the third into others in the endoderm, until

they teach tbe part m which they have to become noire.

Gemmation must hare oiigiuatcd ^lyktically by a doubling

erf the gem-plasm taking place in the fertilised egg, so that
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one half remained inactive, and was then either passed on

os inactive ' blastogenlc
'
germ-plasm, or else became divided

up in the choree of ontogeny into groups, which were passed

separately to the sum region, via, that of the bud.

!n all cases in which the power of budding was permanently

retained by the specia, the occurrence of this process of

doubling of tfcs geroi-plaatn seems to have persisted through

the ontogenetic stages Own ar. early period
;
for ne find that

the individuals arising by gemmation very frequently vary in-

dependently of one another, and often even to a great extent.

Bat independent variation from the germ onwards implies

the existence of special determinants in the ‘ bbstogenic*

gctm-plum. Medusae could never Itavc been produced from

polypes by boddirg if independently ramble detetminanta

of the bads had not been present in the germ of the fertilised

ovum. We tbeiefcoe assume that /»« kind/ of genu-plasm

trill in tktss Spain in wtids altirnation ofgenerations occurs

,

both of which are present In the egg-cell as well as Is the

bud, though only ooe of them is active at • time and controls

ontogeny, while the other remains inactive. The alternating

activity of these two germ-plasms causes the alternation of

generations.

Tie formation of gcm-tilh is brought about by the occur-

recce of similar processes in the Idioplasm to those which cause

gemmation. One part of the germ plasm contained in the ferti-

lised egg-cell remains inactive ar.d 'unalterable,'—that Is, il dow
rot immediately become disintegrated into groups bu> is passed

on in the forai of accessor/ idioplasm to certain series of cells

in ontogeny, and tilth readies the parts in which germ-cells are

to be formed. Thai the whole cf the parental germ-plasm,

with all hi determinants, forms the foundation of tbc germ-cells

which will give rise to the next generation, and the extremely

accurate ar.d detailed transmission of parental characters to the

offspring is thereby rendered comprehensible.

In multicellular plants *r.d animals, the gcrtn-plaam becomes

more complex in remsequer.ee of usual reproduction, in which
process the ids of two different individuals, the parents are

accumulated in the fertilised egg-cell every time amphimixis oc-

curs. Thu has caused the occurrence of the 'reducing division,

'

which accompanies the formation of male and female germ-cells,

and results in the nnmber of ids and iSants being reduced to
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the half. TViO reduction is important in elucidating the pheno-

mena of heredity in fomis which are reonxleced sexnaHy, fur the

ids af a germ-plasm ere not by any means all alike, liut differ

to the tame relative extent ns do tit* corresponding individuals

As the reduction doe; mi always occur in the same nay, and

the irsuUirg halves contain different idants an different oca-

sons, and these till to the sliare of individual germ cells, it is

passible fcr the germ-cells of one individual to contain my
different combinations of Idants. This results in tho dissimi-

larity between the offspring of the same parents.— or, to express

it in mote general terms, in the extreme diversity as regards the

intermixture of individual differences.

During the development of a new individual boa the fertilised

egg-ceO, tbs ontogeny it dimetoi by tb« ids of the two patents

which canchute the germ-plasm. Structures intermediate

between those of the parents thus frequently arise—but cmly

when perfectly homologous idf are Opposed to one another,

aud have a similar ‘controlling fore*.' This foec* depends

not only on tho similar rate of multiplication of the biophors

transmitted by the controlling determinants into the cell-body,

and nn the luppremic® of those already present, but also on the

number of precisely similar determinants derived frem each

parent. The huger the number of 1 bomodynatsiocs 1
deter-

minants, '.ho greater is thsir coetraliiog effect so the cell ; and

tfa larger number of homodyrttitKHis detennlnants are opposed

to fewer heterodynamous determinants of tbs other parent, the

farmer gain the victory. The preponderance of one of the

patents ia tnLsnitsicn is thus rendered ccmprchcsublc, whether

it concerns individual ports or the entire organism.

The type of the child is detenuined by tbo paternal and

maternal ids contained in the corresponding germ-cells meeting

together ia the process of ferriiisatian, and the blending of

parental and ancestral characters Is thus predetermined, and can-

not become essentially modified by subsequent indueoces. The
facts relating to identical loins and to plant-hybrids prove that

tills isso. In thelailcr, the individuals produced by crossing t«o

constant species display as constant an intermixtuic of charac-

ters as would be the case if they constituted a natutal species.

The ids of each species mast be looked upen as perfectly

hcucodynaicous as regards the specific characters
|
tarn distinct

group* of bamodyoamous ids arc opposed to one another, and
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live preponderance Of one or other parental group in any parri-

cular pari of the plan! depends on the presence of a larger

number of homodynamovsdetenu.uants representing the port in

question, and on their possession of a greater controlling force.

Rr.mion to grandparents and cre.ir-graodparcnts, or to

undo and aunts, may be accounted for by the fart Ihar, In the

first place, the idants and ids are not fixated nnew in the geinv
plasm of the parents but ore derived from the grandparents

;

and, secondly, that the combination of ids contained in tbe

individoal gemvcdls of the (nrer-t becomes very diversified in

consequence c< the ‘reducing division.’ The usually accepted

assumption of breeders that one-fcuith of the ‘blood’ of tl>6

grandchild is derived fnxn each of the four grandparents and
one-eighth from each of the eight great-grandparents, is there-

fore Inaccurate. Ht» number of Ids of any particular ancestor

“Inch are contained iu the germ-plasm uf a ripe germ-cell

depends entirely on the manner in which the reducing diiisioo

occurs
;
and, under cemin circumstances, a g«rm-»'.I might

presumably contain half the entire number erf ids of one g and-
paicnt and none of those of the other three. The larger the

number of ids derived from an ancestor, the greater is the pro-

bability that tome oi tbe characters of this ancestor v-Jl appear

in the descendant ;
but this depends on the force of the ids cf

the other parent* which comes into play when amphimixis lakes

place, and alto on whether the ids derived from this ancestor are

the dominant ones which determined his ‘type 1

(' Bild').

Reversion to an ancestor must consequently always occur

when, in consequence of the ‘reducing division.' tbe ids deter-

mining the type o? this ancestor reach a particular gettn-cell

of the Individual In question,— if they are not opposed by a

stronger group of "is derived from the other parent in the

process of ampfcimiris. This holds good for each individual

part of the offspring, as well as for the entire organam, for the

number of homedynamous determinants may be, and generally

is, different in the various parts,—at any rate in the case of the

individual differences betneen human beings.

Frcm this theory, it coaid I* predicted that hybrid-plants

fertilised with their own poller, must produce very variable

offspring, and that individuals of these hybrids must moreover,

revert to one or other of the ancestral species : both these state-

ments arc borne out by ha.
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Although rtvtriim to non rcmrte amuton is Also brought
iboj; by the same factors,—vir., the 'reducing division 1

end
amphimixis,— it require* further ehicicaiioo. The theory of
seCottioo requires that only a majority, and not alt, the deter-

mitunu of a part which is to bo modified shall undergo a
corresponding change. Old unmodified determinants of various

parts are therefore retained in the germ-plasm of a species, and
can only be removed from h very gradually by fortuitous
1 redodng divisions.' This tenders reversion to the characters

of very remote aacestois fictiiAU; its oitvrrna, however,

depend) upon the reducing division and amphimixis taking

place in a favourable manner. If the redaction causes similar

groups of ancestral determinants to be brought together in

tivtnl ids, ar.d this gcrm-plaam, in the ptccess of amphimixis,

unites with that of another germ-cell, which also contains

similar ancestral determinants in mtral ids, these may gain

the victory over the modem determinants in the struggle of

the ids during ontogeny. This, however, will chiedy depend on

the kind aad strength of the modem determinants which are

opposed to them
; and thus reversion to ancestral character*

occurs very frequently in crosses between races (pigeons) and
species (mules), in which the modern determinants are hetcrody-

camcus .‘—they do not co-operate, and their forces counteract

c®e another, while the ancestral determinants**!* similar and
(heir fotces cumulative.

Nunneroni phenomena of reversion in plants and animals

may he explained in a very simple manner on these principles,

and Iran this panl of view it Is also possible to understand

that fora of reversion which occur* in gemmation and partheno-

genesis. Toe more remote the ancestors U> the characters of

which rovers*® occurs, the more rarely will it take place.

Reversion to the three-toed ancestors of the horse, for instance,

is of extremely tare occurrence, for it is due to n retention of

the ancestral determinant* in question—which bare certainly

ditappesred from all the ids in the germ-plasm of mott existing

hor*ee—in single individuals of certain series of generation*,

and to the chance of the coming together oi two germ-cells
containing such ancestral determinants.

The remarkable phenomenon of (iimcrpfam, which has beer,

introduced so extensively—mote especially into the animal king-

dom—by means of sexual reproduction, tram be due to the
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presence in the idioplasm of double Jelrrminanlt for all those

cells, groups of edit, and entire organisms, which are capable

cf taking on a male and female form. But only one half 0# such

n double determinant remains inactive, while the other become*

active. The sexual differentiation of the germ-cells must thus be

due to the presence of spernoiogcnctlc and oogenetic double

determinants i and even all thesecondary sexual characters mutt

be traced to a similar origin in the idioplasm. The corresponding

double determinants are contained not only in the germ-plasm,

but nre passed on through the cell-stages of ontogeny to that

part of the tody in which the two characters become separated

from one another. One of the determinants then becomes
active, its twin half remaining in an inactive condition in the

nucleus of a somatic cell, and under certain circumstances

becoming active subsequently. This, however, only occurs

exceplionally, in such cases as that in which a female animal

(eg, a hen or duck) developes male characters ic

of c&stiauou. Hermaphrodite boes, In which the whole body
consists of the most wonderful intermixture of male and female

parts, famishes an instructive proof nf the presence of both

kinds of characters in all parts of the body, and consequently

of the truth of the assumption of double determinants.

Double determinants rwt only occur individually, but entire

groufie of male.and female determinants arc opposed to one

another, and these asejnst as dependent on one another as are

the two halve* of the individual double determinant, one of

which always remains inactive when the other become* active.

These groups may be very dissimilar
;
in many cases {eg, the

olfactory organs It male cni6Uceans and the ornamental

feathers of male birds) the male group contains many mote
individual determinant* than the female. One half of lire

double group may alio become degenerated, so that she corre-

sponding organ (eg, the wing in many female butterflies)

disappear* in one sex.

The number of double determinants reaches its highest limit

when the two sexes differ completely from one another in all

their parts, as is the case in Bcuellia virtdltj even then, how-

ever, a number of single determinants may still be present, if, a*

in this case, the larval stage is similar in bath sexes.

The aisuir.ption of double determinants Is also able to throw

some light upon certain enigmatical phenomena of heredity
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exhibited by human being*. U hss long been known that

hamofikUta occurs lo men only, but is tranitn'ited by women.
If we assume that the vlsti/i sexual differences, as well as those

existing in the system which we are unable actually to tecognisc,

are due to the pretence of double determinants, the peculiar

Emitaiion of this uniotnir.an disease to one sex is explained.

The disease, like a secondary sexual character, is only trans-

mittal to the sex in which ir first appeared, for tils half cj

tit douhit drttrminanti of tit •maoilaslpm 1 has alone bm
Mortified by tie disease

The sexualpolymorphism exhibited by certain butterflies may
also be explained by assarting tbe pretence of double deter-

minants of several local varieties id the same species which
intethreed with ooc another. The polymorphism of bees and
other animals which form communities, requires, however, the

assumption of triple or quadtuple determinants. In these

animate the female half of the double dotenmnaat again becomes

doubled, and this may also he the rase as regards the mate half

(Termites).

Lastly, the assumption of double determinants in the idio-

plasm accounts for temporary dimorphism, inch as seasonal

diirorphlam.

Tbe occutreoee of dimorphism is In all cajes attributable to

the presence of two kinds of determinants ; bus tbe causes whkli
determine which cf the two is to become* active, are extremely

varied, and cannot in many cases be arrjralely indicated.

The determining influence*, however, ate always external ones

-each as fertilisation, nutrition, nnd tbe effect cf light in cases

of diih-gtny in plants.

It is self-evident from the theory of heredity here propounded,

that only those characters are transmissible which have bten
controlled— (e., produced—by determinants of the germ, and
that consequently only those variations are hereditary which
result from the modification of sevetal or many determinants

in the germ-plasm, and not these which have arisen subse-

quently in consequence of seme influence exered upon the cells

of the body. In otbet weeds, it follows freon this theory that
semasopnic cr aesjulrsd tharoOm cawot be IrammUtaL

This, however, dots net imply that external influences are

incapable of producing hereditary variations
j
on the contrary,

they always give ri9e to soth variations when they are capable
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of modifying the determinants of the germ-plasm. Climatic

influences, for example, may very well produce permanent
variations, by slowly causing gradually increasing alterations

to occur in certain determinants in the course of generations.
An apparent transmission of somatogenic modifications may
even tike place under certain circumstances, by the climatic

influence affecting certain determinants of the germ-plasm at

the asme time, and when they ate about to pass to that pirt of

the body which the)* hare to control. This is Indicated by the

climatic variations of the butterfly Polyammalui pklaat.
The primary ca«e of uariaficn is always the effect of

external influences. Were It poesibi- for growth to take
place under absolutely constant external influences, vararioo

would not occur
;
but as this is impossible, all growth is con-

nected with smaller or greater deviations from the inherited

developmental tendency.

When these deviations only affect the soma, they give rite to
temporary non hereditary variations ; bat when they ocviir in

the germ-plasm, they are transmitted to the next generation and
cause corresponding hereditary vartatietu in /AtMy

Since the germ-plasm undergoes a very considerable growth
from the fertilised egg-cell to the germ-cells of tho offspring,

minute fluctuations continually take place in the composition

of its vital units,the blophors and determinants. If permanent
and constant mfloer.cfs, loch as throe of climate, act open them,

these minute fluctuations will become accumulated in the course

cf time and generations, and may thui give rise to appreciable
individual variations, and then gradually to racial, ‘and even
perhaps to specific Characters. If an influence nets m a certain

direction for a short time only, it afcm* may or may not give
rise to an individual variation In the roma, according to the
number of ids of the germ-plasm affected by it. Whenever
a majority of ids b-come modified, a corresponding variation

must sppear in the soma. As, however, an intermingling of

the ids take* place twice, owing to die successive processes

of ‘reducing division’ and amphimixis, minorities of modified

ids may be increased to majorities ; and sexual reproduction

may then cause the fluctuating material for invisible variations

in the determinants to give rise tofireefti/di somatic variations,

nnd these are made use of by natural selection, aided hy con-

stantly recurring amphimixis The latter process gi.es natural
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selecticei a choice cf innumerable combinations of the moat

diversified variations, resulting:from the connanr minute fluctua-

tions of all the units in the germ-plasm.

Strictly speaking, th frxtii n/ aotfiwntn! alant cannot

bring about an lucrraie or dtatast in the deitlopmml of a

(hntcuttr; though it taay, indeed, establish it more firmly in

the gam plasm by causing an increase In the number of ids,

the determinants of which produce the character. An increased

development. in the ordinary sense of the term, taay, it is true,

take place by the (pension of a variation ever larpr amu of

the body
;
the multiplicity of the ids, and the possibility of the

constant production of new idie combinations by the process

cd amphimixis, accounts for the statement of btccdcrs that the

constancy of a character, at well ns its increased development,

may be afitetod by selection The so-called 1 individual potency

'

mast, moreover, be doe to the presence af a Urge number of

hcenocynamous determinants for all the more important char-

acters, arvJ it probably results, no. only from breeding a race

true foe a long time,—although this is of course necessary,—but
also from favourable combinations of ids being produced by the

processes of reducing division and amphimixis.

Variations do not, however, depend merely on mndiScarions

in the composition of a determinant or group of determinants,

but frequently result from a doubling or further multiplication

of the latter
;
and this muse also drpend.primarily on modified

external influences, such as those produced by changes in the

m-Tr.tion of a part of the ferm-piaioi The apparently sudden

appearance of parts—such ai feathers and other epidermic

structures, as well as of certain pathological structures, such

as the supernumerary fingers and toes of human beings—may
be explained in this manner. All such variations do not, indeed,

actual// arise suddenly, but take place gradually in some of

the ids, and only suddenly become apparent when they have
accumulated to form a majority.

The lud/imnia with which variations appear is, in all pro-

bability, cdy apparent La meet cases, as is well shown by

Hofinann's experiments oa wild plants, in which variations

were produced by abncmal conditions of life. The dtgmiTa-

tim of ports which are no lor.ger required, or have simply

become useless, is due to the reduction and final disappearance

of the eonespoeding determinants from the germ-plasm. Bat
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»» ill5 again depends cm the fluctuating variations of those

determinants in the different Ida, It will nol occur to she same
talent in Ad the ids 8t the same time

;
and thus the remains ci

these reduced determinant* ate often preserved in individual

ida through countless generations, and may occasionally cause

itatraton ta lake place when they have accumulated in conse-

quence of the 'reducing division' nod amphimixia
StUMtn varia/toni of tudi Aoiw only loom observed in plants

which also ate, or have been, propagated sexually, and in

which the structure of the germ plasm is therefore just as

complex as in spreies in which Mxual reproduction abm
occurs. These variations are olio do« to tho effects of dis-

similar medifying eiternal influence-', on the determinants

contained in the ‘blastogenic’ germ-plasm, which is passed on

from cell to cell during the process of growth. It would, how-

ever, be impassible to understand why only a single bud out

of midions should undergo transformation unless some other

cause were also at wotk This may h* due to occasional

irregular midcar division*, which would give rise to a similar

result to that produced by amphimixis in reproduction by

seeds, the modified determinants of individual ids occasionally

becoming accumulated and then taking effect.

The powet of transmission of 'mddtn' variation in plants,

which is apparently very capricious, may be cosily understood

in principle. As The modification never occurs in all the ics

of the geruirplastii, b*ut only in mauy of them, and as this

majority may be a slight or a consderable one, the trans-

mission of the variation will depeud on whether the majority

is eflt* obtained and even increased, or whether it becomes
diminished, or even entirely lrat, during the reducing divisions

and amphimixis, whoa the plant is reproduced by seeds. In

the case of the first alternative, the ‘sport’ will be transmitted
;

while in that of the second, transmission will only occur rarely

or not at all Even details of the apparently enigmatical

phenomena nf heredity of known 'span' varieties—such at

those of the halaaminea, weeping ashes, the variegated variety

of Batista nigra, and ethers—thus receive a very simple

CXpilQAllOD.

The capricious transmission of tod-variations by seeds,

which only occurs in the satsdlei proportion of cases, cannot

bo captained so easily. It i* due to the ‘blastogenic’ germ-
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plusi and the ' reserve germ-placin'--destinod lo form getin-

cells—foUoaing dilPfreni courses, andconsequently they will no:

alwaye contain the same number of modified id?. Tho in-

frftjuency of the transmission of bod-vanations by seed? may

depend oo the production of r. new combination of ids of the
‘ resecve germ-plasm ' from which the gcrm-cells ate foraicd,

whcr.erer this formation occur*, owing to the ' reducing divi-

sion' and amphimixis No such occurrence takes place in

the ‘blnstogenlc
1 germ-plasm as long os merely asexual repro-

duction continues

According to our view, the power of transmission—which is

potsesaod by all organisms, and on which the development of

the higher organic forms is based- therefore depends on simple

growth merely in the case of the very lowest conceivable

organisms with which we are not acquainted
i
while in all foitns

which have ahead/ undergone differentiation, it results from

the possession of a sftdal apparatusfor transmission.

This apparatus first occurs in the unicellular organisms, in

which it coaiists of a substance composed of the different kind*

of vital uqits or toophore, which occur in the substance of the

organism, and ptesumably in a similar proportion j
there are,

at any rate, numerous individual biopbor* of every kind, all of

which are arranged together on a definite plan. This substance

is surrounded by a membrane,—the nuclear*aieaibrane,—pro-

vided with pores, through which the bfbphora of tho nucleus

can piss into the cell-body, there to multiply at the expense

of the nutritive material}—to which the vital particles of the

cell-body tlemielves tnay become reduced under certain cir-

cumstances—aed to become arranged in virtue of the forces

dwelling within them.

To these processes Is doe tbe power possessed by the

organism of giving rise by division to two complete individuals

of a slmiliar nature.

Even at this stage of ditferentJtioo, the hereditary substance

is rendered more complicated by the process of amphimixis,

or mingling of individual differences, m which this wbstauce
periodically becomes halved, and U then again completed by the

hereditary substance of another individual. The result is, that

every putt of the organism is represented in the hereditary

wbstance by different varieties of the same kind of biopbor,
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and that, consequently, the individuals subteqamtly arising by

division will be approximately Intermediate in slrocture between

the two parents.

In the multicellular forms exhibiting cdl-dilTcrcr.'ialioe, the

apparent* foi transmission becomes more complicate the more

numerous and diversified we the kinds of cells composing the

Organism. Multiplication can only take place ifeach individual

originates in, and again returns to, the unicellular condition.

The division of the entire organism would only result in the

production of two unequal halves, which could not of them-

selree undergo completion, and would requite a special apparatus

for the purpose. In order that this may arise, the previous

production of an apfesralat jot transmission, adapted for

reproduction by unicellular germt, is indispensable.

The production of this apparatus results from the formation

of a gtin-plaim. it, a nuclear substance which contains

reserve biophoss for the construction of the corresponding

cell-body, as well as for the formation of all the celi-bodies

of tire entire organism
;
and all of which are connected together

into a definitely arranged structure, m such a manner that thc

constitoent porta share regularly and wiccessively, and not

simultaneously, In the control of the cell-body. In order that

(lib result may he produced, the smaller vital unite or biophoie

ore comixned to form those of the next higher order—the deter-

minants,—each of which controls on kind of cell, and conse-

quently includes all th£ biophors required for the determination

of this particular kind of cdl Tie germ-at! contain a/ least

as many determinant! as litre art dsfertni cells or groups 0/

alls in tit fullyformed organism vMch art capabU of being

individually dtUrmintdfrom tic germ onwards.

Since the process of amphimixis or 1 intermingling of indi-

vidual digtrenets' is also retained in multicellular forms, the

individual germ -cells must for this reason alone contain R mass

of germ-plasm, each un.t of which contain all the kinds of

determinants of the species in dose combination. Tne heredi-

tary substance of the germ-cell thus cune to be composed of

ids and idntlU.

The multiplication of multicellular orgardimt by ftsion and

gemmation results from a considerable increase in the com-

plexity of the apparatus for transmission, in which process not

only the determinants required for the control of their own
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nature, tot also ids of geim plasm in an malOraNt conditio*

is which ttoy arc at the lime inrajable of undergoing

disintegration—were distributed to certain cells cf the tody.

This addition of latent gena-pUam to certain series of somatic

ceils also results in the formation of germ-cells in most multi-

cellular forms ;
while else power of regmerv.ion depends on a

systematic addition cf certain inactive determinants, or groups

ofdeterminants, to certain cells of the body.

Further romp lie oti eons of the germ-plasm produce the pheno-

mena of aiiernaticer of generations and the polymorphism often

cDunected with it, as well as the sexual dimorphism always oc-

curring in a greater or a less degree in connection with ‘ sexual

icproduetico.' All determinants and groups of determinants

which exist ia two or more forms, mast to present in a doable

or multiple condition in the germ-plasm, and be so arranged

that each constituent part only becomes active in turn. This

assumption is, honerer, insufficient fa the case of alternation

of ger.crAtxns, in which several kinds 0< germ plasm act: to

present and become active in turn.

Thu an ever increasing complexity of the substance which

render; the repetition of the organism possihle is gradually

produced la the phytogeny of living beings, and eventually

reaches so high a degree that it is difficult to believe that

such aa infinite complexity of structure esn actually exist in

particles so minute. The mote deeply, however, we penetrate

into the phenomena of heredity, the more firmly are we con-

vinced that something of tbe kind does exist, for it is impossible

to explain the ohrerved phenomena by means of much simpler

as;- motion; We are thus reminded afroch that wc have to

deal net only with the infinitely great,hut also with the infinitely

small
j
the idea cf sixe is a purely relatiw coe, and «l either

hand extends infinity.
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IMPRESSIONS OF RUSSIA. By Dr. Grgro Brandm;

PmI 4to, Cloth. Prl« is.

PATRIOTISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
To b * Reply to OUIcUca of the Work.

By CDUN7 TOUIOT.

i /- Booklets by Count Tolstoy.
Bobv4 in Whitt Cmlr-d Bsardi. with ClU Uttoflng.

WEERK LOVE IS, THERE GOD THE GODSON.
IS ALSO. I? YOU NEGLECT THE PIR3,

THE TWO PILGRIMS. YOU DON'T PVT IT OUT
WHAT MEN LIVE II Y. WHAT SHALL ITPROFIT AMAN ?

2/- Booklets by Count Tolstoy.
XKW EDITIONS, REVISED.

S&iB larao, Cloth, with Eob^scxl Design on Orcr. each coouinin;

Two S4o»»ti by Cwnt Totooy, and Two Drtwtoft by

H. R. Millar. In D**, Price 2a etch.

Volume I. contATT-s— Volume III. contAiru-

WHSRZ LOVE 13,*IHEX3 GOD THE TWO PILGRIMS.

IS ALSO. IT YOU NEGLECT 7HE FIR*,

THE OODSON. YOU ICX‘T PUT IT OUT.

Volume It. contain*- Volar* >V. contain*-

WIIAT UBS UTK PV. MASTIR AKD MAH.

what SHALL IT TtOTIT A Volume V. contains—

MAN f TOLSTOY’S PABABLE3.

Ths Walter Scott Poblohikc Commxy, Livttod,

LOVrcy ANB raUIM-ON-TYM.



THE CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE SERIES.
Edited by HAVELOCK ELLIS

NEW VOLUMES. Gt*» £** Cl*\ PHee 6e.

A 8TUDY OF RECENT EARTHQUAKG3.
V? CHARLES TUTOOff, DJVx. F O.B.. Aitbcr of

MTbe
Butbpike c£ DtuitW \?ti,

Hii fcln of Cm eati*. v%!:o [» a kiiu* antiorttr <adln
pTO'tta ft iA'b; of itauiee of u ftv oatIL: jaIc* Cut Ru'jiin In
re^eotVsy •Mdtdi rerfbw-eub u tie KeepsUtii certbituke * I

IfclxUa ee rthyki a 1S51 «d Iffit, fee Cb«riw!m> ttrtinefce eC 1
.

Rtrkre nrtb^nkk of WSJ, the cuttatuk* of 1» 1 . the llcroficl
•utbynke oA«e> tie tniaa cmtl^uike of 1*7. Oc.

Cwva firo. C&ti, Pri* dc
MORALS? Their Psyoho - Sociological Baeeo.

Ti^UW bon tie r«i«S of Dip**-. la Jfcnb.
B1 W. J. 0UEBhS7BtET. M.A., BuituiUr of Mo-ag bbeoL
T*. toil of iru fcM of p.y*riecni mewl Ut lMO *^-l br tb? Mite oDUna

ffjwgyyrr «nj inuoa ti «« tb. m.1
*“»*X

«.,( foituifPlU zuvrt, 0,1 iiciiotir- of ftraoctlu rmulu. Is
'‘Bifax cajko » .07-00 tfot kaag O. =1

to b. field t IkuUm daUn, *-.lh otlfcil QW.
i &»»» nil t»>a otmwu. ad ti» «rtt*>m i

““*• otjuteioj rercrm t&t'uo* » ,

S5.S .
to‘!Uâ ‘ ,xU" KU?a H-mteu. IW>t -trt.

ro Mbit, b.™ nil U*a nwu, ad H« nram mta mho to »>,rOn.Ur^uofMy ItwHJhn so Ur U. fessiMi of v«» 0,1 all
bo caiLa U «uc n™,b«*. Ui« Ho tl» Uu cco. f« » .ynai of

Cron dm, ClflO, Frio. U.
THE MAKING OF OITIZENBl A Study in

Comparative Education.
By a K BCGHta, 1LX., B.Ss, Autb.rot

"B&ute a IV-i mi AbnaV*

Oo*s8r<yClnib,Prm«i. WtthlSItolna*
Mletory of Goolosy and Palojontolony.

Ey BARI, VON ZTITIL, Piiloar of Galisy b tb. Bbteeslty of Minl»L
Tmul.t-1 by UAPJK it OGILVII.QOBIWS. Me. PLD.

P'
u «nHiItitcplal u tb. hM irairOrto ud ictho-iifcn Uttcry :lg«t«r. It.U imjV d.v* !b. .=1 cl A. nal.ry. vTttt£

•rtbtr* VMtt u,l Mam th. TOt U. W .lastly Ib-fipf by ij 0

Thb W«tra. Scott Pobuibikq Ccoituit, Livmi,
1XODOK *KD TBlUXl-tll-TVIt*.



The Makers of British Art.

A NEW SERIES OP MONOGRAPHS OF
BRITISH PAINTERS

Kadi vulumo illwlrrrted with Twenty Fall-page Reproduction*

and a Photogravure Poitrais.

Sfuare Crown JW, CUk, GiU Tcfi, RrOl/A Sic", 3>- U ntt

VOLUMES READY.

LANDSEER. Six Edwoi. By Jaws A. Maxson.

REYNOLDS, Sir Joshua. Tly Ei?a n’Esnxxx-KiBUBO.

TURNER, J. M. W. By Roman Cnigmux, Aclbor of

“ The life end Painting* of Vicat Cole, R.A."

ROMNEY, fitosot By Sir Hrrbext Maxtei.i, Bai*_,

F.R.S, M.P.

" Likelytoi«n»mllicl)»l»ioxiBloflbe pdoUAMfe.’—MU****.

WILKIE, Sib David. By Professor Batnx

CONSTABLE, Johk. By ilw Earl or Plvuouvii.

RAEBURN, Sir Hbxrt. By Edward Pibkisoiok.

GAINSBOROUGH, Thomas. By A. K Fletchxr.

HOGARTH, William. By Trof. G. Baldwin Brown.

MOORE, Henrt. By Frank J. Macijcan.

LEIGHTON, Lord. By Edoccnee Stalsv,

BORLAND, Grorul By D. H. Wilson, M.A., LLM.

WILSON, Richard. By Bxackoxt Flkioikr.

IN RRBRARATION.
MILLAIS, Etc.

Tec Walit* Scott tmisa:sc Cqxjaxt, Lihitcc,
l««X>0K AXD 7ZLUXC-OK-IYN

2 L



The Scott Library.

Maroon Clotb, Gilt Price Is. net per Volume,

Mij also be h*Hn tbe kOow‘ne i—Haif Mccxco> gilt top,

antiqiei Red Kx», Rill •«!!!«, tf*.

VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED-

AKOTOTLOT ffTUtCfl

ATHENIAN ORACLE THE
Auarsronrs ockpeshowb
BACONS KSUT8
RALZACR SHORTER STORXS3
BB0N7I? JAMB BYRH
BROWNES IUXJGIO MKDIOJ,

BURKS’S LETTERS
BYRON'3 LETTERS
CAELETON, 7ALE3 FROM
OARLYLP/B M33CBL-
LANIOCB B8SAYB

CARLYLE’S B1RTOR
RESARTUS

caLarrHPiLLUs Lmiia
CICERO, ORAHOXS OP
<x>lkridcr, prose of
CUNNINGHAM'S OWUT
ENGLISH PAINTERS

DAP.Tm’S CORAL-REEFS
DAVIS, TROMA3, PROSE
WRJTOOB Or

DEFOE* CAPTAIN BIXGLD
TON

de Mussrrs cokkdiw?
DE Qcurcm CONrs-
hiobs

DE WltrOBTO BWAYS
DESCAHTO DJSOjOBSB OX
M»moT>

DICXBNSB MA9TRR HUM-
PHRBTa CLOCKt Era

early reviews or great

ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND
ELLAS'S NEW SPIRIT
EMERSON, SELECT WRIT-
INGS OF

ENGLISH FAIRY AND FOLK
rum

ENGLISH PROGD [K.aoJwIUo
to 7buktt%r)

EPIcniTOa TEACHING OF
PERRTHB GP.EAT MUSICAL

PRQI38AET. PASSAGES rx>:<u

FROUDHB NEMESIS OPFAlTH
GOETHEa MAXIMS, He.
GOGOL'S INSPECTOR-
GENERAL

QOLixfxzvna vicar op
WaXBFIELD

GOBSR'3 NORTHERN
STUDIES

HAZUTT, WILLIAM, BS&AY&
HEINE IN ART AND
LBTTRR8

HEINE, HECflUCIf, PROGS
ITALIAN TRAVEL

HRLPS'B H38AYB AND
APHORISMS

HERBERTS, LO?J>, AUTO-
BIOGRAPHY-

IIOLMES' AU700RAT 0? 70
BREAKTAST-TABLX

HOLMJB* PORT AT THB
BREAEPAST-TABLE

HO LA!IB* PEOPI3aOR AT
THE BHEAKFABT.7ABLB

HUOft RJSaYS
HUNT, LEIGH, S5SAY8 BY
IBSHn PILLARS OFSOCIETY
IRTSHFAIRY AimFOLKTALES
JUROID, DOUGLAS.PAPERS
JOHNSON!*, D1L, H5BAYB
EiLTDASUB RAKI7XTAL*
LAMB'S MAYS OP ELIA
LAMB'S PLAYS AND DRAMA.
7T0 ESSAYS

Th* Walt** Scott Pcbushixg Com*amt, Limited,

10MD3N A1CD 7AT.UW3-0X-TTSX



THE) SCOTT LIBRARY
LXXDOira IMAGINARY CON
VZt^ATlONB

LANJOB'SPENTAUZROX. &a
LONDON PERICLES AND
ABP&81A

LEOPaP.DI’3 THOUGH!* AND
DIALOGUES

LfcWlNO* LACCOON. AND
OTHKR WWTINOS

LE831N&3 NATHAN TUB
WWB

IBWIOT, 0. IL. PIUNCIPLIB
OP SUCCESS IN UTSRA*
TUB*

LONGFELLOWS PROSE
LOWELL’S ZSEAY8 ON E.NG-
U2H pons

LOWELL* BiGLOW PAFTD3
LOWBLL’B MY BTUDY
WINDOWS

MAETERLINCK. FLAYS OP
MALORY* SLING ARTHUR
MALOBTS MAKVKLLODBAD-
VENTURES

MARCUS AUH2UUB, MIDI*
TAHOXB OF

MAZZfNTB E?SAYE— POLITI-
CAL Etc.

MILL’S LIBERTY
MILTON. FP.CQO OP
MITfOPJ/B OUR VILLAGE
Moyr/JONa assxYS op
MOBE’fe UTOPIA AND
EDWARD V.

M0EBI3S YCftSUNGH AND
SLBLUNGS

NEWMAN* SELECT ESSAYS
NEWMAN’S UNIVERSITY

OXFORD MOVEMENT. THE
PASCAL BLAISE, SELECT
THOUGHTS Of

PETROXTTJS (TRIM.fr/TSlOU
BANQUET)

PLATO. 6BL£CnON3 7T.OM
PLATO* REPUBLIC
PLUYAROHS XJYES
PLINY* L&TTER3—SXFJE 1

PLINT3 LKTER3-8ET.IW II.

POffS TALES AND B&AYft
POLITICAL ECONOMY SKLKC.
T10XR

POUTtCAL ORATIONS

REPLOCTIONS OR THE REVO-
LUTION IN FRANCE

RENAN'S LIFE 07 JH8U3
RE!*AN 3 ANTICHRIST
R2NAJT3 MARCUSAURP.LIU8
renanb Poetry op Celtic
RACES. RW

DU6% SIR JOSHUA,
JOURSES

RYDBERG ‘d EINGOALLA
SADI* OULIBTANs OR
KOWEN GARDEN

3AIXYE-BEWB, >2»AYB OP
SCHILLERS MAID Of OR-
LEANS
HILLERS WILLIAM TELL

SCOTS
SKNDTA’S MORA IK. SELEC-
TIONS PROM

SllELLKYN ASSAYS AND
UTTKR3

SHERIDAN’S PLAYS
SMITH. SYDNEY. rATHM BY
BPENCF8 ANECDOTES AND
OBSERVATIONS

5THBLY AND ADDISON.
PAPERS OP

SWIFTS PROSE WR7TIN0S
tAtTTO^ THE ANNALS Of
THACKERAY’S BARRY LYN

THORYAUR K43ATS. AND
OTHER WRITINGS

THOPJUirS WALDEN
THOREAH3 WEEK ON THE
CONCORD

TOLSTOY* WHAT IS ABT<
VASABWUV» OP ITaLIaX
PAINTERS

WALTON’S COMPLETE
ANGLE

K

WALTONS LIVES
WHIM NATURAL HISTORY
OF 8HWMHWB

WHITMAN* DEMOCRATtO
VISTAS

WHITMANS SPtfCWKN DAYS
WOLWTONSCRA1T8 IU0U1*
OP WOMAN

WORDSWORTH’S FP.05B

Tn* VAUU Scott PtraLiaiiNO Company, Limited,

LOKDCtf AKD PELLXXG-CW-TYNt



The Canterbury Poets.

EtmoiT V/IUIA* Sstxu Ckih, Cat ted if-jM
CD! E^cfti n&l;PuL Morocco Gilt W**, 51

^^AIMSW« -iff Ltrm, wit* />tef>frteurt fn**#**, 23.

I CHRISTIAN YEAR

a COLKRIKE

3 LONGFELLOW

4 CAMPBELL

5
SHELLEY

6 WORDSWORTH

;
BLAKE

I WHITHER

9 POE

id CHAIT2JT0X

II BURKS. Soe^i

u BURNS. r«a

ij MARLOWS

X4 KEATS

15 HERBERT

16 HUGO

17 COWFTR

(3 SHAKESPEARE'S rOZMS, etc.

19 EMERSON

a© SONNETS OF THE NINE-

TEENTH CENTURY

ti WHITMAN

2J SCOTT. Ud7 0flbtL«kf
r «l(.

23 SCOTT. MuKlaiv «:c.

24 PRAED

1$ HOGG

ti GOLDSMITH

27 LOVE LETTERS, fie.

ti SPENSER

v; CHILDREN OP THE POETS

JONSON

31 BYRON. KkAiMB

s

32 BOON. D*i Ja«

33 THE SONNETS OF EUROPE

34 RAMSAY

35 DOBELL

36 POPE

37 HEINE

38 BEAUMONT ft FLETCHER

33 BOWLES, LA&R, etc.

40 SEA MUSIC

41 EARLY ENGLISH POETRY

42 HERRtCH

43 BALLADES amd RONDEAUS

44 IRISH MINSTRELSY

45 MILTON'S PARADISE LOST

46 JACOBITE BALLADS

47 DAYS OP THE YEAR

4* AUSTRALIAN BALLADS

49 MOORE

Tiu Walt** Sojtt Ponuwmo OOUPabt, Lmnni,
loh&om add m£i*coie-rr*i



a
:i

The Canterbury Poets-™****
50 BORDER BALLADS

51 SONG-TIDE

Ji ODES Or HORACE

SJ OSSIAN

Si FAIRY MUSIC

55 SOUTHEY

56 CHAUCER
57 GOLDEN TREASURY
5* POEMS OP WILD LIFE

59 PARADISE REGAINED
63 CRABBE
6 i DORA GREENWELI.
6i KAUST

6j AMERICAN SONNETS
A| LANDOR'S POEMS

65 GREEK ANTHOLOGY

66 HUNT AND HOOD
6j HUMOROUS FOEMS
tS LYTTOlfS PLAYS

C9 GREAT ODES
?o MEREDITirS POEMS

71 IMITATION .OP CHRIST

71 NAVAL SONGS

73 PAINTER POETS

74 WOMEN POETS

75 LOVE LYRICS

76 AMERICAN HUMOROUS
VERSE

SCOTTISH MINOR POETS

CAVALIKR LYRISTS

79 GERMAN BALLADS
& SONGS OF BERANGER
fil RODEN NOEL'S POEMS
Sa SONGS OP FREEDOM
53 CANADIAN POEMS
54 SCOTTISH VERSE

55 POEMS OF NATURE
56 CRADLE SONGS

S? BALLADS OF SPORT
SS MATTHEW ARNOLD
S9 CLOUGIFS DOTHIE
50 BROWNING'S POEMS

Pil>p» Pmiti, r'.c. Vol I.

91 BROWNING’S POEMS
A Bl« ia tbt ’Scotchem, tit.

VoL *.

9a brownings poems
Dmralic L,.io. Vol. J.

93 MACKAYS LOVER’S MIS-
SAL

94 HENRY KIRKK WHITE

95 LYRA NICOTIANA

96 AURORA LEIGH

97 TENNYSON'S POEMS
In Mnoiiui, tit,

98 TENNYSON'S POEMS
The Pilnrase, clc.

59 WAR SONGS
ico THOMSON
sot ALEXANDER SMITH
sca EUGENE LEE-HAMILTON
103 PAUL VERLAINE
so* BAUDELAIRE

IOS NEW ZEALAND VERSE

Tin Waltkb S3JT7 Pobuhsito CaxiMWr, LuunD,
Kiwotl AND rtll'i: OP TY.’t



3/6 Ibsens Works. 3/6 £l

(aa* c.>yma*)

Edjito «-nd TraksutKD av WILLIAM ARCHER,
Dramatic Critic of "The World*

Consists Works in Six VcJimu. Tut Play: to a Vefumt.

Vou I—"THB LEAGUE OF YOUTH," “THE PILLARS

OF SOCIETY," «nd "A DOLL’S HOUSE.

TO PortraitU thf Anthar, and Bugraphiati Ielrc-Uetioa (7

WnuAM AacnBi

Vcc IL—"GHOSTS,* "AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE,"

and "THE WILD DUCK.”

With ir. InirodKtory Not* I7 WOAUM AlCKEI.

Vou III.—“LADY INGER OF OSTfiAT," "THE
VIXING3 AT HKLGKLAND," and "THE

PRETENDERS.'
With in Intrc-Uctcoy Note by Wiuna A>cn<i_

Vol IV.—"EMPEROR AND GALILEAN." (Oesar’i

ApcMMjr and Tho Etcpercr Julian.)

With >0 Intiofcf.ny Rote by WtixtAM AlcKEfc

Vol V.—“ROSMERSHOLM," "THE 'LADY FROM
THE SEA,” and “HKDDA GABLER.”

TraMbtri by Wiluak .Mans. With an Ietraiuttorr Kcu.

Vou VI—" PEER GYNT." A Dramatic P«m.
TikoUmJ by Wiiajak Ancmra.

T«B WiLTM SCOTT Pcausunto COKTAMY, LlMtlEX),

LO>IO!r AND yniilKCKW.TVVK.



Great Writers
A NEW SERIES OF CRITICAL BIOGRAPHIES.

1/>XD0N AND PELUNO-OM-TYXE



COMPACT AND PRACTICAL.

Ii Imp CUti; far lie Jbetit Prut Q;e SMBIk-.

THE EUROPEAN

CONVERSATION BOOKS.

FRENCH ITALIAN

SPANISH GERMAN
NORWEGIAN

CONTENTS.
HinU to Tmtltirt—£veryday EjprrssUns—Arming at

andUminr. a Baihsay Slatiost—Custom Hsusr Enquiries—Ln

a Train—Ata BuJfUandFiilaurant —Atan Hotel—Paying ast

//otetBiU—Enjvtrietin a Tmm-COmBoardSkip-Embariing
and LHseniortinf—Extortion by Carriage—En/uriu as to

Ditigeruet—Enpdnei as to BaaX-Enfaging Apartment*—

Watting List end Days ef iVeet—Restaurant Vocabulary—

Ti'egratn:and Letters, eta, eta

TTif on'enb d that UlUe hinJb>*i ut h ainegej a to

jema. aiiea »T/i imtidkn ittaara. All .lialopit*u .aqair*. not

tootJunl tlaoliiil; «walul hi« been papcnAj aclslad, oxhine

‘CB E taBoAmd »l>ich ni£>.: rocfae tie ta*tO* ralia than ubIii

kim. A&nUtfi ut fii.n In tie talioliaica rt&h sill l» ixmd
•iVuble u> tl/ox uvcuioatod to faret>n Irani.

Taa Waukk Scott Fiwnance Comi-aht, utunv,
UIBCOK AND IUU.O OX-TYWK.



NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY.

GRAVURE EDITION.

PRINTED ON ANTIQUE PAPER, as. 6A PER VOL.

Etuh Vohau xr'ri it Jrtntt'ifiut in PAetfgrmurt.

By NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

TEE SCARLET LETTER.
THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES.

THE BLITHKDALE ROMANCE.
TANGLEWOOD TALES.

TWICE-TOLD TALKS.

A WONDER-BOOK FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

OUR OLD HOME.
MOSSES FROM AN OLD MANSE.
THE SNOW IMAGE.

TRUE STORIES FROM HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
THE NEW ADAM AND EVE.

LEGENDS OF THE PROVINCE HOUSE

By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE

THE PROFESSOR AT THE BREAKFAST-TABLE

THE POET AT THE BREAKFAST-TABLE

ELSIE VENNEK

By HENRY THOREAU.

ESSAYS AND OTHER WRITINGS.

WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS.

A WEEK ON THE CONCORD.

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO- LTD.,

LONDON AND PKLWnj-OW TYJJS



S^“pSSiJS3?SS2g®p3SSS53=op

EVERY-DAY HELP SERIES
OF OSEFUL HANDBOOKS- Price Ed. each,

OR IN ROAN BINDING, PRICE ID.

Cceiribcton—J. LakgsOB Dow* M.D, F.RCP.; H»M
Powrn, MB.. F.RCS.; J.

Mo*T!UBRG**Nrn.T*, MD|
j. Crichton Baowtct M.D. LLD.,- Bon«T Farijuharson,

How to Do Business. A Gb>3. lo Soa*. la life.

HOW to Behove. MuuJ rfKtlqoene .ni JUNh
How to Write. A Xuuul rfCor.^un’iu «ad LMMr Vi nla*.

How to Dobnto. With Hiatt or P»b£e

Don’t : Dimtrni foi «»ndi5j! Commot Errors oi Spe.sH.

Tho Parental Don't! WindonM 1WU.
Why 8moko and Drink. By Junta Putw.
[.locution. Hr T. R. W. P—nnn, M.A. U Si. Cgtanart
Coiiaje, CUbO«a «nfl F. 'V. Wdlhmu, Lctluio ua Eltxutloa

The Secret of a Oloar Hoad.
Common Mind Troubles.
The Socret of a Good Memory.
Youth : Its Core and Culture.
Tho Heart and Ns Function.
Personal Appearances In Health and DleeasoPersonal Appearances in Health and Dleeaso
Tho Houeo and lt» Surroundings.
Alcohol

i
It. Use and Abuse.

Exorcise and Training.

Health in 8ohoolo.
The Shin and Its Troubloa.
How to make tho Beet of Lira.

Norves and Norvo-Troublos.
Tho sicht, and How to Presorvo It.

Premature Death: It. IWtioo «d PickCco.
Ohant-e. aa a Montal Restorative.
The Oontlo Art of Nursing the 8ioK.
Tho Cure of Infant* and Young Ohlldren.
Invalid FoedlnK, with Hints on Diet.

Every-day Allmontv, and How to Treat Thom.
Thrifty Hounokeeping.

Oulturo.
Sloop and 8leopUit:8neD8.

The Story of Llfo.

35. Houmohold Nursing.
36. Tho Ear, and Ear Troubles.

the Walter scorr publishing co., ltd.,

LONDON AXD ITIUXO OJMTHt



rfhe Music Story Series.

A SERIES OF LITERAR Y-MUS1CAL MONOGRAPHS

Edlled by FREDERICK J. CROWEST,
Anlho* of "Jh« Grail Tom Pnu," ole., Be.

IlliMnlul lili Pbi.opiTnir and COilyp- Pertain, lUlf-tcoe and Ur*
PKlaa, Faaimia. Bo.

Sfxan Crew* dW, Chlh, 31. 6d. ntt.

VOLUMES NOW READY.

THE STORY OK ORATORIO. By ANNIE W. PATTER-
SON, B.A.,Ua Dee.

THE STORY OF NOTATION. By a F. ABDY WILLIAMS,
M.A., Mr*. E«.

THE STORY OF THE ORGAN. By C. F. ABDY
j^UAM^M.A, Auto of “Bici* aid “ Hindd' (“ Hunt

THE STORY OF CHAMBER MOSlC. By N. KILBURN,
Mca. Bac. (Oaiah.).

THE STORY OF THE VIOLIN. By PAUL STOF.VING,
Piofaic. of lit VicUi, GuildtaB Sdin> at Mode, Lmdcn.

THE STORY OF THE HARP. By WILLIAM H. GRATTAN
FLOOD, Aalto 4 •« IU*«yed I*b Kate'

THE SFORY OF ORGAN MUSIC. By C. F. ABDY
WILLIAMS, rflA.. Ma. la;

THE STORY OF ENGLISH MUSIC (1601-1004): Uto1 the
Worthip/d Ccmpsnx cOJiraa’ Lwtati.

THE STORY DF MINSTRELSY. By EDMONDSTOUNF.
DUNCAN.

IN PREPARATION.

THE STORY OF THE PIANOFORTE. By ALGERNON S
ROSE, Aiuor of •• Tolu «tli auriiipcn."

THE STORY OF MUSICAL SOUND. By CHURCHILL
SIBLEY, Mai Dec

THE STORY OF CHURCH MUSIC. By THE EDITOR.
ETC., ETC. ETC

Tin Waitie Scott Proumr.r. Coh»a»v, Liwiiwi,

LUHIsJH AND 9112.1XU~OX«TYrvX.



Musicians Wit ,
Humour , and

Anecdote :

BEING ON PITS OF COMPOSERS, SINGERS. AND
INSTRUMENTALISTS OF ALL TIMES.

By FREDERICK J. CROWEST,

Aube of "Tbe Ot«t Tee PeU." “The SUrr, of finthh Mok."

aa* of "Tli0 Muter Natflui’ Seiiet, etc., ett

Profusely Illustrated with Qu«Int Dr«v.lnx9 by

J. P. DONNE.

Owns fut, Clod, XiAfy Gt/f, Pria 3/6.

"It It me ofthoee delighlfil madlej? of anecdote of «U tiroo, u=«a»,

ox>! f*rwr., In ony page of uhicta there Is • nr- . P««m ol humour.

ttnoK Mlientue, ani quirt ayirg.’—T. P. O’Cotoina la I.P.'i

WuU,.

“A ienu-shie CoOntlim of ptod Oria nlildi im« Utr l*l«a jraa
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